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EDITORIAL 

I. Chorus 

The World Health Organisation's Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality have helped shape drinking
water legislation in many countries of the world. Currently, the Guideline's emphasis is on drinking
water treatment, drinking-water quality criteria, surveillance and control. The rolling revision of the 
guidelines, begun in 1996 with the instalment of a working group to support and scientifically oversee 
this process, intends to extend coverage to include the broader basis for safeguarding drinking-water. 
Multiple barriers can be employed to protect human health from disease transmitted through drinking
water. The first and foremost of these is the safeguarding of drinking-water resources. Resource protection 
is a key element of the multiple barrier principle, because the quality ofraw water determines the further 
barriers needed in drinking-water treatment. Therefore, guidance on drinking-water safety should begin 
with guidance on the protection of drinking-water resources. 

Drinking-water resources are polluted or at risk of being polluted by a variety of agents from numerous 
sources. Contamination of drinking water by pathogenic organisms is still a major cause of the disease 
burden in many parts of the world, and human excreta are the key source. Survival times of some human 
pathogens in aquatic environments have recently been found to be substantially longer than initially 
assumed - sometimes in the range of weeks and months. Chemical pollution of drinking-water with 
hazardous chemicals from industry, traffic, waste disposal sites, agriculture, household chemicals and 
sewage has rarely been identified as a cause of acute illness - the most prominent example being 
methemoglobinemia of infants due to elevated nitrate concentrations. Contamination by chemicals is 
mainly a long-term hazard, especially for groundwater resources, which may result in chronic exposure 
through drinking-water. However, assessing the health risks oflong-term exposure to low concentrations 
of chemicals is extremely difficult, if not impossible. Risk avoidance in keeping with the precautionary 
principle is particularly necessary for these pollutants in ground-water. 

Technical solutions are available for avoiding these risks, but their adequate choice and their local 
implementation have proven to be complex issues. The field of sanitation is a case in point. The 
developments in sewage disposal and wastewater treatment which commenced in Europe towards the 
end of the nineteenth century have dramatically improved public health. However, attempts at transferring 
these approaches to other parts of the world have demonstrated that in addition to technology, there are 
other factors that are crucial to the success of sanitary measures, such as geographic and hydrological 
conditions, population structure and density, economic potential, as well as social structures and religious 
attitudes which determine the acceptance of techniques. Further, the path embarked upon in Europe more 
than a century ago is currently being re-assessed by critics with a view to its long-term sustainability in 
resource management (see Esrey in this volume), particularly for newly evolving urban settlements (see 
Gumbo in this volume). 

However, the current state of knowledge and understanding is not at a point where clear-cut guidance can 
be moulded into a handbook, manual , or WHO guideline on drinking-water resource protection. The 



scientific consensus is not yet available for a matrix of"what works where", in which planners could look 
up their respective hydrogeological , demographic and socio-economic situation and find guidance on the 
most appropriate sanitation system for that situation. Rather, the current level of experience world-wide 
needs to be compiled and assessed. As a first step, examples can be given of "what has worked where, 
and why". These examples may be critically evaluated by decision-makers for finding solutions to their 
respective problems. Currently, initiatives such as the ,,Global Water Partnership", the ,,UNDP and World 
Bank Water Supply and Sanitation Programme", and the ,,Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative 
Council" supported by organisations such as WHO, UNICEF, UNEP (see Schertenleib, in this volume) 
are critically assessing the adequacy of existing sanitation approaches for various problem scenarios. 
These discussions need to be intensified and extended to include the objective of drinking-water resource 
protection. 

The rolling revision of the WHO Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality is supporting this process. 
Experience in drinking-water resource protection world-wide is being compiled, the status of resource 
protection in the context of overall drinking-water safety is being discussed, principles and viable 
approaches are emerging. 

The process of establishing the scientific background for drinking-water resource protection and compiling 
experience with current approaches commenced with an international conference on the subject of ,, Water, 
Sanitation and Health - Resolving Conflicts between Drinking-Water Demands and Pressures from 
Society's Wastes", held at the WHO Collaborating Centre Bad Elster, Germany, in November 1998. 
Although this conference focused on contamination by human excreta, the relations that exist between 
this problem and that of contamination by chemicals were repeatedly emphasised in the discussions. The 
conference targeted the following interlocking aspects of protecting drinking-water resources from human 
excreta: health impacts of contamination with human excreta, policy approaches which are adequate for 
the complexity of the issue, specific protection requirements for surface water and for groundwater 
resources, impacts of re-use of sewage in agriculture on drinking-water resources, examples of treatment 
technologies successful in different sanitation scenarios, and case studies from a number of countries on 
situation assessments and present approaches to improvement. This information is the basis for monographs 
on the protection of drinking-water resources, both groundwater and surface waters, currently in preparation. 
Many diseases which spread through drinking-water are well known and described in the literature. 
Therefore, contributions on health impacts and health risks due to human pathogens in water from 
excreta in this volume are limited to reports on newly recognised aspects: Ramamurthy et al. summarise 
knowledge about the extended survival of Vibrio cholerae in natural aquatic environments. Wiand/ et al. 
report the prevalence of Giardia cysts in wastewater, even after disinfection with UV or chlorine, the 
human health implications of which are currently unclear. ling presents evidence from China on human 
health impacts of toxic cyanobacteria, which proliferate in drinking-water resources because of the 
fertilising effect of nutrients from sewage. The contributions of Amin Hoque and o/Laryea highlight an 
issue of crucial importance : without including social factors, particularly intensive concominant education 
in personal hygiene and changes in behaviour, provision of sanitation facilities and of improved drinking
water supply are unlikely to improve health, and technological interventions without addressing the social 
dimensions have little chance of improving public health. Though highlighted here with examples from 
developing countries, the issue of personal hygiene in combination with sanitation and drinking-water 
hygiene is a global concern currently beginning to undergo a 'revival' in industrialised countries as well , 
due to increasing resistance of pathogens to antibiotics, evolution of new pathogens and the increasing 
distribution of pathogens with intensification of international travel. 

The importance of drugs, diagnostic agents and disinfectants reaching drinking-water resources from 
human excreta is comprehensively reviewed by Kiimmerer. This contribution links the issue of resource 
contamination by human excreta to that of chemical contamination. As a number of pharmaceuticals are 
not effectively removed in sewage treatment and not rapidly degraded in natural environments, the detection 
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of trace amounts in water resources and drinking-water calls for health risk assessment. However, 
assessment of chronic exposure to trace amounts of these substances is extremely difficult, even though 
these substances were designed to have an impact on human biochemistry and physiology. Following the 
precautionary principle, such substances should not be contained in drinking-water, particularly if their 
long-term health impact evades scientific assessment. Protection of drinking-water resources by pollution 
with these substances would be the safest approach. 

As it is recognised that successful projects of sanitation and drinking-water resource protection are 
embedded in comprehensive concepts of water and hygiene development, a section of the conference was 
dedicated to policy development and regulation. The crucial importance of establishing mutual trust 
between drinking-water service providers and the public through open and honest information policy on 
the behalf of the providers as a basis for public support and participation is described by Hotchkiss-Bakir. 
In South Africa and Zimbabwe, a new approach within the PHAST (participatory hygiene and sanitation) 
initiative is showing considerable success, also in changes of behaviour. It involves the public who actively 
assess different water-supply and sanitation options and make own choices for preferble technologies, 
and it is also demonstrating the efficacy of involving school children to initiate change in communities 
(Musabayane; Breslin). A further success story emerging from South Africa introduces an easy-to-use 
protocol for assessing risks of groundwater-pollution through on-site sanitation, thus providing a basis 
that communities can use themselves for planning sanitation (Hartley). From Chile, the development of 
a strong and independant regulatory system in charge of supervision of both public and private facilities 
is reported as the key factor currently leading to self-sustaining provision of good quality water and 
sewerage (Lee). In the densely populated basin of the River Ruhr in Germany, a syndicate of drinking
water providers and wastewater treatment has developed a successful management concept, ensuring 
high drinking-water quality in face oflarge pressures from society's wastes (Klopp). A new, comprehensive, 
flexible and simplified legal framework is promising in Mexico, though the government still faces the 
problem of lack of infrastructure to supervise companies regularly (Saade Hazin). First signs of improved 
water source protection through government emphasis on local community initiatives, NGOs and private 
sector involvement are reported from Dar-es-Salaam (Makule). 

Two sections directly address the protection requirements for drinking-water resources. For surface 
waters, the currently practiced scenarios reported span two extremes: one is the approach aimed at in 
Thuringia, Germany, (Willmitzer) of diverting sewage from reservoir catchments and strongly restricting 
human activities within protection zones around the reservoirs. The contrasting situation reported from 
Istanbul, Turkey, by Tanik is that the present regulations and administrative infrastructure do not prevent 
direct pollution of drinking-water reservoirs from sewage originating in illegal settlements, which are 
nonetheless connected to provisions. In Brazil, standards both for effluents and for receiving water bodies 
have been derived on a stringent scientific basis which may serve as a model world-wide (von Sperling); 
however, the author demonstrates that in face of the high share of wastewater in the river flow of urban 
areas, these standards are difficult to meet even with rather elaborate wastewater treatment designs. Thus, 
they define the ultimate target rather than a condition achievable on short or medium terms. Preliminary 
results from the Czech Republic indicate that Cryptosporidium oocysts and Giardia cysts prevail in 
drinking-water reservoirs, and their break-through into finished drinking-water requires further elucidation 
(Doljes et al.). 

A contribution from Zimbabwe shows how abstraction of surface water from river bed sands not only 
utilises a valuable source of water during dry periods, but furthermore produces excellent quality through 
the sand filtration effect, often superior even to that of groundwater, with a system low in costs and 
maintenance (Hussey). 

A review of groundwater contamination problems with an exemplary description of approaches to its 
management and protection from the UK given by Chave shows how protection zones can be determined 
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according to the vulnerability of an aquifer to pollution, and which preventative measures can be taken. 
Chidavaenzi et al. demonstrate the necessity to consider groundwater flow for the siting of pit latrines in 
relation to boreholes, and Bannerman shows that protection of groundwater from poor or lacking sanitation 
calls for the same basic principles in rural West Africa: boreholes must be situated sufficiently far away 
and upstream from latrines and homes. Similarities and differences between urban settings in developed 
and developing countries regarding contamination of urban groundwater by human excreta are elaborated 
by Barret et al., who show that in urban areas of England, leaky sewers may be the chief threat to 
groundwater. A similar result is presented by Angjeli et al., who demonstrate that the most important 
source of pathogens in drinking-water of Albania's capital Tirana is cross-contamination of pipes with 
sewers. Tandia et al . investigated groundwater contamination of the Senegalese Peninsula west of the city 
of Dakar by the city: nitrate concentrations are increasing at an annual rate of30 mg/I, chiefly from latrine 
seepages; this situation is dramatic because of the lack of alternatives due to the site on the peninsula, and 
maximum nitrate concentrations currently at 300 mg/I. Seiler uses the example of Caracas, Venezuela to 
show how adequate sites and amounts for sustainable groundwater exploitation may be determined. Haakh 
presents a case study which demonstrates a steady decline of wastewater contaminant concentrations 
after construction of a central sewer and wastewater treatment plant to protect a carstic aquifer in Germany. 
An interesting approach for differentiated groundwater protection in relation to aquifer vulnerability is 
presented by Ouazzani et al. in the context of avoiding nitrate pollution through reuse of treated wastewater 
in Morocco. 

Wastewater reuse is a critical issue in drinking-water resource protection, particularly reuse in agriculture, 
but also potable reuse. The current discussion spans a broad range of approaches and conflicting attitudes, 
particularly if the widespread unintentional reuse of wastewater discharged upstream of drinking-water 
intakes (as is current practice in many densely populated regions both in industrialised and in developing 
countries) is contrasted with some legislative approaches with detailed and far-reaching regulations. In 
his review of the United States National Research Council report on potable reuse, Crook discusses 
criteria for safe re-use, particularly emphasising the perpetual issue of uncertainty because it is impossible 
to identify the complete mix of compounds present in former wastewater. Safe potable reuse requires, 
among other factors, avoiding input of contaminants into wastewater and documenting them if they do 
happen accidentally. Drewes et al. present a summarising overview of the current status of experiences 
with operation and sustainability of indirect water reuse systems, critically evaluating the pre-treatment 
necessary before wastewater may be infiltrated into the underground without inducing microbial or chemical 
pollution of the aquifer. In contrast, Mathew and Ho shows that many options ofless rigorously controlled 
reuse in arid regions of Australia would be far more beneficial to Aboriginal communities than the current 
practices of uncontrolled spreading on land. 

Parasitic infections due to illegal spreading of raw sewage for irrigation on the fringe of Marrakech city 
are investigated by Bouhoum and Amahmid, and increased incidence of parasitic infections in consequence 
of currently accepted practices of irrigation with untreated wastewater in Mexico were studied by Cifuentes 
et al .. Herre et al. add a further aspect: changes in practices after more than 80 years of reuse in Mexico 
may have other detrimental impacts: stopping reuse now would change the nitrogen and carbon balance 
in the soils and might mobilise heavy metals. Mitra and Gumbo show how irrigation with raw sewage has 
polluted groundwater on the eastern fringe of Calcutta city with cations, anions, organics and heavy 
metals to the point where use as drinking-water is at stake not only for shallow tubewells, but increasingly 
also for the deeper groundwater resources. Winblad and Drangert both outline how toilets which collect 
urine and faeces separately can contribute to making reuse in agriculture safe for human health, and how 
such systems can be developed to be economically superior to other current approaches. Last, but not 
least important, incidental or planned, direct or indirect reuse for drinking-water may elevate concentrations 
of organic substances, and Funamizu et al. highlight the consequences of increased organic substrate 
concentrations for bacterial growth in the distribution system. 
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A section on methods and technologies for protecting drinking-water resources from human excreta 
shows examples from the wide range of approaches available, depending on socio-economic and geographic 
settings as well as on the currently established systems of disposing excreta. Von Sperling compiles 
'selection criteria' among the main wastewater treatment systems currently widely applied: these criteria 
are based on characteristics such removal efficiencies, economic requirements, performance and reliability. 
Possibilities for upgrading of existing 'conventional' sewage treatment plants are compiled by Hegemann.. 
Constructed wetlands are shown to be a useful treatment option for protecting drinking-water resources 
from treated sewage and storm water (Thomas), and results from Iraq suggest that the natural and constructed 
systems containing 'weeds' or rather reed beds may effectively reduce loading with nutrients, suspended 
solids and biological oxygen demand (Al-Samawi). For 'conventional ' sewage treatment, new developments 
in membrane filtration directly within the tank of the biological stage may soon dramatically improve 
eflluent quality with similar or even lower costs (Kruger); similar results may be achieved by nanofiltration 
systems (Peters). UV-irradiation, if properly applied, is already useful for disinfection of sewage treatment 
plant eflluents (Kolch), though viruses and bacteria enclosed in particles will not be affected. Application 
oflime in different stages of the process of conventional treatment may considerably reduce pathogens in 
sewage sludge (Herbst), and pathogen removal in wastewater stabilisation ponds may be substantially 
enhanced by controlling volumetric organic loading and environmental factors (Almasi and Pescod). 
In densely populated low-income urban areas "what to do when the pits are full" is a pressing problem, 
both because of direct exposure of people to pathogens and because of groundwater contamination. A 
' vacutug' vehicle introduced by Wegelin-Schuringa and Coffey proved technically successful and 
economically viable for emptying pits and latrines. It is a promising step towards alleviation of these -
sometimes dramatic - situations. The problem of locally adequate approaches to faecal sludge treatment 
"when the pits are full" is addressed by Strauss et al. An improvement for ' YIP's (ventilated improved pit 
latrines) adapted to situations with high ground-water table is presented by Dadie-Amoah and Komba. 
The advantages as well as the pitfalls of public standposts as a safe drinking-water provision system 
producing low amounts of wastewater are summarised by Berg/haler. 

A promising method for detecting oestrogen-like activity in wastewater and drinking-water samples with 
genetically modified yeast strains is given by Rehmann et al. 

Case studies from a number of countries comprise critical assessments of pollution of drinking-water 
resources and various approaches to improving the situation: The urgency of protection of drinking-water 
resources is reported from Uganda (Mukama), Morocco (Mandi), Ghana (Salifu and Mumuni), Nigeria 
(Sridhar) and in Southeast Asia (Takizawa et al.). Pandey and Kaul report results of an extensive survey 
of the current achievements and deficits of sanitation in relation to drinking-water safety conducted in 
two states of India. Successful application of advanced methods for drinking-water treatment in face of 
the severe surface-water pollution in Chinese urban areas reported by Wang and Wang, who highlight the 
approach that becomes necessary when protection of drinking-water resources from society's wastes has 
failed. Problems of sewage sludge contamination, treatment and disposal are addressed by Namer and 
Sumna for Slovakia. A very comprehensive management program is presented from the Republic of 
Korea, and apprehended implementation difficulties are discussed by Ahn. A contribution from Cyprus 
shows the need to address the specific problems of an island dependant on groundwater and extremely 
variable amounts of rainwater by stringent legislation and enforcement (Andreu). 

The editors sincerely thank all of the authors for contributing this broad range of diverse aspects to the 
issue of drinking-water resource protection, and for thus having provided a sound scientific background 
for the preparation of WHO guidance in this important field. 

This broad approach and diversity of contributions was possible through extensive funding of the Ministry 
of Health of Germany, the Association for Water-, Soil- and Air Hygiene, and the World Health Organisation 
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for substantial financial support. The Carl Duisberg Foundation and the German Foundation for 
International Development funded travel costs for several scientists. This funding secured participation 
not only of keynote speakers and session heads, but in particular of a large number of practicioners who 
contributed their first-hand experience from most of the world 's continents and thus helped develop 
WHO guidance on a broad basis of involvement. 

Without the dedicated and hard work of the staff in Bad Elster, which kept us comfortable and well fed at 
all times, five full days of intensive discussion with workshops well into the evening would not have been 
possible. Hard work of a large number of referees is acknowledged, and they are congratulated for their 
success in motivating almost all of the authors of over-length manuscripts to comply to the page number 
limit. Last but not least, thanks are due to Joachim Borchert for careful and critical lay-out of the 
contributions. 
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RETHINKING SANITATION: PANACEA OR PANDORA'S BOX 

S. A. Esrey 

UNICEF, 3 UN Plaza, TA-25A , New York, NY 10017, USA 

ABSTRACT 

In the 19" century, sanitation solutions were designed and built on the premises that human excreta was a 
waste suitable only for disposal and that the environment was capable of assimilating the waste. The 
prevailing view last century was that vapors from smells caused disease, and the best way to deal with 
excreta was to convey it to rivers and streams where it could be diluted and cleansed. Times have changed, 
the premises are outdated, and current solutions contribute, either directly or indirectly, to many of the 
problems faced by soc iety today: water pollution, scarcity of fresh water, food insecurity, destruction and 
loss of so il fenility, loss of biodiversity, depletion of the ozone layer, and global warming. A common 
denominator of all these problems is how soc iety deals with its wastes, spec ifically how it deals with 
human excrement. We have to rethink past premises, design and build new systems, and contribute to the 
solving of society's most pressing problems. The panacea of the 19'' century is turning out to be the 
pandora's box of the 21 " century. 

KEYWORDS 

Water, nutrients, sanitation, environmental health, ecosystems, human health. 

fNTRODUCTION 

Last century England and the West pioneered waterborne sewerage as a means to deal with human 
excrement. During much of the 19th century the miasma and filth theories of disease prevailed, so sewerage 
was designed to rid people 's living spaces of organic matter that smelled, particularly excreta. It was only 
at the end of the 19th century that the germ theory of disease began to take hold and influence medical 
practice and public health initiatives. At that time, waterborne sewerage was a panacea to the problem of 
human excrement and organic waste, and it turned out it also succeeded in reducing infectious diseases 
(McKinlay and McKinlay 1977). 

Despite these advances half of humanity live, work and play on a film of fecal contamination because 
they have no means of basic sanitation. Once pathogens get into the environment, some eventually find 
their way into drinking water supplies, hands and food. This is a life and death issue, and "those that 
survive are left underweight, stunted mentally and physically, vulnerable to even more deadly diseases -
and too debilitated for the primary business of childhood: learning" (Bellamy 1997). 

The other half of humanity attempts to keep pathogens away from people by depositing human excreta in 
pits or flushing them off-site. These solutions, thought to be a panacea for many years, has opened up a 
pandora's box by creating pollution elsewhere in the ecosystem, downstream from the original source of 
the pollution. Over 95 % of sewage in developing countries is discharged without any treatment into 
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receiving bodies of water in the environment (World Resources Institute 1998), and pit latrines leak for a 
variety of reasons with the contaminants finding their way into fresh water sources. Even in the West, we 
still have not solved the problem of fecal-oral infectious disease transmission. 

The purpose of this paper is two-fold : I) show the links between current sanitation approaches and many 
of society's problems, starting with drinking water sources, and 2) propose new ways of thinking about 
sanitation solutions so that drinking water needs can be met. The paper will focus on water-borne sanitation, 
primarily sewerage, because it remains the gold standard that others want to achieve and emulate. 

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM? 

Drinking water quality: "Water quality is deteriorating due to pollution from almost all human activities" 
(Kuylenstiema et al., 1998) In 1996, the world's human population used an estimated 54 % ofall accessible 
freshwater contained in rivers, lakes and underground aquifers (Hinrichsen et al. , 1998), and it is projected 
to be 70 % by 2025. This increase only reflects population growth, not increases in per capita consumption. 
If current trends continue, the world 's entire stable river flow would be needed just for dilution and 
transport of pollutants (Food and Agricultural Organization, 1990). Deteriorating water quality is not 
surprising when one considers that any and all chemicals generated from human activity can and will find 
their way into water supplies. 

Drinking water can become contaminated in three ways: the source water is itself contaminated, 
contamination arises during treatment, or the materials that are used to convey water are contaminants 
and become ingested by consumers. The first two pose the largest risk and concern. Until recently in 
man's history, the pollution was comprised mostly of pathogens from human and animal wastes getting 
into source water. Today, the pollution of source water still includes pathogens from human and animal 
wastes, but it also includes industrial, agricultural and pharmaceutical contaminants most of which did 
not exist when the current sanitation solutions were developed and refined. 

Sanitation and pathogens: In the USA the number of water-borne outbreaks and cases per outbreak have 
been increasing since 1940 (Hunter, 1997), and the causes have remained largely the same - fecal-oral 
infectious agents causing gastrointestinal illness, with the exception of typhoid which has been virtually 
eliminated. The immediate causes of these outbreaks were reported to be untreated and/or inadequate 
disinfection of ground or surface water. The problem is not confined to the USA. Coliform concentrations 
in major rivers in Europe have also increased several fold during this same time. In 1920, the coliform 
concentration in the River Seine was < I 0/100 ml. In 1980 is was nearly 500/ 100 ml, with a steady 
increase over time (Meybeck et al., 1990). South America pollutes almost 11 times more fresh water per 
capita than Europe, largely from human waste (Joyce, 1997). We have failed in the West to keep our 
waters free of excrement. 

Even ifwe could adequately treat surface or ground water to meet current water quality criteria, there is a 
chance that the level of gastrointestinal illness would still be elevated relative to what could be prevented 
if the water was even purer. In a recent study in Quebec it was estimated that 35 % of reported gastrointestinal 
illness among tap water drinkers was preventable if current water quality criteria were more stringent 
(Payment et al. , 1991 ). 

Sanitation and pharmaceuticals: Drugs and drug metabolites have been found recently in drinking water 
supplies in Europe (Raio ff, 1998). The only reasonable explanation for their appearance in water supplies 
is that they are excreted by humans as they have shown up in ground water beneath sewage treatment 
plants in countries that do not even manufacture the drugs. They have not been looked for yet in the USA 
or other parts of the world. The types of pharmaceuticals include lipid regulating drugs (e.g., phenazone 
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and fenofibrate), analgesics (e.g. , ibuprofen and diclofenac), chemotherapy drugs, antibiotics, hormones, 
antiseptics, beta-blocker heart drugs, epilepsy controlling drugs, and drugs for contrast during scans. In 
some cases 50 %-90 % of the administered drug may be excreted in a biologically active form, and 
partially degraded drugs may convert back into an active form through chemical reactions in the 
environment. 

What do the presence of these drugs and their metabolites mean? Do they represent a health risk, acceleration 
of antibiotic resistance, or damage to ecosystems? These questions are hard to answer at this time, but 
recent reports suggest that water pollution from human sewage is feminizing animals throughout the 
world, largely through the hormones found in effluent (Cone, 1998). "Everyday concentrations of sewage 
effluent in rivers appear to contain estrogen-like chemicals potent enough to cause fish to be born half
male, half-female" (Cone, 1998). In two of eight rivers downstream from sewage treatment plants in the 
UK, I 00 % of the male fish had feminized reproductive tracts, ranging from severe to slight. The other six 
rivers had rates ranging from 20 % to 80 %. The levels of antibiotics found suggests that antibiotic 
resistance could occur (Raloff, 1998). The short-term and long-term health risks from this type of 
contamination remain unknown. 

Sanitation and disinfection by-products: Treatment of drinking water to acceptable standards poses an 
additional health risk - cancer. A recent review of drinking water and cancer showed that chlorine by
products, used to reduce the risk of infectious disease, were associated with a substantial portion of the 
cancer cases from drinking water supplies. The by-products of chlorine account for 5,000 cases of bladder 
cancer and 8,000 cancers of rectal cancer each year in the US (Morris, 1995). There was an elevated risk 
with colorectal and liver cancer as well although the number of studies was small. In the mid-1970's it 
was discovered that chlorination resulted in organohalide reactions, and these were suspected to be 
carcinogenic. Since then over 400 disinfection by-products have been discovered, and very few have 
been investigated for carcinogenicity (Reiff, 1996). Disinfection-by-products have also been reported to 
be associated with spontaneous abortions (Waller et al., 1998), low birth weight (Kramer et al, 1992), and 
birth defects (Magnus et al., 1999). 

Sanitation and nitrates: Plants need nutrients, healthy soil , water and sun to grow. Excreta contains 
valuable nutrients, which help plants grow, and carbon, which increases water holding capacity and nurtures 
healthy soil. Failure to put these nutrients back onto the land has resulted in the production and use of 
artificial fertilisers, increased use of pesticides because we destroy healthy soil, and the need for more 
water. All of these nutrients and pesticides eventually find their way into drinking water. One nutrient in 
particular has proved detrimental to human health - nitrates. It is well know that methemoglobinemia 
occurs from nitrate pollution of drinking water. A recent investigation found that nitrate-contaminated 
ground water may also lead to spontaneous abortion in humans (Grant et al., 1996). Excretion of nitrate 
from urine and saliva were correlated positively with the level of nitrates in drinking water (van Maanen 
et al., 1996). In over 150 countries nitrates from fertilisers have seeped into drinking water (Maywald et 
al., 1988). In addition, nitrogen from sewage treatment plants forms nitrous oxides in rivers and lakes, 
which dissipates into the atmosphere, and it plays an important role as a greenhouse gas and as a catalyst 
in the destruction of ozone (McMahon et al., 1999). 

Sanitation and dwindling supplies of fresh water: Water-borne sanitation requires huge supplies of 
freshwater to transport human waste to another location. As the quality and quantity of freshwater supplies 
dwindle, it will become increasingly more expensive to access and provide an adequate supply of good 
quality water. In many parts of the world the water does not even exist to consider waterborne sewage. 
Currently, 8 % (31 countries) of the world 's population have chronic water shortages, and by 2025 there 
will be 48 countries, or 35 % of the world's population, experiencing chronic water shortages (Hinrichsen 
et al., 1998). Fifty-six countries do not even meet a minimum recommended daily water requirement of 
50 liters per person per day (Gleick, 1996). 
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Yet, on average 50 to I 00 liters of water are used daily to flush away 1-1 .5 liters of human excreta, or 
nearly 20,000 to 40,000 liters per person annually (Jonsson, 1997; Van der Ryn, 1995). Most of the water 
is used to flush away urine, which is 90 % of the waste, but for the most part urine is sterile. Faeces, which 
pose the significant health risk, weigh 70 - 140 g when wet and about 35 g when dry. Effectively, we are 
using 50-100 liters of freshwater each day to flush away 0.035 kg of dangerous material , a ratio of 1,500 
to 3,000 units of water to one unit of dangerous material. We will be confronted more and more with the 
choice: use fresh water to transport excreta away from people or grow food with it. By the middle of next 
century, population will increase by I 00 %, but freshwater supplies will increase by O %. 

Sanitation and food insecurity: One-third of the world is considered to be food insecure (Esrey, I 997) 
and nearly I billion people are engaged in urban agriculture, with 200 million producing food for markets 
(United Nations Development Programme, 1996). The practice of dumping human waste into water and 
off the land not only depletes soils of valuable nutrients reducing food production, it also destroys marine 
life, reducing food prospects from the sea. Nitrogen loading in estuaries and coastal waters, causing 
anoxia or hypoxia in bottom waters, has resulted in significant losses of fish and shellfish in the Baltic 
Sea, the Black Sea, Chesapeake Bay, Long Island Sound, the North Sea and the Kattegat (Vitousek et al., 
1998). 

In the Czech Republic 70 % of all surface waters are heavily polluted, mostly with municipal and industrial 
waste. Some 30 % of the country's rivers are so foul with pollutants that no fish survive (Nash, 1993). In 
England in 1986, oxygen levels in the Thames declined so much from sewage pollution that oxygen was 
pumped into the river to prevent massive fish die-offs (Rapaport, 1996). Starting next year, no sewage 
can be discharged into waters in England (Dillon, 1998). Half of the nutrients flowing into oceans are the 
result ofraw or partially treated sewage or other failing technologies (Weber, 1993). In some regions, like 
the Pacific Islands, sewage is the single most significant source of marine pollution. All of the pollution 
results in nutrient overload, toxic algal blooms (e.g. , red tides), and declining fish catches. 

Sanitation and destruction and loss of soils: By failing to return natural fertilisers to the land, we are 
depleting soils of nutrients, ultimately diminishing food supply. In Southern Africa, 20 % of soils need 
some degree of rehabilitation, and each hectare of cultivated land loses an average of 22 kg nitrogen, 28 
kg of potassium, and 6 kg of phosphorous annually (Southern African Research & Documentation Center, 
1994). This is the equivalent to the resource value of 30 people - 6 people to replace the nitrogen, 30 to 
replace potassium, and 15 to replace phosphorous (Jonsson, 1997). In addition, hauling manure away 
from feed lots is cost-ineffective once the distance exceeds 12 miles (Dr. R. Jackson, CDC/NCEH Director, 
personal communication). Of course, other problems specific to agricultural practices contribute to the 
loss and degradation of soils (e.g., tilling practices and density of vegetation), but the inability to utilise 
natural fertilisers certainly contributes to the problem as well. 

Sanitation and loss of biodiversity: Coastal water and coral reefs are fragile and are affected quickly by 
excess nutrients and lack of sunlight, the result of sewage contamination. Increased nitrates are toxic to 
corals, increased phosphates harm coral skeletal growth, and much of the culprit is human sewage (Hawkins 
and Roberts, 1994). Prospective anti-cancer drugs (e.g. , Bryostatin I) are derived from barnacles that 
grow on coral reefs. Excess nitrogen fertilisation on land results in fewer species surviving as a few 
nitrogen-responsive grasses dominant (Yitousek et al., 1998). Therefore, destruction of one life form may 
affect the survival and utilisation of another. 

Sanitation and global warming: At the same time that atmospheric levels of carbon are increasing, 
carbon levels in soils are decreasing (Hodges, 1993). Currently, the net loss of carbon to the atmosphere 
exceeds the net intake of carbon on earth. Most of the attention has focused on fossil fuel burning and 
deforestation, with little attention given to how human waste is managed. The carbon content of food and 
fibre exported to urban and peri-urban areas is of the same order of magnitude as the global net flow of 
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Figure I. Human excreta, sustainable agriculture and health and nutrition - open loop 

carbon to the atmosphere (Strong and Arrhenius 1993). A large amount of this carbon is released as 
sewage to the aquatic environment, as nearly half of humanity lives within 50 km of a coastline, and 
much of the carbon eventually finds its way into the atmosphere. The potential carbon-building effects of 
adding excreta to soils were demonstrated in an experiment begun in 1852, in which some fields were 
treated with manure while others were not. After 20 years the fields that received the manure showed an 
annual increase in carbon of 45 g per m2 to a depth of 23 cm, whereas the unmanured fie ld showed a net 
loss of carbon. One hundred years later, the manured fields still had greater soil carbon levels (Jenkinson 
et al. , 1987) 

In summary, we divert excreta away from people before it is sanitised, creating potential health hazards. 
It is transported away from land into water causing water pollution. Fresh water is used to convey it, 
consuming a scarce and finite resource to do it. This results in water pollution, and more pollution is 
created in an attempt to control the original water pollution. By diverting nutrients away from land, 
artificial fertilisers are added to land, creating even more water pollution. Beyond the direct impact to 
human health, in the end, pollution of fresh water, food insecurity, destruction and loss of soils, loss of 
biodiversity, destruction of the ozone layer, and global warrning is occurring (Figure I). We must find 
another way. 

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION? 

The old premises must give way to new thinking. The panacea of the l 9'h century is turning out to be the 
pandora's box of the 2 1st century. In the l 9'h century, there was no or little concern for the environment. 
Population growth and density were not a concern; there was no concept of limits to growth. In addition, 
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people lived mostly in rural settings, not in crowded urban areas. All of this has changed. The environment 
is a major concern all over the world today, water and other resources are now recognised as being 
limited, and the majority of the world will be urbanised by the middle ofnext century, living within 50 km 
of a coastline. The premises have changed, and so must our attitude and practices of dealing with society's 
wastes. 

Sanitation needs to be rethought, and three basic issues should be re-examined : waste, pollution, and 
nutrient flows. There is a universal feeling that human excreta and products of human activities are 
wastes. Human excreta is a resource, not a waste. There is no such thing as a waste in nature, only in our 
minds. Waste is nothing more than a resource in the wrong place. It is not waste that we should dispose of, 
rather the concept of waste. All of what we conceive to be a waste, is a food for another process. 

" ... everything we have to work with is already here - the stones, the clay, the wood, the 
water, the air. All materials are given to us by nature are constantly returned to the earth, 
without even the concept of waste as we understand it. Everything is cycled constantly with 
all waste equaling food for other living systems" (McDonough and Hawken, 1993). 

Our job is to assist this process by putting the product of human activity in a place and a form to be cycled. 
Currently, we try to get excreta as far away from us as possible, using valuable resources to do this, 
concentrating them, stockpiling them, and disposing of them in a place where nature cannot readily use it 
as food . 

Human excrement contains valuable resources. We produce 4.56 kg nitrogen, 0.55 kg phosphorous, and 
1.28 kg potassium per person per year from faeces and urine (Jonsson, 1997). This is enough to produce 
wheat and maize for one person every year. Most of the plant nutrients in excreta are found in urine -
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88 % of the nitrogen, 67 % of the phosphorous, and 71 % of the potassium, and these are the major 
nutrients used in commercial fertiliser. 

At the same time, as we rethink the concept of waste, we will move away from pollution and towards zero 
discharge. It is not how much can we discharge and the environment assimilate, but how little can we 
pollute. If the resources are put in appropriate places for nature to use them as food, no or little pollution 
will result. This aspect would go a long way toward helping to solve society's problems (e.g. , loss of soil 
fertility, destruction of marine environments, global warming). 

In today's world we have encountered other problems for which sanitation was never designed to handle. 
Sewerage systems were designed to deal with organic human excrement, but we must find a way to 
render drugs, antibiotics, hormones and heavy metals innocuous and keep them separate from plant 
nutrients. 

Nutrients flow in a circular, closed looped, system in nature, but we perceive of nutrients in a linear, open 
looped system. By recycling plant nutrients and putting resources back into the environment where they 
serve as food for other processes, we begin to close nutrient flows (Figure 2). In its simplest form plants, 
animals and humans exist in a closed loop cycle. Plants nourish animals and humans, which in tum 
nourish plants. When we open these loops, we require food (e.g., artificial fertilisers) from outside the 
system, thereby polluting the environment with natural food constituents. Once one closed loop system is 
opened, it may force open other closed looped systems elsewhere in the ecosystem. 

IN SUMMARY 

Human [sanitation] absolutely needs a conceptual framework ... [Sanitation] does not come 
as a prepared kit, all cut up and ready to process. It comes in a flood ofjumbled material that 
needs to be picked over and sorted out by endless imaginative work. Conceptual frameworks 
... must be used/or this ... The cure for bad concepts lies in thinking better, not in suppressing 
thought. This situation is similar to the one over censorship. There the cure for the danger of 
dangerous facts does not usually lie in concealing them, but in supplying more and better 
facts to balance them, and much the same thing is true of pernicious theories. They get accepted 
because their faults are not seen. In order to see them, people need to be exposed to other 
sorts of theory, and to learn to discriminate between them (Midgley, 1991). 

In the above quote the word life was replaced by sanitation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Harare metropolis in Zimbabwe, extending upstream from Manyame Dam in the Upper Manyame 
River Basin, consists of the City of Harare and its satellite towns: Chitungwiza, Norton, Epworth and 
Ruwa. The existing urban drainage system is typically a single-use-mixing system: water is used and 
discharged to "waste", excreta are flushed to sewers and eventually, after "treatment", the effluent is 
discharged to a drinking water supply source. Polluted urban storm water is evacuated as fast as possible. 
This system not only ignores the substantial value in "waste" materials, but it also exports problems to 
downstream communities and to vulnerable fresh-water sources. The question is how can the Harare 
metropolis urban drainage system, which is complex and has evolved over time, be rearranged to achieve 
sustainability (i.e. water conservation, pollution prevention at source, protection of the vulnerable drinking 
water sources and recovery of valuable materials)? This paper reviews current concepts regarding the 
future development of the urban drainage system in line with the new vision of"Sustainable Cities of the 
Future". The Harare Metropolis in Zimbabwe is taken as a case, and philosophical options for re
engineering the drainage system are discussed. 

KEYWORDS 

Pollution control; re-engineering; resource recovery; source protection; urban water management; urban 
drainage systems 

fNTRODUCTION 

At present, approximately 1.8 million people, 15 % of the population of Zimbabwe, live within the 
Harare metropolis and this figure is projected to rise to over 2 million people by the tum of the century. By 
2010 the population of the catchment is estimated to reach 3.8 million people which will be 17 % of the 
country's total population. Being on the watershed, the City of Harare and its satellite towns lie within the 
catchment area of the main sources of water supply. As a result most of the drainage from the City and the 
towns flows into its own water supply lakes. Settlement densities are among the highest in the country, 
with the Harare-Chitungwiza urban areas accounting for 47 % of the national urban population. Harare 
town has a settlement density of 1,700 people/km2

. Density in the rural parts of the Upper Manyame 
River Basin, are a lower average of30 people/km2• 

The mass fish death witnessed in April 1996 on Lake Chivero, one of the major water supply sources, 
demonstrates the consequences of excessive pollution of water sources within the catchment. Other ongoing 
effects of pollution of Lake Chivero include water treatment difficulties, water hyacinth infestations, 
toxic algae blooms and the clogging of downstream commercial farming irrigation pipes. The urban 
drainage systems (UDS) serving today's urban communities range from rudimentary, unlined, open channel 
drains to highly engineered, expensive piped sewer systems. In both cases, water provides an apparently 
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Figure I. The flush-and-di scharge syndrome (Esrey el al., 1998) 

convenient mechanism for transporting waste away from areas of human habitation, where it would 
otherwise cause illness and diseases or disrupt the operation of other urban services. An important realisation 
in the puzzle is that UDS's are intrinsically linked to other components of the natural water cycle (Butler 
and Parkinson, 1997). 

Traditionally urban hygiene means solving the problem of removing faecal matter from urban areas and 
thereby minimising the transfer of infectious agents. Urban stormwater drainage is fundamental for 
preventing flooding of many urban areas. Urban stormwater drainage has serious consequences for the 
water cycle and the quality of receiving waters during storm events. Integration of urban agriculture into 
urban water management is a new phenomenon with a large potential for increasing at the same time life 
quality and the possibility of nutrient recycling in urban areas (Brown el al., 1990). In a situation of food 
insecurity, decreasing soil fertility and escalating prices for fertilisers in world markets, there is a need to 
utilise the nutrients, especially in human urine, rich in nitrogen and phosphates, for agricultural purpose, 
thereby increasing productivity and reducing the needs for fertilisers . 

Conventional technology used in urban water management, such as conveyance of stormwater and 
especially end-of-pipe (flush-and-discharge, Figure I) wastewater treatment, mixes useful nutrients present 
in wastewater with persistent pollutants, making the effluent and sludge useless to the community. Flush
and-discharge systems make the problems of sanitation and stormwater management much worse 
(Niemczynowicz, 1993; Esrey el al. , 1998). 

THE HARARE METROPOLIS DRAINAGE SYSTEM 

There are six tributaries in the Upper Manyame River Basin and four major lakes formed by dams. Raw 
water is being drawn from dams in Seke (3.6 Mm3) , Harava (9.3 Mm3), Chivero (250 Mm3) and Manyame 
(490 Mm3) Reservoirs for water supply to the Harare metropolitan area (in brackets: capacity of the 
reservoirs). In this river basin, there are also eight sewage treatment works, namely Marlborough (2· l 03 m3/ 

day), Donnybrook (I .4· 103 m3/day), Ruwa (5.3· 103 m3/day), Zengeza (20· l 03 m3/day), Firle (144· 103 m3/ 

day), Crowborough (54· 103 m3/day), Hatcliffe (1.3· l 03 m3/day) and Norton (3.4· l 03 m3/day). The location 
of the rivers, reservoirs, water and wastewater treatment facilities in relation to the urban centres is shown 
in Figure 2. The quality of water supplied by the City of Harare is to a large extent reliant on the quality 
of the raw water abstracted for treatment. 
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Figure 2. Map of the Upper Manyame River Basin showing rivers, reservoirs, water and wastewater treatment faci li ties in 

relation to the urban centres 

The major raw water source, Lake Chivero receives effiuent in excess of 120· l OJ mJ/day from an 
industrialised and densely populated area via Firle and Crowborough sewage treatment works. This is 
part of the wastewater recycling strategy in the basin. Two existing drinking-water treatment works, 
Prince Edward (90· l OJ mJ/day) and Morton Jaffray (614· l OJ mJ/day), employ conventional water treatment 
system provided with sludge blanket clarifiers and rapid sand filters. However, the deterioration of raw 
water quality has affected the operation of drinking-water treatment plants. Morton Jaffray waterworks, 
for instance, requires high chemical dosage of alum and activated carbon, which is beyond its full capacity 
of chemical handling and dosing equipment. 

Flow rates of rivers fluctuate seasonally. Large volumes of river flow are normally observed during the 
summer season (December to April), while the minimum flow occurs in winter (May to August) wherein 
compensation water from the upstream dams is released . Mean annual runoff of Manyame River before 
the confluence to Lake Chivero was approximately 97 MmJ/a in the last ten years, while total annual 
runoff varies from 6 MmJ/a to 249 MmJ/a. Manyame River occupies as large as 60 % of the total gauged 
flow, while Mukuvisi and Marimba Rivers contribute to the rest of the flow. 

A pollution analysis of rivers was conducted in 1995 in terms of Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Total 
Nitrogen (TN) and Total Phosphorus (TP), under dry season conditions. The results of the analysis (Table 
I) show that most of the point sources are derived from sewage treatment works because of high sewerage 
service coverage ratio and little rainfall during the dry season (JICA, 1996). The figures indicated in 
Table I are approximate due to lack of detailed data on timing of sampling, flow rate and water quality for 
each particular subsection of rivers which normally is obtained through frequent surveys. 
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Table 1. Average Pollution Load in the Upper Manyame River Basin (JICA, 1996) 

I Flow I 000 m'/d 
Pollution in Dry season through Runoff Pollution Load kgid 

River Sewage Treaanem Works kgid 

Annual Av. Dry Season Av. COD TN TP COD TN TP 

Gwebi 75 28 65 15 3 14300 2200 290 

MU2ll11111J 30 II 6200 1020 140 

Marimba 38 21 3680 450 110 2700 280 25 

Mukuvisi 104 59 2780 370 115 3200 300 30 

Ruwa 20 8 320 95 15 3200 420 50 

Manyame 46 17 7000 870 100 

Nyatsime 90 5 9800 2170 130 9300 1230 150 

Manyame/ 131 36 2400 290 130 
Nyatsime 

Total 534 185 16645 3100 373 45100 6610 915 

Sewage works are the main and most easily identifiable source of pollution. Virtually all domestic and 
industrial wastewater in the urban centres goes into the sewerage system and all waters in the sewerage 
system are "treated" more or less effectively. In some locations however rapid development has clearly 
outstripped urban sewerage infrastructure. In some localities, overflowing sewage from manholes is 
encountered where domestic sewage is directly discharged into sewer lines. This environmental problem 
is associated with deficient solid waste management and habitual behaviour of residents, aside from 
limited absorbing capacity of sewer lines and lack of appropriate maintenance. Due to overload and lack 
of maintenance of infrastructure specific sections experience sewer blockages on a frequent basis. This 
complicates the water quality management efforts, because wastewater treatment plant management queries 
the validity of strict effluent quality control when nothing obvious is done to solve diffuse source pollution 
from sewer overflows. 

In Zimbabwe indirect reuse of wastewater to augment potable water supplies is encouraged through a 
ministerial policy in view of the impending water stress situations in this semi-arid country. Even before 
the advent of planned water reuse, Harare's citizens had for many years drunk their "own bath water". 
However reduced water flows in feeding rivers during droughts result in effluent flows increasing in 
relation to natural flows. This means that the water on reaching the lake has a higher concentration of 
effluent. If the lake, due to droughts, does not spill then it acts as a 100 % sink of all the effluent flowing 
into it. Indirect potable reuse in Zimbabwe entails reuse by incorporation of reclaimed wastewater into a 
raw water supply. It allows mixing and assimilation by discharge into an impoundment or natural body of 
water, such as a domestic water supply reservoir, so the issue of dilution becomes much more important. 
The wisdom for indirect reuse of wastewater for potable supplies in this basin and in Zimbabwe in general 
is questionable, "Is it a nuisance or a resource?" (Gumbo, 1997). The old concept that the solution to 
pollution is dilution is proving to be wrong under these circumstances. The dangerous dilution disposal 
method is at play. 

Storm water drainage in the catchment flows straight into the rivers without any form of treatment. Increased 
urbanisation, with resultant building and pavement has lead to increased surface runoff, which is channelled 
into the storm water drainage system. As the drains feed directly into the rivers there is no opportunity for 
environmental assimilation, therefore a multitude of other materials form an important source of non
point pollution. A study in the 1970's on storm water drainage in the catchment showed a clear relationship 
of increased nutrient loading with urbanisation (Thornton and Nduku, 1982). From their estimations 
these authors found that " ... diffuse source storm water runoff can potentially supply sufficient nutrients 
to lakes such as Lake Chivero to maintain a "eutrophic state". 
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OPTIONS FOR RE-ENGINEERING THE UDS 

The world today is oriented towards "green", "clean" and "compact" solutions where urban planning is 
re-thought from an "urban ecology" perspective. This brings local solutions (neighbourhoods) into focus 
as opposed to the conventional centralised water and wastewater systems (Matthews, 1996; Kalbermaten 
and Middleton, 1998). It is not clear whether urban water management in its present form is sustainable 
or not (Harremoes, 1997; Larsen and Gujer, 1997). Too much water of high quality is taken from the eco
system and too much polluted water is discharged (Niemczynowicz, 1993). Part of this problem is due to 
domestic water usage. 

It has been known for many years that construction alone of infrastructure conveys an incomplete 
appreciation of the nature of the barriers we place between society's capacity to generate polluting activities 
and the environment's capacity for prospering in the face of such activities (Beck et al., 1994). In the 
modern idiom, infrastructure, as with all the many other products of engineering, can be invested with a 
sense of" life". The city, with its wastewater and other infrastructures, sits within an industrial-urbanised 
ecology of individual entities arranged one to another and bound together in a web of energy and material 
flows. In an ideal world the "waste" residue from the metabolism of one of these entities would become 
the feedstock of another (Ausubel, 1992). 

Symbolically too, the strongly entrenched connection of urban residuals with pipes, culverts, conduits, 
concrete, and tanks has enabled the society to forget that ultimately the interest must lie in studying the 
relationship between all types of land use (which determines water use and vice versa) and receiving 
water quality. The society has been mesmerised by the barrier - the obvious physical presence of the UDS 
infrastructure - dividing land use from receiving water quality. Resilient and adaptive UDS infrastructure 
is being advocated. Resilience indicates durability or continuity. Its achievement is promoted by enhancing 
both the potential for change (flexibility), and the ability to change (adaptivity) in the system's plans, 
configurations and functions (Jeffrey et al., 1997). 

The question is how to achieve mastery and control with the attribute of"engineering resilience" and at 
the same time "ecological resilience" (Somlyody, 1995; Beck, 1997). There are overwhelming calls globally 
- in the slogans of clean technology, clean households, source control of pollution, recycling and recovery 
of valuable materials, consumption emission, closing material cycles, cross-sectoral and other, improved 
integration etc. - to consider revolutionising the urban drainage systems and self-evidently lead to needs 
which are expressed by sustainability. A number of questions emerge still. Are these more than some of 
the many buzzwords, which we can not really define? Can we use them operationally? How do we do it? 
It is also becoming a frequent belief that " low-tech" approaches are "naturally" better than "high-tech". 
That may not be the case at all. Low-tech solutions maybe technically simple, but they can be "ecologically" 
complicated and frequently difficult to operate. The barrier against waterborne diseases is still a basic 
feature of the urban water system that new technology must not jeopardise (Harremoes, 1997). 

Regarding future sanitation systems, recommendations of the Habitat II state: "Governmenls al the 
appropriate levels in partnership with other actors should: Promole the development and use of ejficienl 
and safe sanitary systems such as dry toilets for the recycling of sewage and organic components of 
domestic waste into useful products such as fertilisers and bio-gas ". This statement can be considered as 
major progress in an attempt to connect several issues that have never been connected before 
(Niemczynowicz, 1997). 

The arguments favouring this approach are convincing at least from an agricultural point of view. In a 
year, each person excretes the fertilisers needed to grow the 250 kg of cereal they require over the same 
period of time, with urine accounting for around 90 % of this fertiliser value. To grow 250 kg of corn 
requires 5.6 kg of nitrogen, 0.7 kg of phosphorus and 1.2 kg of potassium, and urine provides 5.6, 0.4 and 
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1.0 kg respectively. Furthermore, this is provided in the correct forms for uptake by crops - nitrogen as 
urea, phosphorus as super-phosphate and ionic potassium, with urine also being free from heavy metals 
(Jonsson, 1997). Ways of recovering the resources in urine, which include - diversion, separation and 
combined processing with faeces - are currently under intensive investigation. There is a fundamental 
connection between agricultural development and actions to be ta.ken in the sanitation sector and organic 
waste management (Savenije, 1998). 

The urban poor throughout most of Africa have experienced increasing difficulties over recent years as a 
result of the imposition of structural adjustment programmes. One of the main coping mechanisms has 
been increased self-help in satisfying basic household needs. Food is one of these basic needs and urban 
agriculture, both legal and illegal, has grown as a consequence of the difficult economic climate. As yet 
relatively few studies have attempted to assess the role that urban agriculture plays or might play in social 
and environmental terms. In common with most other cities, research on urban food security and urban 
food systems for Harare, as a whole is scarce. Despite Zimbabwe's excellent record of commitment to 
social welfare programmes during the 1980s, under-nutrition has been very persistent in the capital with 
some 80,000 to 100,000 people being admitted to Harare 's hospitals each year suffering from this. 

Government reactions to urban food production vary from country to country but in general have been 
proscriptive, partly because it spoils the modem image that many administrators want for their city and 
partly because urban planning and management is not structured to incorporate such activities. 

Stormwater-generated pollution is a major problem in cities. It disturbs treatment at wastewater-treatment 
plants and pollutes streams and rivers. These problems originate from the traditional design of water 
related infrastructure. Storm water in pipes is mixed with several other types of water, which together 
with the intermittent character of the flow makes treatment impractical. The solution to these problems 
lies in prevention, i.e. local collection, storage, treatment and/or recycling. The number of applications of 
this new approach is rapidly growing in many countries. There is a clear trend toward increasing the use 
of surface water-bodies, wetlands and plant filters for retention and reduction of stormwater pollution. 
This requires that stormwater remain on the surface instead of flowing in conduits (Niemczynowicz, 
1993). The stormwater retained can be used for urban non-potable supplies (e.g. toilet flushing). A 
sustainable water supply, where the quality of the water meets the quality requirements of the application, 
means a lower consumption of chemicals and energy and a more economic use of valuable resources. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Imposed institutional , legal and financial frameworks have favoured a specific sub-set of available 
technologies and configurations. Sustainable urban drainage systems should: maintain a good public 
health barrier, avoid local and distant pollution of the environment, make sustainable use of natural 
resources, and be operable in the long-term and adaptable to the future requirements (Butler and Parkinson, 
1997). At present there is almost an explosion of seemingly novel technologies in urban drainage systems 
of potential strategic interest. How should these future technologies be judged to be better or worse than 
current arrangements? Does the form of present technology commit us to further developments that are 
incompatible with the needs of a sustainable city? 

History, however, is not to be ignored. There are sewer networks in the Harare metropolis and their 
existence sets the constraints of the initial conditions for any developments into the future. Similarly, an 
infrastructure of wastewater collection, conveyance, treatment, reuse and disposal is already in place so 
that, retrofitting it or "unhooking" certain components from the public urban drainage system network, 
may not make the best sense for the future. New solutions should be source oriented, local and small
scale. However, there is still not enough knowledge about what the environmental, economic and social 
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effects of the more general use of these new methods will be. This is leading to several questions. Should 
such methods be used only in new developing housing areas or should all systems be gradually replaced? 
How will the general use of source control options and reuse of nutrients for urban agriculture impact on 
the entire river basin? A view to the totality of the urban drainage systems with a proper analysis of flow 
of water and matter through society is required. Among the tools are input-output analysis, cradle-to
grave analysis, mass balancing and systems analysis. 
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SOME RECENT AND ONGOING INITIATIVES FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIES, MODELS AND TOOLS IN THE 
FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION IN ECONOMICALLY 
LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

R. Schertenleib 

EAWAGISANDEC. Ueberlandstr. I 33, 8600 Diibendorf- Switzerland 

The following provides an overview of some key initiatives currently working on environmental sanitation, 
particularly in economically less developed countries (status: end of 1999). Input of project summaries by 
key persons from the respective initiatives is gratefully acknowledged. 

1. UNDP-WORLD BANK WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION 
PROGRAMME 

The following projects are conducted under Global Water Partnership. The Global Water Partnership 
(GWP) seeks to support integrated approaches to sustainable water management consistent with the 
Dublin and Rio principles by encouraging stakeholders at all levels to work together in more effective, 
efficient and collaborative ways. The Partnership is an international network open to all organisations 
involved in water resources management, including governments of developing as well as developed 
countries, UN agencies, multilateral banks, professional associations, research organizations, the private 
sector and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). 

Gaps study: This study aims at identifing gaps, issues and constraints in urban environmental sanitation. 
It complements the preparation of the Resource Guide (see below). It is intended to identify priority 
areas for future investigation. A preliminary draft was circulated for comment in mid-1999; a final draft 
is expected by the end of March 2000. 

Resource Guide on Urban Environmental Sanitation: The guide is intended principally as a reference 
for use by practicioners, senior staff and decision-makers working in small and medium-sized cities in 
order to provide key people with information on the resources available to help them design practical and 
sustainable approaches to the effective delivery of urban and environmental sanitation services. It focuses 
on non-technical and cross-cutting issues such as management and financing; technical issues are to be 
covered by the complementary !ETC Source Book (Item 3 below). A first draft has been prepared and 
circulated for review. A revised version, including additional references, should be available by April 
2000. 

The Urban Environmental Sanitation Network (UESNET): UESNET aims to provide urban 
professionals with access to international information and best practice for the provision of urban 
environmental sanitation, particularly with regard to service provision to the poor. The Water and Sanitation 
programme is managing the design of the UESNET and preparation of the proposal leading to the 
establishment of the UESNET by mid-year 2000. A draft concept document presenting the principles, 
objectives and structure of the UESNET has been prepared for review. 

Contact: Water and Sanitation Program, 55 Lodi Estate, New Delhi, I JO 003, IND/A. tel: +91 I I 469 
0488.fax: +91114628250, hllp:llwww.wsp.org. h1tp:llwsp@worldbank.org 
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2. UNEP - INTERNATIONAL SOURCE BOOK ON ENVIRONBMENTALLY 
SOUND TECHNOLOGIES IN WASTEWATER AND STORMWATER 
MANAGEMENT 

This Source Book provides information on technologies for wastewater and storm water management that 
should prove useful to decision makers in less developed countries. It covers technologies that are 
environmentally sound, as well as providing a framework for sound practices, and an overview of current 
practices throughout the world divided into 9 regions (Africa, West Asia, Asia Pacific, North America, 
Central & South America, Western Europe, Eastern Europe and Small Island Developing States - Pacific 
and Caribbean). A draft is being finalised for peer review, and Training Modules are being prepared. The 
package of Source Book, Regional Overviews and Information Sources, and Training Modules will be 
piloted in a workshop in Brazil scheduled for March 2000. Its focus on technology and sound practices 
complements the UNDP World Bank Resource Guide (no. 1 above). 

Contact: Lilia Casanova, /QC/Deputy Director ofUNEP /ETC, <casanova@unep.or.jp >, or 
Goen Ho, Managing Consultant, <ho@central.murdoch.edu.au> 

WHO I UNEP Clearing house:The Clearing-house is a capacity building tool to assist countries in 
implementing strategies to deal with the impacts of pollution by land-based activities. It is a referral 
system through which decision-makers at the national or regional level are provided with access to current 
sources of information, practical experience and scientific and technical expertise. The system aims at 
providing access to information compiled by the main actors in capacity building in the area of sewage 
and sanitation. The Information Clearing-house on Sewage is part of a larger UNEP initiative, which 
aims to address various other sources of pollution, including persistent organic pollutants (POPs), heavy 
metals, nutrient, etc. 

Contact: Water, Sanitation and Health, Department of Protection of the Human Errvironmem, WHO, Geneva 

3. WHO GUIDE FOR POLICY MAKERS ON TECHNOLOGY CHOICES 
IN ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION 

It is intended to produce a document for decision-makers which will address the identification of 
environmental sanitation options in the light of several variables. It will collate information relating to 
each of the main globally accepted sanitation technologies into a single publication, presented in the form 
of a Technical Brief for each technology option; these will be in a concise and user friendly format. 
Technical information pertaining to each technology will be integrated with the social, health/hygiene, 
environmental, financial, institutional and economic aspects relevant to the technology in question. 

Contact: Water, Sanitation and Health, Department of Protection of the Human Errvironmen!, WHO, Geneva 

4. WATER, ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (WEDC) 

Strategic Sanitation Approach: A review of literature by Darren Saywell and Andrew Cotton: 
This document reports findings from Phase 1 of a Department for International Development (DFID) 
funded project (R6875) concerning the development of practical guidelines for the application of the 
Strategic Sanitation Approach in urban areas. Results from a review of literature are discussed. The 
purpose of the review is to examine how the key concepts underlying the Strategic Sanitation Approach 
(SSA) have been addressed in operational terms on the ground, highlighting examples where SSA ideas 
have been applied, what problems were identified in their application, and what issues require further 
consideration or clarification with the approach as a whole. Each section ends by abstracting the key 
points identified and posing questions which remain unresolved. 
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5. THE WAWTTAR DECISION MODEL 

The WAWTTAR (Water and Wastewater Treatment Technology Appropriate for Reuse) decision model 
is a Microsoft windows based computer program designed to aid planners, development specialists, bi
lateral funding agencies and community based non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in making more 
informed urban sanitation technology choices in the prefeasibility planning phase of a project. The 
WAWTTAR program is designed to help the user consider the important questions relevant to technology 
selection for urban sanitation projects and provide a system to store and analyse data. WAWTTAR's main 
use is as a tool for persons with a wastewater engineering background to screen and research possible 
water and wastewater treatment options with emphasis placed on options incorporating wastewater reuse. 
WAWTTAR is a predictive program intended to assist planners in selecting urban sanitation solutions 
that are appropriate to financial , material and manpower resources available to particular communities. 

Comae/: Eduardo Perez, perezea@cdm.com 

6. SANEX 

SAN EX is a non-commercial computer program to support planners in assessing the suitability of sanitation 
systems (e.g. latrines, septic tanks, and sewerage) for communities in developing countries. The current 
version uses around 50 socio-cultural, financial and technical criteria and multicriterion decision analysis 
techniques to evaluate 83 sanitation systems ranging from simple latrines to conventional sewerage. It 
also can estimate the capital and the recurrent costs of all alternatives. SANEX was developed at the 
Advanced Wastewater Management Centre (A WMC). It runs in the MS Windows operating environment 
and can be downloaded at no cost from: http://www.awrnc.ug.edu.au/download/sanex/ 
In the past, several organisations expressed their interest in contributing to this project. In response, the 
AWMC is currently planning collaborative research to further develop SANEX. 

Contac1.· Dr. Thomos l oe/scher, 1homasl@cheque.uq.edu.au 

7. WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION COLLABORATIVE COUNCIL 
(WSSCC) 

Global Environmental Sanitation Initiative (GESI): The Global Enironmental Sanitation Initiative 
has been launched by the WSSCC (homepage: www.wsscc.org) with the objectives to I) ensure that all 
stake-holders are aware of ongoing sanitation programmes and current thinking on principles and practices, 
and that they share common goals; and 2) to bring together experienced sanitation professionals and 
communication specialists in a concerted advocacy campaign targeting governments, implementing 
agencies, sanitation professionals and field workers so as to raise the priority given to sanitation for the 
unserved poor. 

Working-Group on Environmental Sanitation: Complementary to GESI, at the Global Forum in Manila 
in Nov. 1997 the WSSCC set up an environmental sanitation working group ESWG for developing 
strategies and models to overcome barriers to progress in environmental sanitation. In March 1999 a sub
group of the ESWG developed the first draft of a vision on environmental sanitation for the 21. century. 
Recognizing the deficiencies of conventional service design and delivery models, the group elaborated 
and suggests a radically different approach. It takes as its fundamental premise the need to put people and 
their quality of life at the centre of any environmental sanitation system and is based on 2 prinicples: (a) 
the reduction of waste outputs by minimisation of waste-generating inputs maximising recycling and 
reuse activities, and (b) the solution of environmental sanitation problems as close as possible to where 
they originate. In order to apply these principles the household centered environmental sanitation approach 
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(HCES) was suggested. During the next workshop to be held in February 2000 in Bellagio, an action plan 
will be developed for implementing the HCES approach. 

Contact: Roland Scherten/eib, Director SANDECIEAWAG, Schertenleib@eawag.ch 
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SECTION 1 
HEALTH RISKS POTENTIAL FROM 

DRINKING-WATER POLLUTED WITH 

DOMESTIC SEWAGE AND EXCRETA 
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HEALTH IMPAIRMENTS ARISING FROM DRINKING WATER 
RESOURCES CONTAMINATED WITH VIBRIO CHOLERA£ 

T. Ramamurthy, S. Chakraborty, G. B. Nair and S. K. Bhattacharya 
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ABSTRACT 

The endemic and seasonal nature of cholera depends upon the survival oftoxigenic Vibrio cholerae in 
various niches of the aquatic environment. To understand the transmission and ecology of V. cholerae, it 
is necessary to know which component in the aquatic ecosystem can harbor it and thus contribute to the 
endemic presence. Toxigenic V. cholerae is now recognized as an autochthonous member of the microflora 
in many aquatic environments based on its protracted survival and proliferation without losing the virulence 
determinants. This article summarizes knowledge about the ecology, survival strategies and elimination 
techniques of V. cholerae from natural waters with special reference to drinking water. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cholera has re-emerged as a major infectious disease in the recent past and there has been a global increase in 
its incidence. In 1994 alone, cholera cases were notified from 94 countries, the highest number ever reported in 
a single year (WHO, 1995). Water-related infectious diseases can be characterised based on the source of the 
pathogen involved and the route by which human recipients contact the pathogen. Wash-water infections are 
caused by pathogens such as Vibrio cholerae, which are generally acquired mainly by faecal-oral contamination. 
The global cholera scenario has received a set back in the 1990s due to a series of events. lbis includes the 
dramatic reappearance of epidemic cholera caused by V cholerae O I EITor in Latin America in 1991 (Tauxe 
and Blake, 1992), the genesis in late 1992 in the Indian subcontinent of a novel epidemic strain of V cholerae 
non-O1 , presently classified as 0139 Bengal (Ramamurthy et al., 1993; Albert et al., 1993; Shimada et al., 
1993) and the death ofas many as 14,000 Rwandan refugees due to cholera related to poor water supply, 
sanitation and treatment facilities during 1994 in Africa (Siddique et al., 1995). Chronic carriage of V cholerae 
by man is unlikely to contribute to the persistence of cholera during inter-epidemic periods since relatively 
large number of carriers would be required for the observed epidemiological pattern of the disease. Additionally, 
the acid barrier in humans and the high infectious dose necessary to induce the disease (IO" to I 06 live cells) 
make V cholerae 01 unsuitable for continuous transmission in human intestine. Thus, it seems increasingly 
likely that the aquatic environment acts as the reservoir of V cholerae (Islam et al., 1993). 

SURVIVAL AND PROLIFERATION 

Several studies in the past have shown that V cholerae 01 can survive up to 7 days in potable waters or 
drinking water resources (reviewed by Islam et al., 1993). With the advent of modem techniques and the 
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development of microcosm studies simulating the environment it is clear that V. cholerae O I may be a 
long-term inhabitant of some aquatic environments. Thus, the autochthonous nature of V. cholerae in the 
environment takes on greater significance, and an understanding of its behaviour and function in the 
natural cycles of aquatic ecosystems is important. In response to nutrient deprivation, V. cholerae O I 
possesses the ability to enter or approximate to a state of dormancy as a coccoid ultra microbacteria, a 
possible resting stage (Xu el al. , I 982) with initial rapid decline in total lipids and carbohydrates and a 
more gradual decline in proteins and DNA (Hood el al., 1986). Thus, V. cholerae adopts a viable state that 
enables it to perform metabolic functions and remain viable without being culturable, thereby posing an 
unrecognized potential threat to public health (Colwell and Huq, 1994). This non-culturable state can 
produce clinical symptoms of cholera in volunteers, which confirms that pathogenicity is maintained. In 
river waters of Australia, V. cholerae 01 E!Tor was detected for a period of two months (Rogers el al., 
1980) and the follow-up study showed persistence and proliferation of the pathogen (Bourke el al. , 1986). 
Fresh water impoundments in an endemic country such as Bangladesh could be the reservoirs for V. 
cholerae O I (Islam et al. , 1993). The recently emerged serotype O 139 has also been isolated from aquatic 
environments in Bangladesh (Islam el al. , I 993 , I 994a) and Calcutta (Ghose et al. , 1994). Pollution 
indicators applicable to other enteric human pathogens are not useful to predict contamination of water 
bodies with toxigenic V. cholerae. Several studies carried out in the past revealed that the toxigenic V. 
cholerae O I has been detected for extended periods in fresh water environments which show no human 
faecal contamination (Rogers el al. , 1980; Bourke el al., 1986). 

V. cholerae possesses many effective strategies for long term survival in the aquatic environment during 
inter-epidemic periods. The ability to attach to other flora and fauna may explain how the organism 
survives in the aquatic environment. The attachment is initiated by chemotaxis and shows site and species 
specificity. Adherence to the roots of water hyacinth (Spira el al., 1981 ), common duckweed, certain blue 
green algae and other water plants (Islam et al. , 1989, 1990) have been identified. Attachment of V. 
cholerae to planktonic copepods and other zooplankton is a common phenomenon in waters of cholera 
endemic areas (Huq el al. , 1983; Tamplin el al. , 1990). In addition to attachment to the host, V. cholerae 
can utilize the algal metabolites or use chitin of zooplankton as a source of nutrients. It should be noted 
that V. cholerae 01 does not lose the property of producing toxin during survival in association with 
plankton (Islam el al., 1994b). V. cholerae was also found to survive and grow in two species of fresh 
water amoebae in both trophozoites and cysts (Thom el al., 1992). 

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PARAMETERS THAT SUPPORT PERSISTENCE 

V. cholerae is known to tolerate various stresses that prevail in lentic and lotic water bodies, as shown in 
many studies under artificial conditions. The ideal temperature for survival and proliferation of V. cholerae 
varies between 30 ° and 37 °C (Singleton el al., I 982; Miller et al., 1984). These findings agree well with 
epidemiological studies indicating peak occurrence of V. cholerae during summer (Lee el al., 1982; Bourke 
et al. , 1986). V. cholerae can tolerate alkaline environments between pH 7 and 8.5 but is sensitive to 
acidic conditions (Miller el al., 1984 ). V. cholerae can grow rapidly in aquatic environment in the presence 
of nutrients, however, Na+ is essential for survival of V. cholerae in the absence of supportive nutrients 
(Singleton el al. , I 982; Miller el al., 1984). In the presence ofNa+, addition of ions such as Ca2+and Mg2+ 
commonly found in ground waters has been found to prolong the survival of V. cholerae (Miller et al. , 
1984). Iron is also an important factor in the survival of cholera. A recent study using classical or El Tor V. 
cholerae strains has shown prolonged survival in unchlorinated tap water when ferric oxide was present 
(Patel and Isaacson, 1994). A study on the survival of V. cholerae O I in many types of water containers 
used in Africa revealed that vibrios survived longest in corroded iron drums (up to 22 days) and shortest 
in clay pots (up to 5 days) (Patel and Isaacson, 1994). 
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WATERBORNE TRANSMISSION AND EPIDEMIOLOGY OF CHOLERA 

Since the early epidemiological work in London by John Snow, it has been known that water is the 
vehicle in transmission of cholera. In previous six pandemics, water from public supplies was implicated. 
In the present seventh pandemic, adequately treated public water supplies are not considered a risk factor. 
Water used without treatment from rivers, tanks, ponds, irrigation channels or even wells plays an important 
role in transmission. In India, the reported deaths due to water-borne cholera amount to 2 % per year. 
Despite improvement in the drinking water supply both in urban and rural areas, the sanitation level 
remains very low especially in rural parts of the country. In addition, in rural India apart from rivers, 
ponds and wells, tube wells with broken platforms (which allow seepage of contaminated water) are 
often responsible for the spreading of cholera. In the urban settings, old and damaged pipeline systems 
contribute to outbreaks of cholera (Radhakutty et al., 1997). Dug or drilled wells that become contaminated 
by seepage of faecally contaminated water or by washing of soiled clothing on or near the well are 
commonly implicated in family or community outbreaks. Allocation of sanitary wells installed in 
communities did not reduce the incidence of cholera in an endemic area like Bangladesh because of 
consumption of surface water, which was often preferred for reasons of taste or convenience (Briscoe, 
1978). The variation in risk when using surface water has also been studied in Bangladesh. The users of 
water from canals had a higher attack rate than users of other sources such as tanks and rivers due to direct 
discharge of faecal waste from a community into the canals. It must be recognised that the use of water 
from a relatively protected and less contaminated source does not ensure that the actual water consumed 
will be uncontaminated. 

Generally, water is collected and stored in different manners for one to several days in the household. 
This is true in both rural and urban areas where drinking from household taps is not the rule or where the 
supply is intermittent. Long-term storage provides ample opportunity for secondary contamination of the 
water prior to consumption. Studies conducted in Calcutta suggested that both V cholerae O I and O 139 
infected persons, often asymptomatic, contaminated household water by placing fingers or utensils into 
the water, which was stored in wide-mouthed vessels in the house (Deb et al., 1982, 1986; Sengupta et 
al., 1995). In Queensland, Australia, inadequately treated river water, which was used as an auxiliary 
town water supply, was implicated in a case occurring in 1977 (Rogers et al., 1980). In the outbreak 
setting, V cholerae O I has been isolated from well water in Mali and spring water in Portugal; both of 
these sources were implicated by case-control studies (Blake et al., 1977; Tauxe et al., 1988). The role of 
water in the transmission of cholera has repeatedly been confirmed, including the latest outbreak in the 
refugee camps in Africa (Siddique el al., 1995). Cases of cholera were associated with using water from 
impure sources during an outbreak in South Africa in 1981 to 1982 (Sitas, 1986). Chlorination was 
inadequate, trench latrines were underutilised, and most persons defecated in open spaces. During rain, in 
areas previously used for defecation, trenches filled with water, and because of long lines for water 
rations, many used the contaminated water from the trenches (Mulholand, 1985). During the outbreak in 
two camps in 1985 among Ethiopian refugees in Sudan, water for drinking was taken from a potentially 
contaminated lagoon and supplied by tanker truck to the camp. In 1988, in a Mozambican refugee camp 
in Malawi, a matched-pair case-control study determined that cases were more likely than controls to use 
shallow or surface wells rather than deep bore-hole water (Moren et al., 1991 ). In a subsequent study 
during a cholera outbreak in the same refugee camp in 1990, drinking river water and placing hands into 
the water of storage containers holding drinking water were found to be associated with developing 
diarrhoeal illness (Swerdlow et al., 199 I). 

The recent cholera epidemic in Latin America is said to have been exacerbated by the failure of the 
authorities to chlorinate the water supplies due in part to their concern regarding the carcinogenic effect 
of chlorine in drinking water (Swerdlow et al., 1992). Natural water-related cholera outbreaks in Burundi 
and Rumonge are reportedly due to faecal contamination carrying enormous amounts of assimilable 
organic carbon (Birmingham et al., 1997). In endemic areas, outbreaks of cholera follow seasonal trends 
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and coincide with the zooplankton bloom (Islam et al. , 1994b ). One to ten copepods can harbor a sufficient 
number of V. cholerae cells to produce clinical symptoms of cholera in a susceptible host (Colwell and 
Huq, 1994). 

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF DRINKING WATER-ASSOCIATED 
CHOLERA 

In endemic regions, drinking water serves as the main vehicle of transmission of cholera where central 
distribution of safe drinking water is not available. Contamination of drinking water can occur as a result 
of wastewater influx by means of damaged and old network systems. Therefore, network maintenance 
must be considered as a preventive measure against cholera. The river water may be protected from large
scale human activity as it may pass through heavily populated areas and be contaminated when used for 
more than one purpose. It is easier to control sources of contamination of ground water. For community 
supplies, the likely sources of contamination are on-site sanitation and sewage-treatment facilities. 

Many treatment methods are available to remove or destroy human pathogens in water meant for drinking. 
Existing methods for the treatment of drinking water includes boiling, slow sand filtration, treatment 
with halogens, and chemical flocculation followed by sedimentation. Generally, boiling is advised but for 
underprivileged populations this is often not affordable (Barua and Merson, 1992). In regions where the 
temperature can drop below 0°C, the formation of ice on filter surfaces leads to poor microbiological 
water quality. Alum (KAI (SO,)2) is commonly used to purify drinking water in many developing countries. 
The effectiveness of alum to decontaminate household water, treatment tank, pond or well water has been 
reported (Khan et al., 1984). Use of alum potash (500 mg/liter) has been claimed to kill vibrios (Barua 
and Merson, 1992). 

Carbonation of water reduced the survival ofvibrios, as has been demonstrated in the laboratory (Felsenfeld, 
1967). Although various disinfectants may be used, chlorine in one form or another is the principal 
disinfecting agent. An important additional advantage over other disinfectants is that chlorine may be 
dosed to leave a disinfectant residual that assist in preventing recontamination during distribution, transport 
and household storage of water. The absence of a chlorine residual in the distribution system may indicate 
the possibility of post-treatment contamination. According to WHO recommendations (WHO, 1993) the 
minimum level of free residual chlorine should be 0.5 mg per litre at all sampling points in a piped water 
system. Water purification tablets and liquid preparations containing chlorine and iodine are available 
commercially under various trade names such as Zonite, Milton, Globaline, and Potable aqua. However, 
the effectiveness of chlorine or alum treatments depends on many factors and conditions. For example, 
chitin, a major component of copepods and other crustacean exoskeleton, has been shown to protect V. 
cholerae O l (Chowdhury et al. , 1997). Furthermore, in countries such as Africa and Bangladesh, people 
do not prefer chemically treated water for reasons of tradition and taste (Yohalem and Frg, 1991 ; Huq et 
al., 1996). 

Adopting the simple filtration method that was successfully implemented in Africa to eradicate 
dracunculiasis (Yohalem and Frg, 1991), Huq et al. (1996) proposed an effective filtration method to 
remove plankton-associated V. cholerae in raw water supplies using domestic sari cloth, a material which 
is readily available in every household in Bangladesh. It has been recently reported that V. cho/erae O l 
and non-O1 can shift to a rugose form associated with production of exopolysaccharide, which promotes 
cell aggregation (Moris et al. , 1996). This rugose form resists chlorine(~ 2 mg/liter) and other disinfectants 
in potable water and is likely to contribute to the water-borne transmission of cholera (Rice et al., 1992; 
Morris et al., 1996). 
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CONCLUSION 

Despite the accumulated knowledge and experience, cholera epidemics often continue to spread in many 
developing countries. Inadequate surveillance, delay in detection of outbreaks and containment, improper 
treatment and hygienic applications such as safe drinking water supply, sanitation facilities are the known 
reasons in several outbreaks of cholera in the past. All these deficiencies could be prevented by proper 
management through an active national diarrhoea control program. 
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ABSTRACT 

A study was conducted to evaluate the removal efficiency for Giardia sp. cysts of a number of wastewater 
treatment plants in France. Of these, five were activated sludge systems, three were trickling filters and 
three were waste stabilisation pond systems. In addition, the effect upon cyst removal of disinfecting 
effluents prior to discharge into controlled waters by UV and chlorination was evaluated. Cysts were 
detected in raw wastewater at all 11 treatment plants in concentrations ranging from 130 to 41 ,270 cysts/ 
litre. The removal of cysts by sewage treatment was found to range between 99.5 and 99.8 % for activated 
sludge, 99.9 and I 00 % for waste stabilisation ponds, and for the trickling filter plants up to 98.3 %. 
Despite the high removal efficiencies recorded in this study the range of cysts detected in final effluents 
discharged into controlled waters ranged from < I to 66 cysts/litre. This is undoubtedly an underestimate 
of actual occurrence and concentration in wastewater, given the limitations of the methods currently 
employed by investigators. Cysts were detected in final effluents which had been disinfected by both UV 
and chlorination (range 0.3 - 19 cysts/litre), however, it is not known whether such cysts were viable or 
non-viable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the last 20 years the enteric parasite Giardia inlestinalis has been shown to be an important pathogen 
of humans transmitted by the water (Craun, 1990). Studies have shown that many surface waters may be 
contaminated with Giardia sp. cysts which are capable of surviving for prolonged periods of time in the 
aquatic environment. The failure of water treatment processes to remove such cysts when challenged has 
resulted in a number of waterborne outbreaks of disease in the USA (Craun, 1990). The parasitosis has 
been shown to be on the increase in both the developed and developing world. Prevalence studies conducted 
in the South of France have revealed an incidence rate of approximately 6 % (Fontaine et al., 1984). 

Depending upon the prevalence of infection within a community and the number of cysts excreted by 
infected individuals (up to 2.0.108 cysts per individual and day) which may be connected to the sewerage 
network, wastewater treatment plants may be periodically challenged with high concentrations of cysts. 
Wastewater treatment plants are therefore an important first barrier in the removal or reduction of potentially 
infective cysts from sewage which otherwise would be discharged untreated into the aquatic environment. 
In order to assess the efficacy of sewage treatment systems in reduction and removal of Giardia sp. cysts 
three types of treatment systems (activated sludge, trickling filter and stabilisation ponds)were studied in 
the South of France. This article presents the data accrued over a 5 months period based upon the 
concentrations of cysts detected in raw wastewater and final effluent. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Five activated sludge treatment plants, three waste stabilisation ponds and three trickling filter plants 
were investigated. At two plants, final effluents underwent disinfection either by chlorination or UV 
before being discharged into receiving water although the dosage applied was not divulged by the sewage 
undertaker. The precise details of the sewage treatment systems and locations studied in France cannot be 
divulged in accordance with the wishes of the regulators of such supplies . 

Sampling and processing 

Samples were collected from the inlet and outlet of each sewage treatment works over a period of S 
months (6 samples from each plant) from February to July 1995 between 10.00 and 11.00 AM. Raw 
(influent) wastewater samples (2 - 6 litres) were collected in clean sampling bottles and treated in accordance 
with the Jar test (FLH, Orchidis, France) by adding 100 mg/I aluminium sulphate and allowing the sample 
to settle overnight. Further concentration was achieved by applying the method of Bailenger ( 1979). 
Final effluent water samples were collected and processed in accordance with the method ofWiandt et al. 
(1994). Briefly, 200 litres were filtered through a yam wound cartridge filter (E.I.F., France, polypropylene, 
nominal porosity I µm) at a flow rate of 3 litres/min. Filters were transported to the laboratory and 
processed within two days. The filter was cut longitudinally and the filter matrix was finely teased apart 
and hand-washed in 2 litres of 0.1 % Tween 80 detergent solution. This procedure was repeated 3 times 
and the 'wash-water' ( ca. 6 litres) processed in accordance with the Jar test and Bailenger (1979) technique. 
Wastewater concentrates were examined for the presence of Giardia sp. cysts by indirect 
immunofluorescence (Meridian Diagnostics, Hydrofluor-Combo) on a epifluorescent microscope equipped 
with phase contrast optics, according to the method of Gilmour et al. ( 1989). In order to distinguish intact 
cysts from ghost cysts (without internal contents i.e. cytoplasm, median bodies, axonemes) and cyst-like
objects (CLO), the nuclear fluorogenic vital dye propidium iodide was used to highlight the presence or 
absence of nuclei within the cyst. 

Recovery Efficiency of the Method 

In this study two different sampling methods were used for the recovery and detection of cysts from raw 
(small volume grab sampling) and treated (large volume cartridge filtration) sewage. Sampling of raw 
sewage by large volume filtration was not found to be practical due to the high content of suspended 
solids (faecal solids) in the influent, which resulted in filter blocking after only a few litres had been 
filtered . Subsequent washing and processing of the filters generated pellets of in excess of IO ml and 
occasionally up to I 00 ml , of which only a small percentage (100 microlitres) is examined. Instead it was 
decided to take a greater number of small volume grab samples of raw sewage. 

However, although similar cyst recovery efficiencies were obtained from large volume cartridge filtration 
as with grab samples, the sampling periods of both methods are significantly different. The cyst 
concentrations recorded using large volume filtration are a reflection of the numbers present in clarified 
effluent usually over a sampling period of up to 60 minutes, whereas the numbers recorded by grab 
sampling are merely a reflection of the numbers present in untreated sewage at a minute moment in time. 
As such, the removal efficiencies stated in this study are based upon a comparison of the numbers detected 
in raw and treated sewage by different methods over different periods of time. 

Coupled with the difference in recovery efficiencies of the methods employed, this may affect determination 
of the removal efficiency of the treatment plants. The recovery efficiency of spiked cysts using large 
volume filtration was determined to range between 9 and 20 %, based on cyst retention of 90 % in the 
filter, an elution of the filter ranging from 45 - 85 % and a recovery of2 I - 26 % following the coagulation 
step and the concentration method according to Bailenger ( 1979). For raw wastewater samples, the recovery 
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efficiency using spiked cysts was estimated to be 25 % (Wiand!, 1994). Given the problems encountered 
with large volume filtration of raw sewage it is recommended that future studies employ small volume 
grab sampling techniques of both, raw and final effluent, to allow a more accurate comparison of removal 
efficiencies. In addition, such samples should ideally be time-weighted to allow a more accurate estimation 
of the removal efficiency of the treatment plant to be undertaken in studies. 

RESULTS 

Removal efficiency ranged from 99.5 to 99.8 % for the five activated sludge treatment plants, from 81.0 
to 98.6 % for the tree trickling filters studied, and was 99.9 % for all three wastewater stabilisation ponds 

Table I. Concentration of Giardia sp. cysts in raw and treated wastewater. 

(a) Activated Sludge Treannent Mean N wnber of cysts detected 

ASI Population equivalent: 7,000 Influent: 2345 cysts/litre 
low rate: I 050 m3/d Effluent: 9 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tm:: 24 hours Removal Efficiency: 99.5% 

AS2 Population equivalent: 6,000 Influent: 2,907 cysts/I 
low rate: 996 m3/d Effluent: 4 cysts/I 
Theoretical Retention Tm:: 24 hours Removal Efficiency: 99.8% 

AS3 Population equivalent = 23,000 Influent: 6,250 cysts/litre 
low rate: 5847 m3/dT Effluent: 9 cysts/litre 
heoretical Retention Tm:: unknown Removal Efficiency: 99.8% 

AS4 Population equivalent = 3,000 Influent: 3,258 cysts/lire 
low rate: 750 m3/d Effluent: 8 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tm:: unknown Removal Efficiency: 99.8% 

(b) Waste Stabilisation Ponds Mean No. of cysts detected 

WSPI Population equivalent: 2,000 Influent: 3,293 cysts/litre 
low rate: 450 m3/d Effluent: 0 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tm:: I 03 days Removal Efficiency: >99.9% 

WSP2 Population equivalent: 2,000F Influent: 2,275 cysts/lire 
low rate: 400 m3/d Effluent: 0.6 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tune: 44 days Removal Efficiency: 99.9% 

WSP3 Population equivalent: 1,000 Influent: 2,275 cysts/ltre 
Flow rate: 249 m3/d Effluent: 0 cyst/ltre 
Theoretical Retention Tone: 142 days Removal Efficiency: >99.9% 

(c) Trickling Filtration Mean No. of cysts detected 

TFI Population equivalent: 450 Influent: 3,310 cysts/litre 
low rate: 72 m3/d Effluent: 56 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tone: unknown Removal Efficiency: 98.3% 

TF2 Population equivalent: 2,000, Influent: 648 cysts/litre 
low rate: 365 m3/d Effluent: 15 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tm:: unknown Removal Efficiency: 98.6% 

TF3 Population equivalent: 11 ,700 Influent: 345 cysts/litre 
low rate: 285 m3/d Effluent: 66 cysts/litre 
Theoretical Retention Tm:: unknown Removal Efficiency: 81% 

Table 2. Cyst removal in treatments with and without disinfection. 

TreannentWorks Disinfection Method Influent ( cysts/I) Effluent (cysts/I) Percent Removal 

AS4 (-)UV 4660 4 99.9 

(-)UV 6100 4 99.9 

(+)UV 200 6 97.0 

(+)UV 2070 19 99.1 

AS5 (-) chlorrie 41,270 14.3 99.9 

(+) chlorine 133 0.7 99.5 

(+) chlorine 2200 0.3 99.9 
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investigated (Table I). Disinfection by UV as well as by chlorine did not completely eliminate cysts 
(Table 2), although their viability after disinfection was not investigated. 

DISCUSSION 

Comparison of raw sewage results with other studies 

In this study Giardia cysts were detected in raw sewage of each of the eleven wastewater treatment 
studied, at concentrations of up to 4 I ,270 cysts/litre. Such concentrations are in accordance with those 
published by previous French, American and African investigators irrespective of the sampling and 
processing method used (Akin et al., 1977; Jakubowski and Ericksen, 1979; Bellamy et al., 1985; DeLeon 
et al., 1988; Rose et al., 1989; Casson et al., 1990; Gassmann and Schwartzbrod, 1991 ; Sykora et al., 
1991; Jakubowski et al., 1991; Ngo, 1991 ; Grimason et al., 1993; Ellis et al., 1993). The occurrence and 
concentration of cysts in raw sewage in this study depends upon a number of factors: the size of the 
population served and the prevalence of infection in that community; the location and percentage of 
population sewered in each of the rural/urban/city areas under investigation, dry weather flow of the 
treatment works, the potential for contamination of sewage with faeces of animal origin (e.g. abattoir 
effluent, stormwater run-off, sewer rodentia) and the limitations of the sampling and processing methods 
used. 

It has been postulated that it is possible to extrapolate a theoretical incidence ofGiardia infections in the 
population from the cyst concentrations detected in raw sewage (Jakubowski and Ericksen, 1979). Based 
upon this model and the cyst concentrations detected in raw sewage from one the communities studied it 
was estimated that the infection rate in the local population may range between 0.08 and 1.2 % (Wiand! 
et al., 1998). However, due to lack of epidemiological data and the under-reporting of infection within the 
community this can only remain a theoretical infection rate. It has been shown that this model may over
or underestimate the true prevalence of infection within a community, as a Scottish study demonstrated 
that the cyst concentrations detected in raw sewage in their study were significantly greater than the 
number of ' reported cases' of giardiasis in the area under investigation (Robertson et al. , I 994 ). However 
any definitive association between such data are difficult because (i) the number of undiagnosed cases of 
giardiasis and asymptomatic carriers within a community may not be known, (ii) in Europe, giardiasis is 
not an infection to be notified statutorily, (iii) the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic techniques 
and expertise of the microscopist may vary between laboratories and (iv) cysts other than those from 
humans may be present in the sewage. 

Comparison of treated effluent results with those of other studies 

Activated Sludge and Trickling Filtration 
Few data exists within the published literature with which to compare the finding of this study, and 
further work is required to determine the efficiency of conventional sewage treatment processes for the 
removal of protozoan parasites. Unlike trickle filtration, during activated sludge treatment a proportion 
of the settled sludge in the secondary tank is re-circulated as mixed liquor to the inlet of the activated 
sludge tank. This encumbers determination of the ' true ' removal efficiency of cysts from the process. In 
this study cyst concentrations ofup to I 3 cysts/litre were detected in effluent from the secondary settlement 
tank; however, it is unknown how long the cysts had been retained (re-circulated) within the system. 
Nevertheless, it has been shown that Giardia cysts can be detected in secondary treated wastewater effluents 
after activated sludge treatment at concentrations higher (32 - 44 cysts/litre) than those observed in this 
study (Ngo 1991, Sykora et al., I 99 I). In a comparison of both types of systems Casson et al. (1990) 
found that the activated sludge process was more efficient at removing Giardia than trickling filtration. 
Similarly, Sykora et al, ( 1991) in a study of a variety of conventional wastewater treatment works found 
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that activated sludge was more efficient at cyst removal , providing 90 - 100 % removal , compared with 
trickling filter processes, which removed between 40 and 60 % cysts. 

In contrast to the efficiency perceived for the four activated sludge treatment units under investigation, 
greater concentrations of cysts (IO to I 08 cysts/litre) were detected in final effluents discharged from the 
three trickling filtration plants. Such concentrations are in accordance with those reported by Casson et 
al. ( 1990) who found concentrations of up to 155 cysts/litre in the final effluent discharged from similar 
sewage treatment plants. The higher removal efficiency of cysts by activated sludge treatment processes 
compared with trickling filtration reported here and in other studies may, in part, be due to 'coagulation' 
or entrapment of cysts as the sludge settles in the secondary tank. A proportion of the settled sludge is 
then re-circulated and the remainder diverted for sludge treatment before disposal. Alternatively the higher 
removal efficiency observed in the activated sludge process may, in part, be due to predation or lyses of 
cysts by motile free living micro-organisms such as those normally associated with a suspended growth 
reactor (i.e. activated sludge tank) as opposed to a fixed film bio-reactor (i.e. trickle filtration). Further 
work is required to address the efficiency of suspended growth and fixed film bio-reactors for removing 
and/or inactivating protozoan parasites. 

Waste Stabilisation Ponds 
In contrast to conventional sewage treatment systems the hydraulic retention times within waste stabilisation 
pond (WSP) systems is usually measured in days (often weeks) rather than hours. Of the WSP final 
effluents examined in this study only one was found to contain Giardia cysts after a theoretical pond 
system retention time of 44 days, as compared with I 03 and 142 days for the other two pond systems, 
suggesting that the WSPs evaluated are more efficient at removing Giardia than the conventional treatment 
processes outlined above. Previous studies have shown that that the majority of protozoan cysts are 
removed by primary ponds in such systems, indicating that adsorption of cysts onto settleable solids is 
probably the principal removal mechanism. Cyst concentrations detected in subsequent pond effluents 
appear to decrease sequentially, indicating that the removal (sedimentation) and/or destruction ( cyst lysis/ 
predation by motile free living micro-organisms) may also be related to the cumulative effect of the long 
hydraulic retention times (Ori mason et al. , 1996). Factors which could aid the transport of cysts through 
pond systems i.e. short-circuiting and temperature inversion, thereby reducing the retention time of cysts 
within each pond, require further investigation. 

In a study of three single waste stabilisation pond systems in India, Veerannan (1977) reported that although 
Giardia sp. cysts were detected in raw sewage entering one pond system, cysts were not detected in any 
other pond influent or effluent samples examined (pond retention times not stated). Another Indian study 
reported cyst reduction in oxidation ditches (OD) and aerated lagoons (AL) (Panicker and Krishnamoorthi, 
1981 ). This study revealed that although removal efficiencies of up to I 00 % could be obtained by both 
systems (OD min. removal: G. lamblia 60 %; AL min. removal G. lamblia 65 %), significant concentrations 
of protozoan cysts could still be detected in the final effluent. 

In 1980, Yanez et al. attributed the appearance of protozoan parasites in secondary effluents (total minimum 
retention time of 5.5 days) to resuspension due to temperature inversions. For complete removal of protozoa, 
they determined that at least two ponds in series were needed with a total minimum retention time of36 
days. The authors postulated that removal could be improved using baffled pond effluent weirs to prevent 
the breakthrough of solids and for the retention of flotables or scum. A later study at this pond complex 
indicated that all human parasites, including parasitic protozoa, can be effectively eliminated from effluents 
using a two pond series with 10 day detention time and baffled effluent weirs (Bartone, 1985). Rivera et 
al. (1986) reported that Giardia cysts were not detected in 15 pond influent and effluent samples from a 
two pond system in Mexico. Unfortunately, neither the efficiency at which these pond systems operated, 
nor the retention periods were reported. More recently, Ellis et al. ( 1993) reported detecting Giardia both 
in raw sewage and effluent from one of two parallel primary facultative ponds (88 cysts/litre) in the 
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Cayman Islands after an estimated retention time of 14 days. The pond system had an estimated total 
pond retention time of 23 days, with no cysts detected in any subsequent maturation pond eflluents 
examined. 

In contrast to the above WSP studies which used small volume sampling methods and brightfield 
microscopy to detect cysts in wastewater concentrates, later studies by Grimason et al. (I 993, 1996) in 
Kenya and Wiandt et al. ( 1994) in France using large volume filtration and immunofluorescence techniques 
for the recovery and detection of Giardia sp. cysts, revealed that cysts were present in a variety of eflluents 
examined from anaerobic, facultative and maturation ponds from the majority of pond systems studied. 
The results of the Kenyan study indicated that a minimum retention period of 3 7 .3 days was required to 
ensure the complete removal of cysts. In contrast the results of the French study indicated that despite a 
retention time of 40 days, Giardia sp. cysts were still detected in final maturation pond eflluents indicating 
a removal efficiency of between 99.1 % and 99.7 % of cysts. Like those conventional sewage treatment 
systems outlined above, WSP systems are clearly capable of removing the majority of Giardia sp. cysts in 
raw wastewater, but significant concentrations of potentially viable cysts are still to be found in final 
eflluents which are discharged into receiving waters or used for irrigation purposes. 

Methodology 
At the present time, no standard method exists for the recovery and detection of protozoan cysts from 
wastewater samples, and differences in the current methodologies employed by investigators limit the 
degree to which accurate comparisons between studies can be made (Grimason et al., 1996). Differences 
exist at all stages throughout the methods employed by investigators including sampling (large v small 
volume i.e. < I to > I 00 litres), concentration (centrifugation, overnight sedimentation, coagulation), 
clarification (± sucrose flotation) , detection (brightfield, immunofluorescence) and enumeration 
(hameocytometer, nauber chamber, sedgewick rafter slide, ordinary microscope slide etc.) of wastewater 
concentrates for cysts. Despite the variety of methods used, very little information is available in the 
literature on the precision, sensitivity and efficiency of the methods used for the recovery of Giardia. The 
methods used in this study for the recovery and detection of Giardia are tedious, time-consuming and 
inefficient (recovery efficiency: 21-26 %), and need to be improved. The recovery efficiencies reported in 
this study using large volume filtration are in accordance with those reported by previous investigators 
(Gilmour, 1990; LeChevallier et al. , 1990; Grimason, 1992). As such, the data presented in this study, as 
in other studies, is clearly an underestimate of the true occurrence and concentrations of these organisms 
in raw and treated eflluents. Although many investigators claim complete removal of Giardia in final 
eflluents, the possibility remains that the cyst concentrations present may have been below the minimum 
detection limit of the method used. 

CONCLUSION 

Given that Giardia sp. have now been shown by various European, American, Indian and African 
investigators to be present in final wastewater eflluents, it is possible that other pathogenic protozoan 
parasites of similar density (e.g. Cryptosporidium sp. , En/amoeba sp. , Cyclospora sp., Microsporidia 
etc.) are also present in discharged eflluent. The occurrence of viable pathogenic protozoa in final eflluent 
discharged into natural waters constitute a potential risk of transmission of waterborne disease to the 
indigenous human and animal population, when the receiving waters are used for drinking water supply, 
irrigation or recreation. To this end, the results of this study indicate that the ability of sewage treatment 
processes to remove protozoan parasites clearly warrant further investigation. 

To overcome many of the problems highlighted above and in the interests of standardisation, production 
of a laboratory manual for the isolation and identification of protozoan cysts in treated wastewater y the 
World Health Organisation (WHO) would be valuable in order to enable accurate comparisons between 
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data collected by different investigators. This would require a comparative study of the various methods 
used by investigators in order to evaluate the most efficient and practicable, in relation to their deployment 
in laboratories, the parasite concerned and the effect upon the viability status of the target organism. 
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ABSTRACT 

Raw water of poor quality still causes many drinking-water associated health problems all over China, 
largely because of poor sanitation, inadequate disposal of sewage and excreta. Eutrophication due to 
excess of total nitrogen and phosphorous in some sources for drinking-water has led to massive proliferation 
of cyanobacteria. The dominant species of cyanophyta can produce microcystins, a potent liver cancer 
promotor. As in previous studies, high incidence of liver cancer coincided with high microcystin 
concentration in the source water, especially in pond water. A frequent consequence of heavy pollution of 
source water is further the high incidence of infectious intestinal diseases, which are more than IO - I 00 
times as frequent in China than in developed countries. 

KEYWORDS 

drinking water, excreta, eutrophication, bacterial contamination, microcystins, liver cancer 

BACKGROUND 

Raw water of poor quality still causes many drinking water associated health problems all over China, 
largely because of poor sanitation, inadequate disposal of sewage and excreta. Whereas in urban areas, 
about 20 % of sewage and excreta can be treated, in rural China as a whole this applies to only 2.5 %. 
About 60 % oflatrines in rural areas are of the dry pit type; in the poorest villages, open latrines account 
for 13 % of the total. There are also marked differences between urban and rural areas regarding types of 
water supply. In urban areas, 94 % of households have tap water, but the corresponding figure is only 22 
% in rural areas, where the use of water from springs, wells, rivers and ponds is widespread. About 28 % 
of water used in rural China is hand-pumped. In rural areas, the drinking-water resources are easily 
contaminated by untreated sewage and excreta. As indicated in Table I , the microbiological index cannot 
meet the National Health Standard for Drinking Water (Liu et al., 1996). 

Domestic sewage and excreta are frequently directly discharged into surface waters such as rivers, lakes 
and ponds. However, on average for China, 25 % of the inhabitants use these sources for drinking water. 
Eutrophication has led to excess of total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP); in consequence, 
cyanobacteria form mass developments from July to September. The dominant taxa of cyanophyta can 
produce microcystins (MC), which are potent liver cancer promoters and are directly hepatotoxic for 
poultry, livestock, animals and humans (Wang et al., 1995). 

In consequence of the heavy biological pollution of drinking-water resources the incidence of intestinal 
infectious di seases, such as hepatitis A and E, typhoid fever, bacillary dysentery, diarrhea and 
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Table I. Bacteriological index of drinking-water in some villages 

Sample Type Number of samples 
Colifonns T.B. 

(Max. CFU/L) (CFU/ml) 

Lake, Pond, 40 4600 To much to be 
Reservoir counted 

Shallow well, 40 930 4600 Hand-pumped weU 

Note: T.B. = Total Bacteria number; CFU = Colony Form Unit. 
Exceeding rate for values exceed Chinese health standard for Coliform and T.B. 

in drinking-water of 3 CFU/L and I 00 CFU/ml, respectively. 

Table 2. Relation between drinking-water source and liver cancer 

Drnk ing water source 

Item Pond River Deep well 

Liver cancer 115.05 37.94 20.00 mortally (I / IO' ) 

Sample numbers 27 18 25 

COD (mg/L) 48.27 0.75 0.20 

BOD (mgiL) 34.22 0.04 0.01 

NO,-N (mgiL) 0.062 0 .008 0.009 

NH, -N (mgiL) 2.80 0.06 0.05 

Humic acid (-OH) (mg/L) 0.583 0 .176 0.042 

M icrocystins (ngiL) 160 IOI <50 

Exceeding rate 
(%) 

90 

50 

p 

<0.01 

<0.01 

<0.01 

<0.05 

<0.05 

<0.01 

<0.01 

Note: P for deep well in relation to pond or river water; H.A. (-OH) = Humic acids 

Table 3. Microcystin concentrations tn Table 4. Microcystin concentrations in tap water 
source water 

Waterworks Samplng date Concentration µgiL) Waterworks Sampling date Concentration (µgiL) 

ZJ 1996/8/26 2.15 ZJ 1996/8/26 0.134 

1996/9/4 1.37 1996/9/4 <0.05 

1996/9/16 2.68 1996/9/ 16 <0.05 

JZ 1996/8/26 I.IO JZ 1996/8/26 128 

I 996/9/1 6 0.281 1996/9/16 <0.05 

ST 1996/8/26 I 7.18 ST 1996/8/26 <0.05 

I 996/9/1 6 33.4 1996/9/16 <0.05 

XL 1996/8/26 4.08 XL 1996/8/26 <0.05 

1996/9/ 16 0.54 1996/9/ 16 <0.05 

RR 1996/9/4 1.40 RR 1996/9/4 <0.05 

DC 1996/9/4 35.30 DC 1996/9/4 <0.05 
yy 1996/9/4 6.40 yy 1996/9/4 1.40 

Table 5. Microcystin concentrations in water from different sources (raw water) 

Water type Sample number Positive rate (%) 
Concentration (µgiL) 

Average Max. 

Pond 324 31.9 0.16 1.56 

Ditch 188 17.3 0.10 0.30 

Shallow well 323 4.3 O.D? 0. 11 

Deep well 154 0 0 0 .05 
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Table 6. Mortality of Liver Cancer vs. MC of Different Sources 

Water type Max. microcystins (µg'L) Mortality (I /IO') 

Pond 1.56 II 5.05 

Ditch 0.30 37.94 

Shallow well 0.11 20.00 

Deep well 0.05 20.00 

cryptosporidiosis is more than IO - I 00 times higher than in developed countries (Zeng et al., 1997). 
Moreover, epidemiological studies showed that drinking pond water was correlated to higher morbidity 
of liver cancer. Major risk factors such as COD, BOD, NO2-N, nitrosamines, humic acids (-OH) and 
microcystins were significantly different between ponds, rivers and deep well water, as was the difference 
of liver cancer mortality between population groups who were drinking water from these sources (Table 
2) (Tang et al. , 1995). 

MATERJALS AND METHODS 

Samples of source water and tap water were collected from seven waterworks around a lake. For pre
treatment of water samples, 50 ml of water sample were filtered through glass fibre film (GF/C) after 
adding 0.5 ml of IO% NaN,. The microcystins in the filtered samples were determined by enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) with a detection limit of 50 ng/L. The ELISA kits were purchased from 
TAGOCo. 

RESULTS 

I. Microcystin concentrations in source water ranged from 0.28 to 35.3 µg/L (Table 3). 
2. In tap water, lower concentrations of MC were detected, often less than 0.05 µg/L, and at most 1.4 µg/ 

L (Table 4). This maximum value exceeds the provisional WHO guideline for microcystin-LR in 
drinking-water of I µg/L (WHO, 1998). 

3. In the area with a high rate of endemic liver cancer, 989 samples were collected from different sources 
of drinking-water for determining microcystins. The results in Table 5 indicate that proportions of 
samples with microcystin concentrations (greater than 0.05 µg/L) were 31.9 % in pond water, 17.3 % 
in ditch water, 4.3 % in shallow wells and O % in deep wells, with average microcystin contents of 
0. I 6, 0. I 0, 0.07 and < 0.05 µg/L , respectively. The proportions of positive samples and average 
microcystin contents for pond water were significantly greater than those in deep wells. 

4. Several epidemiological studies on liver cancer (Li et al., 1994) have been conducted since 1970's. The 
results shown in Table 6 indicate that the mortality of people drinking pond water was significantly 
greater than that of those drinking water from deep wells . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Microcystin concentrations were high in most of the surface waters investigated, and microcystin was 
found in tap water of3 out of7 waterworks investigated at concentrations up to 1.4 µg/L. Concentrations 
in source waters varied with TN, TP, COD, BOD, NH

4
-N, NO

2
-N and humic acids (-OH), all of which 

indicate water pollution with domestic wastewater and excreta. High concentrations of TN and TP are 
conductive to proliferation of cyanobacteria which frequently contain toxic and tumour-promoting 
microcystins. Microcystins in the source water cannot be completely removed by disinfection. Also, 
microcystins cannot be decomposed by heating (Hrudey et al., 1996). 
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High mortality ofliver cancer coincided with elevated microcystin concentration in the sources for drinking 
water. Tap water tested showed concentrations in the range or slightly above the provisional WHO guideline
value for microcystin-LR in drinking-water. However, these occasional samples from a few waterworks 
cannot exclude uptake of substantially higher concentrations not covered by this sampling programme. 
As these toxins are difficult to eliminate, measures to prevent eutrophication of water sources needed for 
drinking-water are crucial to avoid the health hazards they imply. Measurements of microcystins in drinking
water, both in tap water and in surface water directly used for drinking, are needed on a regular basis in 
order to assess the dose and associated health risks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water, sanitation and health are inseparably linked . Diarrhoea and other water related diseases are the 
major causes of health problems in developing countries. Although the need for water and sanitation 
interventions for health promotion has been recognised, these are labeled as costly and are often neglected 
in the primary healthcare programmes. Lack of proper water and sanitation initiatives based on appropriate 
techniques, technologies, knowledge and/or implementation methods have hindered the expected 
achievements through water and sanitation interventions. Since water and sanitation initiatives include 
both availability of provisions and their effective use (which means behavioral changes), they are technically 
and socially challenging. Disasters and emerging water quality problems, such as arsenic in groundwater, 
have further been complicating this situation. After reviewing relevant articles, several research issues 
are suggested in the context of developing country perspectives. 

KEYWORDS 

Hygiene; knowledge; practice; sanitation; technology; water 

INTRODUCTION 

The United Nations conference at Mar del Plata in 1977, which launched the International Drinking
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, unabiguously adopted The philosophy that: "all peoples, whatever 
their stage of development and social and economic conditions, have the right to have access to drinking
water in quantities and of a quality equal to their basic needs". The provision of supply of safe water and 
sanitation was also one of the eight components of primary health care identified by the International 
Conference on Primary health Care in Alma-A ta in 1978. The gross disparity between the cost-effectiveness 
of water supply and sanitation in relation to selective primary healthcare led to the preference ofa strategy 
of selective primary healthcare, (often ignoring water supply and sanitation), rather than a broad public 
health strategy (Walsh and Kenneth, 1979). Water and sanitation infrastructures are usually financed by 
some combination ofuser fees and public investment subsidies. The current local and international efforts 
for community involvement, cost sharing among stakeholders, and development of appropriate technologies 
and techniques in water and sanitation issues are likely to reduce infrastructure costs and other 
responsibilities of a stakeholder significantly. Moreover, there is also little scope for neglecting water and 
sanitation when diarrhoeal diseases still remain a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in the developing 
world (Feachem, 1986; Esrey and Shi ff, 1990). Here we present a modest overview of water, sanitation 
and diarrhoeal disease relationships as well as water and sanitation interventions in the context of developing 
country perspectives. 
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Water, Sanitation and Social Variables 

A World Bank report states that poor sanitation, insufficient and unsafe water supplies, poor personal and 
food hygiene and other household environmental factors are associated with 30 % of the global burden of 
diseases (The World Bank, 1993). Improvements of water and sanitation interventions reduced diarrhoeal 
diseases in Bangladesh (Aziz et al., 1990) and elsewhere (Esrey and Shiff, 1990). In Bangladesh there is 
a statistically significant association between deaths due to infectious and diarrhoeal diseases in children 
aged less than five years, with cleanliness of the latrine (after controlling for feeding practices) immunisation 
status, age, sex, and years of schooling of parents (Hoque et al., 1999b ). However, the summarised results 
of a review of the health benefits of water supply and sanitation (including hygiene) reported a reduction 
of morbidity and mortality ranging from O to I 00 per cent and from 43 to 79 percent, respectively (Esrey 
and Shiff, 1990). These wide variations in results indicate that there are many complex issues and 
confounding variables, which many of us either do not recognise or neglect. 

Many researchers have developed diarrhoea-transmission models and shown multiple transmission modes 
in contaminated environments, including water, sanitation and hygiene practices (Shuval et al., 1981 ; 
Hoque et al., 1997). To intervene effectively against the modes of transmission of diarrhoea, it is important 
to consider major environmental health variables as well as other causal, health and social variables. 
Disease causal variables may include the type and concentration of excreted pathogens and the infective 
dose. The reaction between these two variables is complex because of the latency, persistence and 
multiplication characteristics of the organism (Feachem et al., 1983). Additionally, nutritional status ofa 
person may determine the infective dose for that person and whether or not and when the person will 
become sick. Often an infective dose is determined by controlled challenge of volunteers who are well
nourished, usually from non-epidemic areas. Then calculation must be applied, with caution, to 
malnourished populations who are continually exposed to an infection. The host response characteristics, 
relating to the immunity of the exposed persons, will also be of importance (Feachem et al. , 1983). 

Social factors play a significant role by confounding or interacting with water and sanitation factors, 
thereby introducing further complexity in observations. Over the past 20 years, some fundamental ideas 
about the relative importance of water quality and quantity in the transmission of diarrhoeal diseases have 
been changed, and there is an increased recognition of the complex interrelationships between intervention, 
hygiene behaviour, and health (Kolsley, 1993). 

Social variables, such as breast feeding (Butz et al. , 1984; Victoria el al., 1988; Derslice el al. , 1994) 
female or maternal literacy (Victoria et al. , 1988; Omotade, 1995), overcrowding (Rahman et al., 1985) 
can modify the effects of water and sanitation variables on health. The risks of diarrhoea were also 
confounded by other factors, such as age, household size (Mahmud et al., 1995), parental education 
(Manun et al. , 1994), birth intervals, poverty, gender discrimination (Murga et al., 1993), and immunisation 
status (Hoque et al., 1999b). 

Water and Sanitation Related Knowledge, Practices and Behaviour 

Importance of personal and domestic hygiene in the control of diarrhoeal disease has been emphasised 
(Feachem, 1984; Stanton and Clemens, 1988; Kolsley, 1993; Alam, 1995). It has been reported that hand
washing alone reduce the incidence of diarrhoeal diseases from 40 % to 14 % (Khan, 1982; Feachem, 
1984; Alam, 1995). Handwashing practices have been promoted by providing families with soap, water 
storage containers and/or extensive hygiene education. However, majority people in Bangladesh cannot 
afford to buy soap (Hoque and Briend, 1991 ; Hoque el al., 1995a). Hands are often heavily contaminated. 
Appropriate methods for hand-washing based on local conditions have been developed and reported 
(Kaltenthaler et al., 1988; Hoque et al. , 1995b). 
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Mothers' hygiene relating to washing their hands or their children 's hands before preparing milk or after 
disposal of children's faeces (Stanton and Clemens, 1988; Ranyajin et al. , 1994), presence of uncovered 
food or lack of food hygiene (Prihartono et al., 1994; Omotade et al., 1995), unsanitary disposal of the 
child faeces and household garbage (Dikassa et al., 1993), and drinking unboiled water (Prihartono et al., 
1994) have been reported to be associated with diarrhoeal diseases. 

There are doubts whether improvement in the quality of drinking water alone can reduce the incidence of 
diarrhoea (Esrey and Shi ff, 1990; Shier et al. , 1996). Providing a safe drinking-water source may fail to 
reduce the incidence of diarrhoea because either transission of diarrhoeal pathogens continues through 
food-borne and person-to-person routes of spread or people are exposed to contaminated water during 
bathing, through stored drinking water, and other domestic activities. Drinking water becomes contaminated 
after collection during either transport or storage in the home (Eric et al., 1988; Ahmed et al., 1998; 
Hoque et al., 1999b). 

Use of Water and Sanitation Provisions 

Water quality and sanitation provisions are meaningless unless they are used properly (Feachem 1984). 
Here, experiences gained from two studies on use of water and sanitation are presented. 

Water, sanitation and hygiene-education intervention was carried out in a permanent poor settlement in 
Dhaka (Hoque et al., 1999c ). About 14 governmental and non-government agencies have been providing 
welfare education and services there. About 80 % of these people had access to tubewell water (one 
handpump per 12 families) and one ring-slab pit latrine per family at the time of the pre-intervention 
survey. It may be mentioned that this arrangement of water and sanitation provisions has been regarded as 
a model initiative for poor or slum dwellers (Hoque el al., 1994a). However, knowledge about diarrhoea 
transmission, hand washing practices, quality of stored drinking water, faecal coliform bacteria of hands 
(contamination) and practices relating to disposal of faeces from the filled-up pits (desludging) were 
extremely poor. Environmental health educational intervention included courtyard meetings with female 
and male members of families over a 4-month period. After the intervention, the rates of satisfactory 
knowledge about: i) the modes of diarrhoea transmission, ii) washing hands before eating, and iii) benefits 
of using and maintaining sanitary latrines improved significantly, i.e. from 50 % to 75 %, 32 % to 74 % 
and 14 % to 29 % respectively. However, the rates of unsanitary desludging ( contaminating the environment 
indiscriminately), quality of stored water and contamination of hands remained poor and essentially 
unchanged in comparison between pre-and post intervention surveys. The lack of improvement in practices 
was attributed to lack of: (i) appropriate technology and water supply, (ii) appropriate sanitation technology 
and proper services in maintaining the existing provisions, (iii) coordination, collaboration, and knowledge 
among the existing agencies, and (iv) community involvement in selection, planning or maintenance of 
the technologies. 

A water and sanitation intervention study was conducted in rural Mirzapur, Bangladesh (Aziz et al., 
1990), which followed sustainability of improvement for more than 5 years after the intervention (Hoque 
et al; 1996). The intervention area, which comprised about 880 households, was provided with one 
handpump per 32 persons on average, one pit latrine for almost every household and extensive hygiene 
education. The hand pumps and latrines were supplied and maintained by the project during the intervention 
study period ( 1984 - 1987). Following the installation of the water and sanitation provisions, related 
practices improved significantly in the intervention area. During the study, the women were involved in 
planning of the intervention study and in site selection of handpumps and latrines. Women were also 
trained to maintain their water and sanitation provisions and were found performing it efficiently (Hoque 
et al., 1994b ). The children of the intervention area experienced 25 % fewer episodes of diarrhoea compared 
to those of the comparison area. The comparison area, which consisted of about 750 households, did not 
receive any input from the project. 
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The final survey at the end of the intervention showed 94 % handpumps and 93 % latrines to be functioning 
in a sanitary way. At the time of the follow-up survey 5 years later, about 82 % pumps and 63 % latrines 
were still in use and still in satisfactory hygienic condition. The faecal coliform bacteria counts of the 
study women were significantly lower in the intervention area that in the comparison area (geometric 
means of about 64 vs. about 230 cfu per hand). People used and maintained the water and sanitation 
facilities at their costs and own interests. It appeared from the follow-up survey that the prevalence of 
diarrhoeal diseases in the comparison population was about twice that in the intervention area. Results of 
the survey showed that the achievements of the intervention study were sustained for years after the 
project. 

Challenges and Research 

Worldwide, more than a billion of people lack safe water, or three billion people lack safe sanitation with 
the 20th century coming to an end. Such a failure to ensure the most basic rights of so many people, while 
major advancements have been made in other fields, is inexcusable (Han and Chatterjee, 1998). Access 
to provisions and their effective use both need to be addressed (Cairncross, 1992). This means that research 
should provide information on appropriate coverage, technology, operation and maintenance, knowledge 
and practice, mobilisation of resources, co-ordination and collaboration among concerned agencies. Both 
government and non-government agencies are actively involved in water and sanitation programmes. 
Strengthening of capabilities of all stakeholders and avoidance of duplication of efforts by them may be 
an area of applied research (Orangi Pilot Project, 1993; Hoque et al. , 1998a). Women are the main drawers 
and users of water, but their roles should be looked upon not as a manager only, but also as an equal 
partner in the sector. Elected representatives and local women played key roles in improving use of 
sanitary latrines. This required creation of an enabling environment for facilitation of the involvement of 
women (Hoque et al., 1998a). Research should look into how community involvement, social, cultural, 
demographic, geographic and health factors interact with and/or compliment water and sanitation facilities. 

The importance of water and sanitation situations in relation to post-disaster diarrhoea epidemics has 
been reported (Woodruff el al. , 1988; Siddique et al., 1989; Hoque et al. , 1993). However, the importance 
and impacts of cyclones and floods on water and sanitation provisions and water quality have been neglected 
in Bangladesh (Hoque et al., 1993) as well as in many other countries (Hoque et al., 1997). 

Major water resources project such as flood control, drainage and irrigation projects may affect the 
availability and quality of domestic water (Hoque et al. , 1999a). Toxic elements such as arsenic in 
groundwater are being observed at high concentrations and there is an immediate need for research for 
developing appropriate mitigation strategies (British Geological Survey et al., 1999; Hoque et al., 1998b). 
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CHALLENGES FOR HEALTH AND WATER RESOURCES IN THE 
BrRlM DISTRICTS OF EASTERN GHANA 
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ABSTRACT 

In the late 1970s and early ' 1980s, the Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation (GWSC) with assistance 
from the government of Germany (KfW through IGIP) drilled 144 wells in the Birim North and South 
Districts of the Eastern Region of Ghana. This was part of an overall provision of water to rural communities 
which later came to be known as the 3000 Wells Project. The wells were supply-driven and were centrally
maintained, without community involvement in planning and operation. Earlier in 1970, an agricultural 
development project was also promoted in the two otherwise deprived districts with the aim of increasing 
output of produce and thereby improving incomes of rural farmers with emphasis on cocoa, rice and oil
palm. In 1992, under a United Nations ' Development Programme Rural Water and Sanitation Project 
with the GWSC, another 141 wells were drilled and assistance provided to households to build 750 
Ventilated Improved Pit (VIP) latrines coupled with hygiene education under a demand-driven community 
management approach. (About 60 % of the budget was allocated to water, another 30 % to sanitation 
while some IO% was meant for hygiene education interventions). All the wells were fitted with modified 
Indian Mk II pumps. These measures together were meant to improve the health of rural communities and 
make them contribute more positively to national development. The paper looks at some of the possible 
factors of the two water projects and the agricultural development project that could impact negatively 
on the water resources and health of people in these two districts. 

KEYWORDS 

Agricultural development, community involvement, drilled wells, hygiene education, ventilated improved 
pit latrines 

INTRODUCTION 

In response to the global demand for improved water provision and to meet the goals of the International 
Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade ( 1981-1990) as well as to improve the standard ofliving of 
rural dwellers (where over 60 % of Ghana's population lives), a number of agricultural development, 
water and sanitation projects have been promoted with donor assistance. It appears that the desire to 
achieve these goals led to short-term strategies without considering long-term impacts the projects could 
have on the water resources and health of the potential beneficiaries. Even though there are no concrete 
research results yet, it is believed that factors emanating from strategies employed to achieve these goals 
such as proximity of water points to latrines, inadequate zoning planning practices, pump repairs through 
a centralised maintenance system, lack of community involvement due to short life spans of projects and 
improved agricultural methods could altogether erode the positive gains of these projects. These factors 
or issues are examined and recommendations made. 
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FACTORS 

Proximity of Boreholes to VIP Latrines 

Socio-economic surveys carried out at the inception of the UNDP/GWSC Project had indicated that one 
of the reasons why rural settlers find it difficult to patronise borehole water (which existed in about 30 % 
of the settlements) was the problem of distance (UNDP/GWSC, I 992). Under the UNDP/GWSC Rural 
Water and Sanitation Project, 120 boreholes were to be drilled and fitted with handpumps while individual 
households were to be assisted to put up 750 Ventilated Improved Pit (VIP) latrines, among others. More 
than 300 households had constructed VIPs without project inputs, and with respect to the water component, 
the project ended up drilling 141 boreholes. Therefore physical targets were more than met. 

Of the 141 boreholes drilled in the communities, only five were I 00 metres away from the closest building 
in the communities. The boreholes were drilled as close to the community as possible to induce people to 
use them. With the proliferation of the YIP latrines and the campaign that each household should try to 
own a YIP, many of them have been constructed close to the wells. Earlier distance considerations which 
specify VIP construction to a minimum distance of 40 m off a well were no longer adhered to. Although 
no research has been carried out yet, most of the wells are likely to be contaminated with time through 
seepage. 

Single Pit VIP Latrines versus Space Constraints 

The national sector strategy and policy on rural water and sanitation promotes the construction of single 
pit household YIP latrines. When these latrines are to be constructed, adequate time is not spent to look 
for alternative sites for another VIP latrine when the first gets full after about six years on the average. 
Currently, about 60 % of some 500 VIPs which are of 8 metres depth on the average and used by about 12 
to 15 people per household put up in the Birim North District are on the verge of getting full. Without an 
immediate and proper site for the construction of another VIP, the return to unhygienic methods of excreta 
disposal is likely, and the the excreta will be more exposed to flies , which can deposit pathogenic organisms 
into water and food used in the home, thus increasing health risks. 

Pump Repairs 

Until 1994 when government policy introduced the concept of community ownership and management 
of water to rural communities, the pumps drilled under the 3000 Wells Project were being serviced by the 
central government. These pumps were perceived to belong to nobody and they could be handled without 
much regard to costs ofrepairs. This meant frequent breakdowns, leading to the need to carry out frequent 
repairs. Moreover, the underground parts of these pumps were not thoroughly washed regularly and the 
wells were not disinfected before re-assemblage of underground parts. This can pose health hazards to 
communities, as discovered in an evaluation study of some wells in Togo five years after installation and 
constant repairs (WASH, 1988). About 40 % of over a I 000 boreholes drilled were found to be 
bacteriologically contaminated through handling due to inadequate washing of underground parts. 

Wells Without Aprons 

The 144 wells which were constructed in the late 1970s and early 1980s under the 3000 Wells Project had 
well pads but no apron drains on them. Since community participation was absent as explained earlier, 
the perception that it was government-owned negated any element of care and maintenance from the 
community users. Consequently, factors such as run-off water carrying refuse, human excreta and animal 
waste owing to poor drainage, as well as growth of algae and certain micro-organisms through lack of 
washing and cleaning of the pumps at the local level could all lead to contamination of the wells. 
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Refuse Disposal 

With a population growth rate of about 2.8 % per anum in the project area, there is generation of more 
solid waste. Although much of the refuse is gathered on the outskirts of these settlements, the population 
growth has resulted in more houses being put up around these refuse heaps. Occasional refuse burning 
might help to solve the problem but this does not neutralise the effect such heaps have on the health of 
citizens in the event of torrential rains which are quite common in the two districts. Without proper 
drains, these tend to end up in surface water and groundwater resources. 

Improper Landuse Practices 

The urban settlement of Oda which is the biggest town in both districts has a septic tank system for most 
houses, which require occasional desludging. In the 1980s, an open area off the town was demarcated for 
the disposal of the excreta collected from these systems, but this area was less than 400 m away from the 
Birim River. The River serves as a source of drinking water to a number of riparian settlements. With 
time, owing to lateral expansion of Oda township which brought residents close to the disposal sites, the 
area has been abandoned for another site. Although this second site looks very remote from human 
habitation (it is located deep in a forest reserve), again the excreta are disposed openly. Since the area is 
forested, it appears that increased evapotranspiration rates often lead to heavy rainstorms which could 
drain off some of these accumulated excreta into nearby streams and rivers which serve as drinking water 
resource for the population. 

Improved Farming Methods 

For the past twenty years, the increase in population has been matched by increased agricultural production 
through introduction of improved farming methods which are made available to farmers at very subsidised 
prices under government policy to assist the poor rural farmers. Currently, no monitoring or research is in 
place to control whether the use of pesticides, fungicides, insecticides, herbicides and fertilisers on the 
cash crops like cocoa, maize, palm nut and rice (which are grown on large scale by farmers in the project 
area) leads to pollution of water resources (both surface and ground) after the rains. 
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Figure I . Selected water - bound diseases in Birim north & south districts, eastern region 1992 - 1997 
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HEALTH IMPACTS 

If success is measured in terms of the focus of the projects - the construction of facilities- the project 
exceeded its target. Although health benefits from water and sanitation projects take long in coming 
(Akuoko-Asibey and McPherson, I 994) and there was a hygiene education component, this has not been 
reflected in significant corresponding health benefits. Records collected from the project area reveal that 
although the guinea worm has been completely eradicated from the districts and bilharzia cases have 
reduced drastically, others such as diarrhoea, typhoid fever and intestinal worms are still rife with little 
improvement (Figure I). Thus, while the provision of boreholes and VIP latrines can result in less patronage 
of traditional sources like streams and rivers and therefore reduce water-based diseases, their mere provision 
without adequate and sustained hygiene education does not reduce other water-borne, water-washed and 
water-related-insect-vector diseases. 

PROPOSALS 

The approach to water and sanitation issues should be more comprehensive rather than limiting it to 
professionals within that narrow sector of engineers, chemists and hydrologists. Environmentalists, health 
officials, agricultural experts, planners, sociologists, management and legal experts should contribute to 
discussions within the sector. This way, long-term impacts on water resources, drainage and refuse disposal 
sites/zoning etc. can all be considered before the projects take off and during the process ofimplementation. 

Much more funds and attention should be given to the hygiene education component of water and sanitation 
projects. Most water and sanitation projects have hygiene education component of a meagre 15 % of the 
entire budget which is seen as woefully inadequate if sustainability of these facilities and particularly the 
health impacts are to be realised. The emphasis on the human being who is the recipient of the facility and 
his attitudes and behavioural patterns would go a long way towards how wastes are treated in his 
environment. Health and hygiene education messages need to be sustained, constantly repeated and stated 
through various methods before behaviour can change. Action plans of the assimilated messages must be 
made and monitored for positive improvements. As has been noted "safe water alone at its source is not 
enough. .. (it must be) ... safe at the time it enters the mouth; without corresponding hygiene education 
resulting in allitudinal and behavioural changes, technology is powerless to improve health and quality 
of life" (UNICEF, I 990). 

A more socio-cultural outlook should be given to the sanitation component. Instead of the VIPs that are 
being promoted, space constraints might necessitate the construction of double pit VIPs (called VIDP) 
which would allow households to have access to "indefinite use" in that one keeps shifting from one hole 
to the other without having to resort to open space defecation when one pit gets full. Donors and 
governments of Developing countries can therefore help with funds to assist a household to own one part 
of the VIDP while the beneficiary also puts up the other. Ultimately, the VIDP is found to be cheaper than 
two separate VIP latrines, constructed one after the other over a period of time. Occasionally more VIDPs 
which have many more holes/sealers can be constructed to accommodate large numbers of users in places 
like markets, during large durbars and funerals which are heavily patronised in Ghana. With the right 
structures like cleaning agents being at such centres and hygiene education, human excreta can be confined 
to areas that would not negatively impact on our health and water resources. Acceptable technologies are 
often accompanied by better use and patronage, leading to improved health benefits (IRC, I 988). This 
implies that policy makers and engineers of these projects must take the concerns of the beneficiaries into 
consideration in the planning and implementation of projects (Budimu and Laryea, 1990). 

Since agriculture is the major occupation of most rural folk, garbage recycling centres can be established 
at nodal centres in these settlements where refuse can be re-used as manure and organic fertilisers to 
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enrich soil nutrients. Apart from creating jobs, these centres would significantly reduce the use of artificial 
fertilisers and reduce pollution of water resources and health hazards associated with refuse dumps. 

Water quality tests can be carried out occasionally for wells to be disinfected after underground parts are 
pulled out for repairs. Once every ten years, it would be ideal for funds to be set aside for flushing and 
rehabilitation of wells since this is an expensive exercise. Aprons need to be constructed at least some 
three inches off the ground around the wells to improve drainage and prevent run off from entering the 
wells by the sides. A strong component of community participation, ownership and management (which 
take long in coming) should also be encouraged; this, among other things improves cleanliness around 
the pump and ensures better health. 

The call by some professionals to consider water and sanitation projects within an over-all broader health 
programme must be given serious thought since the physical facilities are only a means to an end, a 
journey, not a destination (WASH, 1990). The World Health Organisation called for more premium on 
public health, water quality management, health aspects of water resources management and improved 
environmental technologies in its recommendations for the 1990s among others while evaluating the 
International Drinking Water and Sanitation Decade (WHO, 1992). These might have to be given greater 
attention at the national level for achievement of practical goals. 

To conclude, it is believed that a combination of factors such as including social scientists in the design 
and implementation of water and sanitation projects, long-term and comprehensive planning, increasing 
the hygiene education component, and incorporating community participation in rural water and sanitation 
projects should lead to better health impacts and less harm to our limited water resources. 
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ABSTRACT 

After administration pharmaceuticals are excreted by the patients into the aquatic environment via 
wastewater. Unused medications are sometimes disposed of in drains. The drugs may enter the aquatic 
environment and eventually reach drinking water, if they are not biodegraded or eliminated during sewage 
treatment. Additionally, antibiotics and disinfectants are assumed to disturb the wastewater treatment 
process and the microbial ecology in surface waters. Furthermore, resistant bacteria may be selected in 
the aeration tanks of sewage treatment plants by the antibiotic substances present. Since the 1980s, data 
on the occurrence of pharmaceutical s in natural surface waters and the effluents of sewage treatment 
plants have been reported. More recently, pharmaceuticals have been detected in ground and drinking 
water. However, only linle is known about the risk imposed on humans by pharmaceuticals and their 
metabolites in surface and drinking water. An overview of input , occurrence, elimination (e.g. 
biodegradability) and possible effects of different pharmaceutical groups such as anti-tumour drugs, 
antibiotics and contrast media as well as AOX resulting from hospitals effluent input into sewage water 
and surface water is presented. 

KEYWORDS 

Antibiotic; cytotoxic; diagnostic; disinfectant; hospital effluent; pharmaceutical 

INTRODUCTION 

Environmental impact of pharmaceutical substances 

There is only little data available on the occurrence and the behaviour of drugs in the environment (Rombke 
et al. , 1996). In hospitals as well as in practices a variety of substances such as pharmaceuticals, diagnostics 
and disinfectants is in use for medical purposes. These compounds can be classified according to their 
effects (analgesics, antibiotic and antihistaminic agents, contrast media, etc.) but also "crosswise", according 
to chemical structure. 

Classification according to chemical structure is used mainly for sub-groups of the active substances. 
Besides the active substances, formulation adjuvants and in some instances also pigments and dyes are 
drug components. Disinfectants, in particular, are often highly complex products or mixtures of active 
substances. Drugs and disinfectants unlike many other chemicals similar to biocides and pesticides involve 
substances app lied specifically because of their biological effect. 

The following belong to special groups of drugs/diagnostic agents: 
• cytostatic agents, because of their frequently evident carcinogenic, mutagenic or embryotoxic properties, 
• antibiotic agents and disinfectants, because of their potential for forming resistance and their bacterial toxicity, 
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• chlorophenols, chlorine-releasing reagents such as sodium hypochlorite, dichloroisocyanuric acid and 
others used as disinfectants and as bleaching agents or diagnostics like organic iodine-containing X
ray contrast media because they contribute to the absorbable organic halogen compounds (AOX) and 

• heavy metals, such as disinfectants and preservatives containing mercury, cytostatic agents containing 
platinum or contrast media containing gadolinium. 

However, other groups of drugs, for instance analgesics or sedatives, are also of interest for environmental 
hygiene because of the amounts used. Besides toxicity, the element of persistence is of particular importance 
for assessment of the environmental behaviour of substances (Klopffer, 1989; Kiimmerer and Held, 1997). 
Persistent compounds increase the potential oflong-term and hence varied effects, as well as of multiple 
contamination of the ecosystem, the longer the exposure lasts. This cannot be tested in advance with the 
presently available test systems (Cairns and Mount, 1992; Cohors-Fresenborg, 1994). 

Regulations concerning tests of environmentally relevant properties of drugs and chemicals 

Under European law, only " ... if appropriate, special precautionary measures for the elimination and 
removal of unused products or waste material originating therefrom" need to be specified for drugs 
intended for human use. Article 4.6 of this directive (EG, 1993), says that the application for the new 
registration of a drug must be accompanied" ... if applicable, by reasons for any precautionary or safety 
measures to be taken during storage of the product, its administration lo patients and for the disposal of 
waste products, together with details on any potential risk which the product constitutes for the 
environment". However, the implementing provisions and hence the scope of the necessary data for 
evaluating environmental behaviour have as yet not been finalised or adopted (EU, 1995). For new 

Table 1. Concentrations of different drugs (in µg/1) as measured in wastewater, surface waters, groundwater 
and drinking water 

Active substance group Wastewater Surfuce water Growidwater (GW) Authors 
or Dr ilk ilg water 

(DW) 

Analgesics/anti-hewnatic 2.4 up to 0.5 UBA, 1997 
agents 20 up to 0.5 0.006 (DW) Ternes, 1999 

up to 0.5 Heberer et al, 1997 

Antibiotics up to 1.7 Hirsch et al. , 1998 
up to 6* 

approx. I UBA, 1997 
0.1-1.7 Ternes, 1999 
up to I up to I Richardson and Bowron, 1985 

Lipil lowering agents 0. 17 (DW) Stan & Lilkerhagner, 1992 
1.7 0.55 Ternes, 1999 

7.5 (GW) Heberer and Stan, 1996 
up to I Heberer et al , 1997 

0.o7(DW) Stumpf et al , 1996 

Psychopharrnacological < I UBA, 1997 
agents up to 6. 1 Ternes, 1999 

Cytostatic agents up to 0.02 Aheme et al, 1990 
up to 5 up to 4* KUmmerer et al, 1997a; 

KUmmerer l998;Steger-
Hartmann et al, 1997 

x-ray contrast media 9• Steger-Hartmann et al, 1998 
10-100• Ternes, 1998 

• effluent from sewage treatment plants 
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registrations of drugs used in veterinary medicine, the EU has been demanding data on their environmental 
impact since 1994. 

To appraise the environmental properties of active substances already on the market ("existing drugs"), a 
protocol for environmental review is still not agreed upon. Apart from a few notable exceptions, the 
necessary data are also unavailable from the manufacturers. This means that the risk for humans and the 
environment resulting from the discharge of active substances into the (aquatic) environment cannot be 
estimated at present. 

Evidence of drugs in surface waters 

Some investigations demonstrating the existence of drugs in sewage treatment plant (STP) effluents were 
carried out in the middle of the eighties, mainly in England (Richardson and Bowron, 1985; Aherne et al. , 
1990). The concentrations in the surface waters and the STP effluents were in the ng/1 to µg/1 range (Table 
I) . In Germany, first reports of a lipid reducing agent were reported in 1992 (Stan and Linkerhagner, 
1992); meanwhile, there is evidence of other drugs in STP effluents, surface water, groundwater and even 
in drinking water (Table I). An overview of the occurrence of some groups of pharmaceuticals in German 
STP effluents was given only recently by Ternes (1999), a detailed overview of the present international 
status of knowledge is presented by Halling-S0rensen et al. ( 1998). Evidence of a wide variety of different 
active substances in the aquatic environment as well as in liquid manure and in the soil also shows that 
the active substances are not completely eliminated in sewage treatment or biodegraded in the environment. 

Sources of pharmaceuticals in the aquatic environment 

In 1990, about 50,000 drugs were registered in Germany, 2,700 of which accounted for 90 % of the total 
consumption and which, in tum, contained about 900 different active substances. After application, many 
drugs are excreted unmetabolised by the patients and thus reach the wastewater. However, drugs used in 
animal husbandry e.g. for veterinary purposes or as growth promoters (particularly in large-scale animal 
farming) as well as in aquaculture and their metabolites are also discharged into the environment through 
liquid manure and (waste) water. After their administration and sometimes in the form of residual quantities, 
diagnostic agents and disinfectants reach wastewater and/or liquid manure. The substances may finally 
enter groundwater via soil after application of liquid manure or sewage sludge as fertilisers. 

In this paper the emission of some typical pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and disinfectants by hospitals as 
a main pathway for the introduction of these substances into the aquatic environments is discussed. Data 
mainly from German hospitals of different size and medical service spectrum but also from some European 
hospitals are used for this purpose. 

EMISSIONS OF DRUGS, CONTRAST MEDIA AND DISINFECTANTS FROM 
HOSPITALS 

Cytostatic agents 

Cytostatic agents (Figure I) are far below the quantitative relevance of other drugs. The anticipated 
annual average concentrations nation-wide are a few ng/1 in wastewater and presumably below I ng/1 in 
surface waters (Kiimmerer, 1998). Carcinogenicity, mutagenicity and fetotoxic properties are often well 
demonstrated (Skov et al., 1990). Under the aspect of potential effluence into the environment cytotoxics 
are an important group of drugs in terms of their risk potential for humans and the environment. 
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Figure I. Chemical sturctures of some widely used cytotoxics: 5-nuorouracil, cyclophosphamid, ifosfamide , cis-platinum and 
carboplatinum (from left to right) 

Degradation results are largely independent from the mode of action and the chemical structure. Most of 
the active substances investigated proved to have low biodegradability (e.g. Kiimmerer et al., 1996; Al
Ahmad et al. , 1997; Kiimmerer and Al-Ahmad, 1997; Steger-Hartmann et al. , 1997; Al-Ahmad and 
Kiimmerer, 1998; Kiimmerer, 1998). The active substances are expected to pass unchanged through 
municipal sewage treatment plants and thus reach surface waters (Kiimmerer et al. 1997a; Steger-Hartmann 
et al., 1997; Kiimmerer, 1998) unless they are eliminated by adsorption onto sewage sludge. These results 
indicate that elimination of the substances by adsorption (e.g. in activated sludge) may be expected only 
for a small number of compounds such as mitoxantron and epirubicin (Kiimmerer and Al-Ahmad, 1999). 
However, due to their effect threshold in relation to bacteria, an impairment of the self-cleaning capacity 
of water or of the biological wastewater purification by cytostatic agents is not to be expected. Synergistic 
toxic effects of5-fluorouracil (5-FU)with B-lactam antibiotics, cephalosporines, the quinolon norfloxacin 
and other antibiotic agents against bacteria as described in the medical literature also occurred in the 
presence of wastewater from hospitals, because this contains antibiotic agents. In lower concentrations 
this also applies to municipal wastewater. In preparations with hospital effluents, the lowest inhibitory 
concentration (IC

0
) was far below I mg/I (Kiimmerer and Al-Ahmad, 1997). In preparations with 5-

fluorouracil in tap water it was > 128 mg/I. 

As the cytostatic substances occur in much higher concentrations in the patients' urine, a potential health 
hazard must be assumed for personnel entrusted with collecting the excreta of patients treated with 
cyclophosphamide and ifosfamide. At the present state of knowledge this risk is much greater than for the 
general population possibly absorbing these substances through the drinking water. For this reason collecting 
patients' excreta is not recommended (Kiimmerer, 1998; Kiimmerer and Al-Ahmad, 1998). They can be 
disposed of via the waste water. 

With a laboratory lysimeter the elimination of ifosfamide in a sanitary landfill was investigated. Up to 50 
% of the ifosfamide dissolved in the percolation water was eliminated under methanogenic conditions 
after 120 days (Schecker et al., 1998). 

Antibiotics 

In Germany in 1996, approximately 310 tonnes of antibiotics were used for human applications, 84 
tonnes of these (or 28 % of total consumption) in hospitals. Between 1994 and 1996 total consumption 
increased by about 30 tonnes. The increase was about 6.5 tonnes in hospitals, i.e. the consumption in both 
sectors increased by about IO% during this period (Erbe et al., 1997). In view of the excretion rates this 
would mean that the entire discharge volume of antibiotic agents into the wastewater is about 210 tonnes 
from human medicine. The expected concentrations of antibiotics in hospital effluents are of the same 
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magnitude for some active substances and especially for groups of active substances as the half-maximum 
inhibitory concentration (MIC50) published for pathogenic bacteria. The development of resistance has 
to be taken inro account. Ciprofloxacin has been identified in a Swiss hospital as being the crucial source 
of the mutagenicity measured in hospital wastewater (Hartmann et al., 1998). Concentrations measured 
were up to approximately 80 µg/1 in the investigated hospitals effiuent. If not eliminated in STPs, emitted 
amounts of antibiotics in total correspond to a mean antibiotics concentration in municipal wastewater 
approaching 50 µg/1 (Kiimmerer, 1998). Tetracyclines, for example, are hardly discharged into the 
wastewater because of their high metabolic rate; moreover, they form relatively stable complexes with 
calcium ions. Some 13-lactams may hydrolyse before they reach the STP and surface water. For some of 
them like cefatzidime, a cephalosporine, or meropenem, a carbapenem, half lives of approximately 50 
days were found in mineral salt solution at room temperature at a concentration of 5 mg/I (own results). 
The development ofresistance in biological films, e.g. in sewage pipes or in activated sludge (i.e. in areas 
of high bacterial density) can therefore not be excluded. 

Antibiotics are also used in farming and aquaculture for prevention, for therapy and as antimicrobially 
active substances to improve nutrient uptake in the gastrointestinal tract (growth promoters). Consumption 
in prevention and therapy is largely determined by modern animal breeding as well as fattening methods 
and conditions. By far the largest quantities of antibiotic agents are used in poultry and pig fattening. 
Rough estimates, unreliable due to inadequate data suggest that 54 tonnes in poultry breeding and fattening, 
135 tonnes in pig breeding and fattening were used in Germany in 1996. Only about I % of the total 
quantity is used for other species ( e.g. cattle, calves, geese). The consumption of growth promoters which, 
according to literature, may be twice as high, has not been taken into account in these figures. Moreover, 
antibiotic agents are also used in aquaculture (fish farming) and for pets. 

Active substances in important groups of antibiotics were of low biodegradability (Al-Ahmad et al., 
1999). The results agree with the low biodegradability determined for other antibiotic agents in soil 
(Hiibener et al., 1992; Marengo et al., 1997; Weerasinghe and Towner, 1997). Ciprofloxacin was eliminated 
by adsorption in a test vessel which also contained sediment (Bayer AG, 1991 ). Due to adsorption in 
activated sludge it cannot be excluded that resistance and disturbance of the biological treatment processes 
can occur in soil or in sediments. Although fluorochinolon carbonic acids in aqueous solutions are 
photolysed (Burhenne et al., 1997a, b), this mechanism of elimination is of no significance for wastewater 
ingredients on the way to and in the wastewater treatment facility. Turbidity, water shading and water 
depth, as well as the seasonal changes in sunlight exposure have a substantial impact on surface waters. These 
substances may also be adsorbed in sediments and hence be no longer amenable to photochemical degradation. 

As bacterial density is relatively low in surface waters, a weakening of the self-cleaning capacity of 
surface waters cannot be excluded. Thus, antibiotic agents would have a negative impact on aquatic 
communities, if not eliminated in sewage treatment facilities, particularly since a relatively small decrease 
in the number of individuals or species can already be highly significant for the balance of surface water 
ecosystems. Further, active substances discharged with liquid manure can enter surface waters with 
rainwater run-off and erosion of top soil. Furthermore, direct discharge especially from poultry processing, 
meat processing, aquaculture and from pet animals (e.g. aquariums) is possible and can contribute to an 
increase in the total concentration of antibiotics in sewage and surface water. At the present state of 
knowledge, the transfer of these substances from surface water via bank filtrate or soil passage into 
groundwater cannot be excluded. 

Dis in fectan ts 

Where large quantities of disinfectants are used (surface, instrument and skin disinfecting), product 
ingredients almost inevitably reach the wastewater. Many of the active substances have a very low 
biodegradability or none at all, or are difficult to eliminate, especially quaternary arnrnonium compounds 
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of two quaternary ammonia compounds (QAC) used as disinfectants 

(QACs) (ECETOC, 1993), and are likely to disturb the wastewater purification process (Augustin et al. , 
1982; Guhl and Gode, 1989). 

QA Cs such as benzalkonium chloride or didecyldimethylammonium chloride (DD MAC) (Figure 2) form 
hydrophobic ion pairs together with anionic surfactants such as linear alkylbenzenesulfonate (LAS) and 
sodium dodecylsulfate (SOS). The ion pairing changes the physical and chemical properties and the 
surfactant character is masked, with the effect that the elimination rates and channels of ion pairs are 
different from those of individual component QA Cs and anionic surfactant. The improved elimination of 
QACs in the presence of LAS (Gerike, 1982) is not due to better biodegradability ofQAC in the presence 
of LAS, but to the higher lipophily of the ion pair and hence elimination with the sludge. The nature of the 
inorganic counter ion influences biodegradability (Janosz-Rajczyk, 1992). The same results were obtained 
for organic ions such as the surfactants LAS and SOS. The biodegradability of the organic anions was 
even poorer in the presence of the QA Cs than as pure compounds (Kiimrnerer, 1998). 

QACs are known to be effective against aquatic micro-organisms, even in low concentrations (Tubbing 
and Admiraal 1991 ). An efficiency gap exists in relation to gram negative bacteria (Russel et al. , 1992). 
The dose/efficiency curve ofbenzalkonium chloride is very steep. An inhibitory concentration of!C

50 
= 

IO mg/I and IC,
00 

= 30 mg/I has been found for non-adapted activated sludge, whereas the figure was IC
77 

= I 00 mg/I (Bayer AG, 1995) for adapted activated sludge. Inhibitory effects against waste water bacteria 
were found above 4 mg/I (own results), effects against denitrifying bacteria have been measured with 
concentrations as low as I - 2mg/I (Wagner and Kayser, 1991 ). Didecyldimethylarnmonium chloride is a 
QAC used as main component for wood preservation and as a component of surface disinfectants in 
hospitals. Lethal conentrations (LC,

0
) in acute toxicity testing with different fish species from 0.33 mg/I 

- 2 mg/I were found only recently, for the most sensitive of the tested fish species LC
30 

was 0.01 mg/I 
(Farell et al., 1998). For invertebrates LC

50 
were as low as 0.037 mg/I (Farell et al., 1998). QAC 

concentrations of 4 - 5 mg/I have been found in hospital effluents, with similar values being measured for 
benzalkonium chloride (Kiimmerer el al. , 1997b ). Hingst et al. ( I 995) reported that in determining the 
maximum tolerated concentrations of pathogenic germs, a much higher prevalence of resistant germs 
against QA Cs was observed in samples from STP effluents. As a consequence of their low biodegradability, 
the Frei burg University hospital has largely avoided products containing benzalkonium chloride or other 
QACs for a number of years. Therefore, the QAC concentration in the effluent from this hospital was 
much lower than in effluents from hospitals of comparable size and medical service spectrum and even 
lower than in those from smaller hospitals (Kiimmerer el al., 1997b). 

Heavy metals 

Platinum. Platinum can be discharged into the various environmental compartments from a variety of 
sources (Lustig et al. , 1997). Hospital effluents contain platinum (Kiimmerer and Helmers, 1997) from 
excretion by patients treated with the cytostatic agents cis-platinum and carboplatinum (Figure I). 
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Concentrations in 2 h mixed wastewater samples were between 20 and 3,580 ng/1, with a daily average 
between < IO and 660 ng/1. Absolute emissions are lower in hospitals with fewer care services and of 
smaller size. The specific emissions per bed and year differ less than the concentrations, with values 
between 14 (low medical service spectrum) and 150 mg/year and bed ( maximum medical service spectrum). 
In Germany in 1996, total platinum emissions into the public sewage systems via hospitals were approx. 
14.3 kg/a, which corresponds to 12 % of total emissions from cars and hospitals. For the Netherlands and 
Austria 6 and 3.3 % were estimated, respectively (Kiimmerer et al., 1999). Emissions from other sources 
cannot be quantified (Helmers and Kiimmerer, 1999). 

Mercury. In spite of successfully reduced emissions into the aquatic environment in the past, mercury 
continues to be one of the heavy metals whose discharged volume is too high. The discharge of mercury 
from public health institutions is attributable to preservatives containing mercury usually found in diagnostic 
agents (e.g. Thiomersal®) and in disinfectants (Merbromin {= Mercurochrom®}, Nitromersol) as well as 
in diuretic agents such as mercurophyllin (Craig, 1986). 

The mercury concentrations measured in the central wastewater channel of European hospitals of different 
size were between 0.04 and 2.6 µg/1 (Gartiser et al. , 1994; Leppold, 1997), corresponding to an annual 
load of approximately 220 - 250 g. It was shown that the administration of the skin disinfectant 
Mercurochrom"' at the Freiburg University Clinical Centre alone accounted for about I - 1.5 % of the 
sludge contamination at the sewage treatment facility in 1996. Based on the volume of prescriptions 
collected by the national health insurance institutions in 1994, approximately 100 kg of mercury were 
used through Mercurochrom® in Germany, most of which is likely to have reached the wastewater during 
or after its application. Mercurochrom® was eventually replaced by mercury-free alternatives at the Frei burg 
University Clinical Centre (Kiimmerer, 1998). 

Oxidising components of cleaning or disinfecting agents help to remobilize mercury in amalgam separators 
of dental treatment units (Kiimmerer et al., 1997c ). The remobilization of mercury in amalgam separators 
with oxidising disinfecting components is expected to cause an additional mean mercury load of about 
32.5 kg per year. This appears to be little when compared with other sources and the quantities actually 
retained by mercury separators. However, the International Commission for the Protection of the River 
Rhine (IKSR) found in its interim report that " .. . the mercury values in /993 [in surface waters] were 
still twice to four times the value of the target specification ... about 44 % (of 1.100 kg/a) of the point-to
point emissions originate from municipal wastewater (approx. 440 kg/a) .. . " (IKSR, 1994). The report of 
the International Commission for the Protection of the River Rhine expressly notes that further measures 
for reducing discharges from the municipal/public sector must be taken at the source, i.e. at the inlet site. 
The mercury load remobilised from dental amalgam through oxidising disinfecting components in amalgam 
separators accounts for an average of7.3 % of that in public wastewater, which could be lowered to 0.3 % 
if disinfectants without oxidising properties were used (Kiimmerer et al., 1997c). Part of the mercury 
emitted into wastewater is also discharged together with the sludge; the proportion is unknown. From the 
medical point of view, the regular disinfecting of suction units of dental treatment units is unnecessary, 
although this is still done in many hospitals and private dental surgeries. Replacing disinfectants with 
cleaning agents without oxidising components could help to reduce the mercury emission into the aquatic 
environment to a substantial degree. In view of the substantial significance of mercury in terms of 
environmental hygiene and the high toxicity of methyl mercury, abiotically formed mainly in sediments 
or through different bacteria (Craig, 1986), this measure is reasonable and highly efficient in terms of the 
efforts involved. 

Gadolinium. Besides its application in medicine, gadolinium is also used in nuclear engineering and, 
together with other rare earth elements, in the production of colour monitors. Due to its high magnetic 
moment gadolinium is used in magnetic resonance imaging in the form of organic complexes (Hammond 
1995). Gadolinium complexes typically used in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are gadodiamid and 
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gadopentat (Figure 3). Following administration, the organic complexes are very quickly excreted(> 95 
% within 24h) unchanged (Nycomed, 1995). The gadolinium complexes are emitted into public sewage 
systems and into surface waters via the hospital wastewater. They were shown to be non-biodegradable 
(Nycomed, 1995). Their bacterial toxicity is low (EC,

0 
in the Ps. putida inhibitory test 870 mg/I; Nycomed, 

1995), but nothing is known about the behaviour in the environment. The concentrations measured in 
hospital effluents are in the range of a few µg/1 to I 00 µg/1 (Kilmmerer and Helmers, submitted). Falter 
and Wilken (1998) have measured between 0.3 and 1.9 mg/kg in water works sludges. Vivian (1986) 
found 0.6 - 2 mg/kg in sewage sludges, in own measurements 1.3 ± 0.05 mg/kg (n=4) of dry substance 
were found. The close correspondence of these data suggest that there is no substantial enrichment in 
sewage sludge. The natural background concentration of gadolinium in rivers is about 0.001 µg/1, peak 
concentrations of as much as 1.1 µg/1 in the effluent from STPs are possible (Bau and Dulski, 1996). 
Increased concentrations have been found in rivers in regions with high population density. Concentrations 
of 0.2 µg/1 have been measured in rivers influenced by STPs discharge (Bau and Dulski, 1996). With 
0.003 - 0.017 µg/1 , the estimated average gadolinium concentration by contrast media in surface waters in 
Germany is within this range, which suggests that the concentrations well above the natural background 
are partly due to the emission of contrast media containing gadolinium (Kilmmerer and Helmers, submitted). 

Bau and Dulski (1996) suspect that the gadolinium complexes are stable enough to pass through municipal 
sewage treatment facilities. With a stability constant of K= l 028 the stability ofFe(III)-EDTA complexes is 
very much greater than those of the appropriate gadolinium complexes (K= l 023 ) (Falter and Wilken, 
1998). However, since iron(III) salts are used as flocculation agents, gadolinium could be displaced by 
Fe(III) in these complexes, with the effect that toxic Gd(III) is released. 

AOX 

The major mass carriers for adsorbabale organic halogen compounds (AOX) are most likely solvents, 
disinfectants, cleaners and drugs containing chlorine, as well as iodised X-ray contrast media (Figure 3). 
Studies conducted at a number of German hospitals have shown that the AOX concentration in mixed 
daily samples taken at the discharge points into the public sewage system is in the range from 0.13 - 0. 94 
mg/I (mean: 0.43 mg/I), but that the AOX contamination in wastewater flows from individual sectors of 
hospitals can be substantially higher (Gartiser el al., 1994). For instance, in some laboratory effluents the 
AOX concentration measured was much higher (0.05 - 14.2 mg/I , mean: 2.73 mg/I) (Kilmmerer el al. , 
1998). AOX concentrations determined in laboratory effluents were high in five laboratories, and very 
low in four other laboratories. The strong scatter of these values is reflected by a high standard deviation. 
The lowest concentrations were measured in wastewater from kitchens and laundries (0.015 mg/I). At 
night the concentrations in the central sewage system were often insignificantly lower, whereas in effluents 
from medical sectors they were at times even higher at night than during the day, ranging from: 0.12 to 
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Figure 3. Chemical structures of diagnostics: 
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1.71 mg/I (mean: 0.95 mg/I) at total effluent concentrations from 0.07 - 2.64 mg/I (mean 1. 11 mg/I). In 
samples taken during weekends, concentrations in the effluents from all of the sectors investigated were 
below 0.2 mg/I, in most instances between 0.06 and 0.10 mg/I. In the case of the highest concentration 
measured in the effluents from a laboratory (14.2 mg/I), the AOX concentration dropped to 1.8 mg/I after 
improvements in the disposal practice and improving the handling ofhalogenised solvents. In 24h mixed 
samples from European hospitals AOX concentrations varied from 1.1 - 7.76 mg/I (Hai8 et al., 1998). 

In general, the maximum contribution of drugs to total AOX is not above 11 % (Kiimmerer et al. , 1998). 
Beyond this it is also known that the AOX concentration in the urine of persons not treated with drugs is 
very low, normally between 0.001 mg/I (Koppe and Stozek, 1993) and 0.2 mg/I (Schulz and Hahn, 1997). 
Due to the dilution effect, no substantial contribution from this source is consequently expected. 

Chloramine T and other agents form elementary chlorine which is responsible for the disinfecting effect 
of these substances. Due to the potential of organic halogen compounds being formed, an additional 
wastewater pollution cannot be ruled out entirely. According to literature, the AOX formation through 
chloramine T is, however, substantially lower than through other elementary chlorine formers such as 
sodium hypochlorite (Hahn el al., 1994). 4 - 6 % of the latter generate AOX (Schulz and Hahn, 1997). 
This additional AOX pollution can be avoided by dispensing with chlorine-forming ingredients such as 
hypochlorite or 1,3-dichlorisocyanuric acid in cleaners and disinfectants, or in direct chlorine bleach. 
Disinfection with active substances not splitting off elementary chlorine can also help to reduce AOX 
(Schulz and Hahn, 1997). ?VP-iodine-based disinfectants do not contribute to AOX, however. 

Hospitals cannot be neglected as contributors to AOX in urban wastewater. The organic iodine compounds 
may account for about 50 % of the AOX input into municipal wastewater. Brominated organic compounds 
are negligible for the AOX in effluents from hospitals; chlorinated or iodised compounds play a much 
more important role. Separate determination of AOC!, AOBr and AO! in partial effluent streams helps to 
identify possible sources of AOX emissions and to envisage emission reducing measures. In particular, 
the times of AOX peak loads in a daily concentration profile can be identified and assigned to relevant 
activities and processes in the hospitals (Haif3 el al. , 1998). 

X-ray contrast media containing iodine 

A surprisingly high proportion of absorbable organic iodine (AO!) in the AOX was found in municipal 
wastewater. Unlike AOC!, it also showed a pronounced weekly progression with minimal values at 
weekends (Oleksy-Frenzel el al., 1995, 1996). With reference to chloride, the proportion of AO! fluctuated 
between 23 and 53 % of total AOX. The proportion of AO! was particularly high when effluents from 
hospitals were discharged (Drewes and Jekel , 1997). During examination of the molecular weight 
distribution of the water ingredients detected with organic sum parameters, it was found that 80 % of the 
organic substances in AO! belong to the low molecular fraction (mol mass smaller than 1,000) (Oleksy
Frenzel el al. , 1995, 1996). The molecular weights of most organic iodine X-ray contrast media are in the 
range from 700 and 900. This may be seen as an indicator that AOI is mainly caused by X-ray contrast 
media. 

In all X-ray contrast media containing iodine in use today, the biological half-life for excretion is about 2 
hours. Normally, X-ray contrast media are given to patients in radiology departments. Once the examination 
is completed, the patients normally leave the departments immediately and excrete the contrast medium 
either at the appropriate ward or (out-patients) at home (about 30 % of all patients; Dr. Ehritt-Braun, 
Frei burg University Hospital, Department of Radiology, personal communication). 

Especially in hospitals with major radiological departments, X-ray contrast media containing iodine 
contribute substantially to AOX. They are not easily and completely biodegradable (Kalsch, 1992; Steger-
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Hartmann et al., 1998). Surveys and comparisons with measurements have demonstrated that a large 
proportion of the AOX from hospital effluents is present as AOI (Ziegler et al., I 997; Erbe et al., I 998). 
The AOl is not necessarily the greatest contributor to the AOX in the effluents from hospitals, instead, 
organic iodine compounds can account for about 50 % of the AOX pollution (Hail3 et al., 1998). Since X
ray contrast media containing iodine are not only used in hospitals but also in doctors' practices, a substantial 
proportion of iodine in the public sewage system could be diffusely discharged through X-ray contrast 
media. Particularly when inexplicably high AOX values are measured, this could be an indication of a 
hospital with a radiological department, major radiological practices or maybe a manufacturer of X-ray 
contrast media being the discharger. 

Compared with other drugs, a particularly low general and local toxicity is specified for X-ray contrast 
media which are always given in high doses. Contrast media are not allowed to have any intrinsic 
pharmacodynamic effects. This may be seen as an indicator that their discharge into the aquatic environment 
is less problematic under the aspect of human toxicity. However, due to their persistence and under the 
aspects of environmental hygiene and ecotoxicity, they ought to be discharged in the smallest quantities 
possible. The issue of how to assess X-ray contrast media with their high persistence and mobility in 
water in terms of ecotoxicology and environmental hygiene needs further investigation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Drugs and medicines are characterised by their strong effect and wide-ranging benefits in certain areas of 
application. From the point of view of environmental hygiene, they are undesirable in waters. Moreover, 
antibiotic agents and disinfectants, in particular, can impair biological wastewater treatment. The 
investigation of the behaviourofactive substances in drinking water purification processes is just beginning. 
To reduce the potential risks for humans and the environment, persistent drugs and disinfectants as well 
as diagnostics like X-ray and MR1 contrast media and other substances must be included in international 
treaties such as for the protection of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. From the point of view of 
environmental hygiene, the contamination of groundwater and drinking water is highly undesirable, even 
if the compounds involved have a low acute human toxicity. The extent to which the comparison of a 
short-lived high dose (for diagnosis and treatment) with a long-term low dose (intake via the drinking 
water) is permissible, is open to question for X-ray contrast media and for the other substances, not least 
because of the polymorphic differences in sensitivity and responsiveness of individual persons. 

The discharge of pharmaceutically active substances into the environment does not require any new 
fundamental approaches. Instead, the experiences collected with other chemicals (in particular with 
pesticides and other biocides) need to be utilised and, if necessary, developed further. Besides drugs, 
diagnostic agents and active disinfecting substances used in medicine and veterinary medicine must also 
be included. 

Environmental quality objectives need to be determined for drugs and/or their active ingredients. Under 
the aspect of sustained dealings with the environment, the long-term objective ought to be the zero emission 
of substances which have no appreciable natural background concentration, while the emission of other 
substances ought to be kept so low that the natural background concentration is not increased markedly. 
To ensure that these objectives are operationally viable the potential long-term effects and precautionary 
principle dictate a maximum permissible concentration in surface waters and in drinking water of 0.001 
µg/1. This concentration may also be used as a trigger value: if, as a consequence of the production 
quantities, a higher concentration may be expected in surface water, further investigations and studies on 
environmental interaction will be required. Ifnew and lower effective thresholds of drugs become known, 
the maximum permissible concentration must be lowered accordingly. 
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The users of drugs, diagnostic agents and disinfectants must be suitably informed on the possible risks to 
the environment which may be related to the use of these substances or their improper disposal (e.g. 
safety data sheets, recommendations for use, package inserts, specialist information for pharmacists/ 
dispensing chemists, etc.). 
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ESTABLISHING MUTUAL TRUST - A PREREQUISITE TO PUBLIC 
PARTNERSHIP 
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ABSTRACT 

Establishing mutual trust is the key to establishing workable and sustainable partnerships between the 
public and service providers, in any part of the world. The experience of utilities in the United Kingdom 
and United States shows that trust is established through sharing information with the public and improving 
customer service. Understanding the needs of the public and the service agency are a prerequisite to 
establishing trust. There is no ,,magic fonnula" for the process, as it depends on the current level of 
knowledge, attitudes and actual practice (behavior) of both the public and the service agency. In Jordan, 
for example, there is awareness of environmenta l issues, but trust must be developed to generate public 
support for programs. 

KEYWORDS 

Customer service; participation; public involvement; utility management 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the greatest threats to public health in the world is the scarcity of clean, safe water (Ford and 
Colwell , 1996). With rapidly expanding populations and, in some areas, improved living conditions, both 
the total demand and per capita consumption of water are increasing. The resulting increase in the volume 
of wastewater is polluting vast amounts of ground and surface water in many parts of the world. Improving 
wastewater management reduces water pollution and increases the amount of treated effluent available 
for irrigation, freeing clean water for domestic use. 

There are several major trends in worldwide water/wastewater management: 
Investment in wastewater lags behind that of water supply provision. 
There is increased emphasis on privatization, cost recovery and long-term sustainability in water and 
wastewater management projects. 
Public partnership in developing and managing projects is becoming recognized as important, but 
often considered unnecessary in large-scale projects where no financial or labor input of the recipients 
is required. 
Decentralization of wastewater management offers opportunities for greater involvement of the public 
in management and control of their environment. 

There is need for a greater level of partnership between the service provider and the stakeholders in 
developing and managing wastewater projects, no matter what the scale or technology used. Partnership 
can serve to: 
• Make services and service providers more responsive and accountable. 
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• Ensure technology choices and services correspond with users' ability and willingness to pay. 
• Ensure long-term support for projects both financially through bill paying and contributions to capital 

costs and technically through improved environmental management at household and community level. 

This paper examines modem approaches to participation practiced by water utilities that can be used to 
establish trust between the service provider and customers. Application of these principles can be used 
worldwide, and examples are given from Jordan and Palestine of the need for this mutual trust and 
process for establishing it. 

APPROACHES TO ,,PARTICIPATION" 

Ask ten water and sanitation professionals and you will find ten different definitions of ,,participation". 
For some, it means the ,,recipients" contributing time and/or cash to a project. For others, it means the 
communities working in close coordination with the service provider in defining their own needs and 
ensuring those needs are met. This is the ideal to which all projects should strive, whether at national 
level in developing policy or at local level in developing and implementing projects. 

The range of definitions and various methodologies used to promote participation in sanitation projects 
in developing countries are well-documented (Narayan, 1993; Wakeman, I 995 ; Wright, I 997; EHP/ 
UNICEF 1997). The experience of service providers in developed countries is also relevant to projects in 
other parts of the world, especially as there is more pressure for privatization and efficient financial 
management of water and sanitation projects. 

COOPERATION AND PARTNERSHIP 

In order to gain full partnership of the community in developing projects, professionals in public and 
private agencies must understand what the public wants from them, and be clear about what they want 
from the public. From that knowledge, they can then begin to develop mutual trust, common goals and 
plans. 

What does the public want from the service agency? 

The public wants accurate and timely information, provision of adequate and affordable physical 
infrastructure, and good customer service. Information can include water quality, planned services, water 
availability and pricing. It can also include more general education on water conservation and environmental 
protection. Information is the key to establishing trust between the service provider and the public. The 
public can better accept problems with supply if they are fully informed. For example, in Amman, Jordan, 
the Water Authority publishes every spring the water supply schedule for the city, so all households have 
prior warning of the two days a week they will be provided with water. Within financial limits, an adequate 
provision of water and sanitation services is also required from the public. Worldwide, willingness-to
pay surveys have often shown surprising fee levels that the public will pay for services. Responsive and 
adequate customer service is also a prerequisite to establish trust and support of the public for the service 
agency and its programs. 

What does the service agency want from the public? 

The service agency needs the trust of the public in order to obtain: 
• Support for environmental protection policies (ideally, support for developing these policies, as well). 

This often includes actual changes in behavior. 
• Support for developing new projects (ideally, active involvement in developing the projects). 
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• Timely payment of fees in order to provide reliable revenue for operation, maintenance, and new 
investment. 

PUBLIC PARTNERSHIP - EXPERIENCE OF SERVICE PROVIDERS 

The experience of service providers in the US and UK has shown that increasing public involvement in 
planning services ensures greater support for increased fees and improved awareness and practice in 
environmental protection. In the US, some small communities have actually opted for higher levels of 
service than those required by law, even when they know this will result in increased fees. The main 
lessons learned from public utilities in these countries can be summarized as follows: 
• Providing information to the public at every opportunity gives the consumer confidence that his/her 

questions will be answered honestly. 
• Improved customer service must go hand-in-hand with an expectation of customer support. 

The role of public involvement in promoting civic awareness is also considered a benefit. In the United 
States, for example, the American Water Works Association Policy on Public Affairs states that ,,Water 
suppliers have a distinctly public role by .. . providing a service essential to public health ... and ... managing 
a sustainable natural resource. Involving the public in decision making is integral to fulfilling that public 
role .. . Water providers ... should play a significant role in shaping public issues and social policy" (AWWA, 
1995). Most US utilities now have consumer outreach staff and pride themselves in their high levels of 
customer service. Progressive utilities have welcomed the 1998 law requiring publication of Consumer 
Confidence Reports, yearly reports on water quality. They are seen as a chance to communicate with 
customers and build confidence, not as an opening for potential attack by customers. ,,Utilities are starting 
to understand that it's better to tell your own bad news. It'll get out one way or another" (AWWA, 1998). 
Utilities work closely with the government's Environmental Protection Agency, and private foundations 
such as the Groundwater Foundation to educate the public on environmental issues (AWWA, 1995). 

In the United Kingdom, privatization in 1989 ,, ... aroused intense public discussion which ... served to 
heighten greatly public awareness of and concern for environmental issues" (Breach, 1995). The newly 
formed private utilities were under great pressure both from within UK and from the European Community 
to clean up the environment and through both public relations activities and public involvement generated 
support for their activities. The UK system of government-funded Customer Service Committees ensures, 
among other things, that,, ... companies look afterour environment through carrying out the investment... to 
dispose of sewage safely (OFWAT, 1998). Utilities such as the Severn Trent Water Authority, fund 
,, ... proactive efforts ... to promote protection of water resources . .. as a key area with both practical and 
public relations benefit" (Oatridge, 1997). 

PRACTICAL LESSONS 

Let us return to our basic premise: that we want full partnership of the community in design and management 
of wastewater systems that will protect our environment. We may also want to change certain practices 
that currently harm the environment. We must first understand our community, whether we are talking 
about the nation, or a local community where we are planning a project. Every group and individual is at 
a different level of knowledge, attitude and/or practice for any given issue. Consumers, whether industry, 
business or individual households, are also polluters. For water pollution, for example: 
• we want them to understand the causes of water pollution (knowledge); 
• we want them to have the will to protect water resources (attitude); 
• we want them to act to protect water resources (practices). 
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We need to establish a dialogue between the agency and public as part of our initial data collection, to 
determine what is their level of understanding, whether they have the will to change and whether they 
have the ability to change. This job should not be left to the communication experts. Water and sanitation 
professionals should have a full part of any exercise in collecting community information. The main issue 
is trust. The public must trust the organization to use the information received in their best interest and to 
make only promises it can actually deliver. Only once that trust is established the service provider can 
hope for developing a partnership with the community. 

The service provider must also understand its own staff and their knowledge, attitudes and practices. It is 
no good having one small project with a few staff members who are enthusiastic about working closely 
with the public, when the rest of a utility or Ministry continues to treat consumers as passive recipients. 
The CIMEP project in Tunisia (Yacoob et al. , 1995) provides a good example of involving the municipality 
in community-level environmental management. 

Anyone can be a good communicator if they are open to suggestion and discussion. Listening and learning 
are the key to dialogue. Thinking like a businessman can help. Listen to your ,,customer" . As pointed out 
by a public relations expert in the water industry ,, it 's surprising how easily consumers can describe their 
feelings about the issues that concern them most.. . Just ask . . .It is vital to learn from your consumers not 
only what information they need intellectually, but also what will connect with them emotionally" (Baron, 
1998). 
The important point to remember is that there is no ,,magic formula" . Each country, each region, each 
village is at a different stage of knowledge, attitude and/or practice. Each has a different management 
system. What works in one place may not work in another. One must take the main principles and then 
apply them in one's own situation. 

EXAMPLES FROM JORDAN AND PALESTINE 

Jordan 

Jordan has a severe water deficit, with considerable pollution of surface and groundwater by domestic 
wastewater from septic tanks, tankers emptying indiscriminately untreated and and treated wastewater 
(Bakir, 1998). A major investment program is underway to develop groundwater supplies and improve 
wastewater treatment. Currently, operation and maintenance costs are covered by water and sewerage 
fees. A 4-year public awareness campaign has helped to raise knowledge of water and environmental 
issues and changed attitudes of many individuals, including government officials. Government water and 
wastewater management policies have been developed in consultation with water professionals outside 
of government. 

In actual practice, however, individuals are still not making many changes, and tend to see responsibility 
for environmental protection as that of the government alone. An October 1997 rise in water prices was 
followed by a water quality crisis in the summer of 1998, which severely reduced public confidence in the 
government's ability to manage water supply. The government is now working on regaining public trust 
in order to open a dialogue on environmental protection issues and gain public support. Activities include: 
• public updates on the water situation in the country and planned investments; 
• a management contract for water and wastewater for Amman (half the population of Jordan) including 

improving customer service and developing a national-level public information campaign on water 
conservation and environmental protection, which. could serve as a model for other areas of the country; 

• willingness-to-pay surveys which will assess current levels of support for water and wastewater 
improvements; 

• continued public awareness activities, in close coordination with environmental NGO's. 
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There has already been discussion among some NGOs of developing a National Water Committee to 
represent the public to government. At local level, activities through schools and NGOs are continuing to 
promote environmental protection. The government could further enhance its efforts by developing a 
national communication strategy that would be based in the Ministry of Water and Irrigation, but operate 
in full coordination with environmental NGOs. Once public trust is again established, then the government 
can work towards developing further dialogue on both policies and projects at local level. 

Palestine 

Palestine has a history of neglect of water and wastewater provision, which is only beginning to be 
addressed through massive infusions of aid from Western donors. There is an extreme water deficit, 
resulting in some areas receiving no water at all from municipal services in the summer months. In 
addition, during the Israeli occupation, people were encouraged to leave bills to the occupation authorities 
unpaid. Without a corresponding increase in services, it is difficult for the newly formed Palestinian 
National Authority to convince people that they should pay now. 

What can be done for environmental protection in such a situation? Again, establishing trust and, in this 
case, hope for the future is the key to all further activities. This can be done through transparency, through 
providing people with information concerning development activities, providing services that are promised 
and informing people if they will not be provided. A national communication plan can be developed with 
some very simple messages emphasizing what improvements are being made, educating individuals on 
what they can do at local level , and developing a sense of responsibility for the community. A link with 
civic education activities is necessary in this situation, where people have for so long had little control 
over even their local environment. Documentation of successful NGO activities at local level will also 
provide hope and some trust in institutions that change is possible. Once the hope and trust have been 
developed, then further participation in planning can be achieved. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no magic formula for establishing a partnership between service providers and the public in 
environmental protection. Collecting both qualitative and quantitative information, at initial project stages 
is crucial to understanding the dynamics of the service provider and the public. The service provider must 
be attuned to the ,,pulse" of the public, constantly adjusting its services and communication according to 
the public 's level of knowledge, attitude and practice. People, either government staff or the general 
public, cannot be expected to change their behavior if they do not understand the need for change, or if 
they do not have the tools for change. A full partnership requires mutual trust. Service providers must 
first earn trust of the public if participation is to be successful and sustainable. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper focuses on the use of Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation (PHAST) and how 
the methodology can be taken to scale. It uses the Zimbabwe experience and highlights some of the 
benefits in the application of PH AST, conditions necessary for scaling up and possible constraints. The 
PHAST initiative started off as a pilot process seeking to promote improved hygiene behaviour and 
promotion of sanitation. Having successfully piloted PHAST, Zimbabwe has scaled up the use of the 
methodology at a country level. While impact studies have not yet been conducted, reviews of the effects 
of the process have indicated positive behaviour change in such areas as management of water, construction 
and use of latrines. The process has also led to a change of institutional approaches in planning for 
improved water and sanitation from supply driven projects to demand responsive approaches. Some 
lessons learnt have included the need for baseline surveys at the start of the use of PHAST, the difficulty 
in developing monitoring indicators and hence difficulty in measuring impacts. Conclusions being drawn 
using assessment studies are that the use of participatory approaches has led to improved hygiene behaviour 
with communities being able to link causes and effects. The use of participatory methods also necessitates 
a change in institutional approaches from supply driven approaches to demand responsiveness. Other 
lessons drawn were related to the creation of an enabling environment for the application of participatory 
processes. Such enabling environment includes capacity building, resource allocation, policy and 
institutional support. 

KEYWORDS 

Community participation; demand responsive approach; PHAST; sanitation; water supply; Zimbabwe 

INTRODUCTION 

Zimbabwe has been implementing an Integrated Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Programme (IRWSSP) 
since 1987. The main aim is to improve the health and quality of life of rural communities through the 
provision of safe, protected water supplies and excreta disposal facilities. Improvements have been 
registered in the construction of water and sanitation facilities. Coverage has gone up from a low level of 
20 % for water supplies and 5 % for sanitation facilities in 1980 to 73 % and 35 % for water and sanitation 
respectively ( 1998). However, sector reviews have indicated that in spite of large investment into the 
water and sanitation sector, life-threatening diseases linked to poor water quality and unsafe excreta 
disposal still remain. The poor water quality was not at point source but water was contaminated during 
transportation and storage. In some instances the use of safe protected water tended to be seasonal with 
communities utilising surface water during the rainy season. Furthermore, the provision of safe excreta 
disposal facilities did not always ensure their use, if these were used it did not always follow that there 
would be hand-washing. Water borne diseases as identified through clinical records (such as diarrhoea, 
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scabies, eye infections and malaria) were still prevalent. Some of the issues and contradictions in the 
IRWSSP were identified in the following: 

Hygiene promotion. The programmes earlier approach had focused on the provision of infrastructure, 
using hygiene and sanitation as a means for attaining community participation and not as a goal on its 
own. To this extent, hygiene promotion was often accorded low priority with limited budget allocation. 

Community participation. The objectives of community participation were not centred on the objectives 
of achieving empowerment and capacity building. Rather the aim was to obtain acceptance of the projects 
through provision of labour and local materials. Such an approach does not ensure that communities 
understand or appreciate the need to use the improved facilities once they have been installed. 

Institutional approaches. The strategies which were applied in the implementation of water and sanitation 
projects were largely supply driven with planning following top down approaches. The planning blueprints 
provided a framework for planning which often did not target community-felt needs. Some examples 
were that the planning framework targeted drinking water for human beings and negated water for livestock. 
In the largely dry areas of the country where an improved source may be the only source of water, 
communities will rather water their livestock, and other domestic uses such as bathing and washing of 
clothes will take a lower priority. 

Process approaches versus project approaches. The process approaches, which involve promotion, 
awareness creation, empowerment and capacity building, are often not bound by time, outputs and targets . 
Rather the approaches are best applied if working in a framework which allows for flexible adaptation to 
changing environment and needs. The project approaches are target oriented, time bound and output 
focused . The programme in Zimbabwe tried to fit the processes into the project cycle and the result was 
a focus on infrastructure aspects as opposed to the social dimensions. 

Operations and maintenance. The operations and maintenance of facilities remained the responsibility of 
government. Some of the problems experienced with the arrangements were long down time periods 
thereby undermining the gains achieved with the provision of improved water facilities. 

NEW THINKING IN THE ZIMBABWE IRWSSP 

The programme ushered new thinking as far back as 1990 where government saw the implementation of 
water and sanitation programmes moving from central government to local authorities and communities. 
The DECADE consultative meeting in 1990 saw the implementation, financial cost and management of 
water and sanitation move to the local authorities and communities. Another review held in 1993 articulated 
future strategies envisaging "organised communities playing a central role in planning, implementation 
and management of facilities" . This would be implemented through decentralised approaches. In 1996 
the Minister of Local Government described the decentralisation process as being necessary and desirable 
as it "promotes civic responsibility, helps reduce the level of decision making thereby achieving greater 
efficiency in operations". It is against this background that new thinking also emerged in the area of 
hygiene and sanitation. It was noted that while there was significant knowledge at community level 
regarding good and bad hygiene, this was not always translated to practice. The construction and use of 
latrines was lagging behind water facilities. Concerns were therefore centred on non-availability of 
articulated hygiene objectives, strategies and indicators for measuring success. The programme although 
implemented for almost seven years at the time had not yet measured its impact against the objectives of 
improved health and quality of life. Other Key issues were and still are: 

• The improvement of water quality and quantity does not always translate to improved health, as there 
are several ways of contaminating water. 
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• Safe excreta disposal contributes significantly to improved water quality. 
• Hand-washing after using the latrine and before handling food reduces the route of transmission of 

faecal matter. 
• Proper handling of food reduces diarrhoea by up to 70 %. 

Improved hygiene practices reduce resource expenditure in trying to cure diseases. 
• Improved water and excreta disposal facilities should be viewed as hygiene enabling facilities which 

will contribute to sustainable behaviour change rather than be seen as an end process in themselves. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF PARTICIPATORY HYGIENE AND SANITATION 
TRANSFORMATION (PHAST) 

In 1993 The World Health Organisation (WHO) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
World Bank Water and Sanitation Group, East and Southern Africa, Nairobi , introduced an initiative to 
develop and test a participatory approach to hygiene promotion and sanitation improvement. Five countries 
including Zimbabwe were invited to pilot test the initiative. The process was built on SARAR principles 
earlier pioneered and applied under a programme known as PROWWESS which sought to promote the 
role of women in the water, environmental sanitation services. The fundamental principles of SARAR 
are the capacity building and empowerment of communities. The processes utilise a set of visual materials 
implemented in a systematic manner to promote the five attributes ofSARAR. Given that Zimbabwe was 
already questioning the approaches being applied in the IRWSSP in general and hygiene education in 
particular, the PHAST initiative presented an opportunity to try different approaches. 

SARAR is an acronym, which stands for five attributes: 

Self-Esteem: In order to get full participation, there is need to promote self-worthiness of the individual. 

Associative Strength: When communities come together to tackle a problem they become strong 
therefore the methodology promotes community organization. 

Resourcefulness: Each individual is a resource within the community and communities have access to 
local resources, which the outsiders may not know of. 

Action Planning: Communities are encouraged to plan for change. 

Responsibility: When change is implemented, communities must assume responsibility for that change. 

Objectives of PHAST in Zimbabwe 

The main aim of the initiative was to initially test and adapt a participatory approach to the promotion of 
hygiene and sanitation. After the pilot phase the objectives changed to include the promotion of hygiene 
behaviour change, community management and promotion of sanitation. Specific objectives vary from 
district to district as they are related to district specific problems and priorities. Some of the district 
specific objectives include reduction of diarrhoea diseases, promotion of hand-washing, promotion of 
improved environmental hygiene, promotion of improved water storage and water transportation practices 
and control of bilharzia. 

Principles of PHAST in Zimbabwe 

The principles of participatory hygiene are among others that it is difficult to control the environment and 
thereby achieve improved water quality and safe excreta disposal. Rather improved health and quality of 
life is significantly influenced by improved hygiene behaviour supported by hygiene enabling facilities 
such as safe water and disposal facilities. Hygiene behaviour cannot be taught to communities but can be 
promoted. Change therefore cannot be willed on people but will occur if those affected are involved in 
decision making. Such sustainable learning takes place if communities discover for themselves their own 
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risk behaviours and begin to understand the causes and effects of that behaviour. Communities have 
valuable information but they need to be stimulated to use their creative abilities and capabilities. Given 
these principles, the PHAST initiative sought to promote community involvement in identifying problems, 
implementing solutions through construction and maintenance of hygiene enabling facilities such as latrines 
and safe water sources. 

The Process of PRAST in Zimbabwe 

Having been invited to join in the piloting of participatory hygiene in 1993 by WHO and RWSG-ESA, 
Zimbabwe attended the first Regional Training of Trainers workshop in Uganda. The workshop was an 
attempt to bring together participatory tools and develop a participatory toolkit for hygiene and sanitation. 
(Tools refer to the visual participatory materials that are used to stimulate identification of problems, 
analysis of those problems and planning for action. While open ended, the visual materials are developed 
to set framework which will guide communities in their discussions. Other toolkits already existed but 
these were geared more to water than hygiene.) The workshop was also used as a platform to train trainers 
and test the toolkit. After this regional workshop, the country held a pre-planning workshop to plan for a 
national training workshop and to identify districts for piloting. A national training of trainer 's workshop 
was held in 1994 and this workshop was used to define objectives for piloting, further develop and adapt 
participatory tools and to test them. The national training of trainers combined people at national, provincial 
and district level. The mix of different levels provided the much needed critique and analysis of both the 
initiative and tools being introduced. This approach of multi-tried trainers has been maintained to date. 
Three districts were purposively selected for piloting to try and be representative of the different 
environments and problems pertaining in the country. The piloting was done for six months after which a 
national review followed by a regional' review was done. All the pilot countries (Botswana, Kenya, 
Uganda, Zimbabwe and Ethiopia) where involved in the regional review. The reviews at national and 
regional level pointed out that some positive changes had taken place and recommended national and 
regional scaling up. In Zimbabwe the results of the review of the pilot phase were used for policy advocacy 
and this led to the methodology being adopted by the Ministry of Health and Child Welfare as the lead 
agency in hygiene and sanitation promotion. The methodology was also promoted and finally adopted by 
the policy making body for IRWSSP known as the National Action Committee (NAC). Having adopted 
the methodology, the Ministry set out to train more trainers and extension workers. Training has not been 
limited to Ministry of Health staff only but has been open to all other key sectors in the IRWSS. While a 
large part of the process has involved training, this has not been a training process. Once trained, the 
extension workers then proceeded to apply the methods at community level. 

Changes which have been brought by the application of PRAST 

Most of the information available for assessment of the success of PHAST is based on sector reviews, 
evaluation reports and assessments that have been carried out with respect to PHAST. One of the main 
problems is that without impact assessments, the changes and effects of PHAST are mostly anecdotal and 
qualitative (e.g. Evaluation of the Irish Aid 1996, Regional Prospective Review 1998). Quantitative data 
are available in terms of e.g. the numbers of people trained, the numbers of latrines constructed, number 
of hand-washing facilities which have been built. It is difficult to quantify change and growth processes, 
which take place within the individual and the community. 

Nonetheless, it does appear that PHAST has had an effect at the institutional and community level. Some 
of the changes at community level are: 

Greater community interest in hygiene sessions. Where as prior to PHAST there was waning interest in 
Hygiene education sessions, there has been renewed interest at both community and institutional levels. 
The number of community members who attend hygiene education has increased and in some districts 
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there has been a formation of Health Clubs which, though supported through facilitation by NGOs, are 
purely community driven. The members meet once a week to discuss different topics in each session. The 
health clubs also monitor changes at the household level. 

Improved manage men/ of facililies. Hygiene education is seen as an integral part of community based 
management. PHAST has been introduced in the training curriculum for community management and 
this has led to improved hygiene around most water points. In some areas communities have even built 
latrines near the water points. 

Self reliance. The IRWSSP was generally supply driven and the provision of water and sanitation facilities 
was viewed and generally accepted as the responsibility of government. Through the use of participatory 
methods, communities have become more self reliant, being able to invest in water and sanitation facilities. 
This is highlighted by an example from Gwanda: Gwanda district is situated in the southern part of the 
country and is prone to periodic droughts. The people there are subsistence farmers and often receive 
food handouts from drought relief programmes. An IRWSSP, which was introduced in 1994, started off 
with an intense participatory hygiene process, and even carried out baseline surveys on knowledge, attitude 
and practice, the result of which was that knowledge exists but there is no practice. The participatory 
hygiene education component promoted self-reliance as the IRWSSP was not going to be able to provide 
all households with subsidies. In a review carried out in 1996, households had constructed 200 latrines 
costing US$ 300 per unit. Communities had also contracted a South African contractor to drill 83 boreholes. 
The construction of boreholes through community initiative is unique. Most households would dig shallow 
wells with borehole construction being left to government. Payments for borehole construction were 
made in cash and kind (livestock). 

Hand-washing. One of the most visible effects in the application of PH AST has been the change in hand
washing behaviour. Communities used to use communal hand-washing facilities. This was even more 
risky during gatherings such as funerals and weddings where many people would use one bowl. Having 
had information from the participatory tools, which show the contamination route of faecal matter, the 
hand was seen as one of the main routes of contamination. In most communities the method of hand
washing has changed and communities use a container to pour water as they wash. One of the NGOs 
applying participatory Hygiene (Zimbabwe Ahead) even noted that in one of the districts communities 
are now so paranoid that they will not even shake hands. 

Improved waler managemenl. There has been an improvement in how water is transported and stored. 
Household members have stopped using tree leaves to cover their water and are now using containers that 
are covered. At the household level, they use a traditional cup (ladle) with a long handle to avoid fingers 
getting into the main water container. 

Construe/ion of hand-washingfacililies. ln most of the districts, latrines are now being constructed with 
hand washing facilities in the form of a small tank with a tap for hand washing. Evidence gathered 
through project evaluations suggests that the facilities are being used. Such evidence includes availability 
of water in the tanks and wet ground suggesting use as well as soap near the facility. 

At the institutional level PHAST has had the effect of: 

Raising !he profile of hygiene and sanila/ion. Hygiene education was one of the invisible components of 
water and sanitation programmes and was seen as a means for achieving improved coverage. Now it is 
seen as the cornerstone in improved water quality, sanitation and health. 

Harnessing resources. The use of participatory hygiene and sanitation has not only refocused interest 
towards hygiene and sanitation but also served to harness resources for that area. An example is that there 
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has been more donor support (financially and technical support) for the hygiene and sanitation component. 
(Irish Aid has been supporting PHAST in the country and this support came after the successful piloting 
of the methodologies. Other donors interest and supporting PHAST have been UNICEF, NORAD and 
the Government itself.) ln the IRWWSP, a district used to be given as little as US$ 200 for hygiene 
education, the budgets have significantly improved with districts reporting funding ofup to US$ 3000. 

Strategic planning. Hygiene education used to be part of the routine activities with no defined objectives 
and outputs. Since the introduction of participatory hygiene, extension workers develop individual plans, 
which feed into the district, provincial and national plans. Monitoring of activities is also based on these 
plans. 

Sense of purpose. The application of PHAST has given institutions and extension workers a sense of 
purpose. They reported that seeing tangible effects such as change in hygiene behaviour, request for 
technical advice has renewed their sense of purpose and direction. 

INSTITUTIONALISATION OF PARTICIPATORY METHODS 

Institutionalisation implies the use of methods on a daily basis as a matter of course rather than as an 
event. The successful use of participatory methods has led to them being institutionalised not only within 
the Ministry of Health but within the Integrated Water and Sanitation Programme. Planning is no longer 
top-down but participatory approaches are used to generate plans, monitoring and evaluation uses 
participatory tools and some institutions have even noted that they use the approaches to conduct their 
office meetings. The institutionalisation has involved policy endorsement that participatory approaches 
will be employed in conducting hygiene education. 

Issues and contradictions 

The use of participatory methods, which promote community management, entails a change in the way 
development business is conducted. There is need to integrate community goals and objectives with 
institutional goals and objectives, which may not always be the same. The participatory philosophy 
challenges existing beliefs and traditional approaches, particularly the relationship between hardware 
and software, basic decision making processes and the right to empowerment. Some of the pertinent 
issues, which still need to be addressed in Zimbabwe and indeed by anyone seeking to apply the use of 
PHAST, are as follows: 

Sector planning. In Zimbabwe planning is sectoral with each sector having pre-determined goals and 
objectives. However when communities plan, it is for their development and not a section of their 
development. Sector planning limits voice and choice. In Zimbabwe, there have been contradictions, 
which still have not been solved when communities through participatory planning for instance choose 
dams and the programme is only limiting them to primary water supplies. 

Setting of standards. The IRWSSP has set standards for technology that is accepted within the programme. 
For latrines this is a Blair Ventilated Improved Pit Latrine (VIP), for water the acceptable level of service 
is a borehole for 250 people, a deep well for 150 people and a shallow well for 50 people. The technology 
for wells and boreholes is a bush pump while for shallow wells it is a windlass. While there is need for 
setting standards for ease of operations and maintenance, this presents a contradiction where the community 
demand something else, are willing and able to pay for what they demand. An example is where 
communities are constructing ordinary pit latrines and these are not considered as an improvement. The 
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basic principle in PHAST is that one moves from the lowest level and improves to another level; that 
level may just be a pit latrine before resources are sufficient for a VIP. 

Process approach versus outpw orientation. The IRWSSP is largely financed through external donor 
resources. To this extent, governments feeling the need for accountability will insist on outputs through 
the number of facilities constructed. At the local level, extension workers are applying process approaches, 
which though have outputs, do not always have physical outputs. Since appraisals are based on target 
outputs i.e. the number oflatrines built as opposed to process such as community organisation and capacity 
building, participatory methods are often used to achieve targets and not build a process. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR SCALING UP 

The implications for those projects and programs wishing to apply PHAST to scale are that they have to 
address the issues in relation to project planing cycle and process application. There is need to find a 
meeting point between project goals and community goals. Other issues, which have been important in 
scaling up, have included the need for policy and institutional support. This is seen to be the key in the 
take-off of participatory methods. Participatory training first took place as far back as 1983 in Zimbabwe 
but the application of the methodologies was not taken to scale largely due to lack of policy and institutional 
support. At the time the approach in Zimbabwe was still highly centralised in terms of political system 
and administration. At the moment the general move towards decentralisation has facilitated the use of 
participatory methods. 

The introduction of PHAST involves a lot of training for the development of skills at the extension level. 
This requires a large input in terms of skilled human resources and financing for material production and 
training workshops. The PHAST application, where scaled up requires management support and co
ordination at different levels, e.g. with 57 districts needing to be trained and over 5000 toolkits to be 
developed. PHAST also relies heavily on extension workers for application at community level. This 
implies that there has to be capacity at the local level. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of participatory methods for hygiene and sanitation demands a lot of input in terms of resources 
for training, production of toolkits and also the extension workers who are required for application of the 
methodology at community level. However the benefits from the application of participatory methods 
justify the inputs. The methodology leads to sustained learning with communities being able to understand 
causes and effects of their behaviour and thereby moving from just having knowledge to practising improved 
behaviour. As discussed earlier, the methodology has led to changes in hygiene behaviour such as water 
storage and transportation, hand-washing and construction of facilities through self-initiative. The 
participatory process also builds capacity at community level for other developmental projects. In Zimbabwe 
through the application of participatory methods, communities have started asking questions in relation 
to improved housing and other diseases such as AIDS. The scaling up of the use of the methodology 
requires institutional and policy support which will ensure resource allocation. The use of participatory 
methods also needs to be applied in a co-ordinated and process management framework . Other important 
considerations in the application of the methodology are the carrying out of baseline surveys before the 
start of using participatory methods, the development of both output and process indicators. Further, 
impact evaluations are necessary to enable justification of the results that are being obtained. At the 
moment most of the arguments for the use of PHAST are based on anecdotal information. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents an innovative field-based programme that uses a simp le total coliform test and the 
approach of PH AST (farticipatory f!ygiene ~nd l!anitation Iransformation) to help communities exploring 
possible water quality problems and actions that can be taken to address them. The Mvula Trust, a South 
African water and environmental sanitation NGO, has developed the programme. It is currently being 
tested throughout South Africa. The paper provides two case studies on its implementation in the field , 
and suggests ways in which the initiative can be improved in the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Access to clean water supplies and hygienic sanitation facilities have been racially and geographically 
skewed in South Africa. In 1994, the newly-elected Government estimated that more than 12 million 
South Africans lacked access to clean water and 21 million were without hygienic sanitation facilities 
(DWAF, 1994). The overwhelming majority of people without such services are black and live in rural 
areas of the country. 

Since 1994, the newly elected government of South Africa has put considerable effort into redressing this 
backlog. Most notably, over 3 million rural South Africans have gained access to clean water. Further, 
while improved sanitation still lags behind, environmental sanitation policy and programming have been 
clarified and strengthened, which should result in more effective field-based development over time. 

Despite these considerable successes, concern is growing about the actual health impact of improved 
water supply and sanitation systems in South Africa. A recent evaluation of "Presidential Lead Projects" 
suggests that the potential health impact of clean water has been undermined. Contributing factors include 
poor operation and maintenance support, high tariffs which have forced many poorer households to use 
unprotected sources of water, and poor water storage practices which lead to water recontamination (Palmer 
Development Group, 1997). 

Concern is also growing about the long-term future of government-sponsored water supply and sanitation 
provision. The reality is that many communities will not be serviced in the foreseeable future. Households 
in these areas will inevitably have to rely on unprotected sources of water for domestic consumption, and 
will most likely continue to utilise unhygienic sanitation facilities and practices that threaten both human 
and environmental health. 
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South Africa therefore faces at least two challenges in relation to water quality. First, how can drinking 
water quality be sustained in villages that have received improved water supply? Second, what concrete 
steps can be taken to improve the quality and increase the quantity of water available in villages that will 
not be serviced in the foreseeable future , given government funding constraints? 

The Mvula Trust is testing a water management initiative to meet these challenges. The initiative combines 
learner-centred awareness creation with local-level action planning to improve water management practices 
and reduce the likelihood of groundwater contamination. 

PHAST AND WATER QUALITY TESTING: FROM AWARENESS TO ACTION 

The Mvula Trust has initiated a nation-wide capacity-building programme in "farticipatory !fygiene 
~nd ~anitation Iransformation" (PHAST). PHAST was initiated by the UNDP, World Bank (Regional 
Water and Sanitation Group - East and Southern Africa) and WHO, Geneva. The main influence guiding 
PHAST is the SARAR methodology (Srinivasan, 1990; Simpson-Hebert et al., 1997; Sawyer et al., 
1998), and it builds on people's innate ability to address and resolve their own problems. 

The methodology aims to empower communities to manage their water supply and to control sanitation
related diseases. It does this with the aid of visual materials that allow people to explore water supply and 
environmental sanitation in a creative way. One of the key principles of PHAST is that people, regardless 
of age, gender, social and economic status, or educational background, are capable of analysing their 
situation and solving their problems. PHAST does not teach, but rather creates the conditions, through 
good facilitation, sound questions and visual aids/materials, for effective community-based learning and 
planning. 

Linked to PHAST has been the development of a field-based water quality testing initiative designed to 
raise village awareness of water quality issues. At the heart of the water quality-testing initiative is a 
simple total coliform bacteria test which can be administered and analysed at local level. The test has 
been developed by the Radmaste Centre at the University of the Witwatersrand (Johannesburg, South 
Africa). The test uses a bacterial growth medium that is based on the very latest specific substrate technology 
for incubating total coliform bacteria. The bacterial growth medium contains substrates which only allow 
total coliform bacteria to to grow. 

The total coliform bacteria are one of the few types of bacteria which have the enzyme galactosidase. 
This enzyme is able to break down o-nitrophenol-d-galactopyranoside. When it breaks down this substance 
it forms the yellow product o-nitrophenol. It is the o-nitrophenol molecules that make the water sample 
containing total coliform bacteria turn yellow after it has been incubated for 24 hours at ± 37°C. 

The test can also be used to assess whether Escherichia coli is present in the water. Escherichia coli are 
special because they have the enzymes galactosidase and glucuronidase. These enzymes break down 4-
methyl-umbelliferyl-d-glucuronide. When 4-methyl-umbelliferyl-d-glucuronide is broken down it forms 
the fluorescent substance 4-methyl-umbelliferone. A sample containing Escherichia coli and the bacterial 
growth medium therefore fluoresces if it is incubated at ± 37°C for 24 hours. 

The tests give a positive/negative response, which does have some limitations. But, as a community 
awareness tool , it has proven to be very effective at galvanising community members around water quality 
issues. 

To explore water quality issues at village level , a series of PHAST exercises are initiated with village 
members. These exercises facilitate learner-centred evaluations of local health issues, and then focus on 
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water- and sanitation-related diseases that are common and problematic within the community. Community 
members then analyse the causes and consequences of these water- and sanitation-related diseases, and 
begin to explore what they can do to address these problems (with or without improved water supply or 
sanitation facilities). 

Community members often suggest that one of the causes of illness in the village may be poor water 
quality. Field staff introduce community members to the water tests. Water is collected from locally 
utilised drinking water collection points (springs, taps, handpumps, rainwater tanks, and rivers/streams) 
and at a sample of household water storage containers (buckets, drums, and plastic containers). At least 2 
samples are taken per water collection or water storage point. One sample is given to a community 
member and field staff take the other. Both are incubated for 24 hours, after which the results of the 2 
samples are compared. 

As is often the case, the tests suggest that water is unhygienic at the collection point, household storage 
point, or both points. Community members who have incubated the test tubes often show them to other 
village members. This usually leads to a good deal of alarm and urgency at local level, and the follow-up 
meeting to explore the causes of water quality problems and possible solutions to these problems are 
usually well attended. 

As a follow-up to water testing, a new series of PHAST tools are introduced that not only analyse why 
village water is unhygienic, but also facilitates local-level action planning so that drinking water can be 
better protected. In villages where water is becoming contaminated during transport and storage, a series 
of pictures are introduced that depict all the stages in the water collection - transport - storage-consumption 
cycle. Community members first suggest all the ways in which water can become contaminated during 
each stage of this process and then suggest behaviours/practices that they could implement to reduce the 
risk of water re-contamination. In villages with unprotected sources of drinking water, community members 
explore various treatment options and environmental actions that could enhance water quality. Community 
members also explore a range of storage behaviours/practices that, if implemented, will reduce the risk of 
recontamination prior to consumption. 

The two case studies outlined below provide details on how this process was implemented on the ground, 
and what the outcome of these PHAST sessions has been to date. The first case study is from Tweerivier, 
a rural community in Namaqualand which, despite receiving an improved water supply, nevertheless 
learned that their water quality deteriorated dramatically once it entered the community reservoir. The 
second case study is from Dhlabane and Oghadlene, rural communities in KwaZulu/Natal largely dependent 
on unprotected sources of drinking water. 

AWARENESS CREATION AND ACTION IN TWEERIVIER 

The vast majority of Tweerivier residents have access to private yard taps, and residents pay 12 Rand 
(equal to US $ 2) per month for water. Most households in the village use a bucket sanitation system. 
Municipal services are limited in the area, so most residents dispose of their faecal waste in the dry 
riverbed, gardens or yard. 

During an introductory PHAST learning session with Tweerivier residents, it became clear that "gastro" 
was of great concern to community participants. Upon further investigation, residents suggested that the 
problem might not only be caused by the bucket sanitation system, but could also be linked to water 
supply problems in the village and household. To explore this issue further, water quality tests were 
conducted in the community. Water samples were taken, and all the water samples had turned fluorescent 
yellow within 24 hours. Importantly, the samples collected from water storage containers turned fluorescent 
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yellow relatively quickly, while the tap water only changed after 21 hours, suggesting that water quality 
deteriorated dramatically through transport and storage. 

When the PHAST facilitators returned to Tweerivier, it was discovered that the results from the community 
samples had been discussed widely within the community. Residents came to the learning session hoping 
to be told what was wrong with their water, and how the problem could be fixed. Instead, a series of 
participatory exercises were initiated which allowed residents to explore, for themselves, the underlying 
causes of contaminated water. Through the process, residents decided that the contributing factors which 
they had could control and change included a wide range of unsafe water storage practices, such as more 
rigorous/regular handwashing, cleaning of the water storage reservoirs and the safe disposal of faecal 
matter from their toilets instead of in the dry riverbed or uncovered in their yards. 

After the PHAST team left Tweerivier, residents decided to investigate where in the water system the 
contamination was occurring. Residents tested water quality at different points in the water system. The 
results for the points tested suggested that water might be unhygienic upon reaching the village reservoirs. 
Residents then decided to initiate a clean-up exercise. They scrubbed the reservoir, added disinfectant, 
dismantled pipes and cleaned them as well as the taps in the village. The only external support they 
requested was from the local authorities, who provided the disinfectant on the request of the residents of 
Tweerivier. 

In addition, residents spread the word throughout the village about proper water storage practices, including 
covering all drinking water, having a separate bucket for drinking/cooking water, and using a specific cup 
for drawing water from the container for drinking and cooking purposes. 

A follow-up water quality test was completed shortly thereafter which demonstrated that the residents of 
Tweerivier had intervened effectively to address their problem. Water from taps and household storage 
vessels were clean. This has been sustained for a further 13 months, and is being monitored regularly at 
community and household level. 

AWARENESS CREATION AND ACTION IN KWAZULU/NATAL 

Oghadlene and Dhlabane are relatively isolated villages in rural KwaZulu/Natal. Oghadlene residents are 
dependent upon unprotected springs and a river for drinking water. Half of Dhlabane is serviced by a 
reticulated water system while the other half rely on unprotected springs. 

A similar process to the one described above was initiated in Dhlabane and Oghadlene, with the notable 
exception that children rather than adults initially drove the process. Through the children's efforts, 
awareness of water quality issues in the village has been raised and actions planned. 

Water quality tests, administered and analysed by children, suggested that water quality problems were 
evident at unprotected water collection points and household storage containers. Children evaluated these 
results and suggested that the primary causes of water contamination are open-field defecation near water 
sources, poor animal management, waste disposal practices and personal hygiene like infrequent 
handwashing. 

To overcome these problems, children have designed and built a spring protection system in the village. 
They also fenced off the areas around the spring to prevent water contamination through human or animal 
excreta. Children have also been developing a series of posters and a drama on water quality issues. The 
posters and drama focus on issues such as groundwater contamination, water treatment (solar, filtration 
and boiling), animal management and solid waste management for improved water quality. 
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Although the activities in Dhlabane and Oghadlene are relatively recent, the PHAST exercises have 
generated a wide range of child-initiated activities that, if successful, could lead to improved water quality 
at local level. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These case studies suggest the potential of this initiative. The Mvula Trust is actively spreading this 
programme through the national PHAST capacity building initiative and through a sustainability programme 
funded by Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID). Through these joint projects, a 
further 71 villages will have evaluated their water quality and explored possible local-level responses 
using PHAST by the end of May 1999. The Radmaste Centre is actively spreading this programme in 
Namaqualand, and is exploring ways in which water quality testing can become part of the science 
curriculum at I 8 schools in rural KwaZulu/Natal. If successful, a model will have been developed that 
puts children at the forefront of village level water quality monitoring. 

Importantly, early evidence suggests that the costs of this initiative are low. To date, 2-5 field days are 
required to initiate the process and plan relevant actions with community members. After this initial 
intervention, limited follow-up support has been required, as communities have assumed responsibility 
for their water quality and acted accordingly. The Radmaste Centre is exploring ways to reduce the cost of 
the tests (currently R7 per test, equal to US$1.20 per test), that could make the programme even more cost 
effective. Finally, Mvula is now emphasising the greater value of the Escherichia coli test over the total 
coliform test, as the later provides a far more accurate picture of the likely health problems associated 
with water quality than the former. 

The implications of this programme for future policy and programming are also considerable, especially 
if the Trust can demonstrate that the costs are low and the impact high at local level. Water quality could 
be assessed at the beginning of the project cycle to generate increased awareness and action. This, in tum, 
could enhance the planning process as it would bring an even greater sense of urgency to planners and 
community members involved in water and environmental sanitation development. And finally, it could 
also be used as a monitoring and evaluation tool to assess, among other things, behavioural change at 
local level. 
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ABSTRACT 

The provision of water supply and sanitation services to the developing and water scarce areas of South 
Africa is one of the goals of the Reconstruction and Development Programme. One of the principles of 
the South African National Sanitation Policy stipulates that sanitation systems which have unacceptable 
impacts on the environment cannot be considered to be an adequate form of sanitation . The greatest 
contamination concern with respect to ventilated improved pit toilets is in relation to groundwater resources. 
To this end the National Sanitation Co-ordination Office (NaSCO) and the Directorate ofGeohydrology 
of the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry have developed "A Protocol to Manage the Potential of 
Groundwater Contamination from On-Site Sanitation". The aim of the protocol is to ensure that reasonable 
measures are taken to guard against contamination of valuable groundwater resources by inappropriately 
located or designed sanitation systems. The protocol focuses on dry on-site sanitation systems and provides 
a brief background to the current understanding of groundwater contamination by on-site sanitation systems. 
It also presents a procedure to be followed by those involved in implementing new, or upgrading old 
systems - the procedure allows the field worker to assess whether groundwater resources may be at risk 
of pollution. The protocol is speci ficall y aimed at engineering and technical staff who are not groundwater 
specialists. 

KEYWORDS 

Appropriate; flag conditions; groundwater; on-site sanitation; pollution risk; protocol 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

South Africa has a population of approximately 40 million people of which approximately 15 million do 
not have access to adequate water supplies and 21 million do not have access to adequate sanitation. Most 
of these people lacking water and sanitation are to be found in the rural and former "Homeland" areas. 

After the 1994 general elections the new South African government embarked upon its Reconstruction 
and Development Programme (RDP). The aim of the RDP was to address the imbalances of the apartheid 
era and the backlogs in services that developed as a consequence. The water supply and sanitation 
component of the RDP was taken on board by the Department on Water Affairs and Forestry which set 
about developing policies, with the view to moving into rapid implementation of programmes targeting 
these needs. 

For water supply, a basic level of service was determined to be a community tap within 200 metres from 
a home, capable of delivering IO litres per minute. For sanitation the basic level of service was set at a 
Ventilated Improved Pit (VIP) toilet per household. 
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THE NEED FOR A PROTOCOL 

Because most of those without adequate water supplies are to be found in the rural areas, their most likely 
source of water is or would be groundwater. Many households do have some form of sanitation, which is 
usually a simple pit toilet. The utilisation of groundwater resources and the supply of VIP systems as a 
minimum level of services can create conflict and tension. The situation is compounded further by another 
factor: technical experts, such as engineers or technicians, are trained and have experience in conventional 
sanitation systems, such as full flush water-borne systems, and are not trained in other appropriate 
technologies. This means that South Africa has a shortage of these skills in this sector and when involved 
in rural or community development schemes, technical experts tend lo default to their comfort zones. ln 
many instances the VIP was perceived to be a threat to the ground water. This perception that was often 
based on "hear-say" rather than on knowledge of how the system worked or evidence of pollution. 

Communities that have suffered decades of apartheid rule now naturally aspire to the level of service that 
is perceived to have been reserved for white communities - the most often quoted of these is a flushing 
toilet. The desire for better services is further fuelled by a lack of information and knowledge of the 
various sanitation options, how they work, the costs involved, and by the perception that a pit system was 
going to pollute their groundwater supplies. 

The South African National Sanitation Policy, which has as its main aim the improvement of people's 
health, is based on ten principles. One of these principles relates to the environmental integrity of any 
sanitation system. It stipulates that " Sanitation services which have unacceptable impacts on the 
environment cannot be considered to be adequate" (National Sanitation Task Team, 1996). Furthermore, 
the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) as custodian of the nation's water resources has as 
its mission the management of the groundwater resource quality. The quality management should "ensure 
that groundwater quality is managed in an integrated and sustainable manner that provides adequate 
protection to the resource and secures the supply ofacceptable quality for all recognised users" (DWAF, 1997). 

These factors, together with rapidly developing Department of Water Affairs and Forestry funded 
programmes for water supply and sanitation, made the development of some method of dealing with the 
potential conflict of drinking water and sanitation an imperative. 

The National Sanitation Co-ordination Office (NaSCO) and the Directorate of Geohydrology started 
collaborating to determine how best to address the issue. Ultimately the idea of a step-by-step protocol 
that could be used by non-geohydrologists at project level appeared to be the most appropriate. 

HOW THE PROTOCOL WORKS 

The protocol consists of the following six steps: 

Step 1: Groundwater potential assessment 
Two levels ofgeohydrological assessment are necessary- an assessment of the regional strategic value of 
the aquifer and an assessment of the local value of the aquifer. For the regional scale assessment, the 
Aquifer Classification Map of South Africa is used to assess whether an aquifer is a "Major" aquifer or 
not. If the study area overlies a Major aquifer, the national authorities must be involved in the decision
making process related to the type of sanitation system installed. 

Step 2: Evaluation of groundwater use 
For a local scale assessment, a hydrocensus is required within a 2km radius of the area where the sanitation 
systems are to be installed. The following data will have to be collected during the hydrocensus: 
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• reliance on groundwater and other water supplies 
• position of boreholes / springs used 
• borehole details (depth, equipment, yield, abstraction rate, static water level , quality) 

If no boreholes exist, the potential for future use of the aquifer must be assessed. 

Step 3: Assessment of flag situations 
Circumstances exist where conditions are less suitable for on-site sanitation systems. When these conditions 
occur they should be "flagged". A list of typical flag conditions must be checked before a detailed risk 
evaluation is undertaken. These flag conditions are: 
• groundwater less than 3m from the base of the pit 
• base of the pit in or on fractured rock 
• water source down gradient of the latrine sites 
• the water source within 50m of the latrine sites 
• the water source within 75m of high volume latrines 
• groundwater already contaminated by activities in the village or town 

If flag conditions exist, appropriate remedial action is required. If no flag conditions exist, the assessment 
procedure continues to Step 4. 

Step 4: Evaluation of pollution risk to the groundwater resource 
Two factors are used to quantify the threat to the groundwater system: 
• the threat posed by the sanitation system (waste load), and 
• the potential of the unsaturated zone to attenuate contaminants before reaching the groundwater. 

The waste load is defined simply by the number of houses per hectare and the size of the settlement. 
Travel time was suggested as the best way to quantify the role of the unsaturated zone. However the 
calculation of travel time requires technical expertise and field data. It is therefore suggested that the 
potential of the unsaturated zone be assessed based on the geology, soil type and unsaturated zone thickness. 
A hierarchical list of unsaturated zone conditions is provided in Table I of the protocol document to 
quantify the barrier potential of the unsaturated zone. Once the waste load and geological conditions have 
been defined, the risk of contamination occurring is determined from Table I . The risks are classified as 
Low, Possible or Likely. For example, a village of between 500 and I 000 people with a housing density of 
less than IO houses per hectare situated on weathered granites would be considered to pose a low risk. 
Were the housing density is higher, between IO and 50 h/ha the risk would be possible and densities 
higher than 50 h/ha it would be considered to be likely. 

Step 5: Evaluation of measures to reduce the risk 
If the aquifer is possibly or likely to be at risk, it is necessary to take action to reduce the risk. The 
computer system (Table 2 in the protocol document) presents administrative steps required and identifies 
who should be involved and what investigation should be carried out: 
• If possible risk exists, the sanitation engineer should investigate risk reduction options. 
• If likely risk exists, the sanitation engineer and a hydro geologist will have to investigate risk reduction 

options and their recommendations should be discussed with DWAF officials. 

Step 6: Implementation of risk reduction measures 
Table 3 in the protocol contains a list of possible remedial measures that could be used to reduce the 
impact of sanitation on water supplies. Alterations can be made to the on-site systems such as: 
• excavating larger shallower pits 
• raising pits above the ground to increase the unsaturated zone 
• line pits with cement blocks and seal all joints. 
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Also alterations can be made to existing borehole supplies such as: 
• re-equipping boreholes, ensuring that surface sanitary seals exist 
• treating contaminated water 
• pumping at lower rates to reduce the cone of depression and thus the capture zone. 

Documentation of investigation progress 

It is a protocol requirement that the status of the investigation should be documented to ensure transparency 
and accountability. A site investigation action checklist is used for this purpose. The checklist report must 
be signed by the responsible person and returned to the relevant DWAF office. 

APPLICATION OF THE PROTOCOL TO DATE 

There are currently 240 villages involved in the National Sanitation Programme. Most of these are at an 
early stage of implementation where the necessary capacity building, health and hygiene education, and 
institutional development is taking place prior to construction of facilities. On most of these projects the 
protocol has been used and in some instances has led the adaptation of the toilet designs, or further more 
detailed investigations prior to design or sighting finalisation . What does appear to be lacking is the 
involvement of the local Project Steering Committee (PSC) in the application of the protocol, and the 
external Project Support Agents (PSA) are not maximising the protocol 's potential as a communication 
and locally driven decision making tool. 

However, the overall objectives for which the protocol was designed have been met. It is now just a 
matter of maximising the potential benefits. 
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ABSTRACT 

The establishment of a strong independent regulator appears to be the most successful means to remedy 
the endemic poor management of water supply and sanitation services. This paper discusses why this is 
so and illustrates the argument with reference to recent experience in Chile. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The poor management of water supply and sanitation systems has been a perennial problem in many 
countries. Recently, however, in some countries considerable improvements have been made. In particular, 
one of the most serious limitations on system performance, the irregular financing of the sector, has been 
solved through the application of rational tariff policies imposed through regulatory action. The creation 
of a strong and independent regulatory authority is a crucial step in ensuring provision of drinking water 
supply and adequate collection and disposal of sewage. Moreover, experience is showing that strong 
regulation can be as effective with public as with private companies. In this paper, the advantages of a 
strong regulator will be discussed in the particular context of recent Chilean experience. 

IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION 
COMPANIES 

Both economic theory and the experience of the real world over the last two centuries presents convincing 
evidence that competition is a very powerful and effective force. It can direct privately motivated actions 
to socially desirable outcomes. Competition gives firms good dynamic incentives to reduce costs and 
increase efficiency, to improve the price/quality combination they offer to consumers, to innovate and to 
introduce new products and services. It also ensures that markets automatically achieve economic efficiency 
and maximise social welfare. Overall, the available evidence suggests that public utilities operating freely 
in environments without substantial market failures will lead to significant efficiency gains. 

Under certain conditions, inherent in the nature of public utilities, competition between alternative suppliers 
of a commodity or service is not possible. Many water-related services, especially drinking water supply 
and sewerage utilities tend to be natural monopolies due to the nature of the technology employed for the 
delivery of the service. In such industries, particularly those characterised by large economies of scale, 
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the free market outcome would typically lead to a multi-firm industry with imperfectly competitive 
behaviour as well as unexploited economies of scale (Perry, 1984 ). 

Where market failure, such as natural monopoly, occurs and is substantial in terms of the associated 
welfare loss, even taking into account the losses from government failure or inefficiencies, intervention 
in the operation of the market by government is desirable. Whether owning and operating utilities or not, 
it is the role of the government to undertake "optimal intervention" to correct for market failures and to 
help establish the conditions needed to achieve economic efficiency. In regulated industries, the regulator 
acts as a substitute for the market, taking on some of the functions of competitors, attempting to provide 
similar incentives to improve efficiency by regulating aspects of a firm 's conduct (Helm, 1994). 

Regulation, and privatisation, can have distinct advantages over public ownership in that they allow 
market forces to operate and government intervention to be targeted on the areas where market failures 
are most pronounced (Bishop et al. , I 995). Effective regulation requires that the precise sources of market 
failure be identified, isolating them and targeting regulation specifically on them. Appropriate regulatory 
design maximises the benefits from removing market failures in relation to the cost of government 
intervention. It must be considered, however, that the marginal benefits of regulation will decline as 
intervention increases, and costs will rise exponential ly (Jones, 1994). Effective regulation can also work 
without privatisation where appropriate institutional structures are adopted (Braadbart and Blokland, 
1998). 

The shift from the reliance on bureaucratic control of water-related services to a reliance on a regulated 
monopoly completely changes the demands on the water management institutions. The decentralisation 
or privatisation of water services forces a reconsideration and readjustment of the role of the state in the 
provision of public utilities. It demands not only the state to withdraw from many activities, but that it 
takes on new ones, often of a very different nature, requiring different skills and knowledge. In the water 
supply and sanitation sector, all the experiences show that improvements in performance cannot be obtained 
with the simple transfer of assets, but that continuing regulatory action by governments is required. 

REGULATORY SYSTEMS 

Regulatory agencies, outside the United States, are new. Effective structures are still evolving. It is clear, 
however, from existing experience in both developing and developed countries, that regulatory agencies 
should possess the following characteristics: 
I . be staffed with people of unblemished reputation and with adequate technical skills capable of 

confronting the operator on, at least, an equal basis; 
2. enjoy consistent political support and, while subject to periodic evaluation, receive a minimum of day 

- to - day political interference; 
3. have adequate financial, human and informational resources and an independent budget; 
4. have generic responsibilities for price regulation or environmental protection, rather than responsibilities 

for the regulation of particular industries making possible the realisation of administrative economies 
of scale, avoiding inconsistencies in decision-making and minimising the risk of regulatory capture; 

5. maintain the regulatory process open to public scrutiny, explaining and justifying decisions and publishing 
the evidence on which they are based; and 

6. be autonomous to limit the possibility of capture by particular interest groups, including those within 
government (Lee and Jouravlev, 1997). 

It cannot be expected that, in reality, regulatory systems will exhibit all these characteristics. It is, however, 
important that as a minimum the regulatory agency should not be subordinated to the administration in 
power (Bitran and Saez, 1994). A body with autonomy, not dependent on any ministry for personnel and 
funding should be able to resist political interference more effectively. 
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Table I. Chile: Provision of Urban Sanitation Services by Type of Company, 1997 

Type of Provider 

State-owned regional companies ( 11) 

EMOS 

ESVAL 

Private companies and co-operatives (39) 

MlBlictial companies {I) 

Source: SSS ( 1998) 

THE CHILEAN EXPERIENCE 

Population served (%) 

41.7 

36.5 

12.9 

4.5 

4.4 

In Chile, the reform of the management system of the water supply and sanitation sector began in the 
1970s. In contrast to other industries and to other countries of the region, the reforms, until recently, have 
not involved the privatisation of the provision of the service (Table I). Instead, the reforms have concentrated 
on strong regulation through the separation of the responsibility for regulation from the responsibility to 
operate the service, the introduction of common legislation for all providers, whether public or private, 
and the establishment of an efficient and realistic tariff system. 

The sector was further restructured in 1990 (Lee and Jouravlev, 1997). These reforms included the creation 
of a new regulatory authority, the Superintendencia de Servicios Sanitarios (SSS), the transformation of 
the publicly owned utilities into regionally-based limited companies where all the shares are held by the 
State and are managed through a state-holding company (SAE). Exceptionally some shares of EMOS 
(Santiago) and ES VAL (Valparaiso), less than I percent, were traded on the stock market. The reform also 
permitted the future introduction of private capital into all the operating companies. This, however, did 
not happen. A further reform of the sector laws in 1997 has now set privatisation underway. 

Under the 1990 law, a system of separate concessions for the abstraction and treatment of drinking water, 
the distribution of drinking water, the collection of sewage and for the treatment of sewage was introduced. 
The concessions are permanent and transferable, but, of course, they can be cancelled if the terms are not 
met by the holder. A separate tariff is calculated for each concession held, and exercised, by an operating 
company. Each regional company and the majority of the private operators hold all four concessions, but 
this is not necessary. ESVAL, the first company to be privately controlled, was divided and a separate, 
publicly owned, company formed to hold the abstraction concession. 

Concessions can only be held by registered stock companies. Exceptions are made for municipalities, co
operatives and services with less than 500 connections. The state-owned sanitation companies, therefore, 
as well as private companies, are required to operate under the regulations of company law, as well as 
within the specific regulatory framework for the sanitation sector. 

The result is that there is a clear separation among, and understanding of, the roles of the government, 
through the SSS, the boards of directors of the companies, and of the management of the companies. The 
government regulates, the boards of directors formulate strategic policies and plans, and the managements 
run the companies with a high degree of operational autonomy. 

The system is successful, water supply is universal and sewerage service reaches over 90 % of the urban 
population. There are effective incentives for efficiency: the public companies wish to prove that they can 
be effective and profitable and the private operators, small as they have been, provide some yardstick 
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Figure I. Chile: Investment in Water Supply and Sanitation, 1980-1995 (US$ 000s) 
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comparison. One consequence has been an explosion in contracting-out. All companies sub-contract a 
wide variety of activities, including the operation, management and capital investment of whole systems, 
as well as the maintenance of all aspects of the networks, meter reading and billing. Installations are no 
longer the responsibility of the companies, but of the builders ofnew housing. Contracting out has reduced 
the number of workers per connection. For example, in 1997, EMOS had 1.7 employees per 1,000 
connections and the average for all companies was 2.3 employees per 1,000 connections. 
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The new system has also resulted in a substantial increase in investment, more than double historical 
levels (fig. I). The bulk of this investment, 92 percent for the state companies in I 995, comes from 
operating income, the result of the tariff increases, and the remainder from various government regional 
and social development funds (SSS, 1995). The companies have not been permitted to issue debt. Since 
1990, the increasing investment has gone into waste treatment, although the bulk has been used for 
improving the quality of operations and services. It is indicative that, in 1995, the average level of 
unaccounted for water in Chilean water utilities at 29 %, was well below the Latin American norm of 40 
% or more and the quality of water is high. 

All of the state-owned regional companies operate profitably. The average return on capital for the 13 
companies in both 1996 and 1997 averaged IO% (fig. 2). Private companies find the rules for the sector 
equally comfortable. There is both growth in the number of new private operators, with 27 new services 
approved or in process of approval within the SSS since 1990, and enormous interest to invest in the 
regional companies, as opportunities become available. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The policies applied to the water supply and sanitation sector in Chile, which have centred on strong 
regulation, have been an undeniable success. This success is closely related, of course, to the overall 
adoption of effective economic and social policies that have given the country the highest and most stable 
growth-rates in Latin America. 

Within sanitation policies, wastewater treatment has been given a lower priority, only 20 percent of domestic 
sewage receiving adequate disposition in 1997 (SSS, 1998). In part, it is intended that the proposed influx 
of private capital into the regional companies will resolve the issue of adequate waste treatment and 
disposal. Current projects will ensure that 50 percent of wastes are treated by 2000, treatment of the other 
50 percent, mainly from Santiago, remains for the future. 

Despite the lack of wastewater treatment, the Chilean experience shows that it is possible to remedy the 
poor performance of the sanitation sector through regulation. In Chile, systems of all sizes, serving very 
different communities, in diverse climatic and water supply conditions, have become self-sustaining 
providers of good quality water and sewerage, whether in private or public hands. The secret of success 
lies in the adoption and application of consistent policies, the development of a sound regulatory structure, 
and of incentives for improved management. 

Improvement in the regulation and management of water supply and sanitation systems is the only way to 
resolve the financial problems that have aftlicted the sector. The Chilean experience shows that that such 
a policy is not only a sustainable route to achieve universal service coverage and adequate sewage treatment, 
but also a practical one. 
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ABSTRACT 

On the Ruhr, a small river running through hilly country and with a mean flow of 76 m' /s, 27 water works 
use the method of artificial groundwater recharge to produce 350 million m' of drinking water annually. 
On the basis of a special act, the Ruhr River Association is responsible for water quality and water 
quantity management in the Ruhr basin. The present 94 municipal sewage treatment plants ensure that the 
raw water is sufficiently good to be turned into drinking water. In the Ruhr 's lower reaches, where dry 
weather resu lts in a 20 % share of the entire water flow being treated wastewater, comparatively high 
concentration of substances of domestic or industrial origin are likely, including substances which municipal 
wastewater treatment measures cannot entirely remove. These substances include ammonium, coliform 
bacteria or pathogens, boron and organic trace substances. Although water treatment measures have 
greatly contributed to the considerable improvement of the Ruhr 's water quality in the last few decades, 
it is des irable to continue to aim at a high standard of drinking water production technologies since the 
Ruhr is a surface water body influenced by anthropogenic factors. However, in the case of substances 
infiltrating into drinking water, legislation is required ifa reduction of pollution appears to be necessary. 

KEYWORDS 

Monitoring; organic trace substances; water management; water quality targets 

DRINKING WATER PRODUCTION ON THE RUHR 

With a length of2 l 7 km, the Ruhr, a small river running through hilly country, has a mean flow of76 ml/ 
s where it runs into the Rhine. 2.2 million people live in its basin, which has an area of 4,488 krn2• 27 
water works along the Ruhr use the method of artificial groundwater recharge to produce 350 million ml 
armually (i.e. 11 ml/s) of drinking water for five million people and local industry. Half of this water is 
supplied to neighbouring basins. The Ruhr valley water utilities, which aim at a type of raw water treatment 
as close to nature as possible, use different treatment technologies and procedural variants. In the Ruhr 's 
upper reaches it is sufficient to combine, first, sedimentation with, second, underground passage through 
slow sand filters and, subsequently, de-acidification and disinfection. However, in the Ruhr's lower reaches, 
which are more polluted by anthropogenic substances, it is usually necessary to use the methods of 
coagulation, ozonization and filtration (partly by using active carbon). 

WATER QUALITY AND WATER QUANTITY MANAGEMENT BY THE RUHR 
RIVER ASSOCIATION 

On the basis of a special act, the Ruhr River Association manages both the water quality and the water 
quantity of the Ruhr (Figure I). Its eight reservoirs with a total storage capacity of 474 million ml enable 
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the Association to supply its customers with the required amounts of raw water even in droughts. Today, 
the Ruhr River Association is mainly responsible for building and operating municipal wastewater treatment 
plants so that at any time the raw water quality is sufficient for drinking water production. 97 % of all 
municipal wastewater in the Ruhr basin is treated in 94 water purification plants. The treatment capacity 
of most of these facilities with respect to effluent quality is far higher than the statutory minimum 
requirement. One example of a purification measure which exceeds statutory requirements is that about 
one third of municipal wastewater treatment plants are equipped with polishing lagoons as a last stage 
(Imhoff and Albrecht, 1993). 

Industrial wastewater is almost exclusively discharged indirectly. This increases the protection of water 
against pollutants from industry. In the case of serious breakdowns of enterprises ' own wastewater 
treatment, the principle of indirect discharges makes it possible for the municipal wastewater treatment 
plants to take decontamination measures. Examples of such pollutants are chromate and cyanide discharges 
by metal treatment and metal processing enterprises, of which there are about 400 in the basin. Adding 
iron sulphate (FeSO,), e.g., decontaminates cyanide through complex formation and chromate through 
reduction. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING WATER QUALITY 

Difficulties in the use of surface water for drinking water production can principally be the results of 
discharge of substances from individual sources, e.g. municipal wastewater, or from diffuse sources. 
Among the latter, substances in runoff from agricultural land play a major role. That is why in the early 
nineties, water management and agriculture, i.e. water utilities and chambers of agriculture, began to co
operate on a large scale. Farmers have been supplied with information and advice, and, thus, emissions of 
both herbicides and nutrients into surface waters as a result of the agricultural use of land have declined. 

Particularly in times of droughts, the main sources of the pollution of the Ruhr with oxygen-depleting 
substances, nutrients and pollutants are the emissions from municipal wastewater treatment plants. If the 
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Figure 2. Distribution of substances causing water pollution (averages 1985 to 1995) 

water flow in the Ruhr 's lower reaches is low, the share of treated municipal and local wastewater in the 
total water flow is about 20 %. Consequently, Ruhr water is likely to show fairly high concentrations of 
such substances of domestic or industrial origin which municipal wastewater treatment cannot or not 
entirely remove. The quality of Ruhr water in its lower reaches is particularly important because it is there 
that waterworks use most water. 

Moreover, an open system like surface water is also liable to pollution through accidents resulting in 
water alarms (e.g. emissions from fire-fighting water or oil). In the past decade there has been an annual 
average number of 18 alarms (Bode, 1991 ), 60 % of which could be attributed to causes and polluters. 
Among pollutants, lubricants and fuels caused 50 % of the pollution reported (Figure 2). Only approximately 
3 % had minor to substantial effects on drinking water production. In 10 % of the alarms, the emissions 
came from pollutants discharged from municipal wastewater treatment plants. 

WATER MONITORING 

The use of surface water for drinking water production in an area which is strongly influenced by 
anthropogenic factors makes it necessary to monitor the quality ofraw water intensively. The Ruhr River 
Association and the water utilities in the action group of water works on the Ruhr (AWWR) take 2,000 
Ruhr water samples annually and subject them to about 40,000 analyses. As a particular safeguard against 
accidental water pollution, there are four Ruhr water monitoring stations - two of these run automatic 
bio-tests. As these stations recognise temporary pollution very soon, the water works can often interrupt 
their raw water intake and thus allow the wave of polluted water to pass. An alarm plan assures that the 
necessary information is passed on quickly. 

TARGETS FOR RUHR WATER QUALITY AND ACTUAL STATE OF 
POLLUTION 

For drinking water production the A WWR has stated both medium- and long-term targets for Ruhr water 
quality (Table 1). With the exception of the coliform bacteria index, these targets are defined as 90-
percentiles. The figure for raw water quality requirements is usually below the limit set for drinking 
water. Of the fifteen indexes, the majority reach the targets by a wide safety margin. In the Ruhr's lower 
reaches, targets are sometimes exceeded - primarily those for ammonium, the total herbicide Diuron and 
the synthetic complex former EDTA, and occasionally also in the case of dissolved manganese and coliform 
bacteria. Of these substances, ammonium, coliform bacteria, the herbicide Diuron and EDTA are primarily 
discharged by wastewater treatment plants. 
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Table I. Targets of the water utilities for Ruhr water quality and pollution near the city of Essen in 1997 

actual state in 
drinking water 

limit 
target in terms of90-percentile 1997 (Drinking 

Unit medium-term long- term 90-per- centile 
Water Ordiance 

Dec. 1990) 

Cadmium Cd µg,'I I I 0,2 5 
Chromium Cr µg,'1 30 30 4 50 
Dissolved manganese Mn µg,'I 50 50 38 50 
Nickel Ni µgil 30 30 8 50 

Ammonium NH, mgil 1,0 0,2 2,1 0,5 
Nitrate NO, mgil 35 25 22 50 
Chloride Cl mgil 100 100 71 250 
Orthophosphate PO mgil 0,6 0,45 0,31 6,7 

Diss. org. carbon DOC mg/I 6 4 3,5 
Ads. org. halogen AOX µgil 40 30 15 

Total of Trichloromethane, µg,'1 6 4 <5 IO 
I, I, I -Trchlorethane, trchlor-
ethene and Tetrachlorethene 

Herbicides ng/l 50 I 00 (Druron) 100 
N itnlotriacetic acid NTA µgil 25 3 
Ethylenedinitrilotetraaceticacid EDTA µg,'1 10 12 

Coliform Bacteria 11 100 mt' 15 000 5 000 5 100 0 

11 Targets and actual state as geometrical annual means 

High concentrations of ammonium, which make it difficult to disinfect drinking water by using chlorine, 
often occur in the Ruhr in winter because temperatures below IO °C slow down nitrification both in the 
wastewater treatment plant and in surface waters, and temperatures below 5 °C virtually stop it 
(Figure 3). Wastewater treatment plants will be developed further and emissions will continue to fall, yet 
even in the future concentrations of above 0.5 mg/I NH; in the Ruhr in cold weather appear inevitable. 

Ruhr Riser flow 900 , 
at Hattingen 
ffi3 /S 

600 I 
300 , 

I 
0 , 

water 25 , 
temperature 

20 I ' C 
15 

1~ I 

ammonia :1 nitrogen 
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Figure 3. Hydrographs of selected indexes for the Ruhr near Essen in the discharge period 1997 
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Pollution with coliform bacteria always makes drinking water production from surface water difficult, as 
does the pollution caused by pathogens, particularly oocysts of intestinal monocellular parasites such as 
cryptosporidia, which cannot entirely be removed by the usual methods of drinking water production. 
Disinfecting or filtering discharges from wastewater treatment plants can indeed reduce the average 
pollution of surface waters by coliform bacteria, yet as a result of emissions from nonpoint sources these 
measures cannot remove pollution completely. Further, such measures would also have to be scrutinised 
from an economic point of view. 

Among the herbicides, whose concentration in drinking water is legally limited to 0,lmg/1 per individual 
substance, it is the total herbicide Diuron which during the growth period can jeopardise the drinking 
water production process. As a result of the combined sewer systems usually found in the area, Diuron is 
primarily discharged into the Ruhr via the municipal wastewater treatment plants. Water pollution can 
only be reduced by limiting or banning the use ofDiuron. The reduction ofDiuron concentrations recorded 
recently can be explained by the ban of this agent for private consumers. 

Heavy metals were a serious problem in the Ruhr for a long time because a large number of metal treatment 
and metal processing enterprises, which discharged their wastewater into the public sewage system after 
inadequate pre-treatment (Bode and Klopp, 1997). Today, the requirements of the Drinking Water 
Ordinance for surface water are met, often within wide margins to the limits. Since underground passage 
and drinking water treatment also lower the concentrations of heavy metals, this substance group today 
does not play a major role for the quality of drinking water. 

Apart from those substances for which the A WWR has set targets for Ruhr water quality, there are further 
substances whose concentrations in surface water are of major importance. Among these there is the 
metalloid boron (Klopp, 1996). The use of perborates in detergents leads to concentrations of 2 mg/I 
borate-boron in domestic wastewater. Borates are not retained by municipal wastewater treatment. If the 
share of treated wastewater in surface water is large, it can, therefore, be difficult to comply to the drinking
water limit of currently I mg/I boron (WHO recommendation: 0.5 mg/I) since borates are not removed by 
drinking water treatment. As in recent years perborates in detergents have partly been replaced by 
percarbonates, Ruhr water pollution has decreased by about one half to 0.15 mg/I boron. 

Increasingly, scientists have become interested in organic trace substances of anthropogenic origin, although 
for most of these compounds no drinking water limits are in place (yet). Quite a few organic substances 
are not completely removed by municipal wastewater treatment and drinking water production, which is 
why some of them can be found in drinking water (Klopp and Patsch, 1994). These include strong 

Table 2. Organic trace substances in discharges from wastewater treatment plants in Ruhr water near the 
city of Essen 

Organic compowxls 

Complex fonners 
EDTA 

Polycyclic musk compounds 
HHCB 
AHTN 

Total herbicides 
Diuron 

Pharmaceuticals residues 
C lofibrinic acid 
Ibuprofen 

Typical concentration in µg/1 

discharge from 
wastewater treatment plants 

40 

I - 2 
I - 2 

< 0,1 - I 

Ruhr 

10 

0,2 - 0,4 
0,2 - 0,4 

< 0,05 - 0,15 

0,05 
0,05 
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complexing agents such as EDTA and DTPA. In the Ruhr today, the latter already occurs in an average 
concentration of 15 mg/I, which is higher than that ofEDTA. 

Another example are polycyclic musk compounds, which originate from washing and cleaning agents 
and occur in Ruhr water in a concentration of around 0.1 mg/I (Eschke et al., 1994, 1995) (Table 2). As a 
result of their lipophilic character, these compounds are virtually completely retained in the process of 
drinking water production. This is entirely different, however, in the case of pharmaceuticals residues, 
which in the Ruhr's lower reaches can be found in similar concentrations. Thus, 0.0 I mg/I of clofibrinic 
acid (a metabolite oflipid reducers) was found in drinking water, a degree of pollution also recorded in 
Berlin drinking water (Stan and Linkenhagner, 1994). Although pharmaceuticals residues should not be 
found in drinking water at all, there is no indication of any human health risk from this pollution detected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Co-operation between Ruhr River Association as a cleaner of wastewater and the AWWR's water utilities 
has had an excellent effect on the quality of water as a foodstuff for decades. Nevertheless, this syndicate 
cannot solve all problems of water quality. In the case of substances which cannot be removed by drinking 
water production legislation is required, because only this way pollution of drinking water prepared from 
surface water can be avoided or at least reduced. Although in the last few decades the quality of Ruhr 
water has improved significantly - primarily as a result of wastewater treatment measures - safety 
considerations continue to make high standards for technologies of drinking water production necessary 
in order to guarantee a maximum amount of safety against water accidents and spillages, which can never 
be completely avoided. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyses the new regulatory framework for wastewater quality control developed in Mexico. 
It provides a description of the Mexican government strategies for water pollution control. The discussion 
focuses on the policy instruments used, their evolution and the main difficulties encountered in their 
implementation. The new regulatory framework is discussed highlighting some of the economic 
implications of the reforms. The paper concludes that proper institutional development and monitoring 
are essential factors for the success of any policy instrument for wastewater quality control. 
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fNTRODUCTION 

Mexico faces an important water pollution problem that has become a major health hazard. The armual 
costs of diarrhoeal diseases caused by water and soil pollution, as well as by lack of sanitation and food 
poisoning have been estimated at $3,600 million dollars (Margulis, 1994). 

The pollution load is concentrated in a few basins. According to studies conducted by the National Water 
Commission (CNA), 89 % of the total pollution load measured in terms of biochemical oxygen demand 
arises in only 15 basins. Similarly, 50 % of the wastewater discharges have been recorded in only four 
basins: Panuco, Lerma, San Juan and Balsas, which receive discharges from the main cities (CNA, 1994a). 

Table I. Main industries generating wastewater discharges(% of the total of all sectors)* 

Mail industries generating wastewater discharges 
(% of the total of all sectors)* 

Industry 
Sugar 
Chemical 
Paper and celullose 
Petrochemical 
Beverage 
Textile 
Basic metal 
Food 
The rest of the sector 

Discharges 
39.2 
18.5 
4.4 
3.2 
6.3 
3.1 
6.8 
2.4 
16.1 

Source: Prepared by the author based on CNA - OHTA, 1994. 
• not including energy. 
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Around 60 % of the wastewater discharges are generated in the Federal District and in seven out of the 31 
Mexican states, where 55 % of the Mexican population are located (CNA-DHTAc, 1994b). Among the 
main industries that generate wastewater discharges in Mexico are sugar (39 %) and chemical industries 
(I 8 %) (see Table I). 

The country generates wastewater of the order of230 m3/s. Despite the importance of recovering treated 
wastewater to satisfy the increasing water needs, the treatment capacity in Mexico is very limited. In 
1996, only IO% of the effluents were properly treated (Semarnap, 1996). Water authorities are implementing 
new policies to try to significantly increase the wastewater treatment level in the country by the year 20 I 0. 

GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES 

At the institutional level, the sole federal authority for water management is the National Water Commission 
(CNA). It was created in 1989 and has been in charge of the promotion and execution of federal 
infrastructure and the necessary services for the preservation of water quality. The CNA is attached to the 
Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries. At the decentralized level, municipalities are 
in charge of water and sewerage services. 

The first efforts to establish a national policy for wastewater quality control in Mexico started in the 70s 
and were basically focused on promoting primary treatment for any discharge regardless of the type of 
receiving water body. However, mainly due to investment problems and lack of monitoring systems, this 
scheme failed. A new phase was developed during the 80s and through mid-90s, characterised by the 
search for ways to control wastewater originated from industries with a high organic load or toxicity. It 
was considered that in order to remove a great proportion of the total pollution load, it would be sufficient 
to control the main discharges. To control those discharges, a series of standards were used based on the 
best available and economically feasible technology. The parameters used were determined according to 
the typical result of secondary treatment applied to a discharge of a specific industrial sector. Implicitly 
the idea was to further all agents in highly polluting activities to adopt a specific technology, regardless of 
the type of the water receiving body (Giner de los Rios, 1997). 

In addition to direct investments in water treatment, the Mexican Government avails itself of instruments 
for direct control such as the Mexican Official Standards (Normas Oficiales Mexicanas, NOMs), set by 
the Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources and Fisheries. Also, in particular cases, the Special 
Conditions of Discharge (CPDs) (Condiciones Particulares de Descarga) are applied. The latter are defined 
in the regulations of the National Water Law as a set of physical, chemical and biological parameters with 
maximum permissible levels of wastewater discharges. The Mexican government also makes use of 
economic instruments to alter the polluters ' behaviour by internalising their environmental costs and 
benefits, e.g. through the wastewater effluent charge. 

The wastewater effluent charge, in use since October 1991 , is one of the first instruments for environmental 
protection used in Mexico based on the Polluter Pays Principle. In its inception, this instrument was used 
for discharges that exceeded the levels established in the applicable norms or CPDs. The wastewater 
effluent charge is legally bound by the Mexican Constitution, the General Law for Ecological Equilibrium 
and Environmental Protection, the National Water Law and the Federal Law of Charges for water (Ley 
Federal de Derechos en materia de agua). 

In recent years, environmental authorities realised that there was room for improvements. In December 
1995, the Federal Law of Charges was amended. A new procedure was set to calculate the charge: the 
charge is no longer based on disposal zones but on the different types of receiving water bodies according 
to the current use of the water, the treatment level required, the volume discharged and the amount of 
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pollutants found. Three categories were created: A) water bodies with lower treatment level, B) water 
bodies that require secondary treatment, and C) water bodies that require a more sophisticated treatment 
level. 

The reform of 1995 was fundamental because a permanent incentive was created for users to reduce the 
volume and degree of pollution discharged. The charge is applied to the exceeding levels of pollutants for 
wastewater discharges to national waters. A charge exemption for public water supplies to municipalities 
with less than 2,500 inhabitants was also granted. Also given the large default among users and the 
economic situation of the country, three Presidential Decrees were published in October 1995. In general 
terms, these decrees established the cancellation of charges (historic debt) for users that regularise their 
status. These decrees were extended the following year. 

The Federal Law of Charges is revised every year. There have been some changes in the classification of 
certain water bodies and additional pollution indicators are now considered. Since 1997, the Federal Law 
of Charges contemplates economic incentives for users of receiving water bodies that have adopted 
processes for water quality better than the established in the standards. 

NEW REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR WASTEWATER DISCHARGES 

As an additional option and for practical reasons, in order to control the pollution level , environmental 
authorities considered it more effective to promulgate two official standards: 

a) the NOM-00I-ECOL-1996, published at the Official Diary of the Federation on January 6th 1997. It 
establishes the maximum permissible levels of pollutants for wastewater discharges to national waters, 
and 

b) the NOM-002-ECOL-1996 published on June 3rd 1998. The latter establishes the maximum permissible 
levels of pollutants for wastewater discharges (except for households) to sewerage. This represents an 
enormous effort to simplify the system in place since this new approach allowed for the reformulation 
of 43 official standards (mostly for specific industry sectors) into only these two. 

The main purpose of this new approach is to provide incentives for polluters to adopt new practices, 
processes and technologies for the reduction of their polluting emissions. This change was driven, among 
other things, by the fact that the government perceived a large default among users associated with the 
economic crisis that struck the country. It was therefore considered most appropriate to implement a 
gradual approach. The deadlines for complying to the maximum permissible levels for discharges to 
national waters are for the year 2000, 2005 and 20 I 0, according to the population size in the case of 
municipalities and the range of biochemical oxygen demand (or total suspended solids) for non-municipal 
discharges. The current legal framework establishes penalties for non-compliance. 

It is too early to evaluate the effectiveness of these new standards. One important feature is that these 
standards allow for the control of all agents that discharge in a specific water body under the same 
parameters. This way it is possible to enjoy economies of scale while encouraging polluters to treat their 
discharges jointly (Giner de los Rios, 1997). 

This instrument has also the advantage of being dynamic. The parameters considered are the same as in 
the Federal Law of Charges and correspond to most of the Special Conditions of Discharge, therefore, 
allowing for the homogenisation of policies. However, there is still a gap in the development of a new 
regulatory framework. Three aspects are now being analysed by the Mexican government: I) a new 
standard to control sludges originating from treatment plants, 2) the establishment of maximum permissible 
levels of pollutants for artificial aquifers' recharge and 3) the conditions for water infiltration to soil and 
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Table 2 
Revenue level from wastewater effluent charges 

(millions of pesos of 1998) 

1992 5.0 

1993 6.4 

1994 12.8 

1995 17.9 

1996 18.1 

1997 10.5 

1998 5.1 

Source: based on information from Gerencia de 

Recaudaci6n, Comisi6n Nacional del Agua (Collection 

division, National Water Commission). Note: The average 

exchange rate Mexican peso - US dollar was 8.1 pesos = 
US$! in 1997. 

subsoil. A new standard authorising the use of treated wastewater for public services was published on 
the 21st September 1998. It is known as the NOM-003-ECOL-I 997. 

REVENUE ISSUES AND INVESTMENTS 

Among the greatest problems faced by the system in the last years is the fact that in general water polluters 
do not pay for their discharges. This has been the case of almost all municipalities and a large proportion 
of industries. Table 2 shows the evolution in the revenue level from wastewater effluent charges since its 
inception. The increase in revenue shown until 1996 is explained by the measures taken by the CNA, 
such as an enlargement of the register of charge payers and the publicity directed towards users. The 
reduction in collection presented in 1997 is mainly explained by the extension given to polluters for the 
construction of their abatement facilities. 

The amount collected from wastewater effluent charges represents a very low percentage ofCNA's total 
collection level. The objective of environmental authorities with the introduction of these changes is to 
force payers to comply with regulation charges within reasonable time rather than to increase the revenue 
level. It should be noted that the money collected is diverted to the Treasury and CNA receives a share of 
it as a budgetary provision for its services. 

Water distribution in Mexico has been highly subsidised in investment and operation. Furthermore, 
agriculture is exempted from payment and industry pays a higher contribution than other users, which 
creates cross subsidies for the financing of municipal water services. As a result, revenues from water 
services have made little contribution to financing and consequently, the water sector is increasingly 
dependent on the Federal budget. 

The investments in water pollution control that will be required in the next years to comply with the new 
regulations will be huge. According to estimates made by the National Water Commission (CNA), the 
investments required for the period I 995-2010 in wastewater treatment activities (for municipal and 
industrial uses) to comply with the Norm 00 I will be around 31 billion pesos of 1997, more than 3 billion 
dollars (Gerencia de Planeaci6n, CNA). Given the pace of investments in wastewater treatment to date, it 
is certain that most municipalities and industry will not be in compliance by the year 2000. 

ln recent years, the Federal government has made efforts to develop new financing schemes for the 
development of infrastructure projects in Mexico. One example of these new instruments is the 
Infrastructure Investment Fund (FINFRA) created in September 1995. Its main objectives are to promote 
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investment opportunities and to finance infrastructure projects. It involves Federal government resources 
to encourage higher private sector participation in the development of basic infrastructure including water 
and sanitation services (Olvera, 1996). 

This fund is managed by Banobras (National Public Works Development Bank). Projects supported by 
FINFRA are assigned through a bidding process and must be approved by a joint committee constituted 
by officials from different ministries. It offers investors a new financing scheme with proper risk and 
return. The fund has so far been applied to a few transactions. However, it is worth noting that most of the 
approved projects have been for the construction of wastewater treatment plants through Build-Operate 
Transfer (BOT) arrangements. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The new policies for wastewater discharges aim at providing incentives to make firms and water polluters 
in general adapt to complying with the regulations in force. The ultimate aim is to reduce wastewater 
discharges. Regulations for wastewater discharges have not been effective enough to alter conduct, nor 
have they reached all polluters. However, the regulatory framework has been evolving and lessons have 
been learned in its implementation. No restrictions should be placed on the creation and development of 
new instruments, which must provide a permanent incentive for polluters to find new practices, processes 
and technologies for the reduction of their polluting emissions. 

In conclusion, the National Water Commission faces the problem of lack of infrastructure to supervise 
firms regularly, which implies very high costs. The new system in place is more flexible and comprehensive. 
However, proper institutional development is an important factor for the success of any policy instrument 
applied as well as the improvement in the monitoring and control of discharges. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pollution of water sources for the city of Dar-es-Salaam originates from haphazard disposal of solid 
wastes, discharge of untreated or inadequately treated wastewater to water sources, lack of standard 
sanitary facilities and poor hygienic practices. Contaminated water used for human consumption can lead 
to serious health problems e.g. cholera, typhoid, skin diseases, etc., which, in turn, leads to reduced 
working hours/manpower. This has a direct effect to production output which can lead to a deterioration 
oflocal community welfare. Having realised this as a problem, the Government of Tanzania stipulated, in 
its water policy of 1991 , the need for protection of water sources. In achieving this goal, proper waste 
management was singled out to be of vital importance. Due to economic hardships, however, budget 
allocation by the central Government could not cover the costs needed for proper handling of waste. This 
left Tanzania with no alternative other than heavy reliance on donor and bilateral organisations for financial 
support of programmes. Nevertheless, these sources of funds proved to be unreliable for many different 
reasons. To deal with these problems, the Government currently emphasises involving local community 
and NGOs, the formation of stakeholder funds and organisations, and involvement of the private sector. 
Other efforts are intensification of education programmes to create more awareness to the local communities 
on the need for protection of water sources. Although at its infancy level, the system is showing some 
signs of improvement. 

KEYWORDS 

solid waste disposal , water pollution, sanitation, Dar-es-Salaam 

INTRODUCTION 

Pollution of water sources with £-coli is a reflection of poorly managed sanitary facilities and sewerage. 
However, efficient management of these facilities is directly related to the economic and social culture of 
the community concerned. For a third world country like Tanzania where economic hardships are reflected 
in poor provision of services e.g. health, water supply, sanitation, education; pollution control might not 
sound vital compared with political and social preferences. However, the whole question of environmental 
protection at the National level received special recognition and an organisation to deal with environmental 
issues: the National Environmental Management Council (NEMC), was established as a National Advisory 
Board on issues pertaining to the environment. With assistance from this organisation, the Vice Presidents ' 
Office and other institutions such as city commission at the municipal level , Urban Water Supply and 
Sewerage Department of the Ministry of Water, measures are taken to control environmental pollution 
and thus pollution of water sources. 

The efforts made by these institutions, however, are not without challenges; urbanisation influx, increasing 
squatter settlements and lack of resources to facilitate proper functioning are among the major problems 
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encountered. The only apparent and sustainable solution to these problems has been to encourage 
participation of local communities and the private sector. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Dar-es-Salaam the capital of Tanzania has a population of about 2.3 million people settled in an area of 
1,393 km2 ( I 988 census). The population density is about 1650 people per km2. Dar-es-Salaam has a 
warm-temperate, moist monsoon climate; cold and dry from April to October; hot and humid from 
November to March. The average annual precipitation is over I 000mm, with long rains between March 
and May and short rains from November to December. Today Dar-es-Salaam suffers almost every major 
problem characteristic of a city environment in the third world including lack of drinking water and 
proper sanitary facilities. On average, a city resident uses between 22 to 85 litres of water per day. This 
implies that the Dar-es-Salaam city inhabitants ' demand is between 50.6 and 195.5 million litres of water 
per day. For the majority of the population, drinking water is not available when and where needed and 
where it is available, is not fit for human consumption because of the risk of contamination with pathogenic 
microorganisms. Two pipelines, Upper and Lower Ruvu, chiefly serve the city of Dar-es-Salaam through 
trunk mains from the Ruvu River situated at the Coast Region. The two sources combined have the 
capacity to supply 295 million litres per day. 

The city area is naturally sectioned by five streams, which are Mbezi , Mulare, Msimbazi, Kizinga, and 
the Mzinga, which gave the city the character of"River Delta Area" although the streams are relatively 
small and intermittent. The city has both surface and groundwater sources. Groundwater sources are used 
primarily as dry season emergency supplies and to serve a small percentage ofperi-urban dwellers who 
do not have access to piped water from the Ruvu. They are also a convenient source of water in the 
squatter areas, which have poor access to piped water. Unfortunately, most of these sources are polluted 
due to poor management of wastes of all kinds. For the purpose of this paper, only contamination associated 
with human excreta and the efforts made to reverse the situation will be discussed. 

DAR-ES-SALAAM SANITATION 

Urban sanitation as defined by the local Ministry of Health, refers to waste water, solid and liquid waste 
management and hygiene practices. The sanitation campaign "Mtu ni Afya" (man is health) of early 
1970s' and other health activities undertaken, have created a strong awareness among Tanzanians on the 
importance of sanitation. However, the lack of sanitary facilities and a safe drinking water supply have 
been singled out as major causes of the high incidence of excreta related diseases. Less than 5 % of the 
city population is served by the 130 km of sewer, grouped in 11 systems and supported by 17 pumping 
stations, which cover the city center (constructed in the late 1950s). It was later extended to cover industrial 
areas of Ubungo, Vingunguti, and a few outlying residential areas. These areas discharge effluents into 
oxidation ponds, local watercourses and directly to the ocean. Of the remaining 2.2 million people, 
approximately 80 % have access to on-site facilities (70 % pit latrines and 30 % septic tanks); whilst the 
remaining 20 % lack even elementary sanitary facilities (Mugurusi, 1995). 

FAECAL CONTAMINATION OF WATER SOURCES 

The surface and ground water sources of Dar-es-Salaam are contaminated with faecal matter from poorly 
designed, operated and maintained sewerage/sewer connections, septic tanks and pit latrines which are 
the commonly used sanitary facilities. The contamination occurs in the following ways: 
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Substandard Sanitary Facilities 

According to the local standard set the pit could be lined or unlined depending on the type of the soil 
structure and must be at a distance of 20m :from a shallow well. In loam and sandy soils the pit must be 
lined with either cement blocks, concrete rigs or metal sheets to avoid fouling of groundwater. Due to the 
high costs involved however, coupled with low income among the majority (41 % living below poverty 
line), many people can not afford to undertake lining of the cesspit even in Dar-es-Salaam where the soil 
is mostly sand, as a result the ground water is heavily polluted. This is a common phenomenon in squatter 
areas (such as Magomeni, Manzese, Buguruni, Vingunguti etc) where population densities are very high. 
A survey conducted in early 1980s to assess the standard of pit latrines used in Dar-es-Salaam revealed 
that over 80 % of the same were substandard (MWEM, 1995). Another study conducted recently to 
determine the level of sanitation in nine urban councils (including Dar-es-Salaam) revealed that 80 % of 
the pit latrines used are substandard. Subsequently, it is not surprising that 50 % of pollution of groundwater 
and surface water sources is estimated to be by pit latrines (Mugurusi, 1995). 

High Water Table 

Many parts of Dar-es-Salaam are subjected to high water tables. During rain seasons storm water raises 
the water table causing the cesspits in those areas to fill up and in some cases to overflow into the 
surrounding areas. Such waste waters eventually drain to surface water courses after polluting the ground 
water. 

Inefficient Emptying Services 

The city commission is charged with the responsibility of running all sanitary activities i.e. solid and 
liquid wastes disposal and management. The responsible departments operate tanker lorries to empty 
septic tanks and pits. The capacity of these departments to collect refuses, however, is very low compared 
to the high demand for their services. Table I, contains data for total pollution load to waste water
receiving bodies as estimated for the years 1988 and 1991. Although the data for waste water discharged 

Table I: Total Pollution Load of Dar es Salaam 

Pollution Discharge 

a) Daily load to ground water 

BOD, (tons/day) 

COD, (tons/day) 

Volume of polluted water to ground water (m'/day) 

b) Daily load to sea 

BOD, (tons/day) 

COD, (tons/day) 

Volume of polluted water to sea (not established) 

c) Daily load to rivers/surface waters 

BOD, (tons/day) 

COD, (tons/day) 

Volume of polluted water to rivers (not established) 

d) Daily load from sewer effluents (including some latrine and 
septic tank emptying) through oxidation ponds. 

BOD, (tons/day) 

COD, (tons/day) 

Volume of water to ponds (m'/day) 

Source: Haskoning and M-Konsult ( 1989) 

1988 

22 

23 

47.021 

56 

60 

46 

41 

2 

3 

4,458 

Year 

1991 

27 

29 

60.726 

68 

72 

56 

49 

2 

3 

5,058 
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into all types of waste recipient bodies could not be established; the amount discharged into treatment 
ponds is relatively small compared to the recorded discharge to groundwater. Moreover, Sinza-A, 
characterised by widespread on-site sanitation, complained of unreliable, inefficient and expensive cesspit 
emptying which costs about US$ 30 per trip (TShs. 15 ,000) which many households can not afford (SEA, 
1997). Thus, overflowing latrines and septic tanks can remain unattended for several days or even months. 
The situation is even worse for the 70 % of inhabitants estimated to be settled in unplanned areas (Mugurusi, 
1995). 

Lack of an Apparent Alternative - Poor Maintenance of Oxidation Ponds 

Large institutions like the University of Dar-es-Salaam have oxidation ponds, which are intended to treat 
the wastewater of the nearby inhabitants. Some of these oxidation ponds are no longer operational due to 
poor operation and maintenance, leaving no alternative than to discharge the raw sewer contents into the 
surface drainage systems and streams. Residents ofSinza-A raised their concern about open sewers which 
were draining from the non-functioning University of Dar-es-Salaam oxidation ponds to Mikocheni 
sewerage causing health hazards to their community (SEA, 1997). Another study along the Msimbazi 
valley revealed discharge of raw sewers into the valley (Bwathondi, 1991 ). 

Poor Maintenance of Distribution System - Back- Siphoning 

Leakage and loss of the water abstracted from the Upper and Lower Ruvu river through the trunk 
transmission main is about 95 million litres per day, leaving only 200 million litres delivered to Dar-es
Salaam reservoirs. Distribution leakage of about 70 million litres per day (35 %) of the net supply reduces 
this to 130 million litres per day for both domestic and industrial use (Mugurusi, 1995). This provides an 
opportunity for contamination of the treated water, through leaking distribution pipes and the trunk main 
by back-siphonage during low pressure, thereby sucking contaminated water into the supply system. 

TOWARDS IMPROVED SANITATION AND HYGIENE 

In order to meet the pressing sanitation demand for Dar-es-Salaam inhabitants the following is being 
done. 

Direct user charge 

The central Government budget allocation is insufficient for facilitating efficient city sanitary services 
through the City Commission alone and without any extra charges. Therefore a legislation was enacted 
giving authority to the City commission to charge for the services rendered. In some areas, where water 
table is high, thus requiring frequent cesspit emptying, a special charge is offered. This is being undertaken 
in Sinza-A, where the residents are charged US$ IO instead of US$ 30 per trip; this is emphasised to be a 
temporary solution. In the meantime, the residents are working towards the only apparent long-term 
solution, which is to have a sewerage system. 

City Commission 

The City Commission is charged with the responsibility of ensuring the general tidiness and cleanliness 
of the city, including the allocation of sites for the installation of sanitary facilities in public places such as 
markets, bus stations, etc. and the provision of dumping sites. It is also responsible for the supervision, 
operation and maintenance of these facilities, as well as for provision of technical support to initiatives of 
private organizations and individuals. The city commission authority has the mandate to allocate some 
funds from municipal revenue collection into different activities including sanitation services. 
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Community Based Organizations (CBOs) 

These are organisations formed by the communities themselves for the purpose of disposing and managing 
waste for a more habitable environment. The communities are organising themselves to find solutions to 
their sanitation problems. A good example is Sinza Environmental Association (SEA) which deals with 
environmental problems associated with the high water table of that area. Its members are from within 
and outside the community; each member contributes US$ IO as an initial membership fee for the first 
year and US$ 4.8 per year thereafter. They have two alternative solutions to their sanitation problem; one 
is to connect sewers to the Kijitonyama sewerage system at a cost of US$ 600 thousands. The members 
have agreed to contribute US$ 20 per household which adds up to US$ 200 thousands, and the Association 
is still looking for financial support from donor organisations to meet the full cost. The second alternative 
is to construct a separate sewerage system as the Kijitonyama system is almost at its full capacity. Technical 
feasibility studies are underway. 

Involvement of the Private Sector 

The private sector is actively involved with waste disposal services under contract with the City 
Commission, various institutions, private companies and individuals. Their involvement is typically 
commercial. 

Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 

These can be local or foreign organisations, which are interested in environmental protection, specifically 
in sanitation. Plan International is one such organisation, which has been facilitating the introduction of 
ventilated and improved pit (VIP) latrines in densely populated areas of the city, not connected to the 
sewerage system. At present the cost of a VIP latrine ranges between US$ I SO and US$ 180. This amount 
is beyond the reach of many households, thus adoption rate remains low. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

There has been a slow adoption of initiatives for sanitation programs due to limited financial capacity of 
the people themselves. However, their commitment to solve sanitation problems is encouraging and 
promises a more successful future. Adequate clean and safe water and effective sanitary facilities are a 
prerequisite to a better standard of health, but hygienic behavior is another important factor to be considered. 
While striving for installation of proper sanitary system, the communities must still be urged to improve 
their hygienic practices and undertake domestic precautionary measures against faecal-oral disease 
transmission, e.g. by boiling drinking water and applying disinfectant whenever necessary. 
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RESOURCE PROTECTION AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OF 
DRINKING WATER-RESERVOIRS IN THURINGIA - A 
PREREQUISITE FOR HIGH DRINKING-WATER QUALITY 
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ABSTRACT 

In face of widespread pollution of surface waters, strategies must be developed for the use of surface 
waters which protect the high quality standards of drinking water, starting with the catchment area via the 
reservoir to the consumer. As a rule, priority is given to the avoidance of contaminants directly at their 
point of origin. Water protection is always cheaper than expensive water-body restoration and water 
treatment. Complementary to the generally practised technical methods of raw water treatment with all 
their associated problems of energy input requirements, costs, and waste products, there is an increasing 
number of environmentally sound treatment technologies which use ecological principles as a basis to 
support the self-cleaning properties of flowing and dammed waters. 

KEYWORDS 

Drinking water reservoirs; water pollution prevention; raw water quality; surface water restoration; water 
quality management 

INTRODUCTION 

In many regions of the world, reservoirs are an indispensable foundation of the quality of life of the 
population. In addition to flood protection and energy production, providing drinking water is one of the 
main functions of reservoirs. The supply of drinking water from reservoirs is particularly useful to balance 
pronounced seasonal and/or territorial fluctuations of precipitation rates. This is why reservoirs are often 
located on the slopes of rainfall-rich mountain ranges. The composition of surface waters retained in 
reservoirs is directly related to the inflows of their surrounding watersheds, which are subject to underground 
and atmospheric exchanges of materials and energy. It thus depends on a multitude of factors. In order to 
ensure drinking water quality, various measures must be considered in relation to each other. As a rule, 
priority is given to the avoidance of contaminants directly at their point of origin. Total prevention of 
water pollution in densely populated or congested areas is often not feasible, or only possible at great 
expense, so even after redeveloping the catchment area, further improvement of water quality may be required. 

MINIMUM RAW WATER QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 
PRODUCTION OF DRINKING WATER 

The quality of the raw water should be sufficient to allow its conversion into drinking water which fulfils 
the valid rules and regulations with a reasonable treatment effort. Within the European Community the 
upper limits of reasonable effort are defined for three categories by the European Community Guideline 
for surface waters used as drinking-water source (European Community 1975), which are used in Germany. 
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Table I: Examples for limiting values in raw water according to the German Drinking Water Ordinance (1990) 

Criterion Unit Limiting value 

CalciWTI rng'L 500 

Nitrate rng'L 50 

Oxidiiability (COD) rng'L 5 

Aluminium rng'L 0,2 

Mercw-y rng'L 0,001 

Pestcides (tota0 rng'L 0,0005 

Polycycli: Aromates (tota0 rng'L 0,0002 

Pestcides, indiv. subst. rng'L 0,0001 

As a rule, this targets at least mesotrophic conditions for reservoirs in order to reduce problems caused by 
development of high algal densities , oxygen depletion and dissolution of substances impairing quality. 
Nitrogen compounds and especially phosphorus determine the trophic status of the waters and thus algal 
and cyanobacterial proliferation. Organic and inorganic pollutants (solvents, heavy metals, nitrate) which 
cannot be removed from untreated water, or can only be removed with advanced treatment stages must 
not be found or may only be found below the limiting values of the Drinking Water Directive 
(Trinkwasserverordnung 1990) (Table I). 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE QUALITY OF WATER IN RESERVOIRS 

The water quality in reservoirs is determined by the characteristics of the location and the catchment area, 
many of which are natural (e. g. meteorological , geological and hydrological conditions, catchment 
morphology, soil chemistry, physical conditions, characteristics of the retained body of water). These 
factors can scarcely be influenced, and they may stronlgy determine the sensitivity of the reservoir in 
relation to inputs of nutrients and pollutants. Water quality is further affected by other (anthropogenic) 
factors such as land use in the catchment area, use and management of the reservoir and atmospheric 
inputs. Water quality can be positively influenced by control of these factors. 

Pollution of reservoirs is caused both by point sources and diffuse sources: Point sources such as sewage 
effluents may introduce phosphorus and nitrogen compounds, both nutrients potentially leading to 
eutrophication, various organic substances, detergents and pathogens. 

The input of sewage and treated wastewater generally cannot be tolerated in water conservation areas 
(DVGW, 1975). Industry and townships therefore should be connected to wastewater treatment plants 
and their discharge drained away from the catchment of the reservoir. Within the catchment area of the 
Leibis-Lichte reservoir currently under construction in the Thuringia Slate Area all larger towns are 
connected to a sewerage system: a sewer around the reservoir and discharges into a wastewater treatment 
plant downstream of the catchment area. This sewer is provided with multiple leakage control. However, 
in some cases the connection of individual farms or small settlements to the main sewers can result in 
high expenditures that bear no relation to water conservation benefits. Individual solutions have to be 
found in such cases, e.g. well-sealed sewage pits which must be emptied regularly. 

Diffuse anthropogenic loads often originate from agriculture and consist chiefly of nitrogen and phosphorus 
compounds as well as plant treatment chemicals and insecticides. Pathogen loads can also be of significance. 
Pollutants enter the surface water especially via tributaries, groundwater and drainage water, soil erosion 
and leaching, direct entries and atmospheric deposition. 
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Figure I: Relationship between mean nitrate content and proportion of the catchment used for agriculture for IO reservoirs 
in Thuringia 

Intensive agricultural activity within the catchment area usually causes high nitrate concentrations in 
ground and surface waters. The large excess of nutrients caused by fertilising beyond the requirements of 
the crop present a substantial problem (DVWK, 1995). A substantial proportion of phosphorus from 
diffuse sources enters water via soil erosion. The problem of soil erosion is especially large for field 
surfaces not protected by vegetation and where agricultural methods do not take profiles and soil conditions 
into consideration. 

Ten reservoirs in Thuringia demonstrate the relationship between nitrate input and agricultural activities 
in the catchment: For seven drinking-water reservoirs, the proportion of agricultural land within the 
catchment is IO per cent or less, and in these, the mean nitrate concentrations are below 8 mg/I (Figure I), 
thus being well under the limit according to the German Drinking Water Ordinance of 50 mg/L. However, 
more than 50 % of the catchment area for the Weida - Zeulenroda and Lossau reservoirs is used 
agriculturally, and this is reflected by high nitrate concentrations (mean value for raw water from these in 
1995: 49 mg NO/ L). 

Agriculture conducive to water conservation can be achieved by programmes which develop co-operation 
between agriculture and water management. Such programmes involve consultation with the farmers 
and provide advice for treatments with respect to products used, amounts needed, most effective dates for 
application, choice of crops, and even for setting aside land . Legally, criteria for farming practices can be 
determined by designating water conservation areas. These higher-ranking measures help in facilitating 
or enforcing direct measures. 

Agricultural activities in drinking water conservation zones must prioritise minimisation of input into the 
reservoir rather than optimisation of yield. To reduce erosion and soil leaching openly exposed soil 
should be avoided. Particularly, surfaces near the water should be protected by a layer of vegetation 
throughout year. Agricultural fertiliser should not be applied to steeply sloping fields in order to avoid 
runoff and leaching during heavy rainfall. Heavily flooded areas should also be taken out of intensive use. 
Entry of nutrients into reservoir inflows can be reduced by fertilising according to crop demands. Liquid 
manure, slurry, or stable manure should only be spread on the fields during the period of vegetation when 
the applied nutrients can be taken up by the plants. Further reductions in pollutant loads can be achieved 
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by installing embankment strips covered with vegetation along the reservoir's tributaries, thus reducing 
erosion and keeping animals out of the water. 

Several of the above mentioned measures are currently being put into practice for the Weida-Zeulenroda 
reservoir system in East Thuringia where 61 per cent of the catchment area are used agriculturally. A 
program that is currently being developed shall introduce farmers to the options of farming which are 
conducive to water quality conservation. Simultaneously, contracts of co-operation are being developed 
with the farmers which contractually specify the details of measures for water protection. Part of the 
measures to be observed by the farmers imply limitations which increase costs and reduce yield: these 
losses need to be compensated. The Thuringia Reservoir Administration accordingly paid compensation 
to agriculture of several hundred thousand German Marks (I. 7 OM = I $ US) since 1994 every year in 
order to balance the farmers' additional costs and loss of yield in favour of water conservation. This 
aimed at increasing acceptance of vital measures taken in the catchment area. Long-term success can be 
expected here. 

SELF-CLEANING PROCESSES, RESTORATION MEASURES AND 
RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT 

The water quality in reservoirs is not only determined by the properties of water flowing into them but 
also by processes of material decomposition and energy conversion within them . These natural self
cleaning processes can be supported and encouraged by specific interventions (Cooke, 1993; Barica et al. 
1997). The basic principles for self-cleaning of waters are the limitation of growth factors for harmful 
organisms (algae and cyanobacteria) by removing these factors via other organisms (competition for food 
and light), conversion of dissolved pollutants and nutrients into particles, into sediment or into separable 
and detachable biomass (plants, bacteria, and protozoa), and conversion of small biomass particles (algae 
cells, pathogens) by animal biofiltration in larger living organisms within the food chain and the conversion 
of dissolved organic substances to mineralised substances. 

The structure of the food web has a decisive influence on water quality. Quality is especially determined 
by availability of plant nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus compounds), since these control the growth of 
harmful phytoplankton (usually single-celled algae and cyanobacteria). Phytoplankton can considerablly 
reduce raw water quality (i.e. through odour, taste, toxicity) and can greatly impede the treatment of 
reservoir water. Phytoplankton is food for zooplankton, which is eaten by other consumers (e.g. fish, 
predatory zooplankton). The food cycle is closed by bacteria which remineralise the biomass into nutrients. 

Apart from nutrients, consideration has to be given to the entry of pollutants into drinking water reservoirs. 
All cases of contamination by pollutants must be prevented, and drinking water abstraction should have 
priority over other activities in the catchment. Organic and inorganic pollutants behave differently in the 
ecosystem of the reservoir, and the sediment exerts a considerable influence on the processes and substances 
in the water. 

Conditions for the self-cleaning processes in drinking water reservoirs are somewhat different to those in 
natural lakes: the retention time of water and accordingly the time in which nutrients sediment in the form 
of particles is usually considerably shorter (0.1 to max. IO years), material is constant transported from 
the basis of the reservoir into the direction where water is drawn off, vertical and horizontal gradients of 
substances and particles are determined by a different hydrological regime, and sediments differ in thickness 
and composition from those in lakes. In contrast to most lakes, comprehensive management of water 
quantity is possible with respect to requirements imposed by water quality by regulation of abstraction 
and inflows. 
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Extensive restoration measures within a reservoir are usually only appropriate and effective if the basic 
natural load is exceeded. In some situations, natural conditions preclude meso- or oligotrophic conditions 
even if anthropogenic loads are low (Fachbereichsstandard DOR, 1982). Often, even slight pollution in 
inflows leads to growth of algae in the upper water strata of the reservoir. Small reservoirs with a small 
hypolimnetic volume are susceptible to oxygen depletion, and this may lead to remobilisation ofnutrients 
from the sediment and in consequence to a further increase of phytoplankton density. For example, the 
Neustadt and Erletor reservoirs in Thuringia have a water volume of approx. 0.5 million m3 and a catchment 
area of approx. 5.5 km2 • Both can only have a mesotropic character in spite of low pollution in the 
inflows (total-P < 0.01 mg/L). Large reservoirs with the same pollution levels in the inflows but comparably 
small catchment areas (e. g. Ohra reservoir, capacity 17 million m3, catchment area 34 km2) reach 
oligotrophic conditions with transparencies of up to 20 m. 

Technical installations such as reservoirs provide options for influencing the quality of water: on-line 
quality control in the intakes and discharge areas and also in the water body itself may be tailored to the 
expected properties of the water and specific risks in the catchment area, and measures be taken. If 
necessary, water can be supplied or retained in shafts and tunnels if such structures are available in the 
catchment area. Intake levels from the reservoir to the treatment plant are varied in order to use the best 
available water quality. Deeper water rich in nutrients can be discharged through ground drains, and 
surface scums of blue-green algae (i .e. cyanobacteria) may be fed into the siphon pipe draining surface 
water through the flood relief installation that supplies a lifting line . Erosion processes along the banks 
may be avoided by supporting growth of submersed macrophytes (i.e. under-water plants) which also 
consume nutrients which otherwise would enhance phytoplankton growth. 

Drainage of deep water rich in nutrients and aeration of deep water are methods frequently applied to 
improve water quality (Nurnberg, 1997). Chemical and biochemical procedures used to refurbish polluted 
reservoirs include phosphate precipitation and introduction of oxidation and reduction agents to manipulate 
the nitrogen cycle; however, these procedures are time-consuming and rich in by-products. 

Biological procedures for restoring waters acquire greater significance when considering global and regional 
aspects and also against the background of rising costs for disposal of-products and for energy (US EPA, 
1990). Biological procedures for restoring waters aim at reducing concentrations of nutrients, pollutants 
or phytoplankton by controlling the growth factors (nutrients, light, grazing). 

One method of influencing eutrophication is top-down control of the food web {biomanipulation) (Kitchell, 
1992; Reynolds, 1997). Phytoplankton has been reduced in waters used for the production of drinking 
water by deliberately intervening in the food chain: fish - zooplankton - phytoplankton (Benndorf et al. , 
1988, 1991 ). This approach is derived from the observation that phytoplankton may be reduced in spite of 
relatively high nutrient pollution to a "clear water phase" caused by intensive feeding oflarger zooplankton 
(primarily water fleas, genus Daphnia, > I mm), These filter many phytoplankton species out of the water 
very effectively (GroJ3e et al., 1998). Biomanipulation strives to encourage population growth of these 
zooplankton species by reducing their predators in order to prolong such "clear-water phases". This is 
done by intervening in the final link of the food chain in the lake, the fish. The desired effect continues 
like a cascade through the whole food chain (Figure 2). The reduction of fish that consume zooplankton 
encourages the propagation of large zooplankton (Figure 3). The increased filtering capacity of the 
zooplankton causes a reduction in phytoplankton biomass, which results in increased water clarity (visible 
depth). A prerequisite for success is the sufficient reduction of the external pollution. 

A further approach is to limit light availability for phytoplankton growth. In sufficiently deep reservoirs 
this may be achieved by artificially circulating (mixing) the water body in order to prevent thermal 
stratification. The phytoplankton cells thus spend a large portion of the daylight hours in deeper water 
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Figure 2: Structure and control of the food web in a typical drinking water reservoir 
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Figure 3: Large zooplankton in morphologically similar oligotrophic reservoirs in Thueringia: 
ZGI = Quotient of large zooplankton > 780 µm and small zooplankton < 780 µm 
TS Schclnbrunn: Non- controlled food web, dominated by crippled Percafluviatilis (zooplanktivorous) 
TS Schmalwasser: Controlled food web, dominated by pelagic Sa/mo trutta f /acustris 

with little or no light. Reduction in availability of light is also possible in very narrow reservoirs by 
planting trees at the north end of the shore. 

Pre-reservoir dams and dams in the upper section of drinking water reservoirs may reduce loading with 
particles containing nutrients (Fachbereichsstandard DDR, 1983). If constructed as overflow systems 
with sufficiently long retention times, phytoplankton and other particles may settle. The sediment in the 
pre dam then has to be cleaned out at regular intervals. If several reservoirs are operated in a cascade, 
there is the option of managing the connected reservoirs - with the exception of the last reservoir- in such 
a way that material decomposition processes are encouraged (e.g. through fish stocking and circulation of 
shallow reservoirs). By first creating conditions which intensify phytoplankton growth, nutrients are bound 
in the algal cells. Microfiltration can be used to separate them from the water. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Strategies to reduce pollution of natural waters, soils and the atmosphere are needed particularly in order 
to protect drinking water resources. These must emphasise pollution prevention in the catchment area. 
Further measures in the reservoir may improve raw water quality delivered to the drinking-water supplier. 
Complex programmes address both aspects: they combat causes and implement water quality conservation 
strategies for drinking water reservoirs in combination with ecological measures to support the self
cleaning processes. Such programmes, specifically tailored to a given reservoir and its catchment on the 
basis of a thorough understanding of the ecosystem, will lower expenditures. This approach represents 
a strategy for the future when compared to reliance solely upon water treatment technology that becomes 
more and more complex in the attempt to tum polluted water into drinking-water .. 
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ABSTRACT 
The six main drinking water reservoirs oflstanbul are under the threat of pollution due to rapid population 
increase, unplanned urbanisation and insufficient infrastructure. In contrast to the present land use profile, 
the environmental evaluation of the catchment areas reveals that point sources of pollutants, especially of 
domestic origin, dominate over those from diffuse sources. The water quality studies also support these 
findings, emphasising that if no substantial precautions are taken, there will be no possibility of obtaining 
drinking water from them. In this paper, under the light of the present status of the reservoirs, possible and 
probable short- and long-term protective measures are outlined for reducing the impact of point sources. 
Immediate precautions mostly depend on reducing the pollution arising from the existing settlements. 
Long-term measures mainly emphasise the preparation of new land use plans taking into consideration 
the protection of unoccupied lands. Recommendations on protection and control of the reservoirs are 
stated. 

KEYWORDS 

Catchment areas; control of pollution; Istanbul ; land based pollutants; reservoirs; water quality 

INTRODUCTION 

Istanbul is one of the greatest and oldest cities of the world. It is situated around the Bosphorousjoining 
the two continents, Asia and Europe, with a population of 12 million. Almost 95 % of the water supply to 
the Metropolis is met from six surface water reservoirs; three of them being on the Asian side and the 
other three on the European side as shown in Figure I . Within the last few years, the increasing demand 
for water caused the Water Works Administration of the Metropolis to construct more dams and to seek 
other alternative water resources to cover the needs. 65 % of the city population live on the European side 
whereas 35 % on the Asian side. However, recently there is a population trend that shows the tendency to 
close this difference between the two continental parts. It is expected that most probably after 20 - 30 
years, the population of the two sides will be balanced. This historical city faces infrastructure problems 
due to rapid population increase with an annual average rate of 4.9 % during the last 42 years which is 
twice the overall rate of Turkey. Istanbul is also the most important industrial and commercial centre of 
the country. The migration, unplanned industrial development and uncontrolled urbanisation cause the 
infrastructure to be insufficient and unsatisfactory. 

Therefore, the six main drinking reservoirs of the metropolis are under the threat of pollution. In order to 
protect the reservoirs from further deterioration either in terms of point or diffuse sources of pollutants, a 
study under the sponsorship of the Ministry of Environment of the Turkish Republic was conducted by a 
group of scientists working on water quality and management (Gonenc et al., 1995 a, b, c, d, e, f) . This 
paper which forms part of this study, is mainly devoted to the general aspects of protecting the drinking 
water reservoirs, following the description of the present status of the reservoirs in terms of pollution. 
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Figure I. Six main reservo irs of the metropolis. I Terkos Reservoir, 2 B. Cekmece Reservoir, 3 Alibeykoy, Reservoir, 4 Elmali 
Reservoir, 5 Omerli Reservoir, 6 Darlik Reservoir. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE MAIN DRINKING WATER 
RESERVOIRS 

In 1995, Istanbul required about 817 million m3 of water. With the present facilities in wet years approximately 
600 million m3 of this amount could be met. Table I shows the water resources and yields serving the metropolis. 
This study focused on the first six reservoirs as these are the ones under the danger of high pollution. 

The total drainage areas and the present land use profiles are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The 
present land use in the catchment areas of the reservoirs indicate that the areas devoted to forests and 
meadows vary between 73-97 % and that only a minor percentage, 1-26 % is spared for settlements and 
industries. 

Land Based Sources of Pollutants in the Catchment Areas 

Land based sources of pollutants are grouped into two: point sources, covering domestic and industrial 
wastewater, and diffuse sources including drainage from agricultural land, forests and meadows, urban 
runoff, leachate from unregulated dumps of solid wastes and atmospheric deposition. 

Domestic load and diffuse source loads are calculated by using ' unit loads' given for each major pollutant 
on a per capita or per hectare basis as relevant. Some industrial loads are calculated using data from 
industrial plants, or in some cases using data in the literature from where the typical unit loads based on 
the process employed are selected. The contribution of domestic wastewater is calculated with the typical 
unit loads of five-day biochemical oxygen demand, BOD5 = 50 g/cap. /day (which is the most widely 
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Table I. Currently available water resources of the Metropolis (Eroglu and Sarikaya, I 998) 

Annual Yield (wet years) 
Water resources Service Year million m' / year 

Historical dams and groundwater IO 

Terkos 1883 142 
Elmali (1,2) 1893, 1995 15 
Alibeykoy 1972 36 
Omerli 1972 220 
Darlik 1982 97 
B. Cekmece 1989 70 
SUB TOTAL 590 
Yesilvadi Derivation 1992 IO 

lstranca I st Stage (3 streams) 1995 44 
Sile Dug wells 1996 30 
lstranca 2nd stage (4 streams) 1997-1998 191 
Sazlidere 1998 55 

ANNUAL TOTAL 920 

Table 2. The total drainage areas of the reservoir 

Area (km') Terkos B. Cekmece Alibeykoy Omerli Darlik Elmali 
Total Drainage Area 619 621 160 600 207 
Reservoir Area 31.8 28.5 3.8 20.0 5.8 

Table 3. The present land use distribution of the six main drinking water reservoirs 

Land Use(%) 
Forests & Meadows 
Agricultw'al Land 
Residential Areas 

Terkos 
77 
17 
I 

B. Cekmece 
21 
65 
12 

Alibeykoy 
68 
19 
3 

Omerli 
51 
35 
10 

Table 4. Unit polluting loads for non-residential areas (OEJV, 1993) 

Areas total N total P 
kg / ha year kg / ha year 

Forests 2 0.05 
Greenland 5 0.10 
Agricultw'al Areas IO 0.30 
Urban nm-off 3 0.50 

Table 5. The distribution of total polluting loads of the drainage areas 

Point Sources % Diffuse Sources % 
Drainage Areas total N total P total N total P 
Terkos 31.5 87.4 68.5 12.6 
B. Cekmece 45.4 89.1 54.6 10.9 
Alibeykoy 78.0 98.4 22.0 1.6 
Omerli 79.5 97.0 20.5 3.0 
Darlik 8.0 61.0 92.0 39.0 
Elmali 91.9 99.0 8.1 1.0 

Darlik 
72 
25 

76 
12.1 

Elmali 
42 
31 
26 
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used water quality parameter reflecting biodegradable organic matter present in wastewater), the total 
nitrogen load is estimated 8 g/cap./ day and total phosphorous with 3 g/cap. /day (Metcalf and Eddy, 
1991). 

Diffuse sources consisting of agricultural land, forests, meadows and urban runoff also add to the pollution 
in the reservoirs . The major diffuse pollution source is fertilizers from agricultural land in the catchment 
areas. The unit loads ofN and P selected for agricultural land depend on estimations given in Table 4. 
Actual values of unit loads are not available; therefore literature values from catchment areas with similar 
characteristics were selected for calculation of contributions from diffuse sources (OEJV, 1993). 

The run-off from urban areas through storm drains also contributes to the pollution load, and an order of 
magnitude estimate is calculated by taking the average values of the years 1975 and 1992 for both N and 
P (Dahl and Kurtar, 1993). The estimates rely on the fact that no remedial actions have been implemented. 
Other sources of diffuse pollution are atmospheric deposition and leachate from unregulated solid waste 
dumps. There are no such dumps within the catchment areas apart from a few inactive and unused ones, 
thus leachate 

pollution is not considered. However, the Trans European Motorway, TEM and its connections pass 
through some of the catchment areas. Atmospheric depositions of such areas are found in terms of total N 
and total P. Considering all these factors, the estimated distribution of pollution in terms of the two 
significant parameters in the catchment areas are shown in Table 5. 

In contrast to the present land use profile, the current environmental evaluation of the catchment areas 
reveals that point sources of pollutants including domestic and industrial wastewater dominate over those 
of diffuse pollutants especially originating from agricultural activities. It can be observed from Table 5 
that in terms of total P, point sources dominate over diffuse sources. However, for total N, in half of the 
cases diffuse sources dominate. This is largely due to the fact that residential areas occupy a minor 
percentage. The present profile reflecting the actual condition of the catchment areas emphasises the 
importance of proper infrastructure development. The distribution of point sources is given in Table 6. 

It is surprising that domestic wastewater is the significant point source. Elmali is an interesting example 
of the most polluted reservoir. Besides its high population density, the catchment harbours industries, 
especially for dairy products. 

Water quality of the reservoirs 

The impact ofland-based pollution on the water quality of the reservoirs is obvious and is demonstrated 
by the work conducted in water quality determination studies. The water quality of the reservoirs is 
evaluated both according to Turkish Water Pollution Control Regulation (TWPCR, 1988) and using to an 
alternative approach based on Technical Standards of German origin which leads to a more useful and 
understandable classification to formulate a management strategy (Beier Baykal et al., 1996; Beier Baykal 
et al.,1997a; Beier Baykal et al., 1997b). In this classification, Classes 1 and 2 are suitable for drinking 
water supplies. Class 3 can only be used after a complex treatment scheme and lower quality waters 
cannot be used for this purpose at all. Table 7 summarises the evaluation of the current water quality of 
each of the reservoirs according to German Standards. 

Clearly, these results for the reservoirs of the metropolis demonstrate the significance of eutrophication 
control. B. Cekmece is presently ofmesotrophic character, whereas Alibeykoy and Terkos tend towards 
the eutrophic stage from a mesotrophic stage. Elma Ii has already exceeded the eutrophic stage. Therefore, 
if no major precautions are taken, there will be no possibility of obtaining drinking water from them in the 
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Table 6. The distribution of point sources of pollutants 

Domestic % 
Reservoirs BOD total N 
Terkos 98 95.4 
B. Cekmece 95 87.4 
Alibeykoy 90 93.6 
Omerli 98.5 93.7 
Darlik 100 100 
Elrrali** 78 93.6 

•no industries, 
•• industries mainly on dairy and dairy 

products 

Table 7. Water quality of the reservoirs 

total P 
93 

80.4 
90.5 
83.9 
100 

91.7 

BOD 
2 
5 
IO 
1.5 
• 

22 

Source 
Terkos 

Quality Class based on Trophic Criteria 
2 ➔ 3 

B. Cekmece 
Alibeykoy 
Omerli 
Darlik 
Elrrali 

2 
2 ➔ 3 
2 ➔ 3 
3 ➔ 4 • 
4 ➔ 5 

• based on very limited data, not 

included in calculations for 

general Water Q u a I i t y 

Class 

Industrial % 
total N total P 

4.6 7 

12.6 19.6 

6.4 9.5 

6.3 16.1 

6.4 8.3 

Water Quality Class 
2 
3 

3 
2 
2 
3 

near future. Therefore, the authorities are now on the way to approve new land-use plans for the predefined 
protection zones. The management strategy developed for point sources will in the near future reverse the 
distribution profile of the land-based sources. Both domestic and industrial sources will be collected, 
treated and discharged outside the catchment areas. However, this strategy will have no provisions for 
diffuse sources, thus the significance of diffuse sources for the abatement of further deterioration of the 
water quality then becomes the key issue to be emphasised and addressed. 

Legal and administrative structure of reservoir protection 

The current Turkish Water Pollution Control Regulation (TWPCR, 1988) introduces the principle of 
providing protection zones around the surface of the reservoirs. Four different zones are defined for 
reservoirs, namely absolute, short-range, medium-range and long-range protection zones. They are 
differentiated on the basis of distances from the shoreline of the water body as follows 

- Absolute protection zone (0-300 m) 
- Short-range protection zone (300-1000 m) 
- Medium-range protection zone (I 000-2000 m) 
- Long-range protection zone (2000 m - end of the catchment area). 

All types of residential development are banned in the absolute and short-range zones. Only individual 
housing is permitted in medium and long-range zones with areas more than 5000 m2. The situation in 
most of the areas show that the protection measures outlined have not been effectively enforced. As an 
example of the polluted areas, in the Alibeykoy area there are six settlements, one of which is in the 
absolute protection zone where 11 % of the total population reside. ln Elmali area, there is a single 
settlement in the absolute protection zone with 4 % of the population. Two of the settlements exist in the 
long-range protection zone which is highly urbanized. In one of them, there is also an organised industrial 
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district within an area of 263 hectares. Almost all of the domestic wastewater in all the zones is being 
collected with sewer lines and is being discharged directly to the reservoirs. The catchment ofTerkos is 
relatively less populated, the reservoir is less polluted. Even in that area, 16 % of the population live in 
the absolute protection zone and 7 % in the short-range zone. 

In short, regulations which are not supported by proper enforcement, supervision, resolution and sanctions 
create risks. This allows the establishment of illegal settlements in the areas, contrary to the regulation. 
These settlements, having full infrastructures, are illegally connected to those facilities. Therefore, it 
seems impossible to solve the problems with the existing regulations and administrative structure. The 
legal and administrative confusion prevents the solution of the problems and the share of the responsibilities 
do not go beyond criticism (Gonenc et al., 1995g). 

PROPOSED PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

The basic approach of a protection strategy can be accomplished by control of pollution at the source. 
Within this framework, streams entering the reservoir add a significant amount of pollution load so their 
control should receive high priority. The control of pollution should be carried out in two stages; urgent 
short-term control and medium to long-term control (Tanik et al., 1998): 

Urgent and short-term control 

• As an immediate measure, all construction activities should be suspended and existing construction 
and sales should be frozen. Accordingly, owners of unoccupied fields owned as private properties will 
be required to protect their lands. Studies on preparing new land use plans should be initiated considering 
the population in the protection zones, such as: the population density may not exceed 10-20 ca.Iha in 
the absolute protection zone, 30-40 ca.Iha in the short-range zone and 50-100 ca.Iha in the medium 
protection zone. 

• Treatment of point sources by simple and economic methods should be practiced prior to discharge 
into streams. Domestic wastewater from settlements should not be allowed to be discharged directly 
into streams. Wastewater from the existing septic tanks should be periodically collected and removed 
away from the basins. Treatment plants should be constructed for the new settlements. Those effluents 
can only be discharged into the streams if the following short term standards are satisfied: 
BOD,= 20 mg /I , SS = 30 mg /I , total N = IO mg /I , total P = I mg /I 

• The construction of holding tanks for individual dwellings should be an obligation. ln the stage of 
consent issue, fees for sharing infrastructure investment costs should be collected from all polluting sources. 
Moreover, fees for sharing operational costs should be collected in addition to sewage disposal fees. 

• Natural treatment alternatives such as growth of duckweed should be supported in the areas where the 
highly polluted streams reach the reservoirs. 

• Industries that use, store, produce, transport and process toxic and hazardous materials should be removed 
from the basins. Other industries should be permitted only if they are in areas designated in the Land 
Use Plans. These industries should treat their wastewater to achieve the quality of domestic wastewater 
and thereafter should be stored in holding tanks which should periodically be cleared by scavengers. 
Industries can only discharge their effluent into streams if their wastewater is treated up to the specified 
water quality standards. 

• The unauthorized agricultural use ofland (not stated in the Basin Protection Plan) should cease and the 
application of fertilizers and pesticides should be taken under control. 

Medium and long term control 

• The construction and operation of sewage collection and treatment systems for all the point sources in 
the basins should be proposed. The goal at this stage is to maintain the water quality of the reservoirs 
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, at least at Category A2 of EC Directive 15/ 440 / EEC (surface Water for abstraction). In order to 
accomplish this, the catchment areas are to be divided into three main protection zones, some of which 
are also to be divided into subzones. Thus, new land use plans will be developed within the framework 
of zones. 

• The first protection zone covers the State Forests and the areas that need to be afforested. In this zone, 
no activities except the afforestment and cutting activities are to be allowed, and the supervision of 
forests is to be under the control of the Ministry of Forestry. 

• The second protection zone will be a restricted zone. The sub-zones of this zone at the shore of the 
reservoirs will be named as ' no activity zones'. Others will be kept as greenbelts with limited military 
activities, limited recreational activities and agriculture by means of natural techniques without using 
fertilizers and pesticides. 

• The third protection zone is the controlled utilization zone, where agriculture with a controlled use or 
without consumption of fertilisers and pesticides will be allowed. 

• All these activities concerned should be carried out and supervised by an association to be established. 
This organisation will be responsible for proper practice of the proposed land use plans to maintain 
sustainable development of the areas. Participation in the association should be widespread and include 
local municipalities, pertinent governmental offices, military authorities of the areas, universities located 
near the area, representatives of the related ministries, and non-governmental organisations, supervision 
of the institution and be based on the principle of sharing the responsibilities. It should have a financial 
autonomy and it should be capable of enacting the plans and programs developed according to the 
projects. All technical and financial work will be conducted by a company established and supervised 
by the association, which will undertake all investments and management of the basins. The company 
will also be controlled by an external organization. Income of the association will be: credits that are 
loaned from the Environmental Fund in the stage of establishment, a specific share collected from 
provincial administrations, sale and barter of land, sale of water to municipalities and industries, the 
fees collected from people who visit recreational areas, costs of participation fees collected from the 
settlements, and share certificates. As such, the new association will have no external financial support 
and the income will be returned as service. 

• The six main reservoirs and the others either existing or under construction are to be governed by 
similar but distinct institutions, as each face different types of environmental problems according to 
their location and to their local characteristics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Major water supply reservoirs of Istanbul are under the threat of pollution. A management strategy on a 
short- and long-term basis is proposed for sustainability. The general philosophy is the use of the reservoirs 
in accordance with the tendencies of inhabitants in a controlled manner while protecting the quality of 
water at Category A2 of EC Directive 15/ 440 / EEC (surface Water for abstraction). The continuous 
control of the water quality is proposed to be implemented by economic sanctions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes and comments the Brazilian standards for water quality and effluent discharge 
(CON AMA Directive No. 20, I 986). The emphasis of the paper is on the conventional parameters which 
characterise domestic wastewater (BOD, SS, NH, ·, N, P and coliforms). The wastewater treatment systems 
for achieving compliance are analysed with two perspectives: requirements for the discharge standards 
and requirements for the receiving water standards. The main treatment technologies available are listed, 
together with their capability to remove the major pollutants included in the Brazilian legislation. The 
analysis for the receiving water standards are given for different dilution ratios (river/discharge flows): I/ 
I 0, I / 1, I 0/1 and 100/ 1. The difficulty in complying with the receiving water standards for BOD, phosphate 
and coli forms is highlighted and the cost implications for the adoption of more sophisticated technologies 
in order to achieve compliance are also provided. Although the specific quantitative values cited in the 
paper are associated with the Brazilian legislation, it is believed that the major conceptual issues are 
applicable to a large number of urban areas in other countries. 

KEYWORDS 

Discharge standards, environmental legislation, wastewater treatment technologies, water quality standards 

INTRODUCTION 

The wastewater treatment deficit in Brazil is higher than 90 %, and huge efforts to decrease it can barely 
cope with the net population increase in the areas without sanitation. The problem is more significant in 
urban areas, where the large concentration of population results in very small dilution ratios in receiving 
water due to the scarcity of the substantial funds required to treat the pollution loads. These problems 
have caused a general status of non-compliance with the Brazilian water quality standards. 

The paper describes and comments on the Brazilian standards for water quality and effluent discharge 
(CON AMA Directive No. 20, 1986). The conventional parameters that characterise domestic wastewater, 
such as BOD, SS, NH

4
' , N, P and coli forms are also emphasised. 

The wastewater treatment systems for achieving compliance are analysed by means of two perspectives: 
requirements for the discharge standards and requirements for the receiving water standards. The main 
treatment technologies applicable to urban areas are listed, together with their capability to remove the 
major pollutants included in the Brazilian legislation. The analyses for the receiving water standards are 
conducted for different dilution ratios (river/discharge flows): 1/10, 1 /1, I 0/1 and 100/ 1. The cost 
implications for the adoption of more sophisticated technologies in order to enhance compliance are also 
provided. 
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Table I. Classification of fresh waters as a function of their intended uses (CONAMA Directive No. 20, 
18/06/86) 

Use 

Domestic drilking water supply 

Preservation of natw-al equilibrum of aquatic communities 

Recreation with primary contact 

Protection of the aquatic communities 

Irrigation 

Breeding of species (aquaculture) 

Animal water supply 

Navigation 

Landscape harmony 

Less demanding uses 

Special 

X 

X 

Notes: (a) after a simple treatment; (b) after conventional treatment; 

(c) fiuit and vegetables close to soil ; (d) fiuit and vegetables; (e) trees, 

cereals and fodder 

I 

X(a) 

X 

X 

X(c) 

X 

Class 

2 

X (b) 

X 

X 

X (d) 

X 

X (b) 

X (e) 

X 

4 

X 

X 

X 

DISCHARGE STANDARDS AND RECEIVING WATER BODY STANDARDS 

The Federal directive CONAMA (National Environmental Council) No. 20, of 18/06/86 divided the 
waters in the national territory into.fresh (salinity < 0,05 %), brackish (salinity between 0,05 % and 3 %) 
and saline (salinity > 3 %) waters. Depending upon their intended uses, nine water classes were created. 
Table I presents a summary of the main uses relative to fresh water, in which the Special Class is associated 
with the most important uses, and Class 4 is designated for less critical uses. In the absence of any 
specific classification, all water bodies in Brazil have been designated by the directive as Class 2, until 
further studies have been made in order to establish a more realistic classification for each water body. 
These studies have already been undertaken for some catchment areas in Brazil, but the majority still 
remains classified as Class 2. 

Table 2. Federal water quality standards for receiving fresh water bodies according to class and discharge 
standards (CONAMA Directive No. 20, 18/06/86) 
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Unit Receiving water body standard Class 

2 3 4 

BOD, mg/I 3 5 (") 10 (") 
COD mg/I 
DO mg/I "' 6 "' 5 ;>: 4 ;>: 2 

Suspended solids mg/I 

Ammonia (free) mg/I 0.02 0.Q2 
Ammonia (total) mg/I 1.0 
Phosphate (total) mg/I 0.025 0.Q25 0.Q25 

Total coliforrns org'I 00 ml 1,000 5,000 20,000 
Faecal colirorrns orgil00 ml 200 1,000 4,000 

Notes : 

Only the main parameters are listed 

· Special Class: no discharges allowed, even of treated effluents 

,·i: It can be exceeded, in case self-purification studies indicate that the DO will be within 

the standards, under critical flow conditions (Q
7

_
10

) 

, .. i : Included in the legislation of some states 

Discharge standard 

( .. ) 
( .. ) 
( .. ) 
5.0 



Each of the classes dictates a certain water quality to be maintained in the water body, expressed in terms 
of receiving water standards. Besides these, there are general discharge standards, which are independent 
of the class of the receiving water body. The relationship between both standards is: 

• An effluent, besides complying with the general discharge standards, must also allow compliance of 
the receiving water with the specific standards for its class. 

• If the compliance of the receiving water body is demonstrated by environmental studies, the polluter 
may apply for the environmental agency for relaxation of his discharge standards. 

The federal standards set by the CONAMA directive are summarised in Table 2 for the main parameters 
analysed in this paper. The complete list of parameters covered by the directive is of course much larger. 

In each state of Brazil, the state Environmental Agency may apply the same CONAMA standards, 
complement them or apply more stringent ones. For BOD5, some states adopt the discharge standard of 
60 mg/I. This value may be exceeded if the efficiency of BOD removal in the treatment is greater than or 
equal to 80 % (in some states) or 85 % (in other states). For suspended solids, some states adopt the value 
of60 mg/I. 

The state environmental agencies do not have a well-established infrastructure that allows them to control 
the various parameters included in the legislation for the different discharges from both domestic and 
industrial sources. As a result, they concentrate on controlling mainly the discharge standards, and for 
only a selected parameter set. For domestic sewage, most of the focus is given to BOD and suspended 
solids, with ammonia gaining importance in the recent years. Coliforms are a matter of concern in some 
states only. 

Table 3. Allowable concentrations in the effluent for compliance with Class 2 standards in the water body 

Parameter Un~ Discharge 
standards 

BOD, mg,'I 60 

DO mg/I 

Ammonia mg,'l 5 

Phosphate mg/I 

Total colifonns NMP/100 ml 

Faecal colifonns NMP/100 ml 

Notes: 

Dilution Ratio = Q
0

_,, / Q,111=, 
ceffluent = cmnuurc + Dilution Ratio X (Cmui:ture - cm,~) 
cm,,,~,= c...,.,,, 

Allowable concentration in the effluent for compliance with Class 2 
standards i1 the receivi:tg water body 

Dilution ratio Dilution ratio Dilution ratio Dilution ratio 
= 1/ 10 = 1/1 = 10/ 1 = 100/1 

5 6 s 10 s 55 s 505 

;,, 4.6 ;,, 1,0 ;>: 0 ;>: 0 

s 6.3 s 11.4 s 63 s 577 

s 0.03 s 0.05 s 0.3 s 2.5 

s 5.5 x IO' S 1.0 x 104 S 5.5 X 10' s 5,05 x IO' 

S I.I x 103 S 2.0 x 103 S I.Ix 10' S 1.01 X 10' 

River upstream of discharge is assumed to be clean (C""' = 0 mg/I, with the exception of DO, for which C"'~ = 9,0 mg/I). 

BOD, discharge standard is not covered in the national legislation; 60 mg/I is the value in some states only 

DO concentrations in the river are likely to decrease after the point of mixture (DO sag calculations are not included in the 

table). 

Total ammonia is calculated under the assumption that the free (unionised) ammonia NH, is 0.35 % of the total ammonia 

(20°C, pH=7) (EPA, 1993). The water body standard of 0.02 mg/I for free ammonia corresponds to a value of 5. 7 mg/I 

(=0.02/0 .0035) of total ammonia. If pH is 8, the ratio increases approximately IO-fold and the maximum allowable 

concentration is decreased I 0-fold. 
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~ 
~ 

System 

F acultative pond 

Anaerobic pond - facultative pond 

F acultative aerated lagoon 

Compl mixed aerated lagoon + sedin. lagoon 

Lagoon + maturation ponds 

Lagoon + high rate algal ponds 

Lagoon + algal removal 

Low rate infib-ation 

High rate infillration 

Overland flow 

Septic tank + anaerobic fiher 

Septic tank + infib-ation 

UASB 

UASB + activated sWge 

UASB + anaerobic fiher 

UASB + low rate trickling fihers 

UASB + maturation ponds 

UASB + overland flow 

Conventional activated sWge 

Extended aeration 

Sequenci,g batch reactor 

Activated sludge with biological N removal 

Activated sludge with biolog. NIP removal 

Activ. sludge with biolog./chem NIP rem 

Activ. stud. + bioVchem NIP rem + fihration 

Activated skxige + disinkction 

Low rate trick ling fiher 

High rate trickling filter 

Submerged aerated biofiher 

Rotating biological contactor 

Capital Land 

costs requirem BOD, 

(US$ / (m2 / p.e.) 6 

p.e.) m!efl 
10-30 2.0-5.0 

10-25 1.5-3.5 

10-25 0.25-0.50 

10-25 0.2-0.5 

15-35 3.0-6.0 

15-35 2.0-5.5 

15-35 1.5-5.0 

10-20 10-50 

5-15 1-6 

5-15 1-6 

30-70 0.2-0.4 

25-50 1-5 

20-40 0.05-0.10 

40-80 0.25-0.35 

35-60 0.15-0.25 

40-80 0.5-0.7 

30-50 1.5-2.5 

25-50 1-6 

60-120 0.20-0.30 

40-80 0.25-0.35 

40-80 0.20-0.30 

70-120 0.20-0.35 

70-140 0.25 -0.35 

80-160 0.30-0.40 

80-160 0.30-0.40 

70-120 0.20-0.30 

50-90 0.50-0.70 

40-70 0.30-0.45 

60-80 0.04-0.1 0 

70-120 0. 15-0.25 

Dilution ratio = 1/10 Dilution ratio = 1/ 1 Dilution ratio = I 0/1 

Amrronia p FC BOD, Amroonia p FC BOD, Amrronia p FC 

6.3 
0.03 m!efl 1,100/ 10 

11.4 IDfl 0.05 IDf/ 2,000/ 55 63 0.3 11 ,000/ 

m!efl 100 ml m!efl 100 ml m!efl m!efl m!efl 100 ml 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ ✓ 



EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS FOR DISCHARGE rN A CLASS 2 WATER BODY 
UNDER DIFFERENT DILUTION RATIOS 

Table 3 presents the maximum allowable concentrations in the effluent which will allow compliance as 
a Class 2 water body (the most frequent in Brazil) for different dilution ratios (river flow/ waste-water 
flow). The dilution ratios considered are: 1/10, 1/1, 10/1 and 100/1. 

Although Brazil as a whole is a country with good water resources, it is very common to find dilution 
ratios of 1/10, meaning that the flow of the effluent is IO times the flow of the receiving water body. In 
urban areas, it is uncommon to find dilution ratios equal to or greater than 100. 

AVAILABLE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE 
STANDARDS 

In order to achieve the effluent concentrations listed in Table 3, a combination of different technologies 
for treatment and post-treatment are required. Table 4 presents a summary of the main possibilities for 
achieving compliance (Arceivala, 1981; Qasim, 1985; EPA, 1987, 1993; Metcalf & Eddy, 1991; WEF/ 
ASCE, 1992; von Sperling, 1996a). An approximate range of capital costs and land requirements is also 
provided, in order to facilitate the selection according to the properties of the area. The following points 
may be derived from Table 4: 

BODs. The compliance with the BODs standard at dilution ratios of 1/10 (6 mg/I) cannot be consistently 
guaranteed for any of the treatment processes analysed. For a dilution ratio of 1/1 (10 mg/I), processes 
with infiltration, filtration or disinfection are capable of allowing compliance. For a dilution ratio of I 0/ 
I (55 mg/I), virtually all processes may lead to compliance. The doubt remains on facultative ponds and 
UASB (Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket) reactors without post-treatment. For facultative ponds the 
effluent quality will depend significantly on suspended solids (mainly algae). However, the UASB followed 
by any form of post-treatment will lead to compliance. 
Ammonia. Infiltration, activated sludge systems and submerged aerated biofilters are usually capable of 
producing a well-nitrified effluent, enough for compliance at a dilution ratio of 1/10 (6.3 mg/I). With a 
dilution ratio of I / I ( 11.4 mg/I), almost all treatment systems are capable of compliance, with the exception 
of ponds and anaerobic systems without aerobic post-treatment. With a dilution ratio of 10/1 (63 mg/I), 
the ammonia concentration necessary to be achieved in the effluent is so high that it can be even greater 
than the TKN values in the influent. Under these conditions and dilution, all systems are capable of 
compliance. It should be noted that removal ofnitrogen is not covered here, since the Brazilian legislation 
does not yet include it, apart from the legislation of a small number of states. 
Phosphate. The phosphate values required in the effluent in order to satisfy the standard in the water 
(0.025 mg/I) are very low, varying from the value of0.03 mg/I (for a dilution ratio of 1/ 10) up to 0.3 mg/ 
I (for a dilution ratio of I 0/ 1 ). Even the greater value of 0.3 mg/I is very difficult to obtain, and can only 
be consistently achieved via sophisticated flowsheets such as activated sludge with biological and chemical 
phosphorus removal followed by filtration. This shows the stringency of the standard and the degree of 
difficulty associated with its compliance. 

Table 4. Main characteristics and capability of typical combinations of wastewater treatment processes to 
consistently achieve compliance with Class 2 receiving water body standards (CONAMA Directive No. 
20, 1986) 
Source: Arceivala, I 98 I ; Qasim, 1985; EPA, 1987, 1993 ; Metcalf & Eddy, 1991 ; WEF/ASCE, 1992; von Sperling, 1996a 

p.e. = population equivalent; FC: faecal coliforms; Dilution ratio = River flow / Effluent flow; UASB = Upflow Anaerobic 

Sludge Blanket 
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Coliforms. Coliforms, due to the high concentrations in the sewage, are usually a very difficult standard 
to comply with. Very high removal efficiencies are necessary, in the order of99.9 % and 99.99 % (3 to 4 
log-units removal) or even more (von Sperling, 1996b). Compliance can only be achieved if systems such 
as maturation ponds or infiltration are applied, or if a disinfection stage ( chlorine, ozone, UV or other) is 
specifically included. All other systems are unable to produce a bacteriologically safe effluent, even if 
they are efficient in the removal of organic matter or nutrients. 

Other determinants, even if not included in Table 4, should also be mentioned. 

Dissolved oxygen (DO) is more complex to analyse, since the critical concentration in the water body 
receiving raw wastes generally does not occur at the point of mixing, but at a certain distance downstream. 
However, for secondary-treated effluents, the effluent BOD frequently causes the DO critical point to 
coincide with the discharge point (von Sperling, 1995). The values in Table 3 suggest that only for low 
dilution ratios, around 1/ 10, higher DO concentrations in the effluent are necessary (4.6 mg/I) . DO values 
around 2 to 3 mg/I can be obtained by simple means such as gravity aeration in weirs. High values, 
frequently greater than 5 mg/I can be found in facultative pond effluents, due to photosynthetic activity. 
Suspended solids (SS) is also another important parameter, however SS is not included in the Brazilian 
receiving water standards, but are indirectly covered through the standards for turbidity. Generally speaking, 
for domestic sewage, the compliance with the BOD standards is associated with low suspended solids 
concentrations. IfSS concentrations are high, particulate BOD is also high, and risks of infringement of 
BOD standards occur. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For a developing country such as Brazil, the identification of the fact that a wide range of treatment 
processes cannot lead to compliance with the receiving water standards is a matter of great concern. 
Instead ofrevising the capability of the treatment technologies, it is judged that a revision of the standards 
is necessary, eventually leading to a harmonious combination between affordable technologies and 
enforceable standards. Another approach would be to treat the numerical standards as target values to be 
achieved according to a well-established planning, defined by the polluter and the environmental agency. 
Similar conclusions are likely to be applicable to other developing countries. 
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ABSTRACT 

In Czech raw water sources for drinking water supply, Cryplosporidium was found in numbers from Oto 
7400 per I 00 liters and Giardia from O to 485 per I 00 liters. The summer floods of 1997 probably 
brought the highest numbers of Cryptosporidium oocysts into one of the reservoirs sampled; since then 
these numbers decreased steadily. A relatively high number of Cryplosporidium oocysts was found in 
one sample of treated water. Repeated sampling demonstrated that this was a sporadic event. The reason 
for the presence of Cryptosporidium in a sample of treated drinking-water is unclear and requires further 
study. 

KEYWORDS 

Cryptosporidium, drinking water, Giardia, reservoirs, surface water 

INTRODUCTION 

The care for drinking water quality is increasingly connected to problems caused by pathogenic parasites. 
This topic is frequent in scientific literature, conference lectures, and in both public and research interest. 
The importance of pathogenic parasites was underlined by several large waterborne outbreaks of 
cryptosporidiosis. Seriousness of this topic for water supply is also well documented by the International 
Symposium on Waterborne Cryptosporidium in California ( 1997) and by the IAWQ-IWSA-IOA 
International conference on Minimising the Risk from Cryptosporidium and other Waterborne Particles 
in 1999. The importance of this eminent concern arises both from the number of cryptosporidiosis outbreaks 
described during last years and from the still not remedi ab le problems of mortal infections of 
immunodeficient patients (e.g. AIDS patients and immunosuppressed patients after transplantations). 

BACKGROUND 

Details of parasitological, hygienic and medical aspects of cryptosporidiosis are well known. On the 
other hand, the problem of waterborne cryptosporidiosis was only recognised relatively recently. More 
information can be found e.g. in papers of LeCheval lier et al. ( 1991 ), Smith and Rose ( 1990) or Smith et 
al. ( 1995). The basic data about some important outbreaks are given e.g. in Solo-Gabriele and Neumeister 
( 1996) or Frey et al. ( 1998). 

Interesting results from a survey in the Czech town Ceske Budejovice on the occurrence of cryptosporidiosis 
were published by Chmelik et al. (1998). Research into the occurrence of cryptosporidiosis of 2 - 36 
months old children has documented that the percentage of cryptosporidiosis in enterities, which is 11 %, 
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is comparable with the percentage of Salmonella (11 %) or rotavirus (13 %). Comparing the number of 
cryptosporidiosis patients in various age groups the maximum is notable in the group of2 year old children. 
Patients from the age of 6 years up show constant abundance of cryptosporidiosis enterities. 

DETECTION METHOD 

Raw water was filtered through primary polypropylene filter with I µm pore size (Cuno Micro-Wynd). 
Elution of primary filters was performed with an ' elution buffer' consisting of8 g NaCl, 0.2 g KH,PO,, 
2.9 g Ni½HPO4.12H,O, 0.2 g KC!, 0.1 g natriumlaurylsulphate, 3 ml Tween 80, 150 ml Sigma Antifoam 
B in I L of distilled water. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 by HCI or NaOH. The next step was repeated 
centrifugation and separation of the sediment ( 1800 g) followed by purification through gradient 
centrifugation in sucrose. The bulk solution consisted of0.5 kg sucrose, 300 ml H,O, and 9 ml phenol; 
centrifugation was performed in 2 layers prepared by dilution of bulk solution in I :2 ratio and I :4. After 
separation of the interlayer, the next separation step was a gradient centrifugation in CsCI solution. 
Separation of the CsCI interlayer was followed by washing, ultracentrifugation (16,000 g) and separation 
of sediment, addition of monoclonal antibody, dehydration by alcohol, washing and microscopic and/or 
fluorescent microscopic detection and counting. 

Additionally, the ELISA method was used in some samples for the detection of Giardia. A commercial 
kit was used (Novum Diagnostica GmbH), detecting Giardia glycoprotein occurring within cysts and 
released into water during encystation. Thus, positive ELISA result do not necessarily indicate actual cyst 
presence (see the frequent negative result ofimmunofluorescence), but only the presence of the specific 
antibody from Giardia cyst remnants. For more information about protozoa analysis see Vesey et al. 
( 1997), Blassak et al. ( 1997), Campbell et al. (1997), Frey et al. ( 1998). 

In the cyst and oocyst recovery process it is not possible to achieve I 00 % efficiency. Our Cryptosporidium 
recovery ranged from 19 to 26 %. Results presented in this paper are not corrected for recovery. 

Figure 1. Sampling localities in the Czech Republic. Legend: 1 - Uh lava river in Plzen; 2 - Flaje reservoir near Litvinov; 3 -
Vltava river in Prague; 4 - Rimov reservoir near Ceske Budejovice (inflow, outflow, treatment plant); 5 - Zelivka reservoir; 
6 - Sous reservoir near Jablonec nad Nisou ; 7 - Slezska Harta reservoir with Leskovec waterworks, the Kruzberk reservoir; 
8 - Troubky Lake II near Prerov. 
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OCCURRENCE OF CRYPTOSPORJDIUM AND GIARD/A IN CZECH DRINKING 
WATER SOURCES 

Monitoring of Cryptosporidium and Giardia in selected Czech drinking water resources began in 1997. 
Basic research of these protozoan parasites (their viability, infectivity, detection methods etc.) is carried 
out in the Institute of Parasitology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. Applied research focused 
on parasites presence in drinking water sources and removal in drinking water treatment is carried out at 
W&ET Team. The following results were obtained from the first sampling campaign in 1997/98 and 
provide a preliminary indication of the load of these parasites in Czech raw water sources and drinking
water. Table I shows the concentrations of cysts and oocysts in selected water sources used for drinking
water production. Their location is presented in the map of the Czech Republic in Figure I . 

The quality of water in these drinking water sources is rather good. The average values of permanganate 
COD of raw water in Maise river, Vltava river, the Flaje reservoir and the Sous reservoir are below 6 mg/ 
I, in the others about 3-4 mg/I. Except Vltava river, the number of organisms in raw water is less than a 
few hundred. 

Cryptosporidium oocysts were not found in two water sources-the Vltava river in Prague and in Troubky 
Lake near Prerov. The quality of the Vltava river in Prague is very positively influenced by the Vltava 
cascade of reservoirs upstream of Prague (system of 4 large reservoirs). We assume the long residence 
time to be the cause of the absence of oocysts. Additionally, each reservoir outflow is usually taken from 
the hypolimnion, which might be the mechanism of natural oocyst removal. On the other hand, waterthe 
big tributary the Berounka river, having poor water quality, enters to the Vltava river after the Vltava 
cascade close to Prague. This may be the source for the high density of Giardia cysts in this sample. 

Troubky Lake is an artificial lake which was created after sand excavation. It does not have any surface 
inflow and all the water in this lake is infiltrated from the nearby river Becva. Thus, the lack of 
Cryptosporidium oocysts and low number Giardia cysts is not surprising. 

Table I. Cryptosporidium oocyst and Giardia cyst densities in some major drinking water sources in Czecl 
Republic 

Locality Date Sample vol Cryptosporidiwn Giardia 
(Q ( oocysts/ I 00 Q (cysts/100 Q 

Maise river 10.12.97 I 000 320 0 + (**) 
(infhw into the Rimov reservoir) 

Uhllva river in Pl:zen 3.12.97 I 000 40 0 + 

Vkava river in Prague - Podoli 2.1 2.97 85 (*) 0 485 + 

l.elivka res. 4.12.97 330 (*) 36 3 + 
(the main water source for Prague) 

Kruzberk reservoir 10.2.98 I 087 460 not available 
(near Opava) 

Troubky Lake II 1.6.98 I 195 0 6 + 
(near Prerov) 

Flaje reservoir 31.8.98 6 598 659 45 
(near Litvinov) 

Sous reservoir 14.7.98 6 156 154 24 
(near Jablonec nad N isou) 

Sous reservoir 16.7.98 6 308 216 18 
(near Jablonec nad N isou) 

(*) Envirochek type of primary sampling filter was used 
(**) + indicates positive result of ELISA test 

- indicates negative result of ELISA test 
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Table 2. Changes in numbers of Cryptosporidium oocysts at the outflow from the Slezska Harta reservoir 
after summer flood in July 1997. 

Locality Date Sample vol Cryptospomium 
(I) (oocysts/100 I) 

the Sle:zska Harta reservoir 12.1.98 I 000 7 400 

ibid . 9.2.98 I 030 I 020 

ibid. 3.6.98 2 157 760 

ibid. 2.7.98 I 719 721 

Table 3. Cryptosporidium oocyst and Giardia cyst densities in drinking water 

Locality 

Ceske Budejovi:e - tap water 

Ibid 

Leskovec - treated water 
(raw water source - Sle:zska Harta reservoi-) 

( .. ) + indicates positive result of ELISA test 

- indicates negative result of ELISA test 

Date Sa"l'le vol (I) 

9.1.98 2 000 

2.4.98 2 000 

3.6.98 I 167 

C ryptosporid inn Giardia 
( oocyst/ I 00 I) (cyst/lO0 I) 

120 0 + (**) 

0 not available 

0 0 

High densities of Cryptosporidium oocysts occurred in the Flaje reservoir, which is located in the Krusne 
Mountains area near the city of Litvinov. The human population in the watershed of this reservoir is 
limited only to tens of inhabitants. The same situation was found in the Sous reservoir, which does not 
have any permanent human population in its watershed. 

The Kruzberk reservoir is fed with water from the Slezska Harta reservoir, which carries a high load of 
Cryptosporidium oocysts (Table 2), particularly during winter. This probably explains the high levels 
found in the Kruzberk reservoir in Febuary 1998. Oocyst density decreased in the outflow of the Slezska 
Harta reservoir over several months after the 1997 summer floods. The water reserve of Slezska Harta 
reservoir was depleted before the floods and re-filled to half its volume by the flood water. Although this 
first assessment is based on single measurements at different times of the year, the results indicate a 
higher abundance of Cryptosporidium oocysts than of Giardia cysts in Czech drinking-water sources. 

Oocysts were also found at a concentration of approximately I per L in one treated water sample from the 
Plav treatment plant (the raw water source is the Rimov reservoir, which is fed by the Maise river) (Table 
3). This sample was taken from the public drinking water network in Ceske Budejovice. The result 
affirms difficulties of protozoan parasite removal by conventional treatment and shows the necessity of 
optimising drinking water treatment process with respect to these organisms. 

However, repeated sampling (3 times) in Ceske Budejovice indicated that the occurrence of protozoan 
parasites in drinking water might have been only occasional, e.g. due to changes in raw water quality or 
changes in treatment plant operation. The reason for the observed presence of Cryptosporidium in one 
sample of treated drinking-water is still unclear and requires further study. No outbreak of cryptosporidiosis 
was reported in the region connected to this water treatment plant. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Results of water analysis of some Czech surface drinking-water reservoirs show that protozoan parasites 
Cryptosporidium and Giardia are a very important issue of microbiological water quality. Parasites were 
found even in pristine mountain reservoirs, with no human activities within the catchment area. It is 
necessary to continue monitoring of protozoa in drinking-water sources and to study their separation by 
drinking-water treatment processes as well as consecutive technological measures for their inactivation. 
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THE SUITABILITY OF SAND ABSTRACTION SYSTEMS FOR 
COMMUNITY-MANAGED DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLIES 
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Dabane Trust, PO Box 333/, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe 

ABSTRACT 

This paper will discuss the system of abstracting water from the underlying water-bearing sediment of 
surface dry river beds. The technology is well established in Zimbabwe and is a valuable method of 
obtaining water for human consumption as well as for both livestock and irrigation use. Within Zimbabwe 
the system is erroneously but commonly, referred to as "sand abstraction". 
Apart from traditional methods there are several systems of sand abstraction which have been developed. 
Each method is dependant on equipment which can be installed into river sands which retain water. 
Systems range from large mechanised schemes to small scale, hand-operated pump and well screen units. 
The author, through his work and experience in this area has come to believe that small scale units which 
can be operated and sustained by local communities are the best option for reliable sources of clean 
water. 
In large rivers the sed iment frequently retains a perennial supply of water and during a dry-season can 
provide many thousands of kilolitres of water. The river sands act as a huge, slow sand-filtration system 
and invariably yield water which is neither contaminated by poor sanitation nor by unpalatable mineral 
salts. Tests undertaken on water samples drawn from river sands have indicated that contamination occurs 
only after abstraction from containers. Water utilised from such sources is thus particularly suitable for 
both primary and secondary purposes. Where such systems can be established on low river banks, not too 
distant from the river edge, simple sand abstraction units provide an excellent, low cost method of 
abstracting water. Such systems are particularly appreciated by women who prefer small, low technology 
installations which they can operate themselves and can maintain simply and effectively. 

KEYWORDS 

Abstracting water from sand, slow sand-filtration, contamination, methods of abstraction, rivers, water 
quality 

BACKGROUND 

In ephemeral river systems people have, for generations, been drawing water from river pools and from 
the river sand. Sand abstraction is in fact only a traditional technology drawn from the 'sands of time'. 
Initially, within Zimbabwe, as pressures on the land increased, deep ground water sources were exploited 
in order to provide clean, potable water. However ground-water potential is not adequate everywhere, 
and open water sources are frequently polluted by livestock. Depending on the under-lying rocks, ground
water can be contaminated by mineral salts, and in some parts of the world there is the contamination 
caused through the occurrence of nitrates from fertiliser or excreta infiltrating water supplies. The sand 
abstraction system, however, has been shown to contain remarkably low levels of contamination and 
mineral salts. 
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The system works best in large slowly flowing rivers which cross extensive plains away from the water
shed. Conditions for sand abstraction are ideal where rivers cut through igneous soils. In these areas soils 
tend to contain a large proportion of coarse grained sands which are carried into and remain in the river 
systems and allow for large volumes of water to be retained. The system is to some degree dependent on 
continuing soil erosion and is inappropriate in small rapidly flowing rivers, just below the water shed 
which contain small amounts of unstable sand. 

The system is conditional on water freely percolating through sediment to the point of abstraction. Silt 
and clay create an impenetrable barrier to an abstraction system, and thus in such conditions "sand 
abstraction" is not an appropriate option. The ideal situation is a slow flowing, wide river with deep 
coarse sediment. The ideal site is above a natural rock barrier or in a depression of the river bed (typically 
a former pool) which is continually recharged by water percolating from an expanse of sand above. 

The system can be made to work on smaller rivers which contain amounts of coarse grained sand by 
constructing a sub-surface dam to retain sediment. This consists of a barrier constructed across the river 
from the river bed to the surface of river sediment. A further possibility is a sand dam which is an 
impoundment, generally a weir, constructed to raise the level of river sediment. The impoundment is 
designed to silt up over several years by building the weir only a little at a time. The entire length of the 
wall is raised only by some 0,3 metres to 0,5 metres a year, coarse grained sand is impounded with the 
finer silt being washed out of the weir each year. A further possibility is the construction of gabions on the 
surface of the river sand which will impound more sediment and thus more water. Water can be abstracted 
from these dams as through any other sand abstraction system. 

METHODS OF ABSTRACTING WATER FROM SAND 

There are several systems of "sand abstraction" which have been developed over the years. Each is 
dependent on equipment which can be installed into the water bearing river sand and at all times remain 
in free moving water. Schemes range in size from small-scale hand operated supplies right through to 
massive mechanised (diesel or electric powered) irrigation schemes on large rivers. 

Well Screens 

Recently developed systems utilise PVC or ABS pipes with inward tapering slots, generally 0,5; 1,0 or 
1,5 mm wide. Slot size is selected in accordance with the coarseness of river sand so that entry of sand 
with a grain size of a diameter greater than the slot is prevented. Smaller sand is initially drawn through 
the slots but coarser sand quickly collects around the immediate screen and in time blocks the entry of 
finer sand; thus a natural graded filter is developed. 

One or more well screens are connected to a suction pump on the river bank. Installations are either done 
when the river water is at its lowest level when the well screen can be dug into the sand, or when the river 
sand is saturated with water to full depth. Well screens can then be pushed, (or 'jetted') into the lower 
levels of sand in an artificial ' quicksand ' condition, caused by a water jet from a motorised centrifugal 
pump. This latter system of installation is technically relatively complex and is dependent on materials 
and equipment not readily available in Zimbabwe. 

Manifold & Well Points 

This system depends on a low velocity of water at the point of abstraction, sufficient to draw off water 
without drawing sand into the system. The system is best installed towards the end of the dry season when 
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the river water level is at its lowest. River sand is removed to the water-bearing level and a ' manifold ' , a 
large prepared pipe, is laid on the water-bearing sand and slotted pipes are installed at an angle into the 
sand and connected to the manifold. The manifold is also connected to a suction pump on the river bank. 
The number of well points, size of manifold and piping to the river bank are calculated according to the 
velocity of water in certain parts of the system, and for the quantity of water required. This is probably the 
most common system employed in Zimbabwe today, though it is doubtful if every installation is correctly 
calculated. In general all necessary materials are readily available within the country. 

Infiltration Galleries 

Most of the original installations are gravity supply systems and consist of a number of interconnected 
pipes slotted at their end. Sand has to be kept out of the pipes so that water may run in and flow to a sump 
or false well on the river bank from where it can be pumped out. Modem synthetic materials have recently 
improved the potential of this system, as before their introduction it was difficult to keep sand out of the 
system. However it is still difficult to ensure that the pipe system is sufficiently deep in the sand to 
maintain it in water. Further it necessitates a lot of digging into the river bank. It is however relatively 
inexpensive and does not require complex equipment or expertise to operate or maintain. A windlass or 
basic hand pump can be utilised to draw water. 

Caisson 

Water is abstracted through the slotted base of a large ( 1.0 to 1.5 m diameter) flat cylindrical or slightly 
conical ' caisson' connected by pipes to a suction pump on the river bank. The 'caisson' is dug into river 
sand as deep as possible, and as the water level drops during the season it is further lowered to always 
keep it in water. As with any of the systems, the installation is complete once a level has been reached 
which remains in water year-round. This system is more awkward with the continual re-digging and 
lowering but, once at its lowest point it can be used where silt tends to accumulate because of the large 
surface area for abstraction. However, slow recharge through the silt to the abstraction zone can significantly 
impede abstraction. 

WATER QUALITY 

Unlike ground-water supplies, where water may be contaminated with mineral salts, water obtained from 
sand abstraction sources is generally not tainted. Water samples were collected from the Oongamuzi 
ground-water and sand abstraction community water supplies and following laboratory testing a comparison 
was made. Table I , showing the South African Bureau of Standards ( 1984) recommended and maximum 
limits for water quality compared with water from 3 boreholes and 2 sand abstraction systems, demonstrates 
that while a number of parameters exceeded the recommended limits and even the maximum limit allowed 
in the 3 boreholes, both sand abstraction systems met all of the requirements. 

Surface water supplies are very quickly contaminated by livestock wading, urinating and defecating in 
the water. This water is not readily filtered through any natural process and should not be considered as fit 
for human consumption. 

Where there are extensive sands the entire water-way acts as an enormous sand filter bed for a sand 
abstraction system. Water drawn from a properly constructed scheme may thus be considered potable and 
require no treatment. Unprotected sites however, can become clogged with deposits of clay or fouled with 
livestock droppings. A micro-biological analysis of the Dongamuzi waler samples was underlaken by a 
labora/ory in Bulawayo (Table 2); resulls illus/raled /he compara/ive purily of sand-abs/rac/ed waler. 
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Table I. Comparison ofDongamuzi community water supplies - ground water and sand abstraction systems 

Reconmend MaxAllowed Borehole Borehole Borehole Open Sand SafeSand 
Limit Limit source source source Abstracfon Abstracfo+H2n 

Conductivity 70 300 460 400 940 50 40 (mS/m) 

pH 6 to 9 5,5 - 9,5 7,3 7,5 8,1 7,9 7,3 

Turbidiy (NTI.J) 1,0 5,0 30 120 55 20 6,5 

Total Hardness 20-230 650 1100 110 370 130 120 (mg/L) 

Calclllll (mg/L) NS NS 780 20 100 120 68 

Magnesium (mg/L) 100 150 320 90 270 10 52 

Sodium (mg/L) 100 400 390 600 910 20 9,7 

Potasslllll (mg/L) NS NS 6,5 4,0 5,8 1,5 1,5 

Iron (mg/L) 0,1 1,0 6,6 11,0 0,9 0,5 1,1 

Manganese (mg/L) 0,05 1,0 2,6 0,4 0,2 0,1 2,8 

A l<alhly (mg/L) NS NS 610 190 500 360 200 

Chloride (mg/L) 250 600 22 110 58 2 8 

Sulphate (mg'L) 200 600 1600 1700 290 1,7 < 0,01 

Phosphate NS NS 0,Q3 < 0,003 < 0,003 < 0,003 < 0,003 Phosphoru<; (mg/L) 

Ammonia 6,0 10,0 0,3 0,1 0,5 < 0,01 < 0,01 Nitrogen (mg/L) 

Ntrate < 0,01 < 0,01 0,5 < 0,01 < 0,01 Nitrogen (mg/L) 

Fluoride (mg/L) 1,0 1,5 0,9 < 0,01 < 0,01 < 0,01 < 0,01 

Approx Dissolved 500 (WHO) 1500 (WHO) 2300 2000 4700 250 200 Salts (mg/L) 

Oxygen Absorbed NS NS 2,0 < 0,01 8,0 3,3 < 0,01 (mg/L in 4hr, 21°c) 

Table 2. Microbiological analysis of Dongamuzi water samples - dams and sand abstractions 

Lab Ref Source 48 hr plate Colifurms FaecaVColi- Comments count/ml per 100 ml furm per I 00ml 

PA 3046 Madala Dam TNTC Positive Postive 

PA 3047 Dongamuzi River TNTC Positive Postive 
Water heavily contaminated 
with bacteria including the 
faecal type. Water should be 

PA 3048 Madala Well I TNTC Positive Postive dis illected prior to 
consumption 

PA 3049 Madala Well2 TNTC Positive Postive 

PA 3050 Wenlock Sand 12 Negative Negative Bacteriologi;ally good 
Abstraction potable water 

TNTC: to numerous to count 
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SUSTAINABILITY - VILLAGE LEVEL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

As sand abstraction systems draw water from river sands they are typically shallow water sources and 
thus require only simple pumps which communities with few tools and little expertise can operate and 
maintain. In its simplest form, whilst still ensuring a protected water supply, buckets are quite adequate 
for the drawing of water. 

Sand abstraction sites can be identified by villagers whereas ground water sources generally require 
either a geophysical survey or dowsing. A greater sense of ownership and responsibility is thus promoted 
in sand abstraction schemes. 

Many groundwater sources are deep and way beyond the capacity of village people to operate and maintain. 
Boreholes are very expensive to drill and cannot be undertaken by rural communities. Because of the 
depth and difficulty an entire class of schoolboys was brought to draw water from borehole 3, Dongamuzi. 
Occasionally such a source of energy breaks either the 16mm pump rods or even the 50mm water-pipe 
handle! In many areas the aquifers are small and are quickly over-abstracted, resulting in blocked fissures 
and ultimately dry boreholes or wells. ln sandstone localities boreholes and wells are prone to collapse or 
become completely blocked with the fine sediment which slowly percolates into the borehole. 

The disadvantages ofrelying on boreholes can be illustrated again in the Dongamuzi district where there 
are 32 boreholes and deep wells. Of these water sources 25 are not available to the local people. Nine are 
either dry or have collapsed while 16 have inoperative pumps. 

When considering the large number of possible sand-filled river sites in at least the Southern hemisphere, 
small-scale units which can be managed by a Village Water Committee are a very practical option. 

In some rivers there is a possibility that the river in flood will wash the well-point (abstraction point) 
away. A further complication in some rivers is that silt layers move through the river sand and clog 
installations. Only practical experience can rule out these possibilities. 

RECHARGE 

Once a system has been correctly surveyed and designed it is relatively easy to monitor and maintain. 
Unlike the recharge of ground water, which occurs slowly during and initially after the rainy season, 
recharge of a 'sand abstraction' system is immediate from a flowing river. It must, however, be noted that 
the river will continue to drain through the sand, the sand merely impedes the drainage. Thus the longer 
or more frequently the river flows to recharge the river basin, the hnger the river takes to drain, thus 
keeping the system in water. 

It is important to select sites carefully, there is no confined aquifer at the point of abstraction. As well as 
water percolating into the abstraction area, water is also draining away from the site. In less than optimum 
sites, water can drain away, leaving the system high and dry. 

USES 

Human Consumption - Drinking, Washing, Cooking: A properly managed "sand abstraction" system 
provides a suitable source of water for domestic use, the limitation being that water is not easily moved a 
great distance away from the river bank. 
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Small Irrigation Schemes: Particularly where gardens can be established on low river banks (above the 
flood line), not too distant from the river edge, sand abstraction systems provide an excellent, low cost 
option to convey water to nutrition gardens. One small hand (Rower) pump is sufficient to adequately 
water more than 200m2 of garden - an average size brushwood fenced garden. 

Livestock Watering: Even in less than optimum conditions "sand abstraction" systems provide a very 
suitable source of water for livestock. Whenever possible during the rains, farmers will always allow 
their animals to drink directly from the river. However once water levels in the river have dropped below 
the surface, water must be drawn by container. A simple pump, either driven directly into the sand, 
discharging into a simple, portable trough on the river sand, or a more complete system drawing water 
onto the river bank to a draw-off point are both appropriate livestock watering systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Research has found that there is considerable potential for safe water abstraction from the saturated sands 
of surface-dry rivers. This water has been shown to contain minimal coliform counts and to have 
considerably less mineral salt contamination than water abstracted from deep wells and boreholes. It is a 
traditional system which is still in use today at a most basic level. The system has largely been overlooked 
by water engineers and yet it could provide clean water to rural communities for both domestic and other 
purposes. It could answer the water requirements of many rural communities with minimum expense and 
requiring minimal technical expertise. 
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GROUNDWATER PROTECTION POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM 

P.A. Chave 

PC Pollution Control, Bellon Road, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 8DR, UK 

ABSTRACT 

This paper summarises the main objectives for groundwater protection and describes the system adopted 
in the UK. Groundwater is essential as a source of drinking-water, even in countries with high rainfall; it 
is used for irrigation and industrial purposes; and it often comprises the base flow of rivers under dry 
conditions. Water quality is threatened by industry, landfill leachate, agricultural contamination and mine 
drainage. Quantity is threatened by over-abstraction. The UK uses a risk-based concept of vulnerability 
to pollution and over-abstraction. A groundwater protection policy has been devised providing guidance 
on those activities which require control in groundwater protection zones, reflecting the vulnerability of 
the aquifer. The zones make use of the travel time of contaminants to the water abstraction point. All 
major activities such as water abstraction, waste disposal, and spreading of agricultural materials may 
thus be assessed in terrns of their risk to the groundwater, and suitable precautions may be taken. 
Groundwater, once polluted, is an asset which is difficult and expensive to replace. Vulnerability assessment 
is a useful tool to assist in its protection. 

KEYWORDS 

Groundwater; pollution; protection; zones; vulnerability 

INTRODUCTION 

Groundwater is an essential component of drinking water resources in most countries. Even in the UK, 
which has a wet climate, many rivers and a well established reservoir network, groundwater contributes 
about 35 % of potable water. In arid or semi-arid countries this proportion rises significantly, and in desert 
regions it may reach 100 %. Groundwater is also essential as a source of irrigation water in many areas, a 
particularly important issue for countries in which the basic economy depends upon agriculture. It is 
relied upon by many industries, again a particularly acute issue in arid regions, or where the distribution 
of surface water is not well developed. A less well appreciated but important role of groundwater is its 
support to surface water springs and its function as the base flow of rivers. There are many examples 
where over-abstraction of groundwater has led to effects on river flow, sometimes to the extent that the 
river dries up completely in times when rainfall is low ( for example the river Daren! in south east 
England). Economic activities which rely upon river water downstream may be adversely affected, and wildlife 
habitats destroyed. Protection of this resource is therefore essential and comprises two elements - the protection 
of the quantity of water and the protection of its quality. Circumstances will dictate which is most important. 

Major threats to groundwater quality in the UK include pollution from landfill leachate; contamination 
by chemicals such as chlorinated solvents from the former industrial occupation of land (Lawrence, 1996); 
nitrate and pesticide contamination from farming, and acid mine drainage. In developed countries such as 
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the UK, with good regulatory control of sewage discharges, availability of suitable water treatment processes 
and alternative supplies, problems of health risk from such sources is usually small. Indeed recent UK 
research has indicated that the environmental impact of over-abstraction and its effect on the base flows 
ofrivers is of greater concern than contamination issues (Grey et al., 1995). Nitrate and pesticide pollution 
both rate higher than concerns about bacteria. This would not be the case in other countries, however, 
particularly where sewage systems are not well developed, or where re-use of wastewater is common. 

For many countries the question of sustainability of the resource and the economics of its use will be the 
determining factors for protection policies. The implementation of groundwater protection policies (and 
the attached restrictions on its abstraction, or on particular land uses which might adversely influence its 
quality or quantity) versus unrestricted use for economic development; and the question of whether to 
charge the full cost to consumers, including environmental protection costs, or to maintain a low cost, are 
all important issues. 

The European Union has acknowledged the importance of an integrated approach to the quantity, quality 
and the economic value of water in its draft Water Framework Directive (European Commission, 1997). 
The essential contribution of groundwater to holistic water management in a river basin is recognised by 
its inclusion as a factor in river basin plans, which must take account of the need to protect groundwater, 
both for drinking purposes and as a contributor to the river basin environment. 

In England and Wales the concept of river basin management is already well developed, with the regions 
of the Environment Agency largely based on river basins. A catchment management planning philosophy 
has been developed over the past few years, and, most recently, the concept of Local Environment Agency 
Plans has introduced an integrated approach to individual river basins, which takes into account all factors 
which influence the environment, including surface and ground water. This approach also enables the 
Agency to bring into use all of the possible regulatory mechanisms for pollution control which are available 
within the UK's legal system. 

PROTECTION OF QUANTITY AND QUALITY 

Quantity protection is a matter of regulating the abstraction of water used for various purposes. Most 
countries use a licensing system to control the volumes abstracted, and regulate the use to which water is 
put. In the UK the Environment Agency issues licences to the occupiers of land, which stipulates the 
amount authorised, its use, the land on which it is to be used, and various other conditions. Such a licence 
does not guarantee the quantity or quality of water, but it gives certain rights relating to derogation. 
Licences are subject to charges which take account of the Agency's costs in the regulation of water 
resources. Some abstractions are exempt from these requirements, such as minor domestic use (20 cubic 
metres per day or less), abstractions for fire-fighting, dewatering of mineral excavations and abstractions 
of groundwater for testing purposes. At present the UK government is reviewing this system to assess the 
possibility of introducing economic instruments into the licensing regime to increase the protection of the 
water environment whilst meeting properly managed demand for water. The alternatives include the 
introduction of abstraction charges to enable the Agency to pay compensation where it changes a licence 
for environmental protection reasons, and a 15-year timetable of converting licences to a time-limited 
basis in place of the present unlimited authorisation. The possibility of developing a market in water 
licences is also under examination as a means of securing the efficient use of water. The automatic right 
to water which is commonly attached to land ownership is currently being re-examined by a number of 
countries with a view to the introduction of time limits to such rights. 

The protection of quality is essential as pollution risks are increasing throughout the world from the 
disposal of waste materials, the widespread use by industry and agriculture of toxic materials, and by the 
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increasing disposal of sewage wastes by a growing population. Such innovations as the introduction of 
sewerage networks, whilst reducing the number of individual discharges, may increase the risk of 
catastrophic pollution by the leaking of large sewers which are routed through groundwater catchments. 
This has long been suspected to be a source of contamination, leading to the presence of bacteria, 
nitrogenous compounds, inorganic ions such as sulphate and chloride, and detergent residues such as 
phosphate and boron. There are several documented cases of the health impact of contaminated groundwater 
even in developed countries to support this - 4000 cases of gastro-enteritis in Naas, Ireland in 1991 
caused by a leaking sewer (Bishop et al., 1998); 6000 cases of typhoid and dysentery in Israel as a result 
of groundwater contamination from a broken sewer (ibid), and an incident in the UK, at Bramham, 
Yorkshire in 1980, where contamination led to 3000 cases of gastro-enteritis (ibid). Despite advances in 
sewer design, a recent survey in the UK identified 54 sewer-related incidents of groundwater contamination 
(CIRIA, 1997). 

In order to meet the need for procedures to aid in the prevention of groundwater contamination the UK 
regulatory authorities have devised a system of protection based on the vulnerability of the groundwater 
to pollution. Virtually identical policies have been adopted for England and Wales ( NRA, 1992), and in 
Scotland (ADRIS, 1995) ( where the legislative background is slightly different).The system is based 
upon an assessment of the risk of an activity affecting groundwater quality. The Environment Agency's 
National Groundwater and Contaminated Land Centre has developed procedures using mathematical 
models wherever there is sufficient data for a hydrogeological model to be developed. 

The assessment takes into account a number of factors including the presence and nature of overlying soil 
and its leaching potential; the presence and nature of drift deposits as these may act as a barrier to pollutants; 
the nature of the strata; and the depth of the unsaturated zone. This is important for attenuation of pollutants 
and can delay contaminants reaching the water table. Using these criteria it is possible to assess the total 
vulnerability of groundwater resources to the ingress of a pollutant, and this, together with knowledge of 
local circumstances can be used as a basis for the construction of maps identifying vulnerable aquifers. 
This identification procedure can assist in protecting the whole aquifer. 

Where an aquifer is currently in use as a source of public water supply, because the abstraction of water 
changes the natural flow regime in the aquifer, it is possible to map the three-dimensional limits within 
the aquifer which could influence the quality of water issuing from a particular borehole or well. Using 
this information the specific area of land may be defined which is involved in sustaining a particular 
source through natural recharge. This allows a protection zone to be identified for individual points of 
abstraction. Three types of zone surround such sources. The zones are related to the travel times of the 
groundwater to the abstraction point. 

The boundary of Zone I is defined as a 50 days travel time from a point in the aquifer to the abstraction 
point and gives rise to a protection zone immediately around the source. It is designed to give protection 
from activities which would rapidly cause a borehole to become contaminated. 

The boundary of Zone II is a 400 days travel time and provides a significant delay from the polluting 
event to the time of abstraction, in order to allow pollutants time to degrade. 

Zone III defines the total catchment area of the abstraction point and is the area needed to support an 
abstraction from long-term annual groundwater recharge, assuming all water will eventually reach the 
abstraction point. 

Such source protection zones are used to identify where it is appropriate to take steps to prevent 
contamination by application of the relevant legislation, or to apply suitable pollution prevention guidance. 
Maps showing the zones are issued accompanied by policy statements which cover the activities which 
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should be prohibited, controlled, or permitted to take place in the zones. The maps are widely available to 
local authorities, sewerage companies, waste companies and developers, so that account can be taken of 
the need for precautions if an activity is proposed which could influence groundwater. 

PREVENTATIVE APPROACH TO GROUNDWATER PROTECTION 

The approach to groundwater protection in the UK is primarily based on the prevention of source 
degradation through pollution or over-abstraction. The entry into groundwaters, either directly or indirectly, 
of potential contaminants is recognised as a preventable problem, and pollution control procedures are 
designed to reduce the likelihood that either planned, or unexpected, occurrences could lead to this. 
Direct discharges are controlled by an authorisation procedure under which those wishing to make any 
direct or indirect discharge to groundwater must first obtain the consent of the Environment Agency. 
Legislation is in force to enable the refusal of such a request or the imposition oflegally binding conditions. 
The discharge of toxic materials is not permitted under the EU Groundwater Directive. 

Disturbance of Aquifers. Physical disturbance of aquifers may occur from a variety of causes, including 
abstraction, quarrying, mining, road and rail construction, landfilling and borehole or field drainage 
construction. The minimisation of disturbance is encouraged by using the existing land use planning 
legislation to restrict or permit these activities. There is a difficult area of law in the UK in that the 
Environment Agency is not responsible for land use planning and development. This falls under the 
responsibility of local authorities. The Government issues guidance on the prevention of pollution from 
planning decisions, and availability of guidance through the groundwater protection policies of the 
Environment Agency at the consultation stage is an effective means of influencing local planning decisions 
on developments which could affect groundwaters. 

Waste Disposal. Waste disposal , particularly the construction and operation of landfill sites, is potentially 
very damaging to water quality through disruption of groundwater flow, and the generation of leachate 
which may enter surrounding aquifers. Although the previous practice of"dilute and disperse" for dealing 
with the leachate problem has been phased out in favour of total containment of liquid leachates, new and 
existing landfill sites still present a significant risk to groundwater. The protection policies used in the 
UK rely upon liaison between the Agency, site operators and the local planning authorities to encourage 
the siting of landfills, and other potentially polluting waste practices such as the operation of waste 
incinerators or recycling centres, in places where groundwater is least vulnerable to pollution. Waste 
activities which are subject to waste disposal licensing under UK legislation are discouraged in Zone I 
areas, and these activities are subject to objection from the Environment Agency if they take place in 
Zone II, unless it is shown that only non-biodegradable material is to be handled. In Zone III, landfilling 
and other activities can be acceptable if the risk of pollution is eliminated by engineering and management 
controls. Adequate safeguards are also required if the site is within the resource protection zone. Assessment 
of risk includes four elements: the likelihood of possible contamination, the type of leachate control 
barrier which is to be constructed within the site, the hydrogeology of the site and the nature of the 
surrounding environment. 

Contaminated land. Land which has become contaminated by industrial chemicals or from other activities 
represents another source of pollution. Permission to develop contaminated land is normally subject to 
land use planning controls, and the Environment Agency objects to development if this could lead to 
pollution of groundwater due to disturbance of the land, unless measures are taken to prevent leaching of 
chemicals into the aquifer are taken. Planning permission to re-develop contaminated land, which is a 
priority area in some situations due to the scarcity of development sites, would contain conditions or 
agreements to control or monitor the potential leachates during redevelopment. Contaminant material 
must normally be removed from the site for treatment in such cases. To prevent future problems of 
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contaminated land having a disproportionate effect on groundwater quality, new industrial development 
should be sited away from vulnerable groundwaters. Discharges from industry, whether from the process 
or from yard drainage must be treated to prevent contamination. In cases where the groundwater is already 
contaminated clean-up operations are often extremely expensive. 

Liquid slurries and sludges. The application of liquid effluents, slurries and sludge to land forms yet 
another potential source of groundwater pollution. Such materials may range from relatively innocuous 
inert slurries, to effluents which contain dangerous chemicals including those on List I of the European 
Union's Dangerous Substances or Groundwater Directives (or other internationally recognised lists). 
Control of such activities is not simple and in many cases a balance must be struck between measures to 
reduce groundwater contamination and the alternative possibility of surface water pollution. The disposal 
of pesticide residues, for example, is controlled through regulations concerning their use, and a code of 
practice for their disposal is operated by farmers. Disposal areas must be sited well away from vulnerable 
aquifers. If the pesticides fall within List I, under the terms of the Directive they may not be disposed of 
in such a way as to enter groundwater. New regulations issued by the UK government in 1998 (DETR, 
1998) require all persons who intend to dispose of List I and List II substances to groundwater, either 
deliberately or where there is a risk to groundwater from accidental activities on their site, to undertake 
prior investigation of the potential effects on groundwater, and to obtain authorisation from the Environment 
Agency before any tipping, disposal to land, or discharge to groundwater takes place. Permission may be 
refused and the activity prohibited, or permission may be granted subject to adherence to codes of practice. 

Farm wastes such as slurries are subject to regulations controlling their storage, and the disposal onto 
land is subject to a statutory code of practice which is designed to minimise pollution of groundwater and 
surface water. The means of disposal of slurries is set out in farm waste management plans which must be 
drawn up if farmers wish to claim financial assistance from the government. Such plans recognise the 
benefits of using slurries as soil conditioners and as a source offertiliser, but take into account the dangers 
of increasing nitrate levels in groundwater and surface water, and the spread of organisms which are of 
importance to public health, such as Cryptosporidium. New agricultural developments are subject to 
planning laws and the potential for pollution of groundwater is taken into account. 

Direct discharges to groundwater. Direct discharges to groundwater are controlled by a statutory 
authorisation procedure. Superimposition of the groundwater vulnerability zone concept leads to a position 
where direct discharges of sewage effluent into Zone I are not accepted and discharges into Zone II and III 
would only be acceptable following substantial investigation, and such approvals would have conditions 
attached. No discharges containing List I substances could be approved under the EU Groundwater 
Directive. Discharges to a depth which is below the water table are not accepted and consent would be 
refused. The depth of any boreholes or soakaways constructed for the purpose of surface water drainage 
are controlled. In situations where, for example, isolated dwellings are situated in a Zone I, domestic 
wastes can only be permitted if the discharge is into a sealed tank for tankering away from the Zone. 

Diffuse Pollution. Diffuse pollution is a problem for both ground and surface waters. It is often difficult to 
detect the pollution and to identify a specific source. Because of this uncertainty legislative control is 
difficult to enforce. Land use planning laws are often used, together with codes of practice. In the UK the 
government has drawn up codes of practice for agriculture, forestry and pesticide usage to aid farmers in 
reducing diffuse pollution caused by agricultural activities. Urban diffuse pollution from, for example, 
the industrial use of solvents, or discharges from the sewerage networks through leakage, or run-off from roads 
and paved areas, is more difficult to control, reliance having to be placed on good design and maintenance of 
networks, and on the use of planning powers to restrict activities which could give rise to groundwater pollution. 

The production, storage and use of chemicals by industry leading to indirect groundwater contamination 
through spillages, tank operation and run-off from yards is a risk to groundwater. The use of the vulnerability 
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maps by local planning authorities assists in ensuring the siting of such establishments in areas which are 
less likely to cause pollution. There is specific legislation governing the use of hazardous substances and 
this may be used in conjunction with the protection policies to reduce the likelihood of pollution. Where 
an industrial site is subject to the UK's Integrated Pollution Control legislation (the 1990 Environmental 
Protection Act), specific conditions to protect groundwater may be inserted in the authorisation to build 
and operate the plant. This legal provision will be extended as the European Union 's IPPC Directive is 
implemented. 

Urban waste water treatment plants and sewerage networks may also cause bacteriological and chemical 
contamination, and such installations are resisted in Zones I and II. Storm sewage overflows are not 
permitted in vulnerable zones. Oil and petrol storage tanks and pipelines also present potential problems 
from leakage and filling operations and are opposed. Major road and rail developments must also avoid 
Zones I and II and any drainage prevented from entering groundwater. 

Overall, the concept of groundwater vulnerability maps is used as an aid to the targeted implementation 
of existing pollution control or planning legislation which may be used to reduce the risk of a particular 
activity leading to pollution of groundwater. 

PRIORITISATION OF VULNERABILITY 

A further development of the concept of vulnerability, which has been proposed as a prioritising tool for 
use in areas of scarce water resources, is the addition of economic and social value factors to the above 
type of approach. A value is placed on the availability or absence of alternative sources should a particular 
aquifer become unusable as a source of water because of pollution, or fail due to over-abstraction. This 
takes into account the social factors of re-siting population or industry if alternative surface waters are not 
available as a back-up. Such a system enables the evaluation of the benefits of pollution control methods, 
or abstraction controls in a quantitative way, and allows rational decisions to be taken on the need for 
possibly costly action to prevent pollution occurring. Again this is reflected in the Water Framework 
Directive, and is an implicit factor in consideration of the policy statements within the UK's groundwater 
protection policy and its review of water abstraction charging. 

A proposed system developed for arid countries (Findikakis et al. , 1998) uses three groups of criteria: 
the physical characteristics (in terms of quantity, quality and management options); the socio-economic 
value of the aquifer; and the vulnerability of the aquifer to depletion or degradation 

Physical characteristics include: an indicator of renewable groundwater resource; a water quality indicator; 
an indicator of the amenability to management, which includes reference to the variability of the recharge, 
the relative magnitude of the total reserves, the capacity of the production wells in the aquifer, hydraulic 
communication within the aquifer, the inertia of the aquifer and its aptitude to artificial recharge. 

The socio-economic value is based on an economic indicator showing relative economic importance 
estimated as a function of the ratio of economic value over the regional gross domestic product; and a 
social indicator based on the fraction of the local population dependent upon the aquifer. 

The vulnerability factor uses similar indicators to the UK system, but includes an indicator of depletion 
due to groundwater abstraction; a measurement of the decline in piezometric levels over the long term; 
and a contamination potential term using data based on depth to water table, rate of recharge, aquifer 
materials and soil characteristics. 

Using this system it is possible to place aquifers into four physical classes: large/good quality; large/ 
mediocre quality; small/good quality( or medium/mediocre quality); and small/mediocre quality aquifers. 
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There are effectively two socio-economic classes: great importance or lesser importance; and two 
vulnerability classes: very vulnerable or less vulnerable. Using this system it is possible to devise 16 
separate categories which characterise the priority for action. This enables decisions on whether or not to 
take what may be costly protection activities, and restrictions, on rational grounds, targeting the most 
important aquifers first. 

CONCLUSION 

Groundwater is an important asset which needs to be dealt with in the knowledge that it is not easily 
replaced or cleaned up following pollution, and the costs ofreplacement sources or changing the social or 
economic infrastructure as a result of the loss of a major source are significant. The use of groundwater 
for other than drinking water supplies, and its environmental value are also important factors which are 
often left out of consideration. The integrated approach to water management should help to redress this 
situation, and the adoption of vulnerability assessment is an aid to placing the protection needs for 
groundwater into its correct context in water management planning. 
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CONFLICT OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR WATER AND SANITATION 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
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ABSTRACT 

Borehole water supplies, in basement rock aquifers in the West Africa Sub-region, face potential pollution 
hazards as a result of their close location within the same geological environments as indiscriminately 
sited latrines, rubbish dumps, farms and animal watering points in the communities. The heterogeneous 
nature of the overburden and fractures in the bedrock constitute relatively fast flow paths for surface 
water contaminated mainly by bacteria and nitrates which enhance the pollution of the groundwater and 
boreholes. To improve the drinking water quality, some measures have been taken to minimize the hazards. 
Further studies are required to understand better the nature and scale of the problem and to avoid the 
apparent conflict of technologies. It is necessary to incorporate improvements in sanitation into rural 
water supply projects, if the otherwise good drinking water source should not be lost to society's wastes. 

KEYWORDS 

Contamination; crystalline rocks; groundwater; poor sanitation; rural areas 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major constraints to economic and social development in developing countries in the West 
Africa Sub-region is the difficulty in obtaining reliable water supplies for local populations. Where surface 
water is not perennial or where it is often contaminated, groundwater is commonly the safest source of 
potable water and many schemes based on this have been developed in most of the countries. 

RURAL WATER SUPPLY STATUS 

In over 62 % of the area of the sub-region, which is underlain by crystalline igneous and metamorphic 
rocks, (commonly referred to as the Basement Complex) a large number of production boreholes, that tap 
comparatively shallow water-table aquifers, have bee!) constructed mainly for spot supplies to meet the 
demands of scattered rural settlements. For example in Ghana over I 0,000 shallow boreholes equipped 
with handpumps have been constructed (Bannerman, 1992). 

The main characteristic of the aquifers in these areas is their relatively low cost of exploitation due to 
shallow depth of groundwater. However, the main difficulty encountered in the development of groundwater 
is the problem of selecting the most favorable sites for drilling, which if not carefully done, leads to 
expensive unsuccessful boreholes. The chief aim is to provide the rural populations with safe drinking 
water. To ensure the hygienic quality of the water, analysis of the physical, chemical and bacteriological 
quality of the water is included in the programs. 
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Reports on studies conducted on a number of water projects show that the physical and chemical quality 
of groundwater in the sub-region, is (based on the WHO guideline values), in general, "good" and thus 
suitable for drinking. With regard to bacteriological parameters, results of tests suggest that about 70 % of 
the wells equipped with handpumps provide "good" to "acceptable" quality water (Langenegger, 1994). 

RURAL SANITATION STATUS 

The status of rural sanitation coverage in most of the countries in the sub-region remains very difficult to 
quantify. For this discussion, sanitation refers mainly to wastes generated due to human activities such as 
disposal of faeces, urine, grey water, animal wastes and solid wastes. However, data obtained in the 
Ghana Living Standards Survey of 1998 suggest that more than 60 % of the rural people use some form 
of sanitation facilities. These consist of communal vault latrines in the semi-urbanised rural towns and in 
rural areas, trench latrines which are usually located 50 - I 00 meters from the edge of the community and 
have to be relocated every other year or so. 

In the more rural regions latrine usage is well below IO %. This is partly explained by the traditional 
absence of the culture of public latrines and partly by the very dispersed nature of settlements. A cluster 
of compounds may constitute a community with each compound typically surrounded by two to four 
acres of farm land. The distances between compounds is so great that there is really no incentive to build 
communal facilities. Most compound members use poorly constructed pit latrines and more often resort 
to the fringes of their compounds, open fields , vacant plots and sides of rural paths for excreta disposal 
(free range). In addition, there are no designated places for dumping solid wastes in the communities and 
indiscriminate disposal is practiced to a large extent. 

In order to enhance maximum health and economic benefits from investments in water supply projects 
and human waste disposal, the main technology being constructed in these countries, as low-cost 
improvements, are a variety of latrines, of the generic VIP design. 

VULNERABILITY OF THE HYDROGEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

Groundwater in the sub-region is generally acceptable on the basis of its natural chemical composition; 
and in the past, pollution from human activities as measured by nitrate (NO) concentration was generally 
negligible in the rural environment. However, in recent times, high degrees of pollution have been indicated 
by nitrates as well as by bacteriological parameters, and these are attributed mainly to the introduction of 
on-site sanitation within the communities, resulting in the build-up of the contaminants in the shallow 
groundwater reservoir. As the population grows, the amount of discharged substances also increases and 
the lack of waste disposal facilities enhances insanitary conditions which degrade the groundwater quality 
obtained from untreated and unmonitored borehole supplies. 

A survey of the hydrogeological environment of many borehole sites, especially those underlain by 
crystalline basement rocks in the different regions of Ghana, has illustrated that certain potential sources 
of groundwater and borehole pollution exist (Arnuzu, 1993). The major problems in the rural areas are 
pollution by point sources (toilets, refuse dumps, waste water ponds, animal pens/sheds, cemeteries etc.) 
and improperly protected water points including abandoned hand dug wells. 

Detailed investigations have shown that the shallow depth of the aquifer tends to increase vulnerability to 
pollution. It is observed that groundwater which is tapped from shallow aquifers in the overburden and/or 
from bedrock is usually more susceptible to pollution than that tapped from deep aquifers. Barnes et al. 
(1993) reported some incidents of faecal groundwater pollution from excreta and a rising concentration 
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of nitrate in some parts of Ghana, particularly where only a thin cover of overburden (less than 3.0m) 
overlies fractured bedrock aquifers. 

It has always been suspected that the large scale development of boreholes in basement complex areas is 
not compatible with the concomitant development of pit latrines, particularly household types, in the 
same areas. 

Indeed, the situation poses this specific dilemma: fractures and fissures which are the most suitable 
hydrogeological structures and therefore targets for the location of boreholes in crystalline rocks, are also 
channels for the rapid transfer of pollutants into the aquifers (Okeke, 1995). 

MANAGING THE CONFLICT OF TECHNOLOGIES 

In view of the importance of groundwater in these areas it is very important that the aquifers are carefully 
managed, for whatever the nature of groundwater contamination, it is seldom reversible. Thus an otherwise 
good water supply may be lost to society or be severely compromised. The conflict of technologies could 
be resolved by reviewing and carrying out modification in the planning and improving design of the 
facilities. 

Groundwater pollution in such rural areas could be drastically reduced by applying basic principles of 
sanitation (especially excreta and waste disposal) . The numerous technical measures taken to reduce the 
risk of contamination include: 

(i) Careful Siting of Boreholes. The greatest care must be taken, first and foremost, in siting the boreholes 
in potentially-high groundwater spots in the communities; therefore more detailed hydrogeological 
investigations must be carried in the selection of drilling sites. Granting that the positioning of boreholes 
is usually hampered by the geomorphological and geophysical constraints, emphasis must be laid by 
locating the boreholes at safe distances away from toilets, rubbish dumps and polluted pools of water. 
The optimum separation between boreholes and latrines should be considerably greater than the normally 
accepted 50m. In some cases siting may compromise accessibility and favour of quality over quantity. 
However, where quantity is the overriding concern, boreholes could be sited near hazards, with the 
understanding that the hazards would be removed immediately. 

(ii) Siting of Waste Disposal Facilities. The disposal of waste material is a matter of public concern, 
even on a village level, and it has become even more important because of the borehole drilling programs. 
Domestic waste is commonly used to fill depressions or low lying ground marginal to a river. In 
addition to these large communal refuse dumps, it is observed that nearly every household has a small 
private dump as near as possible to the dwelling. Some villages are almost completely surrounded by 
refuse dumps and toilets, and it is not always possible to locate old refuse dumps because of the rapid 
growth of vegetation. Measures that have been evolved to minimise the contamination problem include 
the proper selection of rubbish dump sites at convenient sites but distant from the specially designated 
water points (well fields). Since the wastes are not dumped in excavations, it is assumed that the 
leachates are hampered from reaching the groundwater system. That the refuse is made up mainly of 
organic material, which decomposes rapidly, is also considered as favourable. 

(iii) Borehole Site Improvement. Site improvements include the construction of ditch drains and the 
back-filling of the aprons of the boreholes with clean, coarse gravel to improve drainage. Spilled water 
as well as rainwater is, thus, directed away from the borehole site to minimise the percolation of dirty 
water into the ground to pollute the water. Bathing and animal enclosures and watering holes must be 
re-located, where they are too close to the boreholes. 

(iv) Protective Measures. Proper care of borehole sites must be maintained. Preferably protection zones, 
representing all the ground within usually about 50m of the borehole and recharge areas, must be 
created. 
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The first preventive step must be taken during borehole siting by avoiding sites located less than this 
distance from pollution sources. A second step towards a safe drinking water supply is found in the 
design criteria of borehole drilling projects. It is known that shallow unconfined aquifers are more subject 
to pollution than deeper aquifers therefore to prevent pollution of the borehole clay seals must be provided. 

Latrines, refuse dumps, and excavations should be properly filled and new ones should not be constructed 
within the protection zone. Animal enclosures should be removed. Ditch drains should either be reopened 
or new ones dug and care should be taken that they are always open. 

In crystalline rock terrains, the protection of boreholes is not solely achieved by establishing protection 
zones. This is because heterogeneous materials developed in the weathered zone and the fractures in the 
bedrock provide very variable flow paths for contaminants from indiscriminately located latrines, rubbish 
dumps and other pollution sources. The high groundwater velocities would result in groundwater protection 
areas covering the major parts of communities aquifers; hence may make it impractical to achieve. 

Concerning the borehole itself, the depth of surface lining pipes should be extended to significant depth 
below pumping groundwater level , ensuring longer groundwater flow paths and increased pollutant 
residence in the groundwater system. In addition borehole casings are also to be raised above the concrete 
pad so that spilled water does not flow back into the borehole. 

For latrines, artificial filter media and clay layer must be incorporated into the base to improve retention 
and elimination of pathogens. Latrines must be emptied as soon as their contents are stabilised and the 
nitrogen must be applied to the land rather than accumulation in the ground. 

CONCLUSION 

A better understanding of the character and scale of the contamination is required to allow more effective 
planning oflow-cost groundwater supplies and waste disposal facilities on an integrated basis. The siting 
of boreholes, pit latrines and other waste disposal facilities in crystalline basement areas should therefore 
be preceded by careful hydrogeological study to avoid tapping polluted groundwater by boreholes. Since 
both the boreholes and latrines are required facilities in the community, it would be advocated that, as far 
as possible latrines should be located nearer the homes and boreholes be restricted to borehole (well 
fields) to prevent contamination. A program for monitoring groundwater quality should be initiated, in all 
the countries. With this, pollution will easily be detected and control measures effected early. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water can be a vehicle for the transmission of communicable diseases. Technologies have been developed 
to protect groundwater from external surface contamination. However, there is growing concern about 
the likelihood of pit latrine effluent infiltrating into groundwater reservoirs for well water supply systems. 
Investigations on seasonal variations and extent of pit latrine effluent infiltration into soil and groundwater 
have been carried out in Zimbabwe. Preliminary results show that groundwater flows in the direction of 
surface runoff, and that there is no lateral soi l pollution above the groundwater surface. Pit latrine contents 
leach downwards and down slopes for distances that vary per season and so il type. The resu lts also 
demonstrate the contribution of refuse pits and water collection methods to groundwater pollution. 

KEYWORDS 

Contamination, effluent, groundwater, infiltration, lateral distance, monitoring wells, soil buffer layer, 
travel time 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable effort and research has been directed towards developing technologies for protecting wells 
from external surface contamination. Little has been done towards investigating ground water pollution 
patterns arising from core pit latrines and wells. Generally latrines are sited within the homestead. Sites 
for wells are determined by groundwater availability. Most rural sanitary facilities deposit wastewater 
into the ground from which water is obtained for domestic purposes. For success of investments in rural 
water and sanitation supplies, on-site wastewater disposal facilities must be investigated for their likelihood 
to pollute water supply sources. ln rural areas where the population continues to grow the land available 
for homestead use decreases in proportion. Land reform programs tend to increase homestead densities in 
zoned residential areas and reduce distances between pit latrine and family wells, thereby increasing the 
possibility of groundwater effluent pollution. It is therefore possible that effluent from latrines may pollute 
adjacent wells within the homestead. 

This study investigated the extent and seasonal variation of pit latrine effluent constituents in groundwater. 
This paper presents preliminary findings from monitoring sites in Epworth, Zimbabwe. 

METHODS 

Two monitoring sites where latrines are close to and upstream of family wells were identified. Tube wells 
were sunk in sets of varying formations and depths to form cross sections between latrines and family 
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Latrine I 

• ground surface slope direction towards wells 
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monitoring tube wells • • 

• • 
Figure I. Typical layout of a monitoring site in Epworth 

wells. The monitoring wells were drilled to form diagonal sets of three along the monitored cross section 
to prevent flow interference (Figure I). Ground surface and groundwater surface slopes were determined 
with reference to site benchmarks. The direction of groundwater flow was determined by land surveying. 
Water and soil samples were collected and analysed for chemical and bacteriological parameters during 
dry and wet seasons. Soil profile surveys were conducted to classify the soil and determine vertical and 
lateral permeability. 

RESULTS 

The soil classification tests showed that the monitoring sites in Epworth were in stratified fine grained 
sandy soils. The permeability of the soils as determined by percolation tests varied from 50 to I 00 mm per 
hour. 

During the dry season there was no lateral bacteriological soil contamination within the dry soil zone 
above the pit contents except within one meter depth of the top soil layers 

Groundwater surfaces sloped in the direction of ground surface slope and runoff. There was no significant 
difference between the ground surface and groundwater gradient in both dry and wet seasons (t-value=0.27; 
df=22 and t value=0.19; df=22 respectively) . There was also no significant difference between ground 
water slopes during dry and wet seasons (!-value= 0.038; df=22) (Table 1). 

Table I. Ground and groundwater slopes 

Monitoring site Ground slope 

-0.022 

2 -0.02 

Table 2. Groundwater recharge 
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Monitoring s ite 

I 

2 

Wet season 

I 995196 

1995196 

Groundwater 
slope (dry) 

-0.007 

-0.032 

Groundwater 
slope (wet) 

-0.011 

-0.05 

Mean rise (mm) Mean depth (mm) 

4022 7767 

1958 4467 
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Figure 2 . Seasonal groundwater recharge at two monitoring sites 

In Epworth there was usually a 3 m dry soil layer between pit latrine bottom and groundwater surface. 
However, there was a significant rise in groundwater levels at monitoring sites in Epworth during the 
1995/96 wet season (Table 2). 

During the wet season, there was only a 800 mm soil layer to filter the pit effiuent before it reached the 
groundwater surface, but at site 2 pit latrine contents were submerged in groundwater to a depth of 500 
mm (Figure 2). 

In the dry season coliform density in groundwater decreased rapidly within 5 m from pit latrines. In the 
wet season trends similar to dry season coliform density decrease were observed, although the coliform 
counts were of significantly lower magnitude. However, refuse pits and well water collection methods 
contributed to groundwater contamination in both seasons (Figures 3 and 4 ). 

According to the regression model derived from the data, the latrine contribution to groundwater pollution 
extended for at least 20 m down slope in the dry season for sites with a 3 m dry soil filter layer 
(Figure 5 ). The regression model for latrine contribution to groundwater contamination in the dry season 
may be represented by the equation: 

Y = L·e--0 59d (r = -0.99), 
where Y is the desired water quality in terms of coliform counts, L is the initial bacterial load constant 
varying with latrine and soil type and d is the lateral distance or extent of infiltration. 

The refuse pit coliform contribution (R) to groundwater contamination in the dry season may be represented 
by the model equation: 

Y = R·e·298d (r = -0.98). 

The influence of the refuse pit was exerted for a radius of between 3 to 4 m from the source. The well use 
coliform contribution (W) to groundwater contamination is of the order: 
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Figure 3. Dry season coliform densities between pit latrines, refuse pits and family wells (at site I) 
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Figure 4. Wet season coliform densities between pit latrines (ltn), refuse pits (r/pit) and family wells (well) at site I 

Y = W·e·204d (r = 0.99). 

The influence of well use was exerted for a radius of between 5 to 6 m from the well. 

In the dry season groundwater nitrogen content decreased with distance from pit latrine. Refuse pits and 
well water collection were not significant contributors to groundwater nitrogen content. In the wet season 
there were no variations in nitrogen content between latrine and well. The latrine contribution to 
groundwater nitrogen content was significant in the dry season within 5 m from the latrine (Figure 6 ). 
The latrine sulphate contribution to groundwater contamination was significantly higher in the wet than 
in the dry season. The well use also contributed sulphates to groundwater (Figure 7). 
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Figure 6. Dry season and wet season groundwater nitrogen content of groundwater between pit latrines and family wells 
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Figure 7. Wet and dry season groundwater sulphate content between pit latrines and fami ly wells 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results show that pit latrines do not contribute to lateral soil contamination in the dry soil layer above 
groundwater surfaces. Other methods of waste disposal and ofland use within the top soil layers contributed 
to soil contamination. Latrine effluents leach down and out of the pit in the direction of the ground 
surface slope. Aquifers may drain through pit latrines upstream of well water sources. Seasonal recharge 
contributes to significant rises in groundwater levels that come near to submerging or do submerge pit 
latrine contents. 

Most latrine siting activities are done without considering the direction of groundwater flow and the 
seasonal recharge trends. It is important to survey for groundwater before siting pit latrines. It is also 
important to estimate the seasonal recharge level before recommending the depth and dimensions of pit 
latrines. Shallow pit latrine versions should be considered for areas with relatively high ground water 
levels. 

Groundwater flow is slower than surface runoff due to lower gradient and obstacles between voids. A 
buffer layer of dry soil between 1.5 and 3.8 m thick between the pit latrine bottom and the groundwater 
surface (at sites I and 2, respectively) formed a barrier that filtered out contaminants to nigligible levels 
within 20 m down slope from the pit latrine. The permeability of between 50 - I 00 mm per hour in these 
fine grained sandy soils resulted in a mean retention and attenuation time of about 11 days. The travel 
time allows for physical, biochemical and dilution mechanisms to reduce concentrations of chemicals in 
solution to acceptable levels. In the United Kingdom, for example, a 50 day travel time is recommended 
to protect ground water abstracted for public supply. However, Lewis and Foster (1980) suggested that 
the 50 day travel time was too conservative, and argued that a 10 day travel time would be sufficient in 
normal hydro-geological conditions. These results support this argument and show that semi-arid climates 
(of Zimbabwe and other similar countries) and temperatures much higher than in the United Kingdom, 
effectively combine to reduce the travel time of indicators such as coli forms to within IO days. 

It is important therefore, to limit the depth of the latrine pit to ensure a thicker dry soil filtration buffer 
layer between pit contents and groundwater. This will prevent short-circuiting and increase the retention 
time and consequently the attenuation of bacteria and nutrients. Soils with percolation rates of between 
50 - I 00 mm per hour are commonly acceptable for installation of conventional waste disposal units 
(Allen and Morrison, 1973). Similarly, Ward and Schertenleib (1982) also found that fine grained loams 
with a thickness of at least 3 meters above the groundwater surface resulted in rapid biological pollutant 
attenuation such that the risk of ground water contamination was minimal. However, soil permeability 
can vary extremely from IO - I 000 mm per hour with site conditions. Even then, the absence of nutrients 
and bacteria does not exclude viruses which are much smaller and can therefore be transported further 
than bacteria. 

Groundwater contamination from latrine coliforms and nitrogen is more pronounced in the dry season 
than in the wet season. In the dry season concentrated effluent flows from the pit towards groundwater. In 
contrast, groundwater contamination from latrine sulphates was more pronounced in the wet season than 
in the dry season. The fairly high dry season temperatures accelerate the degradation of sulphates to 
hydrogen sulphide. Seasonal groundwater recharge tends to dilute contaminants and rinse aquifers of 
nutrients. 

The results showed a rapid decrease in contaminants within five meters from the polluting source. This 
may indicate the presence of dense colonies of comrnensal microorganisms within the soil voids around 
the pit latrine. These commensals remove nutrients and contribute to reduce the density of microorganisms 
reaching groundwater. This soil mass around pit latrines must not be disturbed to ensure that it retains its 
filtration capacity. The models also suggest that bacteria survive for longer distances within the soil after 
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they have reached groundwater. There must be a barrier soil layer between pit latrine contents and 
groundwater even in the recharge season. 

The data also show that the human contribution to well water contamination causes a significant rise in 
coliform densities in groundwater around the well. It is essential to use lifting devices that promote 
hygienic use and restrict water contamination from external sources. Hygiene education is very important 
in this context. 
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ABSTRACT 

In much of the world urban groundwater is an important resource for domestic and industrial use. In 
many developing countries, groundwater taken directly (untreated) from individual springs and wells is 
the only option available to communities where comprehensive, reliable reticulated supply systems are 
absent. A common feature of urban groundwater in both developing and developed countries is 
contamination by sewage. Current and recent research is presented that shows sewer leakage impacts 
groundwater in developed countries whilst on-site san itation contaminates groundwater in developing 
countries. In the latter case, the competing demands of sanitation and groundwater protection must be 
addressed. Limitations on the usefulness of accepted standard sewage indicator species in groundwater 
are also highlighted. As sewage contamination of groundwater is usually addressed only if an actual 
health risk is posed, it is vital both to developed and developing countries to understand the movement of 
actual pathogens in groundwater in the context of groundwater management. Further research is required 
on microbial survival and health risks posed by sewage contamination. 

KEYWORDS 

Groundwater; sanitation; sewage; nitrate 

INTRODUCTION 

Urban groundwater is a key resource in much of the world. In the UK, major cities such as Birmingham 
and Nottingham have historically drawn their water from surface and groundwaters outside the urban 
area. However, difficulty in meeting urban water demands and environmental impacts from rural 
overabstraction (falling water tables and subsequent drying of wetlands and reduced baseflow to rivers) 
is resulting in a renewed focus being placed on developing urban aquifers (Lerner and Barrett, 1996; 
Barrett et al., 1997b ). In the developing world, the expansion of reticulated piped water supply systems 
(whether groundwater or surface water fed) has frequently not kept pace with the demands of rapidly 
growing urban populations as a result of economic constraints, poor management and reluctance to adopt 
piped water facilities. As a result many low-income communities in such countries rely on small water 
supplies, commonly untreated groundwater, as a major source of water for drinking and other domestic 
use (Howard et al., 1998). 

Despite the differences between urban environments in the developing and developed world (such as 
basic infrastructure, wealth and industrial development), the threat posed to urban groundwater resources 
by sewage contamination is common to both. Improved excreta disposal is, possibly, the most pressing 
environmental and public health need in many developing countries (WHO, 1997). Advances in health 
protection in developed countries result, in part, from the presence of adequate infrastructure for removal 
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and treatment of domestic wastes. In developing countries, water-borne sewerage is largely unaffordable 
and on-site sanitation is the only viable alternative (van Ryneveld and Fourie, 1997). It is clear, however, 
that the development of sanitation infrastructures may lead to short and long-term risks to groundwater 
quality and that the competing demands of both sanitation improvement and groundwater protection 
need to be balanced (Foster, 1985; Gelinas et al., 1996; Howard and Bartram, in press). 

Sewage contamination of groundwater in urban centres of the developing world is most likely from on
site sanitation and contaminated surface water bodies. In developed countries, contamination has been 
demonstrated to result from the leakage of piped sewerage systems, which may contain many domestic 
and industrial contaminants in addition to human waste (Barrett et al. , I 997a). Major differences also 
exist between the modes of groundwater abstraction in these contrasting environments. Groundwater in 
urban centres of developed countries is likely to be abstracted from a few major motorised-pumped 
boreholes, with chlorination and, occasionally, other treatments carried out prior to supply to the mains 
network. The major health risks result from failure in treatment processes or ineffective treatment of 
more resistant pathogens (such as cryptosporidium). Management decisions focus on the value of the 
resource, cost of source protection and the expense of treating it to an acceptable quality. By contrast, 
exploitation of urban groundwater in developing countries is through springs, boreholes and dug wells. 
Treatment occurs within the home, if at all. In this context, sewage contamination clearly poses a direct 
and immediate public health risk. 

Use of standard microbial and inorganic species to indicate sewage contamination is widespread, both in 
developed and developing urban centres. There are major limitations on the indicator species used, and 
consequently a high degree of uncertainty of the distribution and concentration ofactual pathogens resulting 
from sewage contamination. Risk assessment, such as sanitary inspection and environmental risk appraisal , 
are necessary and complementary to the use of any water quality indicators to improve the effective 
monitoring and management of groundwater. 

Sewage contamination in developed countries; U.K. 

Urban areas in the U.K. are generally served by a piped sewerage system that transports domestic and 
industrial waste to a sewage treatment works by either gravity drainage or pumping. Leakage (exfiltration) 
from damaged or poorly constructed sewers can occur if the sewer lies above the water table in the 
unsaturated zone where the internal water pressure is greater than the external water pressure. The degree 
to which sewer leakage will impact groundwater quality is controlled by aquifer vulnerability, a function 
of the hydraulic conductivity of the unsaturated zone and its ability to attenuate pollutants. Pollution of 
water supplies in the UK by sewage has long been recognised as a major issue (Lerner and Barrett, 1996). 
Misstear et al. (1996) concluded that all major aquifers in England have been affected to some extent by 
sewer leakage. Their conclusions were drawn from examining recorded impacts on existing boreholes 
rather than detailed monitoring of sewer networks. A more detailed study of sewer leakage in the UK was 
carried out in Nottingham (Barrett et al. , 1997b ). One of the objectives of this study was to establish a 
means (through indicator species) of identifying and quantifying sewer exfiltration (Rivers et al. , 1996; 
Barrett et al. , 1997a; Barrett et al., 1997b). In hydrogeological terms, an indicator species is defined as 
being a species (chemical or biological) unique to a particular source of recharge to groundwater (in this 
case, sewage). Barrett et al. (1997a, 1997b) conclude that no single ideal indicator species exists as most 
groundwater constituents are present in more than one potential source of recharge. Isotopic ratios of 
15N :14N in nitrate were found to be useful indicators of locally derived sewage in shallow groundwater 
when used in combination with microbial indicators. Sewage derived NO

3 
is distinguished by its heavy 

( d 15N>+ IO %o) nitrogen isotope signature. If such a signature is obtained in groundwater, sewage-derived 
recharge may be assumed present. On a regional scale, groundwater NO

3 
is derived from multiple sources 

including rainfall, fertilisers , soil and sewage ( each having a differing range of d 15N values). Consequently 
the overall nitrogen isotope signature is a blend of these. A lighter signature may not necessarily indicate 
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an absence of sewage but simply a dilution with other sources ofNO
3

• Therefore, N isotopes are ofuse in 
shallow systems where a locally derived sewage source for nitrogen is dominant (and even here are best 
used in conjunction with microbial species), but may not be useful for deeper regional flow systems. NO3 

concentrations cannot alone be regarded as a useful sewage indicator species due to the many potential 
sources and the limiting factors on its presence. Sewage derived NO3 results from mineralisation of 
organic nitrogenous compounds to ammonium and subsequent nitrification under oxidising conditions to 
NOr Persistence ofNO

3 
in the groundwater system is then dependent upon continued oxidising conditions; 

reducing conditions result in denitrification to produce nitrogen gas. 

The conclusions reached as a result of using the indicator species (E. coli, faecal streptococci and nitrogen 
isotopes) approach in Nottingham are that pollution of the shallow groundwaters as a result of sewer 
exfiltration is widespread and not necessarily related to the age of the sewerage system. Detailed monitoring 
revealed a spread of sewage pollution indicative of a diffuse source. However, it is more likely a result of 
multi-point source input resulting from localised sewer leakage. The Nottingham study represents the 
first detailed survey of a shallow urban groundwater system for sewage contamination in the UK. It is 
reasonable to infer from the results that sewage contamination of shallow urban groundwater in the UK is 
widespread. The studies of Misstear et al. (1996) and Barrett et al. (1997a, 1997b) demonstrate the need 
for active detailed monitoring to assess sewage impacts on urban groundwater. 

Sewage contamination of groundwater in urban areas of developing countries 

Developing countries are rapidly urbanising and, as significant proportions of this new population reside 
in low-income communities within the city or it's periphery, urban groundwater quality is becoming an 
issue of increasing concern. This is reflected by increased reporting of urban water quality studies in 
Latin America (e.g. Rojas et al. , 1995; Massone et al., 1998), Africa (e.g. Malomo et al., 1991 ; Uma, 
1993; Nkotagu, 1996; Gelinas et al., 1996; Howard et al. , 1998) and Asia ( e.g. Rahman el al., 1997). The 
major threat to groundwater quality, particularly in less industrialised areas (such as sub-Saharan Africa) 
is generally from sewage resulting in microbial and NO

3 
contamination. 

Two ongoing studies by the Robens Centre for Public & Environmental Health provide information of 
particular interest to those dealing with small groundwater based systems in urban areas. The first is part 
of a larger project to develop systems of water supply monitoring in Uganda. Under this project, groundwater 
supplies have been tested in 4 major towns in the country to date. These are Kampala, Mbale, Soroti and 
Tororo with a further 5 towns (Mbarara, Masaka, Kabale, Jinja and Entebbe) to be included later in the 
project. 

In the second study, a more detailed investigation of groundwater quality in 2 urban centres in Uganda is 
being carried out with Makerere University. The second study (with sites in lganga and Kampala) aims to 
establish the impact of on-site sanitation on groundwater quality under contrasting hydrogeological 
conditions and in areas of contrasting population density. As part of the first project, an initial assessment 
of 171 protected springs ( out of 259 total) in Kampala carried out during December 1997 and January 
1998 (wet season) showed that only 2 % were free of contamination and that 65 % had coliform counts in 
excess of the Ugandan guideline for drinking water supplies (50cfu/l 00ml). Spring water quality varies 
with rainfall ; with average microbial loading significantly increasing during high rainfall periods (though 
some supplies remain at very high levels of contamination throughout the year). Increased contamination 
may result from direct contamination from surface runoff due to inadequate protection or from rising 
water tables that permit flooding of latrines and, therefore, a greater likelihood of microbial transport to 
the spring outlet. 

Sanitary inspection data for 259 samples collected between December 1997 and May 1998 show a strong 
association between the degree of faecal contamination and the frequency of recorded faults relating to 
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Figure 2. Chloride and nitrate concentrations in Iganga 

immediate sanitary completion. No strong association is observed for latrines within 30m and/or uphill 
and degree of faecal contamination (see Figure 1 ). These preliminary data suggest that the principal route 
of contamination of protected springs in Kampala is the immediate area surrounding the protection works 
and that localised sources of faeces derived from surface water drains and watercourses are the major 
contributors to groundwater quality deterioration. 

In the other towns studied, boreholes equipped with handpurnps are more commonly used. Initial data 
generally show a much lower degree of contamination than the Kampala springs. Of 47 samples taken 
within the three towns over a 3 months period, only six show microbiological contamination and only one 
with levels that may be considered as gross contamination (79FC/ J00ml). The protected springs in these 
towns show much higher contamination with only I source consistently achieving 0FC/ !00ml. An 
association between the eroded backfill area and degree of contamination is noted. Conversely, less 
association between the state of the retaining wall and the degree of contamination is seen. Again, no 
association with proximity of latrines is apparent. As this data is predominately from the dry season, a 
definitive conclusion cannot be drawn nor comparisons made with levels of contamination in Kampala at 
this time. 
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The two areas studied in the second project are both underlain by weathered crystalline aquifers (the 
characteristic aquifer type of much of sub-Saharan Africa). However, the nature of the groundwater flow 
regimes differs between the two sites. Iganga is a low relief area with a relatively thick layer of in-situ 
weathered rock (regolith), typically around 30-35m, and a typical depth to water table of I 0-l 5m. Sampling 
in Iganga is undertaken from boreholes (equipped with hand pumps) that are cased through the regolith. 
These draw water from storage at the base of the regolith, which may be regarded as a regional aquifer 
system, and are likely to reveal regional (urban wide) quality impacts rather than localised point sources 
(unless sanitary completion is poor). Kampala has a more pronounced topography, resulting from long
term differential weathering of the underlying bedrock types. The weathered rock thickness is generally 
low, and shallow, localised groundwater flow systems exist. Sampling in Kampala is undertaken from 
protected springs tapping the shallow groundwater flow system. Currently only dry season data have 
been produced from the study sites (intensive wet season sampling is due to commence in late 1998). 
Preliminary data nevertheless demonstrate several important points. Cl and NO, values are generally 
elevated in Iganga compared to rural groundwater. Taylor (1998) calculated median values of25mg/l and 
2.4mg/l for Cl and NO

3 
respectively in groundwaters of rural Uganda. Dry season data from lganga give 

median values of 32mg/l Cl and 35mg/l NO
3 

(16 sites, each sampled 3 times, March-June 1998). A plot 
ofNO

3 
against Cl in Iganga (dry season) is presented in Figure 2. The data demonstrate (with isolated 

exceptions) a single source for both the Cl and NO
3 

contamination. It is also clear that the ratio ofNO
3 

to 
Cl in the source of contamination is high and indicative of a faecal origin (Morris et al., 1994 ). 

Standard microbiological analyses (for faecal coliforms and faecal streptococci) suggest a general absence 
of faecal microbial contamination in the boreholes sampled (although 2 dug wells consistently contain 
faecal coliforms). These results indicate that there is a dispersed loading of sewage contributing to the 
regional base flow of groundwater beneath lganga (most likely from on-site sanitation facilities). It is not 
surprising that faecal indicator bacteria are largely absent, as the length of time between recharge and 
detection in base flow may be well in excess of their survival times. The thickness of unsaturated zone 
and potential length of flow path within the saturated zone provides scope for extensive attenuation. 
Taylor and Howard ( 1994) state that microbes leached from pit latrines and other sources are filtered and 
adsorbed by the clay-rich unsaturated zone prior to reaching the water table, although preferred pathways 
along relict quartz stringers (from the bedrock) may result in rapid by-pass of this zone. It is important to 
note that there is clear (inorganic) evidence of faecal loading of the groundwater beneath Iganga. Had 
standard microbial species been used alone as indicators of faecal contamination, it would have been 
concluded that a faecal source was not present. As van Ryneveld and Fourie (1997) emphasise, whilst the 
presence of E. coli indicates the presence of faecal contamination, its absence does not prove the absence 
of such contamination. 

In Kampala 2 groups of sites are being studied. The first is in an area of high-density population, low
income and the second is an area of low-density population, low/middle-income, with urban agriculture 
a major activity. In both areas, standard faecal indicator bacteria counts are high, although levels are 
generally higher in the high-density area (faecal coliform median dry season value in the high-density 
sites is 544/ I00ml and 14/ I00ml in the low-density sites). The median value of Cl is 59mg/l in the high
density area and 21 mg/I in the low density. NO

3 
median values are 67mg/l in the high-density area and 

22mg/l in the low-density area. Whilst contamination in the low-density area is present, the impact is 
reduced. The microbiological data and inorganic data do not correlate well. A number of sites have high 
microbiological counts but low NO3 and vice versa. This may be explained in the context of the 
hydrogeological regime and likely contaminant entry point. As discussed above, for many springs it is 
likely that contamination is in the immediate area and thus high microbial counts are expected. As the 
groundwater flow system feeding the springs in Kampala is shallow and localised, it is likely that even 
where contamination sources are more distant, travel times to water points are relatively short. The presence 
ofNO3 will be controlled by rate limitations on mineralisation and nitrification and possible localised 
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denitrification. Higher NO
3 

concentrations are generally associated with higher population densities (van 
Ryneveld and Fourie, 1997). 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS ON INDICATORS AND RISK 
ASSESSMENT 

Sewage contamination of urban groundwater is a global problem. Sewage contamination in developed 
and developing countries arises from differing sources and through different pathways that are subject to 
differing technological and hydrogeological controls. Nevertheless, sewage contamination in both 
environments has health risks, although these are clearly more acute in developing countries. ln both 
settings, long-term resource issues are also arising from sewage contamination of groundwater and greater 
attention needs to be paid to resource protection. Sanitation improvement remains an urgent need in 
many countries and the need for low-cost excreta disposal and potential groundwater contamination 
needs to be balanced. This may imply that greater attention is required for the cost-benefits of additional 
groundwater treatment in areas of known sewage contamination. Less sophisticated technological controls 
may also be available to reduce the immediate impact of sewage contaminated groundwater. Clearly, 
more detailed analysis of sanitary risk data will help define factors most strongly associated with 
contamination and, in particular, degree of contamination. 

Work carried out to date e.g. in Uganda and the UK raises serious questions about the use of indicators in 
groundwater monitoring, reflecting broader concerns about the use of indicators generally in water quality 
assessment. It is widely known that indicator bacteria, for instance, may give an imbalanced view of the 
risk posed by individual pathogens as their environmental resistance and transport pathways may be very 
different from individual pathogens and natural die-off and attenuation potential may greatly vary (Foster, 
1985). Likewise, the absence of NO

3
, which is subject to rate-limited input to groundwater (via 

mineralisation of organic nitrogenous compounds and subsequent nitrification of ammonium) and 
subsequent impacts on its stability (for example, reducing groundwater conditions may result in 
denitrification and a loss of nitrogen as gas), cannot be interpreted as indicating an absence of sewage 
contamination. Indeed correlations between the presence of microbes and the level ofNO

3 
in groundwater 

should not be expected, given the entirely different controls on their transport in aquifers. Knowledge of 
microbial survival in groundwater environments remains limited and there are serious concerns that the 
use of existing indicators may provide a very uncertain estimate of the risk posed to health from sewage 
contamination. Routine pathogen analysis is not currently a viable approach to health-risk assessment 
given the problems in establishing their infective dose and, therefore, reliance on probabilistic models 
(WHO, 1993), the fact that pathogens are not always present in faeces as well as cost and time limitations. 
Viruses are a particular problem because a recognised routine indicator has not been established. Whilst 
coliphage are recognised as being common in sewage, they do not occur in large numbers in fresh human 
or animal faeces (WHO, 1993). This may limit their use as a tool for the assessment of health risks, 
although clearly they are valuable in assessing likely sewage contamination. 

Further research into microbial survival and mobility in groundwaters is required so that risk assessment 
methodologies may take into account potentially greater risks of sewage contamination than are often 
suggested from routine microbial indicators. This work should include studies of actual pathogen transport 
and survival in groundwater (and correlations with standard indicator behaviour), and the development of 
more efficient sampling and analytical techniques. This research is of relevance to both developed and 
developing countries. Collaboration among field-level workers, their colleagues in the health sector and 
the applied research community is required if new, more effective ways of establishing contamination of 
groundwater supply systems and their protection are to be developed. However, until such information is 
available, existing indicators will remain in use; their abandonment would usually result in no monitoring 
being carried out, particularly in developing countries, and this would increase health risks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Microbiolog ica l pollution of drinking water is a major health problem in the suburbs of the Albanian 
capital. Intermittent supply and contamination, resulting in several gastrointestinal manifestations, are 
the main concerns for the popu lation and health workers. The risk of outbreaks of water-borne diseases is 
high. Pollution originates from contamination of drinking water with domestic sewage. This research 
investigated the drinking water cycle from its natural source to the consumer, analysing samples and 
verifying pollution levels in the microbiological and chemical setting. The most important pollution 
sources were found in the distribution network, due to cross-contamination with sewers and illegal 
connections. The second pollution source was found around the extraction wells. This is related to abusive 
constructions within the sanitary zone around the wells and maybe the highly sewage-contaminated river 
water which feeds the aquifer. 

KEYWORDS 

Drinking water; pollution; sewage; microbiological analysis; chemical; analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

The drinking water supply for the 12,000 inhabitants of the western suburb Kombinati of the Albanian 
capital is beset with numerous problems. The supply is reduced to about one hour daily; pollution is a 
frequent phenomenon. The official data give the incidence of gastro-enteritis at 35 cases per 1,000 
inhabitants per year (Ministry of Health, 1994). The areas of the Tirana city supplied with contaminated 
water during 1992 - 1993 had an attack rate of gastro-enteritis at 139 to 631 cases per 1,000 inhabitants 
(Angjeli , 1994). This research assesses the biological and chemical water quality from the river to the 
consumer as well as the health risks from drinking water. The microbial contamination of drinking water, 
which causes serious health risks, originates from failures and illegal connections in the distribution 
network. The improvements in the water quality reduce diarrhoea morbidity by 16 % and morbidity due 
to lack of water availability by 25 % (IWEM, 1990). The improvements of the water supply, of the 
sewerage system and of collection of solid wastes reduce the diseases caused by water by 50 - I 00 % 
(Harrison, 1979). 

The study area has a Mediterranean climate with mild winters and dry hot summers. The average rainfall 
is 1,270 mm/a. This area is crossed by the river Lana with 0.431 m3/s average flow (!HM, 1984). The 
aquifer which provides the drinking water is filled with Quaternary alluvial deposits from the river and is 
composed of gravel and sand strata covered with clay. The main pollution source of this river is the waste 
discharge. It is estimated that about half of the flow is untreated domestic wastewater. Biological monitoring 
and assessment - an essential part of river water quality monitoring - is not performed, as it requires 
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implementation time, capacity building and sufficient financial and administrative means (Timmerman 
et al., 1997). 

Drinking water is provided by two extraction wells, located at 50 and 150 meters from the Lana river. The 
wells are protected by eight and ten meters of clay laying above the aquifer. Both river water infiltration 
and the rainfall penetrating from the gravel strata at the point where this strata comes out on the surface 
contribute to feeding the aquifer. The fence of the immediate protection zone around the wells-an area 
with ten meters radius-has been damaged and there are several abusive dwellings with latrines in the 
vicinity. 

The distribution network in the study area was built in 1951 and is made of cast iron pipes. Ageing affects 
about 60 % of the network and this leads to corrosion, perforation of pipes and back-siphonage during 
periods of lack of supply resulting in frequent microbial contamination of the drinking water (Angjeli et 
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al., 1998). People illegally tap the pumping mains reducing the delivery, so, often there is no water at all 
to reach the storage tank. The only treatment is chlorination. This process is not always carried out efficiently. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Measurement of the water quality in the Lana river, in the two wells, in the storage tank before and after 
chlorination and in the distribution system was performed in accordance with the problem faced, the 
pollution indicators and the interpretation criteria. Altogether 97 samples were taken. The search for 
microbial indicators of faecal pollution is a "fail-safe" concept; in other words, if faecal indicators are 
shown to be present, then it can be assumed that pathogens could also be present (WHO, 1993). E. coli 
and faecal streptococci were determined with filtration membranes (Haslay and Leclerc, 1993), and the 
number of aerobic mesophilic organisms (the total microflora) with agar plate counts. Chemical parameters 
analysed were pH, residual chlorine, turbidity, suspended solids, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, COD, 
BOD, nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, soluble reactive phosphorus (ortho-phosphate), and total phosphorus. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - RELATIONS BETWEEN MICROBIOLOGICAL 
AND CHEMICAL PARAMETERS 

The analyses show that the Lana River can be considered as polluted as crude sewage. Microbial and 
chemical pollution is low at the extraction wells; Figure I clearly shows the sudden increase of microbial 
pollution in the distribution system. Given that the network is small and the retention time in the pipes is 
less than one hour, the aftergrowth is negligible. However, the intermittent supply and lack of flushing 
may support the formation of a consistent biofilm on the inner wall of the pipes. The major concern is 
pollution in the distribution network due to the many aged pipes, contamination with sewerage, and 
illegal connections. 

The results of ammonia analysis (Figure 2) show that after chlorination, the ammonia concentration is 
low in the storage, but its level increases in the distribution network mainly due to infiltration of sewerage 
in the pipes because of the low pressure created during periods of no supply. The same increase can be 
observed for nitrite (Figure 2). Because of this aggravated situation, chlorination - even if properly done 
- remains ineffective. 

Both figures show a consistent relationship: bacterial loads as well as the concentration of chemical 
indicators of organic pollution in the distribution network increase as compared to their levels in the wells 
and storage. Thus, the distribution remains the most problematic step and the main source of pollution in 
this supply system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The water distribution system ofKombinati represents a serious risk for public health due to bacterial and 
chemical pollution. The most important factors for drinking water pollution are the failures in the 
distribution network as well as the illegal connections, intermittent supply and improper chlorination The 
wells ' water has a low but permanent level of bacterial and chemical pollution which is due to the non
respect of inner and outer protection zones as well as to the continuous influence of pollutants on the 
earth surface. 

In this scenario, rehabilitation of the distribution network and the disconnection of all illegal connections 
are crucial. The next steps should be regaining efficiency of the sanitary protection zone, improving water 
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treatment and increasing the water quantity available for supply. Building of a wastewater treatment plant 
and the integrated augmentation of the river bed and embankment should be the long-term objectives. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dakar is a peninsula inhabited by a population of about 2 million people in 1996. In some dug wells and 
piezometers, the nitrate content (NO,") in the groundwater is above the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
limit of 50 mg/I. In the unconfined part of the aquifer of the peninsula, all the samples from wells are 
contaminated by high nitrate contents which increased over time from I 00 mg/I in 1987 to more than 250 
mg/I in 1996. Only a limited area is affected by nitrate pollution in the confined layer. The results indicate 
anthropogenic pollution, a fact which indicates the increasing risk of pollution of drinking-water resources. 
Studies in the unsaturated zone and familiarity with the sanitation practices in the area indicate that the 
horizontal and vertical flux are linked mainly to defective septic tanks and direct organic waste elimination 
into the soi l by more than 40 % of the inhabitants. The correlation between tritium values ('H) and nitrate 
shows that the source of nitrate is recent. The relation of oxygen 18 ( 180) to deuterium ('H) in water with 
high nitrate levels indicates that the concentrations of nitrate have been identified in evaporated points. 

KEYWORDS 

Aquifer; deuterium; nitrate; oxygen 18; pollution; tritium 

fNTRODUCTION 

In arid and semi-arid zones, for decades, experiences in the field of water sciences has continued to 
increase. Special attention has been paid to water problems in general and to the groundwaters in particular. 
First aspects of groundwater research were prospecting, identification and the study of hydrodynamic 
characteristics and the determination of the quantitative water balance. In Senegal, early studies have 
often dealt with groundwater quality by giving some interpretations to concentrations of major elements. 
Studies raising the issue of groundwater contamination by chemical elements undesirable for water supply 
such as chloride, fluorine and nitrate in the coastal area of Dakar are relatively recent (SONEES, 1988; 
Travi, 1988; Collin and Salem, I 989; Gaye el al., 1989). Some studies have already addressed marine 
chloride and fluorine. These have provided an understanding of the essential mechanisms of their migration. 
Our study has laid an emphasis on the evolution of nitrates in the shallow aquifer in the Dakar region. 

DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF THE SUBURB OF DAKAR 

It was in 1887 that Dakar city became a municipality and its industrial development and population 
growth registered a significant rise (Vemiere, 1971). Presently, its total population is about 1,000,000. In 
the Dakar region, water supply comes from both groundwater (80 %) and surface water. Groundwater is 
intensively exploited due to rapid increase of he population and development of industry. From I 925 to 
1939, the water supply has increased by 3,000 m3/day (Martin, 1970 ). This quantity jumped to 24,000 
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m3/d in 1949. This has created severe groundwater pollution by marine chloride intrusion. The first steps 
taken were the closing down of the coastal dug wells and the opening of others in Dakar suburbs. In these 
areas, uncontrolled demographic expansion has induced groundwater pollution by nitrates (OMS, 1972; 
Collin and Salem, 1989). Following these observations, several analyses comprising all major inorganic 
constituents and isotopes were carried out. 

HYDROGEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

Senegal country lies between 11 ° and 18° West longitude and between 12° and 17° North latitude. It is a 
low rainfall region with semi-arid climate. Annual precipitation is around 300 to 1200 mm from north to 
south and annual temperature average is 24 °C. The region of Dakar which is located in the western part 
has two aquifer systems (Martin, 1970), a confined infrabasaltic aquifer in the western part and sandy 
unconfined aquifer in the eastern part (Figure 1 ). The infrabasaltic aquifer is composed of pure sand 
capped by volcanic lavas while the unconfined aquifer varies from coarse to clayey sand. From West to 
East, the aquifer is 50 to 80 meters thick. Previous studies using isotopes (Gaye, 1980) showed that 
recharge by rainwater occurs mainly in the eastern part between July and October. Some recharge could 
also occur through infiltration in the basalt. Transmissivities range from I 0-2 to 9 x I 0-3 m2/s in the western 
part and from 1.6 x I 0·3 to 6.75 x 10·3 m2/s in the eastern part (OMS, 1972). Eighty percent of the drinking 
water supply for Dakar comes from groundwater. However, as a consequence of drying of wells, the 
production from the eastern part is gradually decreasing. 
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Figure I . Aquifer system in the area of investigation 
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Physical and chemical parameters were determined in situ in the study area as shown in Figure 2. Samples 
for nitrate measurements were filtered and conserved at pH 2. Samples for major elements and isotopes 
were collected in polyethylene bottles. Samples for 180 and 2H measurements were collected in tinted 
small glass bottles. Moreover, during water sampling, the water table, the ages of the latrines and the 
distance separating them from the wells were measured. Nitrate measurements were made with a 
chromatographic method and supplemented with spectrophotometric and volumetric methods. Isotope 
analyses were carried out by the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna. Furthermore, 25 wells 
were sampled, the water conserved in sterile small bottles at 4 °C and the faecal coliforms measured. 

Soil sampling 

Soil sampling was carried out with the hand auger "EJJJKELKAMP" from the surface to the capillary 
zone. Samples were conserved in new "Siladur" boxes. Every sample went through lixiviation where 50 
g of soil were added to I 00 ml of distilled water. After lixiviation, concentrations were determined and 
corrected in relation to the natural water content of the soil. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The average temperature of groundwater is 30 °C. This corresponds to the atmospheric temperature and 
thus indicates vulnerability to surface pollution. Electric conductivities range from 500 to 2,700 µSiem 
and the pH from 4.5 to 7.0. The determination of mineralisation from the total of cations and anions 
shows that the groundwater is weakly mineralised. The values vary between 280 and I, 161 mg/I with an 
average of 624 mg/I. In relation to precipitation from which they are derived, groundwater shows a 
contamination by a marine salt (Travi et al, 1987). The water quality varies from chloride to bicarbonate 
fancies. 
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Table I. Substances in groundwater as compared to the guideline values (mg/I} as given by European 
Economic Community (Detoc 1995). 

Parameters EEC limits Grolllldwater 

Admissible Acceptable Average Minimum Maximum 

Cond.µS/cm 2000 400 1700 600 3000 

T°C 25 15 30 28 31 

pH 9,5 6,5 5 4 7 

Ca* 100 72 II 200 

Mg# 50 30 29 13 81 

Na' 100 <20 104 30 175 

K' 12 <10 3 1 6 136 

so,H 400 200 72 9 326 

Ct 600 250 153 45 297 

HCO,· 137 < I 518 

NO,· 50 45 190 43 359 

NO · 0,1 0 0.87 0 4.7 
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Figure 3. NO,· content of groundwater in 1987, 1988, 1995, and 1996 from east to west 

Chemical quality of dug wells and well-water in the eastern and western parts is generally acceptable 
with the exception of widespread nitrogen contamination (Table I}. However, water from the city 
distribution network is of excellent quality when compared to the international drinking water standard 
norms. From east to west, nitrate concentrations are diverse. From 1987 to 1996, nitrate has increased 
over time (Figure 3). In the east of Dakar suburb, the average concentrations are about 20 mg/I. Within 
the suburb, they reach 300 mg/I and in the west they are approximately 50 mg/I. Nitrate concentrations 
increase by 30 mg/I annually, thus substantially polluting the groundwater. The decrease of nitrate 
concentrations from east to west could be related to the denitrification (Mariotti et al., 1988) or the 
mixture between old waters with low nitrate concentration and recent polluted waters. 
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Relation between nitrate concentrations and the distances separating latrines from wells 

The relation between nitrate concentrations and the distances separating wells from family latrines (often 
IO to more than 20 years old) indicates 3 categories (Figure 4). It shows that nitrate concentrations increase 
in the wells which are located near the latrines. Further, for the same distance between wells and latrines, 
nitrate concentrations tend to be higher when the latrine is older. These results indicate faecal influence as 
the origin of nitrate. Moreover, they also allow determination of a theoretical safe distance (D) between 
wells and latrines by linear regressions. The following equations have been obtained: 

category I: 

YI = -9,6 X + 460; r2 = 0,89; if YI = 0, DI = 48 m 

category 2: 

Y2 = -8,0 X + 291; r2 = 0,85 ; if Y2 = 0, D2 = 36 m 

category 3: 

Y3 = -10,9 X + 220; r2= 0,76; ifY3 = 0, D3 = 20 m 

These results show that in order to protect wells as long as possible from faecal nitrate contamination, an 
average distance of 50 meters is to be observed. The nitrate pollution which is linked to a coliforms 
pollution (average in 25 wells = 4,700 coli forms, with max.= 50, I 00 coliforms) could derive from faecal 
and surface contaminations as 40 % of the inhabitants use faulty latrines, 40 % use abandoned wells and 
20 % use dug holes. 
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Figure 4. NO,· in relation to the distance between wells and latrines (grouped by age of latrines) 
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Development of nitrate concentrations in the unsaturated zone 

When the groundwater is close to the surface, the development of nitrate concentration seems to be 
directed by two main factors : (I) evaporation which increases nitrate concentrations by accumulation 
near the surface, (2) capillary effect which induces dilution of the nitrate concentration. On short profiles, 
the average nitrate concentration in the subsurface is around I 088 mg/I whereas in the capillary zone it is 
about 298 mg/I. The factor by which nitrate concentrations decrease due to the capillary effect varies 
between 4 and 5. On these short soil profiles, the water content stationary regime reaches 4 %. On long 
profiles, the presence of high levels of nitrate and the water content at the same depth imply a washing 
process in groundwater pollution. 

Isotope characterisation 

The stable isotopes average concentration are -5 %o for 180 and -35 %o for 2H. The regression equation 
between 180 and 2H is: d2H = 5,71 d 18O - 4,4. The distribution of the values around the world meteoric 
water line confirms that the recharge of the Dakar area aquifer system occurs from the same origin as the 
monsoon rainfall (Aranyossy and Joseph, 1989) and indicates the continuation of the groundwater from 
the eastern to the western part of the peninsula. This phenomenon indicates a nitrate pollution flowpath 
from the eastern to western part where the nitrate content is around 50 mg/I. The relation between NO

3
• 

and 2H concentrations for local rainfalls and groundwaters show that NO
3
• content in the unconfined 

aquifer (Figure 5) is affected by anthropogenic contamination (Group I) and evaporation effects (Group 
2) . 2H content increases from -55 %0 to -36 %0. 

As for the confined aquifer (Figure 6), evaporation increases 2H values from -55 %o to -34 %o (Group 2). 
The concentration of nitrate in group I seems to be linked to the pollution level of neighbouring suburban 
zone. 

The relation between NO
3
• and 3H concentration shows relatively recent pollution (Figure 7). Indeed, it 

indicates a significant correlation between high NO
3
• concentration and 3H which characterises the present 

rainfalls measured in Bamako (IAEA/WMO station for west Africa). The presence of high activities of 
14C (80 %) is in good agreement with this recent recharge of groundwater. Tritium concentrations in the 
rainfalls have been corrected using the " piston flow model" with UT = UT * e·1<•·;>(where UT is the 3H 
concentration of the sample, x = sampling year, i = 1953 as the year origin ;t I = ln2/ l 2,43 years). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The groundwater of Dakar region is contaminated by nitrates and faecal coliforms from anthropogenic 
sources. The mechanisms of contamination are mainly the soil washing process and nitrate injection from 
faulty latrines. Previous studies (Edmunds and Walton, 1980; Allison et al., 1983; Aranyossy et al., 1992) 
have described the mechanisms of chemical isotopes concentration in the soil due to evaporation and 
molecular diffusion. In Dakar area, the influence of human activities will contribute to make the movement 
ofNO

3
• in the soil more complex due to the water and organic waste. The stable isotopes 3H and 14C are 

used to obtain a better understanding of these issues. The high nitrate concentrations originated recently; 
the presence of high activities of 14C (80 %) is in good agreement with this recent recharge of groundwater. 
The distribution of the values of 180 and 2H around the world meteoric water line (Craig, 1961) indicates 
that the recharge of the Dakar area aquifer system occurs from the monsoon rainfalls with exposure to 
evaporation. Moreover, the relationship between 180 and 2H confirms the continuation of the groundwater 
from eastern to western parts of the peninsula. 

The results obtained during this study show that both the modernisation of traditional wells and maintaining 
a safe distance between latrines and wells are necessary. It is a matter of urgency to develop the possibility 
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a conventional septic tank use for domestic waste-water treatment in the suburb area of the Dakar region 
and to organise waste elimination for drinking water protection. It is also necessary to implement an 
education program or improve the well modernisation process. 
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TOOLS OF GROUNDWATER PROTECTION BELOW THE CITY OF 
CARACAS,VENEZUELA 

K.-P. Seiler 

GSF-lnstitute of Hydrology, D-85758 Neuherberg, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Caracas city obtains drinking water from neighbouring catchment areas. Since these water resources are 
limited in quantity, groundwaters under the city are also considered for drinking water supply. 
Hydrochemical and isotope investigations show that the active recharge zone which may readily be 
contaminated reaches to about 50 m below floor. At greater depths the passive recharge zone extends to 
a maximum of 300 m and is by far less susceptible to groundwater pollution than the active recharge 
zone. The water balance indicates recharge to the Caracas aquifer of2. I m3/s from losses of the distribution 
and collector systems of waters as well as from subsurface lateral groundwater inflow into the Caracas 
valley. The active recharge zone of the aquifer beneath Caracas actually acts as an important microbiological 
reactor. It was proposed that exploitation of 20 % of the total amount of groundwater re-charge from 
depths below I 00 m would be sustainable and provide unpolluted water. Abstraction from the active 
recharge zone would require protection measures in the city area, which are not feasible. 

KEY WORDS 

urban hydrology, isotope hydrology, contaminant hydrology, groundwater protection, water balance, 
groundwater management 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1900 only IO % of the world population lived in cities and for the year 2000 their number is estimated 
to amount 50 % (UN 1991 ). Two essential infrastructure facilities of urban areas are water supply and 
waste water collector systems. In cities exceeding I mio. inhabitants water demand usually can not be 
satisfied from the catchment area of the town without risk of groundwater mining. Thus water is mostly 
imported from neighbouring catchments; this increases the natural river discharge and produces waste 
waters harming the river ecosys-tem. 

Water supply for 17 .3 mio. inhabitants - the average of the IO biggest cities of the world - has to cover an 
average water demand of 20 to 60 m3/s. The distribution nets, however, are leaking at rates between a 
minimum of 5 % up to 50 % and the waste-water collector systems are similarly leaky; both increase 
groundwater recharge. As a consequence groundwater levels may rise and cause geotechnical as well as 
hygienic problems. 

Mega-cities usually have usually plenty of deeply founded constructions. To protect these against water 
during and after construction, short-term or longer term groundwater abstraction is needed to prevent 
geotechnical problems. Further, some mega- cities are located near the shore, and groundwater resources 
are underlain by salt waters. In theses cases salt water may intrude into fresh waters as a consequence of 
overexploitation. 
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Figure I. The catchment area of the Guaire River till Petare and the city of Caracas on the valley floor. Left hand of a north-
south line through the confluence of the Valle and Guaire Rivers the old (DF), right hand the new city (Ml) 

Where groundwater is abstracted for drinking water supply, groundwater protection measures are required 
which may be difficult to handle and supervise in town areas. Therefore with respect to increasing 
urbanisation adequate management tools are needed for solutions for the geotechnical, hygienic and 
protection problems of urban areas. The Caracas study aims to contribute to a solution for sustainable 
ground-/drinking water abstraction below town areas. 

The Caracas valley, surrounded by crystalline rocks, is filled up to 300 m with weathering materials, 
forming the Caracas aquifer. The two rivers Guaire and Valle (Fig. I) discharge overland flow, interflow 
and groundwaters from the catchment. Today both rivers are canalised and exchanges between ground
and surface waters are hindered, except in the area of Petare (Fig. I), where the Caracas aquifer ends and 
the Guaire enters a canon in crystalline rocks. 

The catchment area till Petare covers 564 km2 and the actual city area 65.4 km2
• The population of the 

town has exploded within the last I 00 years from 40,000 to approximately 4,000,000 and is still growing. 
17.4 m'/s of drinking water are provided to the city from surface reservoirs in neighbouring catchments 
and further resources for water supply have to be developed. One potential source is the aquifer beneath 
the city. 

ORIGIN OF GROUNDWATERS BENEATH THE CITY 

Precipitation in the Guaire catchment averages 925 mm/a, resulting in predominantly surface discharge 
within the city. Surface discharges outside the city are estimated to amount to 105 mm/a and contribute 
about I. 7 m'/s to the Guaire river. Infiltration around the town has been calculated using chloride 
concentrations in precipitation (1.5 mg/L) as compared to antropogenic uninfluenced groundwaters (15 
mg/L). It amounts to 1,5 

R = 15 (925 - I 05) = 82mm I a 

The lateral subsurface recharge contributing to the Caracas aquifers consequently amounts to 1.2 m'/s. 
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STABLE ISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS IN GROUNDWATERS 

Stable isotope concentrations (2H, 180) in precipitation, rivers and springs at the border of the city follow 
the meteoric water line (Fig. 2) 

Ii ' H = 8/i "O + 12 

Groundwaters below the city, however, are isotopically enriched (Fig. 2) by evaporation processes and 
the mixture of evaporated with unevaporated waters. The evaporation occurred in surface reservoirs and 
the treatment plants of the water supply before leaking from distribution and collector systems of waters 
and mixing in the underground with groundwaters that entered the valley laterally; these losses contributed 
to the groundwaters under the old city (DF) for a much longer time span than to those under the new city 
(MI) that grew only in the last 40 years. From mixing of evaporated waters (n, c

1
) with laterally inflowing 

groundwaters ( 1-n, c
2
) and mean concentration of groundwaters ( c3) an average water loss into groundwaters 

of 

or 0.05 · 17.4 = 0.9 m3/s has been calculated. 

From the pattern of evaporated waters beneath the town, for the first time, the location and intensities of 
leakage sources can be mapped.Losses from the distribution and collector nets (0.9 m3/s) and the lateral 
groundwater recharge (1.2 m'/s) sum up to a total recharge of 2.1 m3/s beneath Caracas city; from this 
resource about 2 m3/s are actually abstracted. The surface and subsurface discharge together with the 
imported water produce a total discharge of the catchment of20.4 m3/s, which is in good agreement with 
repeated discharge measurements in the Guaire River at Petare using fluorescent dyes. 
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Figure 2. ' H-/"O-diagram of ground- and drinking waters from the Caracas area. Waters from rivers and treatment plants and 
groundwaters out of wells within the old (DF) and new city (Ml). Most groundwaters beneath the city represent a mixture 
between naturally occurring groundwaters allocated at the meteoric water line and waters of treatment plants. Steep line = 
meteoric water line, flat line = evaporation and mixing line 
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DYNAMICS OF GROUNDWATERS 

A plot of3H against depth (Fig. 3) shows that 3H-concentrations drop at about 40-50 m depth to below 
detection limit (0.5 TU; I TU= 0.1 1 Bq/L). This depth is equal to the interface between the active and 
passive groundwater recharge zone (Seiler & Lindner 1995). Below this interface carbon-14 concentrations 
drop to less than 40 pmc ( concentrations of actual groundwaters are about 80 pmc ), electric conductivities 
rise suddenly and stable isotope concentrations no more show any evaporation impacts. Obviously the 
impact of water losses from the distribution and collector systems of water is restricted to the active 
recharge zone. At greater depth it mixes to concentrations below detection limits, even though this 
infiltration has been going on for several decades. Thus the losses from the distribution and collector nets 
represent a long-term tracer experiment, both isotopically and chemically, allowing quantitative assessment 
of the susceptibi lity of different zones of the aquifer to pollution. As a new approach, this will be used for 
sustainable groundwater exploitation in an urban area and will also apply for other areas. 

Mathematical modelling of the actual portion of groundwater recharge reaching the passive recharge 
zone showed that as an average only 20 % penetrates to this zone (Sei ler & Lindner 1995). Where extraction 
from the passive recharge zone (Fig. 4) exceeds 20 % as effective recharge, hydraulic short-cuts arise 
between the active and passive recharge zone. These short-cuts are not instantaneous but rather are of 
often long-term transient conditions; they do not occur symmetrically to the well axis but in a zone 
inclined upstream (Fig. 5). The inclination of this zone to the well increases positively with the depth of 
screening, and the width increases with abstraction quantities. In Caracas valley an extraction depth 
below I 00 m was estimated to reach the border areas of the valley that are steep, mostly free of constructions 
and forested. 
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CONTAMINANTS IN GROUNDWATERS 

Point sources of groundwater contamination have been detected during the construction of the Caracas 
subway. They influence groundwater quality only very locally, still seem to occur rarely beneath the town 
and are restricted to highly industrialised areas of the city. In contrast, diffuse sources of contamination, 
especially losses from the waste water canals, influence groundwater quality to some extent. 

Chlorides and 180 are both conservative tracers in the water cycle; in the active recharge zone of the 
Caracas area they originate from precipitation and chlorides also from treatment plants and waste-waters. 
Thus in a chloride-/18O-diagram all chloride concentrations exceeding the mixing distance between natural 
18O-concentrations and the output concentration of chloride from treatment plants indicate pollution (Fig. 
6). Any contribution of waste-waters beneath Caracas will initially and preferentially affect the active 
recharge zone as indicated by 180 and Cl (Fig. 6).The natural nitrate concentrations have been calculated 
to average IO mg/L in deep groundwaters. From the nitrate depth diagram, however, it is obvious (Fig. 7) 
that below the old city (OF) groundwaters in the active recharge zone may have even lower nitrate 
concentrations than natural, coupled with the occurrence of nitrite and ammonia. Contrary, below the 
new city the nitrates never reach lower concentrations than natural nitrate concentrations. The NO

2 
and 

NH
4 

occurrences in groundwaters below the old city, missing under the new city, result from microbiological 
activities within the active recharge zone. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Groundwater recharge beneath Caracas is 43 % from leakages from distribution and collector systems of 
waters. This creates an important dilution potential for pollutants and thus may enhance microbiologic 
activities. Although these facts would favour groundwater abstraction for drinking water supply in the 
active recharge zone, it is recommended to restrict sustainable groundwater exploitation to the passive 
recharge zone by wells with filter screens deeper than I 00 m below the valley floor. By experience and 
based on results of scenario calculations using mathematical models (Seiler & Lindner 1995) in this zone 
only 20 % of the groundwater recharge can be exploited without creating significant short-cuts between 
the active and passive recharge zone. In the passive recharge zone the dilution potential, however, is 
higher than in the active recharge zone because the water volume as compared to the groundwater recharge 
is higher and the mean residence times of waters under natural conditions exceed some hundred to few 
thousand years. Although the aquifer behaves to some extend as a microbiological reactor, no measures 
to protect groundwaters in the active recharge will be possible in such town areas on a long run. Exploitation 
from the passive recharge zone needs no groundwater protection measures, provided it does not deteriorate 
natural hydrodynamic conditions. 
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IMPROVEMENTS OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT FOR 
GROUNDWATER PROTECTION IN THE HAERTSFELD 

F. Haakh 

Zweckverband landeswasserversargzmg, Schutzenstra/Je 4, D-70 J 82 Stuttgart, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Wastewater treatment in rural water protection zones is crucial for sustainable source water protection . 
Specific problems arise where wastewater from decentral treatment plants infiltrates towards vulnerable 
aquifers. Within the water protection zone of the Egau Waterworks sited on the Swabian highlands with 
a karstic aquifer, a concept for a central sewer system and wastewater plant went into operation in 1993 
in order to so lve the conflict between drinking water demands and wastewater treatment. Since then, 
water quality of the Buchbrunnen karst spring which is used for drinking water supply for about 400,000 
inhabitants has shown improvements. The paper describes the development of typical parameters including 
groundwater flow time and corresponding concentration levels. The concept implemented here may serve 
as a model for a successfu l water protection initiative. 

KEYWORDS 

Drinking water contamination; groundwater protection; karstic aquifer; wastewater treatment 

INTRODUCTION 

Acceptance for protection initiatives still is higher for surface waters than for groundwater, presumably 
because public sensitivity is higher for surface water quality. In the general population, clear concepts of 
a non-polluted river are widespread, whereas the concept of groundwater pollution and its vulnerability is 
poorly developed. Furthermore, the capacity of soil and aquifers for self-purification was overestimated 
during the last decades, and this has led to a deficit of groundwater protection strategies. 

Whereas examples for surface water protection programmes and success stories are numerous, less 
information is available on the effects of groundwater protection initiatives for drinking water supplies. 
Awareness of successful groundwater protection initiatives is necessary for raising the profile of 
groundwater issues in public discussion and for improving recognition of the most important drinking 
water resource in Europe. 

The LANDESWASSERVERSORGUNG, a long-distance water supply company in south west ofGemany (state of 
Baden-Wilrttemberg), has been exploiting the karst ground water resources of the swabian highlands for 
drinking water provision since 1917. Within the water protection zones of the LANDESWASSERVERSORGUNG, 

source water quality has been regularly monitored for ground- and surface-water protection and regional 
water resources management. On the basis of these data, it was possible to observe changes in groundwater 
quality and to evaluate the effectiveness of particular measures taken. 
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HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION ON THE BUCHBRUNNEN SPRING 

The Buchbrunnen Spring belongs to the Egau-Spring system, a northern tributary of the Danube. Within 
the karstic aquifer of the swabian highlands, the catchment area covers 280 km2 (Geyh el al., 1984) 
(Figure I) . Typical for this catchment area are shallow soils and dry valleys of small rivers because of 
infiltration into the aquifer. In the rural catchment area of the Buchbrunnen karst spring, infiltration of 
urban wastewater endangered groundwater quality. 

The average discharge of the Buchbrunnen-spring is about 0.920 m'/s (minimum: 0.625 m'/s; maximum 
I .400 m'/s). The hydrograph shows high peaks and is typical for karst springs. The Buchbrunnen Spring 
is used for drinking-water provision to about 400,000 inhabitants within the distribution area of the 
LANDESWASSERVERSORGUNG. 

Analysis of wastewater-specific parameters like ammonium, potassium, volatile/semivolatile organic 
compounds, AOX, phosphate and boron as well as microbiological contamination ofraw water indicated 
wastewater infiltration and deficits in wastewater treatment within the spring catchment area. In 
consequence, the water authorities of Baden-Wilrttemberg linked the possibility of further industrial 
development of the communities within the catchment to the improvement of wastewater treatment. 

CENTRAL SEWER SYSTEM WITHIN THE SPRING CATCHMENT AREA 

An integrated concept of wastewater treatment for the main part of the catchment area ( 150 km2
) was 

worked out for improving the source water protection of the Buchbrunnen Spring. A sewer system collecting 
the wastewater of 17 communities by the main sewer (Figure I) and a central wastewater treatment plant 
downstream of the karst spring have been built for solving this conflict between drinking water demands 
and pressures from society 's wastewater (Abwasser-Zweckverband Haertsfeld, I 993). The cost of this 
project was about 60 million. OM (approximately$ US 35 mil.) Since 1993, improvements in raw water 
quality have been significant (Zweckverband Landeswasserversorgung, 1993, 1995). 
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Figure 2. Theoretical changes of concentration and load as predicted by the model 

IMPROVEMENTS OF RAW WATER QUALITY 

Exponential model 

For planning the measure, a simple approach for forecasting the expected maximum changes of raw 
water quality was necessary. Assuming, that infiltration of wastewater into the groundwater would stop 
with the commencement of central wastewater treatment, recharged groundwater would show exponentially 
decreasing concentrations of parameters originating from wastewater loading; concentrations should depend 
on initial concentration and recharge rate versus medium flow-time in the aquifer (Zweckverband 
Landeswasseversorgung, 1995). Thus, the time dependent concentration C;(t) for a single substance "i" at 
a given initial concentration C

0 
may be expressed as: 

(I) 

with 1/k: annual groundwater recharge rate versus groundwater volume; n: years . 

Equation (I) can be transformed into the exponential form for describing the step-wise response of linear 
systems with a time constance "T / ' = 1/ln(l - Ilk); this yields 

C; (t) = C0 e T, (2) 

Pollutant loads were calculated by linking concentrations to spring discharge. Figure 2 shows that under 
optimum conditions a decrease in concentration of parameters originating from wastewater of about 50 
% can be expected within 5-6 years . . 

Tables I and 2 compare reductions of concentration and load as predicted by the model for any given 
parameter (last column) to those actually observed. Results imply that loads of the parameters AOX, SRP 
and cfu were indeed chiefly due to wastewater, whereas those of Ka, TRI, Cl, and NH, were also influenced 
by other sources. Thus, the model proved to be useful for linking emissions and emissions to storage 
effects in the aquifer, and to predict the decrease of wastewater-induced concentrations over time. 

Chemical Parameters 

Adsorbable organic halogen compounds (AOX). The decrease of AOX is one of the most significant 
improvements of ground-water quality. In 1993 concentrations were about 0.01 I mg/Land in 1998 the 
concentration was reduced to the detection limit of the analytical method (about 0.005 mg/L). The trend 
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Figure 3. AOX concentration and load (annual trend as curves and single samples as individual symbols) 

Table I. Concentrations (in mg/L) measured for several parameters in comparison to the decline predicted 
by the model (model prediciton: last column; % decline pertains to all parameters) 

Year Parameters Declile 
predicted by model 

AOX SRP Ka TRI Chloride NH4 cfu (36°C) cfu (20°C) (%) 

1990 0,0897 1,37 0,00019 16,6 0,0225 1065 189 100 

1991 0,0 II 5 0,0847 1,33 0,00025 17,0 0,0124 804 246 100 

1992 0,0175 0,0975 1,50 0,00048 19,0 0,0108 579 118 100 

1993 0,01100 0,1150 1,40 0,00028 18,7 0,0149 474 184 98,4 

1994 0,01380 0,0591 1,25 0,000096 16,4 11 5 145 88,5 

1995 0,00550 0,0458 0,96 0,000107 16,4 0,0 133 104 144 80,4 

1996 0,00783 0,0652 0,92 0,000100 17,6 0,0167 47 233 
72,2 

1997 0,00517 0,0702 1,15 0,000083 17,0 0,0100 46 76 63 ,6 

1998 0,00500 0,0763 1,28 0,000064 17,6 0,0100 61 68 58,6 

C IC 45,5% 66,3% 9 1,1% 22,9% 94,1% 83,3% 10,5% 57,8% 58,6% 

Table 2: Loads (in kg/d) measured for several parameters in comparison to the decline predicted by the 
model (model prediciton: last column;% decline pertains to all parameters) 

Year Parameters Declile 
ered icted bl:'. mode I 

AOX SRP Ka TRI Chloride NH4 !:::9- (2)(%) 

1990 104,170 0,013 1292 1,680 99,5 

1991 0,771 6,459 95, 126 0,019 1288 0,874 96,9 

1992 1,220 7,564 104,976 0,036 1465 0,730 100,9 

1993 0,798 9,007 101 ,606 0,020 1448 1,098 100,0 

1994 1,166 5,215 109,862 0,008 1435 2,342 98,3 

1995 0,467 3,787 81 ,280 0,009 1369 1, 121 87,1 

1996 0,626 5,105 73 ,052 0,008 1385 1,320 74,2 

1997 0,387 5,412 88,741 0,006 1300 0,743 58,5 

1998 0,362 5,493 92,221 0,005 1271 0,849 37,0 

C IC 45,4% 61,0% 90,8% 24,3% 87,8% 77,3% 36,6% 
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Figure 4. Microbiological contamination ofBuchbrunnen spring water in cfu/100 mL (annual average; 1990-1998) 

towards decreased loads is substantial, from 0.8 - 1.3 kg/d to to 0.4 kg/d. Trend analysis shows significantly 
decreasing loads, so that maximum loads of 1998 are below average load of 1993 (Figure 3). 

Trichloroethylene (TRI). TRI was found in concentrations ofabout 0.2 ppm (0.2 mg/L) and a load of0.02 
kg/d until 1993, when the sewer system began operation. Since 1994, concentrations have declined to 
only 50 % of previous values. A similar decrease was observed for the TRI load of Buchbrunnen spring 
water. 
Soluble reactive -phosphorus (PO). Soluble reactive phosphorus, a typical wastewater parameter, was 
found in concentrations of about 0.12 mg/L in 1993 and at a load of about 9 kg/d. Since 1993, the 
beginning of central sewer operation, SRP-loads have declined to 5 kg/d and concentrations have reached 
a level of 0.08 mg/L. 

Potassium (Ka) . Unti l 1994, the potassium load was always above I 00 kg/d, but beginning with 1995, 
this load has been declining. It reached a minimum of73 kg/din 1996 and a corresponding concentration 
of0.96 mg/L. 

Chloride (Cl). Besides nitrate and sulfate, chloride shows the highest concentrations of anions. Until the 
beginning of central wastewater treatment, the trend towards increasing chloride concentrations was 
significant, and in 1993, a level of 19 mg/L was reached at loads of about 1,400 kg/d. An increasing trend 
until the beginning of central wastewater treatment is significant. With the central wastewater treatment 
it was possible to stop this trend, even though wastewater is not the main source of chloride loading. 

Ammonium (NH). Because of the oxygen saturation above 80 %, ammonium as a typical wastewater 
parameter was not critical before beginning of operation of the central sewer system. Concentrations 
were between 0.025 and 0.0 I mg/Land showed little change through the central sewer, after which levels 
ranged from 0.0 I and 0.018 mg/Lin 1995 to 1998. Ammonium loading shows a slightly decreasing trend, 
having reached a level of about 0.8 kg/d in 1998 (Tab. 2). 

Microbiological contamination 

Periodic mirobiological contamination is typical for wastewater infiltration into karstic aquifers. ln the 
years from 1990 until 1994 the level of colony-forming units (cfu) was in the range of200 up to 400 cfu/ 
ml. In 1994 average values and maximum values decreased by more than a factor of I 0, or one log step. 
In addition to the central sewer system the improvement of rainwater runoff quality by a number of 
storrnwater basins in the Buchbrunnen catchment area (Figure 4) is likely to have contributed to this 
reduction. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Since June 1993, a central sewer system in the catchment area of the Buchbrunnen spring has started to 
operate, and one of the most important goals, i.e. stopping further wastewater infiltration into the karstic 
aquifer, has been met. Efforts for improving and protecting water quality of the Buchbrunnen are of high 
priority because of its importance for the drinking-water supply. The LANDESWASS ERVERSORGUNG has 
performed a monitoring-based analysis of changes in groundwater quality observed in connection with 
the introduction of the central sewer and central wastewater treatment. It became evident that within only 
5 years spring water quality has shown improvements with respect to typical wastewater parameters. In 
this catchment area, conflicts between drinking water demand and pressures from society 's wastes as 
well as from industrial development of cities and towns located in a water protection zone have been 
solved. For such settings a central sewer system in a catchment area can be recommended. Furthermore, 
this case study shows that groundwater protection initiatives can be successful, but for their evaluation a 
long term data base is necessary, as remediation periods are often much longer in groundwater than in 
surface waters. 
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ABSTRACT 

In Morocco, reuse of raw wastewater for irrigation is practised around the big cities without taking into 
account the sanitary and environmental concerns. All national institutions involved in wastewater problems 
are convinced of the need for wastewater treatment with extensive systemes before it can be applied for 
agricultural reuse. Our experimental work on wastewater treatment using lagooning, macrophytic plants, 
reed beds, infiltration percolation or over-land flow showed that of all these extensive systems lead to an 
effluent classified into category B according to WHO guidelines. However, the amount ofnitrogen largely 
exceeded the crops' requirements and could cause serious problems for groundwater. Using the DRASTIC 
method, a vulnerability map was established for groundwater in the plain surrounding the city ofMarrakech. 
The estimates of nitrogen amounts from wastewater that can reach groundwater after crop uptakes showed 
that only the low vulnerability zone could be safely irrigated with the treated wastewater. The second 
zone of moderate vulnerability covering 50 % of the area in the plain could receive the treated wastewater, 
but a careful program of irrigation is required to avoid nitrate contamination of groundwater. The third 
zone at a high vulnerability level should be protected, without any further irrigation using wastewater, 
even after extensive treatment. This new approach integrating the results of the preliminary vulnerability 
study of groundwater zones could constitute a helpful tool to improve management of regional projects 
of wastewater reclamation and reuse. 

KEYWORDS 

DRASTIC method; groundwater; nitrogen; reuse project; vulnerability map; wastewater 

INTRODUCTION 

In face of human population growth and the expansion of the sewerage network, the spreading of wastewater 
was considered a potential solution to protect surface waters from pollution. Wastewater reuse in agriculture 
is integrated in the water resources planning schemes of numerous countries, especially in arid areas like 
Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, China (Pescod , 1992). 

In Morocco, reuse of wastewater for irrigation is practised around the big cities, wherever farming land is 
available. Presently, more than 7,000 ha are irrigated by using raw wastewater, and for the year 2005 it is 
forecasted that this area could reach 92,000 ha (Benchokroun and Bouchama, 1991 ). The main crops 
irrigated are cereals, trees, fodder crops and vegetables. Nevertheless, this reuse does not take sanitary 
and environmental concerns into account. Indeed, reuse of wastewater would constitute the most adapted 
and economic solution to prevent pollution in the future , if the wastewater is adequately treated, thus 
allowing profit from both hydrologic potential and fertilising value of wastewater. 

At all national instances that are involved in wastewater problems, there is a great conviction to choose 
extensive systems for any wastewater treatment before agricultural reuse. According to international 
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Figure I. Relative frequency{%) of well samples in Azzouzia containing differen1 concentra1ions of nitrogen forms 

experiences, these kinds of treatment plants have shown high capacity to decrease sanitary risks from 
effluents and will allow the practice to be adopted with complete health safety (Finney and Middlebrooks, 
1980 ; Picot et al., 1992 ; Shelef et al. , 1996 ; El Hammouri et al. , 1994 ). However, is this enough to rule 
out any other negative impacts on the environment (e.g. groundwater) from this practice in any specific 
area? This question could be formulated in a different manner: could we make decisions about 
implementation ofregional reuse project with complete security at any zone of Morocco, especially after 
adequate extensive treatment? 

Raw wastewater characteristics in the Marrakech zone: investigations have been carried out for more 
than two years in a few locations in this region of Morocco. Table I summarises the data available and 
shows that liquid waste volumes discharged are substantial. Marrakech city alone has produced about 
62,000 m'/d in 1996 and the other urban centres produce a total of 1,600 m'/d. Based on the estimated 
rate of drinking water consumption, these quantities could increase quickly in the future . These wastes 
contain high amounts of pollutants. Furthermore, liquid wastes in Morocco are always more concentrated 
than in temperate countries. The mean water consumption per inhabitant does not exceed 70 I/day in most 
agglomerations in this country. 

Table I . Pollution flux from Marrakech and principal urban areas in the Haouz plain (1995-1996) 

Liquid waste flow 8OD5 COD TSS TKN Total P 
(m3/day) {kg/day) (kg/day) {kg/day) {kg/day) (kg/day) 

Marrakech city 62,000 47,700 122,540 32,270 4,580 886 
other urban areas 1,600 1,200 2,000 1,000 300 30 

Total 63,600 4,890 124,540 33,270 4,880 9 16 
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Impact of raw wastewater reuse on groundwater quality in the Azzouzia zone: Azzouzia, the 
Marrakech wastewater spreading zone, has received raw wastewater for 70 years. Groundwater quality 
was investigated in 32 wells of this zone. The amount of ammonia nitrogen varied between 0.1 to 2.4 mg 
N/1 with an average about I .2 mg N/1. Nitrate nitrogen amounts were between 28 to 143 mg N/1. More 
than 47 % of the investigated wells showed a high value of ammonia or nitrate nitrogen (Fig. I). Most of 
them exceeded the maximum limit indicated by either drinking or irrigation water guidelines (WHO, 
1989; 1993). 

Quality of wastewater treated by extensive experimental plants in Marrakech: wastewater treatment 
using several extensive plants has been tested experimentally at different locations in Morocco, such as 
Marrakech, Ouarzazate, Boujaad, Bouznika or Agadir. ln Marrakech, treatment by lagooning, macrophytic 
plants, reed beds, infiltration percolation and over-land flow was investigated for two years or more. 
Detailed physical characteristics of these systems are described by Bouhoum et al. (1995), Ouazzani et 
al. (1995), Mandi et al. (1996) and Mandi et al. (1994). Table 2 summarises the percent removal of 
pollutants achieved by each system. All the systems tested have shown a great capacity to eliminate 
intestinal nematodes, especially helminthic eggs. However, the elimination offecal col iforms is not total. 

The recommended microbiological quality guidelines for wastewater reuse in agriculture adopted by 
WHO ( 1989) are based on two indicators: the mean concentration of nematode eggs and those of fecal 
coli forms. According to these guidelines, water to be used without restrictions for irrigation can be classified 
in category A if the mean concentration of helminthic eggs is lower than one ova per litre and total 
coli forms are less than 1,000 per 100 ml. This quality allows both irrigation of green crops for consumption 
without cooking and a direct contact between the crops, water, workers, consumers and public. When 
coli forms exceed 1,000 per I 00 ml , the quality of water is categorised as B and is suitable only for 
restrictted irrigation of fodder, trees and cereals, and direct contact is only allowed with workers and soil. 
If contamination is higher, the wastewater is classified in category C, for which reuse must avoid direct 
contact between workers and water and soil (e.g. for irrigation of forests) . 

According to Table I the treated effluent of all systems tested corresponds to category B according to 
WHO guidelines. This quality of the treated wastewater could be improved to category A if tertiary 
treatment was added to each system or by using a combination of different systems like lagooning with 
infiltration percolation, or with macrophytic plants. 

Regarding nitrogen elimination, the investigated treatment plants have shown variab le efficiency. The 
maximum removal of 70-80 % was reached by stabilisation ponds during the hot period of the year. 
However, the final concentration was superior to the maximum allowed for irrigation water standards (30 
mg N/1) (FAO, 1985). The infiltration percolation and the over-land flow systems have shown a high 
removal rate of total Kjeldahl nitrogen due to intensive nitrification in the upper levels of the soil (Ouazzani 
at al. , 1996). However, nitrogen has been only transformed and not totally eliminated by denitrification, 
especially in the over-land flow system (Bouhoum et al. , 1995). At some periods of the year, these processes 
were not active. Moreover, there was nitrogen release from saturated soil of the over-land flow plant. 
Nitrate nitrogen concentrations in the effluent were also higher than 30 mg N/1 (Table 2). 

Assessment of these concentrations for reuse of the effluent requires taking into account both the the 
water demand and the nitrogen demand of the crops that could be irrigated with these effluents. Indeed, 
the amount of nitrogen supplied with irrigation by these treated wastewaters exceeds the maximum fertiliser 
need for each crop 2-3-fold (Ouazzani, 1998), especially for those that require a high quantity of water. 
This still applies even if water quality attain levels 30 mg N/1. For example Alfaalfa requires 15,000 to 
20,000 m'/(ha*year) of water under arid climate conditions, which would contain 600 kg N per ha and 
year, whereas this fodder crop needs only 160 kg N/(ha*year) . Estimates show similar results for other 
crops, especially those that could be irrigated with category B effluent. Hence, we can have an enormous 
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Table 2. Efficiency of extensive treatment plants tested in Marrakech and total nitrogen concentrations in 
their effluents 

Anaerobic facultative macrophytic infiltration over-land 
reed beds pond ponds ponds percolation flow 

Helminth eggs 80-100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Fecal coliform < I Ulog' 3 Ulog 1.7 Ulog 3 Ulog 87% < I Ulog 

Nrrogen 30% 70% 60% 50-70% 90% 40-50% 

total nrrogen >30 
concentrations in 30-60 50 50 in spray 

40-60+ 50 
effluent (mg N/1) 

• Ulog - logarithmic unit 

+ as NO3 

excess of nitrogen after irrigation by treated wastewater even if it corresponds to FAQ guidelines (<30 mg 
N/1; FAQ 1985). 

This nitrogen excess is very high if compared to annual nitrogen flux from fertilisers used in the artificially 
irrigated zone in the Marrakech region. The irrigated perimeter ofTassaout (52,000 ha) generally received 
3000 t/a of nitrogen fertiliser as 14-28-14, urea 46 % or ammo-nitrate fertiliser. This quantity corresponds 
to around 58 kg N/(ha*year). ORMVAH (Ministry of Agriculture office) had evaluated that 12 to 15 % of 
the nitrogen applied could be lost each year. Total nitrogen loss can reach at least 9 kg N/(ha*year) in this 
zone. These values are substantially lower than the loads that would be supplied by treated wastewater 
irrigation. 

In other terms, irrigating millions of hectares with wastewater even after adequate extensive treatment 
could lead to substituting a point source of pollution by a diffuse one. This practice could cause alteration 
of groundwater quality, especially when water levels are near the surface. On the other hand, we could not 
be more stringent in the quality of wastewater treated by extensive systems, especially for nutrient 
elimination. Also, we could not propose to improve nitrogen elimination by other sophisticated treatment 
methods in developing countries especially like Morocco where most of cities do not yet have their own 
treatment system. How can this dilemma be resolved? 

Groundwater vulnerability map and reuse project in the areas of Haouz: the aquifer of the Haouz 
plain (Marrakech basin) is one of the major groundwater sources of Morocco. It expands over a surface 
area of 6,600 km2 and has a storage capacity of about 15 billion cubic meters. However, during the last 
decade, this aquifer has been threatened by numerous sources of pollution that increasingly proliferated 
due to a lack of environment protection measures. This water resource is subject to deterioration and 
potential risk of continuous or episodic pollution. It is necessary to take precautionary measures to secure 
a suitable groundwater quality. To reach this objective, establishment of groundwater vulnerability map 
constitutes, among other methods, an effective tool. 

The aquifer vulnerability map could be realised with several methods, varying with the objectives, the 
availability of data, the extension of the area and the precision and scale required. The methodology is 
based on physical characteristics of aquifer, soil and unsaturated zone. The DRASTIC method used here 
is based on seven parameters: depth of the unsaturated zone, net recharge, aquifer media, soil media, 
topography, impact of the vadoze zone and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer (Lyakhloufi at al. , 1998). 
Each parameter is given a rating interval from I to IO with relative weights varying from I to 5. The 
Drastic Index is obtained by summing the products of rating of seven parameters: 
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Figure 2. Map of groundwater vulnerability in the plain of Haouz 

where: 

D = depth of unsaturated zone 

R = net recharge 

A = lithology of saturated zone 

S = texture of the soil 

T = topography (slope%) 

I = lithology of unsaturated zone 

C = aquifer permeability 

Values for these various parameters have been defined using raw data of probing record cards, analytical 
tables and synthetic maps of the area considered. These values have been mapped as seven thematic maps 
showing the contribution of each of aforementioned parameters to vulnerability. 

The analysis of the Haouz groundwater vulnerability map prepared by the DRASTIC method allowed us 
to distinguish five different vulnerability classes that could be all gathered together in three main zones 
(Fig. 2). 
A first zone, of weak and very weak vulnerability covers 25 % of the total area of the Haouz plain. At 
present, this zone requires no preventive measures. In this type of area, treated wastewater by extensive 
systems could be used for irrigation, without any risks for the groundwater. 

A second zone of moderate vulnerability, expanding over 50 % of the total Haouz area is located in the 
middle of oriental and central Haouz units. The study of the impact of any future management and program 
planning like wastewater reuse is necessary to assess the potential risks of groundwater degradation 
within this area. 

A third zone with a high and very high vulnerability covers 25 % of the Haouz area. This zone harbours 
the capture wells of drinking water used by ONEP (National Office of Drinking Water) that provide 30 % 
of drinking water needs of Marrakech City (Figure 2). In this zone, almost all the parameters involved 
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increased the degree of the groundwater vulnerability. The most important of them are: i) depth to water 
(generally less than 15 m), ii) net recharge of aquifer (generally over than 17.5 cm/year) that reached 36 
cm/year in some areas and iii) soil media characterised by a sandy clay or clay texture. This zone must be 
immediately delimited and supervised in order to define and undertake appropriate protection measures. 
It is very clear that this zone cannot receive wastewater even after its treatment by extensive systems. 

CONCLUSION 

The vulnerability map represents a background document that the water resource managers could use as 
a helpful tool for making good decisions for regional wastewater reuse projects. All projects for treatment 
and reuse of wastewater must integrate preliminary realisation of a vulnerability map of the regional 
groundwater to adapt the adequate treatment and reuse to each case of aquifer vulnerability. This new 
approach could help to improve management of these resources. Just to consult this map is sufficient to 
help managers evaluate the eventual problems and make decisions on regional projects like wastewater 
reuse for irrigation in each sector. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 1998, the United States National Research Council prepared a report assessing the viability of potable 
reuse. The report concludes that planned indirect potable reuse is a viable application ofreclaimed water 
but should be considered for implementation only after other alternative measures, such as development 
of new water sources, nonpotable reuse, and water conservation, have been evaluated and determined not 
to be economically or technically feasible . Although health-effects research has not indicated that there 
have been any adverse health effects resulting from drinking highly treated reclaimed water, those data 
are sparse. There are uncertainties associated with assessing the potential health risks of drinking reclaimed 
water. The report acknowledges that several issues remain unresolved regarding reclaimed water treatment 
and reliability, microbial and chemical constituents of concern, and water quality and health effects 
monitoring. Research needs include methods to detect emerging pathogens, identification and quantification 
of trace organic compounds, development of suitable in vivo toxicological methods, and evaluation of the 
effectiveness and reliability of multiple treatment barriers. The report also concludes that direct potable 
reuse is not a viable option to consider at this time. 

KEYWORDS 

Indirect potable reuse; potable reuse; reclaimed water; water reclamation; water reuse 

INTRODUCTION 

A small but increasing number of municipalities in the United States have implemented or are considering 
projects to augment potable water supplies with highly treated reclaimed water. While the maxim that 
drinking water should be obtained from the best available source should be the guiding principle for 
water supply development, in some cases the only feasible source of additional water to augment natural 
sources of supply may be reclaimed water. In response to a need to assess the viability, health effects, and 
safety of potable reuse, the National Research Council (NRC) formed an expert committee to evaluate 
issues associated with potable reuse of municipal wastewater. The committee's report, entitled Issues in 
Potable Reuse: The Viability of Augmenting Drinking Water Supplies with Reclaimed Water (National 
Research Council , 1998), was published in 1998. 

Current potable reuse projects and studies have demonstrated the capability to reliably produce reclaimed 
water of excellent measurable quality, and there have been no obvious adverse health effects in communities 
where reclaimed water has been used. Nevertheless, information is lacking regarding health risks posed 
by some microbial pathogens and chemical constituents in reclaimed water, and while most health-related 
data generated to date suggest such water is safe, those data are sparse. 
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The general conclusion of the report is that planned indirect potable reuse is a viable application of 
reclaimed water, although it should be adopted only after other alternatives, including other water sources, 
nonpotable reuse, and water conservation have been evaluated and rejected as technically or economically 
infeasible. Current drinking water standards are aimed at water obtained from relatively uncontaminated 
sources and, thus, cannot be relied on as the sole standard of safety. Accordingly, a major recommendation 
of the report is that communities considering potable reuse should fully evaluate potential public health 
impacts from all contaminants found or likely to be found in treated wastewater, monitoring programs, 
risk assessments, treatment technology and reliability, and the need for special toxicological and 
epidemiological studies. Some of the concerns pertaining to potable reuse relate to similar concerns for 
any drinking water source that receives incidental or unplanned upstream wastewater discharges. To the 
extent that these concerns are shared between planned and unplanned reuse, the report's recommendations 
apply to both. 

Planned indirect potable reuse is defined as the purposeful augmentation of a water supply source with 
reclaimed water derived from treated municipal wastewater, where the water encounters a lag time via an 
environmental buffer, e.g., storage in aquifers or surface water bodies, and receives additional treatment 
prior to distribution. Direct potable reuse is the immediate addition of treated reclaimed water to the 
potable water distribution system. The report does not advocate the use of reclaimed water for direct 
potable reuse. 

MICROBIAL CONTAMINANTS 

Microbial contaminants in reclaimed water include bacteria, parasites, and viruses. Parasites include both 
protozoa and helminths. Important protozoan parasites potentially present in reclaimed water include 
Giardia lamb/ia and Cryptosporidium parvum. Research data suggest that current standards for water 
chlorination are inadequate for inactivation of Cryptosporidium oocysts, although membrane processes 
are effective barriers to protozoan cysts and oocysts. Helminths are oflimited concern in indirect potable 
reuse systems because they and their ova and cysts are relatively large and generally removed by 
conventional treatment processes. 

While classic waterborne bacterial diseases such as dysentery, typhoid fever, and cholera have dramatically 
decreased in the United States, organisms such as Campylobacter, Salmonella, Shigella, and pathogenic 
Escherichia coli still cause a significant number of illnesses, and emerging pathogens pose potentially 
significant health risks. Examples of emerging pathogens are the bacterium Helicobacter pylori and the 
protozoan parasites Cyc/osporia cayetanensis and microsporidia. Wastewater may contain a number of 
newly recognized or emerging waterborne pathogens, the removal of which by treatment can only be 
inferred by other measures of microbial quality. The occurrence and health significance of many of these 
agents in drinking water is currently unknown. 

With regard to microbial pathogens, the NRC report recommends the following: 
• Development of methods to detect emerging pathogens in environmental samples; 
• Research to determine the effectiveness of various water or wastewater treatment processes to remove 

or inactivate emerging pathogens; 
• Continuance of the use of disinfection processes at both water and wastewater treatment plants as the 

first line of defense against pathogenic microorganisms; 
• Assessment of disinfection efforts, e.g., number ofbaniers, microbial reduction performance, and disinfection 

reliability or variation. Appropriate disinfection studies should be undertaken for enteric protozoa and some 
viruses; 

• Research to document inactivation or removal ofrelevant protozoa by natural environmental processes. 
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CHEMICAL CONTAMINANTS 

The ability of advanced wastewater treatment (A WT) processes to remove many trace chemical 
contaminants is well established. Numerous studies have shown that AWT can produce water that meets 
drinking water standards (Nell or el al., 1984; Western Consortium for Public Health, 1997; Hemmer el 

al., I 994; Lauer and Rogers, 1996). Regulated contaminants and other identifiable and quantifiable 
contaminants in wastewater pose a manageable risk with respect to their presence in finished potable 
water. 

The absence of a reliable technique for detecting or quantifying a compound in reclaimed water creates 
uncertainty regarding health risks. The inability to identify the complete mix of compounds present in 
water means that such uncertainty will remain a perpetual issue in evaluations of indirect potable reuse. 
While this uncertainty could be reduced via toxicological testing, another approach is to establish a 
quantifiable limit for a surrogate or sentinel parameter that would provide some information on the 
concentration or behavior of unknown or suspected health-significant compounds. 

Although total organic carbon (TOC) is widely used as a measure of treatment process effectiveness, it 
arguably provides negligible value for indicating the potential hazard associated with consumption of 
water. However, removing TOC from water almost certainly reduces the concentration of potentially 
hazardous organic compounds, including unidentified organic constituents. Diluting reclaimed water with 
water of non-sewage origin can have a similar effect, depending on the quality of the dilution water. 
Establishing a TOC limit is a legitimate risk management strategy. Limiting the total organic halogen 
(TOX) contribution of reclaimed water to a water supply source might provide an even greater measure 
of safety, since TOX provides a more direct surrogate measure of chemicals with known or suspected 
health effects than does TOC. 

The report includes the following recommendations: 
• Studies to more fully determine the organic chemical composition of wastewater and how organic 

compounds are affected by treatment, dilution, soil interaction, and injection into aquifers; 
• Documentation, to the extent possible, of all major chemical inputs, e.g., priority pollutants and known 

or suspected health-significant constituents, into the wastewater system from household, industrial , 
and agricultural sources; 

• Evaluation of the potential for creation of harmful levels of disinfection byproducts; 
• Viewing the risks posed by unknown or unidentifiable chemicals in terms of their likely threat, rather 

than by standards of an unattainable complete certainty. Regulators and others must find a reasonable 
balance between caution and practicality; 

• Implementation of a rigorous and regularly updated monitoring system to ensure the safety of the 
product water. 

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES FOR ASSESSING HEALTH RJSKS 

Microbial Pathogens 

The microbial methods currently used for detecting bacterial, viral, and protozoan microorganisms in 
water all have limitations when used to detect pathogens in reclaimed water. Bacterial detection, 
enumeration, and identification techniques do not account for viable noncultivatable bacteria, and there 
currently are no practical techniques to assess the viability of protozoan cysts or oocysts. Standard cell 
culture methods employing cytopathic effects have been limited to the detection of well-known 
enteroviruses and do not account for many other enteric viruses that may be found in water. Analytical 
techniques for rapid detection of pathogens, such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique, also 
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have limitations. PCR is a qualitative measure of the presence ofan organism's nucleic acid, is unable to 
determine viability, and there are issues regarding sample interference and the test's sensitivity. 

While coliform bacteria are adequate indicators of bacterial pathogens, they do not predict the inactivation 
or removal of enteric protozoa and viruses. Other organisms, such as Clostridium perfringens and F
specific coli phage, are available that should be considered as indicators of water quality. The lack of 
monitoring data for evaluating exposure remains the greatest single barrier to adequate risk assessment 
for microbial pathogens. Many complicating factors in risk assessment methodology cast uncertainty on 
the accuracy of microbial risk assessments, although sophisticated models are being developed that calculate 
a distribution of risk over the population by using epidemiological data such as incubation period, immune 
status, duration of disease, rate of symptomatic development, and exposure data (EOA, Inc. , 1995). 

Chemical Contaminants 

Recent experience and research have shown that conventional toxicological testing strategies developed 
in the food and drug industries are not appropriate for evaluating risks from complex chemical mixtures 
found in reclaimed water. These testing protocols have several critical limitations, including: uncertainty 
as to whether the concentrates used for testing are truly representative of those in the wastewater from 
which the sample was extracted; higher than expected occurrences of false negative results; and difficulty 
in tracing results to particular constituents. In addition, extensive testing of concentrates on live animals 
is both expensive and time-consuming. Given these complications, emphasis needs to be placed on more 
appropriate in vivo test systems. 

Epidemiological investigations are complicated by methodological challenges ranging from the difficulty 
of obtaining accurate measures of individual or group exposure to the waterborne agent of interest to the 
logistical challenges of finding both exposed and control groups large and similar enough to accurately 
detect health effects. Given these methodological difficulties, results of epidemiological studies must be 
interpreted with caution. 

EVALUATION OF HEALTH EFFECTS STUDIES 

Toxicological Studies 

The report includes review of six demonstration or operational potable reuse projects, most of which 
sought to compare the toxicological properties of reclaimed water to those of the community's current 
drinking water supplies. The studies fall into three categories: chemical screening and identification 
studies; surveys ofmutagenic activity; and integrated toxicological testing. Screening and identification 
studies seek to identify specific chemicals that could present a health hazard and, thus, be subjected to 
further study. The use ofbioassays for screening merely identifies chemicals that may be causing mutagenic 
activity; the mutagenic activity may or may not cause actual health problems. 

In most of the studies involving reclaimed water, testing was limited to mutagenic activity in bacterial 
systems. Some studies also used in vitro mammalian cell systems, and two studies included chronic 
studies in live animal systems. Application of the third and crucial stage, that of integrated testing, has 
been uneven and impracticably expensive. The two in vivo studies, drawn from discrete points in time 
and only conducted at a pilot plant scale, provide a very limited database from which to extrapolate to 
other locations and times. 

Negative results from in vitro tests of mutagenic activity do not guarantee safety for the following reasons: 
many adverse health effects of chemicals do not require a chemically induced mutation; research has 
shown that there is no correlation between the genotoxic potency and carcinogenic potency of chemicals; 
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and the collective false negative rate for carcinogenic chemicals in mutagenesis assays is much higher 
than initially believed, leaving more carcinogenic chemicals undetected than previously thought. In vitro 
test systems generally focus on a single end point, such as carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, teratogenicity, 
reproductive toxicity, or neurotoxicity. In some cases, they focus on one of several modes of action such 
as mutagenesis that can produce an end point. Gauging the actual health risk such chemicals pose requires 
integrated toxicological test systems that can more directly measure a complete range of health hazards 
and can define dose-response relationships that provide an estimate of the risks associated with various 
levels of exposure. 

Technological problems associated with the testing of organic concentrates include effects of sample 
concentration and preparation, changing consistency of samples, chemical stability of concentrates, and 
additive, synergistic, or antagonistic effects of mixture components. A simpler yet effective toxicological 
procedure, perhaps using fish, should be developed that provides for continuous monitoring of the water 
at ambient concentrations in order to reduce the uncertainty and high costs of using concentrated samples. 

Epidemiological Studies 

Only three epidemiological studies have been directed at potable reuse of reclaimed water, and only one 
set of epidemiological studies has been conducted in a setting that may be generalized to other parts of the 
United States or other industrialized countries (Frerichs et al., I 983 ; Sloss et al., 1996). These studies 
used an ecologic approach, which is appropriate as an initial step when the health risks are unknown or 
poorly documented, but from which negative results do not prove the safety of the water in question. 
These studies can only be considered as preliminary examinations of the risks of exposure to reclaimed 
water. 

In general, epidemiological data that can confidently be applied to the potable reuse of reclaimed water 
are lacking. Agencies considering or already involved in potable reuse projects should undertake alternative 
epidemiological study designs that include more sophisticated methods of exposure assessment and 
measurements of outcomes than used in previous studies. 

RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 

To ensure the reliability and safety of potable reuse systems, water and wastewater utilities should provide 
multiple barriers to contamination. Multiple barriers include wastewater treatment processes, environmental 
buffers, water treatment processes, and maintenance of water system distribution infrastructure. Barriers 
for microbiological contaminants should be more robust than those for other forms of contamination 
posing less acute dangers from short-term high doses. The value of natural buffer systems such as surface 
water bodies or aquifers for removing contaminants should not be overestimated or too heavily depended 
on. While such buffers can be expected to play a role in public health protection, their actual benefits are 
poorly documented and difficult to quantify. The benefits that accrue are likely to be associated with 
reduction in contaminant concentration and introduction of a lag time. Hydraulic retention times of 6 to 
12 months in natural buffer systems seem appropriate for enabling development and execution of alternative 
actions. 

The following recommendations address reliability and quality assurance: 
• Use of multiple, independent barriers to contaminants and evaluation both individually and together of 

their effectiveness in removing each contaminant of concern and their potential for failure; 
• Quantitative reliability assessments to gauge the probability of contaminant breakthrough among 

individual unit processes. Sentinel parameters that are easily measurable on a rapid basis and that 
correlate well with high contaminant breakthrough should be used for monitoring critical processes; 
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• When practical, incorporation of a storage facility within the reclamation plant. Such facilities provide 
increased flexibility in responding to unexpected compromises in water quality; 

• Reduction of organic matter to the lowest practical concentration; 
• Implementation of a well-coordinated public health surveillance program to document and possibly 

provide early warning of any adverse health events associated with the ingestion of reclaimed water. 

SUMMARY 

Interest in indirect potable reuse of municipal wastewater has grown significantly in recent years. Although 
there have been no obvious adverse health effects associated with potable reuse in communities currently 
reusing reclaimed water for potable purposes or in animals subjected to toxicological testing of reclaimed 
water concentrates, the data are sparse and definitive information is lacking. In response to a need to 
assess lingering issues pertaining to technological and health-related concerns, an NRC report on potable 
reuse was crafted by an expert committee and published in 1998. 

In recognition of information shortfalls, the NRC report recommends that indirect potable should be 
adopted only after other measures, including development of new water sources, nonpotable reuse, and 
water conservation have been evaluated and rejected as technologically or economically infeasible. The 
report reflects concerns previously expressed by others regarding the presence, identification, and health 
significance of microbial and chemical contaminants, deficiencies in water quality monitoring and health
effects testing, and treatment reliability. It suggests measures to improve the safety of potable reuse, 
including additional research, and concludes that planned indirect potable reuse is a viable use ofreclaimed 
water on a site-specific basis after a thorough assessment and resolution of pertinent issues. 
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ABSTRACT 

An increasing number of municipalities are considering the indirect reuse of treated wastewater (recycled 
water) by groundwater recharge as a feasible option to augment potable water supplies. This planned 
approach offers several advantages compared to the conventional way of discharging effluents into surface 
waters, including the additional treatment afforded as the water percolates and co-mingles with groundwater 
(soil aquifertreatment). While groundwater recharge has been used in the United States (U.S.) for several 
decades and has been the subject of a number of studies, limitations in methodology and testing have 
prevented many within the sc ientific and technical community from being able to fully address a number 
of complex public health questions related to organic chemicals, nitrogen and microorganisms. Ongoing 
research being conducted in Arizona and California is directed at reducing the uncenainties about the 
efficiency and sustainability of so il aquifer treatment for indirect potable reuse of recycled water. 

KEYWORDS 

Indirect potable reuse; health concerns; soil-aquifer treatment; sustainability; wastewater reclamation; 
water reuse 

INTRODUCTION 

The growth of urban populations, increasing demands and pollution have led to constraints on existing 
surface and groundwater supplies. In the meantime, municipalities have recognisd recycled water as a 
new water resource and have developed a wide variety of options to reuse water (Crook, 1998). Programs 
for the reuse of municipal wastewater to supply non-potable urban water needs have grown and become 
well established in the United States (U.S.) and elsewhere (EPA, 1992). In addition, an increasing number 
of municipalities have implemented or are considering water reuse projects to augment potable water 
supplies. Potable reuse can be ' indirect' or ' direct' . Direct potable reuse, where recycled wastewater is 
piped directly into the potable water system, is not currently practiced in the U.S. (Crook, 1998). Although 
several projects are in the planning stages, their ultimate success will be based on overcoming political 
obstacles and a lack of public acceptance (EPA, 1992). Indirect potable reuse is the discharge of recycled 
water into a surface water body or infiltration into the subsurface to augment in part a drinking water 
supply source (National Research Council , 1998). Indirect reuse via groundwater recharge combines 
several benefits as compared to discharge to surface waters. Groundwater recharge is preferred because 
there are negligible evaporation losses, the water is not vulnerable to secondary contamination by animals 
or humans, and there are no taste and odour issues that can occur in surface water due to algae or other 
kinds of surface storage phenomena. Additionally, passage of recycled water through the subsurface 
provides additional treatment (soil-aquifer treatment or SAT) and the aquifer offers seasonal or longer 
storage (Bouwer, 1985). Where local water quality and geohydrological conditions are suitable, this 
combination of wastewater treatment is a promising option not only for highly industrialized countries 
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ealth Effects Issues in Water Reuse 

Direct Health Effects Aesthetic Quality 

BP formation 

itrogen removal 

OC Transformation 

enotoxic changes 

Figure I . Health effects issues in water reuse (adopted from the California Department of Health Services); THM: trihalomethane, 
VOC: volatile organic chemicals, DBP: disinfection by-products, TOC: total organic carbon . 

but also for developing countries especially in arid and semi-arid regions. This paper summarizes current 
research directions and issues regarding indirect potable reuse in the U.S .. 

HEALTH CONCERNS REGARDING INDIRECT POTABLE REUSE 

The success of establishing local water reuse systems is associated with a broad spectrum of potential 
health concerns, such as direct and indirect health effects and aesthetic quality issues (Figure I) . The 
major concerns are that adverse health effects could result from the introduction of pathogens (bacteria, 
parasites, viruses), toxic synthetic organic chemicals (SOC) or nitrates into groundwater that is consumed 
by the public (Crook, 1998). Additionally, natural organic matter (NOM) already present in drinking 
water or formed in the wastewater treatment process due to the decomposition of organic material might 
significantly influence total organic carbon (TOC) concentrations in groundwater at the point of recovery 
(Drewes & Fox, submitted) or the formation of disinfection-byproducts (DBPs). Most inorganic constituents 
are not considered to be problematic with regard to groundwater quality because they can be efficiently 
removed by appropriate pre-treatment and subsequent SAT (Rowe & Abdel-Magid, 1995). However, 
there is ongoing debate over the advantages of above-ground pretreatment versus SAT for some constituents 
such as nitrogen. A recent report released by the National Research Council (1998) concluded that planned, 
indirect potable reuse was only viable on the basis ofa complete project-specific assessment, where there 
are multiple barriers and monitoring, and when the use is an option of last resort. However, in the same 
report, the National Research Council concluded that available current information suggests that the risks 
from indirect potable reuse projects are comparable to or less than the risks from conventional sources. 

These existing uncertainties require an understanding of the constituents of concern in recycled water and 
how they are removed or altered during subsequent SAT. In turn, these questions are linked with levels of 
treatment applicable for removing these constituents to guarantee long-term sustainability of SAT systems 
and cost-effective operation. To focus on these issues, the research project entitled "Soil-aquifer Treatment 
for Sustainable Water Reuse " was initiated in the Southwestern U.S. to investigate different groundwater 
recharge and wetlands sites in Arizona and California. The central project objective is to examine the 
sustainability of soil-aquifer treatment, in combination with above-ground treatments, leading to indirect 
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Table 1. Anticipated results of soil-aquifer treatment (SAT) study 

GENERAL 

Quantify relationships between contaminant attenuation and process variables such as infiltration depths, travel distance/ 

time to withdrawal wells, infiltration rate, etc. 

Compare the water quality characteristics of SAT-treated recycled waters and waters from alternative sources 

Develop methods for determining the volume contribution of water of wastewater origin in groundwater 

Develop a systems framework within which to compare treatment alternatives, including SAT, in terms of their effect on 

overall process performance; and to investigate the effects of regulations on process requirements 

ORGANICS 

Characterize the organics that comprise the persistent fraction of dissolved organic carbon (i.e., the fraction that typically 

survives transport through the infiltration interface) 

Quantify the treatment capabilities of the processes that contribute to the removal and transformation of organic 

contaminants during SAT 

Characterize the SAT-dependent changes that occur in residual organics by comparing the residual organics in terms of 

identifiable chemical components at various points in the SAT process 

Evaluate the role of sorption as a determinant of SAT performance and the sustainability of sorption as a removal 

mechanism 

Quantify the degree to which persistent organics of wastewater origin contribute to trihalomethane and haloacetic acid 

formation at points of groundwater withdrawal 

NITROGEN 

Verify nitrogen removal due to denitrification during SAT 

Quantify methods for managing nitrate levels in water that reaches groundwater extraction points through a combination 

of above-ground treatment, wetlands polishing and SAT 

Characterize the relationship between nitrogen and electron donors in SAT 

VIRUSES 

Utilize integrated cell culture-polymerase chain reaction to identify enteric viruses 

Evaluate the utility of bacterial virus (coliphage) and virus-like particles as indicators of pathogen transport and SAT 

process performance 

Apply emerging monitoring methods to determine the presence/attenuation of pathogens, such as adenovirus and DNA 

viruses, whose fate in the environment has not been studied previously in groundwaters replenished with recycled 

water 

Characterize virus attenuation during transport through the vadose zone and aquifer storage 

potable reuse of reclaimed water. Primary questions involve the fate of nitrogen species, organic carbon 
and viruses in water reuse systems (Table I) . 

STATE OF THE ART USTNG DOMESTIC EFFLUENTS FOR fNDIRECT 
POTABLE REUSE 

Present regulations for potable reuse: Water reclamation for non-potable reuse has been adopted in the 
U.S. without the benefit of national or international guidelines or standards. In 1992, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) published guidelines to provide guidance to states that have not developed their 
own criteria for water reuse (EPA, 1992). The World Health Organization (WHO) has published guidelines 
for reuse for agricultural irrigation in 1995 (WHO, 1995). Some states, such as Arizona, California, 
Florida and Texas, have developed regulations that strongly encourage water reuse as a water resource 
conservation strategy (EPA, 1992). For the present, wastewater reuse requirements for groundwater recharge 
are regulated by individual state agencies on a case-by-case determination (Crook, 1998). California has 
proposed more comprehensive regulations for groundwater recharge designed to control the concentrations 
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of enteric viruses, organics of municipal wastewater origin as well as anthropogenic compounds that 
have an impact on health when present in trace amounts (State of California, 1993). 

The draft California regulations have not yet been adopted, but are currently being used as guidelines for 
approving new projects. They rely on a combination of controls or multiple barriers to maintain a safe 
groundwater recharge operation. No single method of control is considered effective; therefore, source 
control , treatment, standards, recharge method, operational conditions are all specified. Disinfection is 
necessary for all combinations of wastewater treatment and infiltration techniques. Total nitrogen is limited 
to IO mg/L prior to infiltration, unless it can be demonstrated that this concentration can be met before 
reaching the water table. To control the level of unregulated organics in recycled water used for recharge, 
the quantity is limited to 20 % of the total amount recharged without having to provide organics treatment. 
Projects using 20 to 50 % recycled water are required to provide organics removal (granular activated 
carbon or reverse osmosis) to meet specified TOC levels. The draft regulations are also crafted to limit 
the TOC of recycled water origin at the drinking water well head to I mg/Las a general goal. Finally, the 
draft regulations acknowledge uncertainties with extending the use of recycled water for recharge beyond 
that authorized by the regulations, and encourage further research to define standards and practices by 
including provisions for research and demonstration projects. 

Treatment technologies: In the U.S., the minimum treatment for indirect potable reuse is tertiary treatment, 
including biological secondary treatment, tertiary filtration and disinfection. This combination of filtration 
and disinfection is intended to produce an essentially virus-free effluent (Yanko, 1993). In the U.S., the 
most common disinfectant for wastewater is chlorine. The subsequent passage of recycled water through 
an unsaturated and saturated zone provides additional removal of organic constituents and pathogens in 
treated effluents (Asano, 1998, Drewes & Fox, in press). A comprehensive study by Nellor et al. (1984), 
conducted after over 20 years of reuse operation, found no measurable impact on groundwater quality or 
human health. Long-term experiences regarding pathogen removal are also available from studies conducted 
in Middle Europe. Using sewage containing surface waters for groundwater recharge or bank filtration 
over several decades has shown reliable removal of pathogens and viruses during underground passage 
even without disinfection prior to infiltration (Sontheimer, 1991; Peters et al., 1998). 

Since general treatment requirements are difficult to define, the spectrum of present treatment requirements 
and standards is also wide. In California, for example, direct injection projects or surface water augmentation 
projects require advanced treatment technologies. The Orange County Water District operates an advanced 
reclamation facility that includes coagulation, filtration, reverse osmosis, and disinfection. The water is 
used for direct groundwater injection to establish saltwater intrusion barriers (DWR, 1998). The City of 
San Diego had proposed to construct an advanced facility to produce repurified water to feed the city's 
surface reservoir system. The repurification process includes filtration, reverse osmosis, ion-exchange, 
and ozone treatment. These treatment processes ensure the reliability of the overall repurification system 
and produce an end product that exceeds current health and safety standards, and the current surface 
water quality (DWR, 1998). The significant differences in the range of treatment used for indirect potable 
reuse projects confirm the need for more process understanding with respect to the removal of constituents 
of concern to find appropriate and cost-effective solutions. 

EXPERIENCES WITH OPERATION AND SUSTAINABILITY OF INDIRECT 
WATER REUSE SYSTEMS 

Organics removal. The efficient removal of organics during SAT has been demonstrated by many studies. 
Quanrud et al. ( 1998) reported a continual removal of DOC through the vadose zone for field investigations 
during 7 years of operation. In addition, results from soil-column studies indicate that soil-aquifer treatment 
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can provide a sustainable removal of a portion of dissolved organic matter (Fox et al., 1998). Using soil
column studies over a period of 3 years, Drewes & Jekel ( 1998) confirmed the reliable removal of DOC 
by biodegradation during SAT. While a portion of DOC in reclaimed water is not biodegradable in a time
scale of several weeks, Drewes & Fox (in press) have shown that long-term removal processes based on 
a combination of sorption and biodegradation ensure a further decrease in the bulk of organics. Although 
bankfiltration has been used and investigated in the Netherlands and Germany for several decades, an 
accumulation of organic carbon in the aquifer has never been observed (Sontheimer, 1991 ). These results 
confirm the long-term reliability of SAT for the bulk of organics. However, some trace organics (such as 
EDTA, alkylphenol ethoxycarboxylates, or halogenated organic compounds) investigated in SAT systems 
have been found in groundwater samples. The concentrations of these organics are much lower than the 
levels found in recycled water samples or vadose zone samples, and often occur at concentration levels 
near the detection limits. The occurrence of trace amounts of problematic compounds makes consideration 
of defined dilution with native groundwater a necessary pre-requisite for indirect potable reuse projects. 

Microbiology. Advanced wastewater disinfection technologies can be used to meet existing requirements 
for wastewater reuse projects. The choice of technology depends on wastewater quality, specific reuse 
application, and treatment capacity (Lazarova et al., 1998). As previously noted, appropriate wastewater 
treatment and subsequent SAT is believed to provide reliable removal of pathogens. A combination of 
different removal processes during SAT form the barriers for pathogens, such as retention time, travel 
distance, fineness of the sand, redox conditions, and temperature (Peters et al., 1998). Therefore, the 
performance for pathogen removal is very site-specific. New molecular techniques such as polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) in conjunction with conventional cell culture techniques provide an indication of 
waterborne microbiological contamination that is about 100 times more sensitive than more traditional 
cell culture procedures (Reynolds et al., 1996). 

MANAGEMENT OF WATER REUSE SYSTEMS 

While reliable and effective, treatment technology is not infallible. As such, it is necessary to view water 
reuse not only as isolated water treatment technologies but also as a local water cycle with interacting 
impacts. This prospect offers many advantages to protect the final product, to improve water quality in 
general, and to compare the effectiveness of SAT to other technologies in terms of pollutant removal, 
reliability and costs. Therefore, potable water reuse systems should employ multiple, independent barriers 
to contaminants to ensure that any temporary weakness in the treatment process will be promptly detected 
and corrected (National Research Council, 1998). Haas & Trussell ( 1998) presented how the reliability of 
such a system can be approached. The proposed probabilistic approach used the distribution of removal 
efficiencies for each process to determine the distribution of removal efficiencies for a multiple barrier 
system. 

CONCLUSION 

The research currently being conducted in Arizona and California will help regulators define science
based water quality standards for indirect potable reuse projects and will assist engineers in the design of 
safe and rational SAT systems. The data being developed by the project will also improve the overall 
understanding of SAT both at the process and overall system levels, and will support the development of 
comprehensive models for the SAT process to examine design and operations alternatives. 
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REUSE OF WASTEWATER IN ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES IN 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
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ABSTRACT 

Western Australia is a very arid area and freshwater is a precious resource. The wise and efficient use of 
this resource is essential for the establishment of communities in this region. Wastewater reuse in Aboriginal 
communities is a very recent development. Initially leach drains disposed of wastewater. Due to their 
failure most of the major communities now have the eflluent from the septic tanks collected by a small 
diameter reticulated sewerage system and directed to oxidation ponds for treatment. The overflow from 
the oxidation ponds is allowed to flow over land or to a creek without any specific use. This paper 
discusses available reuse options as well as the options specific to Aboriginal communities in Western 
Australia. It is intended to demonstrate that in arid regions reuse wastewater can act as a water conservation 
and pollution control measure. 

KEYWORDS 

Aboriginal communities; Western Australia; wastewater; reuse 

INTRODUCTION 

Even though wastewater reuse has been practiced in an informal manner throughout history, formal strategic 
planning of reuse as part of the treatment and disposal of wastewater only emerged as an international 
trend during the early seventies (Odendaal, 1992). Many of the world's arid and water-short regions have 
developed specific water reuse policies. From the countries involved, Israel might have devoted more 
effort than any other country (Shelef, 1991 ). 

Western Australia is one of the driest States among the arid areas in the world. Fresh water is Western 
Australia's precious resource. The wise and efficient use of this resource is essential for the establishment 
of communities in this region. Wastewater reuse in Aboriginal communities is a very recent development. 
Initially wastewater from every house or community ablution facility was connected to a septic tank and 
leach drain system. However, in many places, due to the large quantity of inflow, the leach drain failed 
due to the low infiltration capacity of the soil and created undesirable conditions of surface flooding of 
wastewater. Now in most of the major communities the wastewater from the houses is directed to a septic 
tank system and the effluent from the septic tank is collected by a reticulated sewerage system and directed 
to oxidation ponds for treatment. The overflow from the oxidation pond system is allowed to flow over 
land or to a creek without any specific designed use. This paper considers available reuse options and 
discusses specifically reuse options applicable to Aboriginal communities in Western Australia. 
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REASONS FOR WASTEWATER REUSE 

There are many reasons for promoting the implementation of wastewater reuse. The discussion here will 
consider only factors valid to an Aboriginal Community in an arid region. 

• Freshwater supplies may be supplemented where shortages are being experienced or are expected in 
the future. 

• The demand for water in many cases may exceed the existing designed delivery of the water supply. 
• Wastewater is a perennial supply right at the doorstep as a reliable source both in quality and quantity 

even during drought. 
• Reuse in a community situation can make use of nutrients which otherwise would have been wasted, or 

can pollute ground or surface water. 
• Wastewater from a treatment pond system is currently left to flow onto land or a creek unattended and 

is therefore a potential health hazard, as it is available for children to play in and animals to drink. Such 
problems can be avoided by designed reuse. 

• If direct reuse can be achieved, it reduces the load on a treatment system. This means cost and 
maintenance support for the treatment system can be decreased. 

GENERAL OPTIONS FOR WASTEWATER REUSE 

Not all the available reuse options will be applicable to Aboriginal communities in an arid region. It is 
technically possible to produce water of any desired quality from domestic wastewater but what is 
economically feasible is what matters from a practical proposition. Only such options which now or in 
the future can be considered as practical are shown below. 

Agricultural Irrigation. Agriculture is not generally practiced in Aboriginal communities, but there are 
communities that show interest in growing vegetables. Twenty Aboriginal settlements in central Australia 
have individual or community perrnaculture gardens (Wade, 1991 ). In the future, as a community settles 
in one place for a longer time, the possibility of agriculture of some form is likely to develop. 

Aquaculture. Edwards ( 1992) reviewed the application of wastewater for fish culture in ponds. Examples 
of fish ponds with wastewater in China, India, Indonesia, Israel and Europe are described in the review. 
There have been no attempts for fish aquaculture using wastewater in Australia. Yabbie farming has been 
tried in an Aboriginal community in South Australia. As evaporation is intensive, an open pond will not 
be easy to maintain. Aquaculture may not be suitable for arid region. 

Industrial Use. In most Aboriginal communities there is currently no activity other than community 
maintenance. But in the future activities such as roadworks, dust suppression, mudbrick making, general 
washing of paved areas, composting or similar activities can take place. All of these activities can use 
reclaimed water. 

lawns and Playgrounds. The amount of water requirement for irrigation of lawns around the house, in 
public places and playgrounds is very high. Such demands in a community can even be higher than all 
other water demands put together. Even if all the available wastewater is used for these purposes, it is 
unlikely that the quantity will meet the demand. If a lawn is not supportable by rainfall and needs 
supplementation by irrigation, it is likely that requirements for irrigation will not be met by the wastewater 
produced in any of the present communities. 

Tree Planting. Revegetation of the communities has become one of the most pressing needs. Reclaimed 
wastewater can be used for establishing plants in communities. The plants need to be watered for one or 
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two years. Every year a certain number of trees can be planted using the available reclaimed water. Trees 
have advantages over lawns as they withstand long-term climatic variation better, they can act as windbreaks 
and can be harvested in a long term sustainable manner for timber, artefact, fruits and other purposes. 

Fire Fighting. Fire fighting facilities have become essential infrastructure as buildings and structures in the 
communities have to be protected. Treated wastewater can be used as a source of water for this purpose. 

Toilet Flushing. Toilet flushing is one of the major uses of water which does not demand high quality 
water. If reclaimed wastewater is used for toilet flushing it needs a dual supply reticulation. This needs 
proper community education and surveillance. 

GUIDELfNES FOR REUSE OF WASTEWATER 

The National Health and Medical Research Council (NH&MRC) and the Australian Water Resources 
Council (AWRC) developed guidelines for wastewater reuse in 1979 which were updated in 1987. The 
guidelines have not been developed for regulatory purposes and the values given should not be considered 
as standards (NHMRC and AWRC, 1979, 1987). 

Generally untreated wastewater should not be used other than for controlled irrigation as part of the 
treatment process. Primary treated wastewater has limited use such as for irrigation of lots in fenced areas 
with no public access. Secondary treated wastewater is recommended for wider irrigation use with further 
purification by ponding and disinfection. The treated reclaimed water should have a faecal coliform 
count not exceeding a geometric mean value of 1,000 coliforms per I 00 ml calculated at each sampling 
event from five samples collected per month and no more than 20 % should exceed 4,000 coliforms per 
I 00 ml (ANZECC, 1992). Secondary effluent from domestic wastewater with disinfection can achieve 
the required standard in all aspects as stipulated in ANZECC ( I 992) guidelines. The wastewater reuse 
should have good housekeeping and practices to avoid any associated health problems. 

CONSTRAfNTS ASSOCIATED WITH REUSE SYSTEMS 

The reuse of wastewater may have to overcome problems depending on the purpose of the reuse. Some of 
the problems associated with wastewater irrigation are discussed here. It is important to consider the 
substances in the wastewater which may be harmful. Soap and liquid detergents will not cause any problem 
for the plants, but most common laundry powders contain sodium salts as bulking agents, which can 
interfere with soil characteristics. It is advisable to have brands of laundry detergents with potassium 
rather than sodium salts (EWSD, 1987). 

A more serious problem comes from boron (borates) in some detergents and powder cleaning materials. 
Boron toxicity to plants produces stunted growth and scorched leaves but these symptoms would be 
difficult to distinguish where the climate is harsh enough to cause similar effects. The effect will be 
serious in soils where a significant level of boron already exists. It is important in such situations to select 
laundry detergents, which do not contain boron. 

Dissolved salts in wastewater can accumulate in soil and cause an increase in soil salinity due to evaporation 
of wastewater over time. Providing sufficient drainage for the salts during rainfall can solve the problems 
involved with water soluble salts. 

The following are found as main constraints for wastewater irrigation (Azou et al., 1992). (I) Health 
hazards related to pathogens, heavy metals and organic pollutants present in water; (2) Bad odour incidents 
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during effluent storage in open reservoirs; (3) Cross-connection with potable water networks; (4) Public 
acceptance to use ofreclaimed wastewater; (5) Agronomic suitability of effluents for different crops; (6) 
Fluctuation in water quality; (7) Long term effects on crops; (8) Long term effects on soil; (9) Long term 
effects on groundwater. 

All of the above factors were taken into consideration in suggesting recommendations for reuse of 
wastewater in Aboriginal Communities. 

WASTEWATER REUSE IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Reuse of wastewater has been attempted in many locations in Western Australia. ln Perth a piot-plant 
study was conducted for recharge of groundwater using treated wastewater (Mathew et al., 1982). ln 
Perth about 25 % of private houses dispose of their wastewater through septic tank soil absorption systems. 
This is a source of artificial recharge to shallow aquifers. The remaining 75 % of houses dispose the 
wastewater through treatment plants and most of the treated wastewater is presently discharged into the 
sea by ocean outfalls. 

In many country towns treated wastewater is used to irrigate sports fields, public parks and open spaces 
(Chapman 1993). ln all cases regular testing of the wastewater is conducted and results are reported to the 
Health Department. The quality of water should satisfy the NH & MRC guidelines for irrigation with 
wastewater. 

Whereas water demands of the towns in Western Australia are well known and predictable, the water 
consumption by a Aboriginal communities can vary quite considerably (Nelson, 1993). The reasons for 
such variations have not been fully studied. Construction of houses, the movement of population, variation 
of hot days in a year, community meetings and losses by leaks are all possible reasons. For the purpose of 
calculation it is assumed the water consumption is 0.5 m3 per day and person. This is on the high end of 
the range. New houses have indoor toilets and the wastewater is directed to a septic tank. Overflow from 
septic tanks is pumped into a series of oxidation ponds. 

From the water supplied to the community 40 % is assumed to be used for cooking, drinking and other 
uses and losses which will not end up in the sewer system. There is generally no lawn or irrigation in 
communities. From the average consumption of0.5 m3 per day and person, 0.3 m3 may find its way to the 
pond system. 

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR WASTEWATER REUSE SYSTEMS 

Wastewater reuse is a new concept for Aboriginal communities. Considering the present system, available 
quantity of wastewater, climatic condition and soil characteristics it is important to evaluate the factors 
which may influence the reuse of wastewater: 

• Community Approval. The community has to identify, evaluate and approve projects suitable for the 
community. 

• Guidelines for wastewater reuse. The guidelines for wastewater reuse specify that the type of reuse 
allowed depends on the quality of wastewater. Thus, treatment procedures may need to be improved 
to satisfy the quality of water required. 

• Meteorological conditions of the locality Meteorological conditions influence the reuse practice. The 
rainfall pattern and evaporation rate are important factors for design e.g. of an irrigation system of a 
sports oval. 
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• Soil characteristics and vegetation of the locality. The drainage characteristics, salinity of soil and 
presence of chemicals such as boron are important in the design of irrigation systems. The existing 
vegetation and the type of vegetation that the locality can support also influence the quantity of water 
required for irrigation. 

• Available establishments which require use of water. The reuse options are dependent on water demands 
of establishments either existing or planned for the near future. This includes revegetation programmes, 
groundwater recharge and other activities such as brick making. 

• Economic and financial aspects should also be considered as determinant factors for wastewater reuse. 

WASTE WATER REUSE OPTIONS FOR ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES 

Not all the options cited above as general reuse options are suitable or acceptable in Aboriginal communities. 
After considering the guidelines for wastewater reuse, constraints associated with reuse and factors to be 
considered for selection of systems, options for Aboriginal communities can be: 

Football oval irrigation. Facilities for sports can help the community in its total development and can 
promote a socially healthy environment. The factors which need to be considered when using wastewater 
from oxidation ponds for spray irrigation of football ovals are (I) The algae in the water can clog the 
nozzles and the irrigation system needs regular maintenance; (2) spray irrigation is likely to cause exposure 
to pathogens; (3) The boron in wastewater can cause boron toxicity to the lawn if it accumulates so there 
should be facilities for drainage to allow leaching of boron at least on the occasions of heavy rains; (4) 
water demands may be much higher than can be met with reclaimed wastewater. This application is 
therefore not likely to be feasible in Aboriginal communities. 

Revegetation of the community. Water requirements depend on the species and the method of irrigation. If 
irrigated to the root zone by drip irrigation, there will be a minimum evaporation loss, and at low rates of 
irrigation, the water will remain in the root zone and flow will be too low to cause groundwater 
contamination. Salt accumulation due to evaporation will be washed out of the soil during the wet 
season. No further treatment of the wastewater is necessary for irrigation when the water does not come 
in contact with people. The planting area can be decided by community consultation and taking into 
account the desire for wind breaks. 

Fruit and Nut Trees. A fenced area can be provided for growing fruit and nut trees irrigated by reclaimed 
water. If spray irrigation is not adopted, fruits and nuts which are peeled for eating can be grown without 
further treatment of the water. Drip irrigation will be an acceptable method for fruit and nut trees. This 
system will need more maintenance and special care, and once started irrigation should be available on a 
long term basis. 

Community uses. If the reclaimed water of sufficient quality is available in a storage tank or in a recharged 
aquifer it can be used for community gardens, aquaculture, flushing toilets, fire fighting, dust suppression 
and similar uses . For such uses, the water should be chlorinated to avoid health hazards in the event of 
human contact. It is possible to establish a permaculture garden, mud brick making facility or composting 
operation. Many of these activities at present either do not happen or use the drinking water supply. 

New houses. New houses have the option to be connected to the reticulated wastewater disposal collection 
system or to an on-site system. On-site systems permit the complete use of water avoiding infiltration and 
evaporation at the oxidation ponds. However, the use will be limited to the household such as lawn, 
garden and irrigation for trees and bushes. 
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PROPOSED FACILITIES FOR REUSE 

At present the final eflluent is designed to be disposed on the land and hence for collection, storage and 
treatment some facilities are needed. This also depends on the type of reuse approved and promoted by 
the community. The following aspects are presented for consideration. 

• Reuse may be compromised by pathogens in the eflluent, and coliforms in excess of the guideline for 
reuse (1000 organism/I 00ml) may cause problems. Facilities to chlorinate the water may be needed if 
the reuse involves any spray irrigation or the use involves any human contact with the water. However, 
as chlorination may not be sufficiently effective for all pathogens, avoidance of direct human contact, 
e.g. through sub-surface irrigation is preferred. 

• Algae in eflluents from oxidation ponds will clog the reticulation, spray, drip or other irrigation system. 
Chlorination will kill most of the algae, butthe water subsequently has to be stored in a closed container, 
which does not allow sunlight promoting any algal growth. According to Australian reuse guidelines 
there should not be any visible algae in the water. 

• The storage tank should be preferably at an elevation and convenient location depending on the type of 
use . Therefore, a pumping facility will also be necessary. 

• As the oxidation pond system loses water by infiltration and evaporation, on-site reuse systems may be 
advantageous to make water available for lawn and garden. 

• For transport of water from the storage tank to the place of use either connection by pipe or a truck with 
water tank may have to be provided. 

• Final eflluent can also be stored underground by recharging the groundwater aquifer. This will avoid 
evaporation loss or algae problems, and the effiuent is purified by filtration through the soil. 
However,aquifer storage implies a risk of aquifer contamination, and therefore requires careful planning 
and monitoring. 

• An enclosed area for growing vegetables will be of great value to the community. This needs fencing of 
the area and preparing the soil. Subsurface irrigation methods are necessary to prevent contamination 
of the vegetables, and crops should be restricted to vegetables for cooking. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Currently, wastewater in the community passes through septic tanks, is collected by a reticulated system, 
treated by oxidation ponds and disposed of on the land without planned reuse. Only less than a fourth of 
the drinking water supply is estimated to reach the final discharge point after most of it has been subjected 
to infiltration and evaporation. The available effiuent water is a valuable resource, and may be used after 
chlorination and storage. 

Planting native trees for revegetation and other plants for different uses are considered the best option for 
the reuse of water. For future houses on-site treatment systems can assure complete reuse of wastewater. 
A water truck will be useful for transporting water for a variety of uses including dust suppression, 
industrial use and irrigation. 

After considering the special situations such as low rainfall, high evaporation, the considerably low portion 
of water supplied reaching the final eflluent discharge point, quality of the effluent and community 
aspirations, the following recommendations are put forward for consideration. 

• As spray irrigation involves very high evaporation loss (20 % in normal situations and more in the 
some climatic conditions, e.g. the arid and windy Warralong) and can cause human contact, other 
forms of irrigation, particularly subsurface methods, are preferrable. 

• Revegetation of communities by planting native trees which need water only for a few initial years is 
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one of the preferred options for wastewater reuse. About 1,000 trees can be planted every year in a 
community of200 people. 
Planting of fruit and nut trees or community vegetable garden are good options, but such attempt 
should only proceed with proper community initiative and support. 

• New houses to be constructed in the future can be connected to the present system, but if the reuse is to 
be on the backyard of the house for growing trees (either fruit trees or native trees) it is possible to use 
an evapotranspiration system (McGrath, Ho and Mathew 1991 ) .. This avoids the need for any pumping 
and allows all the water available for the plants and trees. Evapotranspiration systems can be designed 
to avoid ponding by overflow interconnection with adjacent systems, or overflow can go to a sewer, if 
present, or to a stand-by trench. Fencing can also be used to avoid human contact as well as to protect 
young plants. 

• If a vegetable garden, perrnaculture garden or lawn around the house is of interest to people, onsite 
treatment system such as Biocycle can be adopted. Biocycle is an on-site treatment plant which produces 
chlorinated wastewater for the above purposes (Mathew and Ho, 1993). 
A water truck increases the range of options for use of reclaimed water, i.e. for dust-suppression, 
watering plants and lawns and any other industrial use such as construction of houses or roads. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present study addresses the impact of wastewater reuse in agriculture on the transmission of protozoan 
and helminthic infections. For this purpose, an epidemiological study was carried out on two populations 
of children totalling 608 individuals for protozoan infections and 528 for helminthic infections. Each 
population comprised an exposed group living in the wastewater spreading area of Marrakech and a 
control group. Results showed that 72 % of the exposed group had protozoan infections. This rate did not 
exceed 45 % in the control group. The pathogenic protozoan infections observed were giardiasis and 
amoebiasis. Regarding helminthic infections, 73 % of the exposed children were infected compared with 
30 % of the control group. The risk attributable to wastewater reuse in the transmission of pathogenic 
protozoan and helminthic infections was 41 % and 43 %, respectively. Children of the spreading area are 
therefore more exposed to detectable risks from parasitic helminths and protozoa than the control children. 

KEYWORDS 

Epidemiological study; helminthic infections; protozoan infections; wastewater reuse; wastewater spreading area 

INTRODUCTION 

The benefits of wastewater reuse in agriculture may be limited by its potential health hazards associated 
essentially to the risk of transmission of pathogenic organisms from the irrigated soil to crops, grazing 
animals and humans (Korentajer, 1991 ). Protozoa and helminths are the parasites of primary public health 
concern for wastewater reuse (Reddy et al., 1981 ). The focus of this study was to compare the prevalence 
of protozoan and helminthic infections among groups of children from two populations which are similar 
in social living standards. The first group lives in the spreading zone of Marrakech (El Azzouzia) where 
raw wastewater is used for agriculture purposes (sewage farming children), while the second group (non 
exposed group) lives in a zone where surface water is used in irrigation (Ain Itti) . The aim of this 
epidemiological study was to evaluate the risk of infections attributable to wastewater reuse. 

MATERJAL AND METHODS 

Population studied 

For helminthic infections, a total of528 school children were investigated, 253 children from the spreading 
area (El Azzouzia) where raw sewage is being used for agriculture purposes, and 275 children from a 
control area where surface water is used in irrigation. For protozoan infections, 608 children were 
investigated; 321 children from the El Azzouzia area ( exposed group) compared with 287 for the control 
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Table I. Children included in the study for helminthiasis: distribution by age, sex and father's occupation, 

Group Children from sewage filrmilg Control group 
Male Female Male Female 

Age (years) 

7-8 40 37 40 40 

9-10 40 37 40 40 

11-12 35 27 40 38 

13-14 20 17 20 17 

Father job 

Farmer 67 43 

Other occupations 68 75 
TotaVsex 135 118 140 135 
TotaVarea 253 275 

Total number 528 

Table 2. Children included in the study for protozoan infection: distribution by age, sex and father's 
occupation. 

Group 

Age (years) 
2-5 
6-8 
9-11 
12-14 

Father job 

Farmer 
Other occupations 

TotaVsex 
TotaVarea 

Total number 

Children from sewage filrmitg 
Male Female 

56 44 

41 35 

39 32 

38 36 

89 79 

85 68 

174 147 
321 

Control group 
Male Female 

42 48 

32 33 
31 36 

33 32 

138 149 

287 
608 

group. Both groups lived in the Marrakech peri-urban area and their socio-economic profiles were low 
and similar. The characteristics of investigated children are summarised in Tables I and 2. 

Stool samples 

Stool samples were collected in sterile fecal containers. Three samples were taken from each child at 
weekly intervals. The stools were concentrated by formalin-ether technique (Beaver et al., 1984) and the 
sediment was visualized microscopically at I 00x and 400x magnification. Protozoan cysts were identified 
fo llowing iodine staining using a Thoma counting chamber and helm in th eggs were measured as described 
by Bou ho um and Schwartzbrod ( 1989) using a Mac Master counting chamber. 

For each group of children, the prevalence and polyparasitism index (PP!) of protozoan and helminthic 
infections were determined. The PP! is the percent of children infected by more than a single parasite. 
The attributable risk designs the risk of infection related to raw wastewater reuse in irrigation (Attributable 
risk = Prevalence in exposed group - Prevalence in the control group). 
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Figure I. Prevalences of giardiasis and amoebiasis in the 
exposed and control groups. (Giar.int.: Giardia intestina/is, 
Ent.his.: Entamoeba histolytica). 
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Figure 2. Prevalences of helminthiasis in the exposed and 
control groups (As: Ascaris, Tr: Trichuris , En: Enterobius, 
Hy: Hymeno/epis, Ta: Taenia). 

Protozoan infections. Results showed that there were more protozoan infections in the exposed group 
with a prevalence of72 % against 45 % for the control group (p<0.001). The most important protozoan 
infections for public health are giardiasis and amoebiasis and they were observed in 67 % of the exposed 
group and 26 % of the control children (p<0.001). Giardia intestinalis was observed in 39 % of the 
exposed group against 20 % in the control group; while Entamoeba histolytica was observed with respective 
prevalences of 28 % and 6 % (Figure 1 ). The difference noticed was statistically significant (p<0.00 I). 
The other protozoan infections detected were En/amoeba coli, Entamoeba hartmani, Endolimax nana 
and Iodamoeba butschlii. 

Helminthic infections. Stool samples analysis revealed that 73 % of the children from the exposed group 
were infected with helminths, while 30 % of the control group were infected (p<0.00 I). The parasites 
identified were Ascaris lumbricoides, Trichuris trichiura, Enterobius vermicularis, Hymenolepis nana 
and Taenia saginata. The Chi-square test showed no significant differences between the 2 examined 
groups with respect to Taenia, Hymenolepis and Enterobius infections, but there was a significant difference 
between the Ascaris and Trichuris infections in the El Azzouzia area and the control children (p<0.00 I). 
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Figure 3. Prevalence of childhood giardiasis and amoebiasis 
according to sex in the spreading area (Giar.int.: Giardia 
intestinalis, Ent.his.: Entamoeba histoly tica). 
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Figure 4. Prevalence of childhood helminthic infections 
accordi ng to sex (As: Ascaris, Tr: Trichuris, En: 
Enterobius, Hy: Hymenolepis, Ta: Taenia). 
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Figure 5. Prevalence of giardiasis and amoebiasis according 
to age in the spreading area(Giar.int.: Giardia intestinalis, 
Ent.his.: En/amoeba histolytica.) 
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Figure 6. Prevalence of Ascaris infection according to age in 
the spreading area. 

In fact, Ascaris was observed in 33 % of the exposed group against 1.4 % in the control group, while 
Trichuris was detected with respective prevalences of 17 % and I % (Figure 2). 

Attributable risk to wastewater. The overall risk of pathogenic protozoan infections attributable to 
wastewater reuse in the spreading area of Marrakech was approximately 41 % ( 19 % and 22 % for 
giardiasis and amoebiasis, respectively). For helminths, the overall risk associated with wastewater reuse 
was 43 % with 32 % for ascariasis and 16 % for trichuriasis. 

Parasite distribution by sex, age and father's occupation 

To determine the children most exposed to parasitic infections in the wastewater spreading zone, infection 
rates were analyzed according to sex, age and father's occupation. 30 % of males were infected with 
Entamoeba histolytica, against 26 % of females. For giardiasis the respective prevalences for the two 
sexes were 44 % and 33 % (Figure 3). Thus, more males than females seem to be infected, however, no 
statistically significant difference was noticed (p>0.05). For helminthic infections, males were more 
frequently infected with Ascaris ( 40 %) and Trichuris (24 %) than females (24 % Ascaris, 9 % Trichuris) 
(P<0.001) (Figure 4). The other helminth infections were not significantly different in either groups. 
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Figure 7. Prevalence of giardiasis and amoebiasis according 
to father's occupation in the spreading area (Giar.int.: 
Giardia intestinalis, Ent.his.: Entamoeba histolytica). 
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Among the children in the spreading area, we observed that the prevalence of intestinal protozoa varied 
according to age (Figure 5). The prevalence of giardiasis reached 47 % among children of 2 to 8 years, 
against 30 % for children of9 to 14 years. The difference is statistically significant (p<0.001). For amoebiasis 
the respective prevalences in the two age groups were 33 % and 23 % and there is no statistically significant 
difference (p>0.05). The overall level ofhelminth infections also varied significantly with age. The youngest 
children (7-8 years) were most heavily infected (80 %) and the 13-14 year-olds the least (60 %) (p<0.05). 
This difference was particularly marked for Ascaris infections (p<0.0 I) (Figure 6). The PP! (polyparasitism 
index) also varied with the child's age; it was 22 % in the 7-8 years old and null in the 13-14 years old 
(p<0.05). 

With respect to the father 's occupation, pathogenic protozoan infections (giardiasis and amoebiasis) were 
observed in 78 % of the farmers ' children against 56 % for the other occupations (p<0.05). Higher 
prevalences were recorded even for giardiasis and amoebiasis among the children offarmers in the spreading 
area ofEI Azzouzia (Figure 7). The farmers ' children had higher Ascaris (41 %) and Trichuris (22.5 %) 
loads than the other children (p<0.05). Their multiple infestations were also high, with a PP! of 18 % for 
the males and 8 % for the females (p<0.05). The groupings of parasites found are shown on Figure 8. The 
most frequently observed association of farmers children was Ascaris-Trichuris. 

DISCUSSION 

The role of wastewater reuse in the dissemination of parasitic infestations is not well established since 
available epidemiological data are very scarce (Shuval et al. , 1986a; Ayres et al. , 1992; Bouhoum et al., 
1994; Bouhoum and Schwartzbrod; 1998) and this fact limits the degree to which accurate comparisons 
between studies can be made. The current study showed that children living in the "sewage farming area" 
are more likely to have parasites than a control group of the same socio-economic characteristics. Thus, 
a higher prevalence of amoebiasis and giardiasis in children of the farming area than in the control group 
was observed. A similar observation was noted for helminth infections. Most of the increased infestations 
are due to Ascaris and Trichuris. The higher frequency of recorded infections among children in the 
spreading area may be related to activities which tend to put them in direct contact with contaminated 
sources (wastewater irrigation, field upkeep, harvest, etc .); in addition to the role played by the consumption 
of contaminated agricultural products. Indeed, in the El Azzouzia area, there are some fields cultivated 
with various of vegetables (marrow, turnip, radish, eggplant, squash, etc.), although raw wastewater reuse 
for vegetables irrigation is forbidden by Moroccan law. Baumhogger ( 1949) showed that many of the 
residents of Darmstadt who consumed salad crops and vegetables irrigated with raw wastewater were 
infected with Ascaris, in contrast to Berlin where wastewater was treated before reuse. Pound and Crites 
(1973) demonstrated that the incidence of parasitic diseases in consumers of sewage irrigated crops was 
higher than that of controls. Bryan ( 197 4) reported 3 outbreaks of ascariasis in Germany and 2 of amoebiasis 
in the USA; all associated with food contaminated by wastewater. 

The results of the present study corroborate those reported in the literature (Strauss and Blumenthal, 
1985; Srivastava and Pandey, 1986). In Mexico, Cifuentes et al. (1992) reported that Entamoeba histolytica 
was more frequent in children of farmers using wastewater as compared to a control group. In Aleppo 
(Syria), Bradeley and Hadidy ( 1981) found that 60 % of the population was infected with intestinal 
parasites. They concluded that use of untreated sewage for irrigation was the main causative agent of the 
high parasitic infestation among the population. In another epidemiological study conducted by Al Salem 
and Tarazi ( 1992) at two distinct areas in Jordan, protozoan and helminthic infections rates were found to 
be higher where wastewater is used in agriculture than in the control area. Epidemiological data also 
revealed that the potential and actual risks of infection with the intestinal nematodes Ascaris lumbricoides, 
Trichuris trichiura, Ancylostoma duodenale and Necator americanus are greater than those from viruses 
and bacteria, as the latter are less persistent in the environment, and immunity generally develops early in 
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life (Shuval et al., 1986a; Shuval el al., 1986b; Mara and Caimcross, 1989; WHO, 1989; Strauss and 
Blumenthal; 1990). A study from Germany (Anders, 1954) showed that 37 % of sewage farm workers 
were infected with Trichuris trichiura compared to S % of sewer workers. Krishnarnmorthi et al. ( 1973) 
found that sewage farm workers had significantly higher incidences of infection with the nematode Ascaris 
lumbricoides and Ancylos/oma duodenale than an identified control group. Strauss and Blumenthal ( 1990) 
recorded a significantly greater incidence of Ascaris infection in farm workers (SO%) than in controls (16 
%). Krishnamoorthi et al. (1973) and Shuval et al. (1986a) indicated that the risk due to wastewater reuse 
varies from 30 to 60 % Blumenthal et al. (I 994, 1995) showed that exposure to raw sewage is associated 
with increased Ascaris infection in workers in all age groups, but particularly in the children of farm 
workers. This observation has been made by other researchers (Healy, 1979; Bradely and Hadidy, 1981 ; 
Bundy et al., 1992), and is related to imprudence and non hygienic practices of the children (Feachem et 
al., 1983). Indeed, during our visits to the spreading area we noted that young children spend the majority 
of their time playing near irrigation canals and in irrigated fields without any precaution. 

CONCLUSION 

The present study demonstrates a situation in which urban wastewater reuse in agriculture is the principle 
cause of high protozoan and helminthic infection levels among the infantile population in a wastewater 
spreading area. The overall risk of pathogenic protozoan infections attributable to wastewater reuse in the 
spreading area of Marrakech was approximately 41 %. For helminths, the overall risk associated with 
wastewater reuse was 43 % with 32 % for Ascariasis and 16 % for Trichuriasis. Moreover, the uncontrolled 
reuse of raw wastewater in agriculture in this area is a real threat for urban population health as it provides 
the adjacent urban markets with contaminated agricultural products. The prevention of these risks can be 
achieved by an integrated set of measures which may include wastewater treatment, crop restriction, 
appropriate wastewater application techniques and human exposure control. 
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ABSTRACT 

9,435 individuals participated in a cross-sectional survey in the irrigation districts of the Mezquita! Valley 
( central Mexico). Exposure groups were: 848 households irrigating with untreated wastewater, 544 households 
irrigating with the effluent fi'om a series of interconnected reservoirs, and 928 households farming with 
natural rainfall. The unit of analysis was the individual, and the health outcomes included diarrhoeal diseases 
and Ascaris /umbricoides infection. Water quality was assessed using faecal coliforrns (FC) and nematode 
eggs, as suggested by (WHO, 1989) for the safe use of wastewater in agriculture. Children fi'om households 
irrigating with untreated wastewater ( I 08 FC / I 00 mL and 135 nematode eggs/L) had a 33 % higher risk of 
diarrhoeal diseases and a fivefold increase in risk of A. lumbricoides infection (OR = 5.71) compared to 
children fi'om the control group, farming with rainfall. The risk of A. /umbricoides infection in older individuals 
was even higher(OR = 13.18). The final analysis showed that drinking unboiled water and cultivating vegetables 
crops were both associated with a higher risk of diarrheal diseases (OR = 1.45 and 2.00); individuals infected 
with A. lumbricoides infection came mostly fi'om landless households with poorer dwellings and low standards 
of sanitation (OR = 2.20, 2.23, 1.72 and 1.43, respectively). These results are discussed in the context of 
health protection measures and policy recommendations. 

KEYWORDS 

Wastewater crop irrigation, public health, treatment, reuse. 

INTRODUCTION 

Evidence of health risks from irrigation with insufficiently treated wastewater is notoriously scarce. First 
investigations reported an excess of salmonellosis and infectious hepatitis, attributable to the use of partially 
treated wastewater (Katzenelson, et al. 1976), in contrast with more recent evidence, suggesting that farmers 
exposed to partially treated wastewater ( I 04-105 FC/100ml) had no excess risk of enteric disease (Shuval, et al. 
1989). Epidemiological studies have shown an excess of Ascaris lumbricoides and Trichuris trichiura parasitic 
infections, as well as risk of cholera and typhoid fever, particularly for consumers of uncooked vegetables 
irrigated with untreated wastewater (Shuval et al. 1989; Shuval et al. 1986). It is not clear from these few 
studies whether these risks may be reduced in farming populations irrigating with partially treated wastewater. 
None of these studies have paid due attention to risk factors other than exposure to wastewater; data on socio
economic, domestic sanitation and personal hygiene is limited. Not surprisingly, the basis for control measures 
needed to reduce these risks is also limited. 

Study Area 

The study area is located in the Mezquita! valley, central Mexico. This semiarid region is characterised by 
a low standard of living. The expansion of wastewater reuse in the Mezquita! valley mirrors increasing 
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Figure I. The Mezquita! Valley and sampling points, 1992 

volumes of wastewater, increasingly produced from Mexico City during the last decades (Siebe and 
Cifuentes, 1995). Available data indicated high rates of parasitic infections and enteric diseases, both of 
which may suggest an exposure gradient and seasonal variations (Blumenthal el al, 1996, Cifuentes, 
1995). An average 45 m3/sec of untreated wastewater and storm water run-off is applied on nearly 90 000 
hectares; surplus wastewater is then conveyed further north through a system of open canals, and stored 
in a series of interconnected reservoirs. In addition, there are several villages farming only with rainfall , 
scattered around the irrigated area (Figure I). Irrigation of maize, fodder, oats and barley with untreated 
wastewater is allowed, whereas stricter regulations involve vegetables to be eaten uncooked. Agricultural 
production in rain-fed areas depends strongly on seasonal cycles and consists mostly of maize, beans, 
chillies and vegetables (!NEG!, 1990). 

METHODS 

A cross-sectional survey was carried out during the rainy months 1992 (May to September). Exposure 
categories were: an untreated wastewater group (UW), consisting of 848 agricultural households using 
untreated wastewater for irrigation; a reservoirs group (RE) consisting of 544 households irrigating with 
the effluent from a series of interconnected reservoirs (Figure I), and 928 households practising rainfall 
farming (r -f) throughout the agricultural cycle. The health outcomes were Ascaris lumbricoides intestinal 
infection and diarrhoeal diseases. 

Data Collection 

A total of 11 , 355 households were visited, but only those households with agricultural workers were 
included in the census (1991 - 92). Further inclusion criteria were dictated by eligibility procedures which 
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paid special attention to current occupational exposure. Exclusion criteria were developed to reject 
households whose members were exposed to more than one source of water, or from unknown or 
unclassified canals (i.e. paid labourers following the agricultural cycle). The sample size was calculated 
in order to be able to detect an OR (i.e. odds ratio, as a risk measure) of 1.5 when comparing the group 
exposed to wastewater versus the controls. Final calculations indicated that 580 households per group 
would provide 90 % study power, sufficient to detect statistical differences between these groups. This 
sample size allowed for non-response (15 %) and potential confounders (15 %). Households from each 
exposure category were visited once throughout the rainy months (May to September); when compliance 
was lower than 75 %; non-complying households were revisited in order to reduce response bias (e.g. 
infection rates). Data gathering required the use of precoded questionnaires which collected information 
on the farming place, cultivated crops, timing of exposure and water used (canal or rain), as well as the 
socio-economic profile, hygiene and sanitation characteristics. Each individual was asked about diarrhoeal 
disease episodes, and the recall period used was the previous two weeks, as recommended by WHO 
( I 984 ). Labelled plastic containers were given to every person for stool samples, which were collected 
the day after the interview; parasitological test were conducted in the laboratory headquarters ( vide infra). 

Wastewater Microbiology 

Wastewater samples were collected from selected points through the irrigation network (Figure I). The 
quality indicators were faecal coliforms (FC per 1000 mL) and helminth ova per litre, as recommended 
by WHO ( 1989) guidelines for the use of wastewater. The first indicator was tested using the Most 
Probable Number (MPN) technique, using aseptic procedures. Water samples were transported on ice to 
the laboratory and tubes were incubated at 35°C over 24-48 hours in lactose broth. Confirmation was 
accomplished in EC broth at 44.5 °C (APHA, 1991 ). Helminth ova were evaluated using the methods 
described by Ayres, et al ( 1991 ). After processing, each sample's sediment was placed in a Sedgewick
Rafter chamber and checked in a light microscope at 200X, 400X and I000X magnification. Helminth "s 
ova were detected and counted. 

Hydraulic Retention Time (dt) 

Wastewater retention time ( dt) in the reservoirs was calculated by the following formula (Maskew, 1985): 
d t = V / Q where V = volume in m3 and Q = flow rate in m3/r. 

Data Analysis 

The study population was classified on the basis of current farming activities, and every household was 
classified in the same category as their members engaged in agricultural duties; young children not directly 
exposed were assessed separately. Three age groups were initially defined (0 to 4 years, 5-14, and older 
than 15) and the health outcomes were analysed for each exposure group, separately. However, since 
results were similar in the oldest groups, individuals over 5 years were combined into a single age category. 
Special attention was paid to the timing of exposure (i.e. recent, past), which was particularly relevant for 
assessing the pre-patent period of each health outcome. Diarrhoeal disease episodes were defined as the 
occurrence of three or more loose stools passed in a day (WHO, 1984), whereas intestinal parasitic infections 
were assessed by means of microscopic identification of ova in stool samples (presence or absence), 
using the formalin and iodine concentration technique (WHO, 1985). 

Potential confounding factors (e.g., age, gender, socio-economic status, sanitation and hygiene related 
variables) were tested first (bivariate analyses), and measured by using crude OR (vide supra). Multivariate 
analysis (MLR) however, was used to assess the effect of exposure (i.e. wastewater) while controlling for 
the effect of confounders; thus, adjusted OR provided a true measurement of the excess risk (i.e. when 
comparing the rates of disease in the exposed vs. the control group, and then in the reservoirs group vs. 
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Table I . Risk of diarrhoeal diseases according to exposure and other factors in the Mezquita! Valley, 1992. 

Number % ilfucted Total 0 R* p-value 
iirected iidiviluals (95 ¾Cl) 

Age> 5 YEARS 

~ 
Rain water 299 (9.8) 3065 I 
Reservoirs effuent 196 (10.5) 1864 1.06 (0.86- 1.29) NS 
Untreated wastewater 177 (11.8) 1502 I. IO (0.88-1.38) NS 

Primary crop 
Maize 581 (IO. I) 5727 I 
Fodder 26 (I 1.0) 237 1.04 (0.67-1.6 I) NS 
Salad 40 (19.0) 211 2.00 (1.37-2.93) <0.001 

Gender 
Female 287 (8.6) 3321 I 
Male 374 (12.0) 3110 1.50 ( 1.28- I. 76) 0.000 

CHILDREN < 5 years 

Exposure 
Rain water 100 (23 .0) 436 I 
Reservoirs effuent 111 (26.8) 415 I. I 7 (0.85- 1.60) NS 
Untreated wastewater 99 (29.0) 341 1.33 (0.96-1.85) 0.08 

Drinking water 
Usually boiled 33 (19.8) 167 I 
Seldom boiled 277 (27.0) 1025 1.45 (0.96-2.18) 0.o7 

• adjusted OR. 
NS = not significant. 

the controls). Tables I and 2 summarise the final models which show the effect of exposure (i.e. wastewater) 
and significant associations between the health outcomes with risk factors other than wastewater; non
significant associations were excluded (the complete analyses can be found in original study report, see 
reference Cifuentes 1995). Tables 3 and 4 show the main data on water quality. 

RESULTS 

Population. A total of 9,435 individuals were involved in the study, and stool samples compliance rate 
was above 80 %. The denominators for diarrhoeal diseases and A. /umbricoides infections were different, 
since pre-patent period for each health outcome and compliance rates (i.e. interviews and parasitological 
tests) were not the same. As Table I illustrates, similar rates of diarrhoea were detected in older individuals 
from all three exposure groups. Those from households cultivating salad crops showed a twofold risk 
(regardless of type of water used) when compared with those growing fodder or maize (OR= 2.00 and 95 
% CJ = 1.37 - 2.93). As expected, males had a higher prevalence of diarrhoea than females (OR= 1.50 
and 95 % CJ= 1.28 - 1.76). Children had the highest rates of diarrhoeal diseases. As Table I illustrates, 
the group exposed to untreated wastewater showed a higher risk of diarrhoea than controls (OR = 1.33, 
and 95 % CI= 0.96 - 1.85). However, no significant difference was observed when contrasting children 
from the reservoirs group versus the controls (OR = 1.17). In the final analysis, drinking unboiled water 
was a risk factor for diarrhoeal diseases in children (OR = I .45 and 95 % CJ = 0. 96 - 2.18). 

Data on A. /umbricoides infections (Table 2) showed that exposure to untreated wastewater resulted in a 
high risk of infection, both in individuals aged over 5 years and in young children (OR= 13.18 and 5.71 , 
with 95 % CI = 7 .51 - 23 .12 and 2.44 - 13 .36, respectively) . Older individuals exposed to the reservoirs 
effluent, however, had a much lower prevalence of infection ( 1.5 %) than those from the untreated 
wastewater group (9.1 %) when compared to the controls, however, the reservoirs group still showed a 
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Table 2. Risk of Ascaris /umbricoides infection according to exposure and other factors in the Mezquita! 
Valley, 1992. 

Number (%) itfucted Total 0 R* p- value 
infected individuals (95 %Cl) 

Age> S YEARS 

Exposure 
Rain water 17 (0.7) 2295 I 
Reservoirs effluents 28 (1.5) 1820 1.94 (1.01- 3.71) 0.04 
Untreated wastewater 197 (9. 1) 2155 13.18 (7.51-23.12) <0.001 

Land holding 
Yes 114 (2.4) 4660 I 
No 128 (8.0) 1610 1.53 (1.14-2.04) 0.004 

Dwellings roof 
Cement 105 (3.6) 2912 I 
Tiles 29 (1.7) 1741 1.59 (0.90-2.80) NS 
Corrugated 83 (10.9) 758 1.76 (1.28-2.41) <0.001 
Others (metaQ 19 (2.4) 791 1.07 (0.63-1.80 NS 

Dis(1Qsal of rubbish 
Yes 90 (3.1) 2892 I 
No 152 (4.5) 3378 1.72 (1.29-2.29) <0.001 

Source of vegetables 
Outside village 100 (2.9) 3395 I 
Local 142 (4.9) 2875 1.43 (1.07-1.92) 0.01 

~ 
5 - 14 years 140 (6.1) 2282 I 
15 + years 102 (2.6) 3988 0.38 (0.29-0.50) <0.001 

Gender 
Female 291 (9.0) 3214 I 
Male 397 (13.0) 3056 1.44 ( 1.22- I. 70) 0.000 

CHILDREN < S years 

Exposure 
Rain water 99 (2.5) 356 I 
Reservoirs effluent II (3.3) 333 1.29 (0.49- 3.39) NS 
Untreated wastewater 46 (13.7) 335 5.71 (2.44-13.36) <0.001 

Land holding 
Yes 26 (3.8) 683 
No 40 (11.7) 341 12.20 (1.25-3 .84) 0.006 

Dwellings roof 
Cement 30 (6.5) 461 I 
TIies II (3.5) 316 1.65 (0.61-4.41) NS 
Corrugated 15 (13 .0) 115 1.45 (0 .74-2 .85) 0.06 
Others ( metaQ 9 (7.0) 120 2.23 (0.96-5.22) NS 

• adjusted OR. 
NS ; not significant. 

slightly higher risk of infection than controls (OR = 1. 94 with 95 % CI = 1.0 I - 3. 71 ). Analysis also 
showed that children from the reservoirs group were not significantly different from the control group 
(OR = 1.29). After controlling for potential confounders, data indicated that individuals from landless 
families and those in the lowest socioeconomic strata (e.g. , poor housing conditions) had a higher risk of 
infection than those in well off households (OR = 1.53 and 2.20, with 95 % CI= 1.14 - 2.04 and 1.25 -
3.84, respectively). The risk of infection in the oldest individuals was associated with lack of facilities for 
rubbish disposal (OR = 1. 72 and 95 % CI = I. 79 - 2.29) and purchasing vegetables from local sources 
(OR = 1.43 with 95 % CI = 1.07 - 1.92). As expected, males had a higher prevalence of infection than 
females (OR = 1.44 and 95 % CI = 1.22 - I . 70), whereas individuals aged 15 years or older showed the 
lowest prevalence of infection (OR= 0.38 and 95 % CI = 0.29 - 0.50). 
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Table 3. Quality of wastewater (faecal coliforms MPN/100 ml.); rainy season in the Mezquita! Valley, 1992 

Central Outlet Tula River Reservoir I Central Canal Reservoir II Reservoir Ill 
Influent Influent Effluent 

Number of 6 6 6 6 5 7 Samples 

Average 108 107 108 105 105 103 concentrati:m 

Max 2xl08 2xl08 6xl08 3xl06 3xl06 3xl04 

Min 6xl06 9xl05 3x106 4xl04 5xl03 2xl01 

Table 4. Quality of wastewater (helminth ova/l itre), rainy season * I 992 

Sample May July September 

Untreated Wastewater 135 105 90 

Effluent Reservoir Ill 0 0 0 
• single measurements 

Water As expected, untreated wastewater contained high concentrations of faecal coli forms and Ascaris 
lumbricoides ova (108 FC / 100 mL and 90 - 135 eggs/ L). Data showed decreasing concentrations of 
faecal coli forms after wastewater retention in the reservoirs over the sampling period ( I 03 - I 05 FC/ I 00 
mL), whereas the number of helminth ova per litre (Table 3 and 4) decreased to non-detectable levels in 
the final effluent. Total wastewater retention time in the reservoirs was above 3 months throughout the 
year, and considerably longer during colder months (Cifuentes, 1995). 

DISCUSSION 

Wastewater reuse in the Mezquita! valley has resulted in better harvests (i.e. fodder and maize), rural jobs 
and cash income in otherwise semiarid regions. Despite valuable resources involved in reuse, exposure 
(mostly occupational) to untreated or insufficiently treated wastewater poses a considerable health risk. 
As data showed, raw wastewater exposure was strongly associated with A. lumbricoides infection in 
farmworkers and their families, and with a mild risk of diarrhoeal diseases in children. The risk ofhelminth 
intestinal infection is consistent with available information (Shuval, 1986), but the latter (i.e. risk of 
diarrhea) had not been reported in earlier investigations ( e.g. from Israel, see Shuval et al. 1989, Katzenelson 
et al. 1976). The closer definition of exposure and health outcomes, as well as the methods for data 
analysis allowed for better measurement of risk and detailed information about the role of additional risk 
factors. These methods had not been employed in published research on the subject. 

More important perhaps, this study provided original evidence on decreasing risk of A. lumbricoides 
infection following wastewater quality improvement, presumably by the sedimentation process and natural 
pathogens die -off (i.e. retention in the reservoirs > 3 months, and no detectable ova in the effluent). The 
apparent risk of infection detected in individuals older than 5 years from the reservoirs group lacks public 
health importance in the light of the low prevalence of infection detected both in the reservoirs group and 
controls. In addition, lower exposure (i.e. 3 - 5 log reductions of FC indicator in the reservoirs effluent) 
resulted in lower rates of diarrhoeal disease in the youngest population. Epidemiological data and water 
quality monitoring from this study have provided a clear indication of the health protection measures 
required for risk reduction, which pointed out potential technology for wastewater treatment, as part of 
the public health recommendations. Some examples will be briefly discussed below. 

Results from this study indicated that the risk of diarrhoeal diseases in young children was associated 
with drinking unsafe water. In the older population, cultivation of salad crops (some of which is likely to 
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be consumed at home) seemed to be more an explanatory variable than the quality of water itself. These 
associations indicated the need for primary health protection measures (e.g. food hygiene). In addition, 
the final analysis showed that individuals infected with A. /umbricoides came mostly from lower socio
economic groups without rubbish disposal facilities; the risk of A. lumbricoides infection associated with 
vegetables purchased in local shops is possibly reflecting crop-washing with polluted water after harvest, 
as observed by De Leon (1992) and others (Chandler, 1954; Chan, 1991 ; Kighlinger, 1995). The 
interventions needed to modify food preparation and hygienic behaviour as well as those required to 
improve the social environment have to be thoroughly discussed. 

Regarding the main limitations of this research, particular issues involved the cross-sectional method 
used, the 60 - 75 % recovery rate of helminth ova, the small number of samples and other difficulties 
dictated by financial , technical and logistical constraints. The most obvious limitations in the study design 
were tackled by adequate classification of exposure status and case definition (i.e. infection and disease). 
Data on the hydraulic retention time provided support to epidemiological results, potential removal of 
pathogens and decreasing health ri sk (WHO, 1989). 

Final considerations involve health protection policies. It is likely, for instance, that the quality improvement 
achieved through retention processes (even if complying with WHO 1989 guidelines for the safe use of 
wastewater) may be insufficient to protect both farm workers and their families. It must be underlined 
that the rules on water quality and codes of practice are evolving, as a result of controversial exercises 
involving credible epidemiological evidence, technological development and economic forces, as well as 
public perception ( e.g., reuse of water). There is a growing consensus that safer wastewater reuse constitutes 
a valuable resource for agricultural production (i.e. multiple planting seasons); such a resource should be 
preserved and properly managed, which involves, of course, adequate wastewater treatment. The extent 
of treatment necessary to reduce the health risk, however, is still a matter of debate (Blumenthal, et al. 
1996). In agricultural villages relying on wastewater irrigation, health policies should emphasise reliable 
wastewater treatment and safer practices, rather than over-stringent and hardly affordable microbiological 
standards or , even worse, official neglect. 
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ABSTRACT 

In column experiments of Mexican wastewater irrigated soils the effects of changing water quality (untreated 
= UT, primary = PT and tertiary treated = TT wastewater) on carbon, nitrogen and heavy metal dynamics 
were investigated. In the column effluents the nitrate concentrations varied between 141-683 mg 1·1• The 
total amount of leached TOC decreased in the order UT > PT > TT. Outflow concentrations of Pb ranged 
from 31.6-166.5 µg 1-1 and of Cu from 31.2-146.8 µg 1·1• Irrigation water quality influenced the Pb but not 
the Cu efflux . Cu seemed to be co-transported with TOC by preferential flow whereas there was no 
correlation of Pb and TOC concentrations in the effluents. The poss ibility of Pb transport through 
preferential flow paths is discussed. 

KEYWORDS 

Carbon; heavy metals; Mexico ; nitrogen; wastewater irrigation 

INTRODUCTION 

In the "Valle del Mezquita!", Mexico, untreated wastewater has been applied to agricultural soils for 
more than 80 years. With continuance of this irrigation (i) the content of soil organic matter (SOM) has 
increased, (ii) the quality of SOM has changed and (iii) the contents of heavy metals, which are mainly 
bound to Mn-oxides and SOM, has risen (Siebe, 1994). 

The introduction of large-scale wastewater treatment is planned for the region. In this study potential 
effects of changing irrigation water quality on SOM and heavy metal dynamics were investigated. We 
tested the following hypotheses: 

I. Adding less nitrogen (N) and organic carbon (OC) compounds by irrigation water to soils decreases 
the SOM content of the soils and thereby increases the mobility of heavy metals. 
2. Heavy metals are transported as complexes with mobile OC and thus the dynamics of both compounds 
should be correlated. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Twelve undisturbed soil columns (diameter: 15 cm, length: 18 cm) were taken from an Ah horizon of an 
eutric Vertisol (Table I), which has been under wastewater irrigation for more than 80 years. The columns 
were irrigated for 4 months periodically with water of 3 different qualities (untreated= UT, primary= PT 
and tertiary treated = TT wastewater, Table 2). All treatments were conducted with 4 replicates. 
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Table I. Chemical properties of the studied soil (Siebe, 1994) 

pH C,.. (%) CaCO, (%) Pb.,.., (mg kg') Cu,.., (mg kg') 

7.71 3.2 2.2 78 67 

Table 2. Medians of chemical properties of the irrigation water 

pH EC C ... N* N03 Pb.,.., Cu101111 

Irrigation mS cm·' mgt ' mg t ' mg t' µgt ' µgt ' 
water 

untreated 7.86 1.57 131.9 37.0 0 .6 119.9 113 .9 

primal)' 
8. 16 1.52 34.0 26.6 0.6 17.6 3.1 

treated 

tertial)' treated 7.29 0.44 5.5 I.I 8.7 9.6 52.5 

' Kjeldahl-N 

The columns were irrigated 6 times: first 3 times with I 02 mm per column, then 3 times with 82 mm per 
column. In periods between irrigation events the soil columns dried up to an average gravimetric water 
content of about 25 %. This led to the formation of soil cracks, which were clearly visible at the soil 
surface. Column effluents from irrigations I to 5 were collected as total. During irrigation 6 the effluent 
solution was chronologically fractionated into 6 aliquots of about 150 ml. 

After filtration (5 µm) total organic carbon (TOC) (carbon analizer: CM 5120 Furnace/CM 5012 CO
2 

Coulometer, UIC, Inc. Coulometrics), nitrate (colorimetrically with phenyldisulfonic acid) and Pb and 
Cu (by graphit furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy) were measured in all solutions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The nitrate concentrations in effluents varied during the measurement period for untreated wastewater 
between 234-587 mg NO

3 
1·1

, for primary treated wastewater between 179-683 mg NO
3 

1-1 and for tertiary 
treated wastewater between 141-528 mg NO

3 
1·1 and thus exceeded the WHO guidelines limit for NO

3 
by 

far (WHO, 1984). Significant differences (a < 0,05) of these NO
3 

concentrations occurred solely during 
irrigations 4-6 between UT and PT on the one hand and TT on the other hand. 

The total amount of leached TOC decreased in the order UT > PT > TT. The output of Pb from columns 
irrigated with TT (178 µg kg·') exceeded those irrigated with UT/PT (144 µg kg·'/ 135 µg kg·'). In contrast 
to this, no influence of irrigation water quality on Cu efflux could be found. Outflow concentrations of Pb 
and Cu varied between 31.6 and 166.5 µg 1-1 and 31 .2 and 146.8 µg I·' , respectively, indicating translocation 
of both metals to greater soil depths. Nevertheless, to estimate the risk for groundwater contamination 
experiments using whole soil profiles should be conducted. 

Figure I shows TOC, Pb and Cu concentrations in the effluent fractions of irrigation event 6, variant TT. 
As postulated, Cu concentrations correlated well with TOC concentrations in effluents (r2 = 0,92, 
a < 0,001 for plotted columns). This indicated a facilitated transport of Cu by mobile OC. Nevertheless, 
Pb did not behave in the expected way. A possible explanation for these differences could be the following: 

Konig et al. (1986) described a high affinity of Cu to low molecular weight fractions (LMWF) of OC, 
which are relatively rich of hydrophilic OC constituents (Thurman, 1985). In contrast, affinity of Pb is 
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higher to relatively more hydrophobic high molecular weight fractions (HMWF) of OC. Hydrophobic 
constituents of OC are preferentially adsorbed to the solid matrix compared to hydrophilic constituents 
(Dunnivant et al., 1992). Thus the high Pb effluents concentrations at the beginning of irrigation 6 may be 
interpreted as the result of facilitated transport by HMWF through cracks. This preferential flow may 
have been further restricted by swelling of the soil. Transport of the more mobile LMWF's is less impeded 
by swelling. Thus Cu concentrations in the effluents increased with decreasing preferential flow but 
rising contribution of matrix flow to total fluxes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Changing irrigation water quality could lead to the mobilisation of Pb whose trans location seems to occur 
in preferential flow paths. As a consequence, preferential flow of water through soils should be prevented 
as much as possible by appropriate land management practices to impede possibly occurring Pb 
translocation to groundwater. 

The mobility of Cu does not seem to be influenced by changing irrigation water quality. Correlations 
between Cu and OC concentrations suggest a facilitated transport as Cu-organic complexes. 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years recycling in agriculture is a common method of disposal or utilisation of waste. However, 
recycling of wastes may cause contamination of groundwater by toxic elements like heavy metals, cationic 
and anionic contaminants and pathogens. Groundwater of shallow and deep tubewells was collected 
during 1991 to 1997 from raw sewage effluent irrigated garbage farming areas on the eastern fringe of 
Calcutta city. In general raw sewage effluents, sludges and sewage-irrigated soils contain very high amounts 
of cations, anions, organics and heavy metals. It is found that most of the groundwater contained undesirable 
pH, total dissolved solids, total hardness, calcium, magnesium, phenolic compounds, iron and manganese 
and the observed values or concentrations were much above the maximum desirable limits specified by 
World Health Organisation (WHO) and Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) for use as drinking water. 
Groundwater of that area may be used for irrigation. Dispersion by leaching of the metals, cationic and 
anionic contaminants from irrigated soil and from settled bottom sludge in unlined sewage channels are 
the principal causes of groundwater contamination. Some management plans have been suggested to 
control further deterioration of groundwater quality. 

KEYWORDS 

Groundwater contamination; health status; heavy metal; sludge; wastewater reuse 

INTRODUCTION 

As the result of rapid urbanisation and industrialisation in several parts of India, there has been several
fold increase in generation of wastewater. In most of the cities and towns, domestic sewage is being 
discharged into rivers, channels and on land for irrigation. In case of industrial units, effluents without 
adequate treatment are discharged on land near the factories or through unlined channels to low-lying 
depressions, which results in percolation and eventually pollution of groundwater. Basically groundwater 
quality of those areas depends on volumes of wastewater discharge, dilution of water by mixing with 
unpolluted water and removal of pollutants by sorption, biological action, chemical reaction and uptake 
by plants. Particularly, once the groundwater aquifer system is affected, it is almost impossible to rectify 
(Gilbert, 1994). Thus it becomes imperative for the concerned authorities to frame stringent policies and 
measures in order to protect the groundwater around the waste disposal sites. 

In the eastern fringe of Calcutta (Dhapa-Topsia-Bantala) raw sewage water and sludge from the unlined 
sewage channels and garbage both of domestic and industrial origin are heavily used for cultivation of 
vegetables throughout the year. In general raw sewage effluent, sludge and garbage of Calcutta city contain 
high amounts of cations, anions, organic pollutants and heavy metals (Gupta el al., 1990; Mitra, 1993; 
Adhikari el al., 1994). Thus there is immense potential of groundwater contamination. The present 
investigation is an attempt to evaluate groundwater quality with respect to chemical and biological 
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components at sewage irrigated vegetable growing areas of the eastern fringe of Calcutta city and its 
possible health impacts on the groundwater consumers. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Raw sewage effiuent and sludge samples were collected from sewage channels in different seasons during 
1991 to 1997 for the characterisations of wastes used for irrigation on vegetable growing sites. Sewage 
effluents were analysed as recommended by the standard methods (APHA, 1985) and sludges were analysed 
according to the procedures described by Trivedy and Goel (1984) and ADAS (1986). Soil samples were 
collected from waste reuse sites and analysed with standard methods (Jackson, 1973; Page et al., 1982). 

Altogether 42 groundwater samples were collected from 7 tubewells during 1991 to 1997, six samples 
from each well. Location DI , D2, D3 , D4, D5 and D6 were selected at the waste reuse sites while location 
DO was the reference control site (Figure 1 ). Water samples were stored in a 2 liter teflon container. pH, 
electrical conductivity (EC), dissolved oxygen (DO), turbidity, total dissolved solids (TDS) and heavy 
metals were analysed according to the standard methods given by the APHA (1985). The concentration 
of total hardness, calcium, magnesium, chloride, sulphate, nitrate and phenolic compounds were determined 
by standard methods (Trivedy and Goel, 1984 ). Coliform counting was done by using the MacConkey 
broth Hi-media. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Raw Sewage, sludge and soil 

Raw sewage of Calcutta city was neutral to alkaline and contained very high amounts of soluble salts 
(Table I) . Dissolved oxygen was low whi le Biological oxygen demand (BOD) and Chemical oxygen 
demand (COD) were above the limit for irrigation (EPR, 1993). Sewage effluent contained very high 
amounts of sludge particles in form of suspended solids. Concentration of chloride (Cl") and sulphate 
(SO/) were also very high. Heavy metals such as iron (Fe), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn), 
lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd) and chromium (Cr) were present in raw sewage effluent but all the mean 
concentrations were within the limits for irrigation (EPR, 1993). Like sewage effluent, pH of the sludge 
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Table I. Characteristics of raw sewage, sludge and affected soil 

Parameter 
Raw Sewage 

Parameter Sh.tdge Soil 
Mean value Mean value Mean value 

pH 7.3 - 7.7 pH 7.1 - 7.8 7.1 - 8.0 

EC (dS· m·' ) 3.8 EC (dS·m-') 2.8 0.4 

DO (mg/I) 2.0 rganic carbon (m!}'g) 18.0 24.0 

BOD (mg/I) 60 EC (Cmol (p+)·kg ') 10.0 18.0 

COD (mg/I) 270 Textural class Sandy loam Sandy clay loam 

TSS (m!}'I) 420 Available-N (m!}'kg) 310 260 

Ct (m!}'l) 750 Extractable- F e(m!}'kg) 290 120 

SO/ (m!}'I) 90 Extractable-Cu (m!}'kg) 15.6 35.5 

Fe (m!}'l) 0.3 Extractable-Mn (m!}'kg) 25.0 22.0 

Cu (ml}'!) 0.08 Extractable-Zn (m!}'kg) 340 260 

Mn (ml}'!) 0.06 Tota~Pb (m!}'kg) 150 410 

Zn(m!}'I) 0.40 Tota~Cd (m!}'kg) 5.8 3.6 

Pb (ml}'!) 0.008 Tota~Cr (m!}'kg) 800 154 

Cd(m!}'l) 0.004 Tota~ Hg (m!}'kg) <0.005 <0.005 

Cr(m!}' I) 0.02 Tota~As (m!}'kg) <0.01 <0.01 

and impacted soil was neutral to alkaline. Both organic carbon and cation exchange capacity were higher 
in sewage irrigated soil than in sludge. Sand was the dominant textural component in sludge and in soil, 
thus leaching of the elements from the soil is quite favourable. Both sludge and soil contained very high 
amounts of Fe, Zn, Pb, Cd and Cr. Concentrations of mercury (Hg) and arsenic (As) were below the 
detection limit. 

Groundwater 

Chemical and biological characteristics of the groundwater from sewage-irrigated garbage farming area 
during 1997 are presented in Tables 2 and 3. A comparison of mean concentrations during 1991-1997 and 
relevant standards is shown in Table 4. At all locations except from the non-sewage irrigated site pH of 
the groundwater was alkaline. In general pH ranged between 8.0 and 8.7 and in 70 % cases pH was above 
the Indian Standard (BIS, 1991) while in all cases it was above the WHO (1993) drinking-water standard. 
On the basis of electrical conductivity (EC) which normally varied from 1.90 to 3.50 dS m·' during 1997 
the groundwater may be restricted for irrigation use (USDA, 1954; Pratt , 1972). EC values were 
comparatively higher in the groundwater from shallow tubewells, which may be due to easy leaching of 
the salts through soil. Turbidity of the groundwater complied both with Indian and with WHO standards 
in 50 % of the cases. Total dissolved solids (TDS) ranged between 420 and 1300 mg/I, with a minimum 
at the non-sewage irrigated site (DO) while the maximum occurred at site D3. At all the sampling sites 
TDS concentration gradually increased during 1991 to 1997. On the basis of the limits specified by BIS 
and WHO, TDS was above the maximum desirable limit for drinking in all of the groundwater samples. 

The average concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO) was 7.0 mg/I. Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
was low in all of the samples. 

During the study period concentrations of calcium and magnesium varied from 80 to 180 mg/I and 30 to 
65 mg/I respectively. Baillod el al. ( 1977) obtained much lower concentrations while working with well 
water of a raw sewage irrigated area of Michigan. Both the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the 
Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) specified the maximum limit of 75 and 30 mg/I for calcium and 
magnesium in drinking-water, respectively, and all the groundwater samples were above these levels. At 
all sites calcium and magnesium increased gradually from 1991 to 1997, per cent increase of concentration 
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Table 2. Chemical and biological characteristics of groundwater (values in mg/I) 

Parameter 
Sample 

DI D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 DO 

Depth (m) 30 60 25 90 122 90 60 

pH 8.6 8.5 8.2 8.3 8.2 8.1 7.4 

EC (d·Sm-1) 3.20 2.20 3.50 2. 10 2.20 1.90 0.45 

Turbidity 6.0 5.0 6.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 
(NlU) 

TDS 1200 960 1300 880 820 860 420 

DO 6.3 7.6 5.8 8.0 8.6 8.4 7.4 

COD 7.0 6.0 12.0 5.0 5.0 Nil Nil 

Calcilm 150 155 180 140 145 120 110 

Magnesium 64 45 60 50 65 45 30 

Total hardness 870 720 900 630 600 620 280 
(as CaCO,) 

Percent 54 30 52 32 30 30 35 
Sodium 

Chloride 650 400 445 340 330 340 55 

Sulphate 9.0 8.0 7.0 8.0 6.0 6.8 4.0 

Nitrate 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.o3 0.01 0.03 0.01 

Phenolx:s 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.8 <0.001 

SAR 4.2 1.5 4.1 1.7 1.4 1.5 1.0 

RSC (me/ I) Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Total coliform 20-25 Nil 25-30 Nil Nil Nil Nil (MPN/100 ml) 

Faecal coliform 2-5 Nil 5-10 Nil Nil Nil Nil (MPN /100 ml) 

Table 3. Concentration of heavy metals in groundwater (values in mg/I) 

Parameter Samples 

DI D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 DO 

Depth (m) 30 60 25 90 122 90 60 

Iron 1.2 0.8 1.3 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.08 

Copper 0.06 0.04 0.o7 0.03 0.o3 0.03 0.04 

Manganese 0.70 0.60 0.78 0.50 0.45 0.55 0.02 

Zinc 3.10 2.50 3.50 1.20 0.70 1.35 0.D2 
Lead 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.003 <0.001 <0.001 <0.002 

Cadmilm 0.002 0.002 0.004 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Chromilm 0.01 0.006 0.D2 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 <0.002 

Mercury <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 

Arsenic <0.003 <0.003 <0.003 <0.003 <0.003 <0.003 <0.003 

were 26 % for calcium and 25 % for magnesium, and conditions may deteriorate further in the future. In 
all the samples total hardness was above the maximum desirable limit (300 mg/I), and thus the water 
from these tubewells has been classified as hard to very hard (Twort et al. , 1974) for domestic use. In 
respect to per cent sodium, which generally varied from 30 to 54, groundwater may be classified as 
medium to good quality for irrigation use. Also in respect to the sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and 
residual sodium carbonate (RSC) groundwater may considered as good for irrigation use. 
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Table 4. Comparison of groundwater quality with drinking water standards in India and WHO 
Guidelines(values in mg/I) 

Range Average Indian Percent Percent Param,ters Standard IS WHO Lilli (N =36) 10500 Compliance Compliance 
Max. Min. 

pH 8.7 8.0 6.5 - 8.5 70 7.5 - 8.0 0 

Turbrlty 6 I 4 5 50 5 50 

ms 1300 500 1010 500 0 l000 20 

DO 8.0 5.0 7.0 

Calcilm 180 80 155 75 0 75 0 

Magnesilm 65 30 55 30 0 30 0 

Total hardness 900 400 705 300 0 (as CaCO,) 

Chlorrle 650 260 520 250 0 250 0 

Su~hate 9.0 4.0 7.0 200 100 250 100 

Nitrate 1.2 0.01 0.50 45 100 50 100 

Phenolic 1.0 0.003 0.50 0.001 0 

Iron 1.3 0.4 1.0 0.3 0 0.3 0 

Copper 0.o7 0.01 0.04 0.1 100 0.1 100 

Manganese 0.8 0.3 0.65 0.1 0 0.1 0 

Zinc 3.5 0.6 2.5 5.0 100 3.0 100 

Lead 0.008 <0.001 0.006 0.05 100 0.01 100 

Cadmiwn 0.004 <0.001 0.002 0.05 100 0.003 100 

Chromium 0.02 <0.002 0.01 0.05 100 0.05 100 

The average concentration of chloride was 520 mg/I , and all concentration measured in the shallow 
tubewell water were above limits for drinking-water. Chloride concentration increased gradually from 
I 99 I to I 997. Concentration of other anions such as sulphate and nitrate were within the limits for 
drinking-water. 

It is interesting to note that all the groundwater samples from the sewage-irrigated area contained very 
high concentrations of phenolic compounds. In general during the study period the value ranged between 
0.003 and 1.0 mg/I and all the observed values were above the BIS (199 I) limit of0.001 mg/I. There was 
very steep increasing trend of phenols (68 % increase) from 1991 to I 997. Mitra and Gupta (1996) found 
that the soil organic matter in sewage-irrigated area increased considerably with depth. A possible source 
of phenols may be that they are constituents of organic matter in groundwater. 

Total and faecal coli forms were detected only in shallow tubewell water at DI and D3 sites and make this 
groundwater quite inadequate as drinking-water. 

Among the metallic constituents iron and zinc dominated, followed by manganese, copper, chromium, 
lead, and cadmium (Table 3). Mitra and Gupta (1997) observed more or less similar trends of heavy 
metals in the groundwater east of Calcutta. Concentrations of iron varied from 0.008 (DO site) to 1.3 mg/ 
I (D3 site). All the groundwater samples contained amounts of iron undesirable for drinking-water (USEPA, 
1976; WHO, I 993). Similar to iron, concentration of manganese was also above drinking-water limits. 
The average concentration of copper was 0.04 mg/I and that of zinc was 2.5 mg/I . Higgins (1984) observed 
only 0.01 mg/I of zinc in groundwater from a sewage-treated area of New Jersey. The much higher 
average zinc concentration in the groundwater of sewage sludge and garbage farming area of Calcutta 
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city may be due to higher load of zinc in soil and sewage sludge. In all the cases concentrations of zinc 
and copper were within the limits for drinking-water. Lead, cadmium and chromium (total) were detected 
only in the shallow tubewell water, and the observed concentrations were well below the drinking-water 
limits. At all the locations concentration of mercury and arsenic were below the detection limit. Thus the 
present heavy metal content of groundwater is not at alarming condition. 

A health status survey of the people near sewage irrigated - garbage farming areas showed that 
gastrointestinal illness topped the list of disease with 26 %, followed by 11 % for respiratory diseases. It 
is also recorded that 19 % of deaths resulted from gastro-enteric diseases. In the study area bacterial 
contamination is historically associated with groundwater where shallow tubewells are used. Consequently, 
with the consumption of these groundwaters, there is an increased risk of gastro-enteric disease due to 
faecal contamination. 

CONCLUSION 

Present investigation on groundwater quality at the waste reuse sites clearly indicates that the chemical 
quality of groundwater in respect to pH, TDS, calcium, magnesium, total hardness, chloride, phenolic 
compounds, iron and manganese renders it unsuitable for use in drinking. Moreover, presence of coliform 
bacteria particularly in shallow tubewell water indicate a health hazard. In general, the levels of 
contamination of groundwater are higher in the shallow tubewells than in the deep tubewells, possibly 
due to easy dispersion of contaminants from the source. Moreover, concentration of contaminants are 
gradually increasing even in the higher depths. Therefore the environment, both surface and subsurface, 
of this area is no more on the safer side, and if proper remedial measures are not taken immediately the 
whole aquifer system of this area will deteriorate in the near future. Proper methods of waste reuse, 
restricted utilisation of diluted sewage effluent instead of raw effluent, removal of settled sludge in unlined 
sewage channels and replacement of shallow tubewells by deep tubewells are absolutely necessary to 
check further deterioration of groundwater quality and waterborne health hazards. 
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SANITATION WITHOUT POLLUTION 

U. Winblad 

WKAB, He/eneborgsgatan 52, 11 7 32 Stockholm, Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

The most effective way of protecting drinking water resources from domestic sewage is to use technologies 
that do not produce sewage. This paper gives an overview of emerging alternatives in the form of ecological 
sanitation systems for urban and peri-urban areas. A key feature of ecological sanitation is that it regards 
human excreta as a resource to be recycled rather than as waste to be disposed of. Examples given include 
ecological sanitation systems based on dehydration and decomposition from Mexico, El Salvador, Sweden, 
India and Vietnam. These systems need neither water for flushing, nor pipelines for transport, nor treatment 
plants and arrangements for the disposal of toxic sludge. Large scale application of ecological sanitation 
would lead to less environmental pollution, reduced water consumption, considerable savings on sewers 
and treatment plants and increased employment. In addition it would provide valuable resources for food 
production and wasteland development. 

KEYWORDS 

Decomposition, dehydration, ecological sanitation, human excreta, urine diversion 

INTRODUCTION 

This conference is supposed to focus on ' the protection of drinking water resources from domestic sewage 
and human excreta' . As far as sewage is concerned the solution is straightforward: Sewage is the product 
of a particular technology. The most effective way of protecting drinking water resources is therefore to 
use technologies that do not produce sewage. 

This paper, based on a recently published monograph (Esrey et al., 1998), describes some possible 
alternatives and the related concept of 'ecological sanitation'. 

ECOLOGICAL SANITATION 

Ecological sanitation means a sustainable, non-polluting system based on recycling. Human excreta are 
processed on site and then, if necessary, further processed off site until they are completely free of disease 
organisms. The nutrients contained in the excreta are then recycled by using them in agriculture. 

Before recovery and reuse the excreta - urine and faeces - must be sanitised. Urine is usually sterile and 
as most of the fertiliser value of human excreta is in the urine (Olsson, 1995) it often makes sense to 
handle urine on its own. There are three ways to recover the resources in urine: diversion (urine is diverted 
away from faeces-they are never mixed with each other), separation (urine and faeces are mixed together 
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keep separate mix then drain mix then evaporate 

Figure I. Options for dealing with urine 

then separated from each other), and combined processing (urine and faeces are mixed together, processed 
together and their resource value is captured together) (see Figure I). 

Human faeces rather than urine are responsible for most diseases spread by human excreta. Thus, a 
method is needed to sanitise faeces. The two most widely used methods today are dehydration and 
decomposition. With either method germs, eggs and other potentially unsafe organisms are made harmless. 
It is only then that faeces can be safely recovered and recycled. 

In practice pathogen destruction often requires a series of steps: 

• The volume of dangerous material is kept small by diverting the urine and not adding (flushing) water. 
• The dispersal of material containing pathogens is prevented by storing it in some kind of secure device 

until safe for recycling. 
• Volume and weight of pathogenic material is reduced by dehydration and/or decomposition to facilitate 

storage, transport and further treatment. 
• Pathogens are reduced to a harmless state by sanitisation: primary treatment on-site (dehydration/ 

decomposition, retention), secondary treatment on/off-site (further dehydration, high temperature 
composting, changes in pH by the addition oflime); and, if necessary, tertiary treatment (incineration). 

The use of human excreta for crop fertilisation has been widely practised in many regions of the world. 
The Chinese have been composting human and animal excreta for a few thousand years (King, 1973) and 
Japan introduced the practice of recycling human faeces and urine for agriculture in the twelfth century 
(Matsui , 1997). In Sweden, where urine diversion has begun to be practised, farmers collect urine from 
underground tanks for a fee, and apply it to their crop land with mechanised equipment (Jonsson, 1997). 

The very idea that excreta are waste with no useful purpose is a modern misconception. It is at the root of 
the pollution problems which result from conventional approaches to sanitation. In nature there is no 
waste: all the products of living things are used as raw materials by others. Recycling sanitised human 
urine and faeces by returning them to the soil serves to restore the natural cycling oflife-building materials 
that has been disrupted by our current sanitation practices, reduces the need for chemical fertilisers and 
prevents direct pollution caused by sewage being discharged or seeping into water resources and ecosystems. 

EXAMPLES 

Examples of ecological sanitation can now be found in most parts of the world. All are not perfect in 
every respect but they have in common a great potential for disease prevention and they do protect the 
environment and conserve water resources. The variety of ecological sanitation systems available makes 
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Figure 2. Squatting pan with urine diversion, made of porcelain Figure 3. The Mexican version of the Vietnamese double-vault 
toilet (the toilet has a movable seat riser with urine 
collector; the chambers below the bathroom floor are 
accessible from outside the house) 

it possible, in most cases, to find one that is culturally acceptable. Some of the systems are sophisticated 
and expensive, others are simple and low-cost. There is often a trade-off between cost and operation: 
lower cost solutions mean more manipulation and care of the sanitation system - with higher cost solutions, 
manipulation and care can be reduced. 

The examples that follow are organised according to the major process used to achieve pathogen destruction: 
dehydration or decomposition. (Some of the sanitation devices illustrated here can be used either for 
dehydration or decomposition depending on the mode of operation). 

Sanitation ~ystems based on dehydration 

When something is dehydrated all the water is removed from it. In a dehydrating toilet the contents of the 
processing vault are dried with the help of heat, ventilation and the addition of dry material. The moisture 
content should as quickly as possible be brought down to below 25 %. At this level there is a rapid 
pathogen destruction, no smell, and no fly breeding. 

The use of specialized collection devices (see Figure 2) which divert urine for storage in a separate 
container allows the faeces to be dehydrated fairly easily. As mentioned previously, since urine contains 
most of the nutrients but generally no pathogens, it may be used directly as a fertilizer without the need 
for further processing. It is generally difficult to dehydrate excreta without urine diversion, although in 
extremely dry climates this is possible. 

The classic example of an ecological sanitation system based on dehydration is the Vietnamese double
vault toilet. It is widely used in northern Vietnam and over the past 20 years the concept has also been 
used in Central America, Mexico and, with some modifications, in India. 

The LASF (Letrina Abonera Seca Familiar) is a slightly modified version of the Vietnamese toilet. It was 
introduced into Guatemala in 1978 and over the past 20 years many thousands of units have been built in 
Central America, particularly in El Salvador. A similar development has taken place in Mexico where the 
system is promoted under the name of Sanitario Ecologico Seco (see Figure 3). 

The urban applications are particularly significant. In San Salvador, El Salvador, the system has been 
successfully used since 1991 in a poor, high density squatter area; in Cuernavaca, Mexico, by a number of 
middle class families living in modern, high standard houses. The common factor is highly motivated and 
well-instructed users. 
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Figure 4. A dehydrating toilet inside a house in Sweden. 
Urine is piped into a underground tank 

A sanitation system based on urine diversion and dehydration was developed in Sweden in the early 80s 
and about 800 units have been installed so far in weekend houses, permanent houses, industries and 
institutions. Urine is flushed into an underground storage tank with 0.1 litre of flush water. Faeces and 
toilet paper drop down into a container placed in an insulated vault. When the container is full (after 2-3 
months) it is put aside and an empty container is placed under the toilet. The full container is left in the 
vault for about 6 months. The dehydrated contents can then be further treated in a ventilated compost bin 
(for the toilet paper to decompose) or burnt. These toilets are placed in indoor bathrooms. A fan sucks air 
from the bathroom, down the toilet to the processing vault and out through a ventpipe (see Figure 4). 

Sanitation systems based on decomposition (composting) 

Composting is a biological process in which, under controlled conditions, various types of organisms 
break down organic substances to make humus. In a composting toilet human excreta, along with additional 
bulking agents such as vegetable scraps, peat moss, wood shavings or coconut husks, are deposited into 
a digestion vault where soil-based micro-organisms decompose the solids - just as eventually happens to 
all organic materials in the natural environment. Temperature, airflow and other factors are controlled to 
varying degrees to promote optimal conditions for composting. The humus produced by the process is an 
excellent soil conditioner, free of human pathogens when the right conditions are achieved and adequate 
retention time is allowed in the digester. Odours can be extracted directly out above the roof through a 
ventilation system. 

Composting systems could often benefit from urine diversion but most composting toilets built today 
collect urine and faeces together. While much of the nitrogen in urine is lost in composting systems, the 
resulting humus, or compost, retains other nutrients and is a valuable soil conditioner. 

Composting toilets for use in weekend houses were introduced in Sweden more than 50 years ago. Since 
then a wide variety of models have come on the market and they are now used in different parts of the 
world, including North America and Australia. Commercially available composting toilets range from 
small units about the size of a standard flush toilet fixture to larger ones which utilise a simple toilet 
pedestal in the bathroom connected by a chute to a digestion vault below the floor. Nowadays they are 
used not only in weekend houses but also in regular houses, in institutions and as public toilets. About 
I 0.000 'Clivus Multrum' toilets for individual households are in use worldwide. In USA there are also a 
few thousand public installations in use in national parks, highway service areas, military camps, the 
biggest ones catering for about 20,000 persons per day (Lindstrom, 1998). 
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In Kerala, India, the Vietnamese sanitation system has been adapted to a population using water for anal 
cleaning. Not only urine but also the water used for anal cleaning is diverted - in this case into an evapo
transpiration reedbed next to the toilet. Straw, leafy material and paper scraps are also added which means 
that in the Kerala version the process is decomposition rather than dehydration. A dry, above-ground 
toilet was chosen because in this area with a high groundwater table wells have been contaminated by 
seepage from pit and pour-flush toilets. The new system has been introduced cautiously over the past 3 
years: so far to 135 households in a couple of coastal villages. The results are promising: the toilets are 
well maintained and free of flies and smells (Calvert, 1997). 

MAKING ECOLOGICAL SANITATION WORK 

The ecological sanitation systems described above are neither widely known nor well understood. They 
cannot be replicated without a clear understanding of how they function and how they can malfunction. 
They have several unfamiliar features, such as urine diversion toilet seat-risers and squatting slabs, which 
raise questions about their cultural acceptability. In addition they require more promotion, support, education 
and training than ordinary pit latrines, VIP latrines or pour-flush systems. 

Probably the most unfamiliar aspect of ecological sanitation options is that it requires some handling, at 
the household level, of the products. But once ecological sanitation has gone to scale and thousands of 
units are in use in one town, individual households there no longer need to handle the products. At that 
scale the output from ecological sanitation toilets can be collected, further processed and sold by 
neighbourhood or centralised collection centres with trained personnel. 

Sceptics often claim that ecological sanitation is an inferior alternative: it will be smelly, fly-producing 
and incompatible with modem living. In many cultures the toilet is placed far away from the house, at the 
back of the garden, near the pig-pen. It has a rough finish, is dark and not kept very clean. This low
standard toilet has given ecological sanitation systems a poor image. This is a valid concern because 
ecological sanitation systems are indeed more sensitive to bad design and management than other on-site 
options such as pit toilets. If they are not designed and managed properly they can be unpleasant and not 
achieve the health and environment protection features for which they were intended. However, once 
newcomers gain familiarity with the options and see them in practice when designed and managed properly, 
they realise that ecological sanitation can be a high-standard, modem option. Upscale versions for non
poor households have been developed in Europe, North America and Australia. These are very attractive 
and situated inside a modem bathroom, so the image changes completely. Such systems, rather than being 
inferior, should be viewed as superior, as they protect the environment as no other existing toilet option can. 

COSTS 

A concern is often expressed that some of these systems are simply too expensive for low income 
households in developing countries. Costs still tend to be high because there is no mass production of 
specific components and no institutions and routines for emptying toilet vaults, secondary processing and 
marketing of end products. Ecological sanitation systems need not be expensive to build: 

• the entire primary processing device is built above ground - there is thus no need for expensive digging 
and lining of pits; 

• because urine is diverted, no water is used for flushing and the toilets are emptied periodically the 
volume of the processing vault(s) is small ; 

• the contents of the processing vault(s) are dry which means that there is no need for expensive water
tight constructions. 
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A large-scale introduction of 'eco-san' systems is bound to lower the total costs of urban sanitation as 
they need neither water for flushing nor pipelines for the transport of sewage, nor central treatment plants 
and arrangements for the disposal of toxic sludge. 

However, eco-san systems will involve costs for information, training, monitoring and follow-up that are 
greater than corresponding costs for conventional sanitation systems. Furthermore, an urban eco-san 
system will generate additional costs that are not usually present in small rural eco-san projects, such as 
the safe handling, transportation, storage of urine and dehydrated or composted material from many 
devices. On the other hand, the economic (and ecological) value of the recycled fertilizers could be 
significant. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ecological sanitation, if applied on a large scale, would have great implications for health, ecology and 
municipal economy: less environmental pollution, reduced water consumption, considerable savings on 
sewers and treatment plants and increased employment. In addition it would provide valuable resources 
for food production and wasteland development. 
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ABSTRACT 

People are concerned about water and food scarcity and the threats that faecal pollution and malnutrition 
pose to their health. Ecological sanitation systems open up for new, constructive options in sanitation, not 
least in poor periurban areas. The purpose of developing a no-mix excreta disposal system is to save 
water, to reduce wastewater treatment problems, and to protect groundwater quality as well as to recirculate 
nutrients from urine. In this paper all these aspects will be dealt with comprehensively . 

KEYWORDS 

Ecological sanitation, nutrient reuse, urban agriculture, urine-diverting toilets 

INTRODUCTION 

There is strong evidence that quantity of water is more important for good health than water quality above 
a certain level (Cairncross, 1989). Having enough water to keep the environment clean will enable people 
to reduce finger-borne infections. The relative importance of water quality increases as the environment 
becomes cleaner. Since wells and springs are the most common household water sources outside city 
centres, any discussion about protecting drinking water from domestic sewage and human excreta has to 
focus on well water and groundwater. Well water is being polluted by dirty runoff water entering the well 
through faulty covers, cracked aprons, poor lining or non-existing parapet protection. Such wells are 
particularly vulnerable during the rainy season when storm water may enter latrine pits and their overflowing 
contents in turn enter neighbouring wells. Direct contamination may also occur "from the water source to 
the mouth" . Once such deficiencies have been remedied the relative importance of other subtle forms of 
groundwater pollution come to the fore. 

AN ANONYMOUS CONTAMINATION ROUTE FROM LATRINE PITS TO 
WELLS 

Leaking pit latrines and leaking sewer pipes may contaminate the groundwater. Micro-organisms are 
carried and spread with the ever-moving groundwater to nearby wells and springs. A study of such a 
contamination route from pit latrines to wells was conducted in densely populated suburbs ofEldoret in 
Kenya, areas with semi-permanent houses. It was found that tracers (bacteriophages), which were inserted 
into latrine pits that reached the saturated zone or groundwater, travelled 20-30 meters in less than a week 
with the groundwater in murram soils on level ground. In sloping areas a journey of over 100 meters in a 
day was recorded (Stenstrom, 1996). 
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Con~ of dq,rasion 

Figure I. The groundwater level in the vicinity of a well and dug pit latrines 

The reason why groundwater moves faster than expected, particularly in level areas, is the so called 
drawdown effect. Figure I illustrates how the drawing of water from the well causes a cone of depression 
in the groundwater level around the pit. The resulting pressure difference forces the more distant 
groundwater to "rush" into the well. 

The amounts of micro-organisms (mainly viruses) that could enter a well in this way is in the range of 
being considered a health risk (Stenstrom, 1996). One remedy would be not to dig the pit into the 
groundwater but to stop 2-3 meters above, ifat all possible. The common rule of thumb to dig latrines at 
least a hundred feet away from the well is not effective in all soil types, and the space needed is often not 
available. 

PROBLEMS TO BE TACKLED IN GROWING URBAN SETTLEMENTS 

Urbanisation often leads to high, concentrated demands on water accompanied by disposal of corresponding 
large volumes of wastewater, and to the import of food to towns and outflows of nutrients and micro
organisms to rivers, lakes and the groundwater. Environmental debts are common in towns in the Southern 
hemisphere, as indicated by the World Resources Institute (1993) stating that 96 per cent of the sewage 
from urban areas is left untreated. 

Piped water and sewerage can provide good service where enough material and human resources are 
available. However, governments and municipal councils in many countries are unable to provide adequate 
infrastructure in their rapidly growing urban areas. Often piped water is installed only as a complement to 
dug wells, and urban agriculture complements the import of food from rural areas (UNDP, 1996). Dug 
latrines and bucket latrines remain in use for long periods, and the collection of their contents seems to be 
a constant problem. 

The lack of (public) resources to replicate piped systems for all cities has forced us to pay increasing 
attention to capacity building and ways to encourage local communities to take on greater responsibility 
for services and infrastructure, as expressed in the Rio Conference in 1992 and the Habitat Conference in 
1996. This requires an understanding of the considerable activities performed by households to solve 
their needs of water and food in the urban context. Ecological approaches include an understanding of 
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residents· values and norms related to converting human waste, particularly urine, into a resource for 
urban agriculture (Drangert, 1996). Single households and neighbourhoods do have options different 
from those of a municipal council to reuse nutrients from sanitised urine and composted faecal material in 
ways that protect groundwater. 

NEW OPTIONS FOR REUSE IF URINE COUNTS 

The options available for protection of water quality and environmental sanitation are many, but their 
number could be increased. Until recently two principles have been used in disposal of human excreta. 
The most prestigious system applies the "flush-and-discharge" principle, which relies on sewers, while 
its poor cousin the "drop-and-store" principle, is represented by latrine pits (Figure 2). Both principles 
allow for many variations. 

l u 
Flush-and-discharge Drop-and-store Sanitise-and-reuse 

Figure 2. Three different principles to dispose of human excreta (Winblad, 1998) 

The drop-and-store principle ranges from cat hole defecation to VIP toilets, usually without water unless 
anal cleansing is practised. Such solutions affect the water cycle only to the extent that the faecal content 
eventually reaches the groundwater. The flush-and-discharge principle is often seen as the ultimate solution, 
at least since the days of the great sanitarians in Britain. However, increasingly complex chemical 
compounds in household products are mixed with excreta from flush toilets and, again, mixed with 
industrial and other wastewaters along the route in the pipe. Valuable nutrients may be separated at the 
end of pipe in a treatment plant - at very high costs. Also, the amount of heavy metals in the sludge is 
normally too high to make it fit for agricultural use (Jonsson, 1997). Because of the small fraction of 
sewage actually being treated at present, it would be more appropriate to call this principle "flush-and
forget". 

NO-MIX TOILETS 

An alternative to the principles above is based on recirculation of nutrients rather than of water. If the 
urine and faeces are kept apart, as supplied by the human body, they are easy to sanitise (essentially by 
storing) and to reuse. It is viewed as a sustainable, environmentally-friendly principle for reusing nutrients 
after these have passed through the human body. 

The idea to reuse sanitised nutrients is simple but has been obscured by the "success" of sewerage systems. 
A kind of urine blindness has delayed innovative improvements and left a number of "dry" options 
undeveloped. It is not until recently that research has been conducted where faeces and urine are kept 
separated. Such urine diversion or no-mix is achieved in a toilet chair with two bowls; one in front for 
urine and one at the rear for faeces. The urine bowl is connected to a pipe and the faeces and cleansing 
material drop into a container. 

The urine diversion system not only allows for a wide range of sophistication, but it also allows for step
wise upgrading. The user· s selection of a combination among all these alternatives may be guided by 
considerations such as ecology and affordability. Firstly, one or both bowls may be dry or connected to 
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flush water. The urine pipe may lead to the soil/garbage heap where the urine partly evaporates, is emptied 
into a shallow infiltration pit or is led to a storage tank from which it is reused as a fertiliser. The faecal 
material may be flushed or not, and then dehydrated and composted before it is incinerated, burnt or used 
as a soil conditioner. The bowl for the faeces may even be connected to a sewerage system. Variations of 
the principle of sanitise-and-reuse are extensively used in China, Central America and Sweden (Winblad, 
1998). 

There are a number of reasons why the sanitise-and-reuse principle is gaining ground. The no-mix toilet 
will: 

• protect the groundwater quality 
• use less or no water for flushing 
• be much more affordable than sewerage systems 
• allow households to manage it and thus reduce pressure on municipal resources 
• release little or no smell and thus be suitable to be built inside the house 
• allow control of who uses the indoor toilet and also allow secure visits at night 
• dispose of the bulky urine in situ and composting the small volume of faecal material 
• make urine accessible (which contains most of the nutrients in the excreta) 
• turn waste into a useful resource, i.e. fertiliser 
• simplify the treatment of the remaining wastewater at the treatment plant 

There are many aspects pertaining to dry systems which must be looked into. For instance, will the 
cleanliness improve when the latrine is inside the house and the family can control who uses it? Are 
households reluctant to use urine in horticulture mainly because they fear that the vegetables will be 
stolen when ripe (rather than hindering norms about the use of urine)? Explorations of such aspects are 
crucial for developing effective strategies for promotion. 

NUTRIENTS IN URINE AND FAECES 

A person excretes about 500 litres of urine in a year, which is ten times the volume of the faeces. Urine 
contains mostly water, to 93-96 per cent, and the dry solid amounts to 18-25 kg per person per year. 
Human wet faeces contain a large proportion of water (70-85 per cent) and weigh 50-180 kg depending 
on food intake. The solid part is mainly organic material , including micro-organisms (Polprasert, 1995). 

Almost all nutrients in the food a person eats in a year reappear in the excreta. It is not surprising that 
these nutrients almost equal what is needed to grow the corresponding food. Table I gives details of three 
important nutrients in human excreta (as measured in Sweden). A person needs at least 250 kg of cereals 
annually, and the table also includes the amount of the three nutrients required for this produce. 

The nitrogen content in urine (but not in faeces) seems to vary with the intake of protein. The figure of 4 
kg given in Table I applies to is for a Swede eating 70-80 g of protein per day. Irrespective of some 
variations in figures, it is clear that human urine provides the bulk of nutrients, contrary to what is generally 
believed. This may partly explain why there is urine blindness, i.e. a tendency not to think about urine per 
se but about mixed, smelly excreta. 

Urine mixed with household wastewater is a good fertiliser (Jonsson, 1997) and allows for a new 
perspective: instead of exclusively regarding excreta as a health hazard and community problem (which 
it evidently is today), we may view at least urine as a resource for agricultural production. 
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Table I. Need for nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus to produce 250 kg of cereals and the nutrient 
content in (Swedish) faeces and urine (Wolgast, 1993; SEPA, 1995) 

lfll)Ortant nutrients Urine Faeces Total Nutrient needed for 
500 Vyear 50 Vyear 250 kg cereals 

Nitrogen (N) 4.0 kg. 88% 0.5 kg, 12% 5.6 kg 

Phosphorus (P) 0.4 kg. 67% 0.2 kg, 33% 0.6 kg. 100% 0.7 kg 

Potassium (K) 0.9 kg. 71 % 0.3 kg. 29% 1.2 kg. 100% 1.2 kg 

Total amount ofN+P+K 5.3 kg 1.0 kg 6.3 kg 7.5 kg 

SANITISING URINE AND FAECES MADE SIMPLE 

One gram of faeces may contain about l 00 million bacteria, some of which are pathogenic. Fortunately, 
in a compost with high temperature (50-60 °C) and fairly low moisture content their survival times are not 
very long. To be on the safe side, it is often recommended to keep the compost for six months to ensure 
that pathogens and ova have disappeared (SEPA, 1996). 

Urine from healthy persons contains few known pathogenic micro-organisms. Persons with schistosomiasis 
or carrying other protozoa like ascaries excrete ova in their urine. Besides, faecal material may accidentally 
enter the urine bowl and mix with the urine. Therefore, a good practice is to also store the urine for six 
months before applying it on the home garden or farm . By that time pathogens have perished due to high 
pH ( ca 9), lack of food, being consumed, or natural death (Mara and Caimcross, 1989). Some ova may 
persist, however. It is therefore not advisable to apply the urine fertiliser onto the part of the vegetables 
that is to be eaten raw. 

Practices in China and Japan indicate that urine may be used as a fertiliser straightaway if faecal material 
and antibiotics are not present. In China the faecal compost is kept for some 20 days in the summer and 60 
days in the winter before it is applied to the fields . 

AVAILABLE SPACE AND REUSE OF NUTRIENTS IN URBAN AGRICULTURE 

China has a long record of farmers collecting mixed excreta and applying it on their farms. Japan imported 
this tradition in the 12th century, and farmers separated urine and faeces from town-dwellers. When 
cheap chemical fertilisers became available in the 1950s, the Japanese farmers switched over to them and 
the town councils had to solve the arising sanitation problem partly by introducing sewers (Matsui , 1997). 
Up until this present day, fifty per cent of the excreta in Japan is collected by municipalities and returned 
to agricultural land. It is obvious, however, that the open space available in densely populated urban areas 
does not allow in situ recirculation of all nutrients in human excreta, even if all land were to be allotted to 
agricultural use. A balance has to be struck between utilising excreta in the neighbourhood, and transporting 
it to farms on trucks and bicycles or through sewers. If the population density is low, as, for example, in 
periurban Trivandrum in India, where each person has on average more than 500 m2 of open space, 
household members could dispose ofurine and faeces in their garden and fields close by. Faeces may also 
be dropped in a cat-hole and covered with soil or in a shallow latrine, which is emptied. Some men 
urinate directly on the fields while urine from others may be collected in the latrine house, then mixed 
with wastewater and spread on the farm in the evening to reduce losses of ammonia. This fairly intensive 
use of excreta in agriculture would recirculate most nutrients and help the households to produce a 
substantial part of their food - and the groundwater will not be negatively affected. 
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On the other extreme, when a person has less than about 20 m2 of open space, as in parts of Khayelitsa in 
Cape Town, there is little room for urban agriculture. Nevertheless, various NGOs promote periurban 
horticulture. If urine diversion was introduced under such conditions, the large volume of wastewater
urine mix could almost serve as irrigation water. Intensive horticulture is required in order not to loose a 
large part of the nutrients to the atmosphere or through infiltration in the soil. In crowded areas in the 
town of Cuemavaca in Mexico, households with no-mix toilets place buckets and tires filled with soil 
and compost on their roofs and water the vegetables with the urine mix (Ceballos, 1997). Only a keen and 
skilful horticulturist is expected to manage to take care of all the urine. This growing activity helps 
households to get fresh vegetables and reduces the environmental degradation that would otherwise take 
place. The alternatives to remove some or all excreta from the area, on the other hand, would require a 
well-organised collection and transport system. We may formulate an equation which roughly tells what 
land area is needed to produce food for one person and to what extent the nutrients in his or her urine will 
cover the need of fertiliser: 

The urine equation (Drangert, 1996): 
An (I) adult eats 250 kg of cereals per year, which has been grown on less than 250 m2 and 
fertilised to perhaps fifty per cent by the person 's urine, mixed with her used wastewater. 

CONCLUSION 

The rapid population growth will continue to put pressure on urban waste disposal well into the next 
century. Conventional technology of WC and sewers connected to poorly functioning or non-existent 
treatment plants threatens water bodies and people 's health and deprives agriculture of valuable nutrients. 
The option to "sewer the world" is rapidly fading away in the light of global urban population increase, 
limited funds, difficulties in treating wastewater due to the explosive increase in the use of chemicals by 
man. Therefore, it seems unavoidable to make the wasteful practices during the 20th century a parenthesis 
in human history. 
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ABSTRACT 

The objectives of this paper are to show a bio-assay method using direct total microbial count (DTMC) 
and to demonstrate the applicability of this method to reclaimed water for evaluating its potential of 
bacterial growth. We have applied our method to four types of reclaimed water, measuring the time 
course of DTMC and dissolved organic carbon in a bio-assay process. The experimental findings are 
summarised as follows: I) By regulating organic carbon, bacteria growth could be controlled. 2) Reduction 
of the initial concentration of bacteria was effective to delay their growth, but this operation could not 
control their maximum level. This implies that the retention time of the storage and distribution system of 
reclaimed water should be considered in design and operation of the disinfection process. 3) Ozonation 
increased the growth potential. Carbon adsorption process reduced it, but the ozone plus carbon adsorption 
process could not improve the biological stability. 4) A linear relationship between DTMC and 
biodegradable organic carbon has been observed, the gradient of this linear correlation, however, depended 
on the source of reclaimed water. 

KEYWORDS 

Bacteria growth; biodegradable organic carbon; carbon adsorption; direct microbial count; reclaimed 
water; ozonation 

INTRODUCTION 

The diversion of water from a river downstream of a discharge of treated wastewater constitutes an 
incidental or unplanned indirect wastewater reuse (Asano and Levine, 1998). Communities that are located 
down stream of the wastewater treatment plant produce potable water from river water sources contaminated 
by the effluent. Indirect wastewater reuse for potable water also occurs in a planned fashion. Upstream of 
London, the City of Stenvenage is required to remove nitrate as an integral component of wastewater 
treatment to protect the City of London's water supply (Dean and Lund, 1981 ). The effluent of wastewater 
treatment plants used for planned or unplanned water reuse is called reclaimed water in this paper. A 
wastewater reuse system includes treatment processes, storage, and distribution/transport facilities. To 
maintain performance of the system, and to prevent degeneration of the reclaimed water quality in the 
storage and transport system, it is important to control bacterial growth. Extensive work has been done on 
controlling biofilm growth in drinking water distribution system (USEPA, 1992). In wastewater reuse 
systems reclaimed water has a wide spectrum of water qualities, and the bacterial growth potential of 
reclaimed water may be higher than in drinking water. The objectives of this paper are I) to show a bio
assay method using DTMC with DAPI, and 2) to demonstrate applicability of the method to reclaimed 
water. 
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Table I . Samples used in the experiment. 

Sample 

A 

B-1 

B-2 

B-3 

Plant 

Plant A 

Plant B 

Ternary treatment trail 

Sand Filtration 

Sand Filtration 

Sand Filtration + Ozone 

Sand Filtration+Ozone+Carbon adsorption 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample preparation and incubation 

Four types of reclaimed wastewater were used, as shown in Table I. The time courses of direct total 
microbial count (DTMC) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) were measured in an incubation process at 
20°C in the dark. Samples were prepared in different manner with the purpose of each experiment as 
follows : 

Experiment A. Effect of concentration of organic carbon. 
I. Fi lter sample A through a pre-washed 0.2mm PTFE membrane and then add the required amount into 

a brown bottle. This bottle has been prepared by washing with pure water ( conductivity at approximately 
0.05 µSiem and DOC at 0.3 mg/L) and autoclaving. 

2. Add the required amount of pure water. Analyse DOC. 
3. Add the required amount of inoculum. The inoculum is the portion that has not been filtered through 

0.2µm PTFE membrane. Measure DTMC. The initial bacteria concentration was 1.0· 1 0'cells/mL. 

Experiment B. Effect of concentration of N H,-N 
I. Treat sample A by ion exchange resin to obtain an ion free sample. 
2. Filter the ion free sample through pre-washed 0.2µm PTFE membrane and then add the required amount 

into a brown bottle. Analyse DOC. 
3. Add the required amount ofNH,-N and add ample phosphate. Analyse PO,-P and NH,-N. 
4. Add the required amount of inoculum. The initial bacteria concentration was 1.5· 104cells/mL. 

Experiment C. Effect of concentration of PO,-P 
I. Treat sample A by ion exchange resin to obtain an ion free sample. 
2. Filter the ion free sample through pre-washed 0.2µm PTFE membrane and then add the required amount 

into a brown bottle. Analyse DOC. 
3. Add the required amount of phosphate, and add ample ammonium nitrogen. Analyse PO,-P and NH

4
-

N. 
4. Add the required amount of inoculum. The initial bacteria concentration was 7.o· 103cells/mL. 

Experiment D. Effect of initial microbial count. 
I. Filter sample A through a pre-washed 0.2mm PTFE membrane and then add the required amount into 

a brown bottle. Analyse DOC. 
2. Add the required amount of inoculum. Measure DTMC. We prepared three samples having about of 

I 03
, I 04

, and I 05 cells/mL of initial bacteria concentration, respectively. 

Experiment E. Effect of treatment process. 
Samples B-1, B-2 and B-3 were used in experiment E. 
I. Filter the sample through a pre-washed 0.2mm PTFE membrane and then add the required amount into 

a brown bottle. 
2. Add the required amount of inoculum. The initial bacteria concentration was 2.8· l 0'cells/mL. 
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Analytical methods 

The measured variables were dissolved organic carbon (DOC), ultraviolet absorbance at 220nm (E220) 
and at 260nm (E260), and direct total microbial count (DTMC). DOC, E220 and E260 were analyzed 
after filtering through 0.2µm pre-washed hydrophilic PTFE membrane. DTMC was measured in the 
following way: straining with DAPI ( 4'6-diamidino-2-phenylindole), fixation on black polycarbonate 
membrane filter and counting with fluorescence microscopy at XI 000 magnification (Porter and Feig, 
1980). 

Since bacteria comprise the largest potion of the biofilm population and heterotrophic bacteria are the 
most common (USEPA, 1992), these bacteria were measured in this study. Heterotrophic bacteria are 
often measured by the heterotrophic plate count (HPC) method. However, it is known that the direct total 
microbial counts (DTMC) of bacteria in water and wastewater usually exceed counts obtained from HPC 
because, unlike this procedure, direct counts preclude errors caused by viability-related phenomena such 
as selectivity of growth media, cell clumping, and slow growth rates (Standard Method, 1989). The 
DTMC method consists of sample fixation for storage, staining with a chemical fluorochrome, vacuum 
filtration onto a polycarbonate membrane, and enumeration by counting with an epifluorescence 
microscope. Acri dine orange (AO) is used for staining in the standard method. Porter and Feig ( 1980) 
discussed several difficulties in the use of AO for direct counts and proposed the fluorescing stain 4'6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (OAP!). DAPI is a highly specific stain for DNA under a wide range of conditions 
and bacteria can be easily distinguished from other particulate matter (Porter and Feig, 1980). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of initial concentration of organic carbon ( experiment A) 

Figure I gives results from experiment A, showing the influence of initial organic carbon concentration 
on time courses of DTMC and DOC. DTMC increased rapidly in the first stage of incubation and then 
reached the maximum count 100 - 120 hours later. This time is termed ' peak time' in this paper. Figure 2 
shows biodegradable organic carbon (BDOC) at the peak time from DOC data, plotted against the maximum 
DTMC value. It should be noted that our bio-assay method gives a linear relationship between BDOC 
and DTMC. 

Effect of NH
4
-N and PO

4
-P concentration (Experiments Band C) 

Figure 3 shows bacterial growth curves obtained from experiment B. The initial concentrations ofNH
4

-

N used in the experiment ranged from below the detection limit (0.001) over 0.020 and 0.134 to 1.09 mg/ 
L. There was no significant effect ofNH4-N concentration on bacteria growth. Experiment C showed that 
PO4-P concentration did not affect bacteria growth either. The results from Experiments A, B, and C 
indicated that the limiting nutrient for bacterial growth was organic carbon and that very small amounts 
of nitrogen and phosphorus could support microorganisms in reclaimed water used in the experiments. 

Effect of initial microbial count (experiment D) 

Figure 4 shows the results of experiment D which addressed the influence of initial microbial counts on 
bacterial growth in reclaimed water. These growth curves show almost the same level of maximum DTMC, 
but at different peak times. Reducing the initial concentration of bacteria thus was effective to delay their 
growth, but could not control their maximum level. 
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Figure 4. Results of experiment D. 
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Figure 5 compares initial DOC to DTMC and BDOC at peak time of samples 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3 for 3 
different treatment processes. This shows that I) DOC reduction was most pronounced through carbon 
adsorption; 2) in the ozone process, biodegradable organic carbon was produced and DTMC increased 
about 1.7-fold; 3) DTMC of sample 8-3 (SF+OZ+CA) was not different from that of Sample 8-1 (SF). 
These findings may indicate that ozone plus carbon adsorption process reduce dissolved organic matters, 
but this process can not improve biological stability. 

Relationship between DTMC and BDOC 

DTMC and BDOC data are plotted in Fig.6. As mentioned above, their relationship was a linear, but the 
gradient of this correlation depended on the source of sample, plant A or B. The yield coefficient of 
bacteria in the reclaimed water from plant A is greater than from plant B. This implies that Direct Microbial 
Total Count is a better indicator than Biodegradable Organic Carbon, because what we would like to 
control is the regrowth of bacteria . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental findings described above suggest approaches to prevent the growth of bacteria in 
wastewater reclamation and reuse systems: 
• Data from experiments A, 8 , and C showed that the organic carbon controlled bacterial regrowth. This 

suggests that the main target of treatment is organic carbon. 
• Reducing the initial concentration of bacteria was effective to delay their growth, but could not control 

their maximum level ( experiment D). This implies that the retention time of the storage and distribution 
system of reclaimed water should be considered in design and operation of the disinfection process. 

• Experiment E showed that the ozone process increased the bacterial growth potential, and the carbon 
adsorption process reduced it. The growth potential did not decrease after the ozone plus carbon 
adsorption process. 

• A linear relationship between direct total microbial count and biodegradable organic carbon was 
observed, the gradient of this linear correlation, however, depended on source of reclaimed water. 
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ABSTRACT 

The protection of water bodies used as sources for drinking water is intimately linked to the adoption of 
adequate technologies for the treatment of the wastewater generated in the catchment area. The paper 
presents a general overview of the main technologies used for the treatment of domestic sewage, with a 
special emphasis on developing countries, and focussing on the main parameters of interest, such as 
BOD, coli forms and nutrients. A series of tables, figures and charts that can be used for the preliminary 
selection of treatment technologies is presented. The systems analysed are: stabilisation ponds, activated 
sludge, trickling filters, anaerobic systems and land disposal. Within each system, the main process variants 
are covered. Two summary tables are presented, one for quantitative analysis, including easily usable 
information based on per capita values (US$/cap, Watts/cap, m2 area/cap, m3 sludge/cap), and another 
for a qualitative comparison among the technologies, based on a one-to-five-star scoring system. The 
recent trend in tropical countries in the use ofUASB (Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket) reactors is also 
discussed. 

KEYWORDS 

Appropriate technology, developing countries, process selection, wastewater treatment 

INTRODUCTION 

The protection of water bodies used as sources for drinking water is intimately linked to the adoption of 
adequate technologies for the treatment of the wastewater generated in the catchment area. Currently 
there is a wide variety of systems that can be applied for wastewater treatment. This fact stems from many 
reasons, including climatic, economical and cultural components. Additionally, the diversity of effluent 
standards encountered in the different countries, ranging from very conservative to very relaxed criteria, 
influences the choice of technology. The cost component and the operational requirements, while important 
in the industrialised countries, play a much more decisive role in the developing countries. A further 
aspect in the developing countries is the high contrast usually observable between urban areas, periphery 
and rural areas. All these points make the preliminary selection of the more appropriate systems for the 
intended application a critical step, often overlooked in less careful designs. 

Figure I presents a comparison of important aspects in the selection of wastewater treatment systems, 
analysed in terms of developed and developing countries. The comparison is necessarily very general, 
due to the specificities of individual countries and the high contrasts usually observable within the 
developing countries themselves. The items are organised in a decreasing order of importance in the 
developed countries, according to the author's perception. In these countries, critical items are: efficiency, 
reliability, sludge disposal aspects and land requirements. In developing countries, these first items are 
organised in a similar way of decreasing importance, but have a smaller magnitude as compared to 
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IMPORTANT ASPECTS IN THE SELECTION 
OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIE! DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Efficiency 

Rellablllty 

Sludge disposal 

Land requirements 

Envlronm ental Im pacts 

Operational costs 

Construction costs 

Sustainability 

Slmpllclty 

critical Important important critical 

Figure I. Important aspects in the selection of wastewater treatment systems. A comparison between developed and developing 
countries. 

developed countries. The major difference lies in what can be considered to be the critical items for 
developing countries: construction costs, sustainability, simplicity and operational costs. These items are 
important for developed countries, but cannot be considered to be critical. 

The objective of the paper is to present elements for a preliminary comparison among the systems most 
frequently used for the secondary treatment of domestic wastewater, with a particular view to developing 
countries under tropical or sub-tropical conditions. The items analysed should help the consultant or 
members of the organised community to make a first evaluation and preliminary selection of the treatment 
systems which could present a higher potential applicability for each case under consideration. The 
information is presented as a series of tables. 

TREATMENT SYSTEMS ANALYSED 

The main systems and the variants analysed are: 
• stabilisation pond systems (facultative, anaerobic - facultative, facultative aerated, completely mixed 

aerated - sedimentation) 
• activated sludge systems (conventional, extended aeration, sequencing batch reactors) 
• tricklingjilter systems (low rate, high rate) 
• anaerobic systems (upflow anaerobic sludge blanket reactor, anaerobic filter) 
• land application systems (slow rate, high rate, subsurface infiltration, overland flow) 

Other systems currently applied are simple natural systems such as constructed wetlands and even more 
sophisticated compact systems such as rotating biological contactors and submerged aerated biofilters. 

Table I . Typical characteristics of the main wastewater treatment systems. 
Reference : von Sperling (1996 a, 1996 b) 

Notes: p.e. = population equivalents; (a) Additional nutrient removal can be obtained through modifications in the process. In 
all cases: energy requirements do not include eventual raw sewage pumping; additional coliform removal can be achieved 
by the inclusion of specific stages, such as maturation ponds or disinfection units (chlorine, ozone, UV) 
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REMOVAL EFFICIENCY(%) REQUIREMENTS CONSTRUCT. QUANTITY OF 

TREATMENT SYSTEMS COSTS SLUDGE TO BE 
(US$/p.e.) HANDLED 

BOD N p COLfFORMS LAND POWER (m3/p.e. •year) 
(m2/p.e.) (W/p.e.) 

Preliminary treatment 0 • 5 - 0 - 0 - 0 < 0,001 - 0 2 - 8 

Primary treatmem 35 - 40 IO - 25 IO - 20 30 - 40 0.03 - 0.05 - 0 20 - 30 0.6 - 1.3 

Facultative pond 75 - 85 30 - 50 20 - 60 60 - 99 2.0 - 5.0 - 0 IO - 30 

Anaerobic pond - fucultative pond 75 - 90 30 - 50 20 - 60 60 - 99,9 1.5 - 3.5 - 0 IO - 25 

Facultative aerated lagoon 75 - 90 30 - 50 20 - 60 60 • 96 0.25 - 0.5 1.0. 1.7 IO - 25 

Complet. mixed aerated - sedimentation pond 75 - 90 30 - 50 20 - 60 60 - 99 0.2 - 0.5 1.0 - 1.7 IO - 25 

Conventional activated shxlge 85 • 93 30 - 40 (a) 30 - 45 (a) 60 - 90 0.2 - 0.3 1.5 - 2.8 60 - 120 I.I - 1.5 

Extended aeration (cominuous flow) 93 - 98 15 - 30 (a) IO - 20 (a) 65 - 90 0.25 - 0.35 2.5 - 4.0 40 - 80 0.7 - 1.2 

Sequencing batch reactor 85 - 95 30 - 40 (a) 30 - 45 (a) 60 - 90 0.2 - 0.3 1.5 - 4.0 50 - 80 0.7 - 1.5 

Low rate trickling fiher 85 - 93 30 - 40 (a) 30 - 45 (a) 60 - 90 0.5 - 0.7 0.2 - 0.6 50 - 90 0.4 - 0.6 

High rate trickling fiher 80 - 90 30 - 40 (a) 30 - 45 (a) 60 - 90 0.3 - 0.45 0.5 - 1.0 40 - 70 I.I - 1.5 

Upflow anaerobic shxlge blanket 60 - 80 IO - 25 IO· 20 60 - 90 0.05 - 0. JO - 0 20 - 40 0.07 - 0.1 

Septic tank - anaerobic filter 70 - 90 10 - 25 10 - 20 60 - 90 0.2 - 0.4 - 0 30 - 80 0.07 - 0.1 

Slow rate iuilration 94 - 99 65 - 95 75 - 99 > 99 IO - 50 - 0 JO - 20 

Rapid infihration 86 - 98 10 - 80 30 - 99 > 99 I - 6 - 0 5 - 15 

Subsurface infikration 90 - 98 JO - 40 85 - 95 > 99 I - 5 - 0 5 - 15 

N Overland flow 85 - 95 10 - 80 
'° 

20 - 50 90 - > 99 I - 6 - 0 5 - 15 



Table 2. Relative comparison of key domestic wastewater treatment systems 

TREATMENT SYSTEMS REMOVAL EFFICIENCY ECONOMY 

REQUIREMENTS COSTS 

BOD N &P COLIFORMS LAND ENERGY CONSTRUCTION OPERAT. 
&MAJNT. 

Preliminary treatment 0 0 0 +++++ +++++ +++++ ++++ 

Prirmry treatment + + + +++++ ++++ ++++ +++ 

Facu~ativc pond +++ ++ ++/++++ + +++++ +++ +++++ 

Anaerobic pond - fucultative pond +++ ++ ++/++++ ++ +++++ ++++ +++++ 

Facultative aerated lagoon +++ ++ ++I++++ ++ +++ +++ ++++ 

Complet. mixed aerat. - sediment pond. +++ ++ ++I++++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 

Conventional activated sludge ++++ ++/+++-
+ ++ ++++ ++ + ++ 

Extended aeration (continuous flow) +++++ ++/+++-
+ ++ ++++ + ++ + 

Sequencing batch reactor ++++ 
++/+++. 

+ 
++ ++++ +/++ + + 

Low rate trickling fiker ++++ ++/+++-
+ ++ +++ ++++ + +++ 

High rate trickling filter ++++ ++/+++ ++ ++++ +++ ++ +++ 

Upflow anaerobic sWge blanket +++ + ++ +++++ +++++ ++++ +++++ 

Septic tank - anaerobic filter +++ + ++ +++++ +++++ ++++ +++++ 

Slow rate infiltration +++++ ++++ ++++ + +++++ +++ +++++ 

Rapid infiltration +++++ ++++ ++++ ++ +++++ ++++ +++++ 

Subsurlilce infiltration +++++ ++++ ++++ ++ +++++ ++++ +++++ 

Overland flow +++++ +++ +++/+++ ++ +++++ ++++ +++++ 

Note: the scoring is relative to each column only, and not general to all items. The scores can vary widely depending 
on local circumstances 

+++++: mostfavourable + : least favourable ++++, +++,++: intermediate, in decreasing order 
0 : null effect +I+++++: variable with the process, equipment, variation or design 

COMPARISON OF THE TREATMENT SYSTEMS 

The comparative analysis among the various systems and their variants is presented in two tables, described 
below: 
• Quantitative comparison (Table I). Summary table, including information presented in a simplified 

way, such as percentages, US$/p.e., Watts/p.e., m2 area/p.e., m3 sludge/p.e. etc (p.e. = population 
equivalents). 
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Table 2. (continued) 

RESISTANCE TO INDEPENDENCE LESS RISKS OF ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS IN FROM PROBLEMS INFLUENT EXTERNAL 
CHARACTERISTICS SIMPLIC. CHARACTERJST. 

RELIAB- OF 
PRODUCTION ILITY OPERAT.-

MAJNT. INSECTS-
BY- FLOW QUALITY TOXICS CLIMATE SOIL ODOURS NOISE AEROSOLS & 

PRODUCTS WORMS 

+++++ +++++ +++++ +++++ +++++ +++ +++++ +++++ + ++++ +++++ ++ 

+++ ++++ +++++ ++++ ++++ +++ ++++ +++++ ++ ++++ +++++ ++ 

+++++ ++++ ++++ +++ ++++ +++++ ++ +++ +++ +++++ +++++ 
+ 

+++++ ++++ ++++ +++ ++++ +++++ ++ +++ + +++++ +++++ + 

+++++ ++++ ++++ +++ ++++ ++++ +++ +++ ++++ + + +++ 

+++ +++ ++++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ++++ +++ + + + 

+ +++ +++ ++ ++++ + +++ +++++ ++++ + +/+++++ 
++++ 

++ ++++ ++++ +++ +++++ +++ ++++ +++++ +++++ + +/+++++ 
++++ 

+/++ ++++ ++++ +++ ++++ ++++ ++++ +++++ +++ + +/+++++ ++++ 

++ +++ ++ ++ ++++ +++ ++ +++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ + 

+ ++++ +++ +++ ++++ +++ ++ +++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ +++ 

++++ ++ ++ ++ +++ ++++ ++ +++++ ++ ++++ +++++ ++++ 

++++ +++ +++ ++ +++ ++++ ++ +++++ ++ ++++ +++++ ++++ 

+++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++ + + +++++ +/+++++ 
+ 

+++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++ + + +++++ +++++ + 

+++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ + ++++ +++++ +++++ ++++ 

+++++ ++++ ++++ +++ ++++ +++++ +++ ++ + +++++ +/+++++ + 

• Qualitative comparison (Table 2). Comparison on a one-to-five-star system of relevant aspects in the 
evaluation of treatment systems, including efficiency, economy, process and environmental problems, 
based on the author 's perception and on general published material. 

Obviously this type of general approach is necessarily superficial and does not completely cover regional 
diversity of treatment systems and local aspects. Any divergence with existing plants, instead of representing 
a conflict, should be faced as an incentive to the widening of the data presented, reinforcing once again 
the relevance that needs to be attributed to the local conditions. 
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N 

'° """ 

TREAlMENT SYSTEM 

TradilK>nal Prinary treatment (conventonal) technologies 

Primary treatment (septic tanks) 

Facultative pond 

Anaerobic pond - fucuhative 
pond 

Facuhative aerated lagoon 

Cornplet. mixed aerat. -
sedinent. pond 

Activated sludge ( conventonal) 

Activated sludge ( extended 
aerafon) 

Trick ii,g fiier (low rate) 

Trickii,g fiier {higl1 rate) 

Septic tank - anaerobic fiher 

Septic tank - subsurfuce 
infihraton 

Recent technologies UASB 

UASB - fucultative pond 

UASB - rnaturafon pond 

UASB - overland flow 

UASB - activated sludge 

UASB - submerged aerated 
bofilters 

Slow rate infihrafon 

High rate infiltrafon 

Overland flow 

PRIMARY SLUDGE 

Usual sludge handling 

Frequency Thickening Digeston Dewatering of removal 

~ X X X continuous 

< I year X 

< 4h X X 

< 4h X X 

< 4h X X 

< I year X 

< I year X 

BIOLOGICAL SLUDGE 

Usual sludge handii,g 

Final Frequency Thickening Digesfon Dewatering Final 
disposal ofremoval disposal 

X 

X 

> 20 years 

> 20 years X 

< IO years X 

< 5 years X (a) X (a) X 

X ~ X X X X 
continuous 

~ 
continuous X X X 

X ~ 
continuous X X X 

X ~ 
continuous X X X X 

X < I year X X 

X 

< 3 months X X 

< 3 months X (b) X (b) 

< 3 months X X 

< 3 months X X 

< I month X(c) X (c) 

< I month X X 

(d) 

(d) 

(d) 



NEW TRENDS fN TROPICAL COUNTRJES 

It is important to emphasise the new trend in the wastewater treatment in tropical countries, namely the 
use ofUASB (upflow anaerobic sludge blanket) reactors. Apart from the use in the treatment of industrial 
wastewaters highly concentrated with organic matter (main application in temperate climate countries), 
the high temperatures prevailing in the tropical countries allow the use of UASB reactors for dilute 
wastewater, such as domestic sewage. UASB reactors achieve BOD removal efficiencies ranging from 
60 % to 80 %, which is enough in many situations, but which more frequently requires an aerobic or 
anaerobic post-treatment. 

SLUDGE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

The selection of the wastewater treatment technology has a direct influence on the very important stage 
of sludge treatment and disposal. Table 3 presents the sludge handling requirements in the various 
wastewater treatment systems. The table differentiates between traditional technologies and more recent 
technologies for tropical countries, which include treatment with UASB reactors followed by a post
treatment. In the post-treatment, the biological excess sludge generated can be directed to the UASB 
reactor, where it will suffer digestion and thickening, without the requirement of separate units for sludge 
treatment, therefore substantially simplifying the overall plant flowsheet. 

FfNAL REMARKS 

The overall analysis of the various wastewater treatment processes leads to the conclusion that there is no 
ideal system applicable to all conditions. Each situation must be analysed individually, with the constant 
concern of incorporating the local conditions in the stage of investigation and decision. The wide spectrum 
of technologies applicable to different situations is undoubtedly a challenge to the designer, but certainly 
an assertion for the operators and for the local community that the system most appropriate to their 
condition has probably been selected. There is no room any more to preconceived ideas about "ideal" 
systems, and the designer must be flexible enough to consider and adopt the one which has demonstrated 
the best performance in the technical and economical studies. 
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Table 3. Requirements for sludge handling, according to traditional and recent technologies for wastewater 
treatment in tropical countries 

X: necessary step in the sludge treatment nowsheet 
(a) Optional 
(b) In UASB reactors incorporated and submerged in the facultative ponds (CAESB-Samambaia system), the anaerobic sludge 

accumulates in the facultative pond, not requiring periodic removal 
(c) Assumes return of the aerobic excess sludge to the UASB, where it will undergo thickening and digestion 
(d) Land disposal systems require periodic removal of the biomass (vegetation) formed as a result of the irrigation 
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ABSTRACT 

Instead of construction of new wastewater treatment plants upgrading of existing plants may increase 
capacity or achieve higher efficiency in meeting effluent standards. This paper describes several possibilities 
of upgrading existing technical wastewater treatment plants, e.g. activated sludge plants , e.g. by 
precipitation/flocculation processes, increase of biomass concentration, influent balancing, increase of 
oxygenation capacity with pure oxygen, increase of the capacity of final clarifiers, and pretreatment of 
industrial effluents. 

KEYWORDS 

Biological wastewater treatment, increase of efficiency, upgrading methods 

INTRODUCTION 

In many situations existing wastewater treatment plants are either inadequate concerning the treatment 
steps, or they are overloaded. The upgrading of such plants by including further treatment steps into the 
existing facilities instead of the construction of further tanks leads to higher efficiencies. In many cases 
this may be done with low investment costs, but the operator also needs to consider running costs, which 
are influenced by such upgrading systems. 

Upgrading of existing treatment plants by high-tech systems like biofilters or by installation of extended 
measuring and control systems are not discussed in this paper. These systems are rather expensive and 
need a high education level of the operators, both of which are not available in many situations. 

UPGRADING METHODS 

Precipitation/Flocculation 

By dosing flocculants to the wastewater stream the removal of colloidal organic substances can be 
dramatically increased. The increase of BOD- and COD-removal in a primary clarifier by precipitation 
was reported by Bischofsberger el al., (1976). By dosing iron- or alum-salts into the wastewater stream 
before it enters the clarifier, the flocculation process entraps non-settleable BOD or COD in the floes and 
then removed it as sludge in the primary clarifier. Removal effiency normally in the range of 30 % is 
increased up to 60 or 70 %. Consequently, loading to the following biological stage is reduced, and this 
step then also shows an increase of effiency in reduction of dissolved BOD. 
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Investment costs arise for the storage tank for the flocculant, the dissolving tank for the chemicals, if they 
are delivered in solid form, the dosing pump and sometimes for a mixing device, if not enough turbulence 
is available at the dosing point. 

Achievement of an optimal precipitation/flocculation process requires high turbulence conditions (150 
W/m3 mixing tank volume) for mixing of the chemicals into the wastewater within a very short time 
intervall (I minute) (ATV, 1992). The result of this process are small, not settleable microflocs. Low 
turbulence conditions during the following flocculation step (5 W/m') within a period of 30 minutes 
subsequently allow the formation of large, settable macroflocs. In many cases in existing wastewater 
treatment plants such conditions are available, e.g. in the influent of a circular sedimentation tank, followed 
by a low-energy flocculation zone in the distribution part of the circular tank. The primary clarifier itself 
acts as a collector of the floes. Thus, no further construction works are necessary. 

This process has two disadvantages, namely the increase of sewage sludge and additional running costs 
due to the chemicals. The increase of sewage sludge amounts to 2,5 g dry solids per g Fe and 4 g dry 
solids per g Al (ATV, 1992). Before applying precipitation/flocculation, it is necessary to assess whether 
the increasing amount of sludge may be handled in the existing facilities. Furthermore it has to be checked 
whether the by-products of the precipitants, e.g. heavy metals, are tolerable in sludge treatment and 
utilisation. 

Instead of iron or alum, lime may be applied as precipitant. It is less expensive and has low concentrations 
of hazardous materials. Handling of the lime suspension, however, causes some problems. For dosing, it 
is applied as suspension because of its low solubility. To prevent settling of lime in the storage tank, 
strong agitation of the suspension is necessary. Nevertheless settling or scaling of pipes may occur. A 
further disadvantage is the drastic increase of sludge. Dosing lime up to a pH of 9.3 may double the 
amount of dry matter. 

Pre-precipitation with lime at the overloaded wastewater treatment plant Oranienburg resulted in an increase 
of BOD-removal in primary treatment. The sludge-load or F/M -ratio in this activated sludge plant was 
lowered from 0.26 to 0.16 kg/(kg·d) with the consequence of partial nitrification. However, nitrification 
collapsed after some time due to lack of oxygen because the existing aeration devices were not sufficient 
to meet the elevated oxygen demand for ammonia oxidation (Peschen et al., 1995). 

Precipitation also leads to lower effluent concentrations if applied in wastewater treatment plants only 
equipped with facilities for mechanical treatment. Though the results achieved may not be sufficient to 
protect the receiving water body, precipitation may be a low cost first step for a rapid increase of the 
removal efficiency of existing wastewater plant. 

Precipitation also removes phosphorus. In many plants in Europe this is the prevailing aim for applying 
precipitation processes. Removal of phosphorus helps to prevent enhanced algal and cyanobacterial growth 
(eutrophication) in receiving waters. This is advantageous for water used for drinking water purposes. 

Increase of biomass concentration in the activated sludge process 

The volume of the activated sludge tank depends on the influent quantity and quality, the applied F/M-
ratio and the Q. c biomass concentrations according to equation I: 

Vee= -----

(I) 
MLSS -F/M 

In general the influent Q and the COD-concentration c can not be influenced. F/M is a constant value for 
a certain treatment efficiency. The higher the biomass concentration MLSS (mixed liquor suspended 
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lamellas 

effluent 

Figure I. Integrated lamella separators in an activated sludge tank (PlaB and Sekoulov, I 998) 

influent 

Figure 2. Sieve construction at the outlet of the aerated sludge tank to prevent wash-out of carrier 

solids), the smaller is the tank volume V 
88

. MLSS-concentration however is limited, normally with a 
maximum of 3 - 4 g/1. If it is possible to increase this maximum concentration, an increase of the COD
removal can be achieved without increase of tank volume. Two options are available for increasing the 
MLSS-concentration. 

Integrated Lame/la Separator: Figure I is a schematic presentation of this system. A lamella separator is 
integrated into the aeration tank. MLSS is flowing through the lamellas to the effluent construction. The 
settled MLSS in the lamellas is directly returned to the activated sludge tank without passing the final 
clarifier and without pumping. Within the lamellas a sludge blanket develops. To prevent clogging, smooth 
aeration by a bubble aeration device transports the settled sludge downwards. A concentration ofMLSS 
up to 8 g/1 can be achieved, instead of 3 - 4 g/1 without lamellas (Pla/3 and Sekoulov, 1998). The costs of 
lamellas and the aeration device amount to 400 OM(= $ US 220) per m2 of sedimentation area. 

Immobilisation of Biomass: By addition of PU-foam particles to an activated sludge tank as carrier material 
for microorganisms a combination of suspended and biofilm growth can be achieved, resulting in an 
increase of biomass per volume of aeration tank (Hegemann and Wildmoser, 1986; Morper, 1997). About 
30 % of the tank volume may be filled with PU-particles. The carriers are mainly cubes with IO - 15 mm 
length of edge. The biomass concentration in such a carrier varies between 8 and 30 g/1 of carrier volume. 
Due to the turbulence in the aeration tank, biomass is washed out from the pores of the PU-foam and from 
the surface of the cubes from time to time, thus no clogging of the carriers occurs. The mean concentration 
is 16 g/1 (Hegemann and Wildmoser, 1986) or I 8 g/1 (Morper, 1997). With 30 % of the tank volume 
containing carrier the concentration of biomass is increased to 5 - 6 g/1, related to the total tank volume. 
The suspended biomass (MLSS) is increased at the same time. All researchers on combined systems 
report lower sludge volume indexes and higher MLSS, up to 7 g/1 (Morper, 1997). 

To retain the carriers in the activated sludge tank, a sieve is installed at the outlet to prevent wash-out 
(Figure 2). 

The municipal wastewater treatment plant of Freising/Bavaria is applying this system since 1985 with 
good success (Morper, 1997; Hegemann and Wildmoser, 1986). The system reduced the formerly high 
sludge volume index of 400 ml/g to below I 00 ml/g. The loss of carrier material is less than I % per year. 
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The decrease of sludge load by the increase of biomass concentration even leads to nitrification with a 
relatively small aeration tank volume. 

The installation of the system takes only a few weeks. The costs are mainly influenced by the PU-foam 
itself, since strong material is required and the material has to be cut into cubes. Nevertheless in Germany 
upgrading of plants with PU-foam is still cheaper than the construction offurther aeration tank volume. 

Balancing of the influent 

If the existing facilities are overloaded only during peak influent, e.g. some hours per day, a balancing or 
equalising tank is a simple method to prevent increasing effluent concentrations over the day. When a 
fixed amount of the influent is exceeded, the excess amount of wastewater is separated, e.g. by a weir in 
combination with a throttle, and delivered into the balancing tank. When later during the day the flow is 
declining, e.g. during night, the balancing tank is emptied into the treatment stage. If instead of the flow 
quantity the load is the critical parameter, a device for continuous measuring of a parameter indicating the 
load is necessary as well as a valve or some similar device. This method may have a higher efficacy, but 
is more sophisticated and more expensive. 

Increase of oxygenation capacity by dosing pure oxygen 

The idea of aeration with pure oxygen instead of air was developed in the US. In the nineteen-sixties and 
-seventies IO - 15 newly constructed wastewater treatment plants in Germany were equipped with pure 
oxygen supply and a few existing wastewater treatment plants were converted to "pure oxygen" plants. 

The main principle is 
• gas-tight covering of the aeration tanks to catch the oxygen-enriched exhaust gas in order to recycle it 

to increase the efficiency of oxygen dissolution. 
• for further increase of efficiency to divide the tank volume into a cascade of three or four tanks. 
Figure 3 gives a scheme of an activated sludge tank with pure oxygen aeration. 

Due to the small amount of exhaust gas this system has advantages particularly for industrial effluents 
with odorous compounds, high organic concentrations or other wastewater leading to odour emissions 
when they are treated with high amounts of air. Due to the fact that 80 % of the air volume is nitrogen, 
high amounts of air are necessary for aeration. With pure oxygen the gas volume is low and 80 -90 % of 
the oxygen is dissolved. 

control 
exhaust gas 

o, 

influent -=:=-- effluent 

I rtt\ rtt\ rtt\ 
'-----A--.... 6" ~-'-----A --....6" ~-'-----A--.... 6" ~ 

return sludge 

Figure 3. Typical "pure oxygen" activated sludge tanks (ATV, 1997) 
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Figure 4, Schematic open aeration tank with small bubble pure oxygen aeration (Schlegel, 1998) 

Both covering the tanks as well as the separation of the total tank volume into a cascade require rather 
high investment costs, therefore systems with high dissolution efficiency of the costly pure oxygen have 
an advantage, since they do not require covering. Research has led to the application of plastic pipes with 
small openings creating very small oxygen bubbles. At a depth of 4 m, 75 % of the oxygen is dissolved 
(Schlegel, 1998). This is nearly in the same range of the efficiency in covered tanks. This oxygen system 
can be applied as the only source of oxygen or as an additional oxygenation system where the capacity of 
the existing aeration is limited. Figure 4 gives a schematic presentation ofa tank with pure oxygen aeration 
and an extra agitator ensuring the turbulence in the tank. Supplemental oxygen aeration helps to cover the 
oxygen demand of peak loads or to upgrade aeration systems with low capacity in many plants in Germany. 

The use of pure oxygen leads to an increase of running costs in any case, since the oxygen must be bought 
from a manufacturer or an on-site production plant has to be installed. In some cases where manufacturers 
have excess production capacity, lower costs may be achieved. 

Increase of final clarifier efficiency 

In activated sludge plants the final clarifier has two purposes, namely the separation ofMLSS from the 
clean water and the thickening ofMLSS in order to increase the concentration of biomass in the activated 
sludge tank. 

Separation process is an essential step for effluent quality. The lower the concentration of suspended 
solids, the lower the COD. Depending on the load in the activated sludge process I g of suspended solids 
results in I · LS g of COD {ATV, 1995). If a secondary sedimentation tank is overloaded the success of 
the preceding biological process is reversed. Instead of an extension of the separation capacity by 
construction of further tanks, methods of upgrading the final clarifier efficiency may be less costly. A 
system developed in Denmark applies a twin polyester membrane for separating floes from clear water. 
In combination with an upward flow, high efficiency can be achieved. Figure 5 shows a cross-section of 
the final clarifier tank wall with the overflow weir. The baffle board forces the water to an upward flow, 
the membrane acts as a microstrainer retaining most of the floes. A special suction-cleaning device removes 
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Figure S. Baffle board to create upward flow and steel construction to support the polyester membrane (Thomdahl, 1993) 

the collected floes. Low concentration of IO - 30 mg/I in the effluent were measured with a surface load 
to the clarifier ranging between 1.5 and 2 m/h. 

Pretreatment of industrial wastewater 

Most industries produce effluents with either high concentrations of COD, of organic recalcitrant 
constituents, or of inorganic hazardous material. In most cases a complete separate treatment or pre
treatment of undiluted streams or the combined effluent at the factory is a solution which protects the 
municipal wastewater treatment plant and the receiving water against overloading and hazardous 
substances. 

Due to the diversity of industrial wastewater a general decision on separate treatment at the works or 
combined treatment at the municipal treatment plant is not possible. in any situation, investigation of the 
wastewater and an economic evaluation are a necessary basis for planning. If, however, industrial 
wastewater contains hazardous substances, pre-treatment to remove these substances or to minimise their 
concentrations is necessary. Examples are heavy metals or pH. Techniques for pH-adjustment 
(neutralisation) and heavy metal removal by precipitation/flocculation are available and are being applied 
in many plants all over the world. 

Further examples of toxic substances in industrial wastewaters are described by Lu and Hegemann ( 1998) 
and Lu (1998), concerning a wastewater from wood-glue production containing up to 4,000 mg/I 
formaldehyde or sulphide, sulphate and organic sulphur containing effluents from tanneries (Wiemann el 

al., 1998). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Possibilities for rapid and efficient upgrading of existing wastewater treatment plants with low investment 
costs are numerous. However, some of them increase the running costs. The application of the solutions 
presented here, or of other alternatives depends on the efficiency, the availability of manpower, the level 
of education of the consultants and the operators, the facilities available on the site or in the respective 
country, and on other circumstances. Consideration of special or low-cost solutions instead of increasing 
volume of structures is worthwhile in many situations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Although traditionally surface water pollution control measures in many countries of the world have been 
restricted to sewage effluent discharges, now it has become necessary to apply control measures to 
stormwater pollution as well. Constructed wetlands are considered as natural systems that provide a low 
cost maintenance and low energy natural treatment option for sewage and stormwater. They are especially 
suited for polishing effluent from existing or new sewage treatment plants, or providing treatment for 
septic tank effluent, by removing organic matter, suspended solids, nutrients, pathogens and heavy metals. 
This paper describes some important issues relating to the design of constructed wetlands and provides a 
summary of a pilot study with constructed wetlands for sewage treatment. 

KEYWORDS 

Constructed wetlands; sewage treatment; stormwater pollution control 

INTRODUCTION 

Many communities in the world depend on surface waters as their main source of water supply. Unfortunately 
this source which is in short supply is subjected to the adverse effects of pollution caused by poorly treated 
wastewater discharges and contaminated stormwater runoffs. Human faeces and other matter in sewage can 
have a high content of bacteria and organic matter as well as being rich in nutrients. With the imposition of 
stringent effluent disposal standards recently in many parts of the world, stormwater runoff from urban areas, 
roadways, agricultural and construction sites, industrial sites, roof tops and garbage disposal sites has become 

Table I . Comparison of characteristics of sewage and other sources 

Parameter 
Suspended soli:ls, (mg!L) 

Biochemi:al oxygen demand, (mg!L) 
Chemi:al oxygen demand, (mg!L) 
Faecal colifunn, (MPN/100 mL) 

Nitrogen (total as N) 
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen, (mg/L) 

nitrate, (mg!L) 
Phosphorus (total as P), (mg!L) 
Metals, (mg!L) 

Copper 
Lead 

Zinc 

Rainfall 

I - 13 
9 - 16 

0.05 - 1.0 
0.02-0. 15 

30 - 70 

Range of parameter concentrations 
Stormwater runoff Combiied wastewater 

67 - IOI 270 - 550 
8 - 10 60 - 220 

40 - 73 260 - 480 
1000 -21,000 2 X 105- I.IX 106 

4 - 17 
0.43 - 1.00 
0.48 • 0.91 
0.67 - 1.66 1.2 • 2.8 

27 - 33 
30 - 144 140 - 600 
135 - 226 

Muni:ipal wastewater 

100 - 350 
110 - 400 

250 - 1000 
106 - 107 

20 - 85 
20 - 85 

0 
4 - 15 
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the main source of surface water pollution. It is very common in many developing countries for stormwater 
systems to act as open sewer, and as a transport medium conveying human faeces, litter and other waste 
material into surface waters. The characteristics of municipal sewage and stormwater are given in Table I 
(Metcalf and Eddy, 1991 ). 

There are many approaches to sewage treatment starting from on-site treatment to ecologically friendly 
natural treatment systems, and central conventional treatment systems with and without tertiary or advanced 
treatment methods. To enhance the quality of both sewage and stormwater in terms of organic matter, 
nutrients and other pollutants, an ecologically friendly natural treatment system is the constructed wetland 
system. A ' Constructed Wetland ' or a 'Reed Bed System' is defined as a wetland specifically established 
for the purpose of pollution control, at a location other than existing natural wetlands. 

SEWAGE TREATMENT USING CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS 

Constructed wetlands have the positive characteristics of natural wetlands and are becoming increasingly 
popular in many parts of the world, as a measure to address environmental issues such as sewage treatment 
or enhancing degraded habitats. They show promise for application in small rural communities as a tool 
for waste management because of the potential to provide tertiary treatment to reduce biochemical oxygen 
demand (BOD), suspended solids, nutrients and pathogens. In the operation of the system pre-treated 
wastewater is allowed to come in contact with an engineered bed in which various aquatic macrophytes 
native to the local area are grown. The purpose of the macrophytes is to help maintain the hydraulic 
conductivity of the supporting substrate. They also assist in transferring atmospheric oxygen to the root 
zone creating aerobic microzones around the roots and anoxic and anaerobic zones away from them. This 
results in both aerobic and anaerobic processes, which facilitate the breakdown of the organic matter, and 
removal of nitrogen through nitrification and denitrification. Phosphorus removal in many constructed 
wetlands is not effective because the gravel media offer limited contact opportunities between the 
wastewater and the soil , and due to the short hydraulic retention times. 

Aquatic plant species for use in constructed wetlands should be selected based on the following criteria 
(Mitchell, 1978): 
• rapid and relatively constant growth rate; 
• ease of propagation; 
• capacity for absorption of pollutants; 
• tolerance of hyper-eutrophic conditions; and 
• ease of harvesting and potential usefulness of harvested material. 

Examples of aquatic macrophytes that have been used in the constructed wetland system are: 
• Floating plants: 

- Eichhornia crassipes (Water Hyacinth) 
- Spirodela (Duckweed) 
- Salvinia moles/a (Salvinia) 
- Hydrocotyle umbel!ata (Pennywort) 

• Emergent plants: 
- Schoenoplectus validus (River Clubrush) 
- Juncus ingens (Giant Rush) 
- Phragmiles (Common Reed) 
- Typha spp. (Cumbungi or Cattail) 
- Cyperus exaltatus (Giant Sedge) 

Although Eichhornia crassipes, because of its significant ability to absorb nutrients from wastewater, has 
been used in aquatic macrophyte-based wastewater treatment systems in the United States of America 
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(De Busk and Reddy, 1987) and in the Caribbean (Thomas and Phelps, 1987), it is declared as a noxious 
weed in Australia. As a result, in recent years, research into wetland systems has concentrated mainly on 
surface flow and subsurface flow constructed systems with emergent plants (Breen, 1989; Mitchell et al., 
1990). Out of these two systems the subsurface flow wetland is considered to have some advantages over 
the other especially with respect to mosquito control. 

Household septic tank effluent 

In developing countries and in rural areas of developed countries, it is usual to provide septic tanks and 
associated drainfields or soakage pits as excreta disposal systems. Although such treatment systems are 
efficient and economical, septic tanks often have a bad reputation because of the failure of the drainfield, 
which follows it. Many situations exist where the odorous septic tank effluent either ponds on the ground 
or seeps into the nearby creek due to poor performance of the drainfield. Such situations may cause health 
risks to people. Proper functioning of the drainfield depends on percolation of the effluent into the soil 
profile and adequate aeration of the bed. Several alternatives to the standard drainfield system have been 
developed because of the pollution problems encountered with them (Australian Water Research Council, 
1988) and one such alternative is the use of constructed wetlands. 

For individual houses, a subsurface flow wetland system to treat septic tank effluent can be designed and 
constructed to satisfy the owner's landscape requirements in regard to position, and decorative plants 
such as Frogsmouth (Philydrum lanuginosum), Waterbuttons (Cotula coronopifolia) or Purple Loosestrife 
(lythrum salicaria) which grow well in wet conditions can be used to create an aesthetic value. To 
dispose 1 m3/d of septic tank effluent, conventional drainfields require a surface area of 50-100m2 whereas 
constructed wetlands need 24-50m2 of surface area with virtually no pollution problems. These systems 
can provide a good secondary level of treatment with septic tanks providing the primary treatment. It is 
vital that the septic tank is appropriately sized to prevent high suspended solids loading from reaching the 
wetland and blocking the inlet zone. For the design of constructed wetlands different guidelines have 
been developed which include ' rule of thumb' methods as well as the first order decay reaction rate 
models for both septic tank effluent and secondary treated sewage effiuent. In the United Kingdom the 
design have been based on rule of thumb basis (Cooper et al., I 996) whereas in the United States of 
America, Europe and Australia the use of first order decay reaction rate models (Reed et al. 1995; Kadlec 
and Knight, 1996; United States Environment Protection Agency, I 993) have been the preferred choice. 

Secondary treated sewage effluent 

There are many subsurface flow wetlands in the United States of America treating municipal wastewater 
flows. A recent study conducted by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (Reed and Brown, 
1992) on 14 full-scale operational systems found that: 
• Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and total suspended solids (TSS) removal can be very effective at 

a relatively short hydraulic retention time; 
• BOD removal exhibits a linear relationship with organic loading; 
• effective nitrogen removal requires a longer hydraulic retention time; and 
• phosphorus removal is limited and ranges from 30 to 60 percent. 

Constructed wetlands have to be designed with respect to the pollutants to be removed and the use of 
particular criteria for a given pollutant may not result in removal of another pollutant to a high standard. 
Some of the poor performance reported is mainly due to incorrect design, overloading or inappropriate 
wetland components. 

In Australia, increasing demands for improved receiving water quality and wastewater reuse are currently 
driving the implementation of constructed wetland technology in wastewater management. It has been 
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Table 2. Reported performance data for constructed wetlands in Australia 
Removal Efficiency 

Range Median 

TSS 60-92 88 
BOD, 86-95 89 

TN 14-67 57 

TP 2-61 19 

recognised that constructed wetlands have the potential to treat sewage to remove TSS, BOD, nutrients 
(total nitrogen-TN, and total phosphorus-TP), bacteria and heavy metals. Mean removal efficiencies for 
some constructed wetland systems studied in Australia are presented in Table 2 (Fisher, 1989). 

The pilot subsurface flow constructed wetland system at the Wodonga sewage treatment facility in Australia 
consisted of four cells in parallel, each 27.0 m long x 3.6 m wide x 0.6 m deep, containing emergent 
vegetation growing in 0.5 m deep gravel media with a bed slope of 0. 7 %. The performance results of this 
wetland system are shown in Table 3 (Thomas eta/., 1995). ln the vegetated cells BOD5and COD (chemical 
oxygen demand) removal efficiencies averaged around 73 % while suspended solids removal were about 
85 %. Ammonia reductions were in the range 17-24 %; however, better nitrate reductions between 65-80 
% were obtained. Also, the unvegetated control cell produced an effluent of comparable quality due to the 
low hydraulic loading on the cell. Phosphorus removal in constructed wetlands occurs due to adsorption 
onto soil, incorporation into microbial mass, and some plant uptake. It is generally low in many systems 
as seen in Table 3 unless their design is specifically based on large areas with clay type soil medium. 
Although faecal coliform measurements were not carried out it has been argued that (Reed et al., 1995) 
mechanisms for pathogen removal are essentially the same in both waste stabilisation ponds and constructed 
wetlands. A one log reduction can typically be expected in the removal of faecal coliforms and other 
organisms but this may not be sufficient to meet the usual guidelines (Reed and Brown, 1992). 

STORMWATER RUNOFF TREATMENT WITH CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS 

Constructed wetlands are increasingly being considered as an integral part of storm water management. 
They work well when used in conjunction with other Best Management Practices. The subsurface wetlands 
are not suitable for stormwater discharges because of the magnitude of flow involved, but the free water 

Table 3. Mean concentrations in the inflow and outflow of the constructed wetlands at Wodonga, Australia. 
The Values in Brackets are indicate range. 

Safr4)1ing period Hydraulic 
BOD, ss COD 

~ ~ 
TP 

Decermer 1993 to Loading l1lifL 
October 1994 cm/d l1lifL l1lifL l1lifL 

Influent 86 66 229 29 20 9 
(25-164) (30-111) (159-327) (27-33) (10-29) (7-12) 

Effluent from: 

Schoenoplectus validus 12.0 23 8 73 24 7 7 
(10 mn graveQ (10-44.7) (14-32) (1-16) (38-137) (12-33) (1-15) (4-9) 

Juncus ingens 3.9 21 6 73 24 4 7 
( 14 mn graveQ (0.3-13.6) (12-38) (1-13) (35-143) (15-33) (2-7) (5-9) 

Mixed Species 5.6 20 10 73 23 6 7 
(20 mn graveQ (0.2-23.5) (11-32) (5-16) (45-123) (13-27) (1-13) (5-9) 

Unvegetated Control 4.3 16 7 59 21 5 7 
(20 mn gravel) (1.5-10.0) (10-23) (1-8) (28-107) (13-29) (2-16) (6-8) 
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surface constructed wetlands fit well for this purpose. Although constructed wetlands have been established 
to treat sewage in many places, limited trials have been conducted in using them for stormwater treatment, 
thus prediction models and design criteria are poorly developed. Stormwater runoffs to wetlands are 
typically high in suspended solids and it is normal to install a sedimentation pond upstream to protect 
them from silting up quickly. Nutrients, metals and organic matter bind to the surface of these suspended 
solids and constructed wetlands can effectively remove the solids from stormwater by settling process, 
but phosphorus removal can be variable (Watson el al., 1989). In Australia good reductions in phosphorus 
under low flow conditions have been achieved (Swanson, 1992; Raisin et al., 1997). In another study in 
the United Kingdom (Cutbill , 1994) it was found that reductions over 70 % in the levels of coliforms, 
nitrate, phosphorus and turbidity were observed after stormwater had passed through a constructed wetland. 

CONCLUSION 

Constructed wetlands have the potential to provide an economically feasible and simple method of 
improving the quality of septic tank effiuent, pre-treated sewage, and stormwater runoff. They are an 
excellent tool for water pollution control if designed adequately and specifically for the requirement. The 
capital costs and the operating costs for constructed wetlands with emergent plants could be as low as 25 
% and IO % respectively of conventional treatment facilities. The efficiency of a constructed wetland 
system is determined by evaluating or predicting the reductions in biochemical oxygen demand, suspended 
solids, nutrients or faecal coliform. Their effectiveness depends totally on the design, and it should be 
carried out by a multi-disciplinary team with an excellent understanding of wetland processes. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of plants, especially of species that grow naturally and under harsh environmental conditions, 
offers a simple and economic method of wastewater treatment. This method has been gaining wide 
popularity throughout the world over the last decades. Iraq is considered to be a country with environmental 
conditions favourable for the natural growth of many aquatic plants such as reed (Qassab). The root-zone 
method of treating wastewater is suitable for Iraq, e.g. because of its economy and the fact that such 
treatment does not need sophisticated mechanical or electrical equipment, or chemical materials. The 
most important aspect is that this method makes use of a weed, namely the reed. A mobile test tank for 
root-zone treatment stationed in the Rustamya sewage treatment plant and run for nearly 34 weeks. A 
total of768 samples of the influent and effluent sewage were analysed. Average removal efficiencies for 
biological oxygen demand, suspended solids, chloride, phosphate and ammonia ranged from 92 to 82 %, 
and chloride was removed with 13 % efficiency. These results indicate that the root-zone method is 
adequate for the treatment of domestic sewage and can compete with conventional treatment methods 
whose average effluent concentrations for BOD, and suspended so lids are similar. A survey of water 
quality was conducted on a drainage ditch north-west of Baghdad to assess its natural purification process. 
The ditch that was chosen was infested with reed plants and other aquatic weeds. The role of the 
macrophytes was found to be essential in the process of self-purification of the water body. Results of the 
survey indicate that such ditches and streams could be used as disposal points for domestic sewage and 
industrial wastes. However, further assessment of their performance particularly for removal of suspended 
solids, pathogens, phosphate and nitrogen is necessary. The results indicate that reed beds may be suitable 
particularly for treatment of wastewater from small and remote towns and villages in Iraq. 

KEYWORDS 

Drainage ditch, Iraq, mobile test tank, reed bed treatment, wastewater treatment 

INTRODUCTION 

Modem Iraq with a population well over 24 million occupies the ancient land of Mesopotamia or the land 
between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. Both rivers originate in the region of eastern central Turkey and 
join in the south oflraq to Sahatt-al-Arab. The River Tigris flows mainly through Iraq, while the River 
Euphrates flows through both Syria and Iraq. Almost all of the main cities, including the capital Baghdad, 
are situated on one of these rivers. With the exception of the cities of Baghdad and Basrah in the south, 
almost all cities and towns are not sewered, although all have central water supplies. 

The soil of central and southern regions of Iraq has suffered extensively from the increase of salinity 
levels due to primitive irrigation schemes coupled with improper drainage. During the early l 950's the 
idea originated to construct a channel to collect drainage water from these two regions and transport it 
south to the Arabian Gulf via Shatt-al-Basrah. It was first called the "Main Drainage" canal (presently 
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called 'Saddam River ' ). Work was started during the I 960's however, due to the turbulent times through 
which Iraq passed, work was not finished until the early l 990's. 

The channel is designed with a capacity of about 220 m3/sec with a total length of 565 km. It originates 
just north of the city of Baghdad and flows between the Tigris and the Euphrates. It is to serve a total of 6 
millions donums (I donum = 0.25 hectare) of irrigated land. It crosses the Euphrates near the city Nasseri a 
via a 3-barrel inverted siphon, which is considered to be the bottleneck of the whole drainage system. The 
Saddam River is estimated to potentially relieve the salinity load on the soil of most of Iraq by washing 
about 80 million tons of salts per year to the sea. 

In Iraq, drainage ditches and streams offer the most favourable environmental conditions for the natural 
growth of a variety of aquatic weeds such as reeds (Phragmites aus/ralis) or "Qassab" as it is locally 
called, and papyrus, which was used by the ancient Babylonians as a writing material. 

In recent years, the changing nature of the industrial and residential environment in Iraq has required low 
cost on-site wastewater treatment with low maintenance and energy requirements. One such method is 
the use of aquatic macrophytes in either natural or constructed systems. Almost all of the drainage ditches 
and streams discharging into Saddam River are infested with reeds and to some degree with other aquatic 
weeds. 

The main objective of this study is to investigate and assess the possible use of indigenously and naturally 
grown reed, which is considered to be a weed, in the treatment of municipal wastewater in order to 
protect drinking water resources from domestic sewage and human excreta. This was envisaged to be 
possible by discharging all domestic and industrial sewage generated in these major cities into the main 
drainage canal, the Saddam River out to its final disposal point. This is the first study in Iraq using reed 
bed treatment in treating raw wastewater. 

SMALL SCALE APPLICATION 

Although it was felt that most information on reed bed treatment would be obtained from the full-scale 
beds, it was decided to investigate the process also on a smaller scale. A mobile test tank was placed in 
the Rustamya treatment plant (east of Baghdad). 

inlet zone 

18 Holes 
(10 mm Dia.) 

B 

Fig. I. Mobile Test Tank ofRustamya Reed Bed Treatment [from WR, mobile test tank (Cooper e l al., 1988)1 
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The construction of this mobile tank was based on a UK and European design and operation manuals for 
reed bed treatment systems as given in Cooper et al. ( 1988). Figure I shows a schematic drawing of the 
mobile tank with its dimensions. The tank was constructed from galvanized plates coated internally with 
tar material especially at the joints to prevent leakage of wastewater. The tank consisted of three zones; 
the inlet zone, the treatment (bed) zone, and the outlet zone. The treatment zone was filled to a depth of 
0.6 m with soil material obtained from the Rustamya plant area. The results of the soil test indicated that 
it was classified as sandy-gravel with some silt and clay. Shoots of reed plants were planted in the treatment 
zone and left to grow. 

The mobile test tank was dosed with raw sewage taken from the manhole at the head of the main pumping 
station of the Rustamya sewage treatment plant. 

Raw unscreened wastewater taken from the Rustamya sewage treatment plant was fed into the mobile 
bed for eight months. 768 samples were collected from both inlet and outlet zone of the mobile tank and 
tested for BOD, suspended solids, Cl, P, and nitrogen content. 
On average, the influent sewage used contained 

BODs : 266 mg/I, 
CI- : 445 mg/I, 
NH; -N : 32 mg/I and 

suspended solid : 272 mg/I 
PO/ -P : 3.7 mg/I 
NO

3
-: 6mg/l 

The temperature of the sewage ranged from 14 to 16 cc during winter and between 20 and 40 cc during 
the spring and early summer seasons, and pH was between 7.39 and 7.72. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the eight-month period of experiment showed the following: 

BOD, Removal 

Table I summarises the results for the entire duration of the experiment. It shows a steady increase in the 
efficiency of the removal of BOD5 for the first three-month period. This period can be considered to be 
the "maturation period" of the soil medium which first acts only as a mechanical filter. 

Analysis of the effluent BODs concentrations indicated that 81 % of the samples were well within the 
acceptable limits of 20 mg/I as set by British and European authorities (Tebbutt, 1982), and 99 % of the 
samples within the national limits of 40 mg/I (Iraqi Standards Effluents 25/1967). 

Table I. Average removal efficiency for different months of the experiment 

Average Efficiency Removal(%) For Each Month of the Experiment Total Average 
Removal(%) 

Parameter 11 /94 12/94 1/95 2/95 3/95 4/95 5/95 6/95 

BOD, 85 91 93 98 92 94 96 96 93 

Suspended so lid 74 89 91 95 94 92 94 95 90 

CL- -9 -14.5 18 14 12 13 11 13 

PO/ 81 80 87 85 81 87 82 80 82 

NH; 73 79 62 63 65 73 75 73 70 

NO· -81 -62 -75 -82 -78 -67 -79 -79 -75 
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Fluctuations in the BODs concentrations of the raw sewage reaching the Rustarnya sewage treatment 
plant were pronounced, howewer, the effluent BODs concentration indicated that the reed bed treatment 
buffered those surges and attained stably low effluent concentrations. 

The improvement of the results of BOD, removal with time, as indicated in Table I, can be explained by 
several factors: soil beds also affect and increase BOD removal by filtering the colloidal matter from the 
wastewater. Reed plants have a major effect by supplying oxygen to the rhizosphere through their roots 
(Gee and Jonson, 1980). This creates areas around the roots in which aerobic microorganisms can thrive 
and break down the organic matter in the wastewater (Chalk and Wheale, 1987; Fischer, 1986). Aerobic 
treatment takes place in the rhizosphere while anoxic and anaerobic treatment is taking place in the 
surrounding soil. 

Another reason for these good results was the low hydraulic loading rate of the wastewater on the mobile 
test tank, which averaged about 3.5 1/h. The organic matter had enough time to be oxidized aerobically in 
the regions of the root zone of the reed plants by microorganisms. Wetzel and Manny (1972) reported 
similar results. 

The effect of temperature was found to be significant. Table I shows that BOD removal was high during 
the period from April to June when warmer influent wastewater resulted in higher bacterial metabolic 
activities and active plant growth within the tank. Similar observations are reported by Tchobanoglous 
and Schroeder ( 1985). 

Table I shows that the BOD, average removal efficiency for the reed bed treatment is 93 %. This value is 
close to the values reported by other investigators, such as Wolverton and McDonald (1979) with 86 %, 
Stowell el al. (1980) with 80 %, Fisher (1986) with 95 %, Cooper el al. (1988) with 87 %, and Bayes et 

al. (1989) with 95 %. Schierup and Brix (1990) reported lower removal rates in the range of 60 - 80 %. 
The average removal efficiency of 93 % is further similar to that of 89 % observed for the Rustimya 
sewage treatment plant for the month of November 1989 (Table 2). 

SUSPENDED SOLIDS REMOVAL 

Table I lists the removal efficiency of the reed bed treatment for the 8-month experimental period. Here 
again the maturation period of 3 months is clearly evident. 

Suspendend solids removal efficiency reached a high value of95 %, which is good compared with 92 % 
for the conventional Rustarnya sewage treatment plant when it was operating under favorable conditions 
(Table 2). 

Inspection of the effluent suspended solids data indicated that for 78 % of the samples the effluent was 
within the acceptable limits of 30 mg/I as set by Britain and most European countries whereas I 00 % of 
the results were within the acceptable limits oflraqi standards of 60 mg/I (Iraq Standard Effluent, 1967). 

Table 2. Average removal efficiency of different pararnters by Rustarnya Sewage Treatment Plant, Baghdad 
(November 1989) 
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Parameters 

BOD 

ss 
CL 

NH, 

NO 

Removal 

89% 

92% 

10% 

28 % (decreasing) 

30 % (decreasing) 



As for BOD
5
, the system operated as a buffer which attenuated any rapid and high fluctuations in effiuent 

suspended solids concentrations. This indicates the adequacy of using such system in securing a stable 
effiuent irrespective of the level of suspended solids concentration. 

Excluding the first 3-month maturation period results in an average removal efficiency of over 93 %. This 
corresponds closely to other results reported, e.g. by Wolverton and McDonald ( 1979) of 94 %, Dinges 
(1979) of 93 %, Fisher (1986) of 94 % (see also Cooper et al., I 988; Chalk and Wheale, 1987). 

Cloride Ion Removal 

Table I shows that during the first 3-month period concentrations of chlorides were higher in the effiuent 
than in the influent, probably due to evulation from the bed soil. The chloride content of the bed soil 
decreased from 0.12 % to less than 0.0 1 % by the end of the experimental run. 

If the results of the 3-month period of leaching are excluded, then the reed bed treatment removed about 
13 % of the chloride ion content of the wastewater. This is thought to be taken up by the reed plants as 
suggested by Culp et al. (1976). This rate of removal is slightly higher than that of the conventional 
Rustamya sewage treatment plant of only IO % . 

Phosphorus Removal 

The removal efficiency for PO
4 

of on average 82 % compares favorably with results reported by other 
researchers: EPA (1975) report of 40 to 80 % for phosphates, while Switzenboum et al. (1981) give a 
range of 60 to 80 %, Chalk and Wheale (1987) 90 %, and Cooper et al. (I 988) report 79 %. 

The major mechanisms for phosphorus removal are plant uptake and biological and chemical storage in 
the sediments, the latter of which are the more significant in most plant systems (Tesar et al., 1980). 

Nitrogen Removal 

Nitrogen is found in wastewater as organic nitrogen (proteins, amino acids, and urea), as ammonium 
salts, e.g. ammonium carbonate, or as free ammonia and as nitrates. Minor amounts of nitrite may also 
occur. When present as organic nitrogen or ammonia, nitrogen exerts an oxygen demand. According to 
Rich ( I 980) 90 to 95 % of the nitrogen contents of wastewater occurs in the form of ammonium ions 
(NH;), especially if the origin of the wastewater is domestic. Nitrogen may be removed by incorporation 
in biological cell mass or by biological nitrification-denitrification. 

Table I shows that the concentration of nitrates in the effiuent strongly increased, reflecting the aerobic 
oxidation of NH; the reed bed soil. 

The average efficiency of NH; removal by the reed bed treatment was 70 %. This result compares well 
with results as reported by other researchers, e.g. Kardos et al. (1974), Wolverton and McDonald (1979), 
Trask et al. (1979) and Cooper et al. (1988). 

In addition, the results of the reed bed treatment for NH; removal demonstrate substantially better 
performance of reed bed treatment as compared results obtained for Baghdad from conventional for 
sewage treatment for November 1989 when the sewage treatment plant was operating at its full efficiency 
and removed only 28 % of the ammonia load (Table 2). 
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Table 3. Sewage load indicators at two points of a drainage ditch populated by reeds and other aquatic 
macrophytes (July - September 1998) 

Parameter 

COD(nl!ef0 
BOD (mw'O 
DO {mg/I) 

pH 

PO;' (mgil) 

TSS (mgil) 

TDS (mgil) 

NO,· (mgil) 

Changes in the soil material 

Upper point of ditch 

750 

295 

0 

4.7 

6.6 

820 

2200 

58 

Lower point of ditch 

92 

38 

8 

3 

5.4 

605 

2000 

70 

The soil material on which the reed shoots were grown initially was classified as gravel-sand with some 
clay, however by the end of the eight months period of experiments it was found to be silt-clay, due to 
import of silt and clay with the raw sewage. This revealed a dangerous situation of continued erosion of 
the backfill materials which were used in the construction of the municipal sewage system. It is believed 
that this is the cause of the widespread situation of cave-in of sewers. Further investigation is considered 
necessary here. 

FIELD APPLICATION 

For assessment of the findings obtained using the mobile tank, a field situation was investigated. A 
drainage ditch in an agricultural area north-west of the city of Baghdad was chosen for this study. The 
ditch is about 2.5 km in length and about 3 to 4 m in width with a water depth of about I m. 

It is heavily infested with reed plants and other aquatic weeds, and it receives drainage water from the 
surrounding area, a dairy waste from an industrial plant, and domestic waste from a residential complex. 

The drainage ditch conveys all of this waste to the main drainage canal, the Saddam River. Inspection of 
the ditch water at a point 100 m downstream from the dairy waste inlet revealed that the water was dark 
and septic with foul smell. At its lower point were the ditch discharges in to Saddam River, it was rather 
clear without any foul smell. Measurements at these two points indicate good oxidation of the organic 
load and some nitrification, while solids and phosphate were reduced only slightly (Table 3). 

Further studies of the performance of field systems are needed particularly for removal of nutrients (P and 
N), suspended solids and pathogenic microorganisms. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of results obtained from experiments conducted on a reed bed test tank at the Rustamya 
conventional sewage treatment plant and those obtained from actual field application obtained from a 
drainage ditch infested with reed plants and other aquatic weeds indicated the following: 

Analysis of the results from the mobile test tank showed average removal efficiencies of 82 - 93 % for 
phosphate, suspended solids, ammonia and biological oxygen demand, and 13 % for chlorides. 
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It is possible and practical to use aquatic macrophytes in either natural or constructed system to treat 
domestic sewage and industrial wastes, but further field studies are needed for assessment of large-scale 
application. 

Drainage ditches and streams treatment systems have low costs, low maintenance, and low energy demands. 
Possibly, domestic sewage and industrial waste from most crities, towns and villages in the central and 
southern regiones oflraq can be disposed of in such ditches and streams and then conducted to the main 
drainage canal, the Saddam River, for ultimate disposal in the Arabian Gulf. However, this requires that 
further field studies indicate conditions of satisfactory performance particularly for elimination of 
pathogens, phosphate and nitrogen. This practice could enable separation of domestic sewage and human 
excreta from the drinking water resources, thus protecting and keeping the water of the Tigris and Euphrates 
safe and wholesome for public supplies. 
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MEMBRANE-SUPPORTED BIOLOGICAL WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT 

U. Krilger 

An den Buchen 6A , 14979 GroJJbeeren, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Research for a feasible method of complete pathogen removal from municipal wastewater has now arrived 
at a new stage of biological sewage treatment. Microfiltration membranes are integrated into the biological 
stage where they replace conventional sedimentation for the separation of treated water from sludge. 
These membranes form a physical barrier that even particles as small as bacteria cannot penetrate. Thus, 
the biological stage can be operated at higher biomass concentrations, which leads to better treatment 
performances and drastically reduces the excess sludge production. Results oftest runs with pilot plants 
and municipal sewage suggest that the degradation and elimination potential of optimised membrane 
bioreactors will result in effluent concentrations as low as natural background concentrations of surface 
waters. Microfiltration membranes with a pore-size of0.2 µm or less do not only retain bacteria but also 
viruses almost completely, and the clarified wastewater is practically free of pathogens. In consequence 
of these effluent qualities a much higher rate of wastewater can potentially be reclaimed. This paper 
includes results gained at a pilot plant operated at the Institute for Water, Soil and Air Hygiene of the 
Federal Environmental Agency in Berlin . 

KEYWORDS 

Activated sludge; aerobic treatment; membrane bioreactor; municipal wastewater; pathogens 

fNTRODUCTION 

During the last decades, municipal and industrial wastewater treatment has focused on the removal of 
chemical substances. Great financial and technical efforts have been made to reduce the biochemical and 
chemical oxygen demand and to prevent the contamination of waters with heavy metals, organic chlorine 
compounds and other hazardous substances. However, the fact that a good biological surface water quality 
is not necessarily a good hygienic one has frequently been overlooked. Even modem, but conventionally 
designed mechanical-biological sewage plants eliminate pathogens insufficiently. Sewage plants locally 
concentrate faecal pathogens from large municipal catchment areas (Fig. 1 ), and thus function as distributors 
of faecal pathogens. However, in terms of efficiency and performance, sewage plants are the most suitable 
locations to stop uncontrolled distribution of faecal pathogens in the environment. 

The Institute for Water, Soil and Air Hygiene in Berlin, now part of the German Federal Environmental 
Agency, has investigated new methods of removing pathogens from sewage, methods which produce 
effluents that are hygienically completely safe. 

The main disadvantage of chemical disinfection is its wide range between good and poor results due to 
large differences in the susceptibility of the various types of pathogens (Bitton, 1994a, b). Microfiltration 
membranes, however, form an impenetrable barrier to micro-organisms. Problems of selective or partial 
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human excretions 

human excretion• 

Figure I. The spreading of viruses via water 

inactivation or resistance against disinfecting chemicals can be avoided. Pathogens, including antibiotic
resistant ones, can be retained practically completely and become part of the food chain in the biochemical 
reactor. 

REMOVAL OF PATHOGENS BY MICROFILTRATION 

Microfiltration as a follow-up treatment 

Although microfiltration is not the only membrane technique to remove pathogens, it can be considered 
as the simplest membrane technique to perform this task. There are two ways of introducing microfiltration 
into wastewater treatment. The first is to position microfiltration as a follow-up treatment after any 
conventional mechanical-biological sewage treatment as shown in Figure 2. In combination with 
precipitation, microfiltration proved highly successful in removing phosphorus and pathogens down to 
the limit of detection (Dorau, 1996; Sarfert et al., 1997). Results showed no significant variations neither 

dosage of backwash 
precipitation air 

agents ~ r----~-p~um".)!-p-l>~(f-1i-;~►;"· ""'" 

ack to concentrate back to 
eatrnent plant biological stage 

Figure 2. Microfiltration as follow-up treatment 
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Figure 3. Microfiltration integrated into the biological process 
(the basic principle) 



in time, between different types of bacteria or between different inlet concentrations of bacteria. The 
retention capacity of a microfiltration membrane is independent of the inlet concentration of bacteria. 

When positioned as a follow-up treatment, microfiltration causes additional cost but has no effect on the 
cost of the preceding treatment. 

Microfiltration integrated into the biological process 

The second way to introduce microfiltration into wastewater treatment is to integrate it into the biological 
process, that is to immerse the microfilter directly into the activated sludge basin (see Figure 3). In this 
new concept, the microfiltration membrane replaces sedimentation and does not only retain pathogens 
but all micro-organisms of the activated sludge in the tank. All the wastewater has to be sucked or pressed 
through the microfilter. 

As all micro-organisms can be retained independent of fluctuations in the feed, the biological process can 
be operated at much higher sludge concentrations. This increase in concentration is limited only by the 
maximum activated sludge concentration under which microfilters can work economically. At excessive 
sludge concentrations aeration may also become difficult. However, sludge concentrations of I S- 20 g/1 
for municipal sewage are still sufficiently below critical levels. 

One way to operate such a process follows the design of a conventional plant with regular withdrawal of 
excess sludge. If the sludge is concentrated, the volume can be reduced correspondingly to keep the same 
amount of sludge in the bioreactor as in a conventional tank. 

Another way of operating the process, which the Institute for Water, Soil and Air Hygiene pursues in its 
pilot plant tests, is not to withdraw the excess sludge, but to leave it in the bioreactor. Experience has 
shown that the higher the biomass content in the reactor, the less excess sludge is produced. The biomass 
concentration increases until no degradable organic material is left for any further multiplication of micro
organisms. Without any manipulation from outside, such a biological system produces and maintains the 
lowest possible residual concentration of dissolved organic material in the bioreactor and in the effluent 
through biological self-optimisation and self-organisation. Fluctuations in the organic load of the wastewater 
are automatically and "immediately" balanced out by a rapid increase/decrease of degradation activity, an 
increase/decrease in the total biomass in case of a lasting increase/decrease of load and by automatic 
adaptation of the biocenosis to changes in the composition of municipal wastewater. Biological stages 
that are operated like this are characterised by 
- complete mineralization even of refractory organic substances, 
- a minimum amount of sol ids to be disposed of, and 
- maximum removal of pathogens from water and sludge. 
Apart from the hygienic and technical progress in the purification of sewage, integrated microfiltration 
might offer the opportunity to overturn the prevailing cost argument from "too expensive" to "far more 
efficient and even cheaper" because of the cost-reducing options such as reduced number and size of 
treatment stages. 

RESULTS OF PILOT PLANT TESTS 

To test elimination performance and reliability of membrane-supported biological treatment, the Institute 
has been running a pilot plant with an integrated microfilter (immersed version) since February 1997. The 
investigation focuses on studying the extreme elimination capacity of a biocenosis that is permitted to 
organise and optimise biological degradation without interference by excess sludge withdrawal. The pilot 
plant, which comprises nitrification and up-flow denitrification (see Figure 4), has been charged with 
sewage from a nearby sewage plant after primary treatment. 
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No sludge has been withdrawn from the pilot plant in 2 years of operation, according to the no-excess
sludge strategy. The volume of 4 m' obviously was large enough to allow biomass fluctuations from 10 to 
20 g/1. 

Elimination of coliphages: The first period of investigation concentrated on understanding the removal 
mechanisms for viruses. As viruses are generally smaller than the pore size ofmicrofiltration membranes 
which usually is around 0.2 µm , free viruses are not automatically retained. However, viruses readily 
adsorb on particles and thus can be retained. Earlier trials with drinking water free of solids showed no 
significant removal capacity for coliphages not attached to particles. Therefore, special attention has been 
paid to the removal of those coliphages not adsorbed on particles. Figure 5 shows that almost all coliphages 
contained in the feed were not attached to particles. As the pilot plant started without any addition of 
sludge, the retention of coliphages immediately after starting the plant was based only on the retention 
capacity of the particle layer on the membrane surface formed by those particles contained in the sewage 
after primary clarification. The growth of the biomass shows two effects on the coliphages in the bioreactor: 
1. most of the coliphages become attached to particles, leaving only a very small portion of unattached 

viruses, and 
2. the total number of coliphages in the effluent decreases to below the limit of detection with increasing 

biomass. 
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Figure 5. Elimination of coliphages 
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As on the one hand the portion of unattached coliphages decreases to a very small fraction and on the 
other hand the particle density in the bioreactor rises drastically in comparison to the initial conditions, 
the retention and adsorption capacity of the biomass provides a complete and safe retention of coliphages. 

Elimination of organic compounds and nutrients: Chemical oxygen demand. The elimination of organic 
substances was good right from the start. The wastewater that was fed into the pilot plant was not purely 
municipal wastewater, but also contained refractory substances from the thermal sludge conditioning of 
the neighbouring sewage plant. Nevertheless, stable COD removal efficiencies of 95 % were achieved 
(Figure 6). Stable effluent concentrations of30 to 50 mg/I COD were reached regardless of the high input 
variations of 400 to 2500 mg/I COD. This underlines the rapid self-optimisation of the biocenosis. COD 
removal efficiency for conventional treatment is generally only about 80 %. 

Ammonium. For nitrification, an oxygen concentration of 2 mg/I was maintained in the aerated reactor. 
Nitrification was always complete and ammonium was removed down to the limit of detection (Figure?). 
Nitrifiers, like all micro-organisms of the activated sludge, cannot be washed out in membrane-supported 
bioreactors. 

Nitrate. Denitrification performance was also good throughout the investigation. Measurements directly 
after the denitrification stage have shown that all the nitrate in the denitrification chamber is consumed. 
Therefore nitrate was removed in the pilot plant to the theoretical minimum of approximately IO to 12 
mg/I nitrate-nitrogen (see Figure 8), which is given by the recirculation ratio into the denitrification 
chamber. The influent concentration of total nitrogen varied between 60 and 80 mg/I , so more than 80 % 
was removed. 

Phosphate. Surprisingly, throughout the testing an elimination of phosphate-phosphorus was observed. 
Theoretically, in stable conditions with no sludge withdrawal, phosphorus cannot be removed biologically, 
but will have to be eliminated e.g. by precipitation. Further investigation will be required to determine 
why the phosphorus concentration of the effluent from the pilot plant is significantly lower than the 
concentration of the feed. 

COSTS 

For the design of follow-up microfiltration additional treatment costs can be calculated relatively easily 
by summating all costs related to this additional treatment step. According to previous publications 
additional treatment costs (amortised costs) were estimated between OM 0.5 to 1.00 per m3 (Dorau, 1996). 
For the design of integrated micro filtration additional treatment costs cannot be calculated as readily. The 
cost-reducing options for the preceding biological stage have to be taken into account, and they can differ 
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considerably from plant to plant and according to the way the plant is operated. When comparing costs of 
conventional treatment plants with treatment costs of plants applying integrated microfiltration, 
conventional treatment should be designed to reach a similar effluent quality ( e. g. effluents free of 
pathogens) to that of a biological treatment with integrated microfiltration. In other words: it is always 
easy to prove that a worse effluent quality can be "achieved" at lower costs. However, making optimal 
use of the cost-reducing options of integrated microfiltration, even at present this process may produce 
hygienically safe effluents at lower costs than the conventional treatment without pathogen removal 
(Rosenwinkel, 1997). As at present integrated filter modules are produced in low numbers, filter costs 
may decrease in the future and reduce the treatment costs further. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The removal of pathogens from municipal wastewater by microfiltration seems to be the method that 
complies best with all hygienic and legal requirements. Biological wastewater treatment with integrated 
microfiltration does not only solve the hygienic problem but also improves treatment efficiency with 
respect to very low residual concentrations of organic pollutants and nutrients as well as lower costs. The 
combined effects of the integration of microfiltration into the biological stage and the resulting high 
biomass concentrations lead to a substantial increase in performance and a new profile of mechanical
biological wastewater treatment whose main features are: 

- production of hygienically safe effluents, 
- biological self-regulation and self-optimisation towards lowest residual CODffOC-concentrations, 
- significantly higher degradation performance and stability, 
- less or no organic sludge, 
- reduction in treatment stages (sedimentation), 
- reduction in size of treatment volume and/or retention time, 
- cost-reducing potential. 

According to present results there is a good chance of purifying municipal wastewater to such an extent 
that residual concentrations reach the background concentration of natural waters. By using the 
microfiltration and the bioreactor technique, the often inevitable discharge of municipal wastewater into 
sensitive surface waters can be achieved without contributing to the contamination of surface waters and 
to health risks of their users. 
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ABSTRACT 

One aspect of the increasing contamination of water sources is sewage effluent. In some countries it is 
generally disinfected prior to discharge to protect downstream communities, which use the water for 
drinking and recreation. However, serious questions have been raised regarding the efficacy of conventional 
treatments to remove or destroy viruses, and regarding the generation ofhannful byproducts by sewage 
chlorination. A safe and reliable so lution is the use ofultrafiltration for the purification of wastewater, as 
the ultrafiltration membranes form an absolute barrier for bacteria and viruses including colloids and 
macromolecules. However, this application also demands the use of open channel module systems that 
can be cleaned with high efficiency with regard to scaling, fouling and especially biofouling. The flat 
membrane module systems using selected membranes and a special plant design can meet these and 
further requirements expected in this application, including easy handling, low energy consumption and 
optimised operation costs. Technical details of the module system, case studies and cost aspects are 
presented . 

KEYWORDS 

Dead-end-ultrafiltration; membrane filtration; ultrafiltration; wastewater; water purification 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years membrane filtration processes have been used for an increasing number of applications in 
the treatment of water, wastewater and industrial process fluids, since their efficiency has now been 
proven from a technical and economical as well as an ecological point of view. Improved purification of 
these resources is necessary because of more stringent legal requirements regarding the quality of drinking
water and bathing water on the one hand, and as a result of increasing pollution - including bacteriological 
- of surface water, on the other hand. Purification of water emitted to and abstracted from surface water 
sources is being requested with increasing frequency (Kiihn, 1997). Micro filtration in crossflow operation 
was first used for this purpose (Peters, 1989). In the recent past the dead-end-operation variant, which 
was derived from the latter and is distinguished by drastically lower energy demands and, consequently, 
considerably lower operating costs, has rapidly gained importance. Advances in the corresponding 
membranes and, in particular, problem-adapted module systems then opened this application for 
ultrafiltration as well (Roesink et al., 1996). The extremely small pore diameters in the ultrafiltration 
membrane enables the reliable rejection of bacteria, viruses and parasites up to and including 
macromolecules. Thereby the desired and necessary improved purification of the surface water is ensured 
with extremely high reliability, as ultrafiltration membranes form an absolute barrier for all these 
contaminants. 
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Both organic and inorganic membranes and various module types based on membrane elements with 
capillary membranes or flat membranes as well as on multichannel membranes or cushion elements are 
being used in different industrial-scale modules today. In this respect, the flat membrane module system 
(FM module; Rautenbach et al ., 1995; Peters, 1998), has proven very efficient (Sarfert et al., 1997). 

THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF THE FM MODULE TECHNOLOGY 

Like the OT disc-tube module (OT module) that has been used successfully since 1987 for reverse osmosis 
applications, the fundamental concept of the FM module system is based on the combination of open
channel construction and narrow-gap technology. The open channel ensures that the membranes are able 
to be cleaned efficiently, which is a basic requirement for trouble-free operation with long-lasting, 
reproducable, high performances with regard to rejection rates and permeate production. On the other 
hand, the hydraulic conditions and the narrow gap minimise specific energy, resulting in a very economical 
operation. 

These advantages ofDT technology are confirmed by the results from a great number of operating reverse 
osmosis units. For example, over 1,800 systems with varying capacities were in operation at the beginning 
of 1998 for the desalination of seawater with no need of chemical pretreatment, over 120 units for the purification 
of landfill leachate, and many units for the treatment of industrial process water and for water recycling. 

An advance prompted by market demand led from the radially-symmetrical flows in the OT module for 
reverse osmosis applications to the longitudinal axial flow in the DTF module for nanofiltration. This 
module is not sensitive to biofouling and scaling or to the presence of crystals. The individual elements 
are connected in series in pressure tubes, forming a system which has flat channels that are arranged one 
after another parallel to the cylinder axis, which minimises dead volume and friction loss, and which can 
be cleaned very efficiently (Linn et al. , 1995). Among other applications, this DTF module is used very 
successfully for the treatment of landfill leachate concentrates, whereby permeate recovery rates of more 
than 95 % are achieved in combination with reverse osmosis and high-pressure reverse osmosis (Peters, 1996). 

A similar application - the purification of polluted wastewater with a high biofouling potential - was the 
objective for a module system to be designed for ultrafiltration. In addition, a significant reduction in 
specific energy demand had to be achieved. The result of this development is the FM module system. 

THE FM MODULE SYSTEM 

Construction and Function 

The principal elements of the FM module system are membrane cushions, each consisting of two rectangular 
membranes, two internal permeate spacers, and an incorporated carrier plate, that are welded by an 
ultrasonic method on the outer edges. A membrane element consists of these membrane cushions, that 
are stacked one on top of the other with a space that is supported by two pins. These cushion are enclosed 
in two halves ofa shell (Figure I). In addition to fixing the membrane stacks, the guide pins, in combination 
with corresponding bore holes in the half-shell elements, carry off the permeate. 

Ten of these membrane cushion elements are connected in series and installed in a pressure tube to 
produce a FM module. By connecting the membrane cushion elements in series, performance-lowering 
flow deflections can be eliminated. This also brings about a reduction in energy demand due to the fact 
that the walls of the flat channels between the individual membrane cushions are formed only by smooth 
membranes and consequently - since separating knobs or spacers are avoided - losses in flow pressure are 
reduced to a minimum. 
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Figure I. Membrane cushion element and half shell of the FM 
module system (Source: ROCHEM UF-Systeme) 

Figure 2 . Ultrafiltration plant with FM module for disinfection 
of Dnjepr river water in Saporoschje/Ukraine (Source: 
ROCH EM UF-Systeme) 

The construction of the membrane cushion elements permits the use of this system for extremely diverse 
types of polluted water, since channel heights can be altered by altering the thickness of the spacer. The 
already broad spectrum of uses resulting from this detail is further expanded by the choice of operating 
modes possible with this system, since the FM module system was designed for both crossflow and dead
end operation. 

Whereas the modules that are operated in crossflow mode for the purification of water containing high 
concentrations of solid matter are installed horizontally, the vertical arrangement is chosen for operation 
in dead-end mode, i.e., for water containing low solid concentrations. One example is the plant with 400 
m2 membrane area installed in Saporoschje/Ukraine for the production of potable water from the river 
Dnjepr, shown in Figure 2. 

The configuration of the flat channels further makes possible a very efficient cleaning method using a 
combination of air and water that was developed in this connection. The air-water mixture, which is 
sprayed in on the raw water side at the base of the module at intervals specifically matched to the application, 
removes the layers of deposits from the membranes with great efficiency, so that good cleaning results are 
always achieved. 

The high particle and separated-out solid-matter storage capacity of the flat channels due to their 
construction, in conjunction with this effective backflushing technology, permits a high recovery rate to 
be attained. For example, permeate recovery rates in the 95 to 98 % range have been obtained with water 
containing low concentrations of solid matter as the system allows for filtration to be carried out for long 
intervals before backflushing is necessary. This also lowers the energy demand, which was determined to 
be ca. 0.1 kWh/m' for this application (Sarfert et al. , 1997). 

Applications 

For many areas in which ultrafiltration is used, the FM module system provides a cost-effective solution 
due to its exceptional features with respect to construction and operation, since the amenability to easy 
cleaning, minimised energy demand, and low costs for changing membranes are successfully combined 
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in this system. The fact that any ultrasonically-weldable membrane material can be used is offers an 
additional degree of freedom in the choice of process. 

Examples of applications for the dead-end operation modus, in which a small distance between the 
membrane cushion is selected, are: 

• Disinfection of treated wastewater effluents 
• Disinfection of surface water and drinking water 
• Recovery of filter backwash water 
• Replacement for classic prefiltration or multilayer filtration equipment 
• Pretreatment for reverse osmosis units 
• Water recycling in the paper industry 

The following are some of the applications for the cross flow operation, i.e., where concentrations are 
high and there is a greater distance between the membrane cushions: 

• Classic areas in which ultrafiltraton is used 
• Treatment of grey water on ships 
• Treatment of wastewater from chemical industry 
• Biomass retention in biological wastewater treatment plants 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES FOR DEAD-END-ULTRAFILTRATION 

A unit with two module blocks is being operated at the wastewater treatment plant Berlin Ruhleben of the 
Berlin Water Works (Berliner Wasser Betriebe, BWB) within the framework ofa large-scale experiment 
since autumn 1995 (Sarfert et al., 1997). The operating results of this unit for individual parameters are 
given in Table I. The additional values listed were obtained for a FM unit during a long-term trial at a 
conventional sewage treatment plant for wastewater from a paper-mill (Vol3enkaul and ROCH EM, 1997). 

One aim of the piloting at the paper mill was the development of a concept describing the possibilities 
and the costs for the reuse of part of the effluent in the production. (Rautenbach and Vol3enkaul, 1998). 
Results are: 1) the permeate produced with the ultrafiltration can be reused without any limitations; 2) the 
overall costs for this water purification was calculated to be 0.52 DM/m3

• Thereby the calculation was 
based on following assumptions: pure water production capacity I 00 m'/h, specific permeate flux 70 I/ 
m2h, filtration interval 60 min., specific energy demand 0.2 kWh/m3, plant reliability 95 % and membrane 
life time 4 years. 

Table I. Operating results of effluents from municipal wastewater treatment plants 

Berlin Ruhleben Paper Mill 

Filtration interval (min) 50 60 

Solid-matter content, 
(mi~ 20 25 UF reed 

Prec.,itating agent Feq AISO, 

Dosage of precipitant (ppm) 2.8 100 ... 120 

Feed pressure range (bar) 0.6 ... 1.5 0.3 ... 1.2 

Specific permeate flow (Vm'h) 90 ... 100 70 ... 80 

Specific energy demand (kWh/m') 0.1 0.20 

Recovery Rate (%) 95 - 98 97 

Cleaning interval (d) 14 2 1 
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Data from other applications of this technology show that the spectrum of the overall pure water production 
costs covers the range between 0.3 and 0.9 DM/m', depending mainly on factors like plant capacity, 
specific permeate flux, plant reliability, membrane life time and energy costs on site. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The combination of amenability to efficient cleaning, minimised energy demand, and low costs for changing 
membranes as well as the flexibility in setting the channel height and operating mode achieved in the FM 
module system opens options for very diverse spectrum of applications for this technique. In addition to 
the proven areas of use of ultrafiltration, applications in the water and wastewater management that 
previously have not been considered due to the high specific treatment costs of the classic membrane 
filtration processes can now be opened. This includes the use of ultrafiltration as "preventive contamination 
barrier" in drinking water supply and tertiary sewage treatment in order to avoid further contamination of 
our water sources. 
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SEWAGE DISINFECTION TOWARDS PROTECTION OF 
DRINKING WATER RESOURCES 

A. Kolch 

WEDECO AG Water Technology, Research and Development, BoschstrajJe 4, 32051 Herford, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Wastewater applied in agriculture for irrigation could replace the use of natural drinking-water resources. 
With respect to high concentrations of human pathogens wastewater has to be disinfected prior to use. 
This paper introduces disinfection methods with emphasis on UV irradiation . 
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INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth of the world population as well as the rapid industrialisation of former developing 
countries and regions results in a massive consumption of natural drinking water resources. The World 
Watch Institute forecasts that one of the most important tasks of mankind in the future will be the supply 
of the world population with safe and sufficient drinking water. If the recent development does not change, 
in 2025 40 % of the world population (8.3 billion) will live under unsafe drinking water conditions. 

Consumption of the water on one hand often results in pollution of the water on the other hand. WHO 
information shows that today every eight seconds a child dies due to infections by waterborne pathogens. 
These infections are generally related to diarrhoeal diseases related to contaminated drinking water. The 
pathogens are mostly of faecal origin. Therefore the presence of safe drinking water is one of the elemental 
conditions for the successful economic development of countries. 

The use of wastewater for agricultural purposes and the discharge in surface water reservoirs requires a 
high treatment quality for the wastewater. In the past wastewater treatment mainly focused on the removal 
of chemical contaminants COD, phosphate and ammonia. The removal of pathogenic microorganisms 
was not of high interest although wastewater contains them in high concentrations. Nevertheless in recent 
years the interest on wastewater disinfection has been growing. The following paper gives a brief 
introduction into wastewater disinfection technologies. 

WASTEWATER DISINFECTION 

Wastewater for agricultural purposes should not contain pathogens in concentrations that threaten human 
health if the water is used to irrigate crops. Municipal wastewater contains concentrations ofapproximately 
I x I 05 - I x I 06 faecal bacteria in I 00 ml, which is enough to induce serious infections in humans. 
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Bathing water standards recommend concentrations below 1,000 faecal indicators in I 00 ml (EC 1977). 
For human consumption the wastewater has to be free of pathogens which is indicated by no detectable 
counts in I 00 ml. 

Because the detection of pathogens is often complicated and not applicablee in routine controls, water is 
controlled for pathogen indicators such as faecal coliforms (FC), total coliforms (TC) or Streptococcus. 
Additionally the water is often analysed for Salmonella (not detectable in 11) and enteropathogenic 
viruses (not detectable in I L) (Anonymous 1993). 

DISINFECTION METHODS 

Chlorination 

The chlorination of water for disinfection purposes is one of the oldest disinfection methods. Chlorine 
has a high oxidation potential and kills bacteria very effectively with a redox potential higher than 750 
m V (White 1999). Although chlorination is a well-known disinfection method it has some disadvantages: 
chlorine does not effect viruses sufficiently, in water containing organic contamination chlorine has side 
effects which are known as disinfection-by-product formation, chlorine reacts slowly, production and 
transport may be hazardous. 

Ozonation 

Ozone (03) is very reactive due to its high oxidation potential. It reacts rapidly and aggressively against 
everything with which it comes into contact. Ozone is a modem and state of the art oxidation method for 
chemical treatment purposes. Nevertheless - as a disinfectant - it reacts with organic matter and increases 
the biodegradability of these compounds. Because of that it may increase bacterial regrowth problems. 
Ozone is expensive and not easy to produce (White 1999). 

Ultraviolet irradiation 

The UV irradiation of water was established simultaneously with chlorination. It reacts very rapidly 
against bacteria and viruses and does not react with organic matter because of the selectivity of the 
response mechanism (Hengesbach 1993, Von Sonntag 1992, Wiedenmann 1993). 

Filtration 

New filtration technologies like micro- and ultrafiltrations (< 0,2 micrometer) have recently been 
established. They are sufficiently removing all particles below the defined pore size. Problems are biofouling 
and blocking and therefore they have to be cleaned with chemicals. For disinfection purposes filtration is 
the most expensive method (Anonymous 1993, Flemming 1995). 

Ultraviolet disinfection systems 

Ultraviolet rays (UV) are part of the electromagnetic spectrum of rays. The nature ofrays is the transport 
of energy in electromagnetic fields with light velocity. The UV spectrum is situated between that of x
rays and visible light. Due to the neighbourhood to visible light UV reacts very similar to it. However, the 
absorption of many substances is different (Harm 1980). 

The main principle in photobiology is that wavelengths can only cause effects when they are absorbed. 
The absorbing cell components are also known as chromophores. Gates ( 1929) observed that Streptomyces 
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Figure. I. Absorption spectra of DNA and cell protein in relation to cell inactivation 

can be killed by 254 nanometer (nm) radiation very efficiently. This effect is strongly related to the strong 
absorption of nucleic acids at this region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Figure 1 compares the absorption spectrum of cell protein and cell DNA of for different wavelength of 
the UV spectrum in relation to cell inactivation at different wavelength (action spectrum). The maximum 
of inactivation is achieved at 256 nm, which is close to the main emission wavelength of a mercury low 
pressure lamp at 254 nm. The target of that wavelength is DNA which has a much higher absorbence in 
comparison to cell protein. 

Due to the absorption of UV light the DNA configuration changes. The resulting effect is the dimerisation 
of thymine neighbourhoods. Other effects such as hydratisation may occur. These changes of the original 
configuration by means of UV rays are responsible for the disinfection effect. As microorganisms arable 
to to repair some DNA damage, the performance of a UV system has to be strong enough to overcome 
these mechanisms in order to ensure safe disinfection (Harris! 987, Kelner 1949, Kolch 1993, Schoenen 
1992). As with chemical disinfection methods, the performance of the UV disinfection depends on the 
dose (Anonymous 1993, EPA 1986, Hollaender 1935, WERF 1995): 

W/m2 x exposure time [sec] = J (Joule)/m2 

According to the international standards the dose for wastewater disinfection has to be between 300 and 
400 J/m2 (Harris 1987, Hoyer 1998). 

However, this concept does not consider the hydraulic component of water flow. Therefore it is necessary 
to calculate with hydraulic correction factors which can be only worked out by computer models which 
use collimated beam studies related to biodosimetry i.e. the measurement of irradiation due to biological 
effects (Hoyer 1998, Scheible 1992, Sommer 1995). 

In situ the UV dose is also affected by the water quality i.e. the loss of UV intensity due to absorption by 
organic matter (COD) and suspended solids. The relationship between treatment, quality, bacterial 
concentration and energy intake is shown in Table 1. 
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Table I. Relationship between different wastewater parameters affecting UV disinfection 

Treannent Transmittance Suspended Solids Coliforrns Energy UVC 

T254 %[I cm] [mill [CFU/ I00ml] [W/(m'*h)] 

Mechanical < 50 > 30 IX 107 20 

Bio logica I+ 50-60 20-30 I x 106 12 Sedimentation 

Flocculation+ 60-70 10-20 Ix 10' 9 Sedimentation 

Flocculation+ > 70 < 10 Ix 10' 6 Fihration 

Table 2. Different UV lamp technologies 

Lamp Data Low Pressure Amalgam Medium Pressure 

Discharge Length 1500 mm 1500 mm 2000 mm 

Power Consumption 0,05 W/mm 0,15 W/mm I0W/mm 

UVC-Output 0,02 W/mm 0,06 W/mm 1,5 W/mm 

Efficiency 40% 37% 15 % 

Temperature 40°c 110°c 600-900 °C 

Vapor I mbar I mbar I bar 

The first column describes different treatment scenarios before UV irradiation. Disinfection targets are 
determined by the suspended solid level. . For wastewaters with primarily treatment only a maximum of 
99 % of coliform reduction may be expected, whereas in wastewaters after tertiary treatment reduction 
could be more than 4-6 orders of magnitude of coliform reduction (Chrtek 1991, Ho 1998, Qualls 1985). 

UV lamps are mercury discharge lamps with different internal pressures. For disinfection purposes low
and medium pressure lamps are used. Low pressure lamps with amalgam technology which results in a 
relativly high UV output in combination with a low power consumption. The main differences between 
UV lamps are shown in Table 2. 

C d 

b 

\ 
a 

Fig. 2 :UV module: (a) UV lamp, (b) module plate, (c) wiping device to keep the lamps clean during operation, (d) UV 
monitoring device (sensor) to measure the UV-intensity, (e) electrical connection for UV lamp, and (f) main cable. 
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Figure 3. UV system for wastewater(2 banks in an open channel): (a) UV module, (b) UV bank; (c) inlet plate, (d)outlet weir, 
(e) electrical connection bridges to cabinets, (f) concrete open channel. 

UV lamps are defined by their efficiency[%]. This parameter describes how much electrical energy [W] 
is transferred into UVC.Figure 2 shows the construction of a set of UV lamps arranged in a UV module. 
The lamp orientation is horizontal to the flow direction. 

The UV systems are placed into the discharge of the wastewater treatment plant. The water flowsby 
gravity in open channels in which the UV lamps are placed parallel to the water flow in a modular 
fashion . The complete system could be constructed as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 shows one of the typical module arrangements on wastewater treatment sites. In the given example 
the UV disinfection installation is divided into two parts (banks) with 4 modules each. The water flow 
direction is indicated with the arrow. 

The construction of the system should consider head loss and maximum flows to avoid overflowing and 
to guarantee safe disinfection. 

As the quarz sleeves protecting the lamp will increasingly be covered by minerals, organic material and -
when the lamps are not in operation - also by fouling, the system requires cleaning. This is possible by 
automatic wiping systems. 

Disinfection must be controlled. The central element of the systen, the UV intensity detection (sensor), 
gives the operator an indication whether safe disinfection performance is given or not. Indication can be 
managed by Programmable-Logic-Control systems (PLC). Additionally, indicators for each lamp, 
transmittance and lamp status can be integrated on electronic ballasts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The reuse of wastewater can solve problems of limited drinking water resources. However, for the purpose 
of reuse, disinfection of wastewater is necessary to minimise microbial contamination in treatment 
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discharges. Furthennore disinfection methods should be used which are specially adapted to wastewater 
conditions. Whereas chlorine was the primarydisinfectant in the past, UV irradiation is moving towards 
replacing chlorine disinfection systems on existing wastewater treatment plants worldwide. UV is known 
as a robust and sufficient method without any fonnation of disinfection by products at UV doses which 
are effective for disinfection purposes. 
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ABSTRACT 

The article describes the application of lime as a method for treatment and hygienisation of sewage 
sludges with lime products such as quicklime, slake lime and dolomitic lime. As a result of the increase in 
temperature and pH-value during sludge and lime mixing most pathogenic vectors of disease (i.e. bacteria, 
worms, viruses and parasites) are reduced in concentration and viability to manufacture a safe product for 
further application on agricultural land. 

KEYWORDS 

Agricultural use, disinfection, hygienisation, lime, sewage sludge 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of wastewater for agricultural irrigation and abstraction of surface water for the production of 
drinking water produces a constant need to ensure that the water supplied to the consumer is free of 
pathogens. Human and animal excreta and farm wastes which contain many pathogenic vectors in form 
of viruses, bacteria and parasites can potentially be distributed via wastewater effluents to receiving 
waters, land irrigation and sludge application to land. To break this cycle of pathogens an efficient method 
for wastewater treatment and hygienisation of sludges and waters should be used. 

Different methods of hygienisation, settling, thickening and de-watering can be used to treat sewage 
sludge. In all these steps lime and/or lime products are suitable to alter sludge composition and properties. 
The following terms are used for the reduction of pathogens in this article: 
Pasteurisation Heating of a substrate to 60 - 80 °C to reduce microorganisms 
Desinfection Complete elimination of specific target microorganisms to prevent infection 
Sterilisation Complete elimination of all microorganism, including spores 
Hygenisation Reduction of microorganism to prevent negative influence on humans and the 

environment 
Sanitation Synonym of hygienisaton. 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

Even before sludge treatment lime application in the wastewater treatment process can influence the 
sludge properties, thus enabling easier sludge treatment. At various stages of the sewage treatment process 
lime can be used. During the wastewater treatment process the pH-value is lowered due to the biochemical 
reaction of dissolved and suspended organics, the denitrification reaction and/or flocculant- hydratisation. 
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Addition of lime stabi li ses the pH value by increasing the buffering capac ity (concentration of 
hydrogencarbonate). During the biological process small lime particles may be incorporated in the sludge 
floe. The settling velocity of the floes can thus be increased, increasing the settlement rates of pathogenic 
material also during periods of high hydraulic loadings. The nitrification/denitrification process can be stabilised 
to avoid uncontrolled denitrification in the settling tank with nitrogen induced flotation of sludge floes. 

Lime addition increases the sludge density as well as the de-watering and drying potential of the resulting 
sludge. The addition oflime to sludges to be utilised on agricultural surfaces is readily accepted, if certain 
standards are met, which basically demand low concentrations of heavy metals (Kliirschlammverordnung, 
1996; Council Directive, 1986). These directives also define limits concerning the amount of sludge that 
may be used in agriculture to minimise the potential for surface run-off. Studies assessing the effect of 
sludge application on agricultural land and the impact upon nearby waterbodies have been published 
previously (Lenze, 1997; Wilcke and Dohler, 1995; Witte et al., 1997). 

To treat sludges lime can be added in various ways, ranging from sprinkling the powdered products to 
intensive mixing with temperature control. It is therefore available for various technological approaches. 
Treatment of excess sludge is the next step to decrease volume and increase density. Application of lime 
after the dewatering process step is the most common technology, but an addition before centrifugal 
sludge thickening presents an attractive alternative. The resulting sludge reaches dry weight ofup to 50 
%. Odour emission is decreased due to the reduced microbial activity. Figure I shows a design scheme of 
a wastewater treatment plant, different methods of sludge use and suitable points for the application of 
lime and dolomite products. 

Hygienisation 

A hygienisation effect takes place during appl ication oflime. The effect results either from high temperature 
and high pH values, in case of application of quicklime, or on the high pH value in the case of hydrated 
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lime. Most pathogenic vectors such as bacteria, viruses and parasites are destroyed and the product is 
sanitised for safe use (Strauch, 1984, 1986; Bockler, 1985). The loop of possible re-introduction of 
pathogenic microorganisms into the environment can be broken. There is some indication of the destruction 
or inactivation of giardia and cryptosporidia cysts (Wiandt et al., 1998; Dolejs et al., 1998). 

Treatment of liquid sludges 

The following sludge processes are employed for the treatment of sewage sludge with lime and dolomite 
products: 
Liquid sludge treatment with hydrated lime (Ca(OH)i), quicklime (CaO), dolomitic quicklime (CaO·MgO) 
and/or hydrated dolomitic lime (Ca(OH) 2·Mg(OH) 2). 

Where wet sludge is used in agriculture, the following method is best applicable: lime is added either as 
ready-to-use milk of lime or in dry form (e.g., directly from an air discharge powder tanker (silo truck)). 
A dose 0.2 kg of lime per kg of dry residue raises the pH value to > 12 which is sufficient for hygienisation 
by means drastic reduction of salmonella, enterobacteria, co/is, ascaria worm eggs and other possibly 
pathogenic organisms. At the same time, the lime improves sludge thickening. After drain-off of the 
turbid water following an appropriate reaction time, the thickened sludge can then be used in agriculture 
as solidified substrate. 

Conditioning for chamber filter and membrane filter press 

Inorganic conditioning with trivalent metal salts and lime followed by mechanical de-watering on chamber 
filter or membrane filter presses at 8 to 16 bar for a period of I to 2 hours is state-of-the-art technology. 
Dry matter contents of35 to 50 % by weight can be achieved with this method. Thanks to lime treatment, 
these sewage sludges are safe in terms of hygienisation and are particularly well suited for agricultural 
utilisation. These sludges have an soil-like appearance and can be stored for long time without odor 
emission or resolvation. 

Another alternative, apart from inorganic conditioning, is polymer conditioning in cases where incineration 
of the sludge is intended. Polymer conditioning can be improved by adding milk oflime. This considerably 
improves the filter cake discharge and increases filter cloth life time, while the addition of a specific 
quantity of lime also helps to regulate the stability of the sludge. In case of agricultural utilisation, lime is 
also added for hygienisation purposes and to increase the acceptance of the sludge. 

Post Liming 

Lime can also be added after sludge processing in centrifuges or belt filters. During the process the pH 
value raises, while the exothermic lime slaking also increases the temperature of the sludge lime mixture 
to > 50 °C, depending on the amount of lime added. The reaction can be expressed in the following 
equation: 

CaO + Hp ➔ Ca(OH) 2 - 1152 kJ/kg CaO 

These sludges can be used as biosolids in agriculture. Another advantage of this method is that the moisture 
content is reduced due to the reaction of lime with water. The dry substance is thus increased and the 
structure of the sludge improved. As ammonia is released during this process as a result of pH increase, 
especially in the case of digested sludges, it can be necessary to hood mixers, conveyer belts and containers 
and to feed the generated exhaust air to a scrubber or to provide sufficient ventilation. 
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SUMMARY 

Mixing liquid or treated sludge with various lime products such as quicklime, slaked lime or dolomitic 
lime increases temperature and pH-value so that most pathogenic vectors of disease are either destroyed 
or significantly reduced in number. In addition, lime treatment also produces a nutrient rich sludge that 
may be reused for agricultural purposes without recycling pathogens into the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

Wastewater stabilisation ponds are a good alternative for treating different types of wastewaters due to 
their simplicity, effectiveness and low cost. It has been found that the volumetric organic loading (VOL) 
on ponds affects pathogen removal inversely whereas temperature has a positive effect. This was confirmed 
in the present studies on .,anoxic" ponds, which were loaded in the range between conventional organic 
loading levels for anaerobic and facultative stabilisation ponds. In addition, other environmental factors 
(light, pH, dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration, and oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) were also 
found to influence pathogen removal in the model ponds. The effects on faecal coliform removal of 
volumetric organic loading and temperature are represented in the form of a multiple regression model. 
The equation developed was found to apply at a significance level of95 % with p<0.001. 

KEYWORDS 

Anoxic stabilisation ponds; faecal coliform removal ; oxidation-reduction potential ; pH; temperature; 
volumetric organic loading. 

INTRODUCTION 

The removal of faecal bacteria in ponds depends on a variety of mechanisms influenced by both time and 
environmental conditions, which may in some circumstances act together. In the following, the main 
factors which have been found to have significant effects on faecal bacterial die-off are reviewed, and 
results for performance of anoxic wastewater stabilisation ponds in removing faecal bacteria at different 
rates of organic loading and different temperatures are presented. 

Organic loading 

For primary facultative ponds Silva (1982) found, using Marais' (1974) presumptions, that the rate constant 
for faecal coliform die-off(kJ increased from 2.7 to 10.4 d·' as volumetric organic loading (VOL) decreased 
from 57. 7 to 16.2 g BOD/m3d. Saqqar and Pescod ( 1992) proved that kb increased as sewage passed 
through the series of stabilisation ponds at As Samra in Amman, Jordan, with the lowest kb in the first 
stage anaerobic ponds and the highest in the final stage ponds. 

Solar radiation 

Solar radiation ultraviolet light, particularly its germicidal component UV-8 (wavelength in the range 
280-320 nm), can play an important role in faecal coliform die-offifit penetrates the water. Moelter and 
Calkins (1980) determined that the survival of faecal bacteria was less than 0.00002 % within the first 10 
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cm depth from the surface in a particular maturation pond, 5 % within the second IO cm layer and 100 % 
below 30 cm. 

pH 

The combination of solar radiation, algal activity and pH (up to 9.8) affects bacterial die-off in wastewater 
stabilisation ponds (Mayo, 1989). High values of pH result from the activities of algae reducing CO2 
levels in the presence of sunlight. Pearson et al. (1987) found, both in their laboratory and in in situ 
studies at Loures, Portugal, that pH was a significant factor bringing about coliform reduction in ponds. 
They proposed that pH values of9 or above act as a critical factor in faecal coliform die-off in wastewater 
stabilisation pond systems. 

Dissolved oxygen 

Marais (1974) and Feachem et al. (1983) reported that under aerobic conditions, especially at 
supersaturation levels of dissolved oxygen (DO), faecal coliform die-off is accelerated. By contrast, Pearson 
et al. (1987) reported laboratory studies carried out at a pH of 9, which showed that little effect on the rate 
of faecal coliform die-off could be attributed to high dissolved oxygen concentrations. 

Sedimentation 

Most bacterial cells settle as a result of coagulation, which is caused by physico-chemical reactions 
within pond systems. Sedimentation, therefore, is another removal mechanism which can play an important 
role in faecal coliform removal, particularly in primary ponds. It has been proposed that primary ponds, 
particularly anaerobic ponds, reduce faecal bacteria by about 50 % as a result of sedimentation (James, 
1987). A bacterial removal of about 90 % has been reported by Soares ( 1985) using sedimentation ponds 
with a hydraulic retention time of2 - 3 days in treating domestic wastewater. 

Oxidation-reduction potential 

Klock (1974) suggested that the die-off of faecal coli forms in stabilisation ponds was inversely related to 
oxidation-reduction potential (ORP). 

Starvation 

Lack of food undoubtedly accounts for some degree of faecal coliform die-off in ponds with low organic 
loading, for example maturation ponds. 

Phytoplankton, zooplankton and bacterial competition 

According to Legendre et al. (1984), competition between bacterial species, inhibition of faecal bacteria 
by phytoplankton species, probably due to adsorption, and predation of these bacteria by zooplankton are 
forms of antagonism which can act in the regulation of the indicator bacterial population (faecal coli forms) 
in aquatic environments and especially in ponds. 

Temperature 

Temperature induced bacterial mortality is a well understood phenomenon. Rhodes and Kator ( I 988) 
attributed the death of E. coli and Salmonella species in estuarine environments primarily to predation at 
warmer temperatures but not at temperatures below I 0°C, indicating that antagonism may be affected by 
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external seasonal factors which determine the development of phytoplankton and zooplankton, as described 
by Legendre el al. (1984). 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The study reported formed part ofa wider PhD study (Almasi, 1994) which used two stages oflaboratory
scale anoxic ponds having a surface area of I m x 0.2 m with a useful depth of 0.95 m and maximum 
volume of 0.9 m3

• An additional anoxic pond with depth of0.75 m was used to study the effect of depth. 
Each pond was illuminated for 12 hours per day by six fluorescent tubes and fed continuously with settled 
sewage at the required concentration of organic matter in terms of mg/I biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD,). Adjustment of the strength of the input wastewater to the required level was achieved by adding 
a small amount (I to 5 mg/I) ofa concentrated organic waste (waste beer) to the collected settled sewage. 

The settled municipal wastewater used to feed the anoxic ponds had a mean BOD, of 300 mg/I and a 
chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 625 mg/I. Additional sulphate was supplied by adding I % (w/v) 
magnesium sulphate solution. The operating conditions of the tests have been described in detail by 
Almasi and Pescod (1995). 

Pathogen indicators, in terms of faecal coliforms, were determined by the membrane filtration technique, 
using Millipore type HAWG 04751 filters, as well as by plate count on membrane lauryl sulphate broth 
incubated at 44.5 °C for 18 - 24 hours. 

PATHOGEN REMOVAL RESULTS 

Physico-chemical performance data, to be considered alongside the microbiological and biological results 
reported herein, are given in the paper by Almasi and Pescod (1995). Faecal coliforms were used as the 
indicators of bacterial pathogens. The numbers of these microorganisms varied widely in the model 
ponds but were observed throughout the 24-hour period at volumetric organic loadings of 30, 65 and I 00 
g BOD/ m3d and at an influent sulphate concentration of325 mg/I under warm (25 °C) and cool (IO 0 C) 
operating conditions. The performance data are presented in Table I. 

The results obtained indicate that, in most of the experiments, faecal coliform removal was 1.5-1 .9 log,
0

• 

This was the case at a VOL of 30 g BOD/ m3 d under both warm and cool operating conditions but at a 
VOL of 65 g BOD, /m3d the faecal coliform removal was significantly less under cool conditions. Faecal 
coliform removal was even more significantly reduced at a VOL of I 00 g BOD/ m3d under both temperature 
conditions, but particularly under cool conditions. 

Using the results obtained in the study and multiple regression analysis, an empirical equation was derived 
to represent faecal coliform removal in terms of VOL and temperature. The following equation resulted: 

17 (Faecal coliforms) % = 95. 85 - 0. 0021 'A.,2 + 0. 0069 'A. ,T 

17 = Faecal coliform removal(%) 
T = In-Pond temperature (0 C) 
'A.,= Volumetric organic loading (g BOD/ m' d) 

The derived equation had a correlation coefficient of0.90 for the percentage of faecal coliform removal 
at a significance level of 95 %, with p < 0.001 . Influent sulphate concentration was found to have an 
insignificant effect on faecal colifom1 removal. 
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Table I. Mean Log Numbers and Removal Rates(%) of Faecal Coliforms in Anoxic Ponds 

Faecal Colifonn Log Numbers/JOO ml and Removal(%) 

Run No(*) lnfuent Effuent Removal 

Vownetric Organic Loading 30g BOD/ m'd: 

IW 7.6 5.9 98.0 

2W 7.3 5.6 98.0 

3W 7.2 5.4 98.3 

4C 7.1 5.4 97.9 

SC 7.0 5.4 97.8 

6C 6.9 5.0 98.9 

Vownetric Organic Loading: 65g BOD/ m'd: 

7W 7.2 5.5 98.1 

8W 7.0 5.5 96.4 

9W 7.0 5.8 93.9 

I0C 7.3 6.0 92 .5 

II C 7.2 6.0 92.5 

12 C 6.9 6.0 87.6 

Vownetric Organic Loading I00g BOD/ m'd: 

13 W 7.8 6.8 90.0 

14 W 7.5 6.4 92.5 

15 W 7.5 6.8 77.0 

16 C 6.2 5.4 84.7 

17 C 7.2 6.6 76.3 

18C 7.5 6.8 79. 1 

•w = Wann Conditions (25 °C) 
C = Cool Conditions (JO °C) 

The studies were carried out during three experimental runs under different volumetric organic loadings 
(30, 65 and I 00 g BOD/ m3d). Sampling over the depth of the anoxic ponds indicated that stratification of 
faecal coliform levels occurred, with lower numbers nearer the surface of the ponds. 

DISCUSSION OF FAECAL COLIFORM REMOVAL 

The results show that the model anoxic waste stabilisation ponds performed reasonably well in terms of 
faecal coliform removal. As discussed above, pathogen removal is likely to be influenced by pH, dissolved 
oxygen, oxidation-reduction potential, temperature, food availability, sedimentation, predatory action, 
effect of light and hydraulic retention time. The higher faecal coliform removal rate experienced in all the 
experiments conducted at a volumetric organic loading of30 g BOD/ m3d could have been the result of 
the effects of most of the above factors, which are all potentially influencing parameters under anoxic 
conditions. 

In most of the experimental runs at VOLs of30 and 65 g BOD/m3d, the ponds contained motile protozoa, 
such as Paramecium, Co/poda and Vorticella. Microscopic investigations showed that they harvested 
algae and, presumably, predated other microbial populations. In this study, pH values (6.8 to 8.2) did not 
reach the critical level (9 and above) expected to contribute to pathogen die-off but acceleration of pathogen 
removal could have resulted from the gradual increase in pH during light periods as a result of algal 
photosynthesis. 
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The results obtained in these studies indicate that temperature has a significant effect on pathogen removal , 
measured in terms of faecal coliform numbers. The mean values of faecal coliform removal were 92.4 % 
and 86.8 % under warm (25 °C) and cool conditions (10 °C), respectively, at a confidence level of95 %. 
In addition, multiple regression analysis of the data showed that temperature interacted with volumetric 
organic loading and produced a positive effect on faecal coliform removal. These effects are indicated by 
the magnitude of the coefficients of the associated parameters in the deduced regression equation. 
Temperature obviously has an effect on the environmental conditions in stabilisation ponds and serves as 
a surrogate for other parameters in the empirical equation derived. In addition, temperature will possibly 
accelerate faecal coliform die-off as a result of increased metabolic activity and their greater susceptibility 
to toxicants. The effect of influent sulphur (sulphate and sulphide) concentration on faecal coliform removal 
was not found to be significant (p > 0.23) but sulphur levels had a profound effect on odour generation in 
the anoxic ponds. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The studies reported allow the following conclusions to be drawn: 

• Faecal coliform die-off was highest at the relatively low volumetric organic loading of30 g BOD/m3d, 
most probably due to a wide range of factors and mechanisms which occur under anoxic pond operating 
and environmental conditions, such as light penetration, pH, dissolved oxygen concentration, oxidation 
reduction potential, predation and hydraulic retention time. 
• At all volumetric organic loadings, faecal coliform die-off was lower under cool conditions as compared 
to removal at warmer temperatures. 
• Faecal coliform removal decreased as volumetric organic loading increased from 30 g BOD/m3d to 
100 g 8OD/md. Anaerobic conditions seem to be more suitable for the survival of faecal coliforms as a 
result of the less hostile environmental conditions. 
• The empirical equation produced to represent faecal coliform removal indicates that the removal rate 
depended primarily on volumetric organic loading and temperature, although the secondary conditions 
resulting from these major parameters undoubtedly are indirect influencing variables. 
• The derived experimental model for faecal coliform removal is expected to apply to sewage treatment 
in deep anoxic ponds. 
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ABSTRACT 

This article describes the results of the trial period ofa pedestrian-controlled pit emptying machine. This 
' vacutug' has been tested for UNCHS (Habitat) in a low-income settlement in Nairobi, Kenya, through a 
local NGO. The trial confirmed the viability of the principle of the vacutug as the machine has been in 
operation for two and a half years. Repairs have been made locally out of income from the service, spare 
parts can be obtained and demand for the service is high. Although the cost of the service has already 
been raised, demand has not been reduced. The technical improvements which need to be made can be 
incorporated in the design, and the next batch of machines is being constructed for further trials . 
Management of the service is critical for financial sustainability and even during the trial of the technology, 
the management aspects have been the most difficult of the serv ice. 

KEYWORDS 

Pit latrines; excreta collection; mechanical removal; low-income communities; demonstration projects; 
costs; small-scale activities; Kenya 

INTRODUCTION 

From May 1996 until September 1997 a pedestrian-controlled pit emptying machine, the 'vacutug' 
was tested in Kibera, a densily populated low-income settlement in Nairobi, Kenya through K WAHO, 
a Kenyan NGO. The machine was developed to provide a solution to difficulties which are being 
faced in many areas that are not covered by sewerage systems. These areas rely on on-site sanitation 
technologies: when the receptacles are full they are either abandoned or need to be emptied. When 
space is becoming scarce as a result of increasing population densities, the option of abandoning a 
pit is no longer possible . Thus, emptying of pits is the only solution. 

Existing emptying systems vary from conventional vacuum tankers to hand-operated emptying 
systems, but most existing systems are not suitable to service low-income settlements with on-site 
systems because of existing conditions such as non-surfaced, narrow or steep roads, deep pits with 
solidified wastes and inaccessible latrines, In 1996, UN CHS selected Manus Coffey Associates (MCA) 
to develop and test a latrine-emptying vehicle which could function under the prevailing conditions 
and would have a capital cost low enough to encourage the private sector to operate a service, while 
at the same time being suitable for local manufacture and repair and affordable for the consumers. 
Assistance with the setting up of a monitoring system was provided by IRC International Water and 
Sanitation Centre. 
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DESIGN OF THE VACUTUG PIT LATRINE EXHAUSTER 

The vacutug (shown in Figure I) was then developed and consists of : 

• a vacuum tanker which is fabricated from mild steel with a nominal volume of 500 litres ( equivalent to 
I load). The tank is fitted with a check valve, two sight glasses and two 75 mm ports for sludge inlet 
and discharge. The assembly is mounted on a steel frame fitted with second-hand car wheels and hubs 
with a width of 1.0 metres which can be reduced to 0.8 metres when necessary. 

• a tug with engine and vacuum pump. The tug has a width of0.6 metres and comprises a small frame
mounted 4. I kw petrol engine with a belt drive to connect it to either a sliding vane vacuum pump or 
a friction roller to drive the vehicle. In traction mode, the engine can propel the vehicle at speeds ofup 
to 5km/h. When connected to the vacuum pump, it is capable of exhausting at I , 700 litres airflow/ 
minute with vacuum heads up to 0.9 bar. The pump can be reversed to pressurise the tank to assist the 
discharge of sludge to the sewer or to raise it to discharge into a transfer tank. The engine is mounted 
on a hinged plate with a rod linkage to apply tension to the belt drive. The vehicle is fitted with a 
motorcycle throttle and braking system and has two second hand car wheels and hubs. A turnable 
drawbar is used for towing. The unit is equipped with 3" diameter PVC hoses connected to the tank 
with aluminium quick release couplings. A secondary combined trap and syphon protects the pump 
from sludge carry over in the air stream while "gulping". 

Operation and maintenance of the vacutug 

To operate the vacutug service, two operators, one management staff(part-time), one part-time mechanic 
(weekly check and when breakdown) and one nightwatch were employed. The management staff receives 
requests for desludging in the KWAHO office and arranges the schedule, the customers pay the number 
of loads required and get a receipt for the amount paid. In practice, many of the requests for service are 
obtained on the way to the latrines or while desludging a latrine. Clients may ask the operator to take one 
or more 'unofficial' loads as well. This makes it very difficult to keep track of pits desludged and funds 
received. The manager needs to do spot checks and supervision of the desludging services, but it is 
almost impossible to have complete control. 
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Figure I : Vacutug pit latrine exhauster 
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RESULTS OF THE TRIAL 

The trial has been conducted by KWAHO with only four short visits by MCA or !RC staff to assist in 
improving technical performance and to review the proceedings. The performance records show that: 

• The operators and maintenance staff have been able to keep the vacutug in operation over a period of 
2 years without any outside assistance. Spare parts are available and obtainable and the technology is 
sufficiently simple for an informal sector mechanic to maintain. 

• Average number of loads recorded in the first year is 51 per month, for the second year it is 71. The 
estimated actual number of loads is probably twice this number. 

• The 361 loads done in the first year were divided over 86 days of operation ( 4.2 loads recorded per day, 
probably around 8.4 actual loads per day). 

• The number of 86 days of operation in 1996 is almost half the number on which the cost calculation 
was based. This means an operating efficiency of only 47 %. 

• Even with the number of latrines desludged being a lot less in number than expected ( or recorded), the 
income of the vacutug is such that maintenance is not a financial problem. 

• Profit on operational cost recorded is US$ 1170, profit used for non related activities on top of this is 
US$ 970. 

Recorded services differ from actual emptying services rendered, the extent of the difference may be as 
high as I 00 %. Performance has also been affected by breakdowns inevitable with any first prototype, 
almost 50 % of operating time was lost due to minor breakdowns such as flat tires, a chain that kept 
coming off, problems with gear and gear handle and brakes. In the next batch of pre-production machines, 
currently being manufactured, adaptations to the machine to solve problems encountered have been 
incorporated. 

The number of pits that can be desludged in a day is affected by the following conditions: 

• state of the road (steepness; muddiness; obstacles) 
• distance of latrine in relation to the chief's camp 
• ease of locating the address 
• accessibility of the latrines 
• accessibility of the drop hole 
• type of sludge (the heavier, the more difficult and time-consuming) 
• number of blockages 
• distance to sewers 
• accessibility of sewers 
• distance to other latrines that need to be desludged 
• technical condition of the machine 

Sludge disposal 

Several sewer lines bisect the Kibera settlement, and the Nairobi City Council allowed KWAHO to dump 
the sludge in the sewers. The walking distance to the sewer from anywhere in Kibera is half an hour. The 
effect of the disposal of the sludge on the operational capacity of the sewers or treatment plant will only 
become an issue in case of a drastic increase in the number of vacutugs. 

Many of the settlements which would benefit from vacutug services are unlikely to have sewers sufficiently 
near for sludge disposal. Thus other options for disposal need to be assessed, such as burying on plot as 
was done in Dar es Salaam with the MA PET service. The vacutug has been constructed in such a way that 
it can dispose of the sludge under pressure into a (higher) tank or into a transfer vehicle. The tank could 
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Table I. Comparison of estimated cost in 1996, recorded results, assumed results and estimated future costs. 

Estimated cost Recorded resuhs Assumed results Estimated future Estimated cost for four 
Capital costs: in ' 96 trial trial cost machiies, per machine 

Capital cost of vehicle US$ 5,000 US$ 7,000 US$ 7,000 

Economic lire 4 years 4 years 4 years 

Interest rate 20% 20% 20% 

Mailtenance 10% 10% 10% 

Depreciation (25%xUS 1,500) US$ 1,250 US$ 1,750 US$ 1,750 

Interest on capital US$ 1,000 US$ 1,400 US$ 1,400 
(20%xUS$5,000) 

Total capital cost per annum US$ 2,250 US$ 2,250 US$ 2,250 US$ 3,150 USS 3,150 

Operatilg costs: 

Mailtenance " US$ 500 US$ 546 US$ 546 US$ 700 US$700 ( I 0%xUS$5000) 

Labour costs 2> 
US$ 900 US$ 1,255 US$ 1,255 US$ 1,358 US$ 1,358 (operators) 

Fuel costs (3 litre x 35Ksh x 
US$ 566 US$ 545 US$ 545 US$ 1,362'1 US$I ,362 5.5day x 52 weeks per year) 

Oil (*calculated with 
US$ 200 

wih wih wih with 
maintenance) maintenance maintenance maintenance maintenance 

Administration, security, office US$ 1,641 US$ 330 + US$ 330+ US$ 3,046» US$762 US$1,132 •> US$1 , 132' 1 

Total operating cost per US$ 3,807 US$ 3,808 US$ 3,808 US$ 6,812 US$4182 annum 

Total annual cost (capital and US$ 6,057 US$ 6,058 US$ 6,058 US$ 9,962 US$7332 operating cost) 

Estimated annual capacity 2000 loads 735 loads 1470 loads" 1824 loads'> 1824 loads 

Prime cost per load US$ 3.00 US$ 8.24 US$ 4.12 US$ S.46 US$ 4.00 

Charge rate per load 
US$ 4 .72 US$ 4.72 US$ 4.72 to be 

to be determined Ksh 250 determiied 

Profit recorded •> us $1170 US$215091 

• For ease of comparison, the conversion rate has been kept at the level of 1996 of Ksh 53 per US$ I for all calculations. In 
reality, the conversion rate of October 1998 is Ksh 60 per US$ I. 

I) Maintenance cost include salary cost of the maintenance crew (Ksh 1,500), but during the trial these cost were calculated as 
salary with the labour cost. 

2) The labour cost are the cost for the operators; 2 x Ksh 2000/month estimated. During the trial also the cost of the watchman 
and maintenance crew were calculated as labour cost. In the last two columns, labour cost only covers the cost of the 
operators. As a result of salary increases, the future cost of labour have been adapted to 2 x Ksh 3000/month. 

3) Fuel cost are expected to increase when the machines are more days operational. We have increased the cost of the trial 
period by 2.5 times as the number of loads is expected to increase by this figure . 

4) Salary management staff ;; Ksh 10,000 per month calculated for 50 % of the time. 
5) Salary management staff ;; Ksh 10,000 per month calcu lated full time and salary watchman = Ksh 2,000, as well as office 

cost (as before US$ 330). 
6) The assumed number of loads is double the recorded number of loads, taking into account unrecorded loads taken out and 

unrecorded days in operation. This still results in low number of loads because the operating efficiency was only 47 %. 
7) If the down time is reduced to a ' normal ' 20 %, the possible number of loads is estimated to be 1824. 
8) This 'profit' is the calcu lated before the capital cost have been taken into account. It is a reflection of the difference between 

revenue and operational cost. 
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be located in a fixed location, which is emptied by a vacuum tanker. The better option is a mobile tanker 
which can be transported by a tractor to the treatment site. This, however needs good management of the 
total service. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Viability of the principle of the vacutug: The main conclusion after the trial period is that the vacutug is a 
viable method to empty pit latrines in densely populated low-income areas. The fact that the vacutug 
service has presently (September 1998) been operating for two and a half years without any outside 
assistance proves that it is sustainable in technical sense. Local mechanics can repair the machine and 
repairs can be paid out of operating costs. 

Technical improvements can be incorporated in the design: The operating efficiency of the vacutug has 
been affected by the many break-downs which can be expected from a first prototype. In the new pre
production machines which are currently being manufactured and which will be tested in Kenya, Vietnam 
and possibly Bangladesh, improvements have been incorporated which will reduce the technical problems. 
The new machines are estimated to cost US$ 7,000. This is more expensive than the tested vacutug 
because of the changes in design and materials used, as well as the general increase in cost. 

Management critical for financial sustainability: The management of the service is critical in determining 
its financial sustainability. Because it is difficult to have complete control over the operators and all other 
staff, it is best to have the service run by an entrepreneur, who will make sure that no unrecorded loads are 
taken out and who will make sure that repairs are carried out immediately. Operational efficiency would 
also be increased by mapping the different areas for service, indicating roads which can be used by the 
vacutug and the location of sewer manholes which can be used for disposing of the sludge. The management 
and administrative cost per machine are reduced by almost 25 % in case four machines are operated, 
resulting in a reduced cost per load of almost 25 % as well. 

Cos/ calculations of the service need to be acijusted: Table I compares calculations made before the trial 
period with the recorded results. In view of differences in actual performance, a column has been added 
based on estimated performance. For future services, estimations have been added for a one-machine 
operation and a four-machine operation. 

Demand for service established: During the trial the marketing of the service did not receive much attention 
as demand was sufficient in the immediate neighbourhood. This only strengthens the argument that many 
more than this one vacutug are needed to cover the whole of Kibera. Vacutugs would need to be located 
at each of the different villages comprising Kibera, but in such a way that security is ensured as theft of 
the most attractive parts (motor and pump) is relatively easy. Demand for the services in Kibera is high 
because: 

• the vacutug desludges latrines which could not be desludged before 
• the number of latrines available to people is insufficient, the service ensures that the number is not 

reduced even more 
• the service is accessible and reliable as the office is in the neighbourhood 
• the cost of the service is affordable 

9) Actual ' profit' is more than what is recorded as of September 1997. At that time, the account in the Bank contained Ksh 
26,000. In addition the replacement staff had officially 'taken ' Ksh 88,000 out of the bank account for other purposes. This 
results in a total profit of Ksh 114,000 (US$ 2, 150), without taking the petty cash into account. This is more than the Ksh 
62,056 (US$ I, 170) profit recorded. 
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• the number of loads can be determined by the customer 
• the customers can monitor the service (see what goes out of the pit) 

Actually, demand even outside Kibera has been large. The vacutug was transported several times by truck 
to a large department store as the municipal tanker service did not come to unblock their sewerage system. 
The management staff assesses that there is large similar demand outside Kibera because of the unreliability 
of the municipal service - even housing estates have shown interest in the service. 

Revenue sufficient for operation and maintenance even in trial period: Despite the technical and managerial 
problems encountered during the trial period, the revenue generated by the vacutug has been sufficient to 
pay for the operators and maintenance. Since September 1997 the field office of KWAHO in Kibera, 
including the salary of the management staff and one assistant, has been paid out of the revenues generated. 
The potential of the vacutug is also corroborated by the fact that the manager herself would like to run the 
service as a private entrepreneur and was contemplating to borrow money in order to buy a second vacutug 
which she expected to be able to pay back after two years. 

Tariff will have to be increased: Table I shows that the estimated prime cost per load will be raised from 
US$ 3.00 per load calculated before the trial to US$ 5.46 in the pre-production machines. This raise in 
cost is due to the increased capital cost vs. decreased number of loads (from US$ 1.12 to US$ 1.72 per 
load) of the machine, but even more due to the fact that operational cost have almost doubled per load 
(from US$ 1.90 to US$ 3.73). Labour cost and administration/management cost have increased because 
of increased salaries. It will thus be necessary to raise the tariff to cover the prime cost and to make an 
acceptable profit. Actually, the charges per load have been raised as of January 1998 and are now Ksh 400 
per load. This has not reduced demand for the services. Moreover, even before the trial service was 
operational, people told us they were willing to pay up to Ksh 500 per load. 
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ON-SITE SANITATION: WHEN THE PITS ARE FULL -
PLANNING FOR RESOURCE PROTECTION INF AECAL SLUDGE 
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in Developing Countries (SAN DEC), P.O. Box 61 I, CH-Duebendorf, Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 

In urban centres of industrialising countries, the majority of houses are served by on-site sanitation systems 
such as septic tanks and unsewered toilets. The faecal sludges (FS) collected from these systems are 
usually discharged untreated into the urban and peri-urban environment, posing great risks to water 
resources and to public health. Contrary to wastewater management, the development of strategies to 
cope with faecal sludges, adapted to the conditions prevailing in developing countries, have long been 
neglected. The authors describe the current situation in FS management and discuss imponant issues 
regarding FS management. Funher, treatment options are presented which may prove sustainable in 
industrialising countries. The objective is to make planners and decision-makers aware of the challenges 
posed by faecal sludges and of the need to include FS management in strategic planning for urban sanitation 
improvements. 

KEYWORDS 

Faecal sludge; nightsoil ; risks; septage; standards; treatment 

CURRENT PRACTICES IN FAECAL SLUDGE MANAGEMENT 

In contrast to industrialised countries where the majority of urban houses are linked to sewerage systems, 
60 to I 00 % of urban households in Africa and Asia are served by on-site sanitation facilities (Figure I). 
These include family latrines, unsewered public toilets, aqua privies, and septic tanks. In Latin America, 
it is in smaller towns, mainly, where the majority of households are served by on-site sanitation systems. 
The hundred thousands of tons of faecal sludges (FS) produced and collected worldwide from on-site 
sanitation installations every day are in most cases discharged untreated into streams, estuaries, the sea, 
stormwater and drainage canals or on unused land. 

Faecal sludges are treated in few cities and towns only - either separately or in combination with wastewater. 
Countries where FS treatment is being practiced include, among others, Argentina, Ghana, Benin, 
Botswana, South Africa, Thailand and Indonesia. 

A feature common to the FS management in many cities is that much of the faecal sludge produced, 
collected and disposed of remains unaccounted for. Officially reported collection volumes remain much 
below expected values. This is due partly to under-reporting and partly to the fact that, in many cities, 
only minor fractions of the FS generated are actually collected. This situation is likely to change if cities 
will engage in improving their FS collection and management system to reduce pollution and health 
risks. As an example, in Manila and Bangkok, it is expected that in the future city authorities and contracted 
enterprises will have to cope with the haulage and treatment of3 to 5,000 m3 of septage per day (Veroy et 
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Figure I. Predominant Excreta Management Practices in Urban Areas of Developing vs. Industrialised Countries 

al., 1994; Stoll, 1995). This is equivalent to 500 - 800 vacuum tanker loads per day, based on an average 
rate of septage collection of I litre/capxday. 

In China, traditional excreta disposal practices consist of collecting the excreta from individual houses 
and public toilets by buckets and vacuum tankers for use in agriculture and aquaculture. Most of the 30 
million tons of sludges that are reportedly collected in China's cities every year are used untreated. Concern 
regarding the potential health impact of this practice has led Chinese authorities and research institutions 
to embark on action research in faecal sludge treatment (Ministry of Construction, 1993). 

In the U.S.A. , 25 % of the inhabitants are served by septic tanks. Most of the septage is co-treated in 
wastewater treatment plants. In some states, notably in the northeast, pond systems are used to separately 
treat septage. They typically consist of an (anaerobic) sedimentation pond followed by an infiltration 
pond. 

RISKS 

Discharge of untreated faecal sludges in urban or peri-urban areas bears great environmental and public 
health risks, causes actual impacts such as surface water pollution, and is an eyesore to the public. The 
rationale for properly managing and treating FS is simple and straightforward: it is to reduce or eliminate 
risks and impacts, and to allow use of treated sludges in agriculture while safeguarding the health of 
farmers and consumers. 

Table I. Impact and Potential Risks of Not Treating Faecal Sludge 
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Impact 

Surface and groundwater pollution 

Transmission of excreta-related 
infections; occU1Tence of a high level 
of pathogens in the urban environment 

Unpleasant odours and eyesore 

Type of risk 

Surface water pollution wih serious ecological impacts and health 
risks fur downstream users 
Great risk of groundwater pollution depending on soil and aquifer 
characteristics 

Potential risk of increased levels of disease prevalence; scientific 
proofof actual risks attributable to the disposal of untreated FS and 
to high levels of pathogens ''floating" within the urban environment 
may be obtained on the basis of extensive epidemiological studies, 
only 

Impact fe~ by dwellers and passers by 



Major potential or actual environmental and health impacts along with a risk characterisation are listed in 
Table I . Differentiation between the various types of impacts is necessary as the type determines possible 
preventive measures. Potential impacts or risks may also lead to actual impacts. However, it may often be 
difficult to trace the causes of a specific impact without conducting extensive investigations. Nevertheless, 
treating and properly disposing of or using FS will doubtlessly contribute substantially to reducing the 
risks to water resources and health. 

CHALLENGES IN FAECAL SLUDGE TREATMENT 

Faecal sludge collection 

In many urban centres, the collection of faecal sludges from family and public toilets and from septic 
tanks constitutes an immense problem. This is due, among other reasons, to: 

• Narrowness of lanes and streets 
• Lack of small collection vehicles suited to serve densely built up areas 
• Lack of adequate equipment to empty toilet pits effectively 
• Lack of recovery of collection cost (inadequateness of fees) 
• Inefficiency of public emptying services (managerial; collection logistics; state-of-repair of collection vehicles) 
• Traffic congestion, rendering FS collection and haulage uneconomical. 

As a consequence, services are often lacking or unreliable. This is painstaking for the clients who have to 
rely on them. It further contributes to faecal sludges being discharged untreated into the urban and peri
urban environment at shortest possible distance from the premises from where they were collected. 

What is Special About FS Treatment ? 

Faecal sludges exhibit a much higher strength than wastewater, as is shown in Table 2. While substantial 
resources have been invested into the development of wastewater technologies, both low and high-cost, 

Table 2. Faecal Sludge Treatment in Developing Countries (DC) Vs Wastewater and Sludge Treatment in 
Industrialised Countries (IC) 

Characteristics FS treatment in DC Wastewater (and sudge) treatment in IC 

• Solids content 1-6 % S O.I% 

• BOD 600-30,000 mg/I 200 - 500 mg/I 

• Helminth eggs 4,000 - 60,000 I I 0-20 I I 

• Org. stabiliy Low High (in digested sludge) 

• Dewaterability Medium to low High (in digested sludge) 

• Contaminants Low Often high 

Sustainable options Low and medium-cost options Medium to high-cost options 
(usually land-intensive) (though recently under debate) 

Etlluent standards Non-existent or not enforced Existilg and largely enforced 
in most countries 

Know-how Still widely lacking Existilg 
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sustainable FS treatment technologies still require large inputs of field research, development and testing 
before they may be propagated as "state-of-the-art" options. 

Centralised or Semi-Centralised Treatment ? 

The haulage of relatively small volumes (5-10 m3 per truck) of faecal sludge over Jong distances through 
traffic congestion in large urban agglomerations is not a sustainable practice. New concepts of excreta 
collection, transport and treatment will , therefore, have to be developed in conjunction with sanitation 
systems adapted to the varying socio-economic urban population segments. 

Faecal sludge haulage volumes and mileage are to be minimised. Using small to medium-size, semi
centralised FS treatment plants could partly attain this. As an example, the plants might comprise solids
liquid separation and dewatering. The separated liquid might either be treated at the same site or be 
transported away in solids-free sewers for centralised treatment. Sludge volumes are inversely proportional 
to the solids content. Assuming that the dewatering process (e.g. by sludge drying beds) yields a reduction 
of the water content from 98 % to 75 % (equivalent to an increase of the solids content from 2 % to 25 %), 
the dewatered sludge volume to be transported would be 12 times smaller than the raw FS volume. 
Compared to wastewater treatment, the advantage of FS treatment is its adaptability to any type of 
topography. 

Use of neighbourhood or condominial septic tanks would be another strategy contributing to minimising 
FS haulage. It would be particularly suitable for densely populated urban districts. The problem of 
inaccessibility of septic tanks or latrines would be reduced, as the tanks could be located at easily accessible 
sites. Also, the number of septic tank emptying trips would be smaller than if individual septic tanks 
would have to be served. 

What effluent standards ? 

In the majority of less-industrialised countries, effluent discharge legislation and standards have been 
enacted. The standards usually apply for both wastewater and faecal sludge treatment. Not unusually, the 
standards are too strict to be attained, given the unfavourable economic conditions prevailing in most 
countries. Quite commonly, effluent standards are neither controlled nor enforced. Examples for faecal 
sludge treatment standards are known from China and Ghana. In the Province of Santa Fe, Argentina, 
current wastewater treatment plant effluent standards also apply to FS treatment. For sludges used in 
agriculture, a helminth egg standard has been specified (lngallinella, 1998). 

In industrialised countries, pollution laws and, hence, wastewater and sludge treatment technology have 
incrementally been made more stringent and upgraded to cope with an increasing number of constituents 
and to reduce pollution loads discharged into the environment (Johnstone and Horan, I 996). A suitable 
strategy for less industrialised countries may consist in also selecting a phased approach, both regarding 
strictness of standards as well as the selection of constituents (pollution indicators) and types of wastes to 
be targeted. For faecal sludges, emphasis might in a first phase be on the removal of organic contaminants 
(COD) in order to reduce pollution of surface and ground waters. Further to this, removal and inactivation 
of excreted pathogens is of immediate relevance to reduce public health risks in densely inhabited urban 
areas and to enable the use of treated effluents in agriculture. 

The following should be taken into consideration when stipulating faecal sludge treatment plant (FSTP) 
effluent and plant sludge quality guidelines: 

• Discharge vs. reuse: When stipulating effluent and plant sludge quality levels, a distinction should be 
made for the discharge into the aquatic or terrestrial environment and for the reuse in agriculture or 
aquaculture, respectively. For discharge, variables such as COD or BOD and NH

4 
are of prime 
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Table 3. Suggested Effluent and Plant Sludge Quality Guidelines for the Treatment of Faecal Sludges 
(Heinss et al., 1998) 

A: Liquid effluent • 

Treatment for di<;charge into 
receiviig waters: 

• Seasonal stream or estuary 

- unfiltered 

- filtered 

Treatment for reuse: 

• Restricted irrigation 

• Vegetable irrigation 

B: Treated plant shxlge 

• Use in agricukure 

n.c. - not critical 

COD 
[mgi[J 

s 300-600 

100-150 

n.c. 

n.c. 

n.c. 

BOD 
[mgi[J 

S 100-200 

30-50 

n.c. 

n.c. 

n.c. 

Hehn. Egg; [No./1] 

s 2-5 

$ ) 

S I 

s 3-8/g TS•• 

Faecal coli( 
[No./100 ml) 

s 104 

$ IO' 

$ 103 

Sare level if egg 
standard i<; met 

• Irrigation rates and effluent quality must be chosen such that the crop's nitrogen requirements ( I 00 ... . 200 kg Ni 
ha*year, depending on the crop) are not exceeded. 

•• Based on the nematode egg load per unit surface area derived from the WHO guideline for wastewater irrigation 
(WHO, 1989), and on a manuring rate of2-3 tons of dry matter/ha*year (Xanthoulis and Strauss, 1991). 

importance. For reuse, hygienic characteristics (helminth eggs and faecal coliforms) and nitrogen are 
the relevant criteria. 

• Total vs. filtered BOD (COD) effluent standard: Where waste stabilisation ponds (WSP) are used to 
treat faecal sludges or co-treat FS and wastewater, effluent standards for BOD or COD should be 
stipulated for filtered rather than for unfiltered samples. This is due to the fact that in the order of70 % 
of the BOD in the effluent of well-functioning WSP consists of algal cells. Algal BOD is different 
from untreated wastewater or FS BOD in its potential impact on the receiving waters. Algae produce 
oxygen during daylight hours and are likely to be consumed by the zooplankton before they may exert 
their BOD (Mara, 1997). 

In Table 3, a set of effluent and plant sludge quality guidelines is listed. The suggested values are based on 
the considerations outlined above. 

Options for Treating Faecal Sludges - An Overview 

In less industrialised countries, low to modest-cost options should be opted for to treat human wastes. 
The preferred options should, thus, comprise low or modest levels of mechanisation only and concomitant 
minimum input of external energy. Chosen systems must be compatible with the expertise available in 
the particular country at various professional levels, and with the institutional/entrepreneurial set-up 
responsible for scheme planning, implementation and servicing. The disadvantage of treatment options 
of low capital and operating cost is their large land requirements. Therefore, when selecting appropriate 
options for the treatment of faecal sludges (and wastewater), a judicious choice must be made with respect 
to these factors - economic and technical feasibility vs. land requirement. 
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Low-cost treatment options will not always and everywhere constitute the solution-of-choice. For example, 
in Bangkok, where 65 % of the urban population is served by on-site sanitation systems, the great scarcity 
of land within the city boundaries calls for capital and energy-intensive FS treatment technology. Two 
high-tech plants comprising physico-chemical treatment for solids separation and thickening and activated 
sludge for liquid treatment have been built and put in operation to date. For smaller towns and suburban 
areas oflarge cities, however, lower-cost and more land-intensive systems prove more sustainable. In 28 
out of the 145 towns of Thailand, modest-cost FSTP were built recently. The plants comprise batch
operated, unmixed anaerobic digesters and sludge drying beds. 
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Figure 2a. Options for the separate treatment of faecal sludges. 
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Figure 2b. Options for the combined treatment of faecal sludges. 
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Figures 2a and 2b show functional sketches of FS treatment options, which we consider to be potentially 
feasible in areas with scarce economic resources and limited availability of skilled professionals. The 
authors are aware that the following options are currently being used or tried in various countries at full or 
pilot-scale plants: 

• Solids/liquid separation and dewatering: 
• Settling/thickening in batch-operated tanks (accessible by front-end loaders for solids removal) 
• Dewatering and drying on unplanted or planted sludge drying beds (pilot-scale) 

• Stabilisation pond (lagoon) treatment (with or without prior solids-liquid separation) 
• Co-composting of faecal sludges with household/municipal refuse 
• Anaerobic digestion 
• Combined treatment of FS and wastewater in waste stabilisation pond (WSP) systems (comprising 

pre-treatment ofFS in separate settling ponds). 

Lessons learnt and preliminary guidance for the design and operation of selected FS treatment options 
resulting from SANDEC's collaborative field research, are presented in publications by Heinss, Koottatep, 
Larmie and Strauss (Koottatep et al., 1999; Heinss, 1998; Heinss and Koottatep, 1998; Heinss et al. , 
1998; Strauss, 1998; Strauss and Heinss, 1998; Strauss and Heinss, 1995). Valuable information can also 
be obtained from early work conducted by Uddin, McGarry and Pescod at the Asian Institute of Technology 
in Bangkok in the late sixties (Uddin, 1970; McGarry and Pescod, 1970; Pescod, 1971). 

CONCLUSIONS 

There has, until recently, been a bias by urban infrastructure planners and sanitary engineers towards 
water-borne excreta disposal, i.e ., sewerage and sewage treatment. This has lead to a lack in expertise and 
infrastructure provision for the appropriate management of faecal sludges (FS) produced in on-site sanitation 
systems. FS collection and haulage to appropriate treatment sites is often greatly impaired by city traffic 
and, hence, leads to uncontrolled sludge disposal and concomitant pollution and health risks . FS 
management is different from sewered sanitation where wastewater naturally flows to a designated point 
of concentration. The authors propose that the partial or full treatment at semi-centralised treatment sites 
is likely to be the option-of-choice in many urban settings. Haulage distance minimisation, treatment 
plant scale, public acceptance of selected treatment sites, and distance to peri-urban farmland where the 
treatment products might be put to use are important factors influencing the strategic planning for FS 
management. A judicious choice of standards for faecal sludge treatment plant effluents and biosolids 
must be made. The enactment of quality standards equal to those conventionally applied for wastewater 
treatment plants or similar to those enacted in industrialised countries should be renounced. Recognition 
ought to be given to the fact that FSTP exhibiting 90 % removal efficiencies already lead to a very 
substantial reduction of water pollution and health risks as compared to the uncontrolled disposal of 
untreated faecal sludge. There is no immediate need to head for 95 or 99 % removal efficiencies. Finally, 
institutional capacity must be established to exert effective control over how and where in the environment 
the FS is finally disposed of. 

A number of low-cost FS treatment options have been investigated in recent years, and guidance for 
preliminary design is now available for selected options. These include solids-liquid separation, thickening, 
dewatering and pond treatment (either separately or in combination with municipal wastewater). Co
composting, though known and practiced in several countries (in some places even for many years already), 
needs to be further investigated to render it an option suitable for wider use. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Danish International Development Agency (DAN/DA) is assisting the government of Ghana to provide 
potable water and improved sanitation facilities to about 50 % of the Volta Region '.r population over a I 0-
year Community Water and Sanitation Programme (CWSP). Sanitation options include designs for 
household Ventilated Improved Pit (VIP) latrines. However, areas along the coastal belt of the region 
have a high water table, between I - 1.5 m (3.3 • 4.95 ft). In addition, about 80 % of the inhabitants in 
these areas depend on shallow hand-dug wells for domestic purposes and irrigation of vegetable gardens. 
With the construction of these sanitation options under promotion, pollution of the groundwater is inevitable. 
Circumventing the problem by the programme led to the modification of the present designs into the 
"Volta Watertight VIP latrine (VV/P)" . The design considerations and the components that have been 
incorporated to enable it function effectively are presented in this paper for discussion . Five (5) 
demonstration units were built, and used for a year. Used pits were covered and pit contents examined 
after a period of six months. Observations made at the end of this fallow led to the conclusion that the 
VVIP could be adapted for high water table areas to prevent groundwater pollution, baring any 
constructional defects and inefficiencies. 

KEYWORDS 

Desludging; excreta; groundwater; pollution; ventilated; watertight latrine 

rNTRODUCTION 

The VV/P latrine is a single cabin with two alternating pits. The pits are shallow (about I m or 3.3 ft deep) 
and watertight. The wall of the pit is lined with cement or concrete blocks with the base made of concrete. 
Each pit has a concrete squatting slab over it in the cabin area and an aluminium cover sheet at the 
backside. The pits extend laterally and have vent pipes with flyscreens installed on adjacent sides of the 
cabin (see Figure I) . 

This latrine was specifically designed to resolve the conflict between tapping safe groundwater for domestic 
purposes, through the use of shallow hand dug wells and ponds, and disposing human excreta safely through 
the use of VIP latrines in the coastal districts of the Volta Region, where the later was found to be unsuitable. 

PROBLEMS TO OVERCOME 

The design details of the system set it apart from the other traditional VIPs under promotion (Caimcross, 
1988; Franceys et al. , 1992) . It avoids the set backs that confront these latrines in their applicability and 
suitability in the coastal areas. These problems include the following: 
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The risk of polluting groundwater stems from the fact that the pits of lined or unlined VIPs are not 
watertight. Even the lined pits have weep holes to allow the liquid fraction of the excreta to soak away 
into the surrounding soil hence presenting the risk of polluting groundwater. Although there are simple 
rules to follow to minimise the risk (such as siting the facility not less than 15 m from a water source, and 
on the downhill side), several other factors militate against them. These include the rate at which water is 
drawn from the water source (hand dug wells, boreholes, ponds, dug-outs etc.), and the presence of any 
fissured rock between the latrine and water source. There is therefore no guarantee of not polluting 
groundwater with the use of these non-watertight VIP latrines and the adherence to these simple rules. 

Availability of space 

In a clustered settlement pattern where people live close by (as found in these coastal areas), with population 
densities of between 200-600 persons/km2 (555-1667 person per square mile) which compares with some 
of the major cities in the country, two major problems present themselves: practical impossibility of 
attaining the simple rules mentioned above; and the lack of space to build these VIP options which 
require relocation when pits are full. 

High water tables 

Since all the sanitation systems (VIPs) under promotion involve some excavation to depths over Im, the 
local geology is bound to affect their suitability and applicability. With high water tables in these coastal 
areas, there will certainly be the risk of groundwater pollution. This becomes a major problem where the 
groundwater is heavily relied upon by about 95 % of the population as a source of water for domestic 
purposes as it is the case within the project area. 

Desludging 

Removal of accumulated and settled solids from pit latrines has always been faced with the problem of 
acquisition of expensive mechanical equipment for desludging when pits are full. If the equipment is not 
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available, the pit must be emptied by hand. This is crucial where the pressure on the facility will not allow 
adequate time for the pit contents to decompose (break down into stable forms). This exposes those who 
may empty the pit to fresh excreta with all the ' active ' pathogens. The solution is to build a twin pit latrine 
that ensures that individuals have the capacity and motivation to empty the pits alternatively (allowing for 
a fallow period) and dispose of the contents safely and conveniently avoiding contact with pit content. 

DESIGN DETAILS 

The principle behind the design is based on the traditional VIP latrine. However the following details 
were conceived to modify the former in order to prevent the problems listed above: 

Watertight pit 

To prevent any of the liquid portion of the excreta from escaping into the surrounding soil, as from the 
traditional VIP latrines, where weep holes are left in the lining wall for that purpose, the pit of the VVIP 
latrine is watertight. A concrete base slab incorporated is constructed monolithically ( one complete process). 
The blocks used for the pit walls are also made of a very rich cement mixture ( l :5). Block joints in the pit 
wall are carefully sealed during the construction of the pit. 

Aluminium cover sheets 

Instead of the usual concrete cover slabs, aluminium sheets painted black are used. The principle behind 
this component is the utilisation of the property of black objects to absorb heat. The average daily 
temperatures for the coastal districts of the region where the design was tested is 26 'C (78 .8 'F). The 
intention was therefore to increase the light intensity unto the black surfaces (aluminium cover sheets) to 
promote photo-oxidative damage to bacteria in the presence of high dissolved oxygen concentrations, 
produced from the rapid photosynthesis as a result of the inflow of fresh air via the squat hole. The 
sunlight falling onto the black surfaces also increases the excreta temperature, which can effectively 
destroy pathogenic organisms. At the same time, there is evaporation of the liquid portion of the excreta 
via the vent hole leaving the excreta dry and simulating the conditions of the traditional VIP latrine. This 
ensures that the liquid portion escapes straight into the atmosphere without any contact with the surrounding 
soil and consequently groundwater resources. 

Those who empty the pit after the fallow period (6 months) will not come into contact with fresh excreta, 
which is known to contain a variety of disease-causing organisms. The pit can be emptied safely and the 
decomposed pit contents put to use on vegetable farms and in fish ponds. 

Shallow pit 

One question that is always asked when pit latrines are concerned is what happens when the pits are full 
and need to be emptied. Two problems usually rear their heads: the non-availability of expensive desludging 
equipment and the lack of conservancy labourers. Since the former problem is quite difficult to handle 
economically, the idea here was to design the pits to encourage the latter. 

The pits were therefore made shallow (Im or 3.3ft) so that labourers would not be required to enter pits 
during emptying. Users could just be at ground level and empty the pits with shovels and spades without 
coming into contact with the pit contents, even though they may have been transformed into harmless and 
inoffensive humus at this stage. With this design, additional precaution is taken against any ' stubborn' 
pathogens. 
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Table I . VVIP compared to the VIP 

Feature 
Pit 

Cabin or 
Pit 

Cover 
Slabs 

VIP 
not watertight whether lined or unlined; weep holes 
allow liquid fraction to come ilto contact wa:h 
sUJTOunding; risk of groundwater pollution high often 
requires deep excavation; increases risk of 
groundwater contamination; desludging difficuh without 
equipment; iicreases risk of human contact with 
excreta 
may need relocation; requre more space; not suiable 
for fast growing per~ urban and rural areas 

concrete cover slabs may reduce excreta temperature 
and prolong destruction of pathogenic organisms 

Raised and lateral pit 

VVIP 
watertight; prevents any contact between Iiqui:I 
fraction and sUJTOunding soi~ risk of groundwater 
pollution reduced and elimilated shallow; reduces risk 
of groundwater contamination; makes desludging easy; 
reduces risk of human contact with excreta; pis raised 
and bwlt laterally to compensate for depth 

permanent structure; saves space; suiable for fast 
growing pe~urban, rural and high density areas 

painted (black) alwninium cover sheets increases 
excreta temperature, enhance decomposition and die
off rate of pathogenic organisms 

Since depth is lost to the ground because of the high water table, the pit is raised (0.Sm or 1.65ft above 
ground) to ensure that the volume so generated will be adequate to accommodate the excreta from the 
intended users (about IO persons) for between I - 2 years. A two-flight stair has also been placed in the 
doorway to make climbing easy. 

The problem oflack of space because of the clustered settlement pattern was overcome by utilising space 
laterally instead of the standard design where the pit extends towards the backside of the cabin. Table I 
shows the merits of the VVIP compared to the VIP if both are properly constructed. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Between April and May 1997, five experimental VVIP-units were constructed in the coastal districts of 
the project area, where average daily temperatures range between 26.0 - 29.4°C (78.8 - 59.92°F). The use 
of the latrines was monitored for about one year. Use of alternate pits commenced after this period whilst 
the previously used pit were allowed to fallow for six months. The pits were then uncovered and pit 
contents examined. 

Table 2. 

Feature 

Pit 

Cabin 

Excreta 
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Recommendation (s) 
concrete base shoukl be cast in one complete process, 
and cured properly 

cement mix for the liniig blocks shoukl be very rich 

aU the block joints shoukl be carefully sealed with no 
weep holes during the liling 

depth coukl be decreased further 

orientation of latrine during sitilg shoukl be such that 
the painted alumilium sheets are towards the rising of 
the sun 
temperature shoukl be monitored to determine the die
off rate of the pathogenic organisms 
laboratory tests shoukl be conducted on the 
decomposed sludge after the ' fallow ' period to 
ascertain the absence of any disease causing organisms 

survey shoukl be conducted to determine the 
willingness of vegetable farmers to apply pit content on 
their farms after desludging 

EfrectllmplicatKm 
wholly watertight pit 

make desludgilg easy 

increase intensity of sun's heat onto the alumiiium 
sheets 

decrease period of akernation of pits 

ensures the safety of latrine users who will 
undertake the pit emptying 

resource re- use and increased productivity and 
poverty alleviation 



In four of the experimental facilities (80 %) the pit content was totally decomposed and had turned into 
very dry hard cakes of sludge. In one of the pits the contents were still fresh, apparently due to intrusion 
of groundwater as a result of poor construction of the pit lining. Table 2 shows a summary of 
recommendations for the features of the VVIP to ensure that it performs satisfactorily. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Volta Watertight VIP is a latrine which is able to function effectively and even better than the traditional 
VIPs. If the pit lining is properly constructed, there is no contact between the liquid fraction of the excreta 
and any groundwater within the vicinity of the latrine. The pit contents decompose faster and can be 
disposed of safely into the environments or re-used on farms. It is therefore a suitable way of disposing of 
human excreta, thereby relieving groundwater sources of the pressure from society's waste. 

The VVIP is therefore suitable for areas where the water table is very high and groundwater sources are 
extensively used for domestic purposes, which make any pollution levels dangerous and highly 
unacceptable. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

In developing countries public stand post systems may have a multiple beneficial role for drinking water 
supply. Per capita water consumption is significantly lower than from household supplies, which supports 
preservation and protection of water resources. This aspect is particularly important in regions with water 
shortage. 

The most prominent advantage of public stand post systems is that the investment costs for installation 
and operation of the reticulation systems are substantially lower than for systems with household 
connections. The reduced costs can lead to a high coverage with public standpost systems and the low 
investment costs facilitate following urban growth with provision of a healthy water supply. This is 
particularly important in situations in which urban growth is beyond governmental control and beyond 
landuse planning, but liberation of capital for other important health investments will be advantageous in 
most settings. 

Numerous local experiences have shown that amounts of wastewater originating from urban areas supplied 
with public standpost systems are low, and wastewater is scarcely fecally contaminated because water 
carried from a standpost is not used for toilet flushing. However, the issue of household waste-water as 
well as that of splash water around the stand post needs to be addressed. An appropriate payment system 
combined with a standpost caretaker prevents splash water almost completely. However, if splash water 
is produced one solution can be to use it for irrigation of nearby gardens or trees. Although household 
waste-water needs to be managed, low-cost on-site solutions with re-use elements are easy to develop 
even in urban areas, if total amounts as well as fecal contamination are low. Where a need for sewerage 
can be avoided, there is no risk of cross-contamination between sewage canals and water supply systems. 
Further capital that would be needed for sewerage may thus be unblocked for other investments. 

Public standposts may be a first step in providing access to healthy water for the poor. Psychologically, 
they may be useful to introduce the concept of centrally supplied and priced water. Promotion of social 
cohesion and interaction (similarly as around village wells) is a relevant aspect in some settings. Local 
management of individual standposts or groups of standposts can constitute the starting-point for other 
activities of self-reliance and self help, particularly if management is done by user communities. 
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The choice among numerous payment alternatives can be adapted to the management model in place. ln 
most situations, development of standposts can integrate existing water-vendors (rather than treating 
them as illegitimate). 

Standpost systems may begin with low density of supply, but then be developed following economic 
growth of a district and people 's ability to pay, thus gradually introducing higher levels of service. As 
density increases, the onerous task of carrying water is successively reduced, thus liberating people (usually 
women and children) for other productive, social and educative activities. 

Though with increasing density, standposts may gradually merge towards provision of household supplies, 
numerous urban districts characterised by a mixture of both have shown that such mixtures may be 
problematic for numerous reasons. For example, a frequent problem is illegal vending of water from 
household supplies, which may undermine the profitability of the standposts and drive them out of business. 
One solution to counter this problem would be the introduction of several intermediate service levels 
(between standpost and hous~ connections level). Yet this solution has rarely been tried. 

A standard approach to conceive public standpost systems does not exist, it is necessary to adapt methods 
and programs to local circumstances. A common misconception that has led to failures of standpost 
projects is viewing them as a primarily technical system, emphasising the ' hardware ' aspects of the 
systems. Experience shows that technical aspects matter much less than social or 'software' aspects; in 
reality, stand posts constitute foremost a human system. Important aspects for avoidance of problems and 
conceptual weaknesses are community participation in planning and operation, long-term support by 
donors, local government and utilities, sufficient attention to specific local aspects (e.g. traffic, ethnic 
composition) and to software aspects such as operational systems, tariff structures, cost recovery procedures, 
training ofstandpost caretakers, municipal and utility personnel, and supervisory control. Further, water 
contamination between the tap and final consumption may be a greater problem than it is with household 
connections; therefore standpost development needs concomitant hygiene education specifically addressing 
this issue. 

The World Bank stated that expenses for potable water should not exceed 7 % of a family's monetary 
income. In unfavourable periurban locations, distant from the last standpost, situations have been 
encountered where families spend 25 or even up to 40 % of their income on water to re-vendors. This 
illustrates conceptual failures to avoid. 

Field experiences have demonstrated that standard models for design, implementation and operation of a 
public standpost system do not exist, but that most projects still focus much of their attention on hardware 
criteria, although they are often less important than generally assumed. For example, though maximum 
walking distances are usually laid out at 250-300 m, radically shorter or longer distances can operate 
satisfactorily, depending on population densities, economic levels, topography, motivation of the users, 
and water vendors. Further, consumption levels may be extremely variable. Though an optimum of 30 L 
per capita and day is assumed, beyond which improvements of health are insignificant, 6 L may be 
encountered in poor areas. Technical design is often too elaborate and costly, yet not very appropriate for 
the needs of the users and on the whole has proven to be of little relevance for good or bad operation. 

For successful standpost concepts a key element is extensive preparation and planning with the future 
users . Preliminary observation of the area is ideally performed in collaboration between a technician and 
a sociologist (preferably female) to assess existing social, ethnic, religious, cultural and economic structures 
as well as water supply habits. Repeated contacts by the same experts or agents are necessary to develop 
trust of the intended beneficiaries, and sufficient time for repeated meetings is needed to fully integrate 
them into the process of decision-making on design, construction and management. Preferably, choices 
between management models should be offered, and training to local specialists be provided. 
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Capital is the minor issue in relation to investment of time and thought needed to develop concepts likely 
to succeed in a given setting. The positive examples encountered in the field cover a huge variety of 
different management and payment systems. 

Under the present economic conditions in many developing countries, standpost systems can act as an 
essential first step to provide safer water, reduce pressure on water resources, avoid contamination by 
sewage and improve and secure the general health situation of many periurban populations. The tool of 
standposts could enables utilities to expand systems by their own staff and financial means, in collaboration 
with future beneficiaries, without needing to rely on donors. However, the necessary standpost know
how would have to be locally available, which is often not the case. 
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ABSTRACT 

A bioassay based on genetically modified yeast strains was applied to screen environmental samples for 
their oestrogen-like activity. The yeast system was selected from the vast number of"oestrogen bioassays" 
available because it permits rapid and easy handling at low costs. The test protocol developed allowed 
the examination of dimethyl sulfoxide-dissolved samples within one day, with an EC,. between 1.5 nM 
and 3.5 nM I 7P-oestradiol and a detection limit between 0.3 nM and 0.5 nM I 7P-oestradiol for yeast 
strain I. Advantages and disadvantages as well as future prospects of this kind of oestrogen bioassay will 
be considered by discussing selected results. 

KEYWORDS 

Bioassay, oestrogen receptor, sample matrix, yeast, xeno-oestrogens 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the great variety of chemical structures found with oestrogen-like acting substances (Giilden et al., 
1997), classical instrumental analysis is not the tool suited to characterise the oestrogenic potency of 
environmental samples. Currently, only bioassays allow detection related to the biological activity of 
these substances. 

Yeast based reporter gene assays are promising test systems for this purpose due to their molecular biological 
simplicity, easy and rapid handling at low costs (Arnold et al., 1996; Gaido el al. , 1997; Routledge and 
Sumpter, 1997) and the inherent possibility of automatisation and thus "high through put" capacity. The 
basis of this type of assay is the expression of a vertebrate oestrogen receptor in a yeast strain which 
furthermore houses a reporter gene - in most cases bacterial P-galactosidase whose transcription is 
controlled by an oestrogen (receptor) responsive DNA-sequence. Upon binding cognate compounds the 
oestrogen receptor initiates the transcription of the reporter gene by binding to the responsive DNA
sequence. The activity of the reporter gene product finally serves as a measure for the oestrogenic potency 
of the compounds investigated. 

The performance of a specific yeast oestrogen assay protocol and of selected oestrogen sensitive yeast 
strains is discussed in this report. The yeast construct applied in the beginning neither expressed a complete 
oestrogen receptor nor contained a reporter gene under the control of oestrogen responsive elements. 
Instead this strain expressed a fusion protein carrying only the hormone binding domain of the human 
oestrogen receptor connected to the yeast GAL4-DNA binding domain (Louvion et al., 1993). This fusion 
protein recognised a GAL4-responsive DNA element upstream of the P-galactosidase reporter gene. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The yeast strains studied were kindly provided by Prof. D. Picard, University of Geneva, Switzerland 
(strain I) (Louvion et al., 1993), Prof. J. A. McLachlan, Tulane Medical Center, New Orleans, USA 
(strain II) and Prof. J.P. Sumpter, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Great Britain (strain III), (Routledge and 
Sumpter, 1996). 

Materials, assay procedures and data evaluation were as described by Rehmann et al. (1999), essentials 
being the 2 h exposure of exponentially growing IO mL-cultures to I 00 µL aliquots of the samples or the 
reference compound l 7P-oestradiol dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Environmental samples 
were prepared according to Rehmann et al. ( 1998). 

Only the comparison of the three yeast strains was performed different, using exponentially growing 
1 mL-cultures in 24-well microtiter plates and 10 µL aliquots of the DMSO dissolved test compound 
l 7P-oestradiol (Rehmann et al., 1999). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Efforts to work out a rapid and versatile procedure for applying oestrogen sensitive yeast constructs for 
the screening of samples for their oestrogen receptor activating potency resulted in the development of a 
rapid test protocol requiring an exposure period of only two hours. Using strain I (Louvion et al., 1993), 
the sensitivity of the assay as determined from the EC50 for the reference compound 17P-oestradiol (Figures 
I, 3) was between 1.5 nM - 3.5 nM with a detection limit between 0.3 nM and 0.5 nM. The EC

50 
for l 7P

oestradiol was comparable or slightly higher than reported for other more time consuming yeast assays 
(Arnold et al., 1996; Chen et al., 1997; Gaido et al., 1997; Mayr et al., 1992). Extending the exposure 
time from 2 h to 4 h or 6 h did not result in the desired improvement of sensitivity (Figure I) . A second 
criterion evaluated was the relative response to different oestrogenic xenobiotics like alkyl phenols. Again 
this rapid test protocol gave results (l 7P-oestradiol : 4-tert.-octylphenol, 1 : 0.0004, Figure I) which 
were in good accordance with findings described for another yeast assay (Gaido et al., 1997) and a human 
breast cancer cell (MCF-7) assay (Nagel et al., 1997). 

Environmental samples were screened for their oestrogenic potency applying DMSO-dissolved organic 
solvent extracts from soils, sediments and sewage sludges. The results obtained showed the basic 
applicability of yeast assays for this purpose; for an example see Figure 2. However, it turned out that 
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Figure I. Dose-response curves of yeast strain I for I 7~
oestradiol and 4-tert.-octylphenol after 2 h, 4 h and 6 h 
exposure. Each data point represents three independent 
measurements with three replicates each ( curve generation: 
Rehmann el al. , 1999). 
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Figure 3. Dose response curves of yeast strains I, II and Ill for 
I 7P-oestradiol after 2 h exposure. Each data point represents 
three replicates (curve generation: Rehmann et al. , 1999). 

some sample clean-up and fractionation will be advantageous to improve the performance of the assay 
e. g. by removing yeast-toxic sample components. Furthermore a partial purification and fractionation of 
the samples will simplify the combination of yeast assays with high resolution instrumental analysis 
methods such as high resolution gas chromatography-high resolution mass spectrometry (HRGC-HRMS) 
to finally identify the active constituents of a sample. 

Preliminary experiments showed that oestrogenic activities from "less complex" matrices like surface 
waters or drinking water can be separated and partially fractionated by RP-Cl8 solid phase extraction 
(data not shown). A similar approach was already successfully applied for a sewage treatment plant 
effluent by Desbrow et al. ( 1998). Assuming a mean sum concentration of strongly oestrogenic compounds 
like l 7P-oestradiol or ethynyl oestradiol of I - 2 ng/L in major German rivers (Stumpf et al. , 1996) and 
taking into account the detection limit of 0.3 nM- 0.5 nM of strain I, our test protocol allows to detect 
oestrogenic activity using sample volumes of not more than 300 mL (sample contents dissolved in I mL 
DMSO). 

Future developments of this yeast oestrogen assay procedure will chiefly focus on three aspects: sensitivity 
improvement, widening of the detection range, and miniaturisation / automatisation. As can be seen from 
the data depicted in Figure 2, strain I showed a pronounced p-galactosidase background activity which 
increased the ration of signal to noise and thus decreased the oestrogenic activity detection limit. This 
problem will be solved by replacing yeast strain I by yeast strain III (Routledge and Sumpter, 1996) 
because the transcription of the P-galactosidase gene of the latter strain is controlled more strictly (Figure 3.). 

Supplementation of the test procedure with a bioactivation step using rat liver microsome preparations 
(cf.Ames-Test) should allow the detection of xenoeostrogenic compounds like methoxychlor (Cummings, 
1997) which need metabolic activation prior to exerting their oestrogenic activity. 

Finally a consequent miniaturisation and automatisation as already indicated by the partial adoption of 
microtiter plate techniques (I mL-cultures in 24-well plates) should improve the reproducibility and 
enhance the sample through-put of the assay. 
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RURAL SANITATION PROBLEMS IN UGANDA -
INSTITUTIONAL AND MANAGEMENT ASPECTS 

D. Mukama Mukungu 
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ABSTRACT 

Rural Uganda faces a lot of problems caused by poor sanitation facilities such as pollution of water 
sources, a high rate of waterborne diseases, high expenditures on curative health care, and the threat of 
reduced educational performance of children through illness, early school drop out, especially of g irls. 
Limited budgets and expenditures for the health sector, lack of staff, lack ofaccountability and transparency 
are important factors affecting sanitation status on the national level. Other restrictions can be found at 
the community level, e.g. taboos, cultural and customary beliefs, ignorance, poverty, or in soi l conditions. 
To address the poor level of sanitation, the Government of Uganda has set up both a whole string of laws 
and guidelines and an institutional and management framework. One main emphasis was placed on the 
Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation Programme (PHAST) introduced in 1994 and since 
then adopted by several non-governmental organisations (NGO's). 

KEY WORDS 

rural sanitation, PHAST, water-borne disease, environmental impact, latrines, Uganda 

INTRODUCTION 

Sanitation in Uganda has been defined by the Ministry of Health to encompass the "isolation of human 
excreta from the environment, maintenance of good personal, domestic and food hygiene, safe disposal 
of solid and liquid waste, maintenance of the safe drinking water chain and control of disease vectors" 
(Concept paper 1997). In this paper, the discussion will focus on latrine coverage, which is the basic 
indicator for measuring sanitation in rural areas. The unhygienic disposal of human excreta allows 
pathogenic organisms to contaminate the soil, water sources and eventually drinking water. Protection of 
drinking water sources from domestic sewage and human excreta is of the utmost importance to the 
health ofall communities. Unfortunately, sanitation (unlike water) is not considered a priority. It is regarded 
as a private and personal concern, which is often marginalised and not even discussed. Poor sanitation in 
Uganda impacts negatively on the health, environment, education, trade and the employment status. In 
this way, it is a drain on the national economy, a major obstacle to poverty eradication and sustainable 
development. 

BACKGROUND 

The Republic of Uganda is located in East Africa bordering Sudan in the north, Kenya in the east, Tanzania 
in the south, Rwanda in the southwest and The Democratic Republic of Congo in the west. It covers 
241,139 square kilometers. Uganda's society is multi-ethnic using English as the official language. The 
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major occupation of the inhabitants is subsistence agriculture with elements of pastoralism in the southwest 
and northeast. According to the National Population Census Report, Uganda had a population of 16.5 
million in 1991 with a male:female ratio of96: I 00 and an average population density of eight people per 
square kilometers (Ministry of Planning and Economic Development, 1991 ). The current population is 
estimated at 22 million, 89 % of which lives in rural areas classified as poor or with under- developed 
infrastructure, poor health and sanitation. The life expectancy at birth of only 42 years compares very 
poorly with 59 years in other least developed countries (Ministry of Health, 1997). 

SANITATION SITUATION ANALYSIS 

The political turmoil in Uganda has resulted in massive disruption of almost all essential services including 
water and sanitation. Therefore most of the water and sanitation installations, constructed during the 
colonial period, were vandalised, and were rendered non-functional. Latrine coverage was good during 
the late 1950s and in the 1960s as compared to the present (Tab. I) . Today access to safe water stands at 
approximately 40 % and sanitation coverage amounts to 45 % in rural areas and 60 % in urban areas. 

RURAL SANITATION PROBLEMS 

Health 

The out patient records from the various health institutions in Uganda clearly demonstrate that among the 
most common diagnosis, approximately 50 % are related to poor sanitation. These include malaria, intestinal 
worms, diarrhoea, eye infections and skin infections. 

Environmental Impact 

It is estimated that an average human being excretes 0.25 kg of faeces daily. Therefore, a group of I 000 
people without latrines would pollute the environment with 250 kg of faecal matter per day. (UNICEF, 
1998). 

Socio-Economic impact 

Expenditure on treatment of sanitation-related diseases is high. Treatment costs for malaria (another 
disease related to sanitation) amounts to 27 billion shillings (US$ 27,000,000) in the health system each 
year and diarrhoea diseases alone consume 4 billion shillings (US $ 4,000,000). The estimated total 

Table I: Latrine coverage of households in Uganda Table 2: Most common diagnosis in out patient 
clinics/Health Centres in 1996 in Percentages 

Year Coverage (%) 

1961 90 - 95 

1962 60 

1978-80 40 - 50 

1983 30 

1984 47.4 

(Source: UNICEF, 1984; GoU/ UNCC 1994) 
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Disease 

Malaria 

Intestinal WOrm.5 

Diarrhoea with blood 

Non-bloody diarrhoea 

Eye infections 

Skn diseases 

Frequency (%) 

25.5 

8.4 

6.4 

0.9 

4.1 

3.7 

Respi-atory tract infections 20. 7 

Others 21.2 

(Source: Health Planning Unit statistics, unpublished) 



expenditure on health is approximately 200,000 billion shillings (US$ 200,000,000) and sanitation related 
diseases consume 13.4 % of our expenditure on treatment, i.e. on curative health care (UNICEF, 1998). 

Education 

Rural sanitation problems lead to reduced learning capability of children through illness and early drop
out, especially for girls. Numerous school days are lost due to illness, cholera, diarrhoea and intestinal 
worm infestations, and this leads to absenteeism and results in poor academic performance. Sanitation 
facilities at schools are often inadequate and poorly maintained. The Ministry of Education Planning unit 
report ( 1995) indicated a ratio of students to latrine stances as being 328 to I . This leads to overcrowding 
during the time of use and a lot of time spent queuing up. The latrines had neither privacy, nor separate 
latrines for girls. In consequence, girls drop out at adolescence as they tend to remain at home during 
menstruation. 

FACTORS AFFECTING SANITATION IN UGANDA 

Sanitation in Uganda has been traditionally accorded low priority in national development. It has often 
been marginalised and rarely talked about in national debates. Equally, individuals and the private sector 
have not assigned a high priority to sanitation. Therefore, sanitation has previously suffered inadequate 
political and public support, lack oflegislative and policy guidelines, poor technology choices, inadequate 
resources allocation (human, financial , and material). Collaboration and coordination among all concerned 
parties is lacking. 

Primary Health care expenditure amounts to only from 0.4 to 0.6 % of the total district budgets (Ministry 
of Planning and Economic Development 1997, unpublished). 

The Ministry of Health and local authorities have low levels of staffing in the environmental health 
sector. Those who are employed are poorly facilitated in terms of salary payments, fuel and allowances 
for fieldwork, resulting into poor community mobilisation for sanitation improvement/promotion. 

Lack of accountability to programme resources by districts leads to suspension of both donor and 
government funds. This limits the options for improvement of the living conditions of rural people and 
yet the narrow tax base (low revenue base) has made districts unable to implement many of their 
development programmes. 

Apart from expense and technical difficulties with latrine building, the obstacles to community investment 
in sanitation include laziness (78 %); ignorance (32 %); poverty (21 %) and lack of tools or materials 
(12 %) (GoU/UNCC, 1994) 

Further problems encountered in the attempt to provide appropriate sanitation facilities are: 
• in some areas loose/sandy soils, rocky grounds and high water tables; 
• unsettled life styles of some communities such as refugees, displaced people, fishermen, hunters and 

pastoralists; 
• taboos, myths, difference in attitudes and beliefs with a direct influence on the life styles of the 

community, indicating a gap between the level of knowledge and practice and requiring matching 
technology with users; and 

• (Source: Health Planning Unit statistics, unpublished) massive problems of solid and liquid waste 
disposal in densely populated slum areas, leading to pollution of the environment 

(Oryem, 1997). 
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DEVELOPING AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR WATER AND 
SANITATION IMPROVEMENT/PROMOTION 

Government Policy and Strategic Framework 

The Government of Uganda has put in place policies and guidelines since 1997 supporting the promotion 
of improved hygiene and sanitation in the country, some of which are highlighted here below: 

Chapter 3 (Article 171) of The Constitution of the Republic of Uganda 1995: states that "it is the duty of 
every citizen in Uganda to create and protect a clean and healthy environment." A National Environmental 
Health Bill (in preparation) emphasises the component of sanitation and will soon be enacted. 

The Poverty Eradication Action Plan, June 1997 of the Ministry of Planning and Economic Development 
emphasises the relationship between poverty and environmental related diseases. The first principle of 
the Water Policy of the Ministry of Natural Resources, Directorate of Water Development (DWD), is the 
"Protection of the environment and safeguarding health through the integrated management of water 
resources and liquid and solid waste". 

The National Gender Policy of 1997 states that "women and children are main carriers and users of 
water" and commits DWD, among others, to ensure that women participate in community decision making 
on water and sanitation matters. 

Realising that poor sanitation is a major constraint to development in Uganda, the first National Sanitation 
Forum held in 1997 in Kampala, came up with a ten-point strategy of Action - The Kampala Declaration 
on Sanitation. This strategy enjoins the district and urban authorities, in collaboration with cultural leaders 
in the country, to provide exemplary leadership in the struggle for better sanitation at household, community 
and institutional levels. 

Institutional and Management Framework 

With respect to rural water supply and sanitation, a decentralised, multi-sectoral and integrated 
implementation strategy was adopted to ensure delivery of the needed services as a single package, to 
complement the efforts of the ministry of Health as outlined below: 

At the national level , the Ministries of Natural Resources, Health, Gender and Social Affairs, Local 
Government, Planning and Economic Development are coordinated through the lnterministerial Steering 
Committee (IMSC), the Programme Management Teams of Water and Environmental Sanitation (WES) 
and Project Administration Committees of Rural Water and Sanitation Project (RUWASA). The purpose 
is to provide the enabling environment in aspects of policy development and enforcement, guidelines and 
performance standards, resource mobilisation, technical assistance, quality assurance, monitoring and 
evaluation. 

At the district level coordination of sanitation activities at this level occurs through the respective sectoral 
committees of local council five (L.C.V) assigned water supply and sanitation responsibilities and District 
Management Teams for planning, prioritisation, budgeting/financing, supervision, monitoring and 
evaluation of actual implementation. Extension staff at the community level, water and sanitation 
committees, community based organised groups, Community Health Workers and the private sector 
facilitate actual implementation, follow up, monitoring and evaluation. 
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PARTICIPATORY HYGIENE AND SANITATION TRANSFORMATION (PHAST) 
DEVELOPMENT AND BENEFITS IN UGANDA 

Participatory Hygiene And Sanitation Transformation (PHAST) was introduced in Uganda as a pilot 
project in 1994 through the Rural Water and Sanitation (RUWASA) Project. Todate, a number of other 
non-government organisations (NGO's) in the water and sanitation sector have adopted the methodology 
for both rural and urban setting. Some of these include, Water Aid, Carl Bro.(U) Ltd, AMREF, government 
projects such as RUWASA (see above), Water and Environmental Sanitation (WES), Eastern Centres 
Water and Sanitation Project, Small Towns Water and Sanitation Project (STWSP) and training institutions 
like School of Hygiene and Nsamizi School of Social Development. 

Benefits are emerging: Communities are willing to accept responsibilities such as to pay money for operation 
and maintenance of facilities and to undertake management. Increased understanding and appreciation of 
the importance of improved hygiene and sanitation is increasing: communities request for extension 
workers to come for more training and there is increased attendance at meetings. Appreciation and 
understanding for the value of the facilities is emerging: hand-washing facilities were installed (tippy tap) 
with increased latrine construction. Communities have designed billboards to monitor their hygiene and 
sanitation status of their communities (PHAST, 1994). 

CONCLUSIONS 

If sanitation would be improved in Uganda today, health, social and economic benefits would also accrue. 
Many deaths would be avoided and the mortality rate of children under S years would be reduced from 97 
to as low as 66 per 1,000 live births. Sanitation-related diseases could decrease from 49 % of all outpatients. 
39.S I million work days would be saved each year from reductions in sanitation-related morbidity. 
Nutritional stunting rates would improve from 38 % to 30.3 %. Government and households would make 
savings of billions of shillings each year from savings on curative health expenditure, making more 
money available for other items and freeing health resources to concentrate on more complex disorders . 
Increased numbers and standards of school latrine facilities would decrease the dropout rates and academic 
standards achieved in schools (especially for girls after the age of puberty). Improvements to the 
environment, particularly the urban and freshwater environments would be noticeable. Fisheries production 
and fish product sales, agriculture and tourism may increase and billions of Uganda Shillings expenditure 
would be saved on environmental clean-up campaigns. Together, these improvements would result in 
increased personal dignity and a greater sense of national pride. No other single intervention could do so 
much to alleviate poverty in Uganda (Concept Paper, 1997; GoU/UNICEF, 1994). 
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REVIEW OF THE WASTEWATER SITUATION IN MOROCCO 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent estimations of the wastewater production of Morocco amounted to 370 million m' per year, and 
this is expected to increase to 900 million m' by the year 2020. In most cases wastewater is discharged 
directly into the environment, either to the sea via short outfalls or onto farmland for irrigation or infiltration. 
Major improvements in the quality of wastewater are needed urgently because of the strong migration of 
the rural population towards the towns and the very rapid demographic expansion. Studies for Sanitation 
Master Plans for the main towns are currently in progress and are a first step towards meeting these 
requirements. Development of a national master plan for liquid sewage is a way of extending this procedure 
over the whole territory. 

KEY WORDS 

Guidelines; irrigation; Morocco; reuse; treatment; wastewater; sewage 

INTRODUCTION 

Morocco, like most of the developing countries located in the arid and semi arid areas, is facing a shortage 
in water availability. Out of 150 billion m3 annual rainfall, only 30 billion m3 are estimated to be renewable 
(22 billion m3 join surface water and 8 billion m3 feed aquifers). Approximately 11.5 billion m3 of water 
are used annually, 3.5 billion m3 from groundwater. Around 93 % of this water is used to irrigate 1.2 
million ha, including 850,000 ha more or less permanently throughout the year (Ait Kadi , 1997). The 
situation may become of concern in the next few decades due to the sustained rate of population growth 
and to the regular and repetitive cycles of drought. Exploitation of non- conventional resources for irrigation 
is one of the solution envisaged to reduce the effect of this shortage by releasing freshwater for meeting 
the urgent needs of the population. Reclaimed wastewater seems to be the most interesting among these 
non-conventional resources because of its volume and its perenniality. 

PRODUCTION OF WASTEWATER 

Volumes and geographical distribution of wastewater: The annual volume of wastewater in the Moroccan 
towns increased stronlgly during the 3 last decades, from 48 in 1960 to 370 million m3 in 1990 (Figure I), 
and sewage is expected to increase up to 500 and 900 million m3 respectively by the years 2000 and 2020. 
The main factors responsible for this increase of sewage volumes are: growth of the urban population 
with an annual rate of 4.4 %, increased coverage with piped drinking- water from 53 % in 1972 to 79 % 
in 1993, and increase of the individual mean consumption of potable water from 85 to 116 litres per 
capita and per day between 1972 and 1992 (C.S.E.C. , 1994). Combined sewerage systems are common in 
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Figure I. Temporal variation of urban sewage since 1960. Expectations for horizons from 2000 to 2020 
(C.S.E.C., 1994) 

most towns of Morocco. This leads to fluctuation in both the volume and the concentration of sewage due 
to rainfall. 

The geographical distribution of urban wastewater is very heterogeneous. The economical zones of the 
center and north-west produce almost 60 % of Morocco's wastewater. A substantial amount further comes 
from coastal cities. The big city of Casablanca alone produced about 150 million m3 in 1992. Wastewater 
produced by the majority of the coastal cities is discharged directly to the sea without proper outfalls. This 
affects the development of tourism by degrading the sanitary quality of beaches as well as generating 
unpleasant odours and unaesthetic conditions (Kawni and Zelloul, 1995). 

The mean daily volume of wastewater produced per capita is difficult to establish because of incomplete 
information of the number of households connected, clogging of the canalization, and because of the 
quantity of parasitic water. Current estimates based on water consumption, assuming a restitution rate of 
80 % (DGCL/DEA, 1995) amount to 127 L per day in cities of more 500.000 inhabitants and 87 L per day 
in settlements between 100.000 and 500.000 inhabitants. The mean daily volume of wastewater produced 
per capita is estimated to70 litres. 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES 

Although 75 % of the urban population is connected to sewerage systems, only about 15 % of towns have 
wastewater treatment facilities. Since 1958, fifty wastewater treatment systems have been constructed in 
Morocco, however, none of them are in the big cities. During that period the main objective was to reduce 
the organic load in order to protect the aquatic environment. 

A short inventory of the actual state of existing wastewater treatment systems is given in Table 1. Among 
the 63 existing plants in Morocco, only 26 currently are still functional. The major problems encountered 
with the existing systems currently are: lack of adaptation of the treatment system to the local means and 
requirements; problems of conception and design, absence of maintenance, non-existence of a budget for 
sewerage, lack of engineers and training for technicians, absence of short- and long-term planning, and 
lack of sewage legislation. 
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Table I . Inventory of wastewater treatment systems existing in Morocco (DGCL/DEA, 1995) 

System Construction date Functional Non Non 
number functional connected 

II 5 6 

17 2 13 2 

19 II 5 3 

Draining 1989 3 3 

Stabilisation ponds 1976-1992 II 6 4 

89-90 2 2 

Total 63 26 31 6 

Since 1976, many communities have constructed stabilisation ponds for wastewater purification at low 
cost to improve the protection of aquatic environment. Wastewater stabilisation ponds are often the preferred 
method of wastewater treatment in warm climates wherever land is available at reasonable costs (Mara, 
1976; Arthur, 1983). Ponds in series of anaerobic, facultative and maturation units with an average detention 
time of IO to 50 days (depending on temperature) can be designed to produce effluents which meet the 
WHO guidelines (WHO 1989) for both bacteria and helminths. Currently, the majority of liquid sewerage 
projects are oriented toward this extensive technology in Morocco (40 projects are under study by the 
National Office of Potable Water). 

Starting in 1980 other efficient and extensive systems were tested in Morocco in order to improve the 
purified water quality and public health protection. Among these systems are: facultative ponds, anaerobic 
ponds, constructed wetlands, overflow irrigation-percolation, infiltration-percolation (Mandi et al., 1993; 
Ouchen et al., 1994; Mandi et al., 1996; Ouazzani et al., 1996). Such extensive treatment systems could 
be considered as the most appropriate for production of an effluent with acceptable microbiological quality, 
containing almost no helminth eggs and corresponding to the B category of the WHO guidelines (WHO 
1989) for reuse in irrigation of cereal crops, industrial crops, fodder crops, pasture and trees. 

Table 2. Chief zones of raw wastewater reuse in Morocco (C.S.E.C., 1994) 

Ciies Irrigated areas (ha) Crops grown 

Marrakech 2,000 cereals, vegetables, trees 

Meknes 1,400 vegetables, fodder pasture, trees 

Oujda 1, 175 vegetables, cereals, trees 

Fes 800 trees, vegetables 

El Jadi::la (coasta0 800 vegetables, fodder pasture 

Khouribga 360 cereals, vegetables 

Agadi- (coasta0 310 trees, vegetables, Soya-bean, fk>wers 

Beni Mellal 225 cereals, vegetables, cotton, beetroot 

Benguerir 95 vegetables, fodder pasture, trees 

Tetouan( coasta0 70 vegetables, fodder pasture 

Total 7,235 
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Reuse of wastewater in agriculture 

Wastewater produced by the large towns, particularly inland, was used for irrigation in the areas around 
these towns. For example, for many years raw wastewater ofMarrakech city (40 to 50,000 m3/day) was 
spread north of the town and reused to irrigate many crops (about 2,000 ha). Two main factors that 
promoted wastewater reuse in agriculture by this town were availability of agricultural land located around 
the city and the possibility of easy wastewater drainage toward the agricultural parcels. 

Throughout Morocco the area of irrigated with raw wastewater is estimated to be around 7,235 hectares 
(Table 2). The crops grown are mostly cereals, vegetables and salad crops, fodder pasture and trees. 
Gravity irrigation is used. This system contaminates vegetables crops growing near the ground and root 
crops, and it exposes farm workers to health risks (see also Bouhoum, 2000, in this volume). It is recognised 
by the authorities that the practice plays an essential role in the lives of poor subsistence farmers who 
would otherwise have no access to water. However, irrigation of vegetables crops is forbidden. 
The benefits of wastewater reuse may be limited by its potential health hazards associated essentially to 
the transmission of pathogenic organisms from the irrigated soil to crops, grazing animals and humans 
(Korentajer, I 991 ). The use of raw wastewater for irrigation has been associated with the prevalence of 
many diseases such as ascariasis, typhoid fever and cholera (Shuval et al., 1986). Many epidemiological 
studies has revealed an excess of parasitic infestations associated with raw wastewater reuse in irrigation 
(Bradely and Hadidy, 1981 ; Cifuentes et al., 1992; Bouhoum and Schwartzbrod, 1997). In the Marrakech 
spreading area of wastewater, reuse of municipal sewage in irrigation leads to contamination of crops 
with Giardia cysts and Ascaris eggs (Amahrnid et al., 1999). Manipulation of such contaminated agricultural 
crops is considered unsafe and might constitute a risk not only for farmers but also for the whole population. 

Inland cities which do not reuse wastewater in agriculture discharge liquid sewage into the rivers or 
spread it in the environment without any treatment where it is lost by evapotranspiration or by infiltration 
through the soil. 

Wastewater reuse regulations in Morocco 

For a long time, Morocco did not have any specific wastewater regulation. References were usually made 
to the WHO recommendations. ln the last years, the High Environmental Council in collaboration with 
the Ministry of Public Health have established specific wastewater reuse regulations and defined limit 
values for direct (i.e. into the natural environment) and indirect (i.e. into the sewage network) wastewater 
discharge. The Moroccan guidelines were based on the existent FAO and WHO guidelines (WHO, 1989; 
FAO/RNEA, 1993; C.N.E., 1996). In addition, when using wastewater, factors such as contamination of 
plants, harvested products, the environment, exposure of farm workers, increase of salinity and toxicity 
hazards will need to be considered. 

CONCLUS IONS 

In Morocco, there is a growing need to reuse wastewater not only to reduce waste discharges to surface 
waters but also to increase potential water resources. Urban population growth and the increase of individual 
consumption of drinking-water have increased and still are increasing wastewater volume. The treatment 
of wastewater and reuse in agriculture will protect the environment and provide a supplementary water 
resource for irrigation and other uses. 

Studies for Sanitation Master Plans for the main towns are currently in progress and are a first step 
towards meeting these requirements. The master plan proposes to : i)rehabilitate the existing sewer network, 
ii) extend coverage and iii) provide secondary treatment of raw sewage discharged in the municipal 
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system prior to final disposal. The master plan also makes reference to the promotion of effluent reuse for 
agricultural purposes. Developing a national liquid sewage master plan is a way of extending this procedure 
over the whole territory. For the development of a wastewater reuse program a careful assessment of 
markets, local practices, public health risks, environmental impacts, and the capacity to ensure safe effluents 
for reuse is necessary. Existing or proposed norms will determine the type of effluent that is needed, and 
proposed treatment plants will be evaluated for their suitability for reclaiming wastewater for reuse 
purposes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Surface water abstraction from rivers is the main source of potable water for many of the district capitals, 
municipal and metropolitan towns of Ghana. The points of abstraction on these rivers are usually located 
several kilometres downstream of their sources. These rivers serve as sinks for both non-point and point 
sources of pollution. The reliance of the urban population along these rivers on ill-maintained on-site 
public toilets and overflowing septic tanks renders urban run-off a vehicle for bacterial contamination of 
human origin. Downstream villages and small towns along the rivers use the water for drinking and other 
domestic purposes and therefore incidence of waterborne diseases of bacterial origin is therefore prevalent. 
This paper discusses the impact of discharges on Densu and Oda, two examples of surface waters employed 
for urban water supply, and makes suggestions for integrated water quality management as a tool for 
protecting surface water sources. 

KEYWORDS 

Faecal sludge, non-point source pollution, point source pollution, septage, sanitary surveys, watershed 
control 

INTRODUCTION 

In Ghana, river water abstraction is the main source of water for big towns and municipalities. Both point 
and non-point pollution by human factors influence the water quality of surface waters. The characteristics 
and state of urban sanitation infrastructure in Ghana make faecal contamination in urban runoff a significant 
non-point source. Municipal wastewater treatment plants are few in Ghana. Accra, the capital and Terna 
the principal port city, are the only cities with central sewerage systems; the former has only a section 
served by the system. The management of sludges from on-site sanitation systems (bucket and pit latrines, 
unsewered public toilets, aqua privies and septic tanks (cesspits) is a major problem for urban areas of 
Ghana. 

Faecal sludges are often discharged into surface waters with city authorisation, whilst "free ranging" on 
vacant public areas and community refuse dumps is not uncommon. In highly populated areas ofKurnasi , 
the second largest city, septic tanks are constructed without soakpits, and septage flows into drains. The 
nature of point and non-point human loads which impact the Densu and Oda rivers require an integrated 
water quality management supported by cross-sectorial efforts. The following sections discuss the 
significant point and non-point pollution sources within the catchment areas of the two rivers, and options 
for the protection of surface water quality, which are applicable to other rivers of Ghana. 
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POINT AND NON-POINT SOURCES OF SEPTAGE AND FAECAL SLUDGE IN 
TWO CATCHMENT AREAS 

Denso River Catchment Area 

The Denso catchment area over the total distance of 125 km from the Atewa Range Forest Reserve to the 
sea covers an area of 65 km2• The Denso and its tributaries provide water for nearly 3 million people 
including a large part (35 %) of the Accra metropolis. 

Faecal Sludge Treatment Plant (FSTP) near Akwadum, Koforidua. The Koforidua municipality depends 
on a series of settling tanks, anaerobic, facultative and maturation ponds for the treatment of faecal sludges. 
A recent inspection showed that the settling tanks and anaerobic ponds were filled and overflowing their 
embankments. Faecal sludges contained an average Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD5) of8,500 mg/ 
I and 15,000 helminth eggs per litre. The septage and faecal sludge contamination from the FSTP represent 
a significant point source pollution of the Densu. 

Urban Runoff from Towns and Villages. All the towns and villages within the catchment area depend on 
on-site sanitation systems whilst "free-ranging" along the banks of the river is also prevalent. Inadequate 
drainage systems receive indiscriminate discharges of domestic wastewater and excreta and represent a 
significant non-point pollution. Unauthorised housing development in flood plains near Accra also increase 
the pollution load to the river. 

Table I shows the results of grab samples from the Densu drainage basin and its tributaries. As indicated 
in Table I the impact of pollution on the potability of the Densu and its tributaries, including the Suhyien, 
is critical. 

Oda River Catchment Area 

The Kumasi metropolitan area has sewerage for less than 4 % of its nearly one million residents. 40 % of 
the residents depend on public toilets (improved pit latrines, aqua privies and pan latrines), about 15 % 
depend on septic tanks (most without soakaways), whilst less than IO % have household improved pit 
latrines. The section of the city with conventional sewerage lacks any treatment facility, whilst a simplified 
sewerage serving about 20,000 persons employs a waste stabilisation pond discharging into the Subin 
river with an unacceptable BOD quality of 90 mg/I. 

Table I . Water Quality Measurements of Densu and Tributaries 

Sampliig Point pH Turbidi:y TDS Alkalinity Colifonns Conductivity BOD, 
(NTIJ) rll!ifl mg/I µSiem rll!ifl 

Densu Akwadum 7.21 5.27 251 70 + 252 90 
Suhyen Brdge 6.98 5.77 315 74 + 317 30 

Bompon (Bridge) 7.17 6.64 289 76 + 290 35 

Borne (Adokwanta) 7.21 9.89 209 72 + 210 25 

K itwa(Apedwa) 7.31 0.97 348 124 + 349 50 
Densu (Densuso) 7.21 4.43 217 28 + 218 40 

Kuia (Bridge) 7.55 5.92 398 125 + 400 15 

Densu (N sawam) 7.3 7.74 527 118 + 530 80 
Densu (Weija) 8.05 11.18 457 99 + 459 60 

Source: Authors' Grab Sample analysis, October 1998. 
Notes: TDS = Total Dessolved Solids; NTU = Nephelometric Turbidity Unit 
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Direct Septage and Faecal Sludge Discharge into Subin River. Daily 200 - 300 m3 of septage and faecal 
sludge are collected by vault emptying trucks and discharged directly into the Subin river, a main tributary 
of the Oda river. This discharge of highly concentrated septage and faecal sludge into the Subin river 
represents a major point source pollution of the Oda river which is affecting downstream settlements as 
far as 15.5 km (Akyiransa) and beyond. 

Urban Runoff from Kumasi and other Towns. All the main drainage basins of Kumasi flow to the Oda. 
The human activities, which contribute bacterial contamination, are as described for the Densu catchment. 
The impact of urban runoff in highly populated cities with deficient urban sanitation infrastructure on the 
quality of surface streams is demonstrated by the impact of Kumasi on the rivers within its environment. 
The landscape ofKumasi allows swift flow to the Oda during rains and the open sewers (drains) directly 
charge the Oda. 

Table 2 shows the impact on receiving streams due to pollution from Kumasi. 

The effects of point and non-point sources of contamination, particularly the discharge by septage and 
faecal sludge in Kumasi, impacts a long stretch of the Oda basin. The community of Akyiransa, 15.5 km 
from Kumasi, ceased direct abstraction of water from the Oda since 1982 and reports malodours during 
the dry season when dilution by run-off is low. 

Two sampling points of interest are at the Subin (Limex Road) where the dissolved oxygen level of2.35 
mg/I was recorded and 6.8 mg/I were recorded after the abstraction point at Odaso. The interesting similarity 
of these 2 points is the cascading and aeration of the Subin stream caused by bridging at that point. The 
same effect is observed on the Oda river due to the construction of a weir for water abstraction. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR INTEGRATED WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT OF 
SURFACE WATERS 

A number of suggestions for the protection of source surface waters for the Ghana context include the 
implementation of watershed control programmes, sanitary surveys by water agencies and the Water 
Resources Commission, monitoring and regulation enforcement procedures by the Environmental 
Protection Agency, flood plain reservation and drainage improvement interventions to improve storm
water management. 

Table 2. Water Quality Measurements of Oda 

Samplilg Point pH Turbidity TDS mg'l Temp DO mg'! Total Conductivity 
(NTIJ) mg/I Colifunn µs/cm 

Sisa 5.83 671 25.6 0.00 671 

Subin (Limex Road) 7.34 809 25.8 2.35 796 

Aboabo (Bridge) 7.01 31.3 318 25. 1 1.84 271 3 18 

Akyiransa 7.30 39.1 541 542 0.00 2c 2400 542 

Bone 7.90 15.82 534 26.9 2.25 2c 2400 535 

Anwia-Nkwanta (Bridge) 7.38 20. 1 567 27.2 2.80 2c 2400 535 

Odaso (Before Intake) 7.46 21.8 272 28 4.8 2' 2400 274 

Odaso (After Intake) 7.55 26.7 216 7.8 6.8 2c 2400 220 

Source: Authors' Field Measurements and grab sample analysis, October 1998. 
Notes: TDS = Total Dessolved Solids; NTU = Nephelometric Turbidity Unit 
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The above options indicate a multi-sectorial effort for implementation. The Ministry of Environment, 
Science and Technology and its agent, the Environmental Protection Agency should play a major role in 
monitoring and implementing standards for source water quality and its protection. The Ministry of Tourism 
would need to establish guidelines and operational programmes for recreational impacts on water quality. 
The Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation should be asked to provide verifiable water quality audit 
results annually for catchment basins of sources of abstraction. The issue of flood plain reservation and 
tree buffering is clearly the responsibility of city authorities. Encroachment of flood plains for residential 
development and other human activities impact on surface waters and concerted efforts for implementation 
of plain reservation and tree buffering programmes should be implemented. The isolated cases of 
improvement in oxygen levels on the Subin and Oda indicate that improved drainage and strategic 
installation of flow control structures impact on water quality. The Ministry of Works and Housing, 
which is responsible for major drainage interventions will be required to be involved in sanitary surveys 
and auditing of results as well as provision to municipalities of locations and methods of strategic 
interventions for improving source water quality. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The water quality indicators reported above show the potential risk for direct surface water use ofDensu 
and Oda rivers. Whereas conventional filtration and disinfection will contribute to the reduction of turbidity, 
enteric viruses, Giardia cysts and bacteria, the risk in the event of disinfection failure is quite high. The 
simplest of the protection options for surface water is applicable to point sources of pollution where 
improvement in sanitation infrastructure will prevent direct discharges of low quality sewage eflluents, 
septage and faecal sludges. Protection of surface water sources from non-point pollution is much more 
complex and difficult to control because of the larger areas of the catchment basins and their dispersed 
nature. 
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GROUND WATER IN NIGERIAN URBAN CENTRES: PROBLEMS 
AND OPTIONS 

M. K. C. Sridhar 

Division of Environmental Health College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria 

ABSTRACT 

Results ofa groundwater study in Nigeria in some of the major cities in the southern part, Lagos, Ibadan; 
in the eastern part, Warri, Benin, and Aba, and in northern part, Kano and Jos indicates that the quality of 
waters fell far below the WHO recommended levels for some of the quality parameters. The levels of 
nitrate, lead and coliform index were particularly far above the WHO limits, and some of the waters have 
higher levels of iron with low pH values. The quality is poor in high density or low-income areas. In 
addition Lagos waters also showed intrusion of salinity in the localities closer to the coast. Poor ground 
water quality was attributed to intrusion ofsullage or gray water, indiscriminate defecation, and dumping 
of household refuse, industrial and hazardous wastes around the premises. Lead from locally produced 
gasoline and heavy road traffic in the urban centres, seepage of various leachates, inadequate governmental 
policies and poor implementation strategies, and indifferent attitudes of communities to the environment 
are some of the other identified reasons. 

KEYWORDS 

Ground water, Nigeria, nitrates, pollution, water quality 

INTRODUCTION 

Nigeria with its over 90 million population ranks among 48 countries that could run out of natural fresh 
water supplies in the next 27 years if care is not taken. This grim picture was painted by predicting that 
supplies to individuals could drop by up to half from the current 2,506 m3 per person yearly, to some 1,175 
m3 per person by the year 2025 (Okunola, 1998). The signs of this grave situation are already being felt in 
all urban centres of the 36 States in the country. As a result, the affected communities have resorted to 
ground water resources, mostly unprotected springs, shallow wells or boreholes. The magnitude of Nigeria's 
groundwater reserves and their quality is not fully known. Only recently, the country has been divided 
into 12 ground water zones with a view of assessing the ground water potential. The source of some of the 
information available is from US Geological Survey ( 1968), and other sporadic publications from 
researchers in the country (Egbuniwe, 1980; Sridhar and Omishakin, 1985; Ademoroti, 1987; Areola, 
1992). 

A cursory look at the urban centres reveals that a majority of the water resources are prone to pollution 
due to urbanisation, population pressures and industrialisation. Pollution from chemical and biological 
sources is evident in different urban centres. Groundwater pollution is also closely associated with water
borne infections of which the major childhood killer disease is diarrhoea. From the various health records, 
it is reported that in 1989 alone, the diarrhoeal disease episodes varied from a minimum of 13.0 % in 
Lagos State to a maximum of 23.8 % in Kwara State (Federal Ministry of Health Statistics, Annual 
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Reports). Typhoid and cholera have been increasing and frequent episodes are reported from Ibadan, 
Lagos and other State capitals. Certain urban centres in Plateau State near Jos showed toxic levels of 
fluorides naturally occurring in ground waters (publication in preparation). Urban centres have been 
showing increasing levels of nitrate and lead in drinking waters. This paper reports the quality of ground 
water in selected urban centres, in the south western, south eastern, and northern regions of Nigeria. 

The study was carried out in selected cities, viz. Lagos and Ibadan (southwestern region), Aba, Warri , and 
Benin City (southeastern region), and Kano and Jos (northern region) of Nigeria. The metropolitan part 
of Lagos occupies about 37 % of the land area and inhabits 85 % of the State's population of 5.6 million. 
It is the chief commercial, financial, social and maritime centre ofNigeria and yet, it lacks any centralised 
sewerage system. Lagoons and water canals characterise the drainage system and occupy about 787 km2• 

The city of Ibadan is about 145 km north east of Lagos and occupies I 03.8 km2. It has an estimated 
population of2 million. It is the largest indigenous city and occupies about 36.2 km2, which is 34.9 % of 
the land area. The city of Aba has a population of 225,500 and is the commercial nerve centre and the 
most industrialised city in Imo State. The old Warri South covers I 1,000 km2 and has boundary with 
Atlantic Ocean, which forms the extreme coast. It also lies within the mangrove forest. The petroleum 
industries and a refinery are concentrated here. It has an estimated population of213,300. Benin City has 
a population of 198,000 and links east with the west. It is on the forest zone and has a lot of natural forest 
resources. Kano is a major city in the north with a population of 580,000 and is a strong trade centre, 
mostly exporting the cattle and agricultural wealth in exchange for commodities from the west and the 
south. Jos, situated on an elevated plateau has a population of 178,000 and is noted for its salubrious 
climate and agricultural activities. 

SAMPLING, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Samples of ground water were collected from shallow dug wells, shallow boreholes or deep boreholes 
and were sent to the laboratory for prompt analyses. The samples were analysed for various physico
chemical parameters and coliform counts where applicable, following standard methods (American Public 
Health Association, 1991 ). 

Southwestern region. The quality of ground water in the southwestern region, as evident from Lagos 
and Ibadan (Table 1) is dependent on the location, population pressures and human activities. The high
density areas showed higher pollution loads as compared to the low-density areas. The major pollutants 
were coliforms, nitrates, lead, and other heavy metals. None of the sites investigated were free of coliforms 
(Table 1 ). In some samples, nitrogen was found as free or available ammonia. The wells closer to the 
illegal municipal waste dumpsites were more strongly affected by pollution. It is estimated that about 
845,000 tons of solid wastes are produced in Ibadan and about 1.2 million tons in Lagos per annum. 
These wastes are mostly dumped at various comers on the streets. These wastes discharge leachates, 
which migrate to various water bodies and also seep through soil. 

Eastern region. The quality of waters from eastern region is not very much different from the western 
region. These waters also showed higher values for nitrates and certain heavy metals due to human activities, 
and none of the sites were free of coli forms (Table 2and Fig. I). They are also characterised by oils and 
grease which may have been contributed by the petroleum exploration activities in the region. The eastern 
region suffers from soil erosion as soil lost its aggregate properties due to pollution and loss of cation 
exchange capacity. 

Northern region. The quality of waters from Kano and Jos from northern region also showed pollution 
due to human activities (Table 3) but the magnitude seems to be low as compared to the thickly populated 
centres such as Lagos and Ibadan in the southern region. In Jos Plateau, another significant problem is the 
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Table 1. Quality of ground water from Lagos and Ibadan (mean values of n samples) n = sample size; • = proposed value 

Pararreter Localkln pH-value Total dissolved Total Total Chloride NH,-N NO
3
-N Pb Cd Ni Cr Colifonn count, solids alkalmity hardness 

mgil mgil mgil mgil mgil mgil mgil µgil mgil µgil MPN/100 ml 

Lagos 

Near a refuse dump site 
5.47 164.8 52.9 1.19 6.4 0.014 0.26 0.0169 25.8 >240 (n=24) 

High density area (n=8) 4.85 659.0 47.S 64.0 164.S 24.6 0.450 180 

Medium densiy area 5.30 479.3 177.3 161.3 46.7 8.27 0.006 180 (n=3) 

Low densiy area (n=2) 6.4 786.0 272.0 276.0 104.0 12.2 70 

Ibadan 

Near a refuse dump site 6 .78 337.48 60.S 1.62 16.4 0.017 1.7 0.036 35 >240 (n=40) 

High density area (n=3 I) 6.6 382.S 51.0 28.8 13.S 0.82 59.1 1.5 1.5 100 >240 

Medium densiy area 6.2 268.8 18.3 12.1 0.5 0.5 100 160 (n=4) 

Low densiy area (n=2) 7.5 370.0 136.0 210 36.0 ND 0.7 0.6 100 35 

WHO Gur:lelile for 6.5-9.2 <300 (for 100 500 45 0.01 3.0 0.015 so 0 drinkilg water excelkmt qualiy) 

Table 2. Quali!r of groundwater from Warri and Benin areas (mean values of n sam2les and standard deviations given in 2arenthesis} 

Salll)le Station pH Conductiviy IDS Oil& Grease :i Iron Pb Ni Va Cr Cd Zn Colifonn count, 
µSiem mgil mgil mgil mgil mgil mgil µgil µgil mgil MPN/100 ml 

Effurun (n=3) 5.4 122.8 62.2 0.041 13.9 0.86 0.43 0.30 0.0036 so 0.63 0.80 >240 ±0.2 ±22.67 ±4.54 ±0.09 ±0.08 ±0.05 ± 1.4 ±30 ±0 17 ±0.42 

Ek pan/ Akemu Layout 5.5 140.18 70.67 
0.039 14.3 1.95 0.49 0.20 0.0026 57 0.73 0.43 >240 (n=6) ±0.3 ±39.88 ±20.25 ±0.47 ±0.09 ±0.06 ±0.7 ±25 ±0.2 ±0.2 

Watersrle (n=6) 5.6 113.33 57.27 0.088 30.6 1.47 0.57 0.27 0.0028 19 0.82 I 180 ±0.7 ±24.0 1 ± 12.04 ±0.31 ±0.07 ±0.03 ±I.I ±7 ±0.2 ±0.65 

Refuery (n=7) 4.9 118.43 59.7 
0.068 26.7 2.25 0.50 0.16 0.0024 66 1.0 0.71 120 ±0.4 ±25.39 ± 12.84 ±0.63 ±0.08 ±0.02 ±1.0 ±53 ±0.22 ±0.2 

Benil Subw-bs (n=8) 4.8 112.38 54.6 
0.036 28.S 2.36 0.37 0.18 0.0020 44 1.0 0.53 80 ±0.3 ±19.72 ±7.65 ±0.43 ±0.08 ±0.02 ±1.0 ± 12 ±0.26 ±0.13 

Ugbowo/Uselu (n=4) 4.8 29.75 15.0 0.0075 5.9 1.89 0.48 0. 17 0.003 18.8 0.775 0.7 70 ±0.2 ±7.48 ±3.68 ±0.38 ±0. 11 ±0.07 ±0.8 ±7.4 ±0.21 ±0.2 

w WHO Gurlelile for 
6.5 - 9.2 <300 (for 

0.1 45.0 0.3* 0.01 0.015 so 3.0 3.0 
~ Drinking Water excellent quality) 
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Fig. I. Nitrate levels in Ground waters from Aba 

Table 3. Quality of ground-water from Kano and Jos 

Sample Station pH Conductivity ms Total Alkalinity Total Hardness Cl 
µSiem mg'! mg/I mg'! mg'! ~~ Fluorrle 

mg'1 

Kano 
Sample I 7.0 1.6·10·' 425.0 276.0 350.0 250.0 5.6 

Sample 2 7.3 0.36·10·' 656.0 40.0 120.0 30.0 9.9 

Jos 
Sample I 6.2 0.35 20.0 9.0 0.61 2.82 

Sample 2 6.5 0.14 6.0 2.0 0.61 1.68 

natural occurrence of fluorides in soils, which find their way into the ground-waters. This toxic chemical 
has also contaminated some of the surface waters. An intensive study carried out by the author indicated 
that the fluoride levels ranged from I to 5 mg/I in several parts. Ironically, one of the treated surface water 
sources meant for urban supply contained higher fluoride levels, causing health effects. Some of the 
waters in Kano region also show high levels of agricultural chemicals, which the northern farmers use on 
their farms. 

Factors contributing to groundwater pollution 

The major sources of pollution in urban centres are: indiscriminate defecation, lack of underground 
sewerage system, unlined open drains carrying the domestic wastes and evacuating into water bodies, 
refuse heaps, refuse mixed with human faeces and toxic wastes, and biological wastes. The leachates 
from solid waste dumpsites have been contributing to severe ground water pollution. In one of the 
communities in Ibadan, the leachate found its way into nearby stream, ground water and nearby agricultural 
lands. The results are devastating in that the ecosystem has been degraded beyond repair. The levels of 
lead in ground waters is alarming and it is traced to high traffic in urban centres and Nigerian gasoline is 
known to contain the world's highest lead levels. Federal Environmental Protection Agency, which is the 
watchdog of the national pollution problems, is unable to control effectively due to several problems such 
as corruption and poor implementation strategies. 

Health effects of ground water pollution 

In addition to ecological effects observed due to ground water pollution, effects on health are also 
noteworthy. Several reports received from hospital records and news media relate the typhoid, cholera, 
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gastroenteritis, and diarrhoeal diseases to the groundwater pollution. These diseases are increasing 
particularly in the urban centres. Recently, some vendors have started marketing drinking water in polythene 
sachets and the water they pack is from doubtful sources. Most of them use ground water with no treatment, 
as the urban taps are dry most of the time. Some of these waters also showed higher levels of lead, 
nitrates, and coliform counts and some of them are low in pH. The study on methaemoglobinaemia in 
Aba (Mbanugo et al., 1990) demonstrated that about 53 % of the infants showed methaemoglobin levels 
0-2 %, 32 % showed 3-8 %, and 15 % showed 9-23 %. These elevated levels were traced to nitrate intake 
through water and food prepared with such waters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years, urban living has become a nightmare. The maximum pollution is found in the congested 
urban centres. The population pressures, developmental activities, indiscriminate dumping of liquid and 
solid wastes, disposal of untreated toxic and hazardous wastes are responsible for the urban degradation. 
Groundwater is the recipient of all land based pollution, including faecal pollution as evident from coliform 
counts (Sridhar et al, 1981 ). While the Government is not able to address the issues adequately, some 
communities have been trying to resort to some kind of treatment of water to make it safer. Most of these 
methods are traditional and are not effective. Technically sound methods of water treatment are not cost
effective particularly in the communities living in the high density areas. There is a need to address the 
chemical and microbiological quality of groundwater particularly in urban centres as it affects a larger 
population. As such measures are cost-intensive, the communities by themselves are not in a position to 
bear such burden. Improved sanitation particularly, hygienic disposal ofliquid and solid wastes, segregation 
of toxic and hazardous wastes for separate disposal, legislation to reduce the lead levels of gasoline, 
health education of communities affected and active participation of Non-Governmental Organisations 
are some of the strategies suggested for improving the ground water quality. The Government, the Non
Governmental Organisations and the communities have to join in partnership in improving the situation 
before it is too late. 
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ABSTRACT 

A comparative study on the effects of lack of sanitation and inappropriate waste handling on water supply 
was carried out in several Southeast Asian countries that have problems such as inadequate water resources, 
water supply and sanitation. Though the degree and the cause varied in each country, all the countries 
investigated had problems arising from contamination of water resources. It was found that there are 
several sources of water contamination, such as human and animal excreta, solid wastes from nearby 
houses, graveyards, contaminated river flows, and large-scale landfills for big cities. It was revealed that 
even when water is clean at the point of production, it could be easily contaminated through broken 
pipelines or improperly maintained containers. It is still rare to put chlorine into piped water supply and 
both the inhabitants' and water engineers' understand ing of the importance of disinfection should be re
emphasised. Although it is urgent to provide piped water supply to those who have only contaminated 
water sources, such as surface water and dug wells, it is also important to protect these limited water 
sources from the above-mentioned contamination. 

KEYWORDS 

Health risk, rural water supply, sanitation, Southeast Asia, water source pollution 

INTRODUCTION 

Countries in Southeast Asia have a tropical to sub-tropical climate, and the renewable water resources 
vary in each country (Table 1 ). Indonesia and Myanmar have abundant water resources both in total and 
per-capita units, but very low per-capita water uses in these countries indicate that the water resources are 
not fully exploited due to many constraints. Thailand and Vietnam, on the contrary, have very little 
renewable water resources, and hence always suffer from water shortage. Being the top and the third rice 
exporters in the world, Thailand and Vietnam need a lot of water to irrigate their crops. There are fierce 
conflicts among different water use sectors in these countries. In countries like Cambodia and Lao PDR 
per-capita water resources are abundant due to a lower population density. In these countries, while per
capita water resources are high, they appearto be poorly utilised due to economic constraints and also due 
to dispersed population structures. 

Table 2 shows water and health related indices in Southeast Asia. As shown in the table there are four 
countries with an annual GNP per-capita of less than 400 US$, namely Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, 
and Vietnam. Most of these countries are dependent on official development assistance (ODA); especially 
the projects on rural water supply and sanitation are much more dependent on ODA than other projects 
because such projects are not profitable under the current economic conditions. These countries have 
higher percentage of rural population and lower access to safe drinking water and sanitation than other 
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Table I. Renewable water resources and water use in Southeast Asian countries ( 1990) 

Country Area Population Annual Internal Renewable Water Domestic Water 
Resources Use 

(x IO' km') Total (million) Total ( km'/yr) Per :P;ita 
(x I 03 /c/yr) Per capita (Veld) 

Cambodia 178.9 8.25 88 10.7 9.1 

Indonesia 1,882.5 184.28 2,53 13.7 36.4 

Lao PDR 234.1 4.14 270 65.2 59.1 

Malaysia 325.9 17.89 456 25.4 377.3 

Myanmar 668.7 41.68 1,082 26.0 22.7 

Philippines 296.5 62.41 323 5.2 268.2 

Thailand 507.2 55.70 I JO 2.0 72.7 

Vietnam 327.8 66.69 376 5.6 31.8 

Source: World Resources ( I 992- I 993) 

Table 2. Basic indices of Southeast Asian countries 

Country GNP ODA inflow Rtrral Access to safe water Access to sanitation Under-5 
per GNP population mortality rate 

per capia urban rtrral urban rtrral 
(USO) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) Per one-thousand 

(year) 1995 1995 1992 1990-96 1990-96 1996 

Cambodia 270 21 88 65 33 81 8 170 

Indonesia 980 I 70 78 54 73 40 71 

Lao PDR 350 18 80 44 (total) 18 (total) 128 

Malaysia 3,89 0 55 96 66 94 (total) 13 

Myanmar 220 2 75 78 50 56 36 150 

Philippiies 1,05 I 56 93 80 89 63 38 

Thailand 2,74 I 77 94 88 98 95 38 

Vietnam 240 5 80 47 42 43 15 44 

Source: UNICEF (1998); UNDP (1994); ODA - official development assistance 

countries. Additionally, the mortality rates of children under 5 years of age in these countries are high, 
with the exception of Vietnam. 

Table 2 also shows that, although the majority of the population still lives in rural areas, there is a stark 
discrepancy in the coverage of the water supply and sanitation between urban and rural areas. This 
discrepancy is greater in the above-mentioned four lower-income countries than the other countries. The 
comparison between the access rates for water supply and sanitation reveals that countries pay more 
attention to water supply than to sanitation. The low levels of environmental sanitation lead to contamination 
of water resources especially in rural areas because their water sources are near to points of water use and 
waste disposal. 

POLLUTION OF RURAL WATER SUPPLY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

Thailand 

There are six government departments and authorities in Thailand that are in charge of water supply 
(Table 3). The Metropolitan Waterworks Authority (MWA) is responsible for supplying water to the 
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Table 3. Thai Government departments in charge of water supply 

Government Department Responsibility ror water supply Rw.il water supply projects ( 1992- I 998) 

MWA: Metropolitan Waterworks Authority 

PWA: Provincial Waterworks Authority 

DPW: Department of Public Works 

DMR: Department of Milera I Resources 

OOH: Department of Heakh 

Bangkok and surrounding areas none 

Provilcial dies and surroundings 226 

Rw.il community, GW & SW 7,957 

Rw.il community, GW 7, 182 

Rw.il community, GW & SW 6,88 I 

ARD: Office of Accelerated Rw.il Development Rw.il community, GW 

Provincial & regional governments 

2,431 

2,882 

355 Others 

Total 

Source : Office of National Water Resources Board, NWRB ( 1998) 
GW: Groundwater, SW: Surface water 

26,913 

metropolitan Bangkok region. The Provincial Waterworks Authority (PWA) primarily supplies water to 
cities and towns in each province, and it also supply water to the rural communities by extending the 
pipelines from nearby waterworks in cities. The other four government departments/offices carry out 
most of the rural water supply projects in Thailand as shown in Table 3. The Thai government has set a 
ten-year target ( 1992 - 200 I) to supply 50 Lid/capita of water to 41 ,152 rural communities, i.e. , 70 % of 
all rural communities that have access to groundwater. As of February 1998, a total of26,913 water 
supply systems with capacities of2.5 m3/h, 5.0 m3/h, or IO m3/h have been constructed and, additionally, 
180,625 wells have been installed. The Department of Health (DOH) also provided 2,469 rainwater
harvesting tanks between 1992 and 1997, and it is planning to provide additional 2,500 tanks in the next 
five years . These tanks are frequently installed in local temples, which are the centre of rural activity. 

The treatment process of rural water supply is minimal. Where the raw water is groundwater, tray aerators 
followed by sand filters are used to remove iron. DOH is the only department that installs chlorination 
pumps to their water supply systems. Currently, other departments have not yet standardised chlorination 
facilities in water supply designing. DOH is also the only department in charge of water quality monitoring. 
Staff with provincial DOH offices are responsible for all water supply systems including those constructed 
by other government departments. Hence, they are always understaffed; for example, two water quality 
inspectors take care of over 600 water supplies in the northeast region (Khon Kaen). 

Water pollution rnay occur widely throughout Thailand, but, due to both the above mentioned limitation 
in water quality monitoring as well as people's habit of drinking rain water, the problem has not yet been 
widely recognised. In the Northern Thai city ofChiangmai, water resources near a solid waste dumping 
site are contaminated with microbial and chemical contaminants (Chatehavan and Yaovanuch, 1990). 
Because of this problem, the city cannot open a new solid waste disposal site, and consequently solid 
waste overspills all around the city. In the southern Thai city of Hat Yai, groundwater was contaminated 
due to excessive abstraction and following leakage of contaminated surface water into the aquifer. 

Myanmar 

In 1972, the Rural Water Supply Division was established under the Agricultural Mechanization 
Department, Ministry of Forests and Agriculture, to take charge of rural water supply projects. This 
division was later expanded in 1995 to an independent department, the Water Resources Utilization 
Department (WRUD), which took control of water supply and irrigation projects (Table 4) (WRUD, 
1998a). 
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Table 4. Water supply projects by WRUD, Myanmar 

Type of the water supply 

Shallow tube well 

Deep tube well 

Village group piped water 
supply with tube well 

Gravity flow system 

Ferro-cement tank 

I mp roved pond 

I mp roved dug we II 

Criteria: (Diameter, Depth, 
h:Househokls, p:Persons) 

1.5-2", I00-250fl,20h, I00p 

4"-6", >250ft, I 50p HP, >800p 
MP 

capacity>54m3/d, houses within 
<8 km 

spring+ piped supply, houses 
within <8 km, 1,500p 

HP outside a fenced pond, 30h, 
150p 

Special water supply from river Taung;zi, piped water supply 
from A vyeyarwaddy River 

Total 

Source: WR U D ( 1998b) 
HP: hand pump, MP: motor pump 

N wnber of the system 

18,997 

12,67 

31 

130 

10 

35 

13 

Population served 

( sha Uow + deep 
wells) 

13,483,609 

125,22 1 

348,766 

4,63 

32 

I 00,811 

14,098,037 

Traditionally, inhabitants of Myanmar drunk water from ponds, shallow wells, reservoirs, and rivers 
without any treatment. However, due to an increase in population and human activity, it became more 
urgent to protect these water resources. When an outbreak of waterborne disease is reported by local 
public health officers, technicians from WRUD come to disinfect water resources. Recently, WRUD 
launched a water resources protection program jointly with UNICEF (Towards Better Health) (WRUD, 
1997). The program recommends villagers: (I) to fence off ponds, which are drinking water sources for 
them, in order to avoid human and animal waste contamination, and (2) to dig wells outside the fence. 
The advantage of this method, according to the program brochure, is very low cost because most of the 
fencing can be done by the villagers. 

The requirement for water treatment, good operation and management and water resources protection are 
not well recognised in the country, and water quality is low nationwide. For example, according to the 
Yangon City Development Committee (YCDC), bacteriological data of the Yangon city water supply 
indicated that the ratio of unsatisfactory samples to the total sample number was 38 samples out ofa total 
number of 84, 36 out of 84, and 24 out of 41 in 1995, 1996 and 1997, respectively. These data show that 
approximately 50 % of the Yangon water supply cannot meet the required bacteriological standard (YCDC, 
1998). 

Table 5 shows the latest national statistics on sanitation coverage in each state and province. In general, 
the states and provinces around the capital, Yangon, have higher coverage ratios, whereas those away 
from the capital are lower. In the north state ofKachin, the northeast state of Shan, and the southern states 
ofTanintharyi and Mon especially, there is very low sanitation coverage. Despite the national Government's 
policy to eliminate the discrepancy between the urban and rural provinces, so far, it seems that Myanmar 
has not yet achieved the goal of the national campaign. 

It is recognised that this under-achievement is neither technical nor financial , but due to a lack of 
involvement of the local people; making the water supply projects really demand-driven is the crucial 
issue. The national Government still searches for a way to involve local people in rural water supply and 
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Table 5. Sanitation coverage in each province, Myanmar 

State / Province Sanitation Coverage State / Province Sanitation Coverage 

Ayeyarwady 33% Rakhire (42%)* 

Bago 54% Sagaing 
45% 

Chin 42% Shan (East) 
(25%)* 

Kachin 27% Shan (North) 16% 

Kayah 50% Shan (South) 36% 

Mon 23% Tanintharyi 14% 

Magway 57% Yangon 53% 

Source: Ministry of Health, Myanmar ( 1997) 
• Estimated value, the other data indicate the average of all townships in the states or provinces. 

sanitation projects. Additionally, the move from "hardware approach" to "software approach" was 
considered to be very important. In order to overcome the lack of resources, it has been mentioned that 
private sector resources could be used to achieve the goal of safe water and sanitation (U Oo Tun Wai, 
1998). 

Vietnam 

The pumped-piped system (PPS) component of the Water and Sanitation Program (WATSAN), which is 
a joint activity of UNICEF and the Center for Rural Water Supply and Environmental Sanitation 
(CERWASS), Vietnam, was extensively examined and re-evaluated in 1998 (Goulet et al. , 1998). In this 
report, the following water quality problems were identified : 

• Surface waters, such as rivers, ponds and lakes, were contaminated by human and/or animal excreta 
and showed high numbers of coliform bacteria. The maximum numbers detected were 1.28 · I 06MPN / 
I 00mL of fecal coliform and 3.5 · I 06 MPN/ 1 00mL of coliform bacteria in a lake. Shallow groundwaters 
in dug wells were better than surface waters, but usually contain 102 to 103 MPN/ 1 00mL of coliform 
bacteria. Nitrogen concentration in most of dug wells was high; the maximum nitrate nitrogen detected in 
a dug well was 19 mg/L. 

• Tube wells had the best water quality of the three water sources; all tube well samples were negative in 
coliform and fecal coliform tests. However, seventy percent of water in containers and jars at the households 
were positive in coliform and fecal coliform testing. The maximum number of bacteria in a household 
container were 1.5 · 1O' MPN/100ml of Fecal Coliform and 5.0' 1 0'MPN/ 1 00mL coliform bacteria. These 
results indicate that water is contaminated while it is distributed through the pipelines and/or while it is 
stored in a container or ajar. The need for chlorination is widely recognised, but it is rarely practiced due 
to a lack of facilities or a lack of appropriate operational skills. 

The authors visited five rural communities in Vietnam, three in the North and two in the South, in August, 
1998. These villages had 200 to 500 households, with populations of 1,000 to 2,500. In two communities, 
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there was no piped water supply system. They either harvest rain water or use hand pump wells. Such 
water is of poor quality due to contamination by human and animal excreta, graveyard leachates, and 
wastewater flows. Pond water is used for washing vegetables and dishes throughout the year, and, in the 
dry season, some of the families even use this pond water for cooking and drinking. The water quality in 
these ponds is very poor, due to contamination by human waste and solid wastes generated in rural 
households. Local residents desire construction of piped water supply systems, but both sanitation and a 
better management of solid wastes are also crucial to maintain better water quality in these communities. 
The other three communities had piped water supply systems, but only one had a chlorination facility. It 
seems that inhabitants consider chlorination unnecessary because ground water quality at the well is 
good; they think water is "pure" if it does not have colour or odour and, in addition, they don ' t like the 
smell of chlorinated water. The tendency to boil water before drinking seems to reduce the occurrence of 
waterborne disease in Vietnam, but vulnerable groups such as babies and children may suffer from illness 
because of poor water quality. 

CONCLUSION 

Water resources, especially surface water and dug wells, were contaminated due to a variety of reasons. If 
these are the only sources for domestic water, these communities must be given priority access to a piped 
water supply and sanitation. 

The origins of water resource contamination identified were human and animal excreta, land fill sites, 
and graveyards. Handling and disposal of human and animal excreta are the primary problems in agricultural 
communities. Communities around big cities often face the problem of solid wastes generated by city 
residents and industries. In order to avoid future problems as well as the current ones, government 
departments in charge of water supply and sanitation must work together with the urban planning section 
of the regional and national governments. 

Even if water is clean at the point of production, it can be very easily contaminated in the distribution 
system and/or in the storage containers. Disinfection is not widely practiced, and the importance of 
disinfection is not well understood even to the water supply engineers. A better training program would 
improve their knowledge and expertise. 
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ABSTRACT 

In India, supply of drinking water, treatment and disposal of domestic wastewater including faecal matter 
are managed by local bodies. The existing status of water supply, characteristics of domestic wastewater, 
modes of collection, treatment and disposal system for sewage and faecal matter in 82 municipalities and 
4 municipal corporations were assessed in the States of Bihar and West Bengal in India. Domestic 
wastewater in the municipal areas is collected and discharged through open kachha (earthen), pucca 
(cement-concrete) and natural drains and discharged into water courses or disposed on land. Scavenger 
carriage system for night soil disposal is in-vogue at several places in the surveyed States. Open defecation 
by the inhabitants in some of the municipalities also occurs. The existing methods of collection, treatment 
and disposal of sewage impairs the water quality of different water sources. Techno-economically viable 
remedial measures for providing basic amenities, namely safe drinking-water supply and proper sanitation 
to the communities of these two States of India are suggested and discussed. 

KEY WORDS 

Community; domestic water; drain; wastewater treatment 

INTRODUCTION 

Water is essential for life. The water, sanitation and health are the primary needs of the people. Organized 
water supply and sanitation systems began in 1870 and the responsibility for water supply, sanitation 
facilities and health measures were transferred by the Central Government to Provincial Governments 
which in turn transferred the responsibilities to the local bodies i.e. , Municipalities and Municipal 
Corporations (NEER!, 1991 ). Local bodies maintained these systems for a long time without undertaking 
improvements necessary to meet the growing demands from India's increasing population. Various 
international agencies like the World Health Organisation (WHO), the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP) and the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF), along 
with the Government oflndia provided financial support for the implementation of projects for drinking
water supply and sanitation during the years 1951 to 1981 . Until the beginning of the International Drinking
Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, the budget for water supply and sanitation increased over 2.5-fold 
compared with total development and annual plan outlays. This resulted in a population coverage of 
urban and rural water supplies and urban sanitation services up to 77 %, 31 % and 27 % respectively 
(MWH, 1983). Thus, the water, sanitation and essential health amenities still require major attention in a 
developing country like India. In this paper, the status of the existing drinking water supply and sanitation 
facilities in the States of Bihar and West Bengal of India covering 82 municipalities and 4 municipal 
corporations is discussed along with measures to be adopted for the protection of drinking water from 
being contaminated with domestic wastes. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Domestic wastewater samples from the point of discharge of the major drains were collected and analysed 
according to the Standard Methods for Examination of Water and Wastewater ( 1989). All the 82 
municipalities and 4 municipal corporations were surveyed together with representatives of the District 
Collector (Administrative head of the district) of each district and respective municipalities and municipal 
corporations in the year 1994. Most of the areas covered during the survey in these States are urban. The 
entire area of each municipality/municipal corporation was covered during the investigation. Data on 
population, water supply, and sanitation facilities were also collected. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Assessment of the situation on drinking water supply and sanitation facilities 

Status of drinking water supply. Of the total surveyed municipalities and municipal corporations, 66.3 % 
were smaller than 0.1 million inhabitants, and 43 % had a population density in the range of 1,000 - 5,000 
persons/km2, while only 5.8 % of these were in the range of more than 30,000 persons/km2 (Table I). 
Rivers and groundwater sources are used for drinking water supply. Most of the water supplies are rather 
small: The total amount of water supplied to the community for drinking purposes was in the in the range 
of 500 - 5,000 m3/d for 65.2 % of the municipalities studies, with a supply duration of 3 to 6 hours, and 
only 1.2 % of all municipalities and municipal corporations were supplied with more than 50,000 m3/d 
(Table I). Water consumption was above 60 liter per capita and day (lpcd) in only 29.1 % of the 
municipalities and municipal corporations; 60 Lis close to the value of70 lpcd given by the guidelines of 
Central Public Health and Environmental Engineering Organisation ( 1991 ). 

The water supply to the community in the municipalities surveyed was covered through various modes of 
supplies namely household connections, public stand posts, hand pumps, open wells and ponds, as given 
in Table 2. The predominant mode of water supply in majority of the surveyed municipalities/municipal 
corporations was through household connection and hand pumps. 

Status of co/lee/ion and lrea/menl of domeslic was/es. In the municipalities and municipal corporations 
surveyed, domestic wastes constituted both sewage and septage generated from the existing sanitation 
facilities namely septic tanks, dry latrines, Sulabh Sauchalaya, serviced privies, community latrines and 
seepage through open defecation. Sulabh Sauchalaya is a low-cost type sanitary latrine with pour flush 
and is designed and developed by M/s Sulabh International, Patna, Bihar State, India. It consists of two 
circular leaching pits lined with half-brick work with honeycombing in coarse and sandy soils. The smaller 
diameter pits are covered with solid RCC slabs or stone slabs. Generally, the pan of the latrine is made of 
mosaic or cement-concrete, which reduces the overall cost of the system. This system has been accepted 
and adopted on wider scale by World Bank aided low-cost sanitation projects in different parts of this 
country. The distribution of modes of sanitary facilities in the surveyed states is presented in Figure I. 
The results showed that most of the municipalities and municipal corporations had septic tanks including 
community latrines (42.1 %), followed by open defecation (30.0 %) and Sulabh sauchalaya (25.2 %). 

About 73.4 % of these municipalities and municipal corporations discharged rather low amounts of domestic 
wastewater in the range of 300-5,000 m3 per day, while 2.5 % discharged wastewater in the range of 
15,000 - 20,000 m3/d (Table 3). In most of the surveyed municipalities and municipal corporations, domestic 
wastewater was discharged through kaccha (earthen) and pucca (cement-concrete) drains. However, 46 
municipalities had 75 - I 00 % kaccha drains, while only 8 municipalities had 75 - I 00 % pucca drains for 
discharge of domestic wastewater. 
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Table I . Status of population and water consumption 

Parameter.; Magnitude 

Range (Mill ions) 0.01-0. 1 0.1 - 0.3 0.3 - 0.6 > 0.9 
Population 

Municipalities (%) 66.3 30.2 2.3 1.2 

Range (Per..ons/krn2) 1000-5000 5000-10000 I 0000-20000 > 30000 
Population density 

Municipalities (%) 43.0 25.6 25.6 5.8 

Per capita water Range (lpcd) I - 20 20 - 40 40 - 60 60to > 100 
consumption Municipalities (%) 31.9 19.8 19.2 29.1 

Range (m3/d) 50 - 500 500 - 5000 5000 - 50000 > 50000 
Water supply 

Municipalities (%) 6.9 65.2 26.7 1.2 

Table 2. Modes of water supply 

No. of Modes of water supply 
States Swveyed 

Household Public Stand-Municipal~ies/ Hand Pumps Open Wells Open Ponds 
Corporations Connections posts 

Bihar 54 124635 

West Bengal 31 93463 

Total 85 218098 

■ Service A-ivy 

1:J Septic Tanks 

24727 116734 

5856 93418 

30583 210152 

1,37% 

■ Sulabh Sauchalya ■ Dry Latrines 

□ Open Defecation 

Figure 1. Distribution of various modes of sanitary facilities 

1108 

12420 108 

12420 1216 
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Table 3. Characteristics of domestic wastewater 

Parameters Magnitude 

Range (nw'Q 10 - 30 30 - 100 100 - 150 150 - 200 
BOD 

Mtn1icipalities (%) 36.5 43.5 7.1 12.9 

Range (nw'Q 20 - 80 80 - 120 120 - 250 > 250 
COD 

Mtn1icipalities (%) 40.1 8.2 38.8 12.9 

Range (nw'Q 15-30 30-50 50-70 70-105 
Kjeklahl Nitrogen 

Mtn1icipalities (%) 48.8 38.4 9.3 3.5 

Range (nw'Q 5-20 
Free ammonia as N 

20-35 35-50 50-65 

Mtn1icipalities (%) 52.5 40.6 5.2 1.7 

Range (nw'Q 1-3 3-5 5-8 
Phosphate as P 

Mtn1icipalities (%) 11.6 68.9 19.5 

Range (m'/d) 300-5000 5000-10000 I 0000- 15000 15000-20000 
Discharge 

Municipalities(%) 73.4 16.5 7.6 2.5 

In 36.5 % of the municipalities and municipal corporations, Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) of 
domestic wastewater was within the limits (30 mg/I) as, prescribed by Central Pollution Control Board, 
Delhi (CPCB, 1996) for discharge into inland surface water and 87.1 % of the municipalities and municipal 
corporations complied to the limits for Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) of 250 mg/I (Table 3). The 
concentration of Kjeldahl nitrogen in domestic wastewater exceeded the limit for discharge into inland 
surface waters (I 00 mg/I as N) only in two of the surveyed municipalities. About 19.5 % of the surveyed 
municipalities and municipal corporations discharged domestic wastewater containing Phosphate (as P) 
in the range of 5 to 8 mg/I, above the prescribed limit (5 mg/I as P) for discharge into inland surface 
waters. None of the municipalities and municipal corporations had wastewater treatment facilities. In 
most of them, the untreated domestic wastewater was diluted with water wasted through various modes 
of water supply. Further, both storm water and untreated domestic wastewater were discharged through 
the same drains, which resulted in the low BOD value of the untreated domestic wastewater in these 
municipal areas. 

In 83. 7 % of the municipalities and municipal corporations, the untreated domestic wastewater was 
discharged into surface water bodies, while in I 0.6 % of the municipalities, untreated domestic wastewater 
was used for agricultural purposes. The remaining 5.7 % of the municipalities discharged the untreated 
domestic wastewater into impounded earthen ponds (Figure 2). 

5,71% 

CJ Surface water Bodies ■ Land Irrigation ct Fonds 

Figure 2. Types of receiving water-bodies for untreated domestic wastewater 
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Problems related to quality and supply of drinking water in relation to sanitation facilities. The Central 
Pollution Control Board (CPCB) oflndia categorises raw water sources by the type of treatment necessary 
for the finished drinking-water to comply with the legal standards. The water quality of the surface water 
sources upstream of water works in most of the municipalities and municipal corporations did not comply 
with the CPCB Standard for Category C, which describes raw water requiring complete conventional 
treatment followed by disinfection (CPCB, 1996). The problems encountered with sources of water supply, 
treatment, distribution systems and sanitary facilities are presented in Table 4. Improper functioning of 
water treatment plants and inadequate sanitation facilities led to the contamination of drinking-water 
supplies. Further, the poor quality of the drinking water resulted in the prevalence of water-borne disease 
like dysentery, gastro-enteritis and infectious hepatitis. 

Solutions to the problems 

Remedial measures for safe drinking water supply and ensuring adequate sanitation facilities. The 
indiscriminate discharge of untreated sewage upstream of existing water works must be prevented by 

Table 4. Problems related to supply of drinking water and sanitation facilities in municipal areas surveyed 
in the States of Bihar and West Bengal 

Components Problems 

A. Drinking Water Supply 

· Contamination of the surface water smrrces due to di5charge of untreated 
Surface water sow-ces for supply of domestic wastewater incuditg defecation, bathiig and washing activlies of 
dmlrng water human and aninal populations on the banks 

Groundwater sources 

Water treatment system 

Water di5tribution system 

Water quality surveillance in the 
d i<;tribution network 

Revenue collection system 

B. Sanitation Facilities 

Sanitary facilities 

Modes of collection of the 
domestic wastes 
- Faecal matter 
- Septage and sewage 

Modes of treatment of domestic 
wastes 

· Inherent high total di5solved solids, chloride, sulphate, occasionally high 
concentrations of manganese and iron in the groundwater 

· Inadequate capacity of the water treatment plants 
Improper functionitg of the treatment plants due to itadequate supply of 
chemicals, spares and replaceables in the existitg treatment plants 
· Shut down of electricity resuhitg it interrupted raw water pumping, affecting 
quantity of water supply to the plants 
· Improper maittenance of water treatment plants resultitg it the delivery of 
poor quality of drinking water 

· Poor sanitary conditions around reservoirs and public stand posts and 
inadequate post-chlomation resuhitg it poor quality of drinking water 
· Submerging of the water supply communication pipes crossing the drains 
carrying untreated domestic wastewater 
· Inadequate pressure of water supply results it removal of taps by the 
consumers for the sake of siphoning water from the water ppes; where these 
are submerged it domestic wastewater drains, cross-contamination occurs 

· Improper water quality surveillance due to non-availability of qualified and 
trained staff and itadequate laboratory facilities 

· Poor revenue collection system due to unauthori5ed water connections to 
houses and improper frequency of billing to the consumers 

· Inadequate sanitary facilities due to dense population and fmancial constraitts 
for inplementation of sanitary projects 
· Improper inplementation of internationally and internally supported projects of 
sanitation 

· Unhygenic methods for collection and di5posal of human excreta and digested 
sludges from existing santation fucilries 
· Septage and sewage from households through kaccha drains resuting in cross
contamination of drinking water through seepage 
· Improper dumping of garbage and solid wastes in the drains carrying domestic 
wastes, resuting in choking and spreading of untreated domestic wastes 

· Non-exi<;tence of treatment facilities for domestic wastewater it the surveyed 
municipalities and munic.,al corporations 
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initiating urgent action through interception, diversion and treatment prior to discharge into water courses. 
Free access of the human beings for open defecation, bathing/washing and also for bathing of cattle in the 
sources of water supplies must be stopped. Well designed system for water treatment must be installed, 
and existing water treatment system must be operated and maintained efficiently to achieve the required 
quality of drinking-water. An organised, regular program of training of water-works staff should be 
undertaken as an integral part of the strategy for improving the existing system. House-keeping of the 
water treatment and water distribution systems should be managed properly. The quality of groundwater 
supply through hand pumps and bore wells should be ensured by employing suitable treatment systems 
for removal of inherent undesirable constituents. The existing system of water quality surveillance in the 
municipalities and municipal corporations must be strengthened by developing the infrastructure facilities 
including laboratory staff and facilities. 

A special drive to realise the pending arrears of water tax and water charges should be undertaken and the 
frequency of billing the domestic consumers should be appropriately fixed to ensure better flow of the 
revenue for proper financial management of the water treatment and distribution systems. 

Existing kachha drains of all the municipalities and municipal corporations must be converted into pucca 
drains having concrete slab covers. There is a need for construction of well-designed concrete and cemented 
channels of trapezoidal cross section with concrete slab covers, following a survey to assess the requirements 
for proper collection of domestic wastes. In these municipalities and municipal corporations, treatment 
systems for domestic wastewater comprising coarse screens, grit chambers and stabilisation ponds would 
be techno-economically feasible and must be constructed. Development of these ponds for pisciculture 
and agriculture may optimise the yield of fish and agricultural production. An adequate number of 
community latrines with appropriate seats must be constructed in order to stop the present practice of 
open defecation in all of the municipalities and municipal corporations surveyed . All of the dry latrines 
must be converted into septic latrines (in India dry latrines involve removal of night soil by scavengers). 
It is necessary to use well-designed sludge removal systems for septic tanks and pits by adopting a tractor 
with tank and a vacuum pump which can be operated with the engine of the tractor to eliminate prevailing 
unhygenic practices of human handling of sludges. Municipal authorities must create awareness among 
citizens about proper disposal of litter, garbage and septic tank sludges into a properly designed aerobic 
composting system. Such awareness will help to protect drinking water sources and distribution systems, 
and it will help to generate revenues for the municipalities and municipal corporations. 

Ac/ion iniliated. The water quality monitoring of different sources of water supply was taken up under the 
Monitoring oflndian National Aquatic Resources System (MINARS), Global Environmental Monitoring 
Systems (GEMS), Ganga Action Plan (GAP), and by the Water Technology Mission (WTM) to ensure 
safe drinking water supply for the population of the surveyed States. A total of 155 schemes, including, 
interception and diversion of domestic sewage, installation of sewage treatment plants, low cost sanitation 
and electric crematoria had been sanctioned in these States. Out of these 155 schemes, 135 schemes were 
implemented through the financial support of national and international agencies (MEF, 1995). Non
Governmental Organizations (NGOs) have been appointed for direct interaction with the people and for 
providing necessary information on health and hygiene through use of safe drinking water. 

Future needs. A time-bound programme, properly co-ordinated by the Government of India and 
International developmental agencies namely, WHO, UNDP, UNICEF and NGOs, and backed by the 
people and local administrative support through adequate financial allocations, should be initiated to 
bring about a qualitative and visible improvement in the water supply and sanitation services in the 
municipalities and municipal corporations of these two States oflndia. 
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ABSTRACT 

The pollution of water resources and drinking water sources in China is described in this paper with basic 
data. About 90 % of surface waters and over 60 % of drinking water sources in urban areas have been 
polluted to different extents. The main pollutants present in drinking water sources are organic substances, 
ammonia nitrogen, phenols, pesticides and pathogenic micro-organisms, some of which cannot be removed 
effectively by the traditional water treatment processes like coagulation, sedimentation, filtration and 
chlorination, and the product water usually does not meet Chinese national drinking water standards, 
when polluted source water is treated. In some drinking-water plants in China, advanced treatment processes 
including activated carbon filtration and adsorption, ozonation, biological activated carbon and membrane 
separation have been employed for further treatment of the filtrate from a traditional treatment system 
producing unqualified drinking water, to make final product water meet the WHO guidelines and some 
developed countries' standards, as well as the Chinese national standards for drinking water. Some case 
studies of advanced water treatment plants are described in this paper as well. 

KEYWORDS 

Drinking water source, organic pollution, ozonation, biological activated carbon, membrane separation, 
disinfection 

INTRODUCTION 

The water pollution problem in China is far from solution because of increasing discharges of industrial 
and municipal wastewater, and the increase of non-point pollution from sources such as farmland runoff 
and pollutants in precipitation. These have caused increasing contamination ofreceiving waters, including 
potable water sources. At present a total of 354 billion m3 of wastewater are discharged annually, of 
which industrial wastewater accounts for about 70 %. Approximately 60 % of the industrial wastewater 
is treated, while only about 30 % of domestic wastewater in treated. In 1996 over 90 % of the surface 
waters in urban areas in China were found to be polluted, and over 60 % of drinking water sources were 
polluted by such major pollutants as CODM"' NH/ -N, phenol, detergents, pesticides and pathogenic 
microorganisms (Wang el al., 1986, 1989). 

Over 99 % of the existing drinking-water treatment plants in urban areas employ conventional or traditional 
treatment processes, such as coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation, filtration and chlorination, which 
are not sufficiently effective to treat heavily polluted water. In these situations the final product water 
often does not meet the national standards for drinking water quality. 

Ozonation and biological activated carbon filtration are the most popular processes employed in advanced 
water treatment (ARW, 1981 , 1982; Jekel, 1994; Kruithof el al. , 1996; Sontheimer el al., 1978; Wang el 
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al., 1986, 1989; Wang, 1995; Jiu, 1993). Ozone, a very strong oxidant, is capable of oxidizing organic 
substances either into final products like H2O and CO2, or intermediate products of smaller molecules, 
which increases BDOC or AOC at a proper ozone dose (Gilbert, 1988; Scholz and Martin, 1997; Melley 
et al., 1993; Volk et al., 1993; Vahala et al., 1998; Jensens et al., 1985). Ozonation has proven to enhance 
the efficacy of the biological activated carbon (BAC) process for removal of organics measured as CODM,' 
DOC and UV

214 
adsorbance, organic micro-pollutants identified by GC/MS and ammonia nitrogen 

(Sontheimer et al. , 1978; Wang et al. , 1986, 1989). Our recent study on improvement of the BAC process 
by artificially seeding and immobilising the separated and incubated dominant bacterial strains with 
higher activity fororganic pollutants removal on the activated carbon surface by adsorption was successful. 
This has resulted in better performance of the enhanced BAC process compared with the naturally formed 
BAC both in terms of removal efficiency for various pollutants and the life span ofBAC (Jiu, 1993; Ma, 
1998). 

POLLUTION OF WATER RESOURCES 

A survey in 1988 found that of the 532 target rivers monitored, 436 or 82 % were polluted significantly. 
In I 995, more than 1/3 of all rivers and over 90 % of the surface waters in urban areas in China were 
polluted. More than 60 % of the urban water sources did not meet the standards for drinking source water 
quality. The pollution situation of surface water systems in China in 1996 is shown in Table I. 

LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT 

The conventional drinking-water treatment plants employing coagulation-flocculation, sedimentation or 
flotation, rapid sand filtration and chlorination are usually effective and efficient in removal of turbidity 
and colour, and in the disinfection of pathogenic bacteria, but not efficient in removing organic pollutants, 

Table 1. Pollution data of surface water systems in China in 1996 

Quality Class 

I, II 
Ill 
IV, V 
OverY 

Mail 
pollutants 

Yangzi Ye lbw 
River(%)* River (%) 

32.2 8.2 
28.9 26.4 
38.9 65.4 

NH ' -N NH ' -N 

COD~ COD 
Pheno Boo"" 

Phenol 

Pearl River 
(%) 

49.5 
31.2 
19.3 

NH ' -N 
coo,.. 
Arsemc 

Huaihe 
River(%) 

17.6 
31.2 
51.2 

NH ' -N 
coo.,. 

Haihe River 
(%) 

39.7 
19.2 
41.1 

NH ' -N 
COD 
Boo"" 
Phenol 

•Portion(%) of total length ofa River that meet the surface water class 

Liaohe 
River(%) 

2.9 
24.3 
72.8 

NH '-N 

COD~ 
Pheno 
Cyanrle 
Copper 
Mercury 

River Reaches in Zhejiang-Fujian 
Urban Areas (%) Waters (%) 

0(1) 40.7 
23.3(11.111) 31.8 
I 8.8(1V) 22.5 
19.6(V) 
38.4(>V) 

Petroleum 
COD., 
TSS " 

NH; -N 

Table 2. Test results on virus (vero) removal at a treatment plant in Wuhan City 

Temp. (0 C) Turbrlty (NTU) Coklur (PCU) Vrus (pfu/L) 
Test Run 

Inf!. Effl. Inf!. Effl. Removal(%) Inf!. Effl. Remova~%) Inf!. Effl. Removal(%) 

I 23 24.0 12 3 75.0 18 2 88.8 394 405 -2.8 

2 22 22.0 II 3 72.7 - - - 35 34 +2.8 

3 24 26.0 IO 3 70.0 16 2 87.5 73 63 + 13.6 

4 27 26.5 9 3 66.6 17 6 64.7 86 27 +68.6 
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ammonia nitrogen and in virus inactivation. An investigation on the bacterial and virus removal efficiencies 
by the conventional treatment process at a water treatment plant in Wuhan city, Hubei Province, showed 
that removal efficiencies of total bacteria, coliforms, and fecal coliforms were all greater than 98 %, and 
that of coli phage greater than 90 %. However, the efficiency of virus inactivation is very low as shown in 
Table 2 (Zhang el al. , 1991; Li el al., 1989). 

Even though the chlorine dose reached I 0.4 mg/I and the residual chlorine was 0.8-1 .2 mg/I , the virus 
removal efficiency was at best only 68 .6 %. Sometimes the virus removal efficiency was of negative 
value, which indicated that the virus removal is unstable and very low. Viruses are of small size and easily 
pass though the flocculation/sedimentation and filtration basins, and cannot be effectively inactivated by 
chlorine. It should be noted that if the plant performed better with effiuent turbidity less than I NTU, say 
0.5 NTU, viruses would be significantly reduced with higher partical removal efficiency. 

ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

0
3 

and BAC Treatment Plant situated at Qianguo Refinery. The raw water taken from Nenjiang 
River is first treated in the conventional treatment plant by coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation and 
filtration. After that the filtrate is pumped to the advanced treatment plant and treated according to the 
treatment flow-sheet as shown in Figure I . The advanced water treatment plant was put into operation in 
October 1995. In the first four months of operation, due to the poor operation of the conventional water 
treatment plant, the water had higher turbidity, colour and CODMn than the target values, as shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. Since then, measures have been taken to improve the operation of the conventional 
treatment plant, and a better quality of filtrate with turbidity !> 5 NTU is being sent to the ozone contact 
columns. In addition, the BAC beds were biologically activated by seeding and immobilising the most 
active aerobic bacterial strains that were isolated from the ozonation-BAC process and cultured under 
oligotrophic conditions, which sped up the biological activation and enhanced the biological activity of 
GAC (Granular Activated Carbon) beds. The advanced treatment plant performs very well with the final 
product water now meeting the Chinese national standards and WHO guidelines for drinking-water quality 
in all of the stipulated parameters. 

As an important reference parameter, the COD Mn was reduced, from 4.4-5.2 mg/I (mean value of 4.7 mg/ 
I) in the filtrate to 2.8-4.4 mg/I (3 .3 mg/I) in the effiuent of ozone contact columns, and to 1.4-2.4 mg/I 

1illrold
,--~· 

100 m3 

two-sta gJ:: 
(2 co lumns in serie s) 
Reactors (200m 3/h/s) 
Dimens ion 
I st stage 2nd stage 
column column 
D 2400 D 2400 
H 8200 H 7800 

PAC Fillers Muvushi Filters CooUcl Basin 

4 sets of column s 4 sets 
(100m3/h/scc ) (I 00m'ihis) 

Dunens,on Dimens10n 
D 3600 D 4000 

300m3 
H 8300 H 4540 

hBAC 3600 hm .. 1200 HRT : 45min 

Figure I . Flowchart of the Advanced Drinking-water Treatment Plant at Qianguo Refinery 
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Figure 2. Variation of CODM
0 

with time Figure 3. Variation of turbidity with time 

♦efflM.i,11Cn&h..
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( I. 7 mg/I) in the final product water after chlorination of the filtrate of Muyushi (the name of a special 
mineral) mineral filters. 

Turbidity reduction in the ozone contact columns was insignificant (Fig. 3), with a mean removal of 
14.4 % which is mainly caused by the trapping and filtering effects of the packing materials. On the other 
hand, the CODM, removal in the ozone contact columns as shown in Figure 2 is 32.5 %, which is mainly 
due to oxidation. 

The BAC filters very efficiently removed CODM, both by means of adsorption and particularly through 
the biological activity, which has extended the operating life span of GAC significantly. There is no 
marked decrease of CODM, removal efficiency after 32 months of operation from October 1995 through 
June 1998. The iodine value was reduced from 860 mg/g of virgin GAC to 805 mg/g after 32 months of 
operation. 

Muyushi mineral/sand filters and chlorination further markedly removed CODM, with oxidation by chlorine 
and adsorption of organic compounds by Muyushi mineral filters, and they improved the water quality 
significantly in terms of many parameters as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. 

O3-BAC+UF System in Daqing City. According to the authors' research and development achievements 
on the combination ofO

3 
+ BAC with membrane separation, the Daqing Oil Field Construction Design 

140 
■ total micro-pollutant s 700 

~ 120 
■ Pot entially hazardo us 600 

J1 100 
at~';t•~;;'o,ity polhiants 8. 500 

'- u 0 80 o2 400 ] 55 

E 60 ~ 300 
~ 

26 f--

" 40 200 
" 16 "[ 20 3 0 

100 
<Fl 

0 
0 

raw water 
Raw water 0 3 ~ +BAC CJi 

Figure 4 GC/MS analytical results for water samples after different treatment steps 
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Ozoniter 

Figure 5 Flow-sheet of the advanced drinking water treatment plant in Daqing City 

Clean water 
storage tank 

and Research Institute has designed and constructed ten advanced drinking-water treatment plants with a 
capacity of 60-70 m3/d along with separated stainless steel pipelines to supply high quality drinking-water to 
the residential sub-districts. The advanced drinking water treatment flow-sheet is shown in Figure 5. 

The main parameters of the above treatment units are the following: 

Ozone contact columns 
Stainless steel column: 
D 600 mm x H 5100 mm; 
Flow rate: 1.48 m3/h for each column 
Number of columns: 2 
Effective water depth: 4.8 m; 
Contact time: 14 min; 
Ozone dose: 2 mg 0 / L. 
BAC filters 
Stainless steel columns: 
D 800 mm x H 3800 mm; 
BAC bed depth: 2.0 m 
Quartz sand support layer depth: 0.4 m; 
Filtration velocity: 5 rn/h; 
Empty bed HRT: 24 min. 

Microfiltration system 
PE Sintering tubular membrane; 
Porosity rate : 48 %; Pore size: 0.1 - 1.0 µm ; 
Water loss rate : < 4 %; 
Total filtration area: 22 m2; 
Permeation rate: 250 L/m2/h at 25 °C; 
130 L/m2/h at 8 °C; 
Feed rate : 1.48 m3/h; 
Number of MF systems : 2 sets; 
Interval of backwashing : 30 - 60 min 
Ultrafiltration system 
Cellulose acetate hallow fibrous tubular membrane 
Pore size : 0.0 I µm; 
Cutoff molecule : 5000 Dalton; 
Permeation rate : I 08 L/m3/h/bar at 8 °C 

Operational performance of the plant in Daqing City. The treatment plant was put into operation in June 
1997. Since then it has performed very well with the final product water meeting the Chinese national 
standards for drinking water. The analytical results of some main parameters of water samples at various 
stages such as raw water ozonation/MF effluent, BAC effluent, UF effluent and post-ozonated water (for 
disinfection) are shown in Table 3. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main pollutants present in drinking water sources are organic substances measured by CODM" or 
TOC, organic micro-pollutants identified by GC/MS, ammonia nitrogen, phenols, pesticides and pathogenic 
micro-organisms, which cannot be removed effectively by the traditional treatment processes, and the 
product water usually does not meet Chinese national drinking water standards. 
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Table 3. Analytical results of water samples at various stages of the Advanced water treatment plant in 
Daqing City, Heilongjiang Province 

No Parameter Unit 
National WHO SF ~F BAC UF Post-O, 
standard Guideline Filtrate te fikrate fitrate water 

I Color PCU 15 15 10 05. Jun 3 2 <2 

2 Turbidiy NTU 3 5 6.5 1.14 0.6 0.5 0.4 

3 Odor ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

4 Visible matter ND ND ND ND ND ND ND 

5 pH 6.5-8.5 6.5-8.5 7.7 7.5 7.6 7.6 7.6 

6 Total hardness mg'L 450 500 375.3 335.3 301.5 300.2 300.2 

7 Ca2+ mg'L 102.2 88.2 86.1 86 86 

8 Mg' ' mg/L 29.2 28 25.4 24.5 25 

9 Alkalinity mg/L 692.6 649.9 631.2 623.5 622.1 

10 Nitrite mgiL 0.Q25 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 0 

II Nitrate mg/L 20 10 0.45 0.55 0.36 0.36 0.37 

12 Phenol mg!L 0.002 0.002 ND ND ND ND 

13 Cyanide mg'L 0.05 0,1 ND ND ND ND ND 

14 ABS mg'L 0.Q2 ND ND ND ND ND 

15 COD.,
0 

mg!L (2.5)* 3.12 2.32 1,51 1.34 1.21 

16 Total i'on mg/I 0.3 0.3 0,07 0.02 0,02 0.Q2 0.02 

• Japanese standard for reference 

For further treatment of the filtrate from a traditional treatment system whose effluent does not meet the 
national drinking water standard, advanced treatment processes including activated carbon adsorption, 
ozonation in combination with biological activated carbon, and membrane separation proved effective 
for making drinking-water comply well to the WHO guidelines and some developed countries' standards 
as well as to the Chinese national standard for drinking-water. Some advanced drinking-water treatment 
plants have performed very well with the production of high quality drinking water, which satisfies the 
local residents. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ongoing economic changes that accompany the transformation period of Central and Eastern European 
(CEE) countries have significantly affected the production of wastes generated in urban areas and/or 
particularly in municipal wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). The production of sewage sludges is 
expected to increase in Slovakia because of upgrading the existing plants, requiring more extensive 
sewage treatment, and because of construction ofnew treatment plants. Analysis ofavailable data combined 
with the latest results of comprehensive monitoring of sludge generated at municipal WWTPs shows the 
serious problems concerning its quality and thus in general with sludge management and its reuse. Based 
on results obtained from monitoring, an amendment of the present legislation for sludge disposal in 
agriculture is under preparation. Priorities of state environmental policy should incude improvement of 
the present situation in sludge treatment and disposal in Slovakia. 

KEYWORDS 

Contaminants in sludge; heavy metals, sewage sludge; sludge disposal; sludge treatment 

INTRODUCTION 

Since 1990, political, economic and social changes in Slovakia have influenced almost every element of 
socio-economic life, including water and sludge management. The ongoing economic transition has also 
affected the generation and quality of waste waters. The costs required to clean up the environment are 
huge: the environmental debt of the Slovak Republic for the past five decades is estimated at about 3.5 
billion USD, but financial resources are not available for these investments. The dilemma is how to 
develop a strategy in harmony with the needs of the economic changes and the existing social problems 
of Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries, whose gross National Product per capita is in the range 
of one-eight or less that in Western European countries. This fact has great impact on environmental 
policy and it seems to be characteristic for all post-communist countries located in Central and Eastern 
Europe. 

Presently, state ownership is dominant in all sectors of water management; both the river basin authorities 
and the water boards are state owned enterprises. It is planned, however, that in the near future only the 
strategically most important fields will remain in the hands of the state (e.g. most functions of the river 
basin authorities), utilities of both water and sewage works and river basin authorities will be privatised. 
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PRESENT STATE OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND SLUDGE 
MANAGEMENT 

The wastewater treatment and particularly the sludge management is constantly behind the development 
of water supply systems, which is typical for the most ofCEE countries (Somly6dy, 1993). Only 13 % of 
the settlements have complete sewer systems, which is about 53 % of the total Slovak population (Green 
Report, 1997). 

The level of wastewater treatment also lags behind western standards. About 90 % of all collected 
wastewater is treated in 363 municipal waste water treatment plants (WWTPs) run by waterworks and/or 
by municipalities, however, only less than SO% of all WWTPs meet recent environmental standards. The 
number of treatment plants with mechanical-biological treatment is 89 %, and that with only mechanical 
treatment is 11 %. 

The age of most of the larger existing wastewater treatment plants varies from IS to 20 years. In Slovakia 
the smaller plants prevail. Due to the demographic situation in Slovakia and with respect to realistic local 
investment possibilities it is expected that the small plants will be those most frequently designed and 
constructed in the near future. Upgrading and extension of existing WWTPs is typical for towns and 
cities beyond 20,000 inhabitants. 

Sludge treatment and disposal is a tremendous problem in Slovakia. Sumna and Kozakova (1998) reported 
that in 1997 the municipal wastewater treatment plants produced 89,8· 103 tons of dry solids (OS) of 
sewage sludge for disposal (in 1996: 92,090 t OS/year). This amount is not negligible, also in comparison 
to EU countries (Lue-Hing et al., 1996). 

Sludge treatment depends on the wastewater treatment used. There is a long tradition of biological 
wastewater treatment using the activated sludge process whereas chemical treatment is employed mostly 
in industry. The lack of adequate industrial pre-treatment is a typical problem in many public sewer 
systems. In Slovakia anaerobic stabilisation of sewage sludges prevails (68 %), aerobic stabilisation is 
applied at smaller treatment works (29 %), 3 % of sludge is not stabilised at all. The ratio of conventional 
methods (sludge beds and lagoons) is still relatively high as the climate conditions in many regions of 
Slovak Republic favour these processes (IO% of total dewatered sludge in SR), however their capacity is 
not sufficient. Mechanical dewatering is significantly increasing in the last years. Almost all new treatment 

Figure I . Sludge disposal in Slovakia 
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plants are constructed with mechanical dewatering process. Most of these plants have belt filter presses 
(74 % of total). Centrifuges and filter presses are used less frequently (16 % of total). 

Sludge disposal is the main contemporary problem of sludge management. The actual quality of the 
sludge as well as sewage sludge disposal regulations combined with the problems of transformation have 
resulted in a significant reduction of its agricultural utilisation. The same situation has occurred with the 
reuse of the sludge as raw material for compost. In many cases sludge landfill may be the only one 
possible solution (Figure 1 ). 

Application of alternative disposal methods, like sludge disposal in forestry, incineration, regulated co
landfilling with separated municipal solids waste, source of building material etc. is minimally practiced. 

SLOVAK VS. EU LEGISLATION REGARDING SEWAGE SLUDGE HANDLING 
AND DISPOSAL 

The EU directive 86/278/EEC established the basic legislation on agricultural use of sludge in the EU. In 
addition to this, other guidelines (Hazardous waste No. 91 /689/EEC, Landfills No. 5953/91 ENV 136 
KOM (91) 102, Incineration of hazardous waste No. 5761 /92 ENV 88 KOM (92) 9) address the handling 
of sewage sludge if agricultural use is not possible. The directive on agricultural use of sludge represents 
minimum requirements and allows each country to set up a more stringent legislation. 

In Slovakia sludge disposal and utilisation is regulated by the following legislative documents : Solid 
Waste Law 238/91, Categorisation and Catalogue of Solid Wastes, Slovak Technical Standard (STN) 46 
5735 Industrial Composts and draft of Guideline for the Direct Application of Stabilised Sewage Sludges 
and Sediments on Soil (Holobrady and Ilka, 1997). These set restrictions in relation to the heavy metals 
concentrations in sludge, concentrations of harmful organic compounds poorly degradable in soil 
(polychlorobiphenyls, PCB; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, PAH) and nutrient consumption of the 
crops including its microbial contamination (Table 1). 

Table I. Limits for heavy metals and harmful organic compounds in sludge in mg·kg·1 of dry solids (EU 
directives compared to Slovak regulations) 

Contaminant EU 86/278/EEC S1N 46 5735 Guideline 

Pb 750-1200 500 1000 

Cd 20-40 13 10 

Cr 1000-1500 1000 1000 

Cu 1000-1750 1200 800 

Ni 300-400 200 400 

Hg 16-25 10 2 

Zn 2500-4000 3000 2000 

Se n/a n/a 10 

As n/a 50 20 

Mo n/a 25 n/a 

PCB n/a n/a 0.2 

PAH n/a n/a 1.0 

NPES n/a n/a 2000 

Tenzides n/a n/a 20 

Coliforms n/a n/a 1000 g' 
Enterococc i n/a n/a 1000 g' 
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Table 2. Maximum limits of contaminants in sewage sludge applied as fertiliser in kg·ha·' 

Contaminant Guideline STN 46 5735 

Pb 50 

Cd 0.5 

Cr 50 

Cu 30 

Ni 15 

As 1.0 20 t DSha· ' 
Hg 0.1 

Zn 100 

Se 0.5 

Zneq. 100 

Emission limit for 30 - 60 t DS ha·' 
arable land 
Note : Zn,. = (Zn)+ 2(Cu) + 8(Ni) 

The first draft of the Guideline (Holobrady and llka, 1997) addressed the problems of heavy metals and 
organic micropollutants content in sewage sludge and its impact on the quality of soils as well as the 
maximum permitted amount of sludge applied on farmland during one year (Table 2). 

MONITORING OF SLUDGES GENERATED AT MUNICIPAL WWTPS 

In 1997 and 1998 the Water Research Institute in Bratislava managed comprehensive monitoring of 
production and selected quality characteristics of sewage sludges generated at municipal WWTPs. The 
aim of the project was to assure the actual review of sludge quantity and sludge contamination used for 
the disposal in the state. Recently the database is serving for the amendment of the existing sludge 
management legislation tools. The data cover the typical sewage sludge contamination at WWTPs 
connected to public sewer systems. Note that in Slovakia, typical municipal wastewaters are loaded also 
by industrial discharges (small industrial plants) very often with absence of proper pre-treatment. It is 
easier to monitor and control the larger industrial plants connected to public sewer systems since they 
usually operate adequate pre-treatment processes. 

The most interesting results of the research are presented in Table 3. The statistical analysis is based on 47 
to 50 samples. 

Table 3. Characteristics of selected contaminants analysed in sludges in Slovakia, excluding municipal 
WWTP with high portion of industrial wastewater (Surnna, 1998) 

Statistical Contarnilant [mgkg'] 

Characteristic As Cd Cr Cu Hg Mo Ni 

Min. 1.0 0.5 21.0 2.74 0.9 0.6 10.5 

Max. 18.0 14.5 688.0 712.4 8.3 14.8 81.5 

Avg. 7.1 4.5 95.4 268.7 4.1 3.4 32.4 

Pb Zn vss• NPES•• PAH PCB AOX 

Min. 25.0 505.0 45.1 1460 0.38 0.00 89.9 

Max. 472.0 2907.0 75.0 19000 3.08 0.22 563.2 

Avg. 104.1 1615.9 57.1 10400 1.54 O.o? 289.8 

Note: • in%; •• NPES - non-polar extractable substances 
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The results can be summarised as follows : 
20 % or in absolute figures 12 368 t of the sludge tested in Slovakia (i.e. from a total of 48 WWTPs 
with the production of 61 465 t OS/year in 1997) does not comply to the requirement of STN 46 5735. 
In detail, limits are exceeded by Cr (I WWTP - for 2282 t of sludge), Cd (3 WWTPs - 6213 t), Pb (3 
WWTPs -3555 t) and Zn (I WWTP - 318 t). However, the maximum. concentrations in these particular 
sludges can be characterised as extremes within the total tested samples and they do not represent the 
typical contamination of municipal sewage sludges. 
The requirements of the standards set in the draft of Guideline were not fulfilled for surfactants, NPES, 
microbial contamination and Hg (90 %), PAH (78 %) and Zn (20 %). 
Fortunately sludge contamination is gradually declining since 1992, due to the closure of many industrial 
plants as well as to the improvement of consent contracts demanding upgrading the pre-treatment of 
industry draining into the public sewer system (PSS). 
Non-compliance to standards for some substances, such as Hg, Zn and especially NPES should be 
studied more precisely because it is not caused predominantly by industry connected to PSS. It is 
assumed that contamination of urban runoff may play the significant role in this case (Flores-Rodriguez 
eta/., 1994). 
Sludge contamination by organic micropollutants (PCB, AOX, PAH, etc.) and microbial contamination 
is a complex issue. The limits set by the Guideline appear unrealistic particularly for surfactants as 
well as for microbial contamination (indicated by enterococci and coliform bacteria). The rigid 
implementation of these standards would practically eliminate sludge reuse in agriculture. 

CONCLUSIONS 

New legislative tools introduced in Slovakia within the EU framework may increase the amounts of 
sewage sludge by requiring more extensive wastewater treatment ("hi-tech" nutrient removal systems 
will have to become a standard technology in Slovakia, in contrast to "low-tech and low-cost" systems 
often recommended for Central and Eastern European countries), and simultaneously they have made 
sludge disposal more difficult. 

According to the general European philosophy Slovakia classifies sludge as a waste from origin, but it 
can be changed into products having different characteristics (Categorisation and Catalogue of Solid 
Wastes defines raw sludge as dangerous waste however digested sludge is particular waste). To solve the 
serious and very complex situation in sludge treatment and disposal Slovakian sludge disposal policy set 
the following priorities in order of preference : 

• prevention or reduction of production and its content of harmful chemicals, 
• uses/utilisation (agricultural, horticultural, forestry, woodland use, land reclamation or treatment, etc.), 
• incineration, 
• landfill. 

Minimisation of the volume of sewage sludge is becoming increasingly important. Thus, improvement of 
the mechanical dewatering of sludge and reduction in the quantity of sludge cake solids by composting, 
drying or incineration are anticipated. The optimal integration of sludge management processes may help 
solve this serious problem in particular cases. The major strategic question of sludge treatment and disposal 
is to reduce its the heavy metal content, therefore it is necessary to introduce proper pre-treatment of 
industrial wastewater connected to public sewer systems. This is a precondition for using sludge in 
agriculture as a most cost-effective solution (Witte et al. , 1994). 

The agricultural use of sludge in Slovakia is subjected to relatively strict standards and limits. The actual 
quality of the sludge and careful sewage sludge disposal regulations have resulted in a significant reduction 
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of its utilisation in agriculture. The same situation has occurred with the reuse of sludge in preparation of 
compost. 

During the previous period, public involvement in sludge disposal issues was minimised and dialogue 
between the public and treatment plant operating authorities only focused on problems such as odour 
control and alleviation of nuisance conditions. The communities must implement successful beneficial 
reuse programs and the public must be convinced that sewage sludge is not a waste product but that it can 
have value in the market (Walsh, 1995). 

Agricultural use is accepted as the best way of disposing sludge, but there are still problems with legislation 
and lack of control strategy applying this process in practice. Incineration must not be seen as a final 
disposal step. Landfill has to assume the lowest priority of disposal alternatives in spite of the fact that it 
is currently increasingly employed in Slovakia. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water quality of the Paldang reservoir, the largest drinking water supply source in the Republic Korea 
provides raw water for about 20 million people living in Seoul Metropolitan area. Water quality has been 
deteriorating mainly due to improperly treated livestock waste and domestic wastewater discharged from 
motels, restaurants, and private homes. A recent survey conducted by the Ministry of Environment (MOE) 
showed that the water quality of this reservoir has been identified as Class Ill must contain less than 6 
ppm of BOD, which will require advanced purification treatment before it can be used as drinking water. 
The MOE also announced that this water source would no longer be potable unless wastewater in the 
catchment is treated efficiently. To protect drinking water resources, the MOE has set up comprehensive 
management. These programmes include new regulations, measures, land use planning and economic 
incentives. 

KEYWORDS 

Potable water resources; Water quality deterioration; Policies; Pollution control 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Board of Audit and Inspection recently issued a warning that significant problems may 
occur in the conservation of potable water resources for some 20 million people residing in the metropolitan 
area of Seoul and its vicinity. The warning was triggered by the reduction of water quality from in the 
Paldang reservoir of the Han-River to Class III because of water contamination. The Ministry of 
Environment (MOE) classified potable water quality into three different categories. Class I must have 
less than I ppm of BOD, and Class II and III should not reached above 3 and 6 ppm in BOD, respectively 
(MOE, 1998). 

Although the Paldang reservoir area was specified, managed and specially designated for conserving 
water quality, the water quality of this area has deteriorated from BOD 1.0 ppm in 1990 to BOD 2.0 ppm 
in 1998. This contamination is resulting from; i) easing of regulations without considering the effects on 
the resource area, ii) lack of water treatment facilities due to insufficient funds, iii) insufficient supervision 
of and instruction on illegal discharge of wastewater, and iv) mis-use of the designated conservation area 
as a public recreation area. 

The new comprehensive management program for water quality of the Paldang reservoir has been 
established to improve the water quality to Class I by the year 2005 . Total expenditures for the program 
are estimated at US$ 3.2 billion. 68 % of total expenditure will be invested for measures to prevent water 
pollution and 32 % of the expenditure will be used for supporting the residents who live in the Paldang 
reservoir area. 
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Figure I . Target area of the new comprehensive program (EMC, 1998) 

THE TARGET AREA OF THE NEW COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM 

The target area of the new comprehensive program for the water quality management includes the Han
River, the Paldang reservoir, the lmjin-River, and their surrounding basins (Figure I). Demographic data 
for the target area (Table I) show the highest population density in the Jamsil Area. The entire target area 
has an average temperature of IO - I 5 (°C, 1268 mm of precipitation per year, 33 .5 million tons of runoff 
per year and forest coverage of 74.5 % (EMC, 1998). The major business in the entire target area is 
managing hotels, motels, and restaurants (68 %), while agriculture and fisheries amount to 12 %, and 
mining and manufacturing to 20 % of the total. 

1,698,000 tons of wastewater are generated per day in the target area. 79 % of which results from domestic 
use(Figure 2). BOD loads generated in the target area are 680,000 kg/day. 24 % of these are due to animal 
farming (Figure 2). Wastewater treatment is estimated to range from 11. 7 to 86.8 % of the population in 
the different treatment zones, the average being 58.8 % (Table 2). On average, 58.1 % of BOD are removed 
(Figure 3). 

Table I. Demographic conditions of the target area of the new comprehensive program (EMC, 1998). 

Han-River Area (Upstream to Jarnsil submerged dam) lmjil-River Area Total 

Southern Northern Paldang Jarnsil Area Subtotal Han-River Han-River Reservoir 

Area (km2) 6,673 4,353 9,432 497 20,955 2,817 23,772 

Population 384,000 93 ,000 1,644,000 1,592,000 3,713,000 494,000 4,207,000 

Population Density 58 21 174 3,204 177 175 177 (persons/ km2) 
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Figure 2. Status of the generation of pollutants by sources (MOE, 1998) 
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Figure 3. BOD removal rate(%) in the Han-River area (MOE, 1997) 
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Table 2. Wastewater treatment rate in the Han-river area (MOE, 1997) 

Han-River Area (Upstream to Jamsil subrrerged dam) 

Southern Northern Paldang Jamsil Area Subtotal Han-River Han-River Reservoir 

Total Population 384,000 93 ,000 1,644,000 1,592,000 3,7 13,000 

Population within 
Wastewater 126,000 11,000 854,000 1,497,000 2,373,000 
Treannent Zone 

Treannent Rate (%) 32.8 11 .7 51.9 86.8 63.9 

100 

lmjin-River Area Total 

494,000 4,207,000 

I 00,000 2,473,000 

20.2 58.8 
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A NEW COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

The Ministry of Environment (MOE) has investigated pollution sources and divided the Han-River area 
into 295 zones. Based on the results of this investigation, the MOE has generated a computer program for 
predicting the water quality of the Han-River Area. The new comprehensive programme for the Han
River including Paldang reservoir derived on this basis is summarised in Tables 3 - 5. 

Rigid enforcement of regulations: Currently, sixteen different organisations are responsible for the water 
quality of the Paldang reservoir, and it is impossible for them to have proper authority. Each of the 
organisations has different areas of responsibility, and none of them want to take responsibility for any 
incident in the Paldang reservoir or the Han-River. Therefore, these will be replaced by an environment 
supervisory organisation (ESQ) for the Han-River with authority for regulation, administrative measures 
and investigation. The ESQ for the Han-River will consist of the minister of environment as president, 
the mayors from Seoul, lncheon, the governors from Kyunggido, Kangwondo, Choongchuckbookdo, the 
president of the Korea Water Resource Corporation. and the president of the Korean Electric Power 
Corporation. It will operate under the Water Quality Preservation Act (WQPA), a congressional law 

Table 3. Measures for preventing water pollution (MOE, 1998) 

Plan 

Buffer zone ( 500 to IO00 m 
from the edge of water) 

Reserved Forest 

Management of pollution 
activities 

Area-wide total pollutant load 
control 

Controlling the increase of 
population and factories 

Procedure 

Restrict land use and construction for water-pollutilg facilities. Change the discharge 
limit on existilg restaurants and motels in this 20ne from BOD 20 ppm to IO ppm 
starti,g from the year 2002. Purchase all lands within 300 m distance from the edge 
of the water to create a green beM 20ne by government. 

Designate forest areas witlm 5 km from the edge of water. 

Prohilit cookilg, cart1)ing, fishilg and car washing in the water supply resource 
area. Ban the use of agricultural chemicals, pesticides and chemical fertilizers in the 
flood plain area. 

Penni! community development only within the assigned range of total polutant load. 

Mailtail current population density and number offuctories until the water quality 
of Paldang reservoir has inproved to Class I by prohibition of new housing and 
industrial development. 

Table 4. Measures for reducing water pollution (MOE, 1998) 

Source 

Domestic wastewater 

Industrial wastewater 

Animal farming 

Non-point sources 
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Procedure 

Build 188 new wastewater treatment plants and 3400 km of sewer and increase 
coverage with wastewater treatment 52 % to 82 % by the year 2005. Reduce the 
discharge limit on wastewater from treatment plants by the year 2002; for BOD from 
20ppm to I 0ppm, from 60 ppm to 20 ppm for N and from 8 ppm to 2 ppm for P. 

Restrict industrial developments in the Paldang reservoir area. Reduce the discharge 
limit on industrial factories for the 'Clear Water Zone' (the 20ne of special measures for 
Water Quality Conservation) for the entire target area by the year 2002 (this linit is 
presently applied to only 64 % of this target area). 

Construct new public treatment plants for wastewater generated from animal fanning . 
Use manure from animal funning mixed with sawdust as fertilisers. Enforce the standards 
for managing manure from aninal fanning. 

Establish treatment plans for surface drainage from city roads and funnlands. Convert 
funning in the Paldang reservoir area into organic funning avoiding chemical fertilisers. 
Remove fish farms from the Paldang reservoir area by the year 2000. lnvestig,lte the 
status of waste deposition and conduct feasibility studies on removing such deposits. 
Prohilit any selling and rentilg on national lands or common lands to facilities that 
threaten environmental conservation. 



Table 5. Timetable for the new comprehensive management program (MOE, 1998) 

Year 

1998 - 1999 

1999 - 2000 

2000 - 2002 

2002 - 2005 

Procedure 

Adjust the Paldang reservoir policy and water system Introduce the user-pay rule, charge an additonal water 
ree to the citiiens who use the Paldang reservoir as tap-water supply source ; use this ree for inproving the 
water qualry in the Paldang reservo ir. Establish a pollufon monitoring system in the Paldang reservoir. 

Build a local agency to monitor the Han-river and the Paldang reservoir catchment. Establish the water 
resource management system Develop the advancement of environmental technology and promote 
environmental industry. 

Manage the non-point pollufon sources. Reduce the discharge limit on wastewater treatment plants. 

Enable the regonal authorities to regulate their water quality. Complete the promoton of an environmental 
informaton system Raise the raoo of funds transferred to local governments for water pollufon preventon 
projects, which are collected from lijuor and telephone taxes, from the current 21 % (US$ 500 millK>n) in 
steps to 30 % by 2000. 

which was enacted to help prevent damage to people's health and the environment due to water pollution. 
Responsible supervisory groups and guard boxes will operate 24 hours per day to monitor activities that 
result in water pollution. Penalties for illegal discharge of sewage and wastewater will be increased. (e.g. 
for illegal discharge from US$ 800 to 4,000.) 

Financial support plans for the local residents living in Pa/dang reservoir area: In contrast to previous 
water management plans, a financial support plan for the local residents who suffer from new special 
regulations will be established. Based on the user-pay rule, the additional water fee (US$ 0.066/ton) will 
be charged to citizens who use the Paldang reservoir as tap-water supply source. Part of the additional 
amount collected (US$ 167 million/y) will be used for financial resources to local residents (EMC, 1998). 
For the effective implementation of the new comprehensive management program, the government will 
collect funding through emission charges, environmental improvement charges, environmental resource 
use charges and sewerage system use charges. 

Reorganising management and education: A new organisation with high rank will be established to take 
complete charge of the program. An educational program in the field will be established for local residents 
and private organisations, e.g. with guidelines on saving water and preventing water pollution. 

CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS 

The MOE believes that the new comprehensive management program will improve the water quality of 
Paldang reservoir and compensate for damage due to heavy regulations. However, residents who live in 
the target area are opposed to the new program because they apprehend restrictions in their lives, particularly 
with respect to designated buffer zones and reserved forests. They emphasise that the new program will 
impose heavy regulations on them and will infringe residents' right to live and right of property. This 
resulted in a stay-in strike at the hearing on the new program in Seoul. 

Success of the new program is indeed questionable in several ways. First, designated buffer zones in the 
new program are not much different from designated special zones for conserving water resources in the 
previous programs. If this helps to make the new program effective, all of the Han-River area should be 
specified as the buffer zones. However, this cannot be implemented and causes trouble with the local 
residents. Second, the area-wide total pollutant load control may be difficult to implement, as current 
problems in establishing detailed plans for implementation indicate. It is unclear e.g. how to divide certain 
areas for control and how to measure the total pollutant load in a certain area. Third, the reduction of 
discharge limits for restaurants and motels in the new program cannot be implemented. About I 0,000 
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restaurants and motels already exist in the target area and they should have facilities for wastewater 
treatment. However, the status of operating those facilities has not been checked correctly, which is a 
major cause of the present problems in the quality of water. Restaurants and motels are reluctant to invest 
for improving their facilities to meet the lower discharge limit. Conflicting interests of managing agencies 
and agencies only concerned with corporate profits are a major problem to be addressed by the new 
comprehensive program. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Success of the new comprehensive management program will depend on the degree to which the local 
residents living around the Paldang reservoir area understand that co-operation for improving water quality 
of the Paldang reservoir area is in their own long-term interest and should be rated higher than current 
convenience. An example for this is acceptance of the user-pays rule. To succeed with the new 
comprehensive program, the MOE particularly needs to solve the problems of executing the program. 
This requires attention to the opinions from people living in the Seoul Metropolitan area and the local 
residents living around the Paldang reservoir area, and their reflection in further development of the new 
program. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water resources in Cyprus are scarce and expensive to exploit; rainfall is highly variable and droughts 
occur frequently. The Cyprus authorities are concerned with the conservation and protection of water 
supply sources. For this purpose the Water Pollution Control Law has been issued. According to the 
Street and Buildings Law, all dwellings must be equipped with a septic tank, followed by an absorption 
pit. When the pits overflow due to saturation of the soil, the septage is pumped out and transported to a 
sewage treatment plant for treatment and reuse. Based on land-use zoning, housing developments are not 
allowed in the vicinity of water-supply sources, rivers and reservoirs. In order to avoid contamination of 
the watger sources from sewage and excreta, protection zones are designated in which the disposal of 
sewage is not allowed. 

KEYWORDS 

Conservation; contamination; excreta; land use zoning; protection zones; water pollution control law 

INTRODUCTION 

Cyprus with an area of 9,250 km2 is the third largest island in the Mediterranean Sea. It has a population 
of700,000 out of which 67 % live in the urban areas and 33 % in the rural areas. The climate of the island 
is typically Mediterranean, with mild and rainy winters and hot dry summers at average temperatures of 
9"C in December and 36°C in August. Being an island, Cyprus does not enjoy the water resource availability 
of many continental countries: all available water resources are those that result from direct rainfall, plus 
any water that is recycled or desalinated. Water resources are scarce and expensive to exploit; rainfall is 
highly variable and droughts occur frequently. For these reasons, the Cyprus authorities are much concerned 
with the conservation and protection of the island's water resources. Therefore a number of laws have 
been issued, the most important of which are: 
• Government Waterworks Law (Cap. 341 as amended) 
• Water Supply (Municipal and Other Areas) Law (Cap.350) 
• Water (Domestic Purposes) Village Supplies Law (Cap.349) 
• Public Rivers Protection Law (Cap.82) 
• Sewage and Drainage Law I 970 
• Streets and Building Regulation Law (Cap.96) 
• Water Pollution Control Law No. 69/91 and 76 (1)/92. 
For the time being there is no law which covers the whole water cycle. However, the Council of Ministers 
recently decided to establish a National Water Entity within the Government Service, which will deal 
with all aspects of the water sector. 
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MEASURES FOR GROUNDWATER PROTECTION 

In consequence ofa decree by the Minister of Agriculture Natural Resources and Environment, to enforce 
the ,, Water Pollution Control Law" 69/9 I and 76(1)92 the following protective measures were taken: 
• The direct or indirect disposal into the water, on the surface, or underground of any toxic substances, 
including sewage and human excreta, is prohibited unless permssion of the Minister has been obtained. 
• If groundwater pollution due to the existence of landfills is suspected, the Minister may order their 
improved management or removal and replacement under improved hygiene conditions. 
• The disposal of any substance, object or waste, into abandoned boreholes or wells is prohibited unless 
permission by the Minister has been granted. 
A further set of measures aims at protection of underground water from contamination during abstraction: 
• The construction of the water supply receiving point must prevent pollution of the aquifer with surface 
water or by intrusion of any other substances from the surface. 
• The abstraction of water must take place from a sufficient depth, not less than 5 m below the surface. 
The part of the borehole up to the abstraction point must be grouted with concrete between the walls and 
the lining of the borehole. 
• The upper part of the borehole must be covered by a concrete slab of0.5-1.0 m thickness with a radius 
three times the diameter of the borehole. 
The Minister may take any additional measures deemed necessary for the protection of the water supply 
sources, for example disinfection. 

Protection zones 

Based on the boundaries of the recharge area, the risk of pollution of groundwater and the velocity of 
groundwater, the following three protection zones have been defined to cover the direct recharge area of 
an aquifer: 

Zone I - Direct Protection Zone: According to the geological formation, this covers an area with a radius 
of 10-50 m around the borehole or spring. Within this area any human activity is prohibited with exception 
of maintenance of the installations. The area must be fenced. 

Zone ff - Controlled Zone: Zone II extends from the boundary of zone I to the distance from which the 
water will take 50 days to reach the borehole. This distance may be smaller if the water is extracted from 
very deep, isolated aquifers. The following activities are not allowed within this zone: 
• livestock farming, fish culture, use of manure and agrochemicals such as fertilisers and pesticides; . 
• development of any industrial activities; 
• operation of water treatment and waste treatment plants; 
• installation of hospitals and sanatoriums; 
• storage or disposal of any, wastes, used objects or solid waste; 
• construction of petrol stations, cemeteries, camping sites, or sports grounds; 
• development of any quarrying or mining activities. 
The area might be differentiated if investigations supply new data on the movement of the groundwater or 
the properties of the aquifer. 

Zone Ill - External Zone: This zone protects the source or borehole from remote pollutants especially of 
chemical nature, and particularly from substances which are not easily biodegradable. 
• Within this zone agricultural activities are allowed, provided that the "Code of Proper Agriculture 

Practice" is exercised. 
• The Minister may request the creation of a communal or public park within the boundaries of zone III, 

and the installation of warning stations, so as to give sufficient time for the preventive protection of 
groundwater in case contaminations are detected. 

• In fissured or karstic aquifers the Minister may determine protection zones II and I only. Zone III may 
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be replaced by local small subzones, which limit the human activities within these areas according to 
the risk envisaged,, and may prohibit the drilling of boreholes, or the drilling of boreholes deeper than 
a certain depth. 

• The Minister may take all necessary measures in order to protect groundwater from any physical pollution 
risks. 

The Department of Water Development further took measures for the protection of boreholes used for 
domestic purposes by determining protection zones based on the geomorphology of the aquifers. 

Impact of sewage contamination on groundwater: In the past Cyprus often suffered from waterborne 
diseases due to the prevalence of poor hygiene and the uncontrolled disposal of sewage and excreta onto 
land or in the underground, which led to groundwater pollution. People were supplied with domestic 
water from shallow wells which were not properly protected and exposed to pollution. After the 
establishment of the Republic of Cyprus in 1960, the government launched a long-term planning programme 
for improvement of the water supply situation and started the construction of distribution networks, 
which contributed to a proper and safe water supply. The whole population of the island is now served by 
piped water supply schemes, and the consumers are supplied with safe water for domestic purposes. 

Due to the rapid development observed in the urban and rural areas and the installation of modem sanitary 
facilities, the consumption of water increased and consequently the sewage production also increased. 
According to the Streets and Buildings Regulation Law (cap.96), all premises must be equipped with a 
septic tank, followed by an absorption pit. Due to the large amounts of sewage produced and disposed 
underground, groundwater has been gradually contaminated and a number of boreholes used for domestic 
purposes have been abandoned. Furthermore, in the rural areas agricultural and livestock activities 
(piggeries, cattle, sheep-breeding etc) have also caused groundwater pollution. In addition to bacteriological 
contamination, the chemical quality of groundwater has been also affected, particularly by nitrate. Within 

QUALITY STANDARDS FOR TREATED DOMESTIC SEWAGE EFFLUENTS 
Irrigation of B.O.D. nw I S.S. mgl1 Faecal coliforms 

1/100 ml 

I AU crops (a) I 0 
2 Amenity areas with unlimi':ed A IO+ 

access; cooked vegetables (b) 15++ 

3 Crops for human consumption A 20+ 
30++ 

Amenity areas - resticted B 
access 

4 Fodder crops A 20+ 
30++ 

B 

5 Industrial Crops A 50+ 
70++ 

B 

A: Treatment plants; B: Stabilisation ponds 

10 
10+ 
15++ 

50+ 
100++ 

30+ 200+ 
45++ 1000++ 

200+ 
IOOO++ 

30+ 200+ 
45++ 5000++ 

200+ 
5000++ 

3000+ 
10000++ 
200+ 
5000++ 

USED FOR IRRIGATION 
parasi':es I /I Treatment Required 

nil Tertiary & disinfection 
nil Tertiary & disinfection 

nil Secondary retention > 7 
days & disilfection or 
Tertiary & disinfection 

nil Stabilisation ponds with 
retention > 30 days or 
secondary treatment with > 
30 da stora e 

nil Secondary retention > 7 
days & disilfection or 
Tertiary & disinfection 

nil Stabilisation ponds with 
retention >30 days or 
secondary treatment with > 
30 da stora e 

nil Secondary wi':h disinfection 

nil Stabilisation ponds with 
retention >30 days or 
secondary treatment with > 
30 da stora e 

+ Values not to be exceeded in 80 % of samples in one month. Minimum number of samples 5; ++ Maximiun acceptable value 
(a)lrrigation of leafy vegetables is not allowed; (b) Potatoes, beetroot 

Treated effluents that are used for irrigation should not contain toxic substances that accumulate in the edible part of the 
plant and have been shown to be toxic for humans or animals. 
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the frameworks of the adaptation of the Cyprus legislation to that of the European Union, a Technical 
Committee was set up in 1994, with terms of reference to investigate the problem. During the past five 
years, a number of boreholes showed nitrate concentrations above 15 mg/L, and/or an increasing tendency 
to nitrate contamination. From a local investigation of200 boreholes it was found that 77 % of them were 
contaminated due to agricultural activities, 19 % to residential development and 4 % specifically due to 
the existence oflivestock areas in the nearby vicinity. All boreholes with a nitrate concentration of 45 mg/ 
L or more have been abandoned for domestic use. Construction of treatment plants for the treatment of 
septage and its reuse and construction of centralised sewage schemes is progressing both in the urban and 
in rural areas. Domestic sewage undergoes a tertiary treatment, the cost of which is covered by the state. 
Irrigation with treated sewage is regulated as shown in Table 1: provisional effluent standards differentiate 
quality and the methods of treatment required according to the type of crop or land to be irrigated. 

MEASURES FOR SURFACE WATER PROTECTION 

Reservoirs, rivers, and Jakes: in Cyprus there are no perennial rivers. Out of the 101 dams or reservoirs, 
only five are used for domestic water supply. For the prevention of water pollution the disposal of sewage 
or excreta in the catchment area of the river basin discharging into the dams is prohibited. Raw water is 
treated in treatment plantsby rapid sand filtration system, and is disinfected before supplied to the consumer. 
There are no lakes in Cyprus, which can be used for water supply. 

Protection Zones : surface water is protected through the "Town and Country Planning Law", enforced by 
the Town Planning and Housing Department under which all land uses are nominated (e.g. residential, 
tourist, industrial, agricultural, livestock, etc.). One of the main aims of this law is the proper development 
of the urban and rural areas. With the enforcement of this law, efforts are made to avoid unplanned 
development in urban and rural areas and urbanisation in drinking water impounding reservoirs. 

Protection of drinking water supplies: for the protection of drinking water supplies beyond the laws and 
decrees issued by the state, efforts are made to educate the population on protection of the environment 
and the water resources. Organised programmes, with the participation of NGO' s, are trying to raise 
public awareness for the prevention of the pollution of the environment, water resources, and for water 
conservation. 

MONITORING 

Health Inspectors regularly inspect the water sources and storage reservoirs, taking samples for chemical 
and bacteriological analysis. Bacteriological analyses are carried out every 2 months for the small 
communities, and every 2 weeks for the urban areas. Chemical analyses are performed when a new 
source is put in operation and regularly twice per year. Control of residual or free chlorine in the distribution 
systems is carried out regularly. 

Within the frameworks of the Co-ordinating Public Health Committee, a Technical Committee prepared 
National Standards for potable water, based on the European Union directives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the enforcement of the stated laws and standards for the collection, treatment and reuse of sewage 
their safe disposal is achieved and therefore the water resources of Cyprus are protected against 
contamination. Standards have been also set for the treatment and supply of drinking water to safeguard 
the health of the population. 
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